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A multi-agent system (MAS) is a system composed of multiple interacting intelligent 
agents. Multi-agent systems can be used to solve problems which are diffi  cult or im-
possible for an individual agent or monolithic system to solve. Agent systems are open 
and extensible systems that allow for the deployment of autonomous and proactive 
soft ware components. Multi-agent systems have been brought up and used in several 
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Rafal Drezewski
Department of Computer Science, AGH University of Science and Technology

Poland

1. Introduction

Agent-based modeling and simulation becomes increasingly popular in social and biological
sciences. It is due to the fact that agent-based models allow to elegant and explicitly represent
entities, environment, and relations between them Gilbert (2008). Scientist can develop
agent-based-model (agents, environment, and relations between them), directly observe
interactions and emergent phenomena resulting from them, and experiment with the model.
Agent-based approach also allows for very intuitive modeling—entities from the real world
can be directly represented in the model. It is also possible to represent heterogeneous
entities and environment in the model, as well as model intelligent behavior of entities.
Also, the very important mechanism is environment with potentially spatial/geographical
structure—agents can be located within such environment, migrate from one place to another,
and one can model obstacles, barriers, and geographical elements Gilbert (2008).
The notions agent and multi-agent system have many different meanings in the literature of the
field—in this chapter the following meaning of these terms will be used. Agent is considered
physical of virtual entity capable of acting within environment, capable of communicating
with other agents, its activities are driven by individual goals, it possesses some resources, it
may observe the environment (but only local part of it), it possesses only partial knowledge
about the environment (or no knowledge about it at all), it has some abilities and may offer
some services, and it may be able to reproduce Ferber (1999).
Multi-agent system is a system composed of environment, objects (passive elements of the
system), agents (active elements of the system), relations between different elements, set of
operations which allow agents to observe and interact with other elements of the system
(including other agents), and operators which aim is to represent agent’s actions and reactions
of the other elements of the system Ferber (1999).
Agent systems become popular in different areas, such as distributed problem solving,
collective robotics, construction of distributed computer systems which easily adapt to
changing conditions. The applications in the area of modeling and simulation include models
of complex biological, social, and economical systems Epstein (2006); Epstein & Axtell (1996);
Gilbert (2008); Gilbert & Troitzsch (2005); Uhrmacher & Weyns (2009).
Evolutionary algorithms are heuristic techniques which can be used for finding
approximate solutions of global optimization problems Bäck, Fogel & Michalewicz (1997).
Co-evolutionary algorithms are particular branch of the evolutionary algorithms Paredis
(1998). Co-evolutionary algorithms allow for solving problems for which it is impossible
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to formulate explicit fitness function because of their specific property—the fitness of the
given individual is estimated on the basis of its interactions with other individuals existing
in the population. The form of these interactions serves as the basic way of classifying
co-evolutionary algorithms. There are two types of co-evolutionary algorithms: co-operative
and competitive.
Agent-based evolutionary algorithms are the result of merging evolutionary computations
and multi-agent systems paradigms Cetnarowicz et al. (1996). In fact two approaches to
constructing agent-based evolutionary algorithms are possible. In the first one the multi-agent
layer of the system serves as a “manager” for decentralized evolutionary computations. In
the second approach individuals are agents, which “live” within the environment, posses the
ability to reproduce, compete for limited resources, die when they run out of resources, and
make independently all their decisions concerning reproduction, migration, etc., taking into
consideration conditions of the environment, other agents present within the neighborhood,
and resources possessed. Hybrid systems, which mix these two approaches are also possible.
The example of the second approach is the model of co-evolutionary multi-agent system
(CoEMAS) Dreżewski (2003), which results from the realization of co-evolutionary processes
in multi-agent system. Agent-based co-evolutionary systems have some interesting features,
among which the most interesting seems to be the possibility of constructing hybrid systems,
in which many different computational intelligence techniques are used together within
one coherent agent-based computational model, and the possibility of introducing new
evolutionary operators and social relations, which were hard or impossible to introduce in
the case of “classical” evolutionary computations.
Co-evolutionary multi-agent systems (CoEMAS) utilizing mentioned above second kind of
approach to merging evolutionary computations and multi-agent systems have already been
applied with good results to multi-modal optimization Dreżewski (2006), multi-objective
optimization Dreżewski & Siwik (2008), generating investment strategies Dreżewski, Sepielak
& Siwik (2009), and solving Traveling Salesman Problem Dreżewski, Woźniak & Siwik (2009).
Agent-based systems with evolutionary mechanisms can also be used in the area of
modeling and simulation. Agent-based modeling and simulation is particularly suited for
exploring biological, social, economic, and emergent phenomena. Agent-based systems
with evolutionary mechanisms give us the possibility of constructing agent-based models
with integrated mechanisms of biological evolution and social interactions. This approach
can be especially suitable for modeling biological ecosystems and socio-economical systems.
With the use of mentioned approach we have all necessary tools to create models and of
such systems: environment, agents, agent-agent and agent-environment relations, resources,
evolution mechanisms (competing for limited resources, reproduction), possibility of defining
species, sexes, co-evolutionary interactions between species and sexes, social relations,
formation of social structures, organizations, teams, etc.
In this chapter we will mainly focus on processes of species formation and agent-based
modeling and simulation of such phenomena. The understanding of species formation
processes (speciation) still remains the greatest challenge for evolutionary biology. The
biological models of speciation include allopatric models (which require geographical
separation of sub-populations) and sympatric models (where speciation takes place within one
population without physical barriers) Gavrilets (2003). Sympatric speciation may be caused
by different kinds of co-evolutionary interactions between species and sexes (sexual selection).
Allopatric speciation can take place when sub-populations of original species become
geographically separated. They live and evolve in different conditions (adapt to conditions

 

of different environments), and eventually become reproductively isolated even after the
disappearance of physical barriers. Reproductive isolation causes that natural selection works
on each sub-population independently and there is no exchange of gene sequences what can
lead to formation of new species. The separation of sub-populations can result not only from
the existence of geographical barriers but also from different habits, preferences concerning
particular part of the nest, low mobility of individuals, etc.
Sexual selection is the result of co-evolution of interacting sexes. Usually one of the
sexes evolves to attract the second one to mating and the second one tries to keep the
rate of reproduction (and costs associated with it) on optimal level (what leads to sexual
conflict) Gavrilets (2003). The proportion of two sexes (females and males) in population is
almost always 1 : 1. This fact combined with higher females’ reproduction costs causes, that
in the majority of cases, females choose males in the reproduction process according to some
males’ features. In fact, different variants of sexual conflict are possible. For example there
can be higher females’ reproduction costs, equal reproduction costs (no sexual conflict), equal
number of females and males in population, higher number of males in population (when the
costs of producing a female are higher than producing a male), higher number of females in
population (when the costs of producing a male are higher than producing a female) Krebs &
Davies (1993).
The main goal of this chapter is to introduce new coherent model of multi-agent system with
biological and social layers and to demonstrate that systems based on such model can be used
as agent-based modeling and simulation tools.
It will be demonstrated that using proposed approach it is possible to model complex
biological phenomena—species formation caused by different mechanisms. Spatial separation
of sub-populations (based on geographical barriers and resulting from forming flocks) and
sexual selection mechanisms will be modeled.
In the first part of the chapter we will describe formally bio-social multi-agent system
(BSMAS) model. Then using introduced notions we will show that it is possible to define three
models of species formation: two based on isolation of sub-populations, and one based on
co-evolutionary interactions between sexes (sexual selection). In the experimental part of the
chapter selected results of experiments showing that speciation takes place in all constructed
models, however the course of evolution of sub-populations is different will be presented.

2. General model of multi-agent system with biological and social mechanisms

In this section the general model of multi-agent system with two layers: biological and social
is presented. On the basis of such abstract model concrete simulation and computational
systems can be constructed. In the following sections I will present examples of such systems.
The model presented in this section includes all elements required in agent-based modeling
of biological and social mechanisms: environment, objects, agents, relations between
environment, objects, and agents, actions and attributes.

2.1 Bio-Social Multi-Agent System (BSMAS)

The BSMAS in time t is described as 8-tuple:

BSMAS(t) =
〈

EnvT(t), Env(t), ElT(t) = VertT(t) ∪ObjT(t)∪ AgT(t),

ResT(t), In f T(t), Rel(t), Attr(t), Act(t)
〉 (1)

where:
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In the first part of the chapter we will describe formally bio-social multi-agent system
(BSMAS) model. Then using introduced notions we will show that it is possible to define three
models of species formation: two based on isolation of sub-populations, and one based on
co-evolutionary interactions between sexes (sexual selection). In the experimental part of the
chapter selected results of experiments showing that speciation takes place in all constructed
models, however the course of evolution of sub-populations is different will be presented.

2. General model of multi-agent system with biological and social mechanisms

In this section the general model of multi-agent system with two layers: biological and social
is presented. On the basis of such abstract model concrete simulation and computational
systems can be constructed. In the following sections I will present examples of such systems.
The model presented in this section includes all elements required in agent-based modeling
of biological and social mechanisms: environment, objects, agents, relations between
environment, objects, and agents, actions and attributes.

2.1 Bio-Social Multi-Agent System (BSMAS)

The BSMAS in time t is described as 8-tuple:

BSMAS(t) =
〈

EnvT(t), Env(t), ElT(t) = VertT(t) ∪ObjT(t)∪ AgT(t),

ResT(t), In f T(t), Rel(t), Attr(t), Act(t)
〉 (1)

where:





• EnvT(t) is the set of environment types in the time t;

• Env(t) is the set of environments of the BSMAS in the time t;

• ElT(t) is the set of types of elements that can exist within the system in time t;

• VertT(t) is the set of vertice types that can exist within the system in time t;

• ObjT(t) is the set of object (not an object in the sense of object-oriented programming but
object as an element of the simulation model) types that may exist within the system in
time t;

• AgT(t) is the set of agent types that may exist within the system in time t;

• ResT(t) is the set of resource types that exist in the system in time t, the amount of resource
of type rest(t) ∈ ResT(t) will be denoted by resrest(t);

• In f T(t) is the set of information types that exist in the system, the information of type
in f t(t) ∈ In f T(t) will be denoted by in f in f t(t);

• Rel(t) is the set of relations between sets of agents, objects, and vertices;

• Attr(t) is the set of attributes of agents, objects, and vertices;

• Act(t) is the set of actions that can be performed by agents, objects, and vertices.

In the rest of this chapter, for the sake of notation clarity, all symbols related to time will be
omitted until it is necessary to indicate time relations between elements.

2.2 Environment

The environment type envt ∈ EnvT of BSMAS may be described as 4-tuple:

envt =
〈

EnvTenvt, VertTenvt, ResTenvt, In f Tenvt
〉

(2)

EnvTenvt
⊆ EnvT is the set of environment types that may be connected with the envt

environment at the beginning of its existence. VertTenvt
⊆ VerT is the set of vertice types that

may exist within the environment of type envt. ResTenvt
⊆ ResT is the set of resource types

that may exist within the environment of type envt. In f Tenvt
⊆ In f T is the set of information

types that may exist within the environment of type envt.
The environment env ∈ Env of type envt is defined as 2-tuple:

env =
〈

grenv, Envenv
〉

(3)

where grenv is directed graph with the cost function defined: grenv = �Vert, Arch, cost�, Vert
is the set of vertices, Arch is the set of arches. The distance between two nodes is defined
as the length of the shortest path between them in graph grenv. Envenv

⊆ Env is the set of
environments of types from EnvT connected with the environment env.
Vertice type vertt ∈ VertTenv is defined as follows:

vertt =
〈

Attrvertt, Actvertt, ResTvertt, In f Tvertt, VertTvertt, ObjTvertt, AgTvertt
〉

(4)

where:

• Attrvertt
⊆ Attr is the set of attributes of vertt vertice at the beginning of its existence;

• Actvertt
⊆ Act is the set of actions, which vertt vertice can perform at the beginning of its

existence, when asked for it;

 

• ResTvertt
⊆ ResT is the set of resource types, which can exist within vertt vertice at the

beginning of its existence;

• In f Tvertt
⊆ In f T is the set of information, which can exist within vertt vertice at the

beginning of its existence;

• VertTvertt is the set of types of vertices that can be connected with the vertt vertice at the
beginning of its existence;

• ObjTvertt
⊆ ObjT is the set of types of objects that can be located within the vertt vertice at

the beginning of its existence;

• AgTvertt
⊆ AgT is the set of types of agents that can be located within the vertt vertice at

the beginning of its existence.

Element of the structure of system’s environment (vertice) vert ∈ Vert of type vertt ∈ VertTenv

is given by:

vert =
〈

Attrvert, Actvert, Resvert, In f vert, Vertvert, Objvert, Agvert〉 (5)

where:

• Attrvert
⊆ Attr is the set of attributes of vertice vert—it can change during its lifetime;

• Actvert
⊆ Act is the set of actions, which vertice vert can perform when asked for it—it can

change during its lifetime;

• Resvert is the set of resources of types from ResT that exist within the vert;

• In f vert is the set of information of types from In f T that exist within the vert;

• Vertvert is the set of vertices of types from VertT connected with the vertice vert;

• Objvert is the set of objects of types from ObjT that are located in the vertice vert;

• Agvert is the set of agents of types from AgT that are located in the vertice vert.

Each object and agent is located within one of the vertices. The set of all objects that exist
within the system Obj =

⋃
vert∈Vert Objvert, and the set of all agents that exist within the system

Ag =
⋃

vert∈Vert Agvert. El = Vert ∪ Obj ∪ Ag is the set of all elements (vertices, objects, and
agents) that exist within the system.

2.3 Objects
Object type ot ∈ ObjT is defined as follows:

objt =
〈

Attrobjt, Actobjt, ResTobjt, In f Tobjt, ObjTobjt, AgTobjt
〉

(6)

where:

• Attrobjt
⊆ Attr is the set of attributes of objt object at the beginning of its existence;

• Actobjt
⊆ Act is the set of actions, which objt object can perform when asked for it at the

beginning of its existence;

• ResTobjt
⊆ ResT is the set of resource types, which can be used by objt object at the

beginning of its existence;

• In f Tobjt
⊆ In f T is the set of information, which can be used by objt object at the beginning

of its existence;
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Each object and agent is located within one of the vertices. The set of all objects that exist
within the system Obj =

⋃
vert∈Vert Objvert, and the set of all agents that exist within the system

Ag =
⋃

vert∈Vert Agvert. El = Vert ∪ Obj ∪ Ag is the set of all elements (vertices, objects, and
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2.3 Objects
Object type ot ∈ ObjT is defined as follows:

objt =
〈

Attrobjt, Actobjt, ResTobjt, In f Tobjt, ObjTobjt, AgTobjt
〉

(6)

where:
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⊆ Attr is the set of attributes of objt object at the beginning of its existence;

• Actobjt
⊆ Act is the set of actions, which objt object can perform when asked for it at the

beginning of its existence;

• ResTobjt
⊆ ResT is the set of resource types, which can be used by objt object at the

beginning of its existence;

• In f Tobjt
⊆ In f T is the set of information, which can be used by objt object at the beginning
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• ObjTobjt
⊆ ObjT is the set of types of objects that can be located within the objt object at

the beginning of its existence;

• AgTobjt
⊆ AgT is the set of types of agents that can be located within the objt object at the

beginning of its existence.

Passive element of the system (object) obj ∈ Obj of type objt ∈ ObjT is defined in the following
way:

obj =
〈

Attrobj, Actobj, Resobj, In f obj, Objobj, Agobj〉 (7)

where:

• Attrobj
⊆ Attr is the set of attributes of object obj—it can change during its lifetime;

• Actobj
⊆ Act is the set of actions, which object obj can perform when asked for it—it can

change during its lifetime;

• Resobj is the set of resources of types from ResT, which exist within object obj;

• In f obj is the set of information of types from In f T, which exist within object obj;

• Objobj is the set of objects of types from ObjT that are located within the object obj;

• Agobj is the set of agents of types from AgT that are located within the object obj.

2.4 Agents
Agent type agt ∈ AgT is defined as follows:

agt =
〈

Glagt, Attragt, Actagt, ResTagt, In f Tagt, ObjTagt, AgTagt
〉

(8)

where:

• Glagt is the set of goals of agt agent at the beginning of its existence;

• Attragt
⊆ Attr is the set of attributes of agt agent at the beginning of its existence;

• Actagt
⊆ Act is the set of actions, which agt agent can perform at the beginning of its

existence;

• ResTagt
⊆ ResT is the set of resource types, which can be used by agt agent at the beginning

of its existence;

• In f Tagt
⊆ In f T is the set of information, which can be used by agt agent at the beginning

of its existence;

• ObjTagt
⊆ ObjT is the set of types of objects that can be located within the agt agent at the

beginning of its existence;

• AgTagt
⊆ AgT is the set of types of agents that can be located within the agt agent at the

beginning of its existence.

Active element of the system (agent) ag of type agt ∈ AgT is defined as follows:

ag =
〈

Glag, Attrag, Actag, Resag, In f ag, Objag, Agag
〉

(9)

where:

• Glag is the set of goals, which agent ag tries to realize—it can change during its lifetime;

• Attrag
⊆ Attr is the set of attributes of agent ag—it can change during its lifetime;

 

• Actag
⊆ Act is the set of actions, which agent ag can perform in order to realize its goals—it

can change during its lifetime;

• Resag is the set of resources of types from ResT, which are used by agent ag;

• In f ag is the set of information of types from In f T, which agent ag can possess and use;

• Objag is the set of objects of types from ObjT that are located within the agent ag;

• Agag is the set of agents of types from AgT that are located within the agent ag.

2.5 Relations

The set of relations contains all types of relations between sets of elements of the system that
can perform particular actions. The set of all relations that exist in the system is defined as
follows:

Rel =

{
Act1
−−→
Act2

: Act1, Act2 ⊆

⋃

el∈El

Actel

}
(10)

where el is an element (vertice, object, or agent) of the system, El is the set of all elements of
the system, and Actel is the set of actions that el can perform.

Relation
Act1
−−→
Act2

is defined as follows:

Act1
−−→
Act2

=

{〈
ElAct1, ElAct2

〉
∈ 2El

× 2El

}
(11)

ElAct1 is the set of elements of the system (vertices, objects, and agents) that can perform all
actions from the set Act1 ⊆ Act, and ElAct2 is the set of elements of the system (vertices,
objects, and agents) that can perform all actions from the set Act2 ⊆ Act.

3. Multi-agent systems for species formation simulation

In this part of the chapter three systems used during simulation experiments we will be
formally described with the use of notation introduced in section 2. First of the presented
systems uses mechanism of allopatric speciation in which species formation is a result of
existing geographical barriers between sub-populations. The second one uses flock forming
mechanisms. The third one uses sexual selection mechanism. In all systems competition for
limited resources takes place.

3.1 Multi-agent system with geographical barriers

Multi-agent system with geographical barriers (aBSMAS) is the model of allopatric speciation.
In allopatric speciation the eventual new species is born as a result of splitting the origin
species into sub-populations, which are separated with some kind of physical (geographical)
barrier. In the case of aBSMAS there exist environment composed of vertices which are
connected with paths (see fig. 1). Agents can migrate between vertices but the cost of
migration is very high and in fact such a migration takes place very rarely. Within each
vertice agents compete for limited resources—there is no competition for resources between
sub-populations located within different vertices.
Agents reproduce when they have enough resource. Agent which is ready for reproduction
tries to find another agent that can reproduce and that is located within the same
vertice of the environment. Reproduction takes place with the use of recombination
and mutation operators—operators from evolution strategies were used: intermediate
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Fig. 1. Multi-Agent System with Geographical Barriers

recombination Booker et al. (1997), and mutation with self-adaptation Bäck, Fogel, Whitley
& Angeline (1997). The offspring receives some resource from parents.
The multi-agent system with geographical barriers is defined as follows (compare eq. (1)):

aBSMAS(t) =
〈

EnvT(t) =
{

et
}

, Env(t) =
{

env
}

, ElT(t) = VertT(t) ∪ ObjT(t)∪

AgT(t), ResT(t) =
{

rt
}

, In f T(t) = ∅,

Rel(t), Attr(t) =
{

genotype
}

, Act(t)
〉 (12)

where VertT =
{

vt
}

, ObjT = ∅, and AgT =
{

ind
}

.
The set of actions is defined as follows:

Act =
{

die, reproduce, get_resource, give_resource, migrate,
}

(13)

Environment type et:

et =
〈

EnvTet = ∅, VertTet = VertT, ResTet = ResT, In f Tet = ∅
〉

(14)

Environment env of type et is defined as follows:

env =
〈

grenv, Envenv = ∅
〉

(15)

Vertice type vt is defined in the following way:

vt =
〈

Attrvt = ∅, Actvt =
{

give_resource
}

, ResTvt = ResT,

In f Tvt = ∅, VertTvt = VertT, ObjTvt = ∅, AgTvt = AgT
〉 (16)

where give_resource is the action of giving resource to agent of type ind.
Each vert ∈ Vert is defined as follows:

vert =
〈

Attrvert = ∅, Actvert = Actvt, Resvert =
{

resvert
}

, In f vert = ∅,

Vertvert, Objvert = ∅, Agvert〉 (17)

 

resvert is the amount of resource of type rt that is possessed by the vert. Vertvert is the set of
nine (for Michalewicz fitness landscape—see sec. 4.1), thirty (for Rastrigin fitness landscape),
sixty three (for Schwefel fitness landscape), or sixteen (for Waves fitness landscape) vertices
connected with the vertice vert. Agvert is the set of agents located within the vertice vert.
There is one type of agents in the system (ind):

ind =
〈

Glind =
{

gl1, gl2, gl3
}

, Attrind =
{

genotype
}

, Actind =
{

die, reproduce,

get_resource, migrate
}

, ResTind = ResT, In f Tind = ∅,

ObjTind = ∅, AgTind = ∅
〉

(18)

where gl1 is the goal “get resource from environment”, gl2 is the goal “reproduce”, and gl3 is
the goal “migrate to other vertice”. die is the action of death—agent dies when it runs out of
resources, reproduce is the action of reproducing (with the use of recombination and mutation
operators), get_resource is the action of getting resource from environment, and migrate is the
action of migrating to other vertice.
Agent agind (of type ind) is defined as follows:

agind =
〈

Glag,ind = Glind, Attrag,ind = Attrind, Actag,ind = Actind, Resag,ind =
{

rag,ind
}

,

In f ag,ind = ∅, Objag,ind = ∅, Agag,ind = ∅
〉 (19)

Notation Glag,ind means “the set of goals of agent ag of type ind”. rag,ind is the amount of
resource of type rt that is possessed by the agent agind.
The set of relations is defined as follows:

Rel =

{
{get_resource}
−−−−−−−−→
{get_resource}

}
(20)

The relation is defined as follows:

{get_resource}
−−−−−−−−→
{get_resource}

=

{〈
Agind,{get_resource}, Agind,{get_resource}

〉}
(21)

Agind,{get_resource} is the set of agents of type ind capable of performing action get_resource.
This relation represents competition for limited resources between ind agents.

3.2 Multi-agent system with flock formation mechanisms

In multi-agent system with flock formation mechanisms (fBSMAS) speciation takes place as a
result of flock formation (see fig. 2). Each agent (individual) can reproduce, die and migrate
between flocks—it searches for flock that occupies the same ecological niche. Agents can
mate only with agents from the same flock. Reproduction is initiated by the agent that has
enough resources to reproduce. Such agent searches for ready for reproduction partner from
the same flock. When the partner is chosen then the reproduction takes place. Offspring is
generated with the use of intermediate recombination Booker et al. (1997), and mutation with
self-adaptation Bäck, Fogel, Whitley & Angeline (1997).
Flocks can merge and split. Merging takes place when two flocks are located within the
same ecological niche (basin of attraction of some local minima in the multi-modal fitness
landscape—see section 4). Flock splits into two flocks when there exists an agent within the
flock which in fact occupies different ecological niche than other agents in the flock and there is
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recombination Booker et al. (1997), and mutation with self-adaptation Bäck, Fogel, Whitley
& Angeline (1997). The offspring receives some resource from parents.
The multi-agent system with geographical barriers is defined as follows (compare eq. (1)):
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AgT(t), ResT(t) =
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rt
}
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Rel(t), Attr(t) =
{
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}

, Act(t)
〉 (12)

where VertT =
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vt
}

, ObjT = ∅, and AgT =
{

ind
}

.
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(13)
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(14)
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env =
〈
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〉

(15)
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〈
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}
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〉 (16)

where give_resource is the action of giving resource to agent of type ind.
Each vert ∈ Vert is defined as follows:

vert =
〈
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{

resvert
}
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Vertvert, Objvert = ∅, Agvert〉 (17)

 

resvert is the amount of resource of type rt that is possessed by the vert. Vertvert is the set of
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(18)

where gl1 is the goal “get resource from environment”, gl2 is the goal “reproduce”, and gl3 is
the goal “migrate to other vertice”. die is the action of death—agent dies when it runs out of
resources, reproduce is the action of reproducing (with the use of recombination and mutation
operators), get_resource is the action of getting resource from environment, and migrate is the
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Notation Glag,ind means “the set of goals of agent ag of type ind”. rag,ind is the amount of
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Agind,{get_resource} is the set of agents of type ind capable of performing action get_resource.
This relation represents competition for limited resources between ind agents.

3.2 Multi-agent system with flock formation mechanisms

In multi-agent system with flock formation mechanisms (fBSMAS) speciation takes place as a
result of flock formation (see fig. 2). Each agent (individual) can reproduce, die and migrate
between flocks—it searches for flock that occupies the same ecological niche. Agents can
mate only with agents from the same flock. Reproduction is initiated by the agent that has
enough resources to reproduce. Such agent searches for ready for reproduction partner from
the same flock. When the partner is chosen then the reproduction takes place. Offspring is
generated with the use of intermediate recombination Booker et al. (1997), and mutation with
self-adaptation Bäck, Fogel, Whitley & Angeline (1997).
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Fig. 2. Multi-Agent System with Flock Formation Mechanisms

no existing flock that such agent can migrate to. Flocks compete for limited resources located
within the environment, and agents compete for limited resources located within their flocks.
Flocks can migrate within environment.
The multi-agent system with flocks is defined as follows (compare eq. (2)):

f BSMAS(t) =
〈

EnvT(t) =
{

et
}

, Env(t) =
{

env
}

, ElT(t) = VertT(t) ∪ObjT(t)∪

AgT(t), ResT(t) =
{

rt
}

, In f T(t) = ∅,

Rel(t), Attr(t) =
{

genotype
}

, Act(t)
〉 (22)

where VertT =
{

vt
}

, ObjT = ∅, and AgT =
{

f lock, ind
}

.
The set of actions is defined as follows:

Act =
{

die, reproduce, get_resource, give_resource, migrate, search_ f lock,

merge_ f locks, split_ f lock
} (23)

Environment type et:

et =
〈

EnvTet = ∅, VertTet = VertT, ResTet = ResT, In f Tet = ∅
〉

(24)

Environment env of type et is defined as follows:

env =
〈

grenv, Envenv = ∅
〉

(25)

Vertice type vt is defined in the following way:

vt =
〈

Attrvt = ∅, Actvt =
{

give_resource
}

, ResTvt = ResT,

In f Tvt = ∅, VertTvt = VertT, ObjTvt = ∅, AgTvt =
{

f lock
}〉 (26)

where give_resource is the action of giving resource to flock.

 

Each vert ∈ Vert is defined as follows:

vert =
〈

Attrvert = ∅, Actvert = Actvt, Resvert =
{

resvert
}

,

In f vert = ∅, Vertvert, Objvert = ∅, Agvert〉 (27)

resvert is the amount of resource that is possessed by the vert. Vertvert is the set of four vertices
connected with the vertice vert (see fig. 2). Agvert is the set of agents of type f lock located
within the vertice vert.
There are two types of agents in the system: f lock and ind. f lock type of agent is defined in
the following way:

f lock =
〈

Gl f lock =
{

gl1, gl2, gl3
}

, Attr f lock = ∅, Act f lock =
{

get_resource, give_resource,

migrate, merge_ f locks
}

, ResT f lock = ResT, In f T f lock = ∅,

ObjT f lock = ∅, AgT f lock =
{

ind
}〉

(28)

where gl1 is the goal “get resource from environment”, gl2 is the goal “merge with other
flock”, and gl3 is the goal “migrate to other vertice”. get_resource is the action of getting
resource from environment, give_resource is the action of giving resource to ind type agent,
migrate is the action of migrating to other vertice, and merge_ f locks is the action of merging
with other flock.
ind type of agent is defined in the following way:

ind =
〈

Glind =
{

gl4, gl5, gl6, gl7
}

, Attrind =
{

genotype
}

, Actind =
{

die, reproduce,

get_resource, migrate, search_ f lock, split_ f lock
}

, ResTind = ResT,

In f Tind = ∅, ObjTind = ∅, AgTind = ∅
〉

(29)

where gl4 is the goal “get resource from flock agent”, gl5 is the goal “reproduce”, gl6 is the
goal “migrate to other flock”, and gl7 is the goal “split flock”. die is the action of death—agent
dies when it runs out of resources, reproduce is the action of reproducing (with the use of
recombination and mutation operators), get_resource is the action of getting resource from
f lock type agent, migrate is the action of migrating to other flock, search_ f lock is the action of
searching for another flock—located within the same ecological niche, and split_ f lock is the
action of creating a new flock.
Agent ag f lock (of type f lock) is defined as follows:

ag f lock =
〈

Glag, f lock = Gl f lock, Attrag, f lock = ∅, Actag, f lock = Act f lock,

Resag, f lock =
{

rag, f lock
}

, In f ag, f lock = ∅, Objag, f lock = ∅, Agag, f lock
〉 (30)

Notation Glag, f lock means “the set of goals of agent ag of type f lock”. rag, f lock is the amount of
resource of type rt that is possessed by the agent ag f lock. Agag, f lock is the set of agents of type
ind that currently belong to the flock agent.
Agent agind (of type ind) is defined as follows:

agind =
〈

Glag,ind = Glind, Attrag,ind = Attrind, Actag,ind = Actind, Resag,ind =
{

rag,ind},

In f ag,ind = ∅, Objag,ind = ∅, Agag,ind = ∅
〉 (31)

rag,ind is the amount of resource of type rt that is possessed by the agent agind.
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no existing flock that such agent can migrate to. Flocks compete for limited resources located
within the environment, and agents compete for limited resources located within their flocks.
Flocks can migrate within environment.
The multi-agent system with flocks is defined as follows (compare eq. (2)):
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,

In f vert = ∅, Vertvert, Objvert = ∅, Agvert〉 (27)

resvert is the amount of resource that is possessed by the vert. Vertvert is the set of four vertices
connected with the vertice vert (see fig. 2). Agvert is the set of agents of type f lock located
within the vertice vert.
There are two types of agents in the system: f lock and ind. f lock type of agent is defined in
the following way:
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〈

Gl f lock =
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}
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}

, ResT f lock = ResT, In f T f lock = ∅,

ObjT f lock = ∅, AgT f lock =
{
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}〉

(28)

where gl1 is the goal “get resource from environment”, gl2 is the goal “merge with other
flock”, and gl3 is the goal “migrate to other vertice”. get_resource is the action of getting
resource from environment, give_resource is the action of giving resource to ind type agent,
migrate is the action of migrating to other vertice, and merge_ f locks is the action of merging
with other flock.
ind type of agent is defined in the following way:

ind =
〈

Glind =
{

gl4, gl5, gl6, gl7
}

, Attrind =
{

genotype
}

, Actind =
{

die, reproduce,

get_resource, migrate, search_ f lock, split_ f lock
}

, ResTind = ResT,

In f Tind = ∅, ObjTind = ∅, AgTind = ∅
〉

(29)

where gl4 is the goal “get resource from flock agent”, gl5 is the goal “reproduce”, gl6 is the
goal “migrate to other flock”, and gl7 is the goal “split flock”. die is the action of death—agent
dies when it runs out of resources, reproduce is the action of reproducing (with the use of
recombination and mutation operators), get_resource is the action of getting resource from
f lock type agent, migrate is the action of migrating to other flock, search_ f lock is the action of
searching for another flock—located within the same ecological niche, and split_ f lock is the
action of creating a new flock.
Agent ag f lock (of type f lock) is defined as follows:

ag f lock =
〈

Glag, f lock = Gl f lock, Attrag, f lock = ∅, Actag, f lock = Act f lock,

Resag, f lock =
{

rag, f lock
}

, In f ag, f lock = ∅, Objag, f lock = ∅, Agag, f lock
〉 (30)

Notation Glag, f lock means “the set of goals of agent ag of type f lock”. rag, f lock is the amount of
resource of type rt that is possessed by the agent ag f lock. Agag, f lock is the set of agents of type
ind that currently belong to the flock agent.
Agent agind (of type ind) is defined as follows:

agind =
〈

Glag,ind = Glind, Attrag,ind = Attrind, Actag,ind = Actind, Resag,ind =
{

rag,ind},

In f ag,ind = ∅, Objag,ind = ∅, Agag,ind = ∅
〉 (31)

rag,ind is the amount of resource of type rt that is possessed by the agent agind.





The set of relations is defined as follows:

Rel =

{
{get_resource}
−−−−−−−−→
{get_resource}

}
(32)

The relation is defined as follows:

{get_resource}
−−−−−−−−→
{get_resource}

=

{〈
Ag f lock,{get_resource}, Ag f lock,{get_resource}

〉
,

〈
Agind,{get_resource}, Agind,{get_resource}

〉} (33)

Ag f lock,{get_resource} is the set of agents of type f lock capable of performing action get_resource.

Agind,{get_resource} is the set of agents of type ind capable of performing action get_resource.
This relation represents competition for limited resources between agents of the same type.

3.3 Multi-agent system with sexual selection

In multi-agent system with sexual selection (sBSMAS) speciation takes place as a result of
sexual selection. There exist two sexes (see fig. 3). Agents compete for limited resources,
can reproduce and die. Reproduction takes place when pair is formed composed of agents
from opposite sexes. Reproduction process is initiated by a female agent (when it has enough
resources to reproduce). Then it searches for the partner in such a way that it chooses one
male agent from all male agents that are ready for reproduction in the given vertice. The
partner is chosen on the basis of genotype similarity—the more similar are two agents from
opposite sexes the more probable is that female agent will choose that male agent. The
offspring is generated with the use of mutation and recombination operators (intermediate
recombination Booker et al. (1997), and mutation with self-adaptation Bäck, Fogel, Whitley &
Angeline (1997)). The offspring receives some of the resources from parents.

Fig. 3. Multi-Agent System with Sexual Selection

 

The multi-agent system with sexual selection is defined as follows (compare eq. (2)):

BSMAS(t) =
〈

EnvT(t) =
{

et
}

, Env(t) =
{

env
}

, ElT(t) = VertT(t) ∪ ObjT(t)∪

AgT(t), ResT(t) =
{

rt
}

, In f T(t) = ∅, Rel(t),

Attr(t) =
{

genotype
}

, Act(t)
〉 (34)

where VertT =
{

vt
}

, ObjT = ∅, and AgT =
{

f emale, male
}

.
The set of actions is defined as follows:

Act =
{

die, reproduce, get_resource, give_resource, migrate, choose
}

(35)

Environment type et is defined in the following way:

et =
〈

EnvTet = ∅, VertTet = VertT, ResTet = ResT, In f Tet = ∅
〉

(36)

Environment env of type et is defined as follows:

env =
〈

grenv, Envenv = ∅
〉

(37)

Vertice type vt is defined in the following way:

vt =
〈

Attrvt = ∅, Actvt =
{

give_resource
}

, ResTvt = ResT,

In f Tvt = ∅, VertTvt = VertT, ObjTvt = ∅, AgTvt = AgT
〉 (38)

where give_resource is the action of giving resource to agents.
Each vert ∈ Vert is defined as follows:

vert =
〈

Attrvert = ∅, Actvert = Actvt, Resvert =
{

resvert}, In f vert = ∅,

Vertvert, Objvert = ∅, Agvert
〉 (39)

resvert is the amount of resource of type rt that is possessed by the vert. Vertvert is the set of
four vertices connected with the vertice vert (see fig. 3). Agvert is the set of agents located
within the vertice vert.
There are two types of agents in the system: f emale and male. f emale agent type is defined in
the following way:

f emale =
〈

Gl f emale =
{

gl1, gl2, gl3
}

, Attr f emale =
{

genotype
}

,

Act f emale =
{

die, reproduce, choose, get_resource, migrate,
}

,

ResT f emale = ResT, In f T f emale = ∅, ObjT f emale = ∅, AgT f emale = ∅
〉

(40)

where gl1 is the goal “get resource from environment”, gl2 is the goal “reproduce”, and gl3 is
the goal “migrate to other vertice”. die is the action of death—agent dies when it runs out of
resources, reproduce is the action of reproducing (with the use of recombination and mutation
operators), choose is the action of choosing partner for reproduction from the set of male agents
that are located within the same vertice and are ready for reproduction, get_resource is the
action of getting resource from environment, and migrate is the action of migrating to other
vertice.
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where give_resource is the action of giving resource to agents.
Each vert ∈ Vert is defined as follows:

vert =
〈

Attrvert = ∅, Actvert = Actvt, Resvert =
{

resvert}, In f vert = ∅,
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〉 (39)

resvert is the amount of resource of type rt that is possessed by the vert. Vertvert is the set of
four vertices connected with the vertice vert (see fig. 3). Agvert is the set of agents located
within the vertice vert.
There are two types of agents in the system: f emale and male. f emale agent type is defined in
the following way:

f emale =
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where gl1 is the goal “get resource from environment”, gl2 is the goal “reproduce”, and gl3 is
the goal “migrate to other vertice”. die is the action of death—agent dies when it runs out of
resources, reproduce is the action of reproducing (with the use of recombination and mutation
operators), choose is the action of choosing partner for reproduction from the set of male agents
that are located within the same vertice and are ready for reproduction, get_resource is the
action of getting resource from environment, and migrate is the action of migrating to other
vertice.





male agent type is defined in the following way:

male =
〈

Glmale =
{

gl1, gl2, gl3
}

, Attrmale =
{

genotype
}

,

Actmale =
{

die, reproduce, get_resource, migrate,
}

,

ResTmale = ResT, In f Tmale = ∅, ObjTmale = ∅, AgTmale = ∅
〉

(41)

where gl1 is the goal “get resource from environment”, gl2 is the goal “reproduce”, and gl3 is
the goal “migrate to other vertice”. die is the action of death—agent dies when it runs out of
resources, reproduce is the action of reproducing (with the use of recombination and mutation
operators), get_resource is the action of getting resource from environment, and migrate is the
action of migrating to other vertice.
Agent ag f emale (of type f emale) is defined in the following way:

ag f emale =
〈

Glag, f emale = Gl f emale, Attrag, f emale = Attr f emale, Actag, f emale = Act f emale,

Resag, f emale =
{

rag, f emale
}

, In f ag, f emale = ∅,

Objag, f emale = ∅, Agag, f emale = ∅
〉

(42)

Notation Glag, f emale means “the set of goals of agent ag of type f emale”. rag, f emale is the amount
of resource of type rt that is possessed by the agent ag f emale.
Agent agmale (of type male) is defined in the following way:

agmale =
〈

Glag,male = Glmale, Attrag,male = Attrmale, Actag,male = Actmale,

Resag,male =
{

rag,male
}

, In f ag,male = ∅, Objag,male = ∅, Agag,male = ∅
〉 (43)

Notation Glag,male means “the set of goals of agent ag of type male”. rag,male is the amount of
resource of type rt that is possessed by the agent agmale.
The set of relations is defined as follows:

Rel =

{
{get_resource}
−−−−−−−−→
{get_resource}

,
{choose,reproduce}
−−−−−−−−−−→

{reproduce}

}
(44)

The relation
{get_resource}
−−−−−−−−→
{get_resource}

is defined as follows:

{get_resource}
−−−−−−−−→
{get_resource}

=

{〈
Ag{get_resource}, Ag{get_resource}

〉}
(45)

Ag{get_resource} is the set of agents capable of performing action get_resource. This relation
represents competition for limited resources between agents.
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−−−−−−−−−−→

{reproduce}
is defined as follows:

{choose,reproduce}
−−−−−−−−−−→

{reproduce}
=

{〈
Ag f emale,{choose,reproduce}, Agmale,{reproduce}

〉}
(46)

Ag f emale,{choose,reproduce} is the set of agents of type f emale capable of performing actions

choose and reproduce. Agmale,{reproduce} is the set of agents of type male capable of performing
action reproduce. This relation represents sexual selection mechanism— f emale agents choose
partners for reproduction form male agents and then reproduction takes place.
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Michalewicz fitness landscape is given by (Michalewicz (1996)):

f1(�x) = −

n

∑
i=1

(
sin(xi) ∗

(
sin(i ∗ x2

i /π)
)2∗m

)
xi ∈ [0; π] for i = 1, . . . , n (47)

This function has n! local minima, where n is the number of dimensions. m parameter
regulates the steepness of “valleys”. During experiments the values of parameters were
m = 10 and n = 2 (see fig. 4).
Rastrigin multimodal fitness landscape is defined as follows (Potter (1997)):

f2(�x) = 10 ∗ n +
n

∑
i=1

(
x2

i − 10 ∗ cos(2 ∗ π ∗ xi)
)

xi ∈ [−2.5; 2.5] for i = 1, . . . , n (48)

This function has many regularly placed local minima. During experiments n = 2 was
assumed (see fig. 5).
Schwefel fitness landscape is defined as follows (Potter (1997)):

f3(�x) =
n

∑
i=1

(
−xi ∗ sin

(√
|xi|

))
xi ∈ [−500.0; 500.0] for i = 1, . . . , n (49)





male agent type is defined in the following way:
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〈

Glmale =
{

gl1, gl2, gl3
}

, Attrmale =
{

genotype
}

,

Actmale =
{

die, reproduce, get_resource, migrate,
}

,

ResTmale = ResT, In f Tmale = ∅, ObjTmale = ∅, AgTmale = ∅
〉

(41)

where gl1 is the goal “get resource from environment”, gl2 is the goal “reproduce”, and gl3 is
the goal “migrate to other vertice”. die is the action of death—agent dies when it runs out of
resources, reproduce is the action of reproducing (with the use of recombination and mutation
operators), get_resource is the action of getting resource from environment, and migrate is the
action of migrating to other vertice.
Agent ag f emale (of type f emale) is defined in the following way:

ag f emale =
〈

Glag, f emale = Gl f emale, Attrag, f emale = Attr f emale, Actag, f emale = Act f emale,

Resag, f emale =
{

rag, f emale
}

, In f ag, f emale = ∅,

Objag, f emale = ∅, Agag, f emale = ∅
〉

(42)

Notation Glag, f emale means “the set of goals of agent ag of type f emale”. rag, f emale is the amount
of resource of type rt that is possessed by the agent ag f emale.
Agent agmale (of type male) is defined in the following way:

agmale =
〈

Glag,male = Glmale, Attrag,male = Attrmale, Actag,male = Actmale,

Resag,male =
{

rag,male
}

, In f ag,male = ∅, Objag,male = ∅, Agag,male = ∅
〉 (43)

Notation Glag,male means “the set of goals of agent ag of type male”. rag,male is the amount of
resource of type rt that is possessed by the agent agmale.
The set of relations is defined as follows:

Rel =

{
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}
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=
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Ag{get_resource} is the set of agents capable of performing action get_resource. This relation
represents competition for limited resources between agents.
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=
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〉}
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Ag f emale,{choose,reproduce} is the set of agents of type f emale capable of performing actions

choose and reproduce. Agmale,{reproduce} is the set of agents of type male capable of performing
action reproduce. This relation represents sexual selection mechanism— f emale agents choose
partners for reproduction form male agents and then reproduction takes place.
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Fig. 7. Waves fitness landscape

This function has many irregularly placed local minima. During experiments n = 2 was
assumed (see fig. 6).

 

Waves fitness landscape is defined as follows (Ursem (1999)):

f4(�x) = −
(
(0.3 ∗ x1)
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(
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(
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)
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)

x1 ∈[−0.9; 1.2], x2 ∈ [−1.2; 1.2]

(50)

This function has many irregularly placed local minima (see fig. 7).

4.2 Species formation processes

In this section species formation processes are illustrated. Fig. 8– 19 show the course of
evolution and speciation processes for all three models of speciation and for four mentioned
above fitness landscapes. Experiments’ results show location of agents after 0, 50, 500, and
5000 simulation steps.
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Fig. 8. Species formation processes in aBSMAS with Michalewicz fitness landscape

Fig. 8–11 show the course of speciation in model with geographical barriers. In the case of
all fitness landscapes speciation takes place—it can be seen that distinct species are formed.
Species are located within the basins of attraction of local minima which are “ecological
niches” for species. However not in all of the niches there exist some species, for example
see fig. 9, 10, and 11. Also, it can be seen that rather high level of population diversity within
species is maintained—agents are spread over rather large areas of fitness landscape.
Fig. 12– 15 show speciation processes taking place under second model—multi-agent system
with flocks. As it can be seen in the figures, the speciation takes place and the diversity within
the species is rather low, as compared to aBSMAS model, and especially sBSMAS model. Also,
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species is maintained—agents are spread over rather large areas of fitness landscape.
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Fig. 9. Species formation processes in aBSMAS with Rastrigin fitness landscape
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Fig. 10. Species formation processes in aBSMAS with Schwefel fitness landscape
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Fig. 11. Species formation processes in aBSMAS with Waves fitness landscape
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Fig. 12. Species formation processes in fBSMAS with Michalewicz fitness landscape
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Fig. 10. Species formation processes in aBSMAS with Schwefel fitness landscape
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Fig. 11. Species formation processes in aBSMAS with Waves fitness landscape
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Fig. 12. Species formation processes in fBSMAS with Michalewicz fitness landscape
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Fig. 13. Species formation processes in fBSMAS with Rastrigin fitness landscape
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Fig. 14. Species formation processes in fBSMAS with Schwefel fitness landscape
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Fig. 15. Species formation processes in fBSMAS with Waves fitness landscape
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Fig. 16. Species formation processes in sBSMAS with Michalewicz fitness landscape
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Fig. 13. Species formation processes in fBSMAS with Rastrigin fitness landscape
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Fig. 15. Species formation processes in fBSMAS with Waves fitness landscape
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Fig. 16. Species formation processes in sBSMAS with Michalewicz fitness landscape
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Fig. 17. Species formation processes in sBSMAS with Rastrigin fitness landscape
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Fig. 18. Species formation processes in sBSMAS with Schwefel fitness landscape
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Fig. 19. Species formation processes in sBSMAS with Waves fitness landscape

there are generally more species formed—in most cases, in 5000 step almost in all niches there
exist some species.
In the case of third model—multi-agent system with sexual selection—the population
diversity within species is very high (see fig. 16– 19). Species are formed, but the boundaries
between them are not clear in most cases (see fig. 16 and 18).

4.3 Population size during experiments

In fig. 20 and 21 changes of the population size during experiments in the three systems are
shown. In all cases the number of agents changes rapidly during initial steps of the simulation
but stabilizes after some time.
In the case of fBSMAS model after the rapid increase in the number of agents, there can be
observed the tendency to slightly decrease the population size—it appears after the intensive
epoch of species formation and populating environmental niches and it results from the
existence of mechanism of merging flocks located within the same ecological niche.
In aBSMAS model the population is much more numerous than in the case of other two
models. This is caused by the fact that aBSMAS model uses much more vertices in the
environment and also more agents are needed to populate these vertices and maintain
evolutionary processes.

5. Summary and conclusions

In this paper the model of bio-social multi-agent system (BSMAS) was introduced. Presented
model is based on CoEMAS approach Dreżewski (2003), which has already been applied in
several computational systems. The BSMAS approach allows for agent-based modeling of
biological and social phenomena due to the possibility of defining in a very natural way of all
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Fig. 19. Species formation processes in sBSMAS with Waves fitness landscape

there are generally more species formed—in most cases, in 5000 step almost in all niches there
exist some species.
In the case of third model—multi-agent system with sexual selection—the population
diversity within species is very high (see fig. 16– 19). Species are formed, but the boundaries
between them are not clear in most cases (see fig. 16 and 18).

4.3 Population size during experiments

In fig. 20 and 21 changes of the population size during experiments in the three systems are
shown. In all cases the number of agents changes rapidly during initial steps of the simulation
but stabilizes after some time.
In the case of fBSMAS model after the rapid increase in the number of agents, there can be
observed the tendency to slightly decrease the population size—it appears after the intensive
epoch of species formation and populating environmental niches and it results from the
existence of mechanism of merging flocks located within the same ecological niche.
In aBSMAS model the population is much more numerous than in the case of other two
models. This is caused by the fact that aBSMAS model uses much more vertices in the
environment and also more agents are needed to populate these vertices and maintain
evolutionary processes.

5. Summary and conclusions

In this paper the model of bio-social multi-agent system (BSMAS) was introduced. Presented
model is based on CoEMAS approach Dreżewski (2003), which has already been applied in
several computational systems. The BSMAS approach allows for agent-based modeling of
biological and social phenomena due to the possibility of defining in a very natural way of all
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Fig. 20. Number of agents in the aBSMAS, fBSMAS, and sBSMAS during experiments with
Michalewicz (a) and Rastrigin (b) landscapes
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Fig. 21. Number of agents in the aBSMAS, fBSMAS, and sBSMAS during experiments with
Schwefel (a) and Waves (b) landscapes

elements of multi-agent simulation: heterogeneous environment, passive elements (objects),
active elements (agents), relations between them, resources, actions and attributes.
With the use of BSMAS model three systems with speciation were defined: system with
allopatric speciation, system with speciation resulting from flock formation, and system with
sexual selection. Presented results show that in all three cases speciation takes place, however
the course of the evolution is in each case different, there are differences in the number of

 

formed species and population diversity within species. Also, in each model the population
size changes in a different way during experiments.
Future work will include the application of BSMAS model to different areas—mainly social
and economical simulations. Also the implementation of dedicated simulation system is
included in future plans.
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Fig. 20. Number of agents in the aBSMAS, fBSMAS, and sBSMAS during experiments with
Michalewicz (a) and Rastrigin (b) landscapes
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Fig. 21. Number of agents in the aBSMAS, fBSMAS, and sBSMAS during experiments with
Schwefel (a) and Waves (b) landscapes

elements of multi-agent simulation: heterogeneous environment, passive elements (objects),
active elements (agents), relations between them, resources, actions and attributes.
With the use of BSMAS model three systems with speciation were defined: system with
allopatric speciation, system with speciation resulting from flock formation, and system with
sexual selection. Presented results show that in all three cases speciation takes place, however
the course of the evolution is in each case different, there are differences in the number of

 

formed species and population diversity within species. Also, in each model the population
size changes in a different way during experiments.
Future work will include the application of BSMAS model to different areas—mainly social
and economical simulations. Also the implementation of dedicated simulation system is
included in future plans.
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1. Introduction 
Communication is an important aspect of human life; it is with communication that helps 
human beings connect with each other as individuals and as independent groups. In 
informatics, the very purpose of the existence of computer is information dissemination – to be 
able to send and receive information. Humans are quite successful in conveying ideas with 
one another and reacting appropriately because we share the richness of our language, have 
a common understanding of how things work and have an implicit understanding of 
everyday situations. When human communicate with human, they comprehend the 
information that is apparent to the current situation, or context, hence increasing the 
conversational bandwidth. This ability to convey ideas, however, does not transfer when 
human interacts with computer. On its own, computers do not understand our language, do 
not understand how the world works and cannot sense information about the current 
situation. In a typical impoverished computing set-up where providing computer with 
information is through the use of mouse, keyboard and screen, the result is we explicitly 
provide information to computers, producing an effect that is contrary to the promise of 
transparency and calm technology in Marc Weiser’s vision of ubiquitous computing (Weiser 
1991; Weiser 1993; Weiser and Brown 1996). To reverse this, it is imperative that 
methodologies are developed that will enable computers to have access to context. It is 
through context-awareness that we can increase the richness of communication in human-
computer interaction, through which we can reap the most likely benefit of more useful 
computational services. 
Context (Dey and Abowd 1999; Gwizdka 2000; Dey 2001; Coutaz, Crowley et al. 2005) is a 
subjective idea and its interpretation is personal. Context evolves and the acquisition of 
contextual information is essential. However, we believe that the one with the final word on 
whether the envisioned context is correctly captured/acquired or not is the end user. Current 
research works indicate that some contextual information are already predefined by their 
systems from the very beginning – this is correct if the application domain is fixed but is 
incorrect if we infer that a typical user does different computing tasks in different occasions. 
With the aim of coming up with more conclusive and inclusive design, we conjure that the 
contextual information that is important to the user should be left to the judgment of the end 
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user. This leads us to the incremental acquisition of context where context parameters are 
added, modified or deleted one context parameter at a time. 
In conjunction with the idea of inclusive context, we enlarge the notion of context that it has 
become interaction context. Interaction context refers to the collective context of the user (i.e. 
user context), of his working environment (i.e. environmental context) and of his computing 
system (i.e. system context). Each of these interaction context elements – user context, 
environmental context and system context – is composed of various parameters that describe 
the state of the user, of his workplace and his computing resources as he undertakes an 
activity in accomplishing his computing task, and each of these parameters may evolve over 
time. For example, user location is a user context parameter and its value will evolve as the 
user moves from one place to another. The same can be said about noise level as an 
environment context parameter; its value evolves over time. This also applies to the 
available bandwidth, which continuously evolves, which we consider as a system context 
parameter.  
The evolution of the interaction context, from the time the user starts working on his 
computing task up to its completion, informs us that the contextual information changes 
instantaneously, and as such the computing system needs to adapt appropriately. Too often, 
a regular computing system remains static – it does nothing – even in the eventuality that a 
certain interaction context parameter changes that the user has no option but to intervene. 
For instance, when the bandwidth becomes too limited, downloading data becomes too 
slow that the user needs to intervene to stop the software application. This is the challenge 
of our time – how can we design a computing system that adapts appropriately to the 
constantly evolving interaction context? Our review of the state-of-the-art indicates that in 
the existing context-sensitive applications, very large efforts were expended by researchers 
in defining how to capture context and then disseminate it to the system. And yet, precise 
answer is still missing as to how the application itself will adapt to the given context. It is in 
this last direction that this chapter work registers.    
The remaining contents of this chapter are as follows. Section 2 focuses on the review of the 
state-of-the-art; it tells us what has been done by other researchers in this domain and what 
is missing or lacking in the current endeavors. Section 3 introduces us to agents and the 
multi-agent system that will attempt to provide solutions to the cited problem. Section 4 is 
concentrated on modalities and the multimodal computing system. The multi-agent 
system’s adaptation to interaction context is the main focus of Chapter 5. This work is 
concluded in Chapter 6. 

2. Review of the state-of-the-art 
The term “context” comes in many flavours, depending on which researcher is talking. In 
Shilit’s early research, (Schilit and Theimer 1994), context means the answers to the 
questions “Where are you?”, “With whom are you?”, and “Which resources are in proximity with 
you?” He defined context as the changes in the physical, user and computational 
environments. This idea is taken later by Pascoe (Pascoe 1998) and Dey (Dey, Salber et al. 
1999). Brown considered context as “the user’s location, the identity of the people surrounding the 
user, as well as the time, the season, the temperature, etc.” (Brown, Bovey et al. 1997). Ryan 
defined context as the environment, the identity and location of the user as well as the time 
involved (Ryan, Pascoe et al. 1997). Ward viewed context as the possible environment states 
of an application (Ward, Jones et al. 1997). In Pascoe’s definition, he added the pertinence of 
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the notion of state: “Context is a subset of physical and conceptual states having an interest to a 
particular entity”. Dey specified the notion of an entity: “Context is any information that can be 
used to characterize the situation of an entity. An entity is a person, place or object that is considered 
relevant to the interaction between a user and an application, including the user and application 
themselves” (Dey 2001). This definition became the basis for Rey and Coutaz to coin the term 
interaction context: “Interaction context is a combination of situations. Given a user U engaged in 
an activity A, then the interaction context at time t is the composition of situations between time t0 

and t in the conduct of A by U” (Rey and Coutaz 2004). 
The efforts made in defining context within the domain of context awareness were in fact 
attempts in formalism, as in the case of definition proposed in (Abowd and Mynatt 2000). 
Other researchers, not satisfied with general definitions, attempted to define context 
formally   (Chen and Kotz 2000; Dey 2001; Prekop and Burnett 2003). Pascoe (Pascoe 1998) 
and Dey (Dey and Abowd 1999) brought more precision in context definition by specifying 
that context is a set of information that describes an entity.   
In other works related to sensitivity to context, various researchers started resolving the 
issue concerning the user’s mobility. Then, research deepens within their emphasis on the 
whereabouts of the user. For example, Teleporting (Bennett, Richardson et al. 1994) and 
Active Map (Schilit and Theimer 1994) are few works on applications that are sensitive to the 
geographic location of a user.  Dey (Dey 2001) and Chen and Kotz (Chen and Kotz 2000) 
made constraints on context research by putting emphasis on applications, the contextual 
information that is being used and their use. Gwizdka (Gwizdka 2000) identified two 
categories of context: internal and external. The categorization, however, was done with 
respect to the user’s status. Dey and Abowd (Dey and Abowd 1999) and even Schilit (Schilit, 
Adams et al. 1994) categorize contextual information by levels. In the case of Dey’s work, the 
primary level contains information that is related to the user’s location, activity and time 
whereas with Schilit, the primary level refers to the user’s environment, the physical 
environment and the computing environment. One more time, the contextual information 
considered in these categorizations did not sufficiently take environment context in depth. 
To respond to the problems raised in the previous categorizations, Razzaque (Razzaque, 
Dobson et al. 2005) proposed a finer categorization of contextual information. Dey’s Context 
Toolkit (Dey, Salber et al. 2001) is one of the first architectures which considered three (3) 
important steps in works on context sensitivity (that is, the capture, representation and 
exploitation of context). In this architecture, the modeling of context uses an approach called 
sets of pairs of (entity, attribute).  
Other approaches in context representation used RDF (Resource Description Framework) 
which is an extension of W3C CC/PP (World Wide Web Consortium Composite 
Capabilities/Preferences Profile) as in the work proposed by (Held 2002) and (Indulska, 
Robinson et al. 2003). Ontology was also used in context modeling in which approach context 
is considered as a set of entities having aspects describing its characteristics (Strang and 
Linnhoff-Popien 2003).  
After modeling and storage, context needs to be disseminated to the application. Here, we 
draw our attention to the conceptual platforms of the architectural aspects of systems that 
are sensitive to context (Dey, Salber et al. 2001; Kindberg and Barton 2001). The works of 
(Indulska, Loke et al. 2001) and (Efstratiou, Cheverst et al. 2001) present service platforms 
related to providing necessary services to the user based on a given context. The 
interoperability environments dealing with the resolution of problem related to 
heterogeneity and mobility of a user are presented in (DeVaul and Pentland 2000) and 
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(Eustice, Lehman et al. 1999). Other works were oriented towards the development of 
distributed applications which deals with the conception of physical and logical 
infrastructure in developing distributed systems as in the case of works presented in 
(Banavar, Beck et al. 2000) and  (Esler, Hightower et al. 1999). After the publication of the 
work of Weiser on distributed information systems (Weiser 1993),  various works on context 
sensitivity in this genre of application has allowed the development of ParcTab (Schilit, 
Adams et al. 1993; Want, Schilit et al. 1995), Mpad (Kantarjiev, Demers et al. 1993), LiveBoard 
(Elrod, Bruce et al. 1992) and other interesting works (Dey 2001; Kephart and Chess 2001). 
The Active Badge project (Want, Hopper et al. 1992) of Olivetti Research and the InfoPad 
project (Truman, Pering et al. 1998) of Berkeley also embraced this axis of research on 
distributed computing, as in the case of other various centers of excellence, such as the 
Carnegie Mellon University (CMU_CS 2010), IBM (Horn 2001; Kephart and Chess 2001) and 
Rutgers (CS_Rutgers 2010), just to cite a few. We also note the works of (Kantarjiev, Demers 
et al. 1993), (Want, Schilit et al. 1995)  and (Garlan, Siewiorek et al. 2002) which are some of 
the contributions in the research on adaptations of distributed applications on based on the 
given context. Also, an important work on the taxonomies of input devices include that of 
(Buxton 1983).  
In perspective, in existing context-sensitive applications, very large efforts were expended 
by researchers in defining how to capture context and then disseminate it to the system. 
And yet, precise answer is still missing as to how the application itself will adapt to the 
given context. It is in this last direction that this work registers. Towards this end, we will 
present our proposed agents-based computing system that adapts accordingly based on the 
evolution of the interaction context. 
Also, to obtain the full benefit of the richness of interaction context with regards to 
communication in human-machine interaction, the modality of interaction should not be 
limited to the traditional use of mouse-keyboard-screen alone. Multimodality (Dong, Xiao et 
al. 2000; Oviatt 2002; Ringland and Scahill 2003) allows for a much wider range of modes 
and forms of communication, selected and adapted to suit the given user’s interaction 
context, by which the end user can transmit data with computer and computer responding 
or yielding results to the user’s queries. In multimodal communication, the weaknesses of 
one mode of interaction, with regards to its suitability to a given situation, is compensated 
by replacing it with another mode of communication that is more suitable to the situation. 
For example, when the environment becomes disturbingly noisy, using voice may not be the 
ideal mode to input data; instead, the user may opt for transmitting text or visual 
information. Multimodality also promotes inclusive informatics as those with permanent or 
temporary disability are given the opportunity to use and benefit from information 
technology advancement. With mobile computing within our midst coupled with wireless 
communication that allows access to information and services, pervasive and adaptive 
multimodality is more than ever apt to enrich communication in human-computer 
interaction and in providing the most suitable modes for data input and output in relation 
to the evolving interaction context. A look back at recent research works inform us that 
much research efforts on ubiquitous computing were devoted on various application 
domains (e.g. identifying the user whereabouts, identifying services and tools, etc.) but there 
is barely, if ever, an effort made to make multimodality pervasive and accessible to various 
user situations. In this regard, this work fills the gap.  
The solution that will be presented in this chapter is different from the rest of previous 
works in the sense that while others capture, disseminate and consume context to suit its 
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preferred domain of application, this new multi-agent system captures interaction context 
and reconfigure its system architecture dynamically with the aim of providing the user with 
an infrastructure that will enable the user continue working on his task anytime, anywhere. 
The multi-agent system that will be presented, along with all of its mechanisms being 
generic in design, can be adapted/integrated into various computing systems in different 
domains of applications with ease or little amount of modification.  

3. Agents, multi-agent system and interaction context 
Our goal is to design a paradigm of a multimodal multimedia computing system capable of 
undergoing dynamic reconfiguration based on the given user’s interaction context. To this 
end, we propose automation solution which will reinforce the system’s adaptability to the 
user’s situation as well as to support system decision in general and multimodal multimedia 
in particular. The proposed solution is an automated mechanism for the selection of 
modalities and supporting media devices that suit the given interaction context. This 
pertains to finding optimal configuration and quantifying it. The diagram demonstrating 
these proposed solutions is shown below (see Fig. 1). 
 

 
Fig. 1. The overall structure of our proposed multimodal multimedia computing system 

In the proposed solution, the selection of optimal configuration is based on a compromise in 
which we take into account the constraints related to the user, his material environment, 
software and other factors. This contextual information represents the interaction context of 
the user. This context is the combination of situations that exist while the user undertakes an 
activity. These situations are real-time, existing from the time the user starts working on a 
task up to the time of its completion. During the execution of this activity, some situations 
remain stable while others change or evolve. Briefly, the interaction context is made up of 
the context of the user, of his environment and of his computing system. A change in the 
interaction context may result in the modification of appropriate modalities (and therefore 
of the media devices that support the modalities). We examined how an ever changing 
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ideal mode to input data; instead, the user may opt for transmitting text or visual 
information. Multimodality also promotes inclusive informatics as those with permanent or 
temporary disability are given the opportunity to use and benefit from information 
technology advancement. With mobile computing within our midst coupled with wireless 
communication that allows access to information and services, pervasive and adaptive 
multimodality is more than ever apt to enrich communication in human-computer 
interaction and in providing the most suitable modes for data input and output in relation 
to the evolving interaction context. A look back at recent research works inform us that 
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is barely, if ever, an effort made to make multimodality pervasive and accessible to various 
user situations. In this regard, this work fills the gap.  
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preferred domain of application, this new multi-agent system captures interaction context 
and reconfigure its system architecture dynamically with the aim of providing the user with 
an infrastructure that will enable the user continue working on his task anytime, anywhere. 
The multi-agent system that will be presented, along with all of its mechanisms being 
generic in design, can be adapted/integrated into various computing systems in different 
domains of applications with ease or little amount of modification.  

3. Agents, multi-agent system and interaction context 
Our goal is to design a paradigm of a multimodal multimedia computing system capable of 
undergoing dynamic reconfiguration based on the given user’s interaction context. To this 
end, we propose automation solution which will reinforce the system’s adaptability to the 
user’s situation as well as to support system decision in general and multimodal multimedia 
in particular. The proposed solution is an automated mechanism for the selection of 
modalities and supporting media devices that suit the given interaction context. This 
pertains to finding optimal configuration and quantifying it. The diagram demonstrating 
these proposed solutions is shown below (see Fig. 1). 
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interaction context affects the stability of the multimodal multimedia computing system so 
as it will continue providing services to the user. 
The discussion that follows discusses the architectural framework and the design of the 
mechanism of the system’s adaptation to the given interaction context. 

3.1 The multi-agent system’s architectural framework 
The structure presented above (Fig. 1) is to be redrawn to make it a multi-agent system. The 
rationale behind this is due to the fact that given that the proposed mechanism is complex, it 
is preferable that the overall task is broken down into smaller pieces of works, and each 
work is to be delegated to an agent. Why adapt agency? The various tasks listed below are 
complicated and implementing them by just using objects or functions will not suffice. On 
the other hand, agents are persistent, autonomous, social and reactive entities, capable of 
learning, that they suit as solutions to implement our proposed solution.  
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Fig. 2. Architecture of interaction context-sensitive pervasive multimodal multimedia 
computing system 

The resulting multi-agent based multimodal system adaptive to the user’s interaction 
context is shown in Fig. 2. The overall task is now distributed as smaller tasks to different 
agents. The components of this multi-agent system and their tasks are as follows:  
• The Task Manager Agent (TMA) – manages user’s profile, task and related data and 

their deployment from a server to the user’s computing device, and vice versa. 
• The Context Manager Agent (CMA) – detects interaction context taken from sensors 

and user profile, environment and computing system and select the modality and its 
supporting media devices that are most suitable to the given context. 

• The History and Knowledge-based Agent (HKA) – responsible for machine learning 
training and knowledge acquisition. 
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• The Virtual Machine for Interaction Context (VMIC) – detects sensor-based context 
and allows the incremental definition of context by considering one context parameter 
at a time.  

• The Environmental Manager Agent (EMA) – detects available and functional media 
devices in the user’s environment. 

• The System Context Agent (SCA) – detects the status of available computing devices 
and computing resources (e.g. bandwidth, CPU, memory and battery).  

As shown in the diagram, a user (i.e. Manolo) may work at home, logs off and later on 
reconnects to a computing device in order to continue working on an interrupted task 
whenever and wherever he wishes. Due to user’s mobility, there are variations in the user’s 
interaction context as well as on available resources; these variations are compensated by 
corresponding variations in the selection of modalities and activation of supporting media 
devices.   
As shown in Fig. 3, different parameters make up the interaction context. The User Context 
Agent detects the user’s context; the Environment Context Agent in coordination with 
VMIC agent detects the context of the user’s environment and the System Context Agent 
detects the available computing resources. All these parameters are consolidated and form 
the overall interaction context at that particular instance.   
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Fig. 3. The parameters that are used to determine interaction context 

3.2 The virtual machine for incremental interaction context 
To realize incremental context that is sensor-based, meaning that certain context parameters 
are interpreted based on the values obtained from certain sensors, we developed the VMIC 
using layered architectural approach (see Fig. 4). These architectural layers interact with one 
another; specifically the adjacent layers do interact with one another directly. Layering is a 
technique that is used to prevent possible cascading of errors or ripple effect whenever one 
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interaction context affects the stability of the multimodal multimedia computing system so 
as it will continue providing services to the user. 
The discussion that follows discusses the architectural framework and the design of the 
mechanism of the system’s adaptation to the given interaction context. 

3.1 The multi-agent system’s architectural framework 
The structure presented above (Fig. 1) is to be redrawn to make it a multi-agent system. The 
rationale behind this is due to the fact that given that the proposed mechanism is complex, it 
is preferable that the overall task is broken down into smaller pieces of works, and each 
work is to be delegated to an agent. Why adapt agency? The various tasks listed below are 
complicated and implementing them by just using objects or functions will not suffice. On 
the other hand, agents are persistent, autonomous, social and reactive entities, capable of 
learning, that they suit as solutions to implement our proposed solution.  
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The resulting multi-agent based multimodal system adaptive to the user’s interaction 
context is shown in Fig. 2. The overall task is now distributed as smaller tasks to different 
agents. The components of this multi-agent system and their tasks are as follows:  
• The Task Manager Agent (TMA) – manages user’s profile, task and related data and 

their deployment from a server to the user’s computing device, and vice versa. 
• The Context Manager Agent (CMA) – detects interaction context taken from sensors 

and user profile, environment and computing system and select the modality and its 
supporting media devices that are most suitable to the given context. 

• The History and Knowledge-based Agent (HKA) – responsible for machine learning 
training and knowledge acquisition. 
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• The Virtual Machine for Interaction Context (VMIC) – detects sensor-based context 
and allows the incremental definition of context by considering one context parameter 
at a time.  

• The Environmental Manager Agent (EMA) – detects available and functional media 
devices in the user’s environment. 

• The System Context Agent (SCA) – detects the status of available computing devices 
and computing resources (e.g. bandwidth, CPU, memory and battery).  

As shown in the diagram, a user (i.e. Manolo) may work at home, logs off and later on 
reconnects to a computing device in order to continue working on an interrupted task 
whenever and wherever he wishes. Due to user’s mobility, there are variations in the user’s 
interaction context as well as on available resources; these variations are compensated by 
corresponding variations in the selection of modalities and activation of supporting media 
devices.   
As shown in Fig. 3, different parameters make up the interaction context. The User Context 
Agent detects the user’s context; the Environment Context Agent in coordination with 
VMIC agent detects the context of the user’s environment and the System Context Agent 
detects the available computing resources. All these parameters are consolidated and form 
the overall interaction context at that particular instance.   
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3.2 The virtual machine for incremental interaction context 
To realize incremental context that is sensor-based, meaning that certain context parameters 
are interpreted based on the values obtained from certain sensors, we developed the VMIC 
using layered architectural approach (see Fig. 4). These architectural layers interact with one 
another; specifically the adjacent layers do interact with one another directly. Layering is a 
technique that is used to prevent possible cascading of errors or ripple effect whenever one 
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wishes to debug or modify an element of a particular layer. Whenever possible, layering is 
chosen as a design consideration due to this benefit. Generally, in this structure, the top layer 
is associated with the interface interacting directly with an end user while the bottom layer is 
usually associated with gadgets or hardware elements.   
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Fig. 4. The design of a virtual machine for incremental interaction context 

As shown in the diagram, the VM Layer 4 acts as the human-machine interface; its 
“instruction set” are the four functions found in Layer 3 – the “add parameter”, “modify 
parameter”, and “delete parameter” are basic commands that manipulate the sensor-based 
context parameters while “determine context” yields the sensor-based context based on the 
values of currently-defined parameters. VM Layer 2 is a “library of functions” that 
collectively supports Layer 3 instructions while Layer 1 is another “library of functions” that 
acts as a link between Layer 2 and Layer 0. Layer 0 is assigned to a collection of sensors (or 
machines or gadgets) that generate some raw data representing the value of a certain 
context parameter. Each lower layer supports the upper layer by providing the results to the 
functions demanded by the latter. This interdependence continues top down up to the very 
last layer. Consequently, the transfer of resulting data is propagated bottom up (meaning 
from layers 0 to 4). Layers 4, 3 and 2 are robust: the functions in these layers are 
independent of the context parameters, and therefore could be used by any system that 
deals with sensor-based context. If a new parameter needs to be added, then a minor 
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modification may be needed in the functions in Layer 1 and the probe, one that will supply 
raw data for a certain parameter, may be need to be installed in layer 0.  For example, the 
interactions among the layers to add a new context parameter (i.e. Noise Level) are shown in 
Fig. 5, the deletion of a context parameter in Fig. 6 and the detection of the sensor-based 
context in Fig. 7. Further details on how to add, modify and delete a context parameter as 
well as the detection of the current sensor-based context are provided in our work in (Hina, 
Tadj et al. 2009). These tools are designed in generic fashion such that they can be used and 
integrated into any kind of system, independent of the system’s application. 
 

 
Fig. 5. The interactions among layers to add new context parameter: “Noise Level” 
Why a virtual machine? The rationale for designing a virtual machine is always to come up 
with an efficient, isolated duplicate of a real machine. The real machine is always 
complicated, difficult to understand, and its behaviour is usually controlled by its designer. 
The aim therefore of virtual machine is to provide regular users ways of controlling and using 
the real machine without the necessity of having to know the intricacies of the actual 
machine. The end users, therefore, control the actual machine, asks it to do something for 
him/her using very simple instructions.    

4. Modality and multimodal computing system 
Multimodal interaction provides the user with multiple modes of interfacing with a 
computing system. Multimodal user interfaces are a research area in human-computer 
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wishes to debug or modify an element of a particular layer. Whenever possible, layering is 
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is associated with the interface interacting directly with an end user while the bottom layer is 
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modification may be needed in the functions in Layer 1 and the probe, one that will supply 
raw data for a certain parameter, may be need to be installed in layer 0.  For example, the 
interactions among the layers to add a new context parameter (i.e. Noise Level) are shown in 
Fig. 5, the deletion of a context parameter in Fig. 6 and the detection of the sensor-based 
context in Fig. 7. Further details on how to add, modify and delete a context parameter as 
well as the detection of the current sensor-based context are provided in our work in (Hina, 
Tadj et al. 2009). These tools are designed in generic fashion such that they can be used and 
integrated into any kind of system, independent of the system’s application. 
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4. Modality and multimodal computing system 
Multimodal interaction provides the user with multiple modes of interfacing with a 
computing system. Multimodal user interfaces are a research area in human-computer 
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interaction (HCI). In the domain of multimodal interfaces, two groups have emerged – the 
multimodal input and the multimodal input and output.  
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Fig. 6. The VM layers interaction to realize “deleting a user context parameter” 

4.1 Multimodal input and output 
The first group of multimodal interfaces combine various user input modes, beyond the 
usual keyboard and mouse input/output, such as speech, pen, touch, manual gestures, gaze 
and head and body movements. The most common of such interface combines a visual 
modality (e.g. a display, keyboard, and mouse) with a voice modality (speech 
recognition for input, speech synthesis and recorded audio for output). However other 
modalities, such as pen-based input or haptic input/output may be used. A sample detailed 
work in which mouse and speech were combined to form a multimodal fusion of input data 
is that of (Djenidi, Ramdane-Cherif et al. 2002; Djenidi, Ramdane-Cherif et al. 2003; Djenidi, 
Lévy et al. 2004).  
The second group of multimodal systems presents users with multimedia displays and 
multimodal output, primarily in the form of visual and auditory cues. Other researchers also 
started to make use of other modalities, such as touch and olfaction. Proposed benefits of 
multimodal output system include synergy and redundancy. The information that is 
presented via several modalities is merged and refers to various aspects of the same process.  
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Fig. 7. VM layers interaction in detecting the current interaction context using specimen 
sensors 

4.2 Modalities and media devices and their relationships 
In this work, modality refers to the logical structure of man-machine interaction, specifically 
the mode for data input and output between a user and computer. Using natural language 
processing as basis, we classify modalities into 6 different groups:  
1. Visual Input (VIin) – the user’s eyes are used as mechanism for data entry. 
2. Vocal Input (VOin) – voice or sound is captured and becomes the source of data input. 
3. Manual Input (Min) – data entry is done using hand manipulation or human touch. 
4. Visual Output (VIout) – data output is presented in the form as to be read by the user. 
5. Vocal Output (VOout) – sound is produced as data output; the user obtains the output 

by listening to it. 
6. Manual Output (Mout) – the data output is presented in such a way that the user would 

use his hands to grasp the meaning of the presented output. This modality is commonly 
used in interaction with visually-impaired users. 
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interaction (HCI). In the domain of multimodal interfaces, two groups have emerged – the 
multimodal input and the multimodal input and output.  
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Fig. 6. The VM layers interaction to realize “deleting a user context parameter” 

4.1 Multimodal input and output 
The first group of multimodal interfaces combine various user input modes, beyond the 
usual keyboard and mouse input/output, such as speech, pen, touch, manual gestures, gaze 
and head and body movements. The most common of such interface combines a visual 
modality (e.g. a display, keyboard, and mouse) with a voice modality (speech 
recognition for input, speech synthesis and recorded audio for output). However other 
modalities, such as pen-based input or haptic input/output may be used. A sample detailed 
work in which mouse and speech were combined to form a multimodal fusion of input data 
is that of (Djenidi, Ramdane-Cherif et al. 2002; Djenidi, Ramdane-Cherif et al. 2003; Djenidi, 
Lévy et al. 2004).  
The second group of multimodal systems presents users with multimedia displays and 
multimodal output, primarily in the form of visual and auditory cues. Other researchers also 
started to make use of other modalities, such as touch and olfaction. Proposed benefits of 
multimodal output system include synergy and redundancy. The information that is 
presented via several modalities is merged and refers to various aspects of the same process.  
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4.2 Modalities and media devices and their relationships 
In this work, modality refers to the logical structure of man-machine interaction, specifically 
the mode for data input and output between a user and computer. Using natural language 
processing as basis, we classify modalities into 6 different groups:  
1. Visual Input (VIin) – the user’s eyes are used as mechanism for data entry. 
2. Vocal Input (VOin) – voice or sound is captured and becomes the source of data input. 
3. Manual Input (Min) – data entry is done using hand manipulation or human touch. 
4. Visual Output (VIout) – data output is presented in the form as to be read by the user. 
5. Vocal Output (VOout) – sound is produced as data output; the user obtains the output 

by listening to it. 
6. Manual Output (Mout) – the data output is presented in such a way that the user would 

use his hands to grasp the meaning of the presented output. This modality is commonly 
used in interaction with visually-impaired users. 
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To realize multimodality, there should be at least one modality for data input and at least one 
modality for data output that can be implemented. 
There are two different meanings of multimedia. The first definition is that 
multimedia is media and content that uses a combination of different content forms. The 
term is used to describe a medium having multiple content forms. The term is used in 
contrast to media which only use traditional forms of printed or hand-produced material. 
Multimedia includes a combination of text, audio, still images, animation, video, 
and interactivity content forms. The second definition is that of multimedia describing 
electronic media devices used to store and experience multimedia content. 
In this work, we take the second definition of multimedia and refer to the individual media 
as physical device that is used to implement a modality. Regardless of size, shape, colour 
and other attributes, all media devices – past, present or future – can be classified based on 
our part that uses the device to generate data input and the body part that uses the device to 
consume the output data. Hence, our classification of media devices is as follows:  
1. Visual Input Media (VIM) – these devices obtain user input from human sight,  
2. Visual Output Media (VOM) – these devices generate output that is meant to be read,  
3. Audio Input Media (AIM) – devices that use user’s voice to generate input data,  
4. Audio Output Media (AOM) – devices whose output are meant to be heard,  
5. Touch Input Media (TIM) – these devices generate input via human touch,  
6. Manual Input Media (MIM) – these devices generate input using hand strokes, and  
7. Touch Output Media (TIM) – the user touches these devices to obtain data output 
It is necessary that we build a relationship between modalities and media devices for if we 
find a specific modality to be suitable to the given interaction context, it follows that the 
media devices supporting the chosen modality would be automatically selected and 
activated on the condition that they are available and functional. We will use formal 
specification in building this relationship. Let there be a function g1 that maps a modality to 
a media group, given by g1: Modality  Media Group. This relationship is shown in Fig. 8.  
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Fig. 8. The relationship between modalities and media, and media group and media devices 
Often, there are many available devices that belong to the same media group. If such is the 
case then instead of activating them all, devices activation is determined through their 
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priority rankings. To support this scheme, let there be a function g2 that maps a media group 
to a media device and its priority rank, and is denoted g2: Media Group  (Media Device, 
Priority). Hence sample elements of these functions are: 
 
g1 = {(VIin, VIM), (VIout, VOM), (VOin, AIM), (VOout, AOM), (Min, TIM), (Min, MIM), (Mout, 

TOM)} 
g2= {(VIM, (eye gaze, 1)), (VOM, (screen, 1)), (VOM, (printer, 1)), (AIM, (speech 

recognition,1)), (AIM, (microphone, 1)), (AOM,(speech synthesis, 1)), (AOM, (speaker, 
2)), (AOM, (headphone, 1)), etc.}. 

 

It must be noted, however, that although media technically refers to a hardware element, we 
opted to include a few software elements without which VOin and VOout modalities could 
not possibly be implemented. These are the speech recognition and speech synthesis 
software.  

4.3 Ranking media devices   
The priority ranking of media devices is essential in determining which device would be 
activated, by default, when a certain modality is selected as apt for a given interaction 
context. Here, we outline the rules for prioritizing media devices:  
1. The priority ranking of media devices shall be based on the relationship g2: Media 

Group  (Media Device, Priority) and the elements of the function g2. 
2. When two or more media devices happen to belong to one media group, the priority of 

these devices would be based on these rules: 
a. If their functionalities are identical (e.g. a mouse and a virtual mouse), activating both is 

incorrect because it is plain redundancy. Instead, one should be ranked higher in 
priority than the other. The most-commonly-used device gets the higher priority. 

b. If their functionalities are complementary (e.g. a mouse and a keyboard), activating 
both is acceptable and their priority is identical. 

c. In case that one device is more commonly used than the other (i.e. they do not always 
come in pair), then the more-commonly-used one gets the higher priority.  

d. If both devices always come together as a pair, then both are ranked equal in priority. 
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Table 1. A sample media devices priority table (MDPT) 
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priority rankings. To support this scheme, let there be a function g2 that maps a media group 
to a media device and its priority rank, and is denoted g2: Media Group  (Media Device, 
Priority). Hence sample elements of these functions are: 
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It must be noted, however, that although media technically refers to a hardware element, we 
opted to include a few software elements without which VOin and VOout modalities could 
not possibly be implemented. These are the speech recognition and speech synthesis 
software.  

4.3 Ranking media devices   
The priority ranking of media devices is essential in determining which device would be 
activated, by default, when a certain modality is selected as apt for a given interaction 
context. Here, we outline the rules for prioritizing media devices:  
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these devices would be based on these rules: 
a. If their functionalities are identical (e.g. a mouse and a virtual mouse), activating both is 

incorrect because it is plain redundancy. Instead, one should be ranked higher in 
priority than the other. The most-commonly-used device gets the higher priority. 

b. If their functionalities are complementary (e.g. a mouse and a keyboard), activating 
both is acceptable and their priority is identical. 

c. In case that one device is more commonly used than the other (i.e. they do not always 
come in pair), then the more-commonly-used one gets the higher priority.  

d. If both devices always come together as a pair, then both are ranked equal in priority. 
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In the early stage of setting up the pervasive multimodal multimedia computing system, it 
is essential that the end user provides this ranking. For example, in a quiet workplace, a 
speaker can be the top-ranked hearing output device. In a noisy environment, however, the 
headphone gets the top priority. An important component that implements this priority 
ranking is the media devices priority table (MDPT).  See Table 1.  

5. System adaptation to interaction context 
In this section, we will present our proposed system’s adaptation mechanism to the given 
instance of interaction context. To do this, we will derive the tools, relationships and 
mathematical formulas that the system has to learn and apply.  

5.1 The History and Knowledge-based Agent (HKA)  
As shown in Fig. 9, HKA is the agent tasked with the selection of modalities, of supporting 
media devices, and of the applications configurations based on the given instance of 
interaction context. Here, we discuss the concept behind HKA’s knowledge acquisition. A 
scenario is the base of such knowledge.  
Fig. 9 shows the generic diagram demonstrating how knowledge is acquired by HKA. The 
input to the machine learning (ML) component (responsible for analysis) is called the pre-
condition scenario while the resulting output is called the post-condition scenario. The pre-
condition scenarios as well as those of the post-condition scenarios are stored in a storage 
called scenario repository (SR). Whenever the ML component encounters a situation, it takes 
into account the parameters involved in the pre-condition scenario as well as consult its 
initial knowledge (also called a priori knowledge) or other previously-stored knowledge. If the 
pre-condition scenario is already found similar (or identical) to the one held in the scenario 
repository, the ML component simply takes in the corresponding post-condition scenario 
which is then taken as the necessary output that is bound for implementation.  
In this work, we proposed the use of case-based reasoning with supervised learning (CBR) as a 
learning tool in order to automate the system’s adaptation. If no knowledge is found 
(meaning, the scenario is new), the ML component performs calculations, determining the 
corresponding post-condition scenario which afterwards will be stored in the scenario 
repository. Over time, the ML component will accumulate enough knowledge that it will be 
able to “learn” most situations and that it will be able to react accordingly in the future.  
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Fig. 9. Diagram showing knowledge acquisition within HKA 
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Using CBR makes it possible to find scenarios of related case. The technique, however, 
necessitates that a case must be identified. To use this approach, we need to model a case in 
such a way that we will end up finding a solution to the problem on hand. As stated by 
Kolodner  (Kolodner 1993), a case is always composed of the same components, regardless of 
whatever application domain is in consideration. Its components are made up of a problem, 
a solution and an eventual evaluation:  
The problem – this corresponds to the pre-condition scenario. 
The solution – this corresponds to the resulting post-condition scenario 
The evaluation – this would refer to the rate of relevance of the proposed solution. 
The process of reuse consists of, for a new case, recovering a previously stored similar case, 
evaluate it and then store the new case onto the repository. This process is made up of the 
following steps:  
Problem representation – For every scenario that is sent to HKA, we consult an identical 
case or cases that are most similar to the one in question.  To do this, we need to formalize 
the problem part as if it is a new case in order to compare it against others that are already 
stored in the repository.  
Similarity calculation – the case that is most pertinent is generally found through its 
similarity score with the new case. In order to do this, we come up with similarity 
calculation algorithm that helps in facilitating the search for similar cases. 
Search of pertinent result – the search is based on the highest similarity score. 
Memorization – the memorization is a choice that is usually left to the end user to decide 
since he is the most apt in deciding if the new case needs to be remembered or not. Even 
then, we proposed to the user to memorize his case.  
Inspired by (Lajmi, Ghedira et al. 2007), we modify the similarity scoring scheme to reflect 
the needs of our system. Hence, given a new case (NC) and an individual case stored in the 
knowledge database, also called memorized case (MC), the similarity of the problem between 
the two cases (i.e. subscript indicates which case is considered) is equal to their similarity in 
their interaction context (IC) parameters. This relationship is given by:  

 1

max
NC

NCC

NCC

i MC
i  

NC MC
MCC

Sim (IC , IC )
Sim(IC , IC )   

(IC , IC )
==
∑

       (1) 

where ICNC and ICMC are the interaction context of the new case and the memorized case, 
respectively. NCC and MCC are the total number of community (i.e. total number of 
parameters) of the new case and the memorized case, respectively. Hence, ICNCC tells us the 
number of community (i.e. parameters) that makes up the interaction context of the new 
case while ICMCC denotes the number of community (i.e. parameters) that makes up the 
interaction context of the memorized case.  The term iNCIC denotes the ith interaction context 
parameter of the new case where i is a variable that loops from 1 to NCC. The expression 
max(ICNCC, ICMCC) takes whichever is greater between the number of parameters of NC and 
MC.  iNC MCSim(IC , IC ) = 1...max j  MCC= iNC j MCSim(IC , IC )  where jMCIC ∈ ICMC and 

iNC j MCSim(IC , IC )∈ [0, 1] is the similarity between parameter i of NC and parameter j of MC. 
For the comparison of parameter i of NC against parameter j of MC, we need to compare 
how similar they are in terms of their names and values. Hence, the similarity between 
parameter i of NC and parameter j of MC is given by: 
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In the early stage of setting up the pervasive multimodal multimedia computing system, it 
is essential that the end user provides this ranking. For example, in a quiet workplace, a 
speaker can be the top-ranked hearing output device. In a noisy environment, however, the 
headphone gets the top priority. An important component that implements this priority 
ranking is the media devices priority table (MDPT).  See Table 1.  
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pre-condition scenario is already found similar (or identical) to the one held in the scenario 
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which is then taken as the necessary output that is bound for implementation.  
In this work, we proposed the use of case-based reasoning with supervised learning (CBR) as a 
learning tool in order to automate the system’s adaptation. If no knowledge is found 
(meaning, the scenario is new), the ML component performs calculations, determining the 
corresponding post-condition scenario which afterwards will be stored in the scenario 
repository. Over time, the ML component will accumulate enough knowledge that it will be 
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case or cases that are most similar to the one in question.  To do this, we need to formalize 
the problem part as if it is a new case in order to compare it against others that are already 
stored in the repository.  
Similarity calculation – the case that is most pertinent is generally found through its 
similarity score with the new case. In order to do this, we come up with similarity 
calculation algorithm that helps in facilitating the search for similar cases. 
Search of pertinent result – the search is based on the highest similarity score. 
Memorization – the memorization is a choice that is usually left to the end user to decide 
since he is the most apt in deciding if the new case needs to be remembered or not. Even 
then, we proposed to the user to memorize his case.  
Inspired by (Lajmi, Ghedira et al. 2007), we modify the similarity scoring scheme to reflect 
the needs of our system. Hence, given a new case (NC) and an individual case stored in the 
knowledge database, also called memorized case (MC), the similarity of the problem between 
the two cases (i.e. subscript indicates which case is considered) is equal to their similarity in 
their interaction context (IC) parameters. This relationship is given by:  
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where ICNC and ICMC are the interaction context of the new case and the memorized case, 
respectively. NCC and MCC are the total number of community (i.e. total number of 
parameters) of the new case and the memorized case, respectively. Hence, ICNCC tells us the 
number of community (i.e. parameters) that makes up the interaction context of the new 
case while ICMCC denotes the number of community (i.e. parameters) that makes up the 
interaction context of the memorized case.  The term iNCIC denotes the ith interaction context 
parameter of the new case where i is a variable that loops from 1 to NCC. The expression 
max(ICNCC, ICMCC) takes whichever is greater between the number of parameters of NC and 
MC.  iNC MCSim(IC , IC ) = 1...max j  MCC= iNC j MCSim(IC , IC )  where jMCIC ∈ ICMC and 

iNC j MCSim(IC , IC )∈ [0, 1] is the similarity between parameter i of NC and parameter j of MC. 
For the comparison of parameter i of NC against parameter j of MC, we need to compare 
how similar they are in terms of their names and values. Hence, the similarity between 
parameter i of NC and parameter j of MC is given by: 
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The numerical value associated to the results of the comparisons of the names and values of 
parameters i of NC and j of MC is given below:  
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The relationship above indicates that when the parameter name of i of NC and parameter 
name of j of MC are different, the similarity score between the two is zero. That means, if we 
compare, for instance, the parameter name “temperature” against parameter name “noise 
level”, the similarity between them is automatically zero.  
If and when the two parameters have the same name, their values do matter. The 
relationship is given by: 
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Hence, if we compare the name of the parameter of NC against the name of the parameter of 
MC and both are found to be identical, say both parameters are named “noise level”, then the 
similarity score for their names is 1 and we will then proceed to comparing their parameter 
values. 
In this work, each context parameter has a name and a value, and such value (or range of 
values) is associated with a convention number. For example, for noise level (see Fig. 5), if 
the measured or sampled value is 0 to 40 dB, we say that noise level = “quiet” (this is 
considered convention 1), noise level is from 41 to 50 dB, the noise level = “moderate” (this is 
convention 2) and noise level is 51 dB or more, then noise level = “noisy” (this is convention 
3). Indeed, for every given context parameter, it is associated with one or more conventions. 
In our work, as a rule of thumb, if the convention number is 1, the value of the context 
parameter is ideal to the user. As the convention number increases in numerical value, the 
context parameter is beginning to shift to the unwanted condition. For example, taking into 
account the conventions, if noise level = 1, then the working environment is quiet, whereas 
if the noise level = 3, the working environment is noisy. The convention number associated 
with a context parameter will be used in measuring the similarity score of two parameters 
being compared. 
If the name of the parameter in NC and the name of the parameter of MC are the same, we 
then proceed to determining their similarity score with regards to their values. Consider the 
following cases: 
Case 1: Parameter of NC: Noise level = 1. Parameter of MC: Noise level = 1. In this case, 
Sim(NameNC, NameMC) = 1 and Sim(ValueNC, ValueMC) will be computed as follows: 1 – (1-
1)|/|1-1|+1) = 1 – (0/1) = 1 – 0 = 1. They are completely the same, both in names and 
values. 
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Case 2: Parameter of NC: Noise level = 1. Parameter of MC: Noise level = 2. Again, their 
names are the same, Sim(NameNC, NameMC) = 1. Sim(ValueNC, ValueMC) will be computed 
as follows: 1 – (|1-2|/|1-2|+1)| = 1 – (1/2) = 0.5. The value indicates that they are quite 
closed enough (i.e. 50% similar with each other). 
Case 3: Parameter of NC: Noise level = 1. Parameter of MC: Noise level = 3. Again, their 
names are the same. Sim(ValueNC, ValueMC) will be computed as follows: 1 – (|1-3|/|1-
3|+1)| = 1 – (2/3) = 1/3. The value indicates that they are quite far from each other and is 
33.3% similar with one another.  
Case 4: Parameter of NC: Noise level = 2. Parameter of MC: Noise level = 3. Again, their 
names are the same. Sim(ValueNC, ValueMC) will be computed as follows: 1 – (|2-3|/|2-
3|+1)| = 1 – (1/2) = 1/2. The value indicates that they are quite closed to each other (50% 
similar).  
In general, the similarity value of two parameters having identical names is 1/distance 
between them. It means, if they have the same value, their similarity score is 1; if they are 2 
values apart, their similarity score is ½. If they are 3 values apart, their similarity score is 
1/3, and 1/n if they are n values apart from each other. 
Previously, we had specified that interaction context (IC) is actually the composition of all 
the elements of user context (UC), environment context (EC) and system context (SC). In 
this respect, we made a decision that the weight of UC, EC and SC in the composition of IC 
is identical (meaning, UC = EC = SC = 1/3 of IC), hence the similarity formula specified in 
Equation 1 becomes:  
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The similarity between the UC of NC vs. the UC of MC is given by: 
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For the similarity measures of EC and SC of NC vs. MC, the same principle as Equation 3 
must be applied, with the formula adjusted accordingly to denote EC and SC, respectively, 
yielding:  
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where UCNCC denotes the total number of community (parameters) in the UC of NC. The 
same principle applies to ECNCC (total number of EC parameters in NC) and SCNCC (total 
number of SC parameters in NC). This also applies to UCMCC, ECMCC and SCMCC. Note that 
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The relationship above indicates that when the parameter name of i of NC and parameter 
name of j of MC are different, the similarity score between the two is zero. That means, if we 
compare, for instance, the parameter name “temperature” against parameter name “noise 
level”, the similarity between them is automatically zero.  
If and when the two parameters have the same name, their values do matter. The 
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Hence, if we compare the name of the parameter of NC against the name of the parameter of 
MC and both are found to be identical, say both parameters are named “noise level”, then the 
similarity score for their names is 1 and we will then proceed to comparing their parameter 
values. 
In this work, each context parameter has a name and a value, and such value (or range of 
values) is associated with a convention number. For example, for noise level (see Fig. 5), if 
the measured or sampled value is 0 to 40 dB, we say that noise level = “quiet” (this is 
considered convention 1), noise level is from 41 to 50 dB, the noise level = “moderate” (this is 
convention 2) and noise level is 51 dB or more, then noise level = “noisy” (this is convention 
3). Indeed, for every given context parameter, it is associated with one or more conventions. 
In our work, as a rule of thumb, if the convention number is 1, the value of the context 
parameter is ideal to the user. As the convention number increases in numerical value, the 
context parameter is beginning to shift to the unwanted condition. For example, taking into 
account the conventions, if noise level = 1, then the working environment is quiet, whereas 
if the noise level = 3, the working environment is noisy. The convention number associated 
with a context parameter will be used in measuring the similarity score of two parameters 
being compared. 
If the name of the parameter in NC and the name of the parameter of MC are the same, we 
then proceed to determining their similarity score with regards to their values. Consider the 
following cases: 
Case 1: Parameter of NC: Noise level = 1. Parameter of MC: Noise level = 1. In this case, 
Sim(NameNC, NameMC) = 1 and Sim(ValueNC, ValueMC) will be computed as follows: 1 – (1-
1)|/|1-1|+1) = 1 – (0/1) = 1 – 0 = 1. They are completely the same, both in names and 
values. 
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Case 2: Parameter of NC: Noise level = 1. Parameter of MC: Noise level = 2. Again, their 
names are the same, Sim(NameNC, NameMC) = 1. Sim(ValueNC, ValueMC) will be computed 
as follows: 1 – (|1-2|/|1-2|+1)| = 1 – (1/2) = 0.5. The value indicates that they are quite 
closed enough (i.e. 50% similar with each other). 
Case 3: Parameter of NC: Noise level = 1. Parameter of MC: Noise level = 3. Again, their 
names are the same. Sim(ValueNC, ValueMC) will be computed as follows: 1 – (|1-3|/|1-
3|+1)| = 1 – (2/3) = 1/3. The value indicates that they are quite far from each other and is 
33.3% similar with one another.  
Case 4: Parameter of NC: Noise level = 2. Parameter of MC: Noise level = 3. Again, their 
names are the same. Sim(ValueNC, ValueMC) will be computed as follows: 1 – (|2-3|/|2-
3|+1)| = 1 – (1/2) = 1/2. The value indicates that they are quite closed to each other (50% 
similar).  
In general, the similarity value of two parameters having identical names is 1/distance 
between them. It means, if they have the same value, their similarity score is 1; if they are 2 
values apart, their similarity score is ½. If they are 3 values apart, their similarity score is 
1/3, and 1/n if they are n values apart from each other. 
Previously, we had specified that interaction context (IC) is actually the composition of all 
the elements of user context (UC), environment context (EC) and system context (SC). In 
this respect, we made a decision that the weight of UC, EC and SC in the composition of IC 
is identical (meaning, UC = EC = SC = 1/3 of IC), hence the similarity formula specified in 
Equation 1 becomes:  
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For the similarity measures of EC and SC of NC vs. MC, the same principle as Equation 3 
must be applied, with the formula adjusted accordingly to denote EC and SC, respectively, 
yielding:  
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where UCNCC denotes the total number of community (parameters) in the UC of NC. The 
same principle applies to ECNCC (total number of EC parameters in NC) and SCNCC (total 
number of SC parameters in NC). This also applies to UCMCC, ECMCC and SCMCC. Note that 
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the number of community (number of parameters) of a new case is equal to the sum of all of 
its community (i.e. parameters) in UC, EC and SC. That is, NCC = UCNCC + ECNCC + SCNCC. 
Similarly, MCC = UCMCC + ECMCC + SCMCC. 
As shown in the above relationship, we are in the assumption that the weights of UC, EC 
and SC are equal (each is 33.3%) but this figure can be easily adjusted by the expert (i.e. end 
user) to suit his needs.   
For simplicity of discussion, we revert back our discussion of IC (rather than the individual 
components UC, EC and SC) to simplify the issue of finding scenarios that are similar to the 
new case in consideration. The formula given in Equation 1 is used to compare its similarity 
against other scenarios that are within its “neighborhood”. Those considered neighbours are 
actually scenarios that are very close to the case in question with respect the values of its 
interaction context parameters. Using these parameters, we can identify the index of the case 
in question within the database of scenarios. We call this index “scenario number” or 
scenNum. For example, if scenario i is composed of individual interaction context parameters 
IC1, IC2, …, ICmax, that is ICi = (IC1, IC2, …, ICmax), the scenario index assigned to this specific 
case is given by: 

 
max 1max 1

max
1  1

1
 -  - 

ji
i j i
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= = +

= + − •∑ ∏        (9) 

where card(ICj) is the cardinality of the total number of values for the convention of a 
specific interaction context parameter j.  
In the discussion that will follow, we will elaborate on the learning and adaptation 
mechanisms that are used by the HKA agent. 

5.2 Selection of modalities and supporting media devices suitable to the instance of 
interaction context 
Let interaction context, IC = {IC1, IC2,…, ICmax}, be the set of all parameters that manifest the 
user’s interaction context. At any given time, a user has a specific interaction context i 
denoted as ICi, 1 ≤ i ≤ max, which is composed of variables that are present during the 
conduct of the user’s activity. Each variable is a function of the application domain which, in 
this work, is multimodality. Formally, an IC is a tuple composed of a specific user context 
(UC), environmental context (EC) and system context (SC). An instance of IC is given as:  

 i k l mIC   UC   EC   SC= ⊗ ⊗        (10) 

where 1 ≤ k ≤ maxk, 1 ≤ l ≤ maxl, and 1 ≤ m ≤ maxm, and maxk, maxl and maxm = maximum 
number of possible user contexts, environment contexts and system contexts, respectively. 
The Cartesian product (symbol: ⊗) denotes that IC yields a specific combination of UC, EC 
and SC at any given time. 
The user context UC is composed of application domain-related parameters describing the 
state of the user during his activity. A specific user context k is given by: 

 
max

1

k

kxk x  
UC   IC=

= ⊗        (11) 

where ICkx = parameter of UCk, k = the number of UC parameters. Similarly, any 
environment context ECl and system context SCm are specified as follows: 
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The first knowledge that the ML component must learn is to relate the interaction context to 
appropriate modality. Let function s1: IC → M maps interaction context with appropriate 
modalities. This function takes an instance of IC = {IC1, IC2,…, ICmax} as pre-condition 
scenario input to HKA and as a result returns a set of optimal modalities Mo = {m1, m2,…, 
mmax}as post-condition output.   
Let M = {VIin, VOin, Min, VIout, VOout, Mout} be the set of modalities.  Modalities are possible 
when the following condition holds: 

 in in in out out outModality Possible  (VI   VO  M )  (VI   VO   M ) = ∨ ∨ ∧ ∨ ∨     (14) 

Consequently, modality fails under the following condition:  
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wherein symbols ∧ and ∨ represent logical AND and OR, respectively. 
Let Mj = element of the power set of M, that is, Mj ∈ P(M) where 1 ≤ j ≤ modmax (maximum 
modality). Also, let M̂ = the most suitable Mj for a given interaction context ICi. This set is 
given by the following relationship:  

 ˆ arg max | j i
j

M  (M IC )= Ρ        (16) 

To simplify calculation, Bayes Theorem (Kallenberg 2002), given below, can be adopted, and 
P(Mj/ICi) becomes: 
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The implementation of Bayes Theorem leads to the Naive Bayes algorithm (Mitchell 1997). The 
Naive Bayes algorithm is a classification algorithm that assumes that the ICi attributes 
IC1,…,ICmax are all conditionally independent of one another given a post condition Mj. The 
representation of P(ICi|Mj) becomes: 
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Here, our goal is to train a classifier that, given a new ICi to classify, will provide the 
probability distribution on all possible values of M (i.e. M1, M2, …, Mmax). Given that ICi = 
(IC1, IC2, ...,ICmax ), then the equation above becomes: 
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the number of community (number of parameters) of a new case is equal to the sum of all of 
its community (i.e. parameters) in UC, EC and SC. That is, NCC = UCNCC + ECNCC + SCNCC. 
Similarly, MCC = UCMCC + ECMCC + SCMCC. 
As shown in the above relationship, we are in the assumption that the weights of UC, EC 
and SC are equal (each is 33.3%) but this figure can be easily adjusted by the expert (i.e. end 
user) to suit his needs.   
For simplicity of discussion, we revert back our discussion of IC (rather than the individual 
components UC, EC and SC) to simplify the issue of finding scenarios that are similar to the 
new case in consideration. The formula given in Equation 1 is used to compare its similarity 
against other scenarios that are within its “neighborhood”. Those considered neighbours are 
actually scenarios that are very close to the case in question with respect the values of its 
interaction context parameters. Using these parameters, we can identify the index of the case 
in question within the database of scenarios. We call this index “scenario number” or 
scenNum. For example, if scenario i is composed of individual interaction context parameters 
IC1, IC2, …, ICmax, that is ICi = (IC1, IC2, …, ICmax), the scenario index assigned to this specific 
case is given by: 
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where card(ICj) is the cardinality of the total number of values for the convention of a 
specific interaction context parameter j.  
In the discussion that will follow, we will elaborate on the learning and adaptation 
mechanisms that are used by the HKA agent. 

5.2 Selection of modalities and supporting media devices suitable to the instance of 
interaction context 
Let interaction context, IC = {IC1, IC2,…, ICmax}, be the set of all parameters that manifest the 
user’s interaction context. At any given time, a user has a specific interaction context i 
denoted as ICi, 1 ≤ i ≤ max, which is composed of variables that are present during the 
conduct of the user’s activity. Each variable is a function of the application domain which, in 
this work, is multimodality. Formally, an IC is a tuple composed of a specific user context 
(UC), environmental context (EC) and system context (SC). An instance of IC is given as:  

 i k l mIC   UC   EC   SC= ⊗ ⊗        (10) 

where 1 ≤ k ≤ maxk, 1 ≤ l ≤ maxl, and 1 ≤ m ≤ maxm, and maxk, maxl and maxm = maximum 
number of possible user contexts, environment contexts and system contexts, respectively. 
The Cartesian product (symbol: ⊗) denotes that IC yields a specific combination of UC, EC 
and SC at any given time. 
The user context UC is composed of application domain-related parameters describing the 
state of the user during his activity. A specific user context k is given by: 
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where ICkx = parameter of UCk, k = the number of UC parameters. Similarly, any 
environment context ECl and system context SCm are specified as follows: 
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The first knowledge that the ML component must learn is to relate the interaction context to 
appropriate modality. Let function s1: IC → M maps interaction context with appropriate 
modalities. This function takes an instance of IC = {IC1, IC2,…, ICmax} as pre-condition 
scenario input to HKA and as a result returns a set of optimal modalities Mo = {m1, m2,…, 
mmax}as post-condition output.   
Let M = {VIin, VOin, Min, VIout, VOout, Mout} be the set of modalities.  Modalities are possible 
when the following condition holds: 
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wherein symbols ∧ and ∨ represent logical AND and OR, respectively. 
Let Mj = element of the power set of M, that is, Mj ∈ P(M) where 1 ≤ j ≤ modmax (maximum 
modality). Also, let M̂ = the most suitable Mj for a given interaction context ICi. This set is 
given by the following relationship:  

 ˆ arg max | j i
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To simplify calculation, Bayes Theorem (Kallenberg 2002), given below, can be adopted, and 
P(Mj/ICi) becomes: 
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The implementation of Bayes Theorem leads to the Naive Bayes algorithm (Mitchell 1997). The 
Naive Bayes algorithm is a classification algorithm that assumes that the ICi attributes 
IC1,…,ICmax are all conditionally independent of one another given a post condition Mj. The 
representation of P(ICi|Mj) becomes: 
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Here, our goal is to train a classifier that, given a new ICi to classify, will provide the 
probability distribution on all possible values of M (i.e. M1, M2, …, Mmax). Given that ICi = 
(IC1, IC2, ...,ICmax ), then the equation above becomes: 
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The above equation can also be written as:  
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which is the fundamental equation for the Naive Bayes classifier. Given a new instance of 
interaction context ICi = (IC1, …, ICmax), the equation shows how to calculate the probability 
that Mj will take given the observed attribute values of ICi and given that the distributions 
P(Mj) and P(ICi|Mj) are estimated values taken from training data (SR). If we are interested 
only in the most suitable value of Mj, then we have the Naive Bayes classification rule: 
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Given that the denominator does not depend on parameter j, then the above equation becomes 
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Given that ICi is composed of elements of UC, EC and SC, then P(ICi/Mj) can be written as: 

 | | | |i j k j l j m jP(IC M ) P(UC M ) P(EC M ) P(SC M )= × ×      (23) 

Note that in ICi, the parameters IC1,… ICmax are mutually exclusive. Using Equation 11, 
Equation 12 and Equation 13, we replace each element of ICi with the corresponding value. 
For example, the relationship involving user context UCk given the modality Mj is given by: 
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In conclusion, the optimal modality for whatever instance of interaction context is given by: 
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where P(Mj)  = frequency count of Mj in scenario repository (SR) ÷  cardinality of SR and 
ucmax, ecmax and scmax are, respectively, the total number of UC parameters, EC parameters 
and SC parameters within the interaction context being considered. 
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To illustrate the usage of the derived equation above, let us consider, for example, an 
interaction context that is composed of the following parameters:  IC = (IC1, IC2, IC3, IC4, IC5, 
IC6, IC7) wherein  
• IC1 = {true | false} = if user is manually disabled,  
• IC2 = {true | false} = if user is mute,  
• IC3 = {true | false} = if user is deaf, 
• IC4 = {true | false} = if user is familiar with Braille,  
• IC5 = {quiet | noisy} = environment’s noise level,  
• IC6 ={silence required | silence optional}  = environment’s noise level restriction, and  
• IC7 = {PC or Laptop or MAC | PDA | Cell phone} = user’s computing device.  
Let us assume further that the intended user is a visually-impaired one. In this case, 

 )out M out(VO  )in M in(VO  PossibleModality ∨∧∨= wherein there are only 4 suitable 
modalities, namely vocal input and output and tactile (or manual) input and output. 
Given the above constraints, the set of possible modalities is given by M = {M1, M2, M3, M4, 
M5, M6, M7, M8, M9} wherein M1 = {Min, Mout}; M2 = {Min,  VOout}; M3 = {VOin, VOout}; M4 = 
{VOin,  Mout};  M5 = {VOin, Mout, VOout}; M6 = {Min,  Mout, VOout};  M7 = {Min, VOin, VOout}; M8  
= {Min, VOin, Mout};  M9  = {Min, VOin, Mout, VOout}. In this example, let us assume the 
following interaction context: (a) user context: blind with no further handicaps, familiar 
with Braille; hence IC1 = False, IC2 = False, IC3 = False, IC4 = True; (b) environmental 
context: the user is in a classroom, then IC5 = noisy, IC6 = silence required (c) system 
context: the user works on a laptop; IC7 = Laptop.  
The system now finds the modality that suits the given interaction context. Let us assume that 
a certain multimodal computing system’s SR contains recorded scenarios as shown in Fig. 10. 
The given figure is generated by using WEKA (Waikato Environment for Knowledge Analysis) 
(Witten and Frank 2005) which is a collection of machine learning algorithms for data mining 
tasks. It is used in testing a machine learning algorithm as it contains tools for data pre-
processing, classification, regression, clustering, association rules, and visualization. 
As shown in the diagram, there are already 15 scenarios representing the system’s acquired 
knowledge. The 16th scenario represents a new case. Using Equation 22, and with reference 
to the given interaction context and SR, the suitability score of Mj (where j = 1 to 9) can be 
calculated. Let us consider, for instance, the calculations involved with modality M1:  
 
Suitability_Score (M1) = P(IC1 = False | M1) * P(IC2 = False | M1) * … * P(IC7 = Laptop| M1) 
* P(M1) = 1 * 0.5 * 0 * …. * 2/15 = 0  
 

wherein P(IC1 = False | M1) = 2/2, P(IC2 = False | M1) = ½, P(IC3 = False | M1) = 0/2, P(IC4 
= True | M1) = 2/2, P(IC5 = Noisy | M1) = ½, P(IC6 = silence required | M1) = ½, and P(IC7 = 
Laptop | M1) = ½. Also, P(M1) = 2/15.  
Similarly, we do calculate the suitability score of all other remaining modalities. Using the 
same procedure, the modality that yields the highest suitability score is M6:  
 
Suitability_Score (M6) = P(IC1 = False | M6) × P(IC2 = False | M6) × … × P(IC7 = Laptop | 
M6) × P(M6) = 1 × 2/3 × 1 × 1 × 2/3 × 1/3 × 1/3 × 3/15 = 0.00976. 
 

By applying the ML algorithm (see Fig. 11), M6 appears to respect the conditions on 
possibility of modality; hence, it is chosen as the optimal modality for the given IC. This new 
scenario will be added to SR as a newly-acquired knowledge (i.e. as scenario #16 in SR).  
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The above equation can also be written as:  
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which is the fundamental equation for the Naive Bayes classifier. Given a new instance of 
interaction context ICi = (IC1, …, ICmax), the equation shows how to calculate the probability 
that Mj will take given the observed attribute values of ICi and given that the distributions 
P(Mj) and P(ICi|Mj) are estimated values taken from training data (SR). If we are interested 
only in the most suitable value of Mj, then we have the Naive Bayes classification rule: 
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Given that the denominator does not depend on parameter j, then the above equation becomes 
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Given that ICi is composed of elements of UC, EC and SC, then P(ICi/Mj) can be written as: 
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Note that in ICi, the parameters IC1,… ICmax are mutually exclusive. Using Equation 11, 
Equation 12 and Equation 13, we replace each element of ICi with the corresponding value. 
For example, the relationship involving user context UCk given the modality Mj is given by: 
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In conclusion, the optimal modality for whatever instance of interaction context is given by: 
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where P(Mj)  = frequency count of Mj in scenario repository (SR) ÷  cardinality of SR and 
ucmax, ecmax and scmax are, respectively, the total number of UC parameters, EC parameters 
and SC parameters within the interaction context being considered. 
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To illustrate the usage of the derived equation above, let us consider, for example, an 
interaction context that is composed of the following parameters:  IC = (IC1, IC2, IC3, IC4, IC5, 
IC6, IC7) wherein  
• IC1 = {true | false} = if user is manually disabled,  
• IC2 = {true | false} = if user is mute,  
• IC3 = {true | false} = if user is deaf, 
• IC4 = {true | false} = if user is familiar with Braille,  
• IC5 = {quiet | noisy} = environment’s noise level,  
• IC6 ={silence required | silence optional}  = environment’s noise level restriction, and  
• IC7 = {PC or Laptop or MAC | PDA | Cell phone} = user’s computing device.  
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 )out M out(VO  )in M in(VO  PossibleModality ∨∧∨= wherein there are only 4 suitable 
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= True | M1) = 2/2, P(IC5 = Noisy | M1) = ½, P(IC6 = silence required | M1) = ½, and P(IC7 = 
Laptop | M1) = ½. Also, P(M1) = 2/15.  
Similarly, we do calculate the suitability score of all other remaining modalities. Using the 
same procedure, the modality that yields the highest suitability score is M6:  
 
Suitability_Score (M6) = P(IC1 = False | M6) × P(IC2 = False | M6) × … × P(IC7 = Laptop | 
M6) × P(M6) = 1 × 2/3 × 1 × 1 × 2/3 × 1/3 × 1/3 × 3/15 = 0.00976. 
 

By applying the ML algorithm (see Fig. 11), M6 appears to respect the conditions on 
possibility of modality; hence, it is chosen as the optimal modality for the given IC. This new 
scenario will be added to SR as a newly-acquired knowledge (i.e. as scenario #16 in SR).  
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Fig. 10. A sample snapshot of a scenario repository (SR) 

Fig. 11 shows the algorithm in finding the optimal modalities given an instance of 
interaction context. The first algorithm calculates the suitability score of each element of the 
power set of M, P(M) for the given context. The second algorithm finds the optimal 
modality.  
 

 
Finding_Optimal_Modality 
Input:   
1. Interaction Context ICi.
2. Modality set M
3.  Scenario Repository SR
Output: Optimal modality
Procedure:
1. get ICi and Modality set M
2.  init = 1
3. Max = Suitability Score of modality Minit
4.  Optimal_modality = Minit
5.  for each element Mj of power set of M
6.  if (VIin OR VOIn OR Min) ∈ MjAND (VIout OR 
VOout OR Mout) ∈ Mj then
7. if Suitability Score of Mj > Max then
8. Max = Suitability Score of M j
9. Optimal_modality = M j
10.   endif
11. endif
12. endfor
13. Return Optimal_modality
Endprocedure

Suitability Score of Modality M j
Input:   
1. Interaction Context ICi.
2. Modality Mj
3.  Scenario repository SR
Output: Suitability score of M j
Procedure:
1. get ICi, UCmax, ECmax and SCmax

2. for each UC Parameter UCi do
3. P(UCk/Mj) = P(UCk/Mj) * P(UCi/Mj)
4. endfor
5. for each EC Parameter ECi do
6. P(ECl/Mj) = P(ECl/Mj)* P(ECi/Mj)
7. endfor
8. for each SC Parameter SCi do
9.    P(SCm/Mj) = P(SCm/Mj) * P(SCi/Mj)
10. endfor
11. P(Mj)= #(Mj)/card ( SR )
12. Suitability_Score_Mj=P(UCk/Mj)*P(ECl/Mj)*P(SCm/Mj)*P(Mj)
13. Return Suitability_Score_Mj

Endprocedure

 
Fig. 11. Algorithms: (Left) Given an interaction context ICi, the algorithm calculates the 
suitability score of each modality Mj belonging to the power set P (M), (Right) Algorithm for 
finding the optimal modality 
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Once the optimal modalities for data input and output to the instance of interaction context 
are chosen, we then proceed to determining whether there are sufficient media devices that 
will support the selected modalities. If such is the case, then the concerned media devices 
are activated, otherwise, the optimal modality that was chosen earlier needs to be updated. 
That is to say that the modality that cannot be supported by available media devices is taken 
out from the list. This results in the HKA’s evaluation if Equation 11 still holds true. If the 
result is affirmative, then modality is possible, the replacement modality is calculated and 
the newly found optimal modality is implemented. Otherwise, there is a failure of modality.  
Generally, there is more than one media device that supports a specific modality. 
Consequently, when too many devices are available to support the chosen modality, then 
only the top-ranked media device needs to be activated. Moreover, the ranking of media 
devices also serves purpose in finding replacement to a failed device. When a top-ranked 
device is malfunctioning or not available then the device that is next in priority ranking is 
activated. Given a specific media device Di (1 ≤ i ≤ n ), where i is priority index and n is the 
number of media devices that can support the chosen modality Mj, then the probability that 
it is adopted to implement the chosen modality is given by: 

 
1

1
| 1 1

i

i jΡ(D M ) ( / n)
−

= −∑        (26) 

To demonstrate the essence of the above equation, supposed that there are 3 media devices 
(n = 3) supporting modality Mj, denoted by D1 (first priority), D2 (second priority) and D3 
(third priority). The probability that D1 is selected for implementation of modality Mj is 1 – 0 
= 1, that of D2 is 1 – 1/3 = 2/3 and that of D3 is 1 – (1/3 + 1/3) = 1 – 2/3 = 1/3. Note that in 
this work, the numerical subscripts of those devices with higher priority are numerically 
smaller than the numerical subscript of those with lower priority. Example is device D1 
(subscript is 1) has a higher priority than device D2 (subscript is 2).  
The media devices priority table (MDPT) is a tool that we used in implementing the media 
devices’ priority ranking. In MDPT, devices are grouped based on their category and ranked 
by priority. The top-ranked media device is always chosen for activation. When the highly-
ranked device is found defective, the MDPT helps in determining which one replaces the 
defective one.  
When a new media device dnew is added or introduced to the system for the first time, the 
device is associated to a modality and is given a priority ranking r by the user. What happen 
to the rankings of other devices di, (1 ≤ i ≤ n, and n = number of media devices) which are in 
the same modality as dnew in the MDPT? Two things may happen, depending on the user’s 
selection. The first possibility is that after having the new device’s priority Priority(dnew) set 
to r then the priority of the other device i, (1 ≤ i ≤ n) denoted Priority(di), remains the same. 
The second possibility is the priority rankings of all media devices ranked r or lower are 
adjusted such that their new priority rankings are one lower than their previous rankings. 
Formally, in Z (Lightfoot 2001), this is specified as: ∀i, ∃r: ℕ1; ∀di, ∃dnew: Devices | 
(Priority(dnew) = r ∧ Priority(di) ≥ r) ⇒ Priority(di)’ = Priority(di) + 1. 
We also proposed mechanism for dynamic reconfiguration of the system to make it more 
fault tolerant, keeping the system persistent and able to resist breakdown in case certain 
media devices supporting chosen modalities are found to be missing or malfunctioning. Fig. 
12 shows how a MDPT is assigned to a specific scenario. Fig. 13 demonstrates how the 
system finds a replacement to a missing or defective media device. 
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media devices supporting chosen modalities are found to be missing or malfunctioning. Fig. 
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Fig. 12. The training for choosing appropriate MDPT for a specific context 

6. Conclusion 
This work – A multi-agent based multimodal system adaptive to the user’s interaction 
context – is an intelligent system design.  It supports pervasive computing, multimedia and 
multimodal computing, dynamic configuration of software architecture and machine 
learning. It is a contribution in the domain of the advancement of pervasive multimodality.  
Our work supports transparency and calm technology, realizing Marc Weiser’s vision of 
ubiquitous computing.  In our work, the computer, as it takes its dynamic configuration to 
adapt itself to the current instance of interaction context, becomes an information tool that 
does not demand the focus and attention of the user. The adaptation of the system to 
provide the end user with the necessary and suitable modality of human-machine 
communication, supported by its associated media devices yields a result in which the end 
user concentrates on his computing task and not bothers himself with the intricacies of 
context awareness and the system’s adaptation to it. In effect, the realization of this concept 
renders the computer to become servant to the user needs rather than the user spending 
time and effort to serve the needs of the computer. 
In connection with our idea that context should be inclusive – meaning that it will fit all 
definitions of context given by previous researchers – we broaden the notion of context to 
become interaction context. Interaction context refers to the collective context of the user (i.e. 
user context), of his working environment (i.e. environment context) and of his computing 
system (i.e. system context). Each of these interaction context elements – user context, 
environment context and system context – is composed of various parameters that describe 
the state of the user, of his workplace and his computing resources as he undertakes an 
activity in accomplishing his computing task, and each of these parameters may evolve over 
time. To realize the incremental definition of incremental context, we developed a tool called 
layered virtual machine for incremental interaction context which can be used to add, modify 
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and delete a context parameter on one hand and determine the sensor-based context (i.e. 
context that is based on parameters whose values are obtained from raw data supplied by 
sensors) on the other.  
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Fig. 13. The process of finding replacement to a failed or missing device 

To benefit from the richness of interaction context with regards to communication in 
human-machine interaction, we invoke the adoption of multimodality which allows for a 
much wider range of modes and forms of communication, selected and adapted to suit the 
given user’s interaction context. In multimodal communication, multimodality is beneficial 
to the end user because with multimodality, the weaknesses of one mode of interaction, 
with regards to its suitability to a given situation, is compensated by replacing it with 
another mode of communication that is more suitable to the situation. Multimodality also 
promotes inclusive informatics as those with permanent or temporary disability are given 
the opportunity to use and benefit from information technology advancement.  
In our investigation of the current state of the art, we realize that a great deal of efforts were 
exerted in defining what context is all about, how to acquire it, how to disseminate it within 
the system and use it to suit the needs of a system in a specific domain of application (e.g. 
healthcare, education, etc.). Also, a great deal of efforts on ubiquitous computing were 
devoted on some application domains (e.g. identifying the user whereabouts, identifying 
services and tools, etc.) but there was no effort made with regards to making multimodality 
pervasive and accessible to various user situations. To this end, our work provides for the 
much needed solutions and answers. Our work is an architectural design that exhibits 
adaptability to a much larger context called interaction context. It is intelligent and 
pervasive, adaptive even when the user is stationary or mobile. It has mechanisms serving a 
specific purpose. That is, given an instance of interaction context, one which evolves over 
time, our system determines the optimal modalities that suit such interaction context. By 
optimal, we mean the selection is based on the trade-offs on appropriate multimodality after 
considering the given interaction context, available media devices that support the 
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6. Conclusion 
This work – A multi-agent based multimodal system adaptive to the user’s interaction 
context – is an intelligent system design.  It supports pervasive computing, multimedia and 
multimodal computing, dynamic configuration of software architecture and machine 
learning. It is a contribution in the domain of the advancement of pervasive multimodality.  
Our work supports transparency and calm technology, realizing Marc Weiser’s vision of 
ubiquitous computing.  In our work, the computer, as it takes its dynamic configuration to 
adapt itself to the current instance of interaction context, becomes an information tool that 
does not demand the focus and attention of the user. The adaptation of the system to 
provide the end user with the necessary and suitable modality of human-machine 
communication, supported by its associated media devices yields a result in which the end 
user concentrates on his computing task and not bothers himself with the intricacies of 
context awareness and the system’s adaptation to it. In effect, the realization of this concept 
renders the computer to become servant to the user needs rather than the user spending 
time and effort to serve the needs of the computer. 
In connection with our idea that context should be inclusive – meaning that it will fit all 
definitions of context given by previous researchers – we broaden the notion of context to 
become interaction context. Interaction context refers to the collective context of the user (i.e. 
user context), of his working environment (i.e. environment context) and of his computing 
system (i.e. system context). Each of these interaction context elements – user context, 
environment context and system context – is composed of various parameters that describe 
the state of the user, of his workplace and his computing resources as he undertakes an 
activity in accomplishing his computing task, and each of these parameters may evolve over 
time. To realize the incremental definition of incremental context, we developed a tool called 
layered virtual machine for incremental interaction context which can be used to add, modify 
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and delete a context parameter on one hand and determine the sensor-based context (i.e. 
context that is based on parameters whose values are obtained from raw data supplied by 
sensors) on the other.  
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Fig. 13. The process of finding replacement to a failed or missing device 

To benefit from the richness of interaction context with regards to communication in 
human-machine interaction, we invoke the adoption of multimodality which allows for a 
much wider range of modes and forms of communication, selected and adapted to suit the 
given user’s interaction context. In multimodal communication, multimodality is beneficial 
to the end user because with multimodality, the weaknesses of one mode of interaction, 
with regards to its suitability to a given situation, is compensated by replacing it with 
another mode of communication that is more suitable to the situation. Multimodality also 
promotes inclusive informatics as those with permanent or temporary disability are given 
the opportunity to use and benefit from information technology advancement.  
In our investigation of the current state of the art, we realize that a great deal of efforts were 
exerted in defining what context is all about, how to acquire it, how to disseminate it within 
the system and use it to suit the needs of a system in a specific domain of application (e.g. 
healthcare, education, etc.). Also, a great deal of efforts on ubiquitous computing were 
devoted on some application domains (e.g. identifying the user whereabouts, identifying 
services and tools, etc.) but there was no effort made with regards to making multimodality 
pervasive and accessible to various user situations. To this end, our work provides for the 
much needed solutions and answers. Our work is an architectural design that exhibits 
adaptability to a much larger context called interaction context. It is intelligent and 
pervasive, adaptive even when the user is stationary or mobile. It has mechanisms serving a 
specific purpose. That is, given an instance of interaction context, one which evolves over 
time, our system determines the optimal modalities that suit such interaction context. By 
optimal, we mean the selection is based on the trade-offs on appropriate multimodality after 
considering the given interaction context, available media devices that support the 
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modalities and user preferences. We designed a mechanism (i.e. a paradigm) that does this 
task and simulated its functionality with success. This mechanism employs machine 
learning and uses case-based reasoning with supervised learning. An input to this decision-
making component is an instance of interaction context and its output is the most optimal 
modality and its associated media devices that are for activation. This mechanism is tasked 
to continuously monitor the user’s interaction context and on behalf of the user 
continuously adapts accordingly. This adaptation is through dynamic reconfiguration of the 
pervasive multimodal system’s architecture.  
Our work differs from previous works in the domain in the sense that while others capture, 
disseminate and consume context to suit its preferred domain of application, our system 
captures the interaction context and reconfigures its architecture dynamically in generic 
fashion with the aim that the user may continue working on his task anytime, anywhere he 
wishes regardless of the application domain he wishes to undertake. In effect, the system 
that we come up with, being generic in design, can be integrated with ease or little amount 
of modification to various computing systems of various domains of applications. This is 
our main contribution.   
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1. Introduction  
Constant expansion of network-centric services inevitably led into development of new 
software technologies that would enable seamless and transparent access to the expanding 
amount of information. The software agent-oriented model fits convincingly well within this 
context as a better-suited technology over typical modular, client-server approach. This 
model offers concepts like autonomous behavior, competitive or collaborative interactions, 
and seamless integration with the legacy systems (Jennings et al., 1999). Based on their 
capabilities and predefined and/or accumulated knowledge, agents can react to changes by 
adapting to the new circumstances if a better approach is identified. This results in a 
dynamic system, well suited to coping with an ever-changing environment. Agents 
individually choose to co-operate or compete with other agents in order to satisfy their own 
objectives, but by setting goals appropriately, their collective behavior can be engineered to 
achieve global system-wide objectives. This approach is an efficient way of handling the 
complexity of many modern software systems. 
Within the competitive market context, agents interact with each other in order to win 
access to the shared resources, to get a better price or to bet for more processing power, etc. 
while trying to fulfill their plans by achieving given goals. Alternatively, cooperative 
environment promotes such agents that will perform their goals in the interest of the wider 
community or the authoritative entity that secures the fulfillment of the global goal. Typical 
examples would be applications for task planning and resource scheduling, search engines, 
or any other where the emergent behavior is influenced by collaborative and mutually non-
exclusive individual goals. 
Regardless of the environment characteristics used, agent’s communication is achieved 
through asynchronous and message-oriented interactions. In addition to physical connection, 
it requires semantics in order to enable agents to reach the concluding state of the interaction 
through common understanding of the messages and their meanings. Consequently, the 
dialogue ontology and conversational semantics has to be defined within the framework of a 
conversation space. This space is defined as a sequence of messages exchanged between 
agents following a (set of) defined dialogue protocol(s). Dialogue protocols enable agents to 
take part in conversations by committing to the shared protocol semantics and defined 
conversation space within which agents are enabled to act, still preserving their decision-
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Constant expansion of network-centric services inevitably led into development of new 
software technologies that would enable seamless and transparent access to the expanding 
amount of information. The software agent-oriented model fits convincingly well within this 
context as a better-suited technology over typical modular, client-server approach. This 
model offers concepts like autonomous behavior, competitive or collaborative interactions, 
and seamless integration with the legacy systems (Jennings et al., 1999). Based on their 
capabilities and predefined and/or accumulated knowledge, agents can react to changes by 
adapting to the new circumstances if a better approach is identified. This results in a 
dynamic system, well suited to coping with an ever-changing environment. Agents 
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objectives, but by setting goals appropriately, their collective behavior can be engineered to 
achieve global system-wide objectives. This approach is an efficient way of handling the 
complexity of many modern software systems. 
Within the competitive market context, agents interact with each other in order to win 
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while trying to fulfill their plans by achieving given goals. Alternatively, cooperative 
environment promotes such agents that will perform their goals in the interest of the wider 
community or the authoritative entity that secures the fulfillment of the global goal. Typical 
examples would be applications for task planning and resource scheduling, search engines, 
or any other where the emergent behavior is influenced by collaborative and mutually non-
exclusive individual goals. 
Regardless of the environment characteristics used, agent’s communication is achieved 
through asynchronous and message-oriented interactions. In addition to physical connection, 
it requires semantics in order to enable agents to reach the concluding state of the interaction 
through common understanding of the messages and their meanings. Consequently, the 
dialogue ontology and conversational semantics has to be defined within the framework of a 
conversation space. This space is defined as a sequence of messages exchanged between 
agents following a (set of) defined dialogue protocol(s). Dialogue protocols enable agents to 
take part in conversations by committing to the shared protocol semantics and defined 
conversation space within which agents are enabled to act, still preserving their decision-
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making autonomy (Greaves et al., 2000). The space boundary is defined by the definition of 
(1) an ontology of common terms that agents need to agree upon, (2) a language for ontology 
description, and (3) a language for a conversation description. 
There are several conversation models identified in existing literature. A Belief-Desire-
Intention (BDI) scheme is described in (Bratman et al., 1988) but it suffers from the semantic 
verification problem (Wooldridge, 2000). Although the MAP (Walton, 2002) language 
introduces an interesting concept of scenes and roles, its agent-centric nature increases 
complexity of conversation verification where inconsistent and unstructured protocols are 
not easy to detect. (Endriss et al., 2003) introduces the idea of protocol definition within the 
agent’s own business logic. The similar idea is present in the IOM/T (Doi et al., 2005) 
language where the main focus is on message flow between agents. On the other hand, the 
language relies on a particular agent runtime platform which prevents it to be considered 
for large-scale adoption. 
In this paper, we introduce a SDLMAS language for scenario description in multi-agent 
systems. The language is independent of the agent runtime platform and implementation 
language, and it is focused on a definition of message flow between agents providing 
intuitive scenario description. The paper also addresses corresponding SDLMAS platform 
purposely built for rapid design and development of agent-based systems. The platform 
includes a code generator from the SDLMAS language into a target implementation 
language and an agent platform. The generated code integrates seamlessly with the rest of 
the platform that provides scenario execution runtime framework, leaving complexity of 
interactions and message propagation hidden from the developer. Obviously, the agent’s 
own business logic which is domain specific, provided as a generated code skeleton, needs 
to be populated manually with the desired functionality. 
The SDLMAS language was developed in support of multi-agent simulation system for 
prediction and scheduling of engine overhaul in aerospace industry (Stranjak et al., 2008). 
Complexity of scenario descriptions between engine fleet managers and engine repair 
stations required significant design, development and testing efforts. Such difficult problem 
would require a declarative language for conversation framework definition within which 
simultaneous interactions would occur without explicit specification of their ordering or 
timing. In addition to this, a requirement to define intertwining protocols was necessary to 
enable cross-scenario communication. In other words, this would allow agents to achieve 
given tasks or gather required information within one scenario and to communicate them to 
the other. These agents would need to maintain several conversations simultaneously 
during negotiations for the best shop visit time and repair slot while utilizing balance 
between revenue earned from the engines in service and an acceptable risk of disruption. 
Current scenario description languages cannot satisfy given requirements and therefore it 
was necessary to define a new interaction description language and to build a 
corresponding platform. 
The SDLMAS platform was developed as a development and runtime environment for the 
multi-agent systems whose scenarios are described using the SDLMAS language. The 
platform equips a designer with the mechanisms to define negotiation scenarios and a 
developer with the automatically generated components for message passing, execution of 
scenario actions and invocation of given business procedures, allowing him or her to 
concentrate only on development of domain specific actions that agent needs to perform 
during conversations. This way, the development cycle was shorten several times with 
significantly increased reliability of the system after deployment. 
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2. Related work 
As a part of an initiative to formalize and define the process of design and implementation 
of multi-agent systems, numerous models and methodologies (Gomez-Sanz et al., 2003) 
(Wood et al., 2000) (Wooldridge et al.,  2000) were developed in the last several decades. 
Agent interactions are ingredient element of design, development and deployment of such 
systems. 
Agent UML is one of the popular models to visually represent agent interactions 
(Paurobally et al.,  2003a). It is based on the UML standard in order to mitigate a paradigm 
shift from object-oriented to agent-based concepts, and to enable standardized notation for 
analysis, design and implementation of agent systems. In order to include concepts of roles 
and behaviors, UML class and sequence diagrams are extended by specificities of agent 
interactions. Since AUML is a visual language, it is necessary to define the ways of its 
transformation into textual notation of protocols in order to achieve practical usability, and 
various language transitions are proposed (Warmer et al., 1999) (Winikoff, 2005). In spite of 
these efforts, AUML lacks enough representation capabilities of agent's states, which causes 
an inability to define conditions under which messages can be received or sent by an agent. 
Additionally, it lacks the expressiveness and clarity, especially in case of complex multi-
lateral scenario definitions.  Although AUML lacks some features mentioned above, it has 
influenced other language designs (Warmer et al., 1999) (Winikoff, 2005) (Dinkloh et al., 
2005) (Huget, 2002) and modeling frameworks (Quenum et al., 2006). The OCL language 
(Warmer et al., 1999) is the way to represent UML in a textual format and it can be used to 
represent AUML too but it was shown to have limited usability (Richters et al., 1998). 
Petri Nets (Cost et al., 1999) also offers interesting perspective on agent-based scenario 
definitions, but due to lack of clarity and scalability for medium-to-complex scenarios, it is 
not very appropriate for description of agent conversations, especially for popular protocol 
like Contract-Net (Purvis et al., 2002). 
Belief-Desire-Intention (BDI) scheme (Bratman et al., 1988) is another popular model for 
description of agent’s functionality through definition of agent’s goals that should be 
fulfilled by executing tasks based on knowledge base about its immediate environment. 
Although the model influenced definitions of widely accepted FIPA and ACL (FIPA) 
standards, it suffers from the "semantic verification" problem (Wooldridge, 2000) where it is 
not possible to guarantee the equal understanding of ontology terms by all agents involved. 
The MAP language (Walton, 2003) for dialogue protocol definition is based on the principles 
found in Electronic Institutions (Estava et al., 2001) while its semantics is inspired by logic 
which is basis for communication and parallel systems (Milner, 1989). The language 
organizes dialogue definitions in scenes, an interaction context within which agents are 
communicating with each other. Another key concept is an agent’s role, a certain set of 
behaviors that an agent will adopt during interactions. An interaction protocol is adopted by 
an agent based on the role agent plays. The MAP language is not based on message flows as 
the way how protocol is defined but on agent-centric approach. This means that agent’s 
action is defined separately for every agent which implies significant effort of protocol 
validation and analysis since the protocol definition is scattered across several agents. 
The IOM/T language (Doi et al., 2005) introduces a formal way of mapping interaction 
protocol from AUML and in general emerged from a tendency to strictly define protocols in 
a textual notation. Unlike the MAP language, the language is based on message flow which 
means the definitions of protocol-related agent activities are not separated but defined in the 
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single definition. Unfortunately it lacks some important characteristics related to scenario 
descriptions. 
Firstly, there is no explicit definition of message performative used in conversations. A 
protocol is defined as a sequence of messages whose character is determined by 
corresponding performatives. If the language lacks formal explicit definition of message 
performatives, message validity needs to be performed within the agent's business logic. 
This increases the complexity of the logic implementation with additional performance 
penalties since irrelevant or protocol-incompatible messages will not be immediately 
rejected after their arrival but during their processing. Furthermore, it is not possible to 
determine the differences between conversational and terminating performatives which 
prevents an agent to explicitly recognize a conversation completion. Since there is no clear 
distinction between performative types, it is also not possible to define conditions under 
which messages can be forwarded to the business logic or just ignored. 
Secondly, the cardinality of agent instances is bound to the protocol implementation inside 
agent’s internal logic. The protocol description is linked with the given scenario and the 
number of agent instances in a dialogue. If it is required to change a cardinality of agent 
instances, the protocol description needs to be modified too in order to reflect this update 
since the business logic defines the interaction description including agent instance 
cardinality. Consequently, it is not possible to change number of instances of a particular 
agent without re-implementing the internal implementation. 
Thirdly, an implementation of agent's internal logic is language-dependent on the JADE 
agent platform (JADE), which disables possibility of usage IOM/T language in another 
agent platform. 
Q Language (Ishida, 2002) is another language for interaction protocol definition in a textual 
form. Its main purpose is to define interactions with a user or other agents on behalf of a 
user. Consequently, it is not based on message flows in the way that SDLMAS is. Typically, 
scenario description will be considered only from the point of view of one agent who is 
supposed to interact with other parties assuming their prior knowledge about the scenario 
they are supposed to follow. 
Popularity of scenario-based development of multi-agent systems is increasing and several 
interesting applications can be found in rescue simulation (Shinoda et al., 2003), interactive 
TV program (Shirai et al., 2007), modeling and simulations (Donikian, 2001), etc. 

3. Scenario description language 
The SDLMAS scenario description language, together with the SDLMAS run-time 
framework, represents the core component of the SDLMAS platform. The language has been 
designed with the main purpose of rapid design and development of multi-agent systems. 
In order to fulfill those goals three main language properties had to be achieved: 
• Simple and intuitive creation of scenarios in multi-agent systems but yet capable 

enough to support complex agent interaction descriptions, 
• Expressive language for strict and flexible interaction within the described multi-agent 

system, 
• Abstraction of run-time environment in order to protect its users from run-time 

complexities related to interaction management within a large multi-agent system. 
The SDLMAS language is a declarative, interaction-centric description language, designed 
with the purpose of defining permitted sequences of messages (communicative acts) 
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exchanged among interaction participants (agents in a multi-agent system). An interaction 
protocol is defined implicitly, as a sequence of agent actions where order of those actions is 
important, thus achieving a sequential approach in protocol definition. The language describes 
conversations among agents as a sequence of conversation actions, where actions define a 
conditional mapping between incoming and outgoing messages, and an agent's internal logic. 
Conditions for reception and transmission of messages are defined explicitly as a part of a 
conversation protocol definition. An elementary action of the language is defined as a 
procedure that will be executed as a consequence of a condition being satisfied following 
reception of one or more messages. A scenario is formed of a logically complete sequence of 
conversation actions aimed at achieving some rational effect in the multi-agent system. 
The language is restrained to a communication aspect of multi-agent systems, thus 
enforcing strict separation between conversation actions and internal agent logic 
implementing agent reasoning. Although direct influence on agent decision process is not 
possible, inadequate expressiveness could indirectly restrict or bias the way agent reasons or 
acts, or simply fail the attempt to model interactions of required complexity. The SDLMAS 
language provides adequate expressiveness through achievement of the following: 
• Parallelism in agent interactions, defining synchronization communication points, 
• Definition of conditions on incoming and outgoing messages, including complex logical 

expressions based around message types and agents as sources or targets of incoming 
and outgoing messages, 

• Controlled variations in message exchanges during scenario execution, effectively 
defining a set of allowed scenario instances from one scenario definition,  

• Complex runtime interaction within non-trivial multi-agent systems are mainly caused 
by following requirements: 
• To support many scenario instances an agent can concurrently participate in, 
• To handle simultaneous conversations with several agents within potentially 

several scenario instances of the same scenario, and to ensure conversation 
adherence to scenario defined rules, 

• To maintain conversation state with a particular agent within a scenario instance 
and correctly terminate conversations, 

• To correctly handle exceptions during conversation, both at the execution and at 
the protocol level. 

Most of these required system properties are hidden from the developer by the built-in 
platform run-time mechanisms. Developed scenarios are completely independent of the 
agent platform and implementation language due to language’s declarative nature and strict 
separation of communication aspects of multi-agent system from implementation of agents’ 
internal business logic. As such, they allow relatively simple analysis and consistency 
validation, as well as transformation into alternative models. As the final step in the process 
of modeling and designing interactions within a multi-agent system, defined interaction 
scenarios are transformed into a program code for target agent platform and 
implementation language. 

3.1 Example scenarios 
In this chapter two example agent interaction scenarios are given in order to present the key 
elements and characteristics of the SDLMAS language. The examples are focused on a multi-
agent system concerned with electrical power consumption planning and run-time power 
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single definition. Unfortunately it lacks some important characteristics related to scenario 
descriptions. 
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exchanged among interaction participants (agents in a multi-agent system). An interaction 
protocol is defined implicitly, as a sequence of agent actions where order of those actions is 
important, thus achieving a sequential approach in protocol definition. The language describes 
conversations among agents as a sequence of conversation actions, where actions define a 
conditional mapping between incoming and outgoing messages, and an agent's internal logic. 
Conditions for reception and transmission of messages are defined explicitly as a part of a 
conversation protocol definition. An elementary action of the language is defined as a 
procedure that will be executed as a consequence of a condition being satisfied following 
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conversation actions aimed at achieving some rational effect in the multi-agent system. 
The language is restrained to a communication aspect of multi-agent systems, thus 
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implementing agent reasoning. Although direct influence on agent decision process is not 
possible, inadequate expressiveness could indirectly restrict or bias the way agent reasons or 
acts, or simply fail the attempt to model interactions of required complexity. The SDLMAS 
language provides adequate expressiveness through achievement of the following: 
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• Complex runtime interaction within non-trivial multi-agent systems are mainly caused 
by following requirements: 
• To support many scenario instances an agent can concurrently participate in, 
• To handle simultaneous conversations with several agents within potentially 

several scenario instances of the same scenario, and to ensure conversation 
adherence to scenario defined rules, 

• To maintain conversation state with a particular agent within a scenario instance 
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Most of these required system properties are hidden from the developer by the built-in 
platform run-time mechanisms. Developed scenarios are completely independent of the 
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separation of communication aspects of multi-agent system from implementation of agents’ 
internal business logic. As such, they allow relatively simple analysis and consistency 
validation, as well as transformation into alternative models. As the final step in the process 
of modeling and designing interactions within a multi-agent system, defined interaction 
scenarios are transformed into a program code for target agent platform and 
implementation language. 
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In this chapter two example agent interaction scenarios are given in order to present the key 
elements and characteristics of the SDLMAS language. The examples are focused on a multi-
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reallocation. All the power consumers, producers and brokering system elements are 
represented as one or more intelligent agents forming a virtual energy market. The main 
focus of the system is to ensure short and long term power allocation among consumers and 
power usage patterns such that the goals of the system can be fulfilled as optimally as 
possible, depending on variable internal and external system conditions. The three 
presented scenarios are just a small subset of scenario definitions required to completely 
define a conversational behavior of the system. 
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Fig. 1. Example multi-agent system 

The structure of the described multi-agent system is depicted on Figure 1 including all agent 
types, their relations and mapping of agent types to physical system components. Each 
physical power consumer within the described system is represented by one Consumer type 
agent, concerned with current and near-future power consumption, and one Scheduler type 
agent in charge of power consumption planning and power allocation. Power consumers are 
organized into consumer groups of similar characteristics and managed by Coordinator 
agents. Pre-allocated power reservations from various system power sources are held by 
Coordinator agents allowing them to immediately serve consumer demands for additional 
power, if existing allocations suffice. If not, additional power is sought by coordinators from 
two agent types: Broker agent types and Power Source agent types. Such a process requires 
complex and simultaneous negotiations among many power sources and coordinator agents 
in order to identify the best offer or a combination of offers that would meet the initial 
request at an acceptable price. Broker agents negotiate power requests originated from 
Coordinator agents, examine and coordinate power reservation changes with Scheduler 
agents within their coordination group, and sell power surpluses in exchange for future 
power reservations or an immediately collected fee. Power Source agents represent various 
power sources in the system and their inherent characteristics (availability, current price etc). 
The DynamicPowerRequest scenario depicts a situation where a consumer, a high-pressure 
pump, is required to complete an unplanned action and requires additional power to 
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perform it. Such power reallocation must be negotiated in a specified time frame and with 
minimal impact on other system functions. 
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Fig. 2. Sequence diagram of the DynamicPowerRequest interaction scenario 

Request for additional power is delivered to the agent’s group Coordinator agent, where a 
decision is made based on a locally available pre-allocated power surplus. A requested 
amount of power can immediately be allocated to the pump if the sufficient amount of 
power is available to the coordinator, or the power can be sought from other sources such as 
other consumer groups and active power sources. In order to obtain additional power a CFP 
is issued by the coordinator agent to all the other coordinators in the system (represented by 
Power Broker agents). Power Broker agents can immediately deny or propose release of 
their pre-allocated power surpluses for compensation, or they can consult their managed 
Scheduler agents, by issuing a CFP, for any excess power or plan rescheduling. In any case, 
an offer or a refuse message is returned to the requesting Coordinator agent, determined on 
the basis of availability of pre-allocated Power Broker power or willingness of consumers 
within a Power Broker coordinated groups to release (sell) their power reservations. A call 
for proposal is also issued by the Coordinator agent to all of the system’s active power 
sources and power production proposals collected. All the received offers are evaluated on 
the basis of their temporal characteristics and compensation requested from the originating 
source (both in form of future power allocations and immediate fees), and the most 
affordable one is selected.  
The result of this complex interaction among the system’s actors is finally relayed to the 
requesting high-pressure pump power consumer. If no satisfactory offer has been received, 
the requested unplanned action cannot be performed. Figure 2 contains a very simplified 
sequence diagram of the described interactions, lacking most of the details concerning 
alternative conversation paths and hiding a large amount of possible variations within the 
execution of scenario. The key characteristic of the presented interaction that makes 
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perform it. Such power reallocation must be negotiated in a specified time frame and with 
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Request for additional power is delivered to the agent’s group Coordinator agent, where a 
decision is made based on a locally available pre-allocated power surplus. A requested 
amount of power can immediately be allocated to the pump if the sufficient amount of 
power is available to the coordinator, or the power can be sought from other sources such as 
other consumer groups and active power sources. In order to obtain additional power a CFP 
is issued by the coordinator agent to all the other coordinators in the system (represented by 
Power Broker agents). Power Broker agents can immediately deny or propose release of 
their pre-allocated power surpluses for compensation, or they can consult their managed 
Scheduler agents, by issuing a CFP, for any excess power or plan rescheduling. In any case, 
an offer or a refuse message is returned to the requesting Coordinator agent, determined on 
the basis of availability of pre-allocated Power Broker power or willingness of consumers 
within a Power Broker coordinated groups to release (sell) their power reservations. A call 
for proposal is also issued by the Coordinator agent to all of the system’s active power 
sources and power production proposals collected. All the received offers are evaluated on 
the basis of their temporal characteristics and compensation requested from the originating 
source (both in form of future power allocations and immediate fees), and the most 
affordable one is selected.  
The result of this complex interaction among the system’s actors is finally relayed to the 
requesting high-pressure pump power consumer. If no satisfactory offer has been received, 
the requested unplanned action cannot be performed. Figure 2 contains a very simplified 
sequence diagram of the described interactions, lacking most of the details concerning 
alternative conversation paths and hiding a large amount of possible variations within the 
execution of scenario. The key characteristic of the presented interaction that makes 
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(A)UML sequence diagrams less suitable is its intertwining description of three contract net 
protocols where results from one protocol influence execution of other protocols. In 
addition, there are large sections of parallel conversations among agents and optional 
executions of certain scenario parts, that makes rendering of their description in UML very 
complicated and hard to interpret. 
The PowerAuction scenario describes a simplified version of the regular power allocation 
mechanism to all interested Broker agents (details of interactions between Broker and 
Scheduler agents have been omitted for clarity reasons). A Power Source agent with 
available power within a certain time frame announces power availability to all Broker 
agents within the system. Such an announcement must be approved by the Arbiter agent 
(only one instance of Arbiter agent is present in the system). In the first step, Broker agents 
express their interest by submitting the first bid or leave the auction scenario immediately. 
As the next step a variant of English auction is employed to allocate available power to one 
or more highest bidders. At the end of auction participating Broker agents are informed of 
the final auction result by the Power Source agent. A simplified UML diagram of the 
interactions is presented in Figure 3. 
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Fig. 3. Sequence diagram of the Power Auction interaction scenario 

3.2 SDLMAS Scenario definition example 
 
 1 agent @consumer       : Consumer 
 2 agent $coordinator    : Coordinator; 
 3 agent @coordinator    : Broker; 
 4 agent $consumer, $localConsumers : Scheduler; 
 5 agent @psource        : PowerSource; 
 6 agent arbiter         : Arbiter; 
 7  
 8 scenario DynamicPowerRequest [reentrant=no] {  
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 9 
10  action Consumer in powerRequest() { 
11    msgSnd : (REQUEST -> $coordinator); 
12  } 
13 
14  action Coordinator in rcvPowerRequest() { 
15    msgRcv : (REQUEST <- @consumer); 
16    msgSnd : (CFP -> <Broker>) |  
17             (#INFORM_DONE -> @consumer);  
18  } 
19 
20  action Broker in rcvPowerReleaseCFP() { 
21    msgRcv : (CFP <- @coordinator); 
22    msgSnd : (CFP -> <$localConsumers>) |  
23             (PROPOSE | #REFUSE -> @coordinator); 
24  } 
25   
26  action Scheduler in rcvPowerReleaseCFP() { 
27    msgRcv : (CFP <- @coordinator); 
28    msgSnd : (PROPOSE | #REFUSE -> @coordinator); 
29  } 
30   
31  action Broker in collectPwrReleaseRsp(){ 
32    msgRcv : (PROPOSE | #REFUSE <- <$localConsumers>); 
33    msgSnd : (PROPOSE | #REFUSE -> @coordinator); 
34  } 
35   
36  action Coordinator in collectPwrReleaseRsp() { 
37    msgRcv : (PROPOSE | #REFUSE <- <Broker>); 
38    msgSnd : (CFP -> <PowerSource>);   
39  } 
40 
41  action PowerSource in processPwrRequestProposal() { 
42    msgRcv : (CFP <- @coordinator); 
43    msgSnd : (PROPOSE | #REFUSE -> @coordinator); 
44  } 
45  
46  action Coordinator in decideOnPwrAllocationOffers() { 
47    msgRcv : (PROPOSE | #REFUSE <- <PowerSource>); 
48    msgSnd : (ACCEPT | #REJECT -> <Broker>) &  
49             (ACCEPT | #REJECT -> <PowerSource>); 
50  } 
51 
52  action PowerSource in allocatePower() {     
53    msgRcv : (ACCEPT | #REJECT <- @coordinator); 
54    msgSnd : (#FAILURE | #INFORM_DONE -> @coordinator); 
55  } 
56   
57  action Broker in releasePower() { 
58    msgRcv : (ACCEPT | #REJECT <- @coordinator); 
59    msgSnd : (ACCEPT | #REJECT -> <$localConsumers>);  
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Fig. 3. Sequence diagram of the Power Auction interaction scenario 

3.2 SDLMAS Scenario definition example 
 
 1 agent @consumer       : Consumer 
 2 agent $coordinator    : Coordinator; 
 3 agent @coordinator    : Broker; 
 4 agent $consumer, $localConsumers : Scheduler; 
 5 agent @psource        : PowerSource; 
 6 agent arbiter         : Arbiter; 
 7  
 8 scenario DynamicPowerRequest [reentrant=no] {  
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 9 
10  action Consumer in powerRequest() { 
11    msgSnd : (REQUEST -> $coordinator); 
12  } 
13 
14  action Coordinator in rcvPowerRequest() { 
15    msgRcv : (REQUEST <- @consumer); 
16    msgSnd : (CFP -> <Broker>) |  
17             (#INFORM_DONE -> @consumer);  
18  } 
19 
20  action Broker in rcvPowerReleaseCFP() { 
21    msgRcv : (CFP <- @coordinator); 
22    msgSnd : (CFP -> <$localConsumers>) |  
23             (PROPOSE | #REFUSE -> @coordinator); 
24  } 
25   
26  action Scheduler in rcvPowerReleaseCFP() { 
27    msgRcv : (CFP <- @coordinator); 
28    msgSnd : (PROPOSE | #REFUSE -> @coordinator); 
29  } 
30   
31  action Broker in collectPwrReleaseRsp(){ 
32    msgRcv : (PROPOSE | #REFUSE <- <$localConsumers>); 
33    msgSnd : (PROPOSE | #REFUSE -> @coordinator); 
34  } 
35   
36  action Coordinator in collectPwrReleaseRsp() { 
37    msgRcv : (PROPOSE | #REFUSE <- <Broker>); 
38    msgSnd : (CFP -> <PowerSource>);   
39  } 
40 
41  action PowerSource in processPwrRequestProposal() { 
42    msgRcv : (CFP <- @coordinator); 
43    msgSnd : (PROPOSE | #REFUSE -> @coordinator); 
44  } 
45  
46  action Coordinator in decideOnPwrAllocationOffers() { 
47    msgRcv : (PROPOSE | #REFUSE <- <PowerSource>); 
48    msgSnd : (ACCEPT | #REJECT -> <Broker>) &  
49             (ACCEPT | #REJECT -> <PowerSource>); 
50  } 
51 
52  action PowerSource in allocatePower() {     
53    msgRcv : (ACCEPT | #REJECT <- @coordinator); 
54    msgSnd : (#FAILURE | #INFORM_DONE -> @coordinator); 
55  } 
56   
57  action Broker in releasePower() { 
58    msgRcv : (ACCEPT | #REJECT <- @coordinator); 
59    msgSnd : (ACCEPT | #REJECT -> <$localConsumers>);  
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60  } 
61     
62  action Scheduler in confirmPwrRelease() { 
63    msgRcv : (ACCEPT | #REJECT <- @coordinator); 
64    msgSnd : (#FAILURE | #INFORM_DONE -> @coordinator); 
65  } 
66   
67  action Broker in collectConsumerCommits() { 
68    msgRcv : (#FAILURE|#INFORM_DONE <- <$localConsumers>); 
69    msgSnd : (#FAILURE | #INFORM_DONE -> @coordinator); 
70  } 
71   
72  action Coordinator in collectPwrAllocationCommits() { 
73    msgRcv : (#FAILURE|#INFORM_DONE <- <Broker>) & 
74             (#FAILURE |#INFORM_DONE <- <PowerSource>);   
75    msgSnd : (#REFUSE | #INFORM_DONE -> @consumer);  
76  } 
77   
78  action Consumer in receivePwrAllocationRsp() [timeout=2000] { 
79    msgRcv : (#REFUSE | #INFORM_DONE <- $coordinator); 
80  } 
81 } 
82 
83 scenario PowerAuction { 
84 
85  action PowerSource in requestAuction() { 
86    msgSnd : (REQUEST -> arbiter); 
87  } 
88  
89  action Arbiter in auctionRequest() { 
90    msgRcv : (REQUEST <- @psource); 
91    msgSnd : (ACCEPT | #REJECT -> @psource); 
92  } 
93  
94  action PowerSource in initialCFP() { 
95    msgRcv : (ACCEPT | #REJECT <- arbiter); 
96    msgSnd : (CFP -> <Broker>); 
97  } 
98 
99  action Broker in auctionStart() { 
100    msgRcv : (CFP <- @psource); 
101    msgSnd : (PROPOSE | #REFUSE -> @psource); 
102  } 
103  
104  loop { 
105    action PowerSource in cfp1() { 
106      msgRcv : (PROPOSE | #REFUSE <- <Broker>); 
107      msgSnd : (CFP -> <Broker>); 
108    } 
109 
110    action Broker in loopProps() {  
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111      msgRcv : (CFP <- @psource); 
112      msgSnd : (PROPOSE | !REJECT -> @psource); 
113    } 
114   
115    action PowerSource in cfp2() { 
116      msgRcv : (PROPOSE | !REJECT <- <Broker>); 
117      msgSnd : (#INFORM -> <Broker>); 
118    }  
119  } 
120 
121  action Broker in endAuction() { 
122    msgRcv : (#INFORM <- @psource);  
123  } 
124 }  

3.3 SDLMAS elements 
SDLMAS language describes conversational behavior of multi-agent systems based on a 
number of agent types (roles), agent references and a set of interaction scenarios. Each 
scenario involves all or a subset of defined agent references in a sequence of conversational 
actions performed by involved agents. SDLMAS scenario descriptions are stored in a form 
of a text file where the header part contains the definitions of agent types and agent 
references, while the rest of the file (body) contains one or more scenario definitions.  

3.3.1 Roles, scenarios and conversation actions 
SDLMAS defines roles as standardized patterns of behavior required of all agents 
participating in conversations. SDLMAS employs an implicit approach to role behavior 
definition, as opposed to commonly used explicit state-based agent-centric approach. Each 
agent role behavior is defined by a number of role belonging conversational actions within 
all scenarios. 
Inter-agent communication is not addressed on the single agent level, but defines 
communication patterns among different agent roles, thus leaving concrete scenario 
execution to adapt to current system structure. A single agent within a concrete multi-agent 
system can be assigned more than one role, and can participate in many parallel scenario 
instances. A metadata mechanism can be used to control specific execution behavior of 
scenarios, roles or actions in such a case. 
At line 5 of the example the Power Source role is declared together with an anonymous 
reference of the same type. Power Source role behavior is defined by a sequence of 
conversation actions processPwrRequestProposal and allocatePower from 
DynamicPowerRequest scenario and requestAuction, initialCFP, cfp1 and cfp2 conversation 
actions from PowerAuction scenario. 
SDLMAS scenario is defined by a unique scenario name and a sequence of conversation 
actions implicitly defining one interaction protocol. In a given SDLMAS example, scenario 
declarations start at lines 8 and 83. 
Conversation actions are defined within scenario scope and are attached to agent roles. Each 
conversation action defines a procedure and two communication conditions. The procedure 
represents an internal agent logic function, and is invoked by the SDLMAS runtime 
framework upon satisfaction of communicative preconditions. Communicative 
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60  } 
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79    msgRcv : (#REFUSE | #INFORM_DONE <- $coordinator); 
80  } 
81 } 
82 
83 scenario PowerAuction { 
84 
85  action PowerSource in requestAuction() { 
86    msgSnd : (REQUEST -> arbiter); 
87  } 
88  
89  action Arbiter in auctionRequest() { 
90    msgRcv : (REQUEST <- @psource); 
91    msgSnd : (ACCEPT | #REJECT -> @psource); 
92  } 
93  
94  action PowerSource in initialCFP() { 
95    msgRcv : (ACCEPT | #REJECT <- arbiter); 
96    msgSnd : (CFP -> <Broker>); 
97  } 
98 
99  action Broker in auctionStart() { 
100    msgRcv : (CFP <- @psource); 
101    msgSnd : (PROPOSE | #REFUSE -> @psource); 
102  } 
103  
104  loop { 
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106      msgRcv : (PROPOSE | #REFUSE <- <Broker>); 
107      msgSnd : (CFP -> <Broker>); 
108    } 
109 
110    action Broker in loopProps() {  
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111      msgRcv : (CFP <- @psource); 
112      msgSnd : (PROPOSE | !REJECT -> @psource); 
113    } 
114   
115    action PowerSource in cfp2() { 
116      msgRcv : (PROPOSE | !REJECT <- <Broker>); 
117      msgSnd : (#INFORM -> <Broker>); 
118    }  
119  } 
120 
121  action Broker in endAuction() { 
122    msgRcv : (#INFORM <- @psource);  
123  } 
124 }  

3.3 SDLMAS elements 
SDLMAS language describes conversational behavior of multi-agent systems based on a 
number of agent types (roles), agent references and a set of interaction scenarios. Each 
scenario involves all or a subset of defined agent references in a sequence of conversational 
actions performed by involved agents. SDLMAS scenario descriptions are stored in a form 
of a text file where the header part contains the definitions of agent types and agent 
references, while the rest of the file (body) contains one or more scenario definitions.  

3.3.1 Roles, scenarios and conversation actions 
SDLMAS defines roles as standardized patterns of behavior required of all agents 
participating in conversations. SDLMAS employs an implicit approach to role behavior 
definition, as opposed to commonly used explicit state-based agent-centric approach. Each 
agent role behavior is defined by a number of role belonging conversational actions within 
all scenarios. 
Inter-agent communication is not addressed on the single agent level, but defines 
communication patterns among different agent roles, thus leaving concrete scenario 
execution to adapt to current system structure. A single agent within a concrete multi-agent 
system can be assigned more than one role, and can participate in many parallel scenario 
instances. A metadata mechanism can be used to control specific execution behavior of 
scenarios, roles or actions in such a case. 
At line 5 of the example the Power Source role is declared together with an anonymous 
reference of the same type. Power Source role behavior is defined by a sequence of 
conversation actions processPwrRequestProposal and allocatePower from 
DynamicPowerRequest scenario and requestAuction, initialCFP, cfp1 and cfp2 conversation 
actions from PowerAuction scenario. 
SDLMAS scenario is defined by a unique scenario name and a sequence of conversation 
actions implicitly defining one interaction protocol. In a given SDLMAS example, scenario 
declarations start at lines 8 and 83. 
Conversation actions are defined within scenario scope and are attached to agent roles. Each 
conversation action defines a procedure and two communication conditions. The procedure 
represents an internal agent logic function, and is invoked by the SDLMAS runtime 
framework upon satisfaction of communicative preconditions. Communicative 
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postconditions ensure that all messages generated by internal agent’s procedure conform to 
message transmission conditions. Regular conversation actions are defined using both 
preconditions and postconditions, but other types can have incomplete conversation 
conditions: scenario triggering action (first scenario action) does not define a precondition 
and conversation terminating action (last scenario action) does not define a postcondition. 
Communicative preconditions and postconditions are defined with respect to message 
performative(s) and message originating agent role(s). A communicative precondition 
defines circumstances under which a received message or a set of received messages are 
being passed to an internal procedure implementing agent logic. A condition consists of a 
list of expected message performatives and their originating agent roles, and can form 
expressions using logical operators. Communicative postcondition lists messages and their 
performatives, generated by an execution of an internal agent logic procedure, to be sent to 
corresponding agent roles. 
A simple communicative action condition is formed of an atomic communicative condition 
consisting of a required message performative and a target or source agent reference 
(examples on lines 38 or 86). A more flexible atomic condition definition is allowed by 
stating a list of required performatives separated by or operator symbol ‘|’, defining “one 
of” semantics (line 28). Complex conditions are formed of a number of atomic conditions 
combined using logical operators or and and (symbol ‘&’) in conjunction with parenthesis as 
grouping operator (line 22). 
Sequential nature of conversations among agents can be described using only simple 
conditions. In the example scenario PowerAuction, a Power Source agent first requests a 
clearance from arbiter agent (line 86), and only after the clearance is granted (ACCEPT 
performative received) call for proposal messages are sent to all Broker agents in the system 
(line 96). Achieving conversation parallelism among agents of differing roles requires usage 
of complex conversation conditions. For example, Coordinator agent accepts or rejects 
Broker and PowerSource proposals in parallel (lines 48 and 49), effectively defining a “span” 
point (decideOnPwrAllocationOffers) and a corresponding “join” point in action 
collectPwrAllocationCommits (lines 73 and 74).  

3.3.2 Conversation context 
A conversation context represents a scenario instance execution within an agent. It 
encapsulates all the elements that define the scenario instance state, such as state of the 
conversation (current conversation action), communicative conditions and active 
constraints, values of agent references etc. A new conversation context is created as a 
consequence of two different communication events. The first event is the activation of the 
scenario triggering action, regardless of the activation method used (external or internal). 
Created conversation context is called a root conversation context and is a parent context to 
all the conversation contexts created during the scenario instance execution. In this case the 
initiator and the owner of the context is the agent that triggered the scenario. A conversation 
context is also created when an agent receives a message that activates the first conversation 
action in a scenario for a role the agent plays. The initiator of this context is the agent that 
initiated the conversation (triggered the context creation). A parent-child context relation is 
created in this case, forming the tree structure of conversation contexts with root context as 
the owner. Termination of a parent context implies termination of all contexts in the parent 
context sub tree. On Figure 4 a complete conversation context tree is presented for a 
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DynamicPowerRequest scenario execution, where pump1 Consumer agent requests 
additional power. 
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Fig. 4. Conversation context tree for Dynamic Power Request scenario execution 
A single agent can be simultaneously involved in more than one scenario execution, thus 
having more than one active conversation context. In case an agent is assigned more than 
one role, and those roles participate in the same scenario, a situation can occur where the 
same conversation context is recursively activated (reentrant context). Reentrancy can be 
disabled on the scenario level by explicitly setting scenario property using metadata 
mechanism (line 8). 

3.3.3 Conversation loops 
In SDLMAS, a sequence of recurring conversational actions is defined as a loop. In scenario 
definition, recurring actions are isolated within a loop scope, defined by a loop keyword 
and curly braces (lines 104-123). Loops are a special version of nested scenarios, not 
addressed in this text. Additional requirements and semantics are defined for loop scoped 
conversation actions: 
• The first and the last conversation action must be attached to the same agent role, 
• Loop must be terminated by loop context termination (exchange of loop terminating 

performatives) or scenario context termination (exchange of scenario terminating 
performatives), 

• Communicative precondition of the first conversation action and the postcondition of 
the last action are not part of the loop,  

• The first action precondition is evaluated only once, upon start of the loop scenario 
execution. At line 106, PROPOSE or #REFUSE performatives are received from Broker 
agents only once, and CFP sent (line 107) to those who had not left the scenario with 
terminating performative #REFUSE, 

• The last action postcondition is evaluated only once, upon loop termination by 
exchange of loop terminating performatives (lines 112 and 116), when all Broker agents 
refuse to submit a new bid, 

• On all but first loop cycle, communicative precondition of the last action is effectively 
treated as the precondition of the first action (i.e. line 116 is ‘copied’ to line 106). 
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A single agent can be simultaneously involved in more than one scenario execution, thus 
having more than one active conversation context. In case an agent is assigned more than 
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execution. At line 106, PROPOSE or #REFUSE performatives are received from Broker 
agents only once, and CFP sent (line 107) to those who had not left the scenario with 
terminating performative #REFUSE, 

• The last action postcondition is evaluated only once, upon loop termination by 
exchange of loop terminating performatives (lines 112 and 116), when all Broker agents 
refuse to submit a new bid, 

• On all but first loop cycle, communicative precondition of the last action is effectively 
treated as the precondition of the first action (i.e. line 116 is ‘copied’ to line 106). 
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A loop conversation context is created upon when scenario execution enters the loop. All 
reference values are copied to the loop conversation context. Depending on the performative 
type used, group membership modifications are either confined to loop scope (loop 
terminating performatives) or propagated to scenario conversation context (scenario 
terminating performatives). When scenario execution leaves the loop, loop conversation 
context is collapsed, and original scenario context is again declared the active one. 

3.3.4 Agent references 
Agent references represent a single agent or a group of agents of a specified role. All agent 
references must be declared in the head section of SDLMAS file. A reference is characterized 
by its role, cardinality (single or group) and binding method. Five agent reference types are 
used in the current version of the SDLMAS language: verbatim, variable, anonymous, group 
and group variable references. Multiple conversation contexts active on the same agent have 
distinct reference bindings. All but verbatim references retain their bindings only for the 
duration of their enclosing conversation context. 
Verbatim reference value is fixed at scenario definition and represents a specific agent within 
the system (usually references a singleton role agent). The example system hosts only one 
agent of role Arbiter, whose verbatim reference ‘arbiter’ is defined on line 6. Line 86 contains 
usage of that reference, where REQUEST performative is sent by a PowerSource role agent 
to the ‘arbiter’ agent. 
Variable reference value must be bound by the agent logic during a new conversation 
context initialization and retains its initial value throughout the context lifetime. Example 
declarations of variable references (reference name prefixed by ‘$’ symbol) can be found on 
lines 2 and 4. In powerRequest action (line 11) an agent of type Consumer initiates a 
DynamicPowerRequest scenario by sending a REQUEST message to its coordinator agent 
(each Consumer agent must be aware of its Coordinator agent).  
Anonymous reference (names prefixed with ‘@’ symbol) value binding is performed by the 
framework during creation of a new child conversation context - triggered by the reception 
of a scenario-triggering message. Lines 1, 3 and 5 contain declarations of anonymous 
references. Line 27 contains an example of an anonymous reference binding, where a new 
child conversation context is created in one of Scheduler agents and reference @coordinator 
is assigned to agent of type Broker, the one who dispatched a CFP message to the particular 
Scheduler agent. Anonymous reference value is preserved throughout the conversation 
context lifetime. Lines 63 and 64 contain an example of anonymous reference usage during 
the conversation context lifetime. As the reference value is invariable, reception and 
transmission of messages with @coordinator agent is performed with the same agent who 
triggered the conversation context creation at line 27. 
Group references refer to more than one agent at a time. There are two types of group 
references defined in the current version of SDLMAS; role group references and variable group 
references. Both group references are populated at the time of conversation context creation. 
During conversation context lifetime agents can retain or leave the membership of a group 
reference, but new agents cannot be added to once initialized group reference. Agents leave 
a membership as a consequence of explicit exchange of scenario- or loop-terminating 
performatives, or an implicit reception of #TIMEOUT performative. 
Role group reference name is enclosed within angled brackets and denotes all agents of a 
particular type (role) present in the system at the moment a group population is bound to a 
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reference. Population identification and binding is performed by the SDLMAS platform 
during runtime and is hidden from scenario designers and developers. Line 16 of the 
DynamicPowerRequest scenario contains an example where a Coordinator agent dispatches 
a CFP message to all of the Broker agents, and at line 37 collects responses. Broker agents 
that terminated a conversation by returning a #REFUSE message are removed from the 
group reference membership. 
Variable group reference name is prefixed with ‘$’ symbol and enclosed within angled 
brackets. Those references differ from role group references only in the method of agent 
biding; while role group references are populated externally (by the SDLMAS runtime), 
group variable references are populated by internal agent logic, and follow the same 
philosophy as variable references. Group variable reference usage example can be found at 
line 59, where a Broker agent sends an ACCEPT or #REJECT message to all the Scheduler 
agents currently bound to the group variable. 

3.3.5 Performatives 
SDLMAS differentiates among four performative types: conversational, scenario-terminating, 
loop-terminating and implicit performatives. Conversational performatives preserve the active 
conversation context. All performatives not prefixed with special symbols ‘!’ and ‘#’ are 
conversational performatives. 
Scenario-terminating performatives, prefixed with ‘#’ symbol, explicitly denote an end of 
conversation between two or more agents within an active scenario instance. Run-time effect 
of scenario-terminating performative is determined by the hierarchical relation between 
affected conversation contexts: child context is being terminated and parent context 
performs revision of group reference memberships and, if, necessary, constraint elimination 
process. If the result of the constraint elimination process is an empty constraint structure, 
parent scenario instance is also being terminated. Termination of root context implies a 
scenario instance termination. An example of scenario-terminating performative usage can 
be found on line 43, where PowerSource role agent communicates a PROPOSE 
(conversational) or #REFUSE (scenario-terminating) performative to the requesting 
Coordinator role agent. 
Loop-terminating performatives, prefixed with ‘!’ symbol, explicitly denote an end of loop 
scoped conversation between two or more system agents. In case of loop terminating 
performative being communicated, child loop conversation context is being collapsed and 
parent loop context undergoes a procedure similar to one in case of scenario-terminating 
performative. The major difference between scenario-terminating and loop-terminating 
performatives is that termination (collapse) of loop contexts does not affect states of base 
conversation context references and constraints (their values are restored after the loop 
scoped interaction is terminated), but scenario-terminating performatives do. If the 
PowerSource agent (line 106) receives a #REFUSE performative from one of the Broker 
agents, that agent is evicted from the <Broker> group reference until the end of scenario 
execution. But if PowerSource receives a !REJECT performative from another Broker agent 
(line 116), that Broker agent is temporarily evicted from the <Broker> group reference only 
until the end of active loop. Consequently, #INFORM performative (line 117) will be sent to 
all Broker agents that had not communicated a #REFUSE performative or whose response 
had been timed out and replaced with implicit #TIMEOUT performative. 
Implicit performatives are performatives generated by the runtime SDLMAS system in 
response to a specific event. Implicit performatives can be conversational (explicitly defined 
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A loop conversation context is created upon when scenario execution enters the loop. All 
reference values are copied to the loop conversation context. Depending on the performative 
type used, group membership modifications are either confined to loop scope (loop 
terminating performatives) or propagated to scenario conversation context (scenario 
terminating performatives). When scenario execution leaves the loop, loop conversation 
context is collapsed, and original scenario context is again declared the active one. 
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Agent references represent a single agent or a group of agents of a specified role. All agent 
references must be declared in the head section of SDLMAS file. A reference is characterized 
by its role, cardinality (single or group) and binding method. Five agent reference types are 
used in the current version of the SDLMAS language: verbatim, variable, anonymous, group 
and group variable references. Multiple conversation contexts active on the same agent have 
distinct reference bindings. All but verbatim references retain their bindings only for the 
duration of their enclosing conversation context. 
Verbatim reference value is fixed at scenario definition and represents a specific agent within 
the system (usually references a singleton role agent). The example system hosts only one 
agent of role Arbiter, whose verbatim reference ‘arbiter’ is defined on line 6. Line 86 contains 
usage of that reference, where REQUEST performative is sent by a PowerSource role agent 
to the ‘arbiter’ agent. 
Variable reference value must be bound by the agent logic during a new conversation 
context initialization and retains its initial value throughout the context lifetime. Example 
declarations of variable references (reference name prefixed by ‘$’ symbol) can be found on 
lines 2 and 4. In powerRequest action (line 11) an agent of type Consumer initiates a 
DynamicPowerRequest scenario by sending a REQUEST message to its coordinator agent 
(each Consumer agent must be aware of its Coordinator agent).  
Anonymous reference (names prefixed with ‘@’ symbol) value binding is performed by the 
framework during creation of a new child conversation context - triggered by the reception 
of a scenario-triggering message. Lines 1, 3 and 5 contain declarations of anonymous 
references. Line 27 contains an example of an anonymous reference binding, where a new 
child conversation context is created in one of Scheduler agents and reference @coordinator 
is assigned to agent of type Broker, the one who dispatched a CFP message to the particular 
Scheduler agent. Anonymous reference value is preserved throughout the conversation 
context lifetime. Lines 63 and 64 contain an example of anonymous reference usage during 
the conversation context lifetime. As the reference value is invariable, reception and 
transmission of messages with @coordinator agent is performed with the same agent who 
triggered the conversation context creation at line 27. 
Group references refer to more than one agent at a time. There are two types of group 
references defined in the current version of SDLMAS; role group references and variable group 
references. Both group references are populated at the time of conversation context creation. 
During conversation context lifetime agents can retain or leave the membership of a group 
reference, but new agents cannot be added to once initialized group reference. Agents leave 
a membership as a consequence of explicit exchange of scenario- or loop-terminating 
performatives, or an implicit reception of #TIMEOUT performative. 
Role group reference name is enclosed within angled brackets and denotes all agents of a 
particular type (role) present in the system at the moment a group population is bound to a 
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reference. Population identification and binding is performed by the SDLMAS platform 
during runtime and is hidden from scenario designers and developers. Line 16 of the 
DynamicPowerRequest scenario contains an example where a Coordinator agent dispatches 
a CFP message to all of the Broker agents, and at line 37 collects responses. Broker agents 
that terminated a conversation by returning a #REFUSE message are removed from the 
group reference membership. 
Variable group reference name is prefixed with ‘$’ symbol and enclosed within angled 
brackets. Those references differ from role group references only in the method of agent 
biding; while role group references are populated externally (by the SDLMAS runtime), 
group variable references are populated by internal agent logic, and follow the same 
philosophy as variable references. Group variable reference usage example can be found at 
line 59, where a Broker agent sends an ACCEPT or #REJECT message to all the Scheduler 
agents currently bound to the group variable. 

3.3.5 Performatives 
SDLMAS differentiates among four performative types: conversational, scenario-terminating, 
loop-terminating and implicit performatives. Conversational performatives preserve the active 
conversation context. All performatives not prefixed with special symbols ‘!’ and ‘#’ are 
conversational performatives. 
Scenario-terminating performatives, prefixed with ‘#’ symbol, explicitly denote an end of 
conversation between two or more agents within an active scenario instance. Run-time effect 
of scenario-terminating performative is determined by the hierarchical relation between 
affected conversation contexts: child context is being terminated and parent context 
performs revision of group reference memberships and, if, necessary, constraint elimination 
process. If the result of the constraint elimination process is an empty constraint structure, 
parent scenario instance is also being terminated. Termination of root context implies a 
scenario instance termination. An example of scenario-terminating performative usage can 
be found on line 43, where PowerSource role agent communicates a PROPOSE 
(conversational) or #REFUSE (scenario-terminating) performative to the requesting 
Coordinator role agent. 
Loop-terminating performatives, prefixed with ‘!’ symbol, explicitly denote an end of loop 
scoped conversation between two or more system agents. In case of loop terminating 
performative being communicated, child loop conversation context is being collapsed and 
parent loop context undergoes a procedure similar to one in case of scenario-terminating 
performative. The major difference between scenario-terminating and loop-terminating 
performatives is that termination (collapse) of loop contexts does not affect states of base 
conversation context references and constraints (their values are restored after the loop 
scoped interaction is terminated), but scenario-terminating performatives do. If the 
PowerSource agent (line 106) receives a #REFUSE performative from one of the Broker 
agents, that agent is evicted from the <Broker> group reference until the end of scenario 
execution. But if PowerSource receives a !REJECT performative from another Broker agent 
(line 116), that Broker agent is temporarily evicted from the <Broker> group reference only 
until the end of active loop. Consequently, #INFORM performative (line 117) will be sent to 
all Broker agents that had not communicated a #REFUSE performative or whose response 
had been timed out and replaced with implicit #TIMEOUT performative. 
Implicit performatives are performatives generated by the runtime SDLMAS system in 
response to a specific event. Implicit performatives can be conversational (explicitly defined 
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using scenario metadata mechanisms) or scenario-terminating. #TIMEOUT performative is 
generated by the SDLMAS runtime every time a message from a certain agent is not 
received within an expected time frame. On line 79, if #REFUSE or #INFORM_DONE 
performative is not received within 2 seconds from sending the REQUEST performative to 
the $coordinator agent (line 11), the Consumer agent will receive a #TIMEOUT performative 
instead. 

3.3.6 Metadata 
In order to provide a system designer with a mechanism to express required runtime 
scenario execution properties, a concept of scenario metadata definition has been introduced 
in the SDLMAS language. Metadata is expressed in form of a sequence of semicolon 
separated name-value pairs enclosed in square brackets and are placed immediately beside 
declarations of affected scenario elements. Line 78 of the example contains a timeout 
metadata definition, effectively forcing a #TIMEOUT performative to be generated if no 
response has been received from $coordinator agent within 2 seconds after the REQUEST 
performative had been issued (line 11). Metadata properties are defined on a per-language 
element basis (role, scenario, action). 

4. SDLMAS platform 
SDLMAS platform provides tools and a framework for implementation and runtime 
support of multi-agent systems whose interactions are modeled using SDLMAS language. 

4.1 SDLMAS platform components 
The following components make a set of core elements of a multi-agent system that is 
developed using the SDLMAS platform: a generic SDLMAS component (Management 
agent), application-specific SDLMAS components (Application agents) and underlying 
agent platform components (ORB and Naming Service agent). 
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Fig. 5. SDLMAS Platform 
The SDLMAS platform (Cavrak et al., 2009) relies on core functionality provided by target 
agent platform such as agent creation and multithreaded execution of agents, FIPA 
compliant messaging, agent container management, naming service as a central storage of 
agent references, etc. Upon their successful initialization, all agents are required to register 
with the Naming Service agent, and to deregister prior to their deactivation. Accurate 
information stored in the registry is crucial for correct behavior of late agent reference 
binding mechanism: 
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• Agent’s type (role) is verified using the information from the registry in order to bind 
an anonymous reference to a real agent reference, 

• All agents of the required type (role) are collected from the registry in order to bind a 
group reference to a list of acquired agents references. 

Management agent, a mandatory system element, provides a support for bootstrapping and 
initialization of a multi-agent system based on provided global and agent-specific 
configurations. 
Functionality of a multi-agent system is based on individual functionalities of system-
constituting entities and on effects of interaction among those entities. A SDLMAS 
application agent plays a particular role in the system as it is defined in the scenario 
description. Conformance to the given role is guaranteed by generated program code from 
the description and must not be modified by an agent developer. Other portions of agent 
code, related to internal agent logic, are partially generated code skeletons where a 
developer is required to only implement agent’s procedures within already predefined 
procedure signatures and parameter definitions. 
System start-up procedure is as follows: (1) Naming Service Agent and Management Agent 
are started, (2) based on system configuration and scenario descriptions, the Management 
Agent starts a number of Application Agents, (3) Application Agents register at the Naming 
Service Agent, (4) a number of scenarios are initiated by the Management Agent based on 
scenario descriptions, with specified application agents as their initiators. 

4.2 Automatic code generation 
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Fig. 6. SDLMAS Code Generation 

The process of converting a SDLMAS scenario definition to a source code for a target agent 
platform is depicted on Figure 6. A text file containing agent type declarations and scenario 
definitions is converted to an internal model, suitable for both scenario validation and code 
generation. Platform-specific set of code templates are used to generate source code for the 
target agent platform. This way, the flexibility and transparency in choosing another target 
agent platform or implementation language is achieved as this approach allows easy 
retargeting of generated agent code by using different code templates. Generated source 
entities are divided into two main categories: model-level entities, shared among many 
system components, and scenario-level entities, containing role- and scenario-specific 
implementation of agent communication behavior. 
SDLMAS scenario definition can be converted into platform code in two ways: a command 
line based tool and an Eclipse plug-in. The plug-in allows for easier syntax checking, model 
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using scenario metadata mechanisms) or scenario-terminating. #TIMEOUT performative is 
generated by the SDLMAS runtime every time a message from a certain agent is not 
received within an expected time frame. On line 79, if #REFUSE or #INFORM_DONE 
performative is not received within 2 seconds from sending the REQUEST performative to 
the $coordinator agent (line 11), the Consumer agent will receive a #TIMEOUT performative 
instead. 
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In order to provide a system designer with a mechanism to express required runtime 
scenario execution properties, a concept of scenario metadata definition has been introduced 
in the SDLMAS language. Metadata is expressed in form of a sequence of semicolon 
separated name-value pairs enclosed in square brackets and are placed immediately beside 
declarations of affected scenario elements. Line 78 of the example contains a timeout 
metadata definition, effectively forcing a #TIMEOUT performative to be generated if no 
response has been received from $coordinator agent within 2 seconds after the REQUEST 
performative had been issued (line 11). Metadata properties are defined on a per-language 
element basis (role, scenario, action). 

4. SDLMAS platform 
SDLMAS platform provides tools and a framework for implementation and runtime 
support of multi-agent systems whose interactions are modeled using SDLMAS language. 

4.1 SDLMAS platform components 
The following components make a set of core elements of a multi-agent system that is 
developed using the SDLMAS platform: a generic SDLMAS component (Management 
agent), application-specific SDLMAS components (Application agents) and underlying 
agent platform components (ORB and Naming Service agent). 
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• Agent’s type (role) is verified using the information from the registry in order to bind 
an anonymous reference to a real agent reference, 

• All agents of the required type (role) are collected from the registry in order to bind a 
group reference to a list of acquired agents references. 

Management agent, a mandatory system element, provides a support for bootstrapping and 
initialization of a multi-agent system based on provided global and agent-specific 
configurations. 
Functionality of a multi-agent system is based on individual functionalities of system-
constituting entities and on effects of interaction among those entities. A SDLMAS 
application agent plays a particular role in the system as it is defined in the scenario 
description. Conformance to the given role is guaranteed by generated program code from 
the description and must not be modified by an agent developer. Other portions of agent 
code, related to internal agent logic, are partially generated code skeletons where a 
developer is required to only implement agent’s procedures within already predefined 
procedure signatures and parameter definitions. 
System start-up procedure is as follows: (1) Naming Service Agent and Management Agent 
are started, (2) based on system configuration and scenario descriptions, the Management 
Agent starts a number of Application Agents, (3) Application Agents register at the Naming 
Service Agent, (4) a number of scenarios are initiated by the Management Agent based on 
scenario descriptions, with specified application agents as their initiators. 

4.2 Automatic code generation 
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The process of converting a SDLMAS scenario definition to a source code for a target agent 
platform is depicted on Figure 6. A text file containing agent type declarations and scenario 
definitions is converted to an internal model, suitable for both scenario validation and code 
generation. Platform-specific set of code templates are used to generate source code for the 
target agent platform. This way, the flexibility and transparency in choosing another target 
agent platform or implementation language is achieved as this approach allows easy 
retargeting of generated agent code by using different code templates. Generated source 
entities are divided into two main categories: model-level entities, shared among many 
system components, and scenario-level entities, containing role- and scenario-specific 
implementation of agent communication behavior. 
SDLMAS scenario definition can be converted into platform code in two ways: a command 
line based tool and an Eclipse plug-in. The plug-in allows for easier syntax checking, model 
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transformation and validation, as well as navigation between scenario definition and 
generated implementation code. Internal interaction model is stored in an EMF-based model 
and JET templates are used for generating the Java code. Currently the JADE platform 
(JADE) is supported. 
A SDLMAS agent implementation can be divided into three main layers: Platform 
Abstraction Layer (PAL), SDLMAS Platform Layer (SPL) and Application Logic Layer 
(ALL).  
PAL abstracts the specificities of the target platform programming interfaces and semantics 
and provides the SDLMAS platform with the generic interface towards the target platform 
resources. This layer is clearly dependent on the target platform and it must be developed 
for each platform the SDLMAS is ported to. 
SPL consists of two sets of components: generic components and scenario-dependent 
components. Generic components provide support for scenario- and role-independent 
functionality and is provided in a form of a library. Scenario-dependent components are 
automatically generated from SDLMAS scenario description and it contains necessary 
functionality for tracking conversation progress and its contexts, enforcing message 
reception and transmission conditions and invoking internal agent logic procedures. 
ALL encapsulates agent’s internal application logic. It is partially automatically generated 
and it requires developer’s further intervention to implement agent’s internal procedures 
that will handle incoming messages and create outgoing messages during conversation 
progress, based on the agent’s action definition in the scenario description(s). 

5. Conclusion 
Complex interactions within all but most simple multi-agent systems present a serious 
challenge during system design, implementation, testing and runtime analysis. Several 
approaches addressing those challenges have been employed so far and their strengths and 
weaknesses are outlined in this text. A scenario-based approach to modeling interactions in 
multi-agent systems is described, based on a notion of sequences of conversation actions, 
grouped into scenarios, describing conversational behavior of interacting agents. Scenarios 
are described by system designers using a proposed SDLMAS declarative language. The 
effect of using SDLMAS language and platform should be reflected in the significantly 
reduced effort invested during design and development of the communication aspect of a 
new multi-agent system, as well as in maintenance phase. A new version of SDLMAS allows 
for both linear and non-linear conversation sequences (loops), as well as increased runtime 
behavior control using metadata specification within scenario definitions. 
Valid scenario models, resulting from processing of SDLMAS descriptions, are used for 
executable agent code generation for supported target agent platforms. SDLMAS Runtime 
framework provides runtime support for execution of SDLMAS based multi-agent systems 
and for gathering runtime behavioral data and its off-line analysis for profiling and 
optimization purposes. 
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1. Introduction 
The increasing use of multi-agent systems brings challenges that have not been studied yet, 
such as: how we should adapt requirements elicitation to cope with agent properties like 
autonomy, sociability and proactiveness. The agent-oriented modelling is proposed as a 
suitable software engineering approach for complex organizational application domains 
that deal with the need for new applications. These requirements are not broadly considered 
by current paradigms. Autonomy and sociability aspects such as the dependency of an 
agent on another, and how critical this condition should be, have to be analysed from the 
early stages of the software development process (Wooldridge & Jennings, 1997).  
This research work is included in the Agent-oriented Project that has been developed by the 
Informatics and Computer Science Department of State University of Rio de Janeiro (UERJ) 
and the School of Information Technology of York University (Toronto). This project aims at 
studying and comparing agent-oriented software development methods and techniques 
based on attributes and norms and by the models construction based on an exemplar. These 
experiments enabled the development and construction of Multi-Agent Systems applied to 
Health and Education areas, providing research on Systems (MAS) especially on the agent 
proliferation of control, communication and availability of information and knowledge in 
different computing environments. 
The construction of Multi-Agent Systems allows experiments on the agent-oriented 
technology in relation to development methodologies with regard to agent-oriented 
programming environments. It also allows us apply this technology in practical and real 
applications in Health and Education Domains. The Glycemic Monitor System based on the 
Guardian Angel for aiding the diabetes treatment (Tavares et al., 2010) and the Educ-MAS 
(Education Multi-Agent System) (Gago et al., 2009), (Dantas et al., 2007), a learning 
education environment with multi-agents helping the teaching process on a specific topic, 
are two examples of Multi-Agent Systems that have been developed in the project Oriented 
Agents. 
Many methodologies applying agent-oriented concepts to software development have been 
proposed however, the evaluation of these methodologies is not an easy task specially to 
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choose the best method to be adopted in a MAS project. In this project, we have used an 
exemplar proposed by Yu & Cysneiros (2002) to evaluate some methodologies and language 
methods (Gaia, MESSAGE, Tropos, Adelfe, MAS-CommonKADS, MaSE, Ingenius, KAOS, 
AUML) (Souza et al., 2010), (Souza et al., 2009), (Werneck et al., 2008), (Werneck et al., 2007), 
(Werneck et al., 2006), (Coppieters et al., 2005), (Cysneiros et al., 2005), (Cysneiros et al., 
2005a). This exemplar is rich and complex enough to guide us to investigate to understand 
them better. Now we are compiling the experiences we gathered from all the methodologies 
we evaluated to try and understand where most methodologies need to improve and where 
most of them are well developed. This knowledge will be modelled into an ontology and 
will be used to define an Agent-Oriented Methodology Approach based on the Situation 
Method Engineering (SME) that provides a flexible way of constructing a methodology 
based on a set of method fragments and the situation of the project requirements. This idea 
of using SME for constructing Agent-Oriented Methodology was also proposed by 
Henderson-Sellers & Ralyté (2010) that describes some experiences of using SME in MAS 
and object oriented methods.   
This chapter provides a deep modelling overview of two different Multi-agents systems in 
two different Agent-Oriented Methodologies. Our objective is to demonstrate how 
modelling the problem with a methodology can improve quality and be a guide for further 
MAS development.  
This chapter is organized into 5 sections. Section 2 gives an overview of Multi-Agent 
Systems methodologies describing the Adelfe (Bernon et al., 2003) (Henderson-Sellers & 
Giorgini, 2005), and Mase (Deloach, 2001), (O’Malley et al., 2001), (Dileo et al., 2002), 
(Henderson-Sellers & Giorgini, 2005) methodologies that will be shown in the next two 
sections. Section 3 describes the modelling of Guardian Angel System in Adelfe focusing on 
the mains aspects of agent oriented. Section 4 presents the modelling of the Educ-MAS using 
MaSE. Finally section 5 analyses the systems development with those methodologies 
concluding the work and also presents correlated and future works. 

2. MAS methodologies 
Many agent-oriented methodologies have been proposed based on a variety of concepts, 
notations, techniques and methodological guidelines. Some of these methodologies rely on 
standard methods or modelling languages as CommonKADS (Schreiber et al, 1999) and 
UML (Rumbaugh et al., 2004).  The MAS-CommonKADS (Iglesias & González, 1998), 
(Henderson-Sellers & Giorgini, 2005) and AUML (2007), (Odell et al., 2001) extended 
CommonKADS  (Schreiber et al., 1999) and UML (Rumbaugh et al., 2004) respectively to 
meet the multi-agent systems. 
The agent-oriented methodologies have multiple roots (Figure 1). Some are based on the 
idea of artificial intelligence coming from the knowledge engineering (KE). Other methods 
originate from software engineering and they are extensions of object-oriented (OO) 
paradigm. There are still those that use a mix of concepts based on these two areas and some 
are derived from other agent-oriented methodologies. 
Although we are going to present two methodologies based on Object Oriented in this 
chapter, both Adelfe and MaSE methodologies were chosen because they are based on 
common agent concepts and they are easy to understand having a good methodology guide 
and a tool support. A tool is a very important issue that can be a differential in the software 
development. 
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Fig. 1. Influences of Object-Oriented Methodologies on Agent-oriented Methodologies 
(Henderson-Sellers & Giorgini, 2005) 

2.1 The Adelfe methodology 
Adelfe is an acronym that translated from French means "framework to develop software 
with emergent functionality" (Adelfe, 2003), (Bernon et al., 2003), (Henderson-Sellers & 
Giorgini, 2005) and was developed to deal with open and complex agent problems. These 
systems work with composed agents that have cooperative interactions with each other and 
are called Adaptative Multi-Agent Systems (AMAS).  . 
Adelfe uses AUML principle (Odell et al., 2001), (AUML, 2007) together with UML 
(Rumbaugh et al., 2004) to express agent interaction protocols.  
The development process of Adelfe is based on RUP (Rational Unified Process) (Krutchen, 
2000) with some additions considering AMAS Theory specificities. For example, the 
environment characterization of the system and the identification of cooperation failures are 
some characteristics included in this process.  
Adelfe provides some tools including one to estimate the AMAS technology adequacy. This 
can be a great support to inexperienced developers in the AMAS system field. The adequacy 
is studied at two levels: the global (the system) and the local (the components). Eight 
parameters are taken into consideration for the global level while for the components there 
are other three parameters. 
Two other tools (Open Tool and Interactive Tool) are available to integrate the framework. 
The Open tool is a graphic modelling tool which supports Adelfe notation to construct the 
artefacts proposed in this method such as some UML diagrams and protocols of AUML 
interaction. The Interactive Tool provides the developer with a guide throughout the 
process application. 
The Adelfe process covers all the phases of a classical software process from the 
requirements to the deployment based on the RUP process adapted to AMAS. Only the 
work definitions (WD) of requirements, analysis and design require modifications to be 
adapted for the AMAS.  The rest of the RUP can be applied without modifications.  

2.1.1 Preliminary and final requirements (WD1 e WD2) 
The preliminary requirements work definition (WD1) of Adelfe (Adelfe, 2003), (Bernon et 
al., 2003), (Henderson-Sellers & Giorgini, 2005) is the same as proposed by the RUP (Table 
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1). The aim still consists of studying the stakeholders' needs to produce a document of the 
stakeholders and the developers´ agreement. 
The activity of the environment characterization (A6) of the final requirements (WD2) (Table 
1) was added to the RUP because the environment is a very important concept in AMAS 
theory. The environment has to be well comprehended and the A6 activity has the following 
tasks: determine the entities, define the context and characterize the environment. The 
characterization begins by the identification of the entities which interact with the system 
and the restrictions of these interactions (A6-S1). An entity in Adelfe is an actor classified as 
passive or active. An active entity can act in an autonomous and dynamic way with the 
system. A passive entity is considered a resource of the system that can be used or modified 
by active entities. The classification of the entities is essential in AMAS since the agents will 
be part of the system treated as active entities. 
Define context (A6-S2) is an activity that analyses the environment through the interaction 
among entities and the system by defining UML sequence and collaboration diagrams. The 
information flow of passive entities and the system are expressed by collaboration diagrams, 
while interactions among active entities and the system are described by sequence diagrams. 
The Adelfe methodology defines these diagrams based on the result of the previous step 
(A6-S1) where the entities were pre-defined with the support of the set of keywords 
provided in (A4). 
 
WD1: Preliminary Requirements 
• A1: Define user requirements 
• A2: Validate user requirements 
• A3: Define consensual requirements 
• A4: Establish keywords-set 
• A5: Extract limits constraints 

WD2: Final Requirements  
A6: Characterize environment 
• S1: Determine entities 
• S2: Define context 
• S3: Characterize environment 
A7: Determine use cases 
• S1: Draw inventory of use cases 
• S2: Identify cooperation failures 
• S3: Elaborate sequence diagrams 
A8: Elaborate UI (user interface) prototypes  
A9: Validate UI prototypes  

Table 1. WD1 and WD2– Preliminary and Final Requirements in Adelfe (2003) 
Completing the environment characterization, the developer performs the Step A6-S3 
describing the environment in terms of being accessible (as opposed to "inaccessible"), 
continuous (as opposed to "discrete"), deterministic (as opposed to "non-deterministic"), or 
dynamic (as opposed to "static"). 
Cooperative agents are a central concept in Adelfe so the developer can be able to construct 
AMAS. The analysis of all the unexpected and harmful events is important to realize what 
the causes and consequences of non-cooperative situations are for the agents. These 
cooperation failures are exceptions. Taking this aspect into account, the determination of the 
use cases is modified by adding the step (A7-S2) in which cooperation failures must be 
identified using specific notation.  
The elaboration of user interface (UI) prototypes activity (A8) models the graphic users 
interface (GUI) specifications used in the interactions defined in A6 and A7. GUIs are 
evaluated in A9 as functional or non-functional (ergonomics, design, ...) requirements. 
Sometimes in this phase it is necessary to go back to activity A8 to improve UI. 
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2.1.2 Analysis (WD3) 
Adelfe Analysis phase (Table 2) is composed by three activities: (i) AMAS adequacy 
verification activity (A11) to identify agents and interaction among the entities, (ii) agents 
identification activity (A12) to analyse the entities defined in A6 that will be considered an 
agent in the system and (iii) the study of the interactions between entities activity (A13) to 
analyse all different types of interactions between active/passive entities, between active 
entities and between agents  (Adelfe, 2003), (Bernon et al., 2003), (Henderson-Sellers & 
Giorgini, 2005).  
The Adelfe AMAS technology adequacy verification of the system activity (A11) is 
performed using the adequacy tool which considers two levels of study: global (A11-S1) and 
components (A11-S2).  The Global analysis answers the question: “Is an AMAS technology 
implementation to the system necessary?” For the local level the question is "Does any 
component need to be implemented as AMAS?" If the tool answers the first question 
positively, the developer can continue applying the process. If the second answer is also 
affirmative, the Adelfe methodology should be applied on the components considered as 
AMAS since they require evolution. 
The developer identifies the components of the system studying use cases and scenarios 
previously elaborated in the domain analysis (Adelfe, 2003), (Bernon et al., 2003), 
(Henderson-Sellers & Giorgini, 2005). 
 
A10: Analyse the Domain 
• S1: Identify classes 
• S2: Study interclass relationships 
• S3:Construct preliminary class 

diagrams  
A11: Verify the AMAS adequacy 
• S1: Verify it at the global level 
• S2:  verify it at the local level. 

  A12: Identify Agents  
• S1: Study entities in the domain  context 
• S2: Identify potentially cooperative agents  
• S3: Determine agents 
  A13: Study Interactions between Entities 
• S1: Study  active/passive  entities 

relationships 
• S2: Study active entities relationships  
• S3: Study agents  relationships 

Table 2. WD3 – Analysis in Adelfe (2003) 
The cooperative agents are a central concept of AMAS system. In Adelfe the agents are 
cooperative entities that satisfy at least the autonomy requirements, the local objective and 
the interaction with other entities. After assessing all the possible agents, the classes are 
marked with the cooperative agent stereotype. 
In Adelfe, agents are not previously known thus the developer must identify them (A12). 
Entities which demonstrate properties such as autonomy, local objective to pursue, 
interaction with other entities, partial view of its environment and the ability to negotiate 
are the ones to be considered as potential agents. To effectively turn into a cooperative 
agent, the potential cooperative agent must be prone to cooperation failures. By studying its 
interactions with its environments and with other entities, the developer has to determine if 
this entity may encounter such situations that will be considered as non-cooperative 
situations at the agent level. The entities meeting all these criteria will be identified as agents 
and the classes related to them marked as agents. 
The study of the interactions between entities (A13) analyses the interactions between 
entities and is represented by Collaboration and Sequence Diagrams. The agents' 
interactions are described by AUML Protocol Diagram. 
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1). The aim still consists of studying the stakeholders' needs to produce a document of the 
stakeholders and the developers´ agreement. 
The activity of the environment characterization (A6) of the final requirements (WD2) (Table 
1) was added to the RUP because the environment is a very important concept in AMAS 
theory. The environment has to be well comprehended and the A6 activity has the following 
tasks: determine the entities, define the context and characterize the environment. The 
characterization begins by the identification of the entities which interact with the system 
and the restrictions of these interactions (A6-S1). An entity in Adelfe is an actor classified as 
passive or active. An active entity can act in an autonomous and dynamic way with the 
system. A passive entity is considered a resource of the system that can be used or modified 
by active entities. The classification of the entities is essential in AMAS since the agents will 
be part of the system treated as active entities. 
Define context (A6-S2) is an activity that analyses the environment through the interaction 
among entities and the system by defining UML sequence and collaboration diagrams. The 
information flow of passive entities and the system are expressed by collaboration diagrams, 
while interactions among active entities and the system are described by sequence diagrams. 
The Adelfe methodology defines these diagrams based on the result of the previous step 
(A6-S1) where the entities were pre-defined with the support of the set of keywords 
provided in (A4). 
 
WD1: Preliminary Requirements 
• A1: Define user requirements 
• A2: Validate user requirements 
• A3: Define consensual requirements 
• A4: Establish keywords-set 
• A5: Extract limits constraints 

WD2: Final Requirements  
A6: Characterize environment 
• S1: Determine entities 
• S2: Define context 
• S3: Characterize environment 
A7: Determine use cases 
• S1: Draw inventory of use cases 
• S2: Identify cooperation failures 
• S3: Elaborate sequence diagrams 
A8: Elaborate UI (user interface) prototypes  
A9: Validate UI prototypes  

Table 1. WD1 and WD2– Preliminary and Final Requirements in Adelfe (2003) 
Completing the environment characterization, the developer performs the Step A6-S3 
describing the environment in terms of being accessible (as opposed to "inaccessible"), 
continuous (as opposed to "discrete"), deterministic (as opposed to "non-deterministic"), or 
dynamic (as opposed to "static"). 
Cooperative agents are a central concept in Adelfe so the developer can be able to construct 
AMAS. The analysis of all the unexpected and harmful events is important to realize what 
the causes and consequences of non-cooperative situations are for the agents. These 
cooperation failures are exceptions. Taking this aspect into account, the determination of the 
use cases is modified by adding the step (A7-S2) in which cooperation failures must be 
identified using specific notation.  
The elaboration of user interface (UI) prototypes activity (A8) models the graphic users 
interface (GUI) specifications used in the interactions defined in A6 and A7. GUIs are 
evaluated in A9 as functional or non-functional (ergonomics, design, ...) requirements. 
Sometimes in this phase it is necessary to go back to activity A8 to improve UI. 
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2.1.2 Analysis (WD3) 
Adelfe Analysis phase (Table 2) is composed by three activities: (i) AMAS adequacy 
verification activity (A11) to identify agents and interaction among the entities, (ii) agents 
identification activity (A12) to analyse the entities defined in A6 that will be considered an 
agent in the system and (iii) the study of the interactions between entities activity (A13) to 
analyse all different types of interactions between active/passive entities, between active 
entities and between agents  (Adelfe, 2003), (Bernon et al., 2003), (Henderson-Sellers & 
Giorgini, 2005).  
The Adelfe AMAS technology adequacy verification of the system activity (A11) is 
performed using the adequacy tool which considers two levels of study: global (A11-S1) and 
components (A11-S2).  The Global analysis answers the question: “Is an AMAS technology 
implementation to the system necessary?” For the local level the question is "Does any 
component need to be implemented as AMAS?" If the tool answers the first question 
positively, the developer can continue applying the process. If the second answer is also 
affirmative, the Adelfe methodology should be applied on the components considered as 
AMAS since they require evolution. 
The developer identifies the components of the system studying use cases and scenarios 
previously elaborated in the domain analysis (Adelfe, 2003), (Bernon et al., 2003), 
(Henderson-Sellers & Giorgini, 2005). 
 
A10: Analyse the Domain 
• S1: Identify classes 
• S2: Study interclass relationships 
• S3:Construct preliminary class 

diagrams  
A11: Verify the AMAS adequacy 
• S1: Verify it at the global level 
• S2:  verify it at the local level. 

  A12: Identify Agents  
• S1: Study entities in the domain  context 
• S2: Identify potentially cooperative agents  
• S3: Determine agents 
  A13: Study Interactions between Entities 
• S1: Study  active/passive  entities 

relationships 
• S2: Study active entities relationships  
• S3: Study agents  relationships 

Table 2. WD3 – Analysis in Adelfe (2003) 
The cooperative agents are a central concept of AMAS system. In Adelfe the agents are 
cooperative entities that satisfy at least the autonomy requirements, the local objective and 
the interaction with other entities. After assessing all the possible agents, the classes are 
marked with the cooperative agent stereotype. 
In Adelfe, agents are not previously known thus the developer must identify them (A12). 
Entities which demonstrate properties such as autonomy, local objective to pursue, 
interaction with other entities, partial view of its environment and the ability to negotiate 
are the ones to be considered as potential agents. To effectively turn into a cooperative 
agent, the potential cooperative agent must be prone to cooperation failures. By studying its 
interactions with its environments and with other entities, the developer has to determine if 
this entity may encounter such situations that will be considered as non-cooperative 
situations at the agent level. The entities meeting all these criteria will be identified as agents 
and the classes related to them marked as agents. 
The study of the interactions between entities (A13) analyses the interactions between 
entities and is represented by Collaboration and Sequence Diagrams. The agents' 
interactions are described by AUML Protocol Diagram. 
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2.1.3 Design (WD4) 
The Adelfe design process (Table 3) starts by analysing the different possibilities of detailed 
architecture of the system, creating packages sub-systems, objects, agents and the 
relationships among them and producing the class diagrams with the new elements 
(Cooperative Agent Class and the Cooperative Agent stereotype) (Adelfe, 2003), (Bernon et 
al., 2003), (Henderson-Sellers & Giorgini, 2005). 
 

A14: Study detailed architecture 
and multi-agent model 
• S1: Determine packages 
• S2: Determine classes 
• S3: Use design-patterns 
• S4: Elaborate component  and  class 

diagrams 
A15: Study  interaction languages  

A16: Design Agents  
• S1: Define skills 
• S2: Define aptitudes 
• S3: Define interaction languages  
• S4: Define representations  
• S5: Define Non-cooperative situations 
A17: FAST Prototyping 
A18: Complete design diagrams 
• S1: Enhance design diagrams  
• S2: Design dynamic behaviours 

Table 3. WD4 – Design in Adelfe  (2003) 
In the activity A15 the developer studies the interaction languages to be able to define the 
protocols used by agents to communicate between themselves. This information exchange 
between agents has to be described. For each scenario defined in the A7 and A13 activities, 
these exchanges are described using AUML protocol diagrams. The protocols diagrams are 
attached to package (not classes) because they are generic. The language definition is not 
necessary when the agents' communications are via the environment.  
The Design Agents (A16) activity is an Adelfe methodology specific activity and allows the 
developer to refine the CooperativeAgent stereotyped classes identified in the A12 and A14 
activities. The different modules of an agent must be defined in these activities by describing 
its skills, aptitudes, interaction languages, design representations, design characteristics and 
design non-cooperative situations. 
Methods and attributes can describe the skills of an agent with a stereotyped notation 
<<skill>>. Skills are the system knowledge that allows the agent to perform an action. The 
representation of aptitudes, interaction languages, design representations and design 
characteristics is defined similarly to skills with a stereotyped notation. Aptitudes are the 
agent´s capability to reason about a specific knowledge of the system or about a real 
situation.  
The developer analyses protocols defined in A15 activity and those assigned to an agent are 
associated to a state-machine. The methods and attributes link with an interaction protocol 
must be stereotyped <<interaction>>. The methods and attributes related to perception and 
action phase are represented by <<perception>> and <<action>> respectively in (A16-S3). 
The step Design Non-Cooperative Situations (NCS) (A16-S6) is the most important in the 
design agents’ activity (A16), because this is a specific ability of cooperative agents. A model 
guides the developer in the definitions of all situations that seem to be "harmful" for 
cooperative social attitude of an agent. The table lists some types of situations like 
ambiguity, incompetence, uselessness and conflict. The developer should fill up the 
conditions described for each NCS. The table contains the state of this agent when detecting 
the NCS, a NCS textual description, conditions permitting local detection of NCS and 
actions linked to this NCS.   
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The Fast Prototyping activity (A17) uses OpenTool (Adelfe, 2003), (Henderson-Sellers & 
Giorgini, 2005) to test the agents´ behaviour previously defined. The customized version of 
OpenTool can automatically transform a protocol diagram into a state-chart that can be run 
to simulate the agents' behaviour. Some methods can be implemented using a OTscript 
language that is a set-based action language of OpenTool. 
The last activity of design is to complete the detailed architecture enriching the class 
diagrams (A18-S1) and developing the state chart diagrams required to design the dynamic 
behaviours (A18-S2). The objective is to reflect the different changes of an entity state when 
it is interacting with others. 

2.2 MaSE methodology 
The Multi-agent System Engineering (MaSE) methodology aims at supporting the designer 
to catch a set of initial requirements, to analyse models and implement a multi-agent system 
(MAS). This methodology is independent of any agent’s architecture, programming 
language, or communication framework. The MaSE’s agents are considered object 
specializations that instead of simple objects, with methods that can be invoked by other 
objects, are agents that talk among themselves and act proactively in order to reach goals  
(MaSE, 2010), (Deloach, 2001). 
MaSE is a traditional software engineering methodology specialization with two phases 
(Analysis and Design) and several activities which are shown in Figure 2 (Deloach, 2001). 
The MaSE Analysis phase has three steps: Capturing Goals, Applying Use Cases, and 
Refining Roles. The Design phase has four activities: Creating Agent Classes, Constructing 
Conversations, Assembling Agent Classes and System Design. The highlighted items 
represent the resulting models of each phase.  
The first step in  MaSE analysis is to capture goals that express what the system is trying to 
achieve.  These goals generally remain stable throughout the rest of the Analysis and Design 
phases. A decomposition of goals in a hierarchy form is the MaSE goal representation. 
After the goals were defined, the functional requirements are identified and represented 
into use cases. Use Cases describe the behaviour of agents for each situation in MAS. In the 
step Applying Use Cases, situations of the initial requirements are elicited and expressed 
into Use Cases Diagrams and Descriptions, and UML Sequence Diagrams. The Sequence 
Diagrams are applied to express the sequences of roles events and they represent the 
desired system behaviour and its sequences of events.  
The last step of Analysis phase defines a set of roles (Role Diagram) that can be used to 
achieve the goals of the system level. A role is an expected abstract description behaviour of 
each agent that aids in reaching the system goals. These roles are detailed by a series of 
tasks, which are described by finite-state models (Concurrent Tasks Diagrams).  
The Role Diagram associates at first the goals to a role by listing them below the role name. 
Often, these goals are represented by numbers used in the Goal Diagram. Then the Role 
Diagram is detailed by associating a set of tasks for each role, representing the expected role 
behaviour. Communications between roles are expressed by the roles´ association and their 
associate tasks.  
The tasks definitions are built in Concurrent Tasks Diagrams based on finite automata 
states. By definition, each task must be executed concurrently, while communicating with 
other internal or external tasks. A concurrent task is a set of states and transitions. The states 
represent the internal agent mechanism, while the transitions define tasks communications. 
Every transition has an origin and a destination state, a trigger, a guard condition and a 
transmission (Deloach, 2001). 
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2.1.3 Design (WD4) 
The Adelfe design process (Table 3) starts by analysing the different possibilities of detailed 
architecture of the system, creating packages sub-systems, objects, agents and the 
relationships among them and producing the class diagrams with the new elements 
(Cooperative Agent Class and the Cooperative Agent stereotype) (Adelfe, 2003), (Bernon et 
al., 2003), (Henderson-Sellers & Giorgini, 2005). 
 

A14: Study detailed architecture 
and multi-agent model 
• S1: Determine packages 
• S2: Determine classes 
• S3: Use design-patterns 
• S4: Elaborate component  and  class 

diagrams 
A15: Study  interaction languages  

A16: Design Agents  
• S1: Define skills 
• S2: Define aptitudes 
• S3: Define interaction languages  
• S4: Define representations  
• S5: Define Non-cooperative situations 
A17: FAST Prototyping 
A18: Complete design diagrams 
• S1: Enhance design diagrams  
• S2: Design dynamic behaviours 

Table 3. WD4 – Design in Adelfe  (2003) 
In the activity A15 the developer studies the interaction languages to be able to define the 
protocols used by agents to communicate between themselves. This information exchange 
between agents has to be described. For each scenario defined in the A7 and A13 activities, 
these exchanges are described using AUML protocol diagrams. The protocols diagrams are 
attached to package (not classes) because they are generic. The language definition is not 
necessary when the agents' communications are via the environment.  
The Design Agents (A16) activity is an Adelfe methodology specific activity and allows the 
developer to refine the CooperativeAgent stereotyped classes identified in the A12 and A14 
activities. The different modules of an agent must be defined in these activities by describing 
its skills, aptitudes, interaction languages, design representations, design characteristics and 
design non-cooperative situations. 
Methods and attributes can describe the skills of an agent with a stereotyped notation 
<<skill>>. Skills are the system knowledge that allows the agent to perform an action. The 
representation of aptitudes, interaction languages, design representations and design 
characteristics is defined similarly to skills with a stereotyped notation. Aptitudes are the 
agent´s capability to reason about a specific knowledge of the system or about a real 
situation.  
The developer analyses protocols defined in A15 activity and those assigned to an agent are 
associated to a state-machine. The methods and attributes link with an interaction protocol 
must be stereotyped <<interaction>>. The methods and attributes related to perception and 
action phase are represented by <<perception>> and <<action>> respectively in (A16-S3). 
The step Design Non-Cooperative Situations (NCS) (A16-S6) is the most important in the 
design agents’ activity (A16), because this is a specific ability of cooperative agents. A model 
guides the developer in the definitions of all situations that seem to be "harmful" for 
cooperative social attitude of an agent. The table lists some types of situations like 
ambiguity, incompetence, uselessness and conflict. The developer should fill up the 
conditions described for each NCS. The table contains the state of this agent when detecting 
the NCS, a NCS textual description, conditions permitting local detection of NCS and 
actions linked to this NCS.   
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The Fast Prototyping activity (A17) uses OpenTool (Adelfe, 2003), (Henderson-Sellers & 
Giorgini, 2005) to test the agents´ behaviour previously defined. The customized version of 
OpenTool can automatically transform a protocol diagram into a state-chart that can be run 
to simulate the agents' behaviour. Some methods can be implemented using a OTscript 
language that is a set-based action language of OpenTool. 
The last activity of design is to complete the detailed architecture enriching the class 
diagrams (A18-S1) and developing the state chart diagrams required to design the dynamic 
behaviours (A18-S2). The objective is to reflect the different changes of an entity state when 
it is interacting with others. 

2.2 MaSE methodology 
The Multi-agent System Engineering (MaSE) methodology aims at supporting the designer 
to catch a set of initial requirements, to analyse models and implement a multi-agent system 
(MAS). This methodology is independent of any agent’s architecture, programming 
language, or communication framework. The MaSE’s agents are considered object 
specializations that instead of simple objects, with methods that can be invoked by other 
objects, are agents that talk among themselves and act proactively in order to reach goals  
(MaSE, 2010), (Deloach, 2001). 
MaSE is a traditional software engineering methodology specialization with two phases 
(Analysis and Design) and several activities which are shown in Figure 2 (Deloach, 2001). 
The MaSE Analysis phase has three steps: Capturing Goals, Applying Use Cases, and 
Refining Roles. The Design phase has four activities: Creating Agent Classes, Constructing 
Conversations, Assembling Agent Classes and System Design. The highlighted items 
represent the resulting models of each phase.  
The first step in  MaSE analysis is to capture goals that express what the system is trying to 
achieve.  These goals generally remain stable throughout the rest of the Analysis and Design 
phases. A decomposition of goals in a hierarchy form is the MaSE goal representation. 
After the goals were defined, the functional requirements are identified and represented 
into use cases. Use Cases describe the behaviour of agents for each situation in MAS. In the 
step Applying Use Cases, situations of the initial requirements are elicited and expressed 
into Use Cases Diagrams and Descriptions, and UML Sequence Diagrams. The Sequence 
Diagrams are applied to express the sequences of roles events and they represent the 
desired system behaviour and its sequences of events.  
The last step of Analysis phase defines a set of roles (Role Diagram) that can be used to 
achieve the goals of the system level. A role is an expected abstract description behaviour of 
each agent that aids in reaching the system goals. These roles are detailed by a series of 
tasks, which are described by finite-state models (Concurrent Tasks Diagrams).  
The Role Diagram associates at first the goals to a role by listing them below the role name. 
Often, these goals are represented by numbers used in the Goal Diagram. Then the Role 
Diagram is detailed by associating a set of tasks for each role, representing the expected role 
behaviour. Communications between roles are expressed by the roles´ association and their 
associate tasks.  
The tasks definitions are built in Concurrent Tasks Diagrams based on finite automata 
states. By definition, each task must be executed concurrently, while communicating with 
other internal or external tasks. A concurrent task is a set of states and transitions. The states 
represent the internal agent mechanism, while the transitions define tasks communications. 
Every transition has an origin and a destination state, a trigger, a guard condition and a 
transmission (Deloach, 2001). 
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Fig. 2. MaSE Methodology Phases (Deloach, 2001) 

In general, the events that are sent as broadcasts or triggers are associated with events sent 
to work in the same role instance, requiring an internal coordination of each task. The 
messages representation sent between agents uses two special events: (i) send event that 
represents the message sent to another agent and is denoted by send (message, agent) and 
(ii) receive event which defines the message received from another agent denoted by receive 
(message, agent).  
The four diagrams proposed in the MaSE Design phase are Agent Classes, Conversations, 
Agent Architecture and Deployment Diagram.  
The first step in the design process involves the definition of each agent class in an Agent 
Class Diagram. The system designer maps each role defined in the Roles Diagram to at least 
one Agent Class because this guarantees the goals will be implemented in the system and 
there is at least one agent class responsible for meeting this goal. The agent classes can be 
thought of as templates defined in terms of the roles they play and as the protocols they use 
to coordinate with other agents (O’Malley et al., 2001), (Gago, 2008).  
The next step in the Design phase details the conversations between the agent classes and 
defines a coordination protocol between two agents. A conversation consists of two 
Communication Class Diagrams that represent the initiator and the responder. This diagram 
is a finite state automation defining the conversation states of the two agent classes using a 
similar syntax of the analysis phase: 
rec-mess (args1) [cond] / action ^ trans-mess (args2) 
This syntax defines: “if the message rec-mess is received with the arguments args1 and the 
condition cond holds, then the method action is called and the message trans-mess is sent 
with arguments args2. All elements of the transition are optional.” 
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The third step in the Design phase is the definition of the agent architecture that is 
performed in two steps: (i) definition of the agent architecture and (ii) its components. The 
designer can choose the agent architecture, such as Belief-Desire-Intention (BDI), Reactive or 
Knowledge Base (Bryson & Stein, 2001).  
The last activity in the Design Phase is defining the Deployment Diagram. In MaSE this 
diagram shows the agents´ number, types and location in the system. The diagram describes 
a system based on agent classes, and it is very similar to the UML Deployment Diagram. 
This diagram defines different agents’ configurations and platforms to maximize the 
processing power and a network bandwidth.  
MaSE can be developed using the AgenTool (2009) tool created by Air Force Institute of 
Technology (AFIT). AgenTool helps the system designer to create a series of models, from 
higher level goals definition to an automatic verification, a semi-automatic generation 
design and finally code generation.  

3. Guardian Angel System Adelfe modelling  
The Guardian Angel Project (Szolovits, 2004) was proposed as an information system 
centered on the patient, rather than the service provider. The software agents group explains 
the name "guardian angels” (GA). This “guardian angels” support functions for the patient’s 
health, including the patient’s medical considerations, legal and financial information.  
Each GA is an active process which performs several important functions: (i) verification, 
interpretation and explanation of patient data collection, relevant facts or medical plans; (ii)  
recommendations with the acquired experience and patient’s preferences; (iii) feasibility 
study, regarding the medical effectiveness, diagnostics cost and therapeutic planning; (iv) 
patient's health progress monitoring; (v) communications with other service providers 
software agents; (vi) education, information and support to the patient. All these facilities 
help to improve the medical diagnosis quality, increases the patient’s commitment and 
reduces the disease effects and medical errors.  
The Adelfe Guardian Angel (GA) modelling was developed using the Work Definitions for 
the early and final requirements, analysis and design, the AMAS Adequacy tool and 
OpenTool (Adelfe, 2003), (Henderson-Sellers &  Giorgini, 2005). The Adelfe models 
presented in this section were developed by Kano (2007) and they were also improved and 
presented in Werneck et al. (2007).  

3.1 Preliminary requirements 
The following functional requirements were defined in the preliminary requirements phase: 
(i) allow the user to make different query to databases; (ii) allow to communicate with 
others sub-systems connected in the net; (iii) monitor the progress of the patient health 
conditions and the effect of the treatment; (iv) periodically verify the data integrity to find 
violations based on the user expectative and collateral effects; (v) expose the colleted data 
from auxiliary bases to user offering a maximal context comprehension to the user involved; 
(vi)  customize services allowing the user objectivity, adequacy and efficiency; (vii)  improve 
education functionalities to the user like access to encyclopaedias and universities 
researches to find knowledge from their diseases; (viii) provide alert and agenda functions 
remembering the patients their appointment, dosage and contraindications of medicines; 
(ix) offer to the patient the possibility to be in contact with support groups, forums and the 
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messages representation sent between agents uses two special events: (i) send event that 
represents the message sent to another agent and is denoted by send (message, agent) and 
(ii) receive event which defines the message received from another agent denoted by receive 
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The first step in the design process involves the definition of each agent class in an Agent 
Class Diagram. The system designer maps each role defined in the Roles Diagram to at least 
one Agent Class because this guarantees the goals will be implemented in the system and 
there is at least one agent class responsible for meeting this goal. The agent classes can be 
thought of as templates defined in terms of the roles they play and as the protocols they use 
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The next step in the Design phase details the conversations between the agent classes and 
defines a coordination protocol between two agents. A conversation consists of two 
Communication Class Diagrams that represent the initiator and the responder. This diagram 
is a finite state automation defining the conversation states of the two agent classes using a 
similar syntax of the analysis phase: 
rec-mess (args1) [cond] / action ^ trans-mess (args2) 
This syntax defines: “if the message rec-mess is received with the arguments args1 and the 
condition cond holds, then the method action is called and the message trans-mess is sent 
with arguments args2. All elements of the transition are optional.” 
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The third step in the Design phase is the definition of the agent architecture that is 
performed in two steps: (i) definition of the agent architecture and (ii) its components. The 
designer can choose the agent architecture, such as Belief-Desire-Intention (BDI), Reactive or 
Knowledge Base (Bryson & Stein, 2001).  
The last activity in the Design Phase is defining the Deployment Diagram. In MaSE this 
diagram shows the agents´ number, types and location in the system. The diagram describes 
a system based on agent classes, and it is very similar to the UML Deployment Diagram. 
This diagram defines different agents’ configurations and platforms to maximize the 
processing power and a network bandwidth.  
MaSE can be developed using the AgenTool (2009) tool created by Air Force Institute of 
Technology (AFIT). AgenTool helps the system designer to create a series of models, from 
higher level goals definition to an automatic verification, a semi-automatic generation 
design and finally code generation.  

3. Guardian Angel System Adelfe modelling  
The Guardian Angel Project (Szolovits, 2004) was proposed as an information system 
centered on the patient, rather than the service provider. The software agents group explains 
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patient's health progress monitoring; (v) communications with other service providers 
software agents; (vi) education, information and support to the patient. All these facilities 
help to improve the medical diagnosis quality, increases the patient’s commitment and 
reduces the disease effects and medical errors.  
The Adelfe Guardian Angel (GA) modelling was developed using the Work Definitions for 
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presented in this section were developed by Kano (2007) and they were also improved and 
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(i) allow the user to make different query to databases; (ii) allow to communicate with 
others sub-systems connected in the net; (iii) monitor the progress of the patient health 
conditions and the effect of the treatment; (iv) periodically verify the data integrity to find 
violations based on the user expectative and collateral effects; (v) expose the colleted data 
from auxiliary bases to user offering a maximal context comprehension to the user involved; 
(vi)  customize services allowing the user objectivity, adequacy and efficiency; (vii)  improve 
education functionalities to the user like access to encyclopaedias and universities 
researches to find knowledge from their diseases; (viii) provide alert and agenda functions 
remembering the patients their appointment, dosage and contraindications of medicines; 
(ix) offer to the patient the possibility to be in contact with support groups, forums and the 
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main medicines laboratories; (x) be able to organize of the illnesses and diseases in a 
hierarchal structure using decreasing levels of severity, in order to make possible to apply 
together different techniques to the patients. 
In this phase, the following non-functional requirements were also defined: (i) to be able to 
store physical and logical information using an enormous data volume; (ii) to make use of 
visual, sonorous and touch communication capacity; (iii) the system should be available 24 
hours along the 7 days of the week, 365 days per year; (iv) be multi-task and allow to answer 
to several data request simultaneous at a certain average time; (v) to be conceptually 
distributed (the small parts inside inhabit all the same environment, however they 
represent, separately, concepts and well distinct parts); (vi) to allow the sudden appearance 
and the abrupt disappearance of its components; (vii) to allow the adaptation and evolution 
of its components. 
The key words defined in this phase are: Monitoring, GA, Patient, Communication, Health 
Professional, Insuring, and History Information. 
One of the GA constraints relates to maintenance routines when the system will not be 
available. Another restriction is the subnets functionality with which the system interacts. 
The case of eventual problems in one of these subnets the user will be unable to access them 
until they become again in operation.  

3.2 Final requirements 
The environment characterization activity (A6) identified the following passive entities: 
World Wide Web, Library, Hospital Stay, Illness Organism Information, Idiopathic Cause 
and Therapy. The active entities list are: Patient, Family, Support the Patient Group, 
Government, Health Plan Insurance, Laboratory, Health Professional, Hospital, Clinic, 
Pharmaceutical Industry, Ambient Factors and the proper Guardian Angel. 
The central entity of the Guardian Angel is the Patient that has the ability to activate any 
events in any circumstance that will be convenient, dynamically interacting with the system. 
The Family is another entity that can modify the patient treatment routine depending on the 
treatment results and satisfaction degree, being able to dynamically interact with the system. 
The Health Professional entity has the power to trace treatment plans, to request 
examinations and to prescribe medicines, dynamically interacting with the system.  
The Guardian Angel can be seen as “processing cells" of the system that interact 
dynamically in accordance with the recurrently perceptions of the environment. This entity 
was divided in 4 specializations: (i) Analyser - GA directed towards the tasks which require 
analyses, interpretation and understanding of data in one determined context; (ii) Inspector 
- GA directed towards the monitoring/inspection of specific states in the system; (iii) 
Diplomat - GA directed towards the reduction and treatment of Non-Cooperative 
Situations. The GA Diplomat is responsible for using its "diplomacy" together with a GA 
Analyser that helps to determine the priorities of the GAs´ execution, and (iv) Worker - the 
GA worker is the basic processing cell with the physical operations required to modify 
data/state of the system. 
The Collaboration Diagrams for passive entities and the Sequence Diagrams for the active 
entities were built (Kano, 2007) and figure 3 presents an example of Customize Setting to 
Adapt Treatment to Patient’s Reality. 
The Guardian Angel system activity of characterizing environment (A6-S3) was classified as: 
(i) inaccessible because several users can be logged and they can modify data at anytime; (ii) 
continuous because the users are free to make their own actions; (iii) non-deterministic 
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because the prescription of a treatment can be different for the same disease in different 
patients, and (iv) dynamic because the system depends on the environment and that can not 
be predicted by the system. 
 

 
Fig. 3. Sequence Diagram: Customize Setting to Adapt Treatment to Patient’s Reality (Kano, 
2007) 
Then the use case diagrams were defined and divided in five groups: GA Domain, Patient, 
Institutions, Administrative and Service. For each group a Use Case Diagram was modeled 
involving several use cases and then for each Diagram some NCS were identified as shown 
in Figure 4. 

3.3 Analysis 
In the GA Domain Analysis four new passive entities (Idiopathic Cause, Therapy, Hospital 
Stay and Disease-Causing Organism) were found and some diagrams and documents 
developed during previous steps had to be modified. 
The classes identified in this phase were: User,  People,  Patient,  Family, Health Care 
Professional, Doctor,  Guardian Angel (Analyser,  Diplomat, Inspector and  Worker),  Data 
Source, Clinic,  Insurer, World Wide Web, Library, Government,  Laboratory, Pharmacy 
Industry, Hospital, Patient Support Group, Environmental Factor, Idiopathic Cause, 
Therapy and Hospital Stay. 
In the AMAS technology adequacy activity, the GA got the following reply from the tool in 
relation to the global criterion; "Your application possesses, with a high degree, almost all 
the characteristics that can justify - without any ambiguity- using AMAS".  In the 
components evaluation the tool reply was: "Even if your application needs using AMAS 
some of its components must also be designed using this technology. We recommend you to 
apply as many times as necessary the methodology to specify all those components". 
The agents identify activity (A12) studied active entities and for each one a form was 
defined as shown in Table 4. Thus four cooperative agents have been identified.  

3.4 Design  
The Design phase defined the packages and classes by elaborating the classes and 
collaboration diagrams. No design pattern was applied and the activity A17 of Fast 
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prototype was not realized because the JAVA version of the tool does not work in the 
project computer because of some incompatibility that we could not fix. 
 

 
Fig. 4. Non-Cooperation Situations: User (patient) (Kano, 2007) 

 

Guardian Angel 

Autonomy: Has autonomy because can make decisions based only on 
its knowledge 

Local Goal: The local goal is to perform a task that was assigned to it. 
Interactions with other 
Entities: Interact with other Guardian Angels and Patient. 

 Environment Partial 
Overview: Limited overview of the system 

Negotiation Abilities: Capable to Negotiate with other entities. 

Potential agent:  An agent in potential according to Adelfe´s definition. 

Dynamic environment: Yes – it is not possible to prevent in which circumstances its 
actions are taken. 

Face NCS Yes - can request a service that is not available 

Treat NCS Yes- For example when a GA does not receive an answer to 
a feedback request. 

Table 4. WD4 – Design in Adelfe (Werneck et al., 2007) 
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In the activity A15 the interactions between the agents were studied and for each an AUML 
Protocol Diagram was defined (an example is shown in figure 5). For each Guardian Angel 
the abilities, aptitudes, representations and characteristics were identified and also defined 
the protocols used in A15 activity which will be used by the agents. Finally the NCS in a 
form (Table 5) were defined. 
 

 
Fig. 5. Protocol Diagram of GA (Kano, 2007) 

 
Name Permission denied 
State Execute the activity 

Description An agent faces this situation when the activity that it intends to execute 
cannot be accomplished with the permissions of the user in question  

Conditions User with no knowledge about the system. 

Actions The agent must supply to the user a list of all the users who have 
connection with this and that they have permission to execute the task. 

Table 5. The Identification of NCS Form (Kano, 2007) 

The diagrams in the last activity (A18) were detailed and the dynamic behaviours were also 
completed by designing the State Chart Diagram where the attributes and methods were 
specified to express the agents' state, conditions and actions. 

4. Educ-MAS MaSE modelling  
The Educ-MAS (Educational Multi-Agent System) is a learning education environment with 
multi-agents that aims at helping the teaching process on a specific topic. The modelling 
presented in this chapter was improved from Gago (2008) and Gago et al. (2009). 
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The first step in the MaSE analysis requirements modelling is to define the Goal Hierarchy 
Diagram. Then the goals are decomposed in sub-goals until they can be expressed as 
functions as shown in Figure 6. The main goal Promote Individual Learning was structured 
based on the Intelligent Tutoring Systems classical architecture that considers four models: 
Pedagogic, Expert, Student and Interface. Each model reflects the ability and the 
characteristics of the Educational System (Viccari et al., 2003), (Wooldridge & Jennings, 
1997): Explore Student, Plan Course, Manage Knowledge and Manage Teaching. The goals 
are also decomposed into other goals. For example the goal Plan Course was partitioned 
into two sub-goals (Consult Defined Goals and Define Course Plan) and the sub-goal Define 
Course Plan has two sub-goals named Define Content of the Modules and Define the Plan 
Presentation of the Module. 
 

 1. Promote 
Individual Learning 

1.4  
Manage 

Teaching 

1.3  
Manage  

Knowledge 

1.2  
Plan  

Course 

1.1  
Explore  
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registration  
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student 

level
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Monitor 
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1.4.1 
Display 
module   
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Evaluate 
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1.4.3 
Address 
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questions

1.1.1.1 
Generate 

registration  

1.2.2.1  
Define the 

contents of the 
modules

1.2.2.2  
Define the plan 
presentation of 

the module
 

Fig. 6. Educ-MAS Goal Diagram adapted from Gago et al (2009) 

Then the goals and sub-goals were translated into use cases. Figure 7 presents an example of 
Educ-MAS use case and the respective sequence diagram for the functional requirement 
Teach Class, its description and also the name of Sequence Diagrams that retracts the 
scenarios of this use case. The scenarios are Student’s Class, Questions Resolved and 
Questions Not Resolved. For each one a Sequence Diagram has to be built showing how the 
system behaves. Figure 8 shows the agent behaviour with the third scenario of the case 
Teach Class The whole specification of Educ-MAS can be found in Gago (2008). 
The next activity is to develop a set of roles and tasks showing how the goals are reached 
based on the Goals, the Use Cases (diagrams and descriptions) and the Sequence Diagrams. 
Figure 9 represents the Preliminary Role Diagram where the goals were mapped to system 
roles. For example, the System Administrator role (Fig.9) achieves the goals Explore Student 
(goal 1.1 in the Goal Diagram), Manage Registration (goal 1.1.1 in the Goal Diagram), 
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Generate Registration (goal 1.1.1.1 in the Goal Diagram), and Monitor (goal 1.1.3 in the Goal 
Diagram), activities related to student. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Manage registration 
Define Student’s Level 
Define lesson plan 
Retrieve content of module 
Plan class 
Teach class 
Evaluate the student 
Monitor activities of student 

Use Cases 

Student's class 
Question resolved 
Question opened  

Sequence Diagrams 

Description 
Use case: Teach class 
Agents: Tutor, Expert, Administrator 
Pre - conditions: 
1) There must be a course plan to the student. 
Normal flow: 

1) The Tutor asks the Administrator agent to retrieve the  
course plan, the modules and their content. 

2) The Tutor selects and shows the next topic to the student. 
3) The student indicates that the topic is finalized, the Tutor goes  

to step 2. 
4) If the topics end up, the Tutor opens concept problem solving session. 
5) If the student has a question, the Tutor searches for a list  

with the Expert agent that contains questions  
that represent the default concerns: 

5.1) The student selects a question, the Tutor agent tries to answer it . 
  5.2) If the student is not satisfied, the Tutor agent selects another 

answer with the Expert agent. 
6) The student says that he/she understands the answer and the Tutor  

agent ends the session after registering the concern. 
Alternative flow: 
   6) If the student does not understand the answer, Tutor sends a message to a 

human teacher responsible for this course.  

 
Fig. 7. Use Case Teach Class adapted from Gago et al (2009) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

:Student_interface : 
Student 

  :Question_solver :       
Tutor :Expert_interface 

Expert :System_Administ 
Administrator 

: Db_Administ .: 
DB_Administrator 

indicate_question 
ask_for_explanation 

question_rule 
send_explanation 

question_production send_explanation 
indicate_not  understanding 

save_student_open_question 

notify_no_ success 

save_student_open_question
 

notify_no_ success 

:Interface 
Teacher 

.: 

ask_for_explanation for the open question 
 

Fig. 8. Question Opened Sequence Diagram adapted from Gago et al (2009) 

In the complete Role Diagram the tasks responsible for the roles and the associations among 
themselves were introduced to reach the responsible goal roles. Continuing the Analysis 
phase the Concurrence Task diagrams have to be built for each task as shown in Figure 10 
for the task Monitor Blackboard. This task is associated to the Expert interface role which is 
responsible for the goal with the same name. This task monitors the blackboard in order to 
interface the knowledge base introducing the questions and their contents. 
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Fig. 9. The Educ-MAS Partial Role Diagram (Gago et al., 2009) 

 

Idle

Notify

Verify valid content

Build production rule

Retrieve production rule

Retrieve knowledge

Task: Monitor blackboard ^send(acknowledge,ag)

^receive(requestProd(rule),ag)

receive(newKnowledge(rule),Retrieve knowledge)

^send(rule(r),Retrieve production rule)

^send(setProd(ule),ag) [valid] [NOT valid]

 
Fig. 10. Concurrent Task Diagram for the task Monitor blackboard (Gago et al., 2009) 

In the Design phase the Role Diagram and the Concurrence Task diagrams have to be used 
to design the individual components of the agent classes as presented in Figure 11. The 
agent architecture chosen was a simple BDI (Belief-Desire-Intention) agent architecture and 
Figure 12 presents an example of a Tutor agent class partial structure components. The last 
step in the Design phase has to develop an overall operational design by designing the 
Deployment Diagram (Gago et al., 2009). The Tutor, Administrator, Coordinator and Expert 
Agents are defined in an environment as a system. The Interface (Student Model) starts at 
the student’s computer while the Database Management and the other part of the system are 
in network computers. 
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Fig. 12. Tutor Agent Class Partial Structure Component (Gago et al., 2009) 

5. Conclusions 
This work is part of a broader project which aims at analysing important aspects of 
modelling and developing different Multi-Agent Systems using several methodologies. The 
first system modelled presented was a classical Multi-Agent System case study in a Medical 
Domain using Adelfe methodology. 
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Adelfe is a methodology originated from object orientation based on UML (Rumbaugh et al., 
2004)  that incorporated AUML (2007) protocols diagram and the development process RUP 
(Krutchen, 2000). The Adelfe process covers the requirements, analysis and project phases 
with a well defined process. Adelfe can be a powerful methodology in terms of cooperative 
agents' concepts centred in Non-Cooperative Situations. This method allows the definition 
of important agent concepts as autonomy, proactivity and autonomy reason. However, the 
methodology needs to improve some aspects of characterized environment by adding new 
diagrams that can model goals, plan and organization.  
The second Multi-Agent System modelled was a learning education environment in the 
MaSE that is an object-oriented methodology that supports analysis and design phases 
using agent-orientated techniques. MaSE can also be considered a powerful methodology in 
terms of cooperative agents' concepts (definition of autonomy, proactivity and autonomy 
reason and the agent concepts are centred in the Roles Diagram and in Goal orientation. 
However, this methodology is not completely defined, especially for the Early Requirements 
phase it lacks on capturing, understanding and registering terminology. In DiLeo et al. 
(2002) they propose to integrate ontology representation to MaSE that can solve this 
weakness. Another point to be improved is related to non-functional requirements that are 
not mentioned in the methodology and the MaSE protocols representation that is divided 
into two diagrams so both diagrams have to be seen to understand the agent 
communications.  
In the future we are going to compile these experiences from all MAS development and 
define a knowledge base for an Agent-Oriented Methodology Approach based on the 
Situation Method Engineering (SME). This knowledge will provide a flexible way of 
developing a Multi-Agent System using a methodology based on strengths and examples of 
models of each method fragments and also situations when applying a respective method 
artefact. 
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1. Introduction 
The term agent is widely used in many areas with diverse meaning. In this work, agents 
have been used as they have been defined in the context of AI. In this context, many 
researchers use notions to describe an agent that are normally applied to humans, such as 
knowledge, beliefs, desires, intentions, capabilities, choices, commitments or obligation, 
(Shoham, 1993; Cohen & Levesque, 1990; Rao & Georgeff, 1991a) or even emotions (Bates, 
1994). Wooldridge in (Wooldridge, 1999) uses a broader definition and argues that an agent 
denotes a hardware or software-based system that exhibits properties such as autonomy, 
social ability, reactivity, and pro-activeness. Several other agent properties that have been 
suggested include mobility, veracity, benevolence and rationality.  
This work shares the need of the above properties and in order to express them an agent is 
considered as an intentional system based on the description of the philosopher Daniel 
Dennett. He proposed the intentional stance from which systems are ascribed mental 
qualities. Using this term, he describes entities “whose behaviour can be predicted by the 
method of attributing belief, desires and rational acumen” (Dennett, 1987). The intentional 
stance deals mainly with the behaviour of the described entities and helps to avoid 
paradoxes and clashes of intuition (Russell & Norvig, 2003). Its main disadvantage is that it 
cannot distinguish among implementations since any given behaviour can be implemented 
in many different ways and does not imply anything about the system’s internal workings 
or representation. However, from an engineering point of view, it allows the better 
understanding and consequently the description of a complex system and for this reason is 
adopted by this work. Concluding that an agent is a system that is most conveniently 
described by the intentional stance, Wooldridge and Jennings (Wooldridge & Jennings, 
1995) consider that the appropriate attitudes for representing agents are classified in 
information attitudes (belief and knowledge) which are related to the information that an 
agent has about the world it occupies, and pro-attitudes (desire, intention, obligation, 
commitment, choice etc.), which in some way guide the agents’ actions. 
More than one agent, who cooperate or deliberately act together in order to accomplish a 
task (usually common) constitute a multi agent system. Multi agent systems are inherently 
complex since “concurrency, problem domain uncertainty and non-determinism in 
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1. Introduction 
The term agent is widely used in many areas with diverse meaning. In this work, agents 
have been used as they have been defined in the context of AI. In this context, many 
researchers use notions to describe an agent that are normally applied to humans, such as 
knowledge, beliefs, desires, intentions, capabilities, choices, commitments or obligation, 
(Shoham, 1993; Cohen & Levesque, 1990; Rao & Georgeff, 1991a) or even emotions (Bates, 
1994). Wooldridge in (Wooldridge, 1999) uses a broader definition and argues that an agent 
denotes a hardware or software-based system that exhibits properties such as autonomy, 
social ability, reactivity, and pro-activeness. Several other agent properties that have been 
suggested include mobility, veracity, benevolence and rationality.  
This work shares the need of the above properties and in order to express them an agent is 
considered as an intentional system based on the description of the philosopher Daniel 
Dennett. He proposed the intentional stance from which systems are ascribed mental 
qualities. Using this term, he describes entities “whose behaviour can be predicted by the 
method of attributing belief, desires and rational acumen” (Dennett, 1987). The intentional 
stance deals mainly with the behaviour of the described entities and helps to avoid 
paradoxes and clashes of intuition (Russell & Norvig, 2003). Its main disadvantage is that it 
cannot distinguish among implementations since any given behaviour can be implemented 
in many different ways and does not imply anything about the system’s internal workings 
or representation. However, from an engineering point of view, it allows the better 
understanding and consequently the description of a complex system and for this reason is 
adopted by this work. Concluding that an agent is a system that is most conveniently 
described by the intentional stance, Wooldridge and Jennings (Wooldridge & Jennings, 
1995) consider that the appropriate attitudes for representing agents are classified in 
information attitudes (belief and knowledge) which are related to the information that an 
agent has about the world it occupies, and pro-attitudes (desire, intention, obligation, 
commitment, choice etc.), which in some way guide the agents’ actions. 
More than one agent, who cooperate or deliberately act together in order to accomplish a 
task (usually common) constitute a multi agent system. Multi agent systems are inherently 
complex since “concurrency, problem domain uncertainty and non-determinism in 
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execution together conspire to make it difficult to understand the activity within a 
distributed intelligent system” (Gasser et al., 1987). In order to solve the problem of 
complexity, there is a need for practical and helpful tools, which benefit a better 
understanding and managing of a multi agent system. Furthermore, there is a need of 
suitable and well-defined formalisms, which use appropriate attitudes for representing 
agents and can express the specific features of a multi agent system such as autonomy, 
concurrency, social ability and cooperation. Despite the development of several formalisms 
for this purpose, there are not many tools to embody a formalism and to turn it in a real 
system. The main reason for the gap between theories and real agent systems is due the 
abstract notions used and to the many unrealistic assumptions made about the agents’ 
capabilities (Wooldridge, 1996). This work focuses on this issue and proposes the AOMFG 
model (Agent Oriented Multi Flow Graphs), which embodies and combines characteristics of 
agents’ theories, Petri Nets and Cognitive Engineering. 
Although formal specifications and methods have been the object of study since the late 
1960s, they have not been widely used in software development nor have they been 
accepted as both worthwhile and practicable, even in mainstream computer science 
(Wooldridge, 1996). Formal specifications are expressed in a language whose vocabulary, 
syntax and semantics are formally defined. There are a number of reasons why one should 
use formal methods for system specification. The most significant among them are that they 
provide insights into and an understanding of the software requirements and the software 
design, they can be analyzed by mathematical methods and their consistency and their 
completeness can be proved, and finally they may be automatically processed.  
In this direction and focusing on multi agent systems, some related attempts are reviewed. 
In addition, some methods describing human action and human computer interaction are 
examined. This is because several characteristics of human behaviour are ascribed to agents 
in order to simplify the reasoning about them. According to the agent definition that has 
been given, it seems that there is a need for a combination of the above methods in order to 
capture such mental notions, extend without losing specification expressiveness and to 
maintain the model simplicity to the greatest possible. 

2.1 Structure of the paper 
In the following sections, AOMFG a graphical formal model for agent specification is 
introduced. In the next section, several formalisms that have been used for the reasoning 
about multi agent systems as well as some formalism that are relevant with the scope of this 
work, are reviewed. Then, a description and a formal definition of the model are given in 
detail. Furthermore, the model execution is described as well as the model decomposition 
techniques. Finally, it is shown how an AOMFG can be transformed to a Petri Net. In the 
last section, the validation of the model is presented with the use of four examples: 
Shoham’s algorithm, FIPA communication protocols, BDI related properties, and a multi 
agent tutoring system specification. The work concludes with a summary of the work and a 
description of model application. 

3. Background 
This section presents several attempts for reasoning about multi agent systems and other 
attempts in related subjects, which influenced the development of AOMFG model. 
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3.1 Models for multi agent systems 
The most widely used formalism among those that have been developed for reasoning 
about multi agent systems is intentional logics, which are formalisms developed by 
researchers in AI and philosophy to describe systems with beliefs, goals, intentions and so 
on (Wooldridge, 1996). According to formalisms based on intentional logics, mental notions 
characterize an agent and reasoning about the system is carried out by attributing these 
notions (Cohen & Levesque, 1990; Hintikka, 1962; Konolige, 1986; Shoham, 1993). The 
mental notions correspond to a set of possible worlds with an accessibility relation between 
those worlds. However, because of the possible worlds interpretation, the well-known 
“logical omniscience” and “side effects” problems have emerged. These mean respectively, 
that an agent is a perfect reasoner and that it desires the logical consequences of its actions. 
Many attempts tried to settle these matters by grounding, weaken or even completely reject 
the possible worlds semantics. Although these efforts show some encouraging results, they 
are not clear on how attitudes such as desires or intentions can be expressed. 
One of the most influential works in agent theory is due to Cohen and Levesque (Cohen & 
Levesque, 1990), who consider intention as a central notion and as a necessary characteristic 
for agent’s reasoning and actions. Following this point of view, Rao and Georgeff developed 
a number of formalisms and decision procedures for multi agent systems based on the 
notion of beliefs, desires and intentions, which are known as the BDI formalism (Rao & 
Georgeff, 1991a; Rao & Georgeff, 1995). With respect of the intentional stance and in the 
spirit of speech act theory (Searle, 1969), Shoham proposed the agent oriented 
programming, as “… a new programming paradigm … [which] promotes a societal view of 
computation…” (Shoham, 1993). Using choice as a primitive notion and an explicit reference 
to time in his formalism, he defines a simple programming language and its interpreter, 
showing in this way, how the theory comes to practice.  
A more radical approach that rejects the possible worlds semantics altogether, is Konolige’s 
deduction model of beliefs (Konolige, 1986), which models resource-bounded reasoners 
(agents as any real system have no unlimited resources) and allows logically incomplete 
reasoning via logically incomplete deduction rules. Later Wooldridge (Wooldridge, 1992), 
based on Konolige’s model, developed a general model for the specification of realistic 
(resource-bounded) multi agent systems by using temporal logics. Temporal logics are used 
for reasoning about multi agent systems since the latter are reactive, concurrent and 
typically non-terminating. Although temporal logics seem to be powerful for describing past 
actions and for predicting the future actions of a reactive system according to changes in its 
environment, it seems to be a need of a combination with other notions such as those of 
intentional logics in order to become practical. The same holds for the process algebras, too. 
Process algebras are typically used for reasoning about concurrency in systems. In the case 
of multi agent systems, mental notions and conceptual properties must be described which 
are difficult to express using only methods of process algebras. 

3.2 Models for human behaviour 
Since many human characteristics are ascribed on agents, this section reviews the most 
important attempts in formal user representation (for details see (Kameas, 1995)) and, 
determines which of these methods and how may be applied in reasoning about multi agent 
systems. All these models approach users through Cognitive Engineering (Norman, 1987). In 
particular, users are considered to interact with computers in order to accomplish tasks that 
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may contain subtasks. From this point of view, two model categories have been proposed: task 
analysis, which represents the task decomposition and, cognitive task modelling, which 
represents the tasks through the computer functionality and the interrelation between the 
physical and mental actions that are required for the task accomplishment.  
According to task analysis (Johnson & Nicolosi, 1990), the user’s actions are hierarchically 
decomposed into subtasks. There are abstract relations between the specifications of the 
accomplished tasks and their corresponding structures and a good understanding of these 
relations is required. The analysis techniques use natural language, are ambiguous and there 
are no specifications tools.  
Cognitive task modelling regards human-computer interaction as an iterative procedure for 
the approximation of a goal through a strategy (Miller et al., 1960; Newel & Simon, 1972), 
and embodies two architectures. The Model Human Information Processor (Card et al., 
1983) includes sensible, cognitive and applied processors together with a representation of 
the long and short-term memories. The Problem Space Model (Newel & Simon, 1972) treats 
the logical behaviour in a problem space, a set of situations representing the parts of 
problem solution and a set of actions provided to the user. According to this approach, a 
user has a goal, which represents the final state of the system. This goal is iteratively 
decomposed in subgoals that constitute action plans. The decomposition stops when actions 
take place for the achievement of the goals. Depending on the actions or the action plans, the 
cognitive models are divided into models of hierarchical representation of user tasks and 
goals, linguistic and grammar models and, models of device level. The latter two categories 
have only marginal interest for this work, so only the first one will be studied further.  
A widely known representative of this category is GOMS model (Card et al., 1983), where 
the users have goals representing their intention for the achievement of a task, operators 
denoting the primitive actions, methods that are a sequence of actions and, selection rules 
that determine the choice of a method. Since a goal is decomposed into subgoals, a goal 
stack containing the intended goals is maintained and represents the users’ long-term 
memory. Another approach is the model of Goal Structure Graphs (Kieras & Polson, 1985) 
as an application of Cognitive Complexity Theory (CCT). The specification with Goal 
Structure Graphs is a graphical representation of the system functionality as well as the 
reasoning of a user. In such a system the user’s knowledge is represented as a set of 
production rules. The rules have a structure “if <condition> then <action>”. The model 
provides mechanisms for the elaboration of the rules that produce a sequence of cognitive 
actions of the user. 

3.3 Petri Nets based models 
All the above models require a good understanding of their methods as well as an 
adequately deep knowledge of their theory. In many cases, it is difficult and infeasible to 
force software engineers to study specific mathematical models (such as temporal logic or 
process algebra) or even cognitive models (such as human psychology or user behaviour). 
On the contrary, it would be desirable to hide the complexity and the strict formalism of the 
model and to offer a friendlier tool that reflects the expressiveness of the model. In this way 
“… practitioners can learn from theoreticians how to make their models methodical, and 
theoreticians can learn from practitioners how to make their models more realistic” (Murata, 
1989). Graphical tools with theoretical background satisfy some of these requirements and 
the best delegates are Petri Nets, which can specify systems that are concurrent/parallel, 
asynchronous, distributed, non-deterministic and/or stochastic. They have been used in a 
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wide area of applications that include communication protocols, distributed systems, 
concurrent and parallel systems, formal languages, logic programs, human factors, and 
decision systems. 
A Petri Net is a directed, bipartite graph and it consists of two kinds of nodes, called places 
and transitions. Directed arcs reside between the places and the transitions, which are 
labelled with their weights. The places maintain tokens, which are produced or consumed 
by transitions. The tokens are moved and distributed through the arcs. Every transition has 
a set of input and output places. Typically, a transition represents an event, input places 
represent preconditions and output places represent post-conditions. However, the 
interpretation of transitions and places is depending on the modelling concept used. For 
example, a transition may mean a clause in logic and input and output places may mean 
conditions and conclusions respectively, or a transition may mean a task and input and 
output places may mean resources needed and released respectively. A marking is an 
assignment of tokens to each place. A Petri Net has an initial marking (initial state) and this 
marking is changed according to a simple firing rule: 
• A transition t is said to be enabled if each input place p of t is marked with at least w(p, 

t) tokens, where w(p, t) is the weight of the arc from p to t 
• An enabled transition may or may not fire  
• A firing of an enabled transition t removes w(p, t) tokens from each input place p of t, 

and adds w(p, t) tokens to each output place p of t. 
By modelling a system with a Petri Net, one can study behavioural properties, which 
include reachability, boundedness, liveness, reversibility and home state, coverability, 
persistence, synchronic distance, and fairness, or structural properties, which include 
structural liveness, controllability, structural boundedness, conservativeness, repetitiveness, 
and consistency (Murata, 1989). Powerful analysis methods help the study of those 
properties and may be classified into the coverability tree method, the incidence matrix and 
state equation approach, and reduction or decomposition techniques. However, the classical 
Petri Nets have a series of restrictions, the major among them being the need of large nets in 
order to describe systems of medium complexity (Murata, 1989). In addition, the lack of 
formal treatment or of clear identification of individuals and the implicit structuring 
mechanisms used, made inevitable the introduction of new approaches, which are known as 
High-Level Petri Nets (HPN) (for an extensive review refer to (Gerogiannis et al., 1998)), and 
extend the classical Petri Nets from several perspectives.  
Among all the HPN proposed, those of interest to this work are Predicate/Transition nets 
(PrTN) and Coloured Petri Nets (CPN). PrTN (Genrich & Lautenbach, 1981) are suitable for 
modelling logic programs since places play the role of predicates, transitions may associate 
logical formulas and tokens are predicate extensions. In addition, a PrTN may contain free 
variables, which are substituted according to the firing sequence. A variation of PrTN is the 
Predicate/Event Nets (PrEN) (Schmidt, 1991), which adopt methods of process algebra and 
are used to represent parallelism and concurrency. CPN (Jensen, 1981) associate colours 
with the tokens, the places, or the transitions. Typically, a colour is a data type assigned to 
the elements, which are handled by the model. In order to overcome some problems 
concerning the size of the CPN, an extension of the structuring mechanism has been 
proposed. This extension is the Hierarchical CPN (HCPN) (Jensen, 1997) consisting of 
interrelated subnets, called pages, and represent a substitution of transitions. PrTN and 
CPN are equivalent on computational power although their underlying formalism is 
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formal treatment or of clear identification of individuals and the implicit structuring 
mechanisms used, made inevitable the introduction of new approaches, which are known as 
High-Level Petri Nets (HPN) (for an extensive review refer to (Gerogiannis et al., 1998)), and 
extend the classical Petri Nets from several perspectives.  
Among all the HPN proposed, those of interest to this work are Predicate/Transition nets 
(PrTN) and Coloured Petri Nets (CPN). PrTN (Genrich & Lautenbach, 1981) are suitable for 
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different since the PrTN are based on an algebraic notation while the CPN resemble the 
procedural programming languages. 
Based on a hierarchically high level Petri net, Interactive Multi Flow Graphs (IMFG) 
(Kameas, 1995) embody characteristics of GOMS and CCT and in such a way combine into a 
Petri net-based formalism the more important features of state transition models with 
elements of cognitive models of user behaviour. IMFG is a process-based state transition 
model specially designed for the specification of interactive dialogue and interactive 
applications. It provides powerful analysis techniques, task decomposition formalism and 
event handling mechanisms. Along these lines, another modelling technique concerning the 
plan decomposition has been proposed (Kinny et al., 1996), however it uses different 
perspectives as it extends existing object oriented models and the decomposition is 
represented by state charts rather than Petri Nets. This technique models agents, which are 
based on BDI architecture, and employs (in some augmented way) object-oriented dynamic 
models as agents’ plans, which are directly executable descriptions of agents’ behaviour. 

4. AOMFG model 
Agent Oriented Multi Flow Graphs (AOMFG) model is a graphical model for the 
specification and design of multi agent systems. Its main purpose is to describe how the 
agents reason and act together in a dynamic environment for the accomplishment of 
common tasks. In essence, it is a high level Petri Net, which encapsulates notions of multi 
modal logic and reflects the modelling technique of agent systems based upon the BDI 
architecture. It constitutes a modification and an extension of IMFG model (Kameas, 1995) 
both in its philosophy and syntax. Although IMFG is a formal model that has been 
originally proposed for interactive dialogue description or for the specification of interactive 
applications (Kameas & Pintelas, 1997; Zaharakis et al., 1995), it is modified and extended 
for reasoning about multi agent systems. Its well-defined formalism for task decomposition 
and its event handling mechanisms are adjusted for the description of an agent’s goal 
decomposition and for plan representation mechanisms as well as for the communication of 
messages between agents. The basic components of AOMFG reflect notions generally used 
by humans such as believes, desires and intentions that help in analysis and better 
understanding of complex computational systems. Indeed, the specification and design of 
those systems would be very difficult or even impossible without the use of such notions 
(Shoham, 1993). However, AOMFG is not intended to describe the human reasoning and 
behaviour or human social systems, so phenomena of human belief, communication and 
action are not the objects of this study. 
The BDI architecture constitutes the theoretical background of the model and according to this, 
an agent in a multi agent system is viewed as having the three mental attitudes of belief, desire 
and intention (BDI). Beliefs are the information the agent has about the world it acts upon and 
the information it sends to the world. Desires are the tasks or the objectives that the agent is 
allocated or has to accomplish. Desires are usually referred as goals in the literature, although 
sometimes there is a distinction between these two notions, and goals have the meaning of the 
desires that are being pursued. However, this work does not distinguish them and they have 
the same meaning except when otherwise declared. Intentions are the agent’s commitments to 
a desire. In addition, every agent contains a plan library. Plans are the possible ways that an 
agent can bring about an intention. In general, a plan is a partial commitment on how to 
achieve a desire. AOMFG explicitly represents the above notions in its structure. 
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4.1 General model description 
The actions that an agent can execute, the alternative ways an action can be achieved, the 
perception of the environment and the communication with the environment, are all 
considered as a set of AOMFG. Every graph consists of two basic active entities, the actors 
(Fig. 1) and links (Fig. 2), corresponding to the transitions and the places of the Petri Nets 
respectively. These entities produce and consume tokens, which are the passive entities of 
the model and move along the connecting edges between actors and links. 
Tokens 
Tokens are transferred on the graph edges and represent data types, which are handled by 
the links and actors. Every token has an attached data type called token colour. The token 
colour may be a simple Boolean variable or an integer or even a complex structure such as a 
record. The token colour resembles the variables of programming languages and the value 
of token colour resembles the value assignment on the variables. In AOMFG, particularly, 
which is designed to express elements of multi modal logic, the tokens correspond to 
predicates or to the modal operators used. In graphical representation tokens are 
represented as black dots. 
Actors 
Actors represent the system processes and produce, consume or otherwise modify the 
tokens. Fig. 3 shows the internal structure of an AOMFG actor. Every actor has a name, 
which describes the actor. The interface part of an actor consists of a set of input links that 
provide the actor with tokens, and a set of output links that the actor supplies with tokens. In 
addition, every actor contains a set of firing rules, which determine the situations for the 
execution of an actor as well as the results of such an execution. Every rule has a left part 
that describes the pre-conditions for the rule firing and a right part that describes the post-
conditions of the rule firing. The rules constitute the actor’s behavioural part. The 
operations, which are carried out by the actor, are described with an operation function (it 
makes up the actor’s functional part) and the binding of variables is done by a binding 
function. The type defines the meaning of the actor and consequently its allowed 
decomposition schemes. An actor may be:  
• action actor: it represents a primitive action that an agent can execute and cannot be 

further decomposed. A primitive action may be private or foreign. A private action is 
executed by the agent himself. A foreign action is caused by the agent but its content is 
requested to be executed by another agent  

• context actor: it represents a set of actions that lead to the achievement of a higher goal. 
A context actor is decomposed in sub-goals iteratively until it is refined into a set of 
action actors  

• library actor: it represents the way a higher goal is decomposed and is executed in sub-
goals. The goal decomposition is achieved with the directed distribution of the tokens. 
The library actors have inherent in their behaviour the laws of this distribution. The set 
of available library actors is predefined and the model determines their operation. 
Library actors play the role and correspond to the language structures of sequence, 
condition and iteration of high-level programming languages. Furthermore, they can be 
used to express and support non-determinism and concurrency issues. Depending on 
the way they manage and control the tokens, they are divided in: 
• sequence library actor, where the actors participating in the decomposition must 

be executed sequentially  
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function. The type defines the meaning of the actor and consequently its allowed 
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• action actor: it represents a primitive action that an agent can execute and cannot be 
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executed by the agent himself. A foreign action is caused by the agent but its content is 
requested to be executed by another agent  
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The library actors have inherent in their behaviour the laws of this distribution. The set 
of available library actors is predefined and the model determines their operation. 
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the way they manage and control the tokens, they are divided in: 
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• non deterministic choice library actor, where (depending on the firing rule, which 
is described in the sequel) some actors are chosen and executed 

• concurrency library actor, where the actors participating in the decomposition are 
executed concurrently  

• condition library actor, where some actors are executed according to a contained 
firing condition  

• iteration library actor, where the actors participating in the decomposition are 
executed repeatedly until a termination condition is satisfied 

• group actor: it has no computational meaning but is used for model clarity. Essentially, 
group actors are substitution transitions and work in a similar way as the pages in 
Coloured Petri Nets (Jensen, 1997). 

As AOMFG is designed to specify concurrent tasks, it is usually necessary to reference time. 
This reference concerns how concurrent actions occur, when an action takes place or how 
long an action lasts. In addition, being a specification model, it has to be independent from 
the target platform where the specified application will be executed. Considering the above, 
AOMFG presumes time as a regular interval, which is not constant, but it is determined by 
the target platform (this approach has been originally proposed by (Shoham, 1993)). An 
executed action by an agent may need more than one regular interval. In addition, the 
amount of those regular intervals either is not known initially or it cannot be foreseen. 
However, in the current model version there is no explicit reference to time in actors; instead 
this can be described as a fact in actor’s input links. 
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Fig. 1. The different actors provided by AOMFG 
Links 
Links represent the state that precedes or follows a process execution and they store, check 
and handle the tokens. Fig. 3 shows the internal structure of an AOMFG link. A link has a 
name, which describes the link, a set of producing actors that provide the link with tokens, 
and a set of consuming actors that the link supplies with tokens. The way a link is used is 
significant as it determines the role of the link inside the model and constitutes its 
behavioural part. In addition, a link can do several operations on a range of accepted 
coloured tokens. This establishes the link’s computational part. Links correspond to the 
places of the Petri Nets and in AOMFG model represent notions of the BDI logic as well as 
some kinds of events. A link may be of one of the following types: 
• event link: it reflects the caused events during the execution of the agent. Since, multi 

agent environments are populated by several agents, perhaps together with human 
participants, three kinds of events should be distinguished: those caused internally by 
an agent which concern exclusively himself, those concerning interaction between 
agents and those caused by the user of the system which are directed to the agents. 
Consequently, the event links are divided into 
• system event links, which are caused by the agent itself and represent the changes 

in the state of the system, 
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• system communication event links, which are caused by the agent and are 
directed to other agent(s) in the environment in favour of a request for an action or 
a notification of an information (e.g. inform message), 

• user event links, which are caused by the user of the application. The model 
considers the user as an agent that generates events; thus its behaviour need not be 
further elaborated. The user event link is used for distinguishing between these 
events and the events of the system. This grading differentiates the agent’s 
response towards the user to the interaction and communication between the 
agents (communication protocols etc.) 

• desire link: it reflects the broader context where the several processes and the events of 
the system or the user take place. In essence, it represents the decomposition hierarchy 
where the corresponding actor belongs. The desire link when it is an input link of an 
actor, represents the starting point of an agent’s goal, and when it is an output link of an 
actor, represents the ending point of an agent’s goal. If an input desire link contains 
tokens, then it indicates the adopted intention of an agent to bring about the desire, and 
if an output desire link contains tokens then it indicates the drop of intention 

• belief link: it is related to the information that an agent has about the environment it 
occupies and represents the information, which the agent handles or sends to the 
environment. In particular, the information, which must be sent to another agent, 
constitutes a subset of belief links and is represented by the communication belief link. 
The belief links can also be used as conditions that precede or follow an action of the 
system. 

 

 
Fig. 2. The links provided by AOMFG 
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Fig. 3. The internal structure of actors and links 

4.2 Formal definition of AOMFG 
An AOMFG is a directed, bipartite graph combining text and graphics. It is described by the 
tuple AOMFG=(A, L, E, T), satisfying the following requirements: 
• A is a non-empty set of actors  
• L is a non-empty set of links 
• E is a non-empty set of edges connecting the links and actors, where E⊆(A×L)∪(L×A) 
• T is a non-empty set of coloured tokens 
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• A∩L=∅ and A∪L≠∅ 
The set of actors A is a non empty set such that  
A= ActionActor ∪ ContextActor ∪ LibraryActor ∪ GroupActor, where  
ActionActor= PrivateAction ∪ ForeignAction and  
LibraryActor= SequenceLibraryActor ∪ ConcurrencyLibraryActor ∪ ConditionLibraryActor∪ 
NonDeterministicChoiceLibraryActor ∪ IterationLibraryActor. 
In addition, the intersection between the members of A is the empty set, e.g. 
ActionActor∩ContextActor = ∅ etc. 
Every actor a∈A is a tuple  
a=(Name, InputLinks, OutputLinks, Rule, OperationFunction, BindingFunction, Type), where 
Name is the name of the actor, 
InputLinks is a function, which returns the set of input links and is defined as 
InputLinks: A→℘(L), 
InputLinks(a)={l | l is a link that is connected with an edge directed to the actor a} where 

℘(L) is the powerset of L, 
∀a∈A, InputLinks(a)⊂L and, 
∀a∈A, ∀l∈ InputLinks(a), <l, a>∈E 

OutputLinks is a function, which returns the set of output links and is defined as 
OutputLinks: A→℘(L), 
OutputLinks(a)={l | l is a link that is connected with an edge directed from the a} where 

℘(L) is the powerset of L, 
∀a∈A, OutputLinks(a)⊂L and, 
∀a∈A, ∀l∈ OutputLinks(a), <a, l>∈E 

Rule is a function, which returns the set of rules that describe the actor’s behaviour during 
firing. As it is mentioned above a rule has a pre-condition part and a post-condition part. 
The functions PreCond and PostCond return the links that take place in the firing and in the 
firing results of the actor respectively. In addition, they return the tokens, which are 
consumed and produced respectively during actor firing. The domain of those functions is 
the set of rules R; the union of every actor’s set of rules constitutes the R. The functions 
PreCond and PostCond are defined as  
PreCond: R→(L×T) and PostCond: R→(L×T) 
where  
∀(l, t)∈PreCond(r), l∈InputLinks(a), a∈A, t∈T and 
∀(l, t)∈PostCond(r), l∈OutputLinks(a), a∈A, t∈T 
As a result the Rule function is defined as 
Rule: A→℘(R), 
Rule(a)={r |r ≡ PreCond(r) ⇒ PostCond(r)}, where ℘(R) is the powerset of R. 
OperationFunction is the function that describes the operations an actor does when its firing 
is caused 
BindingFunction is the function that determines the binding of variables; essentially, it 
determines the colour value of each token that the actor handles 
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Type is a function that returns the actor internal complexity and is used during the 
decomposition of the actor. For example the returned value may be ContextActor, 
PrivateAction, SequenceLibraryActor, etc.  
The set of links L is a non empty set such that  
L=EventLink ∪ DesireLink ∪ BeliefLink, where 
EventLink=SystemEventLink ∪ SystemCommunicationEventLink ∪ UserEventLink 
and 
CommunicationBeliefLink⊆BeliefLink. 
In addition, the intersection between the members of L is the empty set, e.g. 
EventLink∩DesireLink =∅ etc. 
Every link l∈L is a tuple 
l={Name, ProducingActors, ConsumingActors, Class, Use, Guard, OperationFunction, Type}, 
where 
Name is the name of the link, 
ProducingActors is a function, which returns the set of producing actors, which supply the 
link with tokens and is defined as 
ProducingActors: L→℘(A), 
ProducingActors(l)={a | l∈PostCond(r), ∀r∈Rule(a), a∈A}, and 
ProducingActors(l)⊂A, 
where ℘(A) is the powerset of A. 
ConsumingActors is a function, which returns the set of the actors, which consume the tokens 
of the link and is defined as 
ConsumingActors: L→℘(A), 
ConsumingActors(l)={a | l∈PreCond(r), ∀r∈Rule(a), a∈A} and 
ConsumingActors(l)⊂A, 
where ℘(A) is the powerset of A. 
Class is a function that returns a predicate, which describes the class of the link and 
determines the accepted colour of tokens 
Class(l)∈{EventLink, DesireLink, BeliefLink} 
Use is a function that returns a predicate, which describes the use that a link allows on its 
tokens. The returned value Normal refers to input links while the returned value OK refers to 
output links (graphically, the links of Use=OK are represented with a check mark on their 
edge) 
Use(l)∈{Normal, OK} 
Guard is a function that describes the accepted values of the coloured tokens 
OperationFunction is the function that describes the operations a link does such as token 
integrity or error handling based on the value returned by the Guard function 
Type is a function that returns the link’s internal complexity and is used during the 
decomposition of the link. For example the returned value may be SystemEventLink, 
DesireLink, etc. 

4.3 Model execution 
The model execution is based on the notion of the state of a system, and of changes in state 
being caused by events. A state of an AOMFG represents the distribution of tokens over the 
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• A∩L=∅ and A∪L≠∅ 
The set of actors A is a non empty set such that  
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NonDeterministicChoiceLibraryActor ∪ IterationLibraryActor. 
In addition, the intersection between the members of A is the empty set, e.g. 
ActionActor∩ContextActor = ∅ etc. 
Every actor a∈A is a tuple  
a=(Name, InputLinks, OutputLinks, Rule, OperationFunction, BindingFunction, Type), where 
Name is the name of the actor, 
InputLinks is a function, which returns the set of input links and is defined as 
InputLinks: A→℘(L), 
InputLinks(a)={l | l is a link that is connected with an edge directed to the actor a} where 

℘(L) is the powerset of L, 
∀a∈A, InputLinks(a)⊂L and, 
∀a∈A, ∀l∈ InputLinks(a), <l, a>∈E 
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determines the colour value of each token that the actor handles 
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Type is a function that returns the actor internal complexity and is used during the 
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and 
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Guard is a function that describes the accepted values of the coloured tokens 
OperationFunction is the function that describes the operations a link does such as token 
integrity or error handling based on the value returned by the Guard function 
Type is a function that returns the link’s internal complexity and is used during the 
decomposition of the link. For example the returned value may be SystemEventLink, 
DesireLink, etc. 

4.3 Model execution 
The model execution is based on the notion of the state of a system, and of changes in state 
being caused by events. A state of an AOMFG represents the distribution of tokens over the 
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system links at some moment in time and is defined as a function S, such that S: L→{0, 1, 
2,…}. AOMFG has an initial state S0 (initial marking), which is the initial assignment of 
tokens to the system’s links. An AOMFG initial state is defined as S0: L→{0, 1, 2,…} and 
consequently an AOMFG together with its initial state is defined as (AOMFG, S0). 
Essentially, the above include the beliefs, desires and intentions of every agent the current 
moment; furthermore, describe what events are happening in the environment and how the 
whole multi agent system may evolve the next moment. As the behaviour of agents can be 
described in terms of agent states and their changes, AOMFG simulates this dynamic 
behaviour by state transition, which is a change from a state Si to a state Si+1. A state 
transition causes the redistribution of the tokens to links according to the actors’ firing rules. 
The history of the model execution can be considered to be a sequence of states and state 
transitions. 
A state changes according to the state transition function (firing rule). In addition, consider a 
weight function W on an arc <x, y>, where x is a link or an actor and y is an actor or a link, 
such that W: E→{1, 2,…}. For a link l∈L and an actor a∈A, l is an input link lin of a iff <l, 
a>∈E (there is an arc from l to a), and l is an output link lout of a iff <a, l>∈E (there is an arc 
from a to l). Every firing rule contains at least one desire link and one event link in its left 
and right part and optionally some belief links. The AOMFG firing rule is as follows:  
1. an actor a∈A is enabled if there is a rule r∈Rule(a) with an input desire link din on its left 

part (din∈PreCond(r)), which contains token. In this case the agent intends to bring about 
the specific desire, 

2. an enabled actor a∈A fires only if the input event link ein of the rule r∈Rule(a) 
(ein∈PreCond(r)), contains token and the rest input links of the rule contain tokens,  

3. the actor firing causes the consumption of tokens from all the input links lin, 
(lin∈InputLinks(a), and lin∈PreCond(r)), of the firing rule and tokens’ production to all 
the output links lout, (lout∈OutputLinks(a), and lout∈PostCond(r)), of the firing rule, 
causing a state transition. The new state S′ is defined as ∀l: l∈L S′(l)= S(l) + W(a, l)- 
W(l, a). 

The above imply that i) actors with the same desire link belong to a certain desire and they 
all lead to the accomplishment of the same higher goal, ii) all the state transitions are caused 
by events and this reinforces the model with the properties of responsiveness and pro-
activeness, and consequently iii) the undertaken actions lead to a certain goal that reflects a 
goal-directed behaviour. Furthermore, the history determines the state as previous beliefs 
(preconditions) are taken into consideration for the decision of the execution of an action. 
The above firing rule stands in the general case, whilst according to the actor’s type there are 
some parameters that alter the rule:  
• the colour of the tokens determines which rules of an actor are going to fire. The check 

of the tokens’ colour value is realized in the left part of the actor’s rule and a new value 
assignment or production of new tokens is realized in the right part of the actor’s rule in 
association with the binding function  

• the consumption of tokens is instantaneous if the actor terminates its execution in one 
time regular interval. In a different case the tokens of input desire and system event 
links (din, ein) are not consumed but they are retained until the actor terminates its 
execution. After actor termination these tokens are consumed and new tokens are 
produced in the output links 
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• every actor has an output desire link dout and an output system event link eout with 
Use(l)=OK. The dout link means the termination of the pursued goal, and the eout link 
means the successful processing of the event that caused the pursuing of the desired 
goal. It is mentioned that dout contains no information about the achievement of the goal; 
instead such information is contained in the actor’s output belief links. If tokens exist in 
the dout and the eout links then the execution of the actor is considered as successful. 

Every AOMFG graph describes the alternative ways that an agent can bring about a desire 
that is the plans the agent has in order to accomplish a goal. Furthermore, considering that 
the way an agent reasons, or deliberates with the others of the environment where it exists, 
can be described by the plans that an agent has, then a multi agent system can be considered 
as the union of all the AOMFG, that is  

( )0MAS AOMFG ,
ii

i

S=∪
 

Considering that L is the set of all MAS links, and MASS is the state transition function of a 
the multi agent system such that MASS: L→{0, 1, 2, 3, …}, then a system state transition is 
described as  

MASS′(L)= ∪ (S(l)+W(a, l)-W(l, a)). 

According to the firing rules, an actor is enabled when the input desire link of the 
behavioural rule contains token. This is very important for the model because it means that 
the agent has a goal and in addition it is committed to that goal; in other words, the agent 
intends the goal. All the actors that the agent intends are gathered in a list, which the model 
maintains, called intention list. The intention list comprises the third fundamental element of 
the BDI theory, the intentions. Thus, it is strongly connected with the theoretical model that 
the AOMFG is based upon. Only one of the actors residing in the intention list can be 
executed when the next event appears. Every new intended actor is placed at the head of the 
list and because of the head-to-tail examination of the list the head represents the current 
context. From the actors residing in the intention list those that belong in the current context 
are first examined and if no one recognizes the event then the rest of the list are examined. 
The actors remain in the intention list as long as their execution lasts. When the execution of 
the actor terminates, the actor is removed from the intention list. The above characteristics 
deal with the priorities between intentions and especially when an actor is more imperative 
than another. In the opposite case, belief links can be used as pre-conditions of the actor 
firing. 
The intention list represents the commitments of an agent to the others and to itself. These 
are parts of its mental state, which is reviewed and updated in every regular time interval. 
When an actor’s rule fires the contents of the intention list are changed according to the 
actor’s type. Thus, the firing of a context actor puts all the contained actors in the intention 
list, whilst the firing of an action actor usually removes a set of actors from the intention list. 
This is expected since a context actor contains sub-goals that must be accomplished while 
the firing of an action actor means the termination of a set of goals. Furthermore, a context 
actor can represent a persistent goal; the goal persists until the sub-goals are accomplished. 
For instance, the persistent goal “I persist to avoid crash when I want to go somewhere by 
car”, can be represented by a context actor “avoid crash” that is decomposed in several other 
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system links at some moment in time and is defined as a function S, such that S: L→{0, 1, 
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• every actor has an output desire link dout and an output system event link eout with 
Use(l)=OK. The dout link means the termination of the pursued goal, and the eout link 
means the successful processing of the event that caused the pursuing of the desired 
goal. It is mentioned that dout contains no information about the achievement of the goal; 
instead such information is contained in the actor’s output belief links. If tokens exist in 
the dout and the eout links then the execution of the actor is considered as successful. 
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that is the plans the agent has in order to accomplish a goal. Furthermore, considering that 
the way an agent reasons, or deliberates with the others of the environment where it exists, 
can be described by the plans that an agent has, then a multi agent system can be considered 
as the union of all the AOMFG, that is  
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Considering that L is the set of all MAS links, and MASS is the state transition function of a 
the multi agent system such that MASS: L→{0, 1, 2, 3, …}, then a system state transition is 
described as  
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According to the firing rules, an actor is enabled when the input desire link of the 
behavioural rule contains token. This is very important for the model because it means that 
the agent has a goal and in addition it is committed to that goal; in other words, the agent 
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firing. 
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For instance, the persistent goal “I persist to avoid crash when I want to go somewhere by 
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actors such as “driving a car”, “driving a motorcycle” and so on, and a belief link “destination is 
reached”. The actor “avoid crash” is kept in the intention list until it is believed that 
destination is reached that is the execution of the actor “driving a car” terminates and the 
belief link “destination is reached” has a token with value true. The library actors administrate 
the intention list and depending on their type they add, remove or preserve goals and 
actions, which must be executed or have been already executed. 

4.4 Decomposition 
Since an AOMFG is an agent’s plan that describes the necessary actions for the fulfilment of 
a desire, it is useful to support the composition and the decomposition of the plans in order 
to express higher goals and sub-goals respectively. This is realized with the use of special 
structures, in the style of dynamic logic (Harel, 1984), which determine the type of context 
actors and define the decomposition. The model supports goal decomposition and execution 
of the participating actions in the following ways: 
• sequential (;), that is the actions are executed one after the other,  
• non deterministic choice (|), that is one of the available actions may be executed,  
• concurrency (∥), that is the actions are executed in the same regular time interval,  
• with test (?), that is proportionately on the conditions which may hold some actions are 

executed,  
• iteration (*), that is the action is executed repeatedly until some termination condition is 

satisfied. 
Actually, the above kinds of decomposition are operators that determine the execution of 
the plans (Table 1), where a, b are action or context actors and c is the value of a coloured 
token. The functionality of these operators is embodied in the AOMFG library actors. 
 

a;b a is executed and then b is executed 
a|b Either a or b is executed but not both 

a∥b a and b are executed concurrently  

c?;a|¬c?;b If c holds then a is executed else b is executed 

a*c and ca* a is executed repeatedly until c is satisfied (repeat-until loop) and a 
is executed repeatedly if c is satisfied beforehand (while-do loop) 

Table 1. Plan execution operators 

4.5 Library actors 
The decomposition capabilities of the model are supported with the help of the library 
actors. Library actors represent structure; they are in fact operators on computations. A 
library actor is in essence a pair of actors, where one of them constitutes the start (<library 
actor name>-S) of the decomposition and the other constitutes the end (<library actor name>-
E). Those actors perform the stated actions of decomposition and supervise the correct 
distribution of tokens to the participating actors, and the correct termination of the 
execution. As participating actors, it is meant any combination of action, context or group 
actors. It is mentioned that when a context actor is decomposed then library actors represent 
this decomposition. The library actors provided by AOMFG are described in the sequel. 
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Sequence-S, sequence-E 
When a token is produced in the input desire link of the sequence-S actor, then it produces 
tokens in the input desire links of the participating actors. The participating actors are 
placed in the intention list and remain there until the termination of the execution of the 
context actor. When a token is produced in the input event link of the sequence-S actor, then 
it produces tokens progressively in the input event links of the participating actors. The 
sequence-E actor produces tokens in its output desire and event links when it will receive 
tokens from all the output links of the participating actors. In addition, it removes the 
participating actors from the intention list. 

Non-deterministic-choice-S, non-deterministic-choice-E 
When a token is produced in the input desire link of the non-deterministic-choice-S actor, 
then it produces tokens in the input desire links of the participating actors. These actors are 
placed in the intention list and remain there until the termination of the execution of the 
context actor. When a token is produced in the input event link of the non-deterministic-
choice-S actor, then it produces tokens non-deterministically in the input event links of the 
participating actors. The non-deterministic-choice-E actor produces tokens in the output 
desire and event links when it receives tokens from the respective output links of the 
participating actors. In addition, it removes the participating actors from the intention list.  

Concurrency-S, concurrency-E 
When a token is produced in the input desire link of the concurrency-S actor, then it 
produces tokens in the input desire links of the participating actors. The participating actors 
are placed in the intention list, and remain there until the termination of the execution of the 
context actor. When a token is produced in the input event link of the concurrency-S actor, 
then it produces tokens in the input event links of all the participating actors. The 
participating actors are executed concurrently. The concurrency-E actor produces tokens in 
the output desire and event links when it receives tokens from all output links of the 
participating actors. In addition, it removes the participating actors from the intention list. 

Condition-S, condition-E 
The condition-S actor contains condition “if…then…else” where it examines the conditions 
that must hold and produces tokens in the proper event links of the participating actors. 
However, it produces tokens in all the input desire links of the participating actors and it 
places all the actors in the intention list. The condition-E actor checks the termination of the 
actors’ execution, and produces tokens in the output desire and event links. In addition, it 
removes the participating actors from the intention list.  

Iteration-S, iteration-E 
The iteration library actor is a kind of execution rather than a decomposition mechanism. 
Both iteration-S and iteration-E actors may have condition, which determines the start and 
the end of the execution repetition. In this way can be described loops such as “while…do” 
and “repeat…until”. The same holds for the termination of the context actor, too. The 
participating actors determine the decomposition and administrate the intention list. If the 
termination condition of the iteration library actor is not satisfied then the tokens are not 
consumed from the input desire and event links of the context actor. 
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4.6 Transformation to Petri Nets 
AOMFG is based on Petri Nets. Links resemble the places of Petri Nets. However, AOMFG 
provides a variety of link types and helps to the distinguishing of the different events that 
happen in a multi agent system, as well as to the reflection of the notions of an intentional 
system. Since Petri Nets are inherently event driven there is no representation of any kind of 
events. In order to transform an AOMFG to a Petri Net, the event links are eliminated 
without loss of expressiveness. Although action actors resemble the transitions of Petri Nets, 
context actors are more complex entities, as they are decomposition or composition 
structures. Since, the decomposition or composition of context actors is achieved via the 
library actors, their correspondence to the Petri Nets is presented in the sequel. The 
transformation of AOMFG model to equivalent Petri Nets makes it subject of analysis 
methods that imply on Petri Nets. 
In Fig. 4, the sequence-S library actor sends tokens to the action actor t2, and after the 
execution termination of the latter the action actor t3 starts execution. In the correspondent 
Petri Net, the initial marking is at place p1 and the transitions t2 and t3 are executed 
sequentially; the transitions t1 and t4 represent the sequence-S and sequence-E library actors 
respectively. The virtual transition tv, simulates the operation of library actors that control 
the sequential execution. 
In Fig. 5(a) either action actor t2 or action actor t3 is executed. The operation of the non-
deterministic-choice-S actor is represented in Fig. 5(b) where either transition tv1 or tv2 fires. 
In addition, only one of the transitions tv3 or tv4 is needed to fire for the process termination. 
In Fig. 6(a), the initial marking is in link p1 and the concurrency-S library actor sends tokens 
to both action actors t2 and t3 so they can be executed concurrently. Similarly in Fig. 6(b) the 
transitions t2 and t3 fire simultaneously since transition t1 provides with tokens both places 
p2 and p4.  
In Fig. 7(a), the condition-S library actor sends a token to either action actor t2 or action actor 
t3 depending on the condition cond. Thus, only one of these action actors fires. In a similar 
way in Fig. 7(b) either transition t2 or t3 fires, and only one of the transitions tv1 or tv2 is 
needed to fire for the process termination. In Fig. 8(a) the action actor t2 is executed 
repetitively until the satisfaction of the condition cond, and in a similar way in Fig. 8(b) 
transition t2 does. In Fig. 9(a) if the condition cond=true then the action actor t2 is executed 
repetitively, and in a similar way in Fig. 9(b) transitions t2 does. 
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4.7 Discussion 
The basic notions of BDI theory are embodied and represented by the structure of AOMFG. 
The beliefs are represented by the belief links that usually constitute the prerequisite or the 
results of an agent’s actions. Thus, they are strongly connected to the planning of an agent’s 
actions and decisions. The desires are described by the desire links and determine the 
context where the actions take place in order to achieve the agent’s goals. The desires as 
input links determine the initiation of a higher goal and through the goal decomposition 
they determine the partially desires for the achievement of this goal. As output links, they 
examine and mark the successful termination of the executed actions that took place for the 
goals’ achievement. The existence of the appropriate tokens in the desire links indicates the 
intentions to accomplish desires. All the enabled actors are placed in the intention list and 
point out the effort and the commitment of the agent to fulfil its desires as well as its 
obligations to the other agents. The communication between the agents is represented by the 
foreign action actors and as a part of the agent’s actions is in accordance to the speech act 
theory. The communication belief links describe shared information, while the 
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communication event links represent the triggering of communication and interaction 
events. The existence of foreign action actors and communication belief or event links, 
indicates the awareness of an agent about the capabilities and the needs of the other agents 
and it is an important factor for the role of every agent as a member of a team. In addition, 
this reflects implicitly nested mental states as in the example of the section “Specifying a real 
life system”. 
The model focuses on the description of the agent’s goals and on the different ways they can 
be achieved. Thus, it does not represent desires, which cannot ever be accomplished. 
Instead, are represented desires that either can or cannot be accomplished based on the 
current situation of the environment or on the context they are performed. In this way, the 
intentions eventually drop. This is in accordance to the models of the Cognitive Engineering 
and especially those of Cognitive Complexity Theory that regard the human-computer 
interaction as iterative goal decomposition that leads to a sequence of actions; in addition, 
they maintain the goals and consequently the subgoals in a short-term memory, which 
represents the adopted intention to accomplish the goal or even the persistence of the goals. 
The capabilities of an agent are not represented explicitly by an element of the model but 
they are specified by the actions that an agent is capable to perform. The participation and 
the role of an agent in teamwork depend on its capabilities and its desires.  
The graphical nature of the model makes it a user-friendly tool for formal specifications of 
multi agent systems. As it is, in essence, a HLPN, it inherits from Petri Nets many 
characteristics. Petri Nets are graphical formal specification models with strong 
mathematical background, powerful analysis techniques, and broad use in a range of 
applications. AOMFG model based on Petri Nets, incorporates principles of cognitive 
models and mental notions for the description of the behaviour of the agents, and results a 
model with theoretical background and an attractive, comprehensible tool, which visualizes 
the modelling and it is easy to be learnt and used by software engineers and software 
system designers. 

5. Model validation 
During specification process a software engineer focuses on those characteristics that he 
considers critical or not clear. As a result, a system specification may be viewed by different 
perspectives. In order to demonstrate the generality of AOMFG model and its potential use 
in many different ways for reasoning about multi agent systems, four different perspectives 
are used. The case studies that are used for model validation include an algorithmic one and 
especially Shoham’ s algorithm for the generic agent interpreter presented in (Shoham, 
1993), a cooperating problem solving one and especially a communication protocol from the 
standards of FIPA (Foundation for Intelligent Physical Agents) (www.fipa.org), BDI related 
properties described in (Rao & Georgeff, 1995), and finally the specification of the 
Dermatology Tutor system (Zaharakis et al., 1998).  

5.1 Generic agent interpreter 
Shoham proposed the agent-oriented programming (AOP) paradigm as a specialization of 
object-oriented programming paradigm. Particularly, “AOP specializes the framework by 
fixing the state (now called mental state) of the modules (now called agents) to consist of 
components such as beliefs (including beliefs about the world, about themselves, and about 
one another), capabilities, and decisions, each of which enjoys a precisely defined syntax. 
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Various constraints are placed on the mental state of an agent, which roughly correspond to 
constraints on their common sense counterparts. A computation consists of these agents 
informing, requesting, offering, accepting, rejecting, competing, and assisting one another” 
(Shoham, 1993, p.56). In AOP a multi modal formal language is introduced which describes 
the agents’ mental state and a generic agent interpreter that describes the agents’ behaviour. 
The interpreter works by consistently iterating between the following processes: 
• read the current messages, and update your mental state, including your beliefs and 

commitments (the agent program is crucial for this update) 
• execute the commitments for the current time, possibly resulting in further belief 

change (this phase is independent of the agent’s program) (Shoham, 1993, p.68). 
Time is counted in regular intervals determined by the target execution platform. According 
to the above algorithm there are two independent processes, which run iterative at regular 
intervals.  
A private AOMFG action actor, the update-mental-state, and a context AOMFG actor, the 
execute-commitment can represent these processes (Fig. 10). The update-mental-state action 
actor checks and updates the agent’s mental state according to the model that specifies its 
properties. The check and update mechanisms are not examined from the presented 
perspective; instead they can be implemented with the use of a programming language. The 
system event input link sin=sel1 and the desire input link din=ums represent the system 
qualification for the fulfilment of the goal to check or update its mental state. The system 
communication input event link cein=“incoming messages” represents the reading of incoming 
messages, which may be several requests or informs from other agents of the environment. 
The content of these messages is the subject that is examined by the mental state. The 
AOMFG model generates tokens in the sin=sel1 and the din=ums. When an incoming message 
exists a token is generated in the cein=“incoming messages”. When the action update-mental-
state terminates then tokens are produced in the output belief link bout=“update results”, 
which represents the conclusions of the check and update of the mental state, and in the 
system and desire output links sout=sel1.OK and dout=ums.OK respectively. The AOMFG 
model generates tokens in the sin=sel2 and the din=ec too, however the “execute commitment” 
context actor cannot start execution until bin=“update results” contains tokens. The execute 
commitment process is represented by a context actor since it is a process that corresponds 
to many actions the agent is able to perform and may be decomposed to several other 
actions. Because of its general nature, it is not further decomposed here. When the process 
terminates, tokens are produced in the system and desire output links sout=sel2.OK and 
dout=ec.OK respectively. Any resulting information is stored in the belief link bout=“action 
results”, and if there are messages for other agents then the communication event 
ceout=“outgoming messages” is triggered. 
AOMFG turned out to be a general enough model and capable of describing in a clear and 
straightforward way the two independent processes contained in the algorithm proposed by 
Shoham for his generic agent interpreter, which is the basis of the agents that can be built 
according to the AOP paradigm. The generality of the algorithm results in generality of the 
graphs, and lies mainly on the second process of the algorithm and consequently on the 
context actor “execute commitment”. Nevertheless, in an implementation phase this context 
actor corresponds to a number of other actors that constitute instances of this actor. These 
instances can be executed concurrently or can be suspended as it happens in AGENT0 that 
implements Shoham’ s algorithm. Furthermore, AOMFG can be used to describe the agent 
mental state and the alternative actions an agent may choose. However, the notion of time 
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that is used explicitly in AOP cannot be represented in AOMFG in a straightforward way. 
Instead, the use of belief links as action preconditions can substitute the explicit reference to 
time.  
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Fig. 10. Shoham’ s generic agent interpreter 

5.2 FIPA communication protocols 
The Foundation for Intelligent Physical Agents (FIPA) has published a series of specification 
documents including the Communicative Act Library Specification (www.fipa.org). In this 
document, in addition to the formalism, a series of standard communication protocols 
between agents is presented. These protocols are based on speech act theory (Searle, 1969) and 
include communication actions such as request, request-whenever, request-when. Due to 
space limitations, the AOMFG is used to describe FIPA-request protocol only.  
According to FIPA-request protocol, an agent requests an action from another agent and the 
latter either does not understand the message, or refuses the action and justifies the refusal, 
or agrees to perform the requested action and after the action termination it informs the 
requester agent about the results of the action. 
For representing the FIPA-request protocol, two processes take place: the send process (Fig. 
12), which is fired when a request is desired, and the receive process (Fig. 11), which is fired 
when a request has happened and there is a need for reaction. In essence, the AOMFG for 
the send process describes how an agent behaves after the request has been sent. The same 
holds for the receive process, i.e., after a request has been received. This concession has been 
done since it is trivial to describe these two processes e.g., by two single events. 
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Fig. 11. FIPA-request protocol: receive process 
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done since it is trivial to describe these two processes e.g., by two single events. 
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Suppose that an agent (the receiver) received a request message from another agent (the 
sender). This is represented by the communication input event link cein=“requested action”. 
The receiver evaluates the request with action actor “evaluate request” and has to respond 
that it either did not understand the message, or that it refuses the action or that it agrees to 
perform the action. The response is represented as communication output belief link 
cbout=“response”. It is mentioned that the values of cbout=“response” are one among 
not_understood, refuse or agree. If the receiver agrees to perform the requested action then 
the context actor “execute requested action” is fired since there exist tokens in its entire input 
links. After the execution of the action, the receiver has to inform the sender about the 
results of the performed actions. Those results are represented by the cbout=“results”, which 
may have the values failure or done.  
Suppose now, that an agent (the sender) sends a request message to another agent (the 
receiver). After the evaluation of the request by the receiver, a communication event link 
represents receiver’s response as cein=“response”. The whole process is specified by a 
condition library actor, which checks the content of cein=“response” and enables the 
appropriate action actor. In order to achieve this, the condition-S library actor contains the 
following rules:  
i. if response=not_understood then (sel1.1 and ra1) 
ii. if response=refuse then (sel1.2 and ra2) 
iii. if response=agree then (sel1.3 and ra3) 
Since the successful termination of only one action actor is necessary, the condition-E library 
actor contains the rule: 

if {(sel1.1.OK and ra1.OK) or (sel1.2.OK and ra2.OK) or (sel1.3.OK and ra3.OK)} then (sel1.OK 
and ra.OK) 

The action actor “wait until requested action terminates” does not consume the tokens of its 
input links until it is believed that the action has been performed. The fact that something is 
believed can be modelled by another AOMFG that specifies the agent’s mental state such as 
the one of Fig. 10.  
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AOMFG was used to describe communication between agents in the sense of speech act 
theory. For this reason, the FIPA-request protocol was used as a test case. Although FIPA 
standards describe the communication process from an external observer’s view, in this 
work the description is from an internal observer’s view and focuses on the reactions of the 
agent in a communication action. This is due to the reasons of unity, uniformity, continuity 
and autonomy of the graphs and the specification method. Since AOMFG is used for the 
specification of the reasoning process and the actions of every agent separately, the 
communication should not be an exception. Besides, the model regards and manages the 
communication actions as physical actions. However, a different use of the model (external 
observer’s perspective) is possible and this is due to the designer’s choice.  

5.3 BDI related properties  
The AOMFG model reflects and explicitly represents the notions described by the BDI 
formalism, so this section attempts to represent some BDI related properties. The used BDI 
logic is a multi modal temporal logic based on the branching time logic CTL* (Emerson, 
1991). The basic concept of the BDI logic is the transformation of a decision tree and the 
functions applied to it, to an equivalent model that represents beliefs, desires and intentions 
as accessibility relations over a set of possible worlds. Each world is a time tree with a single 
past and a branching future, with nodes corresponding to a possible system state and 
representing the options available to the system itself or the state of the environment which 
the system is embedded in, and with arcs (transitions) representing the different system 
actions for the achievement of an objective.  
In this way, there are belief-, desire- and intention-accessible worlds corresponding to the states 
that the system believes to be possible, desires to bring about and intends to bring about, 
and belief-, desire- and intention-accessibility relations (B, D and I, respectively) which are the 
transitions between the worlds. The detailed syntax and semantics of the BDI logic are 
described in (Rao & Georgeff, 1995); in the following only its basic properties are briefly 
presented.  
 

 Beliefs Desires Intentions 

K-axiom BEL(p) ∧ BEL(p ⊃ q) ⊃ 
BEL(q) 

DES(p) ∧ DES(p ⊃ q) 
⊃ DES(q) 

INTEND(p) ∧ INTEND(p ⊃ 
q) ⊃ INTEND(q) 

D-axiom BEL(p) ⊃ ¬BEL(¬p) DES(p) ⊃ ¬DES(¬p) INTEND(p) ⊃ 
¬INTEND(¬p) 

4-axiom BEL(p) ⊃ BEL(BEL(p))   

5-axiom ¬BEL(p) ⊃ 
BEL(¬BEL(p)) 

  

Table 2. The axioms of the KD45 system 

The normal modal system KD45 (weak-S5) is adopted for beliefs, while the K and D axioms 
are adopted for desires and intentions. K-axiom states that if an agent believes (desires or 
intends) p and believes (desires or intends) that p ⊃ q then it will believe (desire or intend) q. 
D-axiom says that the agent' s beliefs (desires or intentions) are not contradictory. 4-axiom 
and 5-axiom are respectively the positive and negative introspection axioms: 4-axiom states 
that an agent is aware of what it knows and 5-axiom says that an agent is aware of what it 
does not know. The axioms of the KD45 system are summarized in Table 2, where p, q are 
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In this way, there are belief-, desire- and intention-accessible worlds corresponding to the states 
that the system believes to be possible, desires to bring about and intends to bring about, 
and belief-, desire- and intention-accessibility relations (B, D and I, respectively) which are the 
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described in (Rao & Georgeff, 1995); in the following only its basic properties are briefly 
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Table 2. The axioms of the KD45 system 

The normal modal system KD45 (weak-S5) is adopted for beliefs, while the K and D axioms 
are adopted for desires and intentions. K-axiom states that if an agent believes (desires or 
intends) p and believes (desires or intends) that p ⊃ q then it will believe (desire or intend) q. 
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that an agent is aware of what it knows and 5-axiom says that an agent is aware of what it 
does not know. The axioms of the KD45 system are summarized in Table 2, where p, q are 
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propositions of the classical propositional logic, “∧”and “⊃” are the propositional 
connectives for conjunction and implication, and BEL, DES and INTEND are modal 
operators representing the agent’s beliefs, desires and intentions respectively. 
The necessitation rule is applied in beliefs, desires and intentions (Table 3)1:  
 

 Necessitation rule 
Beliefs If  p then  BEL(p) 
Desires If  p then  DES(p) 
Intentions If  p then  INTEND(p) 

Table 3. The necessitation rule for beliefs, desires and intentions 

As the belief-, desire- and intention-accessible worlds are sets and in the same time are time 
trees, there are set relationships (⊆, ∩ etc.) and structure relationships (sub-world, identical 
or incomparable worlds) between them. Depending on the combinations of the above 
relationships and the axiomatizations of them, three constraints are under consideration: 
strong realism (Rao & Georgeff, 1991a), realism (Cohen & Levesque, 1990) and weak realism 
(Rao & Georgeff, 1991b). Structurally, AOMFG reflects the properties of realism since 
according to realism constraint an agent intends the actions it desires to bring about and it 
desires the actions it believes that can be achieved. In AOMFG model, the desires are 
represented by desire links and the intentions by desire links containing tokens. In addition, 
it is known the existence of the desire links a priori. Formally, I⊆D⊆B, that is if an agent 
intends an action then it desires it and it believes it too. 
However, AOMFG does not restrict the designer of an application to use one or another 
constraint. It is the designer’s responsibility to use AOMFG in such a way that the properties 
of a constraint can be reflected. So, it is possible to reflect the properties of the other constraints 
too as this is depending on the broader concept in which, designer uses the model. Some of the 
characteristics of the weak realism are referred in the following, as it is the constraint for which 
some properties will be described by AOMFG. According to weak realism, the intersection 
between the belief-accessible worlds and desire-accessible worlds is not null and an agent does 
not desire a proposition the negation of which is believed. The same holds between desire- and 
intention-accessible worlds and between belief- and intention-accessible worlds. An agent 
does not intend a proposition the negation of which is desired or is believed (Table 4).  
 

Semantic Condition Distinguishing Axiom 
B ∩ D ≠ ∅ BEL(p) ⊃ ¬DES(¬p) 
D ∩ I ≠ ∅ DES(p) ⊃ ¬INTEND(¬p) 
B ∩ I ≠ ∅ BEL(p) ⊃ ¬INTEND(¬p) 

Table 4. The BDI modal system for weak realism 

Some other properties that characterize the weak realism are the asymmetry thesis proposed 
by Bratman (Bratman, 1987) and extended by Rao and Georgeff (Rao & Georgeff, 1991b). 
Among them the intention-belief incompleteness (⊭INTEND (p) ⊃ BEL(p))2, which is 

                                                 
1 ‘ ’ means that the formula which follows is valid 
2 ‘⊭’ means that the formula which follows is not satisfiable  
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allowed by weak realism, is selected to depict how this property can be represented by 
using AOMFG. In essence, it means that an agent intends to do an action but does not 
believe that it will do it. As a validation scenario is used the example referred in (Rao & 
Georgeff, 1995, p.33), in which Robbie the robot has an intention of opening the door when 
the bell rings but it does not believe that it will open the door when the bell rings because it 
might be serving beer.  
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Fig. 13. Concurrent tasks for Robbie 
Robbie serves beer while the bell rings (Fig. 13). The context actor “open door” is fired and is 
decomposed in the graph of Fig. 14. It is mentioned that both actors “serve beer” and “open 
door” may be in the intention list since Robbie might not have finished serving. In this case, 
the action actors “move” and “open” cannot fire since the condition link “beer served” contains 
no tokens and consequently no tokens can be produced in belief link “door opened”. So action 
actor “do nothing” fires and the context actor “open door” terminates its execution. It is 
mentioned that although “do nothing” is a void action it is considered as an action (in the 
flavour of speech act theory) that affects the environment as any other action does. 
In the above, AOMFG was used to describe BDI related properties. Since it is based on BDI 
theory most of the properties are embodied in its semantics. Although the model 
structurally reflects the realism constraint, other BDI properties can be described too, but it 
is mentioned that is critical how the model will be used for such a purpose. This is not 
necessarily a drawback since even in theory there is a need of different logics in order to 
express the several constraints and their asymmetry thesis. It is mentioned that a primary 
aim of the AOMFG is to hide the complexity of strict formalisms from designers who are not 
experts in formal specification methods.  

5.4 Specifying a real life system 
General description of the Dermatology Tutor 
The Dermatology Tutor (Zaharakis et al., 1998) is an intelligent tutoring system used for 
teaching Dermatology at the Department of Dermatology, School of Medicine, University of  
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Fig. 14. Alternative actions according to Robbie’s mental state 

Patras. The Dermatology Tutor uses a self-organized society of autonomous software agents  
who have different capabilities or roles. In particular, the tutoring system for teaching 
dermatology consists of nine agents. A user can interact with the multi agent system 
through the user interface, which processes all the requests that come from the environment 
outside the system (i.e. the user). Depending on the event, this module (which has not been 
implemented as an agent) activates either the Dermatology Agent or the Help Agent. If they 
have a desire for the requested action and they believe that it is possible, then they adopt an 
intention about it. However, if there is a need to cooperate for task accomplishment then a 
structured society is constructed. As the architecture is composed for tutoring purposes, 
only the Dermatology Agent can act as an instructor; all the instructional strategies necessary 
for the tutoring process are contained in this agent’s plans. The other agents populating the 
society called medical agents, can be members of a team formed by the Dermatology Agent 
and they can also communicate each other. Currently seven medical agents have been 
implemented: Histology, Physiology, Biology, Biochemistry, Microbiology, Radiology and 
Immunology agent. Each of them specializes on the corresponding medical domain and can 
provide knowledge and information about the domain matters. Furthermore, medical 
agents can request an action from third level agents (information agents) who may be local 
or remote and are responsible for information retrieval. The information agents are 
registered to the system and medical agents are aware of their existence. Although the 
information retrieval may be performed by a non-agent software system, their behaviour 
could be considered as one of an autonomous agent. 
When the trainees use Dermatology Tutor, they have to select from a list of available actions, 
which includes “Teach”, “Topic”, “Search” and “Help”. Each action causes the execution of 
one of the agent’s high-level plans. For each trainee, a student environment is created, which 
records performance information. Currently, Dermatology Tutor creates a set of files for each 
trainee, where it records personal data, as name, year of study, specialty and performance 
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data, as the goals accomplished, the learning units seen, the time spent on each plan or 
learning unit, the answers given and the score taken in each test, and the level of competence. 
In this way, Dermatology Tutor records the last position of the trainee, while performance 
information is used to decide the values of the preconditions of the agents’ plans. 
As described above, the plans specify the ways that an agent brings about its intentions. 
They refer to an agent’s desires and they consist of actions that must be executed. There may 
exist more than one plan for each desire. Typically, plans have a name (plan name), pre-
conditions that describe the plan triggering, and a body part, which describes the actions 
that will take part in the plan execution.  
Using AOMFG for the specification of Dermatology Tutor 
Suppose that the issue of psoriasis has to be taught. The Dermatology agent has a desire 
named “Teach psoriasis” and a plan in its plan library in order to carry out such a desire 
(Table 5). Each step of this plan constitutes a lower-level plan that can be further analyzed. 
The Dermatology agent is aware of the medical agents and can form teams in order to go 
through with its goals. In the following, the etiology and pathogenesis of psoriasis plan is 
examined. Dermatology agent adopts an intention about this goal and executes the 
corresponding plan (Table 6). In order to do this it needs to form a team with Biology, 
Biochemistry, Immunology, and Histology medical agents. 
 

Plan name: Teach psoriasis 
Pre-conditions:  
Plan body: Definition and Epidemiology  
 Clinical View  
 Histological View  
 Etiology and Pathogenesis 
 Treatment 

Table 5. Dermatology agent plan for teaching psoriasis 
 

Plan name: Etiology and Pathogenesis  
Pre-conditions:  Associated Agents 
Plan body: Disorder of protein expression in 

keratinocytes 
Biology, Biochemistry 

 Antigenic stimulation and 
immunology activation 

Immunology 

 Proteases and intense mitotic activity Biology, Biochemistry 
 Metabolic disorders Biochemistry 
 Histopathologic changes of psoriasis Histology 

Table 6. Etiology and Pathogenesis plan of the Dermatology agent 
The representation of “Etiology and pathogenesis” plan of the Dermatology agent with an 
AOMFG is depicted in Fig. 15. The plan is decomposed in foreign actions, which are requested 
from other agents. The context actor “Proteases and intense mitotic activity” is further 
decomposed in Fig. 16. The input desire link ep corresponds to the desire to teach the topic of 
etiology and pathogenesis of psoriasis, while the epi, i=1,…,5, correspond to the sub-goals 
which must be accomplished. When the agent adopts an intention to bring about this desire, a 
token is produced in the ep link. In addition, a token is produced in the system event link sep.  
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implemented as an agent) activates either the Dermatology Agent or the Help Agent. If they 
have a desire for the requested action and they believe that it is possible, then they adopt an 
intention about it. However, if there is a need to cooperate for task accomplishment then a 
structured society is constructed. As the architecture is composed for tutoring purposes, 
only the Dermatology Agent can act as an instructor; all the instructional strategies necessary 
for the tutoring process are contained in this agent’s plans. The other agents populating the 
society called medical agents, can be members of a team formed by the Dermatology Agent 
and they can also communicate each other. Currently seven medical agents have been 
implemented: Histology, Physiology, Biology, Biochemistry, Microbiology, Radiology and 
Immunology agent. Each of them specializes on the corresponding medical domain and can 
provide knowledge and information about the domain matters. Furthermore, medical 
agents can request an action from third level agents (information agents) who may be local 
or remote and are responsible for information retrieval. The information agents are 
registered to the system and medical agents are aware of their existence. Although the 
information retrieval may be performed by a non-agent software system, their behaviour 
could be considered as one of an autonomous agent. 
When the trainees use Dermatology Tutor, they have to select from a list of available actions, 
which includes “Teach”, “Topic”, “Search” and “Help”. Each action causes the execution of 
one of the agent’s high-level plans. For each trainee, a student environment is created, which 
records performance information. Currently, Dermatology Tutor creates a set of files for each 
trainee, where it records personal data, as name, year of study, specialty and performance 
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data, as the goals accomplished, the learning units seen, the time spent on each plan or 
learning unit, the answers given and the score taken in each test, and the level of competence. 
In this way, Dermatology Tutor records the last position of the trainee, while performance 
information is used to decide the values of the preconditions of the agents’ plans. 
As described above, the plans specify the ways that an agent brings about its intentions. 
They refer to an agent’s desires and they consist of actions that must be executed. There may 
exist more than one plan for each desire. Typically, plans have a name (plan name), pre-
conditions that describe the plan triggering, and a body part, which describes the actions 
that will take part in the plan execution.  
Using AOMFG for the specification of Dermatology Tutor 
Suppose that the issue of psoriasis has to be taught. The Dermatology agent has a desire 
named “Teach psoriasis” and a plan in its plan library in order to carry out such a desire 
(Table 5). Each step of this plan constitutes a lower-level plan that can be further analyzed. 
The Dermatology agent is aware of the medical agents and can form teams in order to go 
through with its goals. In the following, the etiology and pathogenesis of psoriasis plan is 
examined. Dermatology agent adopts an intention about this goal and executes the 
corresponding plan (Table 6). In order to do this it needs to form a team with Biology, 
Biochemistry, Immunology, and Histology medical agents. 
 

Plan name: Teach psoriasis 
Pre-conditions:  
Plan body: Definition and Epidemiology  
 Clinical View  
 Histological View  
 Etiology and Pathogenesis 
 Treatment 

Table 5. Dermatology agent plan for teaching psoriasis 
 

Plan name: Etiology and Pathogenesis  
Pre-conditions:  Associated Agents 
Plan body: Disorder of protein expression in 

keratinocytes 
Biology, Biochemistry 

 Antigenic stimulation and 
immunology activation 

Immunology 

 Proteases and intense mitotic activity Biology, Biochemistry 
 Metabolic disorders Biochemistry 
 Histopathologic changes of psoriasis Histology 

Table 6. Etiology and Pathogenesis plan of the Dermatology agent 
The representation of “Etiology and pathogenesis” plan of the Dermatology agent with an 
AOMFG is depicted in Fig. 15. The plan is decomposed in foreign actions, which are requested 
from other agents. The context actor “Proteases and intense mitotic activity” is further 
decomposed in Fig. 16. The input desire link ep corresponds to the desire to teach the topic of 
etiology and pathogenesis of psoriasis, while the epi, i=1,…,5, correspond to the sub-goals 
which must be accomplished. When the agent adopts an intention to bring about this desire, a 
token is produced in the ep link. In addition, a token is produced in the system event link sep.  
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Fig. 16. Decomposition of “Proteases and intense mitotic activity” context actor 

As the sep and ep input links contain tokens, the Sequence-S library actor produces tokens to 
every epi. All the actions are put in the intention list of the Dermatology agent as they are 
ready to fire (enabled). In addition, the Sequence-S library actor produces a token to the sep1 
and the action “Disorder of protein expression in keratinocytes” fires. When the execution of 
the action terminates, then the tokens of sep1 and ep1 are consumed and tokens are 
produced to sep1.OK and ep1.OK. Afterwards, the Sequence-S library produces a token to 
sep2 and the same process follows. A concurrency library actor decomposes the context actor 
“Proteases and intense mitotic activity” and this means that when the actor fires, both 
actions “Proteases” and “Mitotic activity” are executed concurrently. 
In order to fulfil its first partial goal (“Disorder of protein expression in keratinocytes”) 
Dermatology agent requests the action from Biochemistry and Biology agents. As both 
Biochemistry and Biology agents have a desire about the requested action they adopt an 
intention about it (Table 7 and Table 8). AOMFG in Fig. 17 and Fig. 19 represent the plans of 
the Biochemistry and Biology agents respectively. The “Disorder of protein expression in 
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keratinocytes” plans are detailed while the rest can be similarly represented. When both 
Biology and Biochemistry agents request this action, a token is produced in each input 
communication event links of the corresponding AOMFG in Fig. 18 and Fig. 20. Both agents 
adopt an intention, which means they produce a token to kp and pe desire links respectively. 
Furthermore, they produce a token to the skp and spe, respectively. 
 

Plan name: Disorder of protein expression in keratinocytes: Keratinocyte proteins  
Pre-conditions:  Associated 

Agents 
Plan body: Types of keratinocytes  
 Protein conformation Biology 
 Abnormal conformation Biology 
 

Plan name: Proteases  
Pre-conditions:  Associated 

Agents 
Plan body: Proteases definition  
 Abnormalities  
 

Plan name: Metabolic disorders  
Pre-conditions:  Associated 

Agents 
Plan body: Disorder of metabolic fermentations  
 • Disorder of metabolism of the cyclic nucleotides  
 • Disorder of metabolism of the arachidonic acid  
 • Disorder of metabolism of the polyamide  
 • Disorder of metabolism of the phosphatides  
 Vascular dysfunction  

Table 7. Plans of the Biochemistry agent 
 

Plan name: Disorder of protein expression in keratinocytes: Protein expression 
Pre-conditions: Protein conformation, Abnormal conformation Associated 

Agents 
Plan body: Normal expression of keratinoproteins Biochemistry 
 Abnormal expression of keratinoproteins Biochemistry 
 
Plan name: Mitotic acivity  
Pre-conditions:  Associated 

Agents 
Plan body: Phases of mitotic activity Immunology 
 • keratinocytes  
 • macrophages  
 • lymphocytes  
 • mast cells  
 • neutrophilic cytes  
 Abnormalities of mitotic activity  

Table 8. Plans of the Biology agent 
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As the sep and ep input links contain tokens, the Sequence-S library actor produces tokens to 
every epi. All the actions are put in the intention list of the Dermatology agent as they are 
ready to fire (enabled). In addition, the Sequence-S library actor produces a token to the sep1 
and the action “Disorder of protein expression in keratinocytes” fires. When the execution of 
the action terminates, then the tokens of sep1 and ep1 are consumed and tokens are 
produced to sep1.OK and ep1.OK. Afterwards, the Sequence-S library produces a token to 
sep2 and the same process follows. A concurrency library actor decomposes the context actor 
“Proteases and intense mitotic activity” and this means that when the actor fires, both 
actions “Proteases” and “Mitotic activity” are executed concurrently. 
In order to fulfil its first partial goal (“Disorder of protein expression in keratinocytes”) 
Dermatology agent requests the action from Biochemistry and Biology agents. As both 
Biochemistry and Biology agents have a desire about the requested action they adopt an 
intention about it (Table 7 and Table 8). AOMFG in Fig. 17 and Fig. 19 represent the plans of 
the Biochemistry and Biology agents respectively. The “Disorder of protein expression in 
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keratinocytes” plans are detailed while the rest can be similarly represented. When both 
Biology and Biochemistry agents request this action, a token is produced in each input 
communication event links of the corresponding AOMFG in Fig. 18 and Fig. 20. Both agents 
adopt an intention, which means they produce a token to kp and pe desire links respectively. 
Furthermore, they produce a token to the skp and spe, respectively. 
 

Plan name: Disorder of protein expression in keratinocytes: Keratinocyte proteins  
Pre-conditions:  Associated 

Agents 
Plan body: Types of keratinocytes  
 Protein conformation Biology 
 Abnormal conformation Biology 
 

Plan name: Proteases  
Pre-conditions:  Associated 

Agents 
Plan body: Proteases definition  
 Abnormalities  
 

Plan name: Metabolic disorders  
Pre-conditions:  Associated 

Agents 
Plan body: Disorder of metabolic fermentations  
 • Disorder of metabolism of the cyclic nucleotides  
 • Disorder of metabolism of the arachidonic acid  
 • Disorder of metabolism of the polyamide  
 • Disorder of metabolism of the phosphatides  
 Vascular dysfunction  

Table 7. Plans of the Biochemistry agent 
 

Plan name: Disorder of protein expression in keratinocytes: Protein expression 
Pre-conditions: Protein conformation, Abnormal conformation Associated 

Agents 
Plan body: Normal expression of keratinoproteins Biochemistry 
 Abnormal expression of keratinoproteins Biochemistry 
 
Plan name: Mitotic acivity  
Pre-conditions:  Associated 

Agents 
Plan body: Phases of mitotic activity Immunology 
 • keratinocytes  
 • macrophages  
 • lymphocytes  
 • mast cells  
 • neutrophilic cytes  
 Abnormalities of mitotic activity  

Table 8. Plans of the Biology agent 
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Biology agent cannot execute the first step (“Normal expression of keratinoproteins”) of its 
“Disorder of protein expression in keratinocytes: Protein expression” plan, because it has to 
wait for precondition “Protein conformation” to become true. Neither can it execute the 
second step, due to precondition “Abnormal Conformation” being false. These 
preconditions are represented by the communication beliefs Pc and Ac. Biochemistry agent 
handles both preconditions. When the latter can infer the truth or the falsity of those facts, it 
will inform Biology agent about the results. This happens only after the execution of the 
actions “Protein conformation” and “Abnormal conformation” respectively, which cause the 
production of a token to each Pc and Ac communication belief links. Note that each medical 
agent that participates in a team is responsible for informing all other medical agents of the 
same team about all changes in its environment. 
The above process indicates implicitly how AOMFG deals with some kind of nested beliefs. 
More precisely, Biology Agent cannot execute the actions “Normal expression of 
keratinoproteins” and “Abnormal expression of keratinoproteins” until it believes that 
Biochemistry agent believes that Pc and Ac are true, i.e., 
 

BEL(“Biology Agent” BEL(“Biochemistry Agent”, “Pc”)) 
BEL(“Biology Agent” BEL(“Biochemistry Agent”, “Ac”)) 

 

Equivalently, some kind of other nested mental states can be represented, for example, as 
described above, Dermatology agent requests the action “Metabolic disorders” from 
Biochemistry Agent and implicitly desires what Biochemistry agent desires, i.e., 
 

DES(“Dermatology Agent” DES(“Biochemistry Agent”, “Metabolic disorders”)) 
 

When precondition “Protein Conformation” becomes true, then Biology agent executes the 
step “Normal expression of keratinoproteins”. At the same time, the second precondition 
(“Abnormal Conformation”) may become true, which means that Biology agent may 
execute the step “Abnormal expression of keratinoproteins”. When both agents bring about 
their intentions they inform Dermatology agent for the results of the requested actions. 
Afterwards it attempts to fulfil the rest of its partial goals. After the execution of the 
“Etiology and pathogenesis” plan, Dermatology agent drops its intention for this plan and it 
continues with the next plan. 
Thus, in order to validate AOMFG with a real system such as The Dermatology Tutor, the 
following steps were taken. Initially, the plans of all agents involved were analyzed. In this 
way, the agents’ capabilities, desires and alternative ways of their achievement were 
expressed. Next, the agents’ awareness of their environment and their interaction was 
 

 
Fig. 17. AOMFG represents the plans of Biochemistry agent 
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Biology agent cannot execute the first step (“Normal expression of keratinoproteins”) of its 
“Disorder of protein expression in keratinocytes: Protein expression” plan, because it has to 
wait for precondition “Protein conformation” to become true. Neither can it execute the 
second step, due to precondition “Abnormal Conformation” being false. These 
preconditions are represented by the communication beliefs Pc and Ac. Biochemistry agent 
handles both preconditions. When the latter can infer the truth or the falsity of those facts, it 
will inform Biology agent about the results. This happens only after the execution of the 
actions “Protein conformation” and “Abnormal conformation” respectively, which cause the 
production of a token to each Pc and Ac communication belief links. Note that each medical 
agent that participates in a team is responsible for informing all other medical agents of the 
same team about all changes in its environment. 
The above process indicates implicitly how AOMFG deals with some kind of nested beliefs. 
More precisely, Biology Agent cannot execute the actions “Normal expression of 
keratinoproteins” and “Abnormal expression of keratinoproteins” until it believes that 
Biochemistry agent believes that Pc and Ac are true, i.e., 
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Equivalently, some kind of other nested mental states can be represented, for example, as 
described above, Dermatology agent requests the action “Metabolic disorders” from 
Biochemistry Agent and implicitly desires what Biochemistry agent desires, i.e., 
 

DES(“Dermatology Agent” DES(“Biochemistry Agent”, “Metabolic disorders”)) 
 

When precondition “Protein Conformation” becomes true, then Biology agent executes the 
step “Normal expression of keratinoproteins”. At the same time, the second precondition 
(“Abnormal Conformation”) may become true, which means that Biology agent may 
execute the step “Abnormal expression of keratinoproteins”. When both agents bring about 
their intentions they inform Dermatology agent for the results of the requested actions. 
Afterwards it attempts to fulfil the rest of its partial goals. After the execution of the 
“Etiology and pathogenesis” plan, Dermatology agent drops its intention for this plan and it 
continues with the next plan. 
Thus, in order to validate AOMFG with a real system such as The Dermatology Tutor, the 
following steps were taken. Initially, the plans of all agents involved were analyzed. In this 
way, the agents’ capabilities, desires and alternative ways of their achievement were 
expressed. Next, the agents’ awareness of their environment and their interaction was 
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expressed with the use of the foreign action actors and communication event and belief 
links. Finally, their roles inside the formed teams according to their knowledge and 
capabilities were determined.  
The design of the Dermatology Tutor was based on the description and the analysis of every 
agent separately and this gave a detailed view of the functionality and the participation in the 
team action. Thus, there are several autonomous design parts that relate with each other 
through communication actions, i.e. every agent is described by a set of graphs and the union of 
these graphs constitutes the whole system description. This approach does not allow a global 
and clear view of the composition and structure of the teams unless all the graphs are collected 
and studied. As a result, the team composition and the role of every agent are inducted from the 
foreign actors and the communication links. However, in the Dermatology Tutor the teams and 
the role of the agents are not determined at design time; instead the teams are formed 
dynamically depending on the tutoring process that justifies such a design approach. 

6. Summary 
Formal specifications are necessary for reasoning about multi agent systems. However, 
existing methods are not practical for wide use from designers and software engineers. In 
this work, AOMFG is introduced as a graphical model for formal specifications of multi 
agent systems. The model is based on well-defined formalism and possesses the 
mechanisms for expressing mental notions such as beliefs, desires and intention that are 
used for the description of the agents’ behaviour. It provides ready to use mechanisms for 
goal decomposition and it also facilitates the expression of social activity of agents as it 
handles several kinds of events by providing reaction and communication mechanisms, and 
structures for the awareness of the environment. 
In particular, AOMFG is based on the well-defined and broadly accepted BDI theory as well as 
on the principles of agent-oriented programming. The BDI theory has been chosen as the model 
underlying formalism because it reflects the intentional stance and employs a strong 
mathematical background. The principles of agent-oriented programming also reflect the 
intentional stance, in the same manner as the societal view of agents. In addition, AOMFG 
employs the most commonly used principles of state-based machines, programming languages, 
Cognitive Engineering and interaction specification models in a compact representation. 
The presented model differs from the other related models in that it embodies in its building 
blocks the BDI and AOP concepts fused together with features taken from disciplines that 
relate to the design of applications based on multi agent systems. Furthermore, the graphical 
nature of AOMFG, which is based on High Level Petri Nets, provides a friendly way for 
multi agent systems specification by hiding from users the underlying use of mathematical 
formalism, which may be hard to use by non-specialists.  
AOMFG is general enough to be used in a wide range of agent applications as well as to 
encapsulate other well-known agent theories. In the above sections, AOMFG model was 
used and validated under theoretical issues as well as in the description of a real system in 
order to provide evidence that it can cover the specification needs of both directions. In fact, 
as demonstrated, an AOMFG can be used for the specification of generic agent interpreters, 
FIPA communication protocols, and BDI properties as well as for the specification of real life 
systems. Furthermore, an AOMFG can be transformed to an equivalent Petri Net, which 
may then be subjected to formal analysis techniques. Other researchers and mainly 
practitioners in software specifications may use the model for easy and rapid specification 
and prototyping of multi agent systems. Programmers can also use the model as it embodies 
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programming structures familiar to them. The inclusion of an explicit representation of time 
in AOMFG is currently under investigation. 
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expressed with the use of the foreign action actors and communication event and belief 
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practitioners in software specifications may use the model for easy and rapid specification 
and prototyping of multi agent systems. Programmers can also use the model as it embodies 
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programming structures familiar to them. The inclusion of an explicit representation of time 
in AOMFG is currently under investigation. 
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Romania 

1. Introduction 
Many researchers have focused on the intelligent agent and multi-agent systems approaches 
as alternatives for e-business and enterprise integration applications. Agent approaches and 
technologies were developed and used in e-business applications business process 
management in (Jennings et al., 1996), (Jennings et al., 2000), (Papazoglu, 2008) supply chain 
management in (Huhns & Stephens, 2001) and enterprise integration in (Pan & Tenenbaum, 
1991), (Sikora & Shaw, 1998) and (Sikora & Shaw, 2002). During the 1990s were developed 
ERP and EAI, the last one, involves the integration of various enterprise applications so that 
they can share information and processes freely in (Linthicum, 1999). 
Workflow systems, enable the automation of a business process, in whole or part, during 
which documents, information or tasks are passed from one participant to another for 
action, according to a set of procedural rules as in ( Fischer, 2000), (Aalst & Akhil, 2003). 
Processes have associated resources, in terms of participants and invoked applications. In 
turn these resources may have extended descriptions in terms of the organizational model, 
and application environment respectively. Validation of the process usually requires the 
knowledge of a domain expert on the underlying business rules, business process logic and 
many types of local constraints in (Sadiq et al., 2004). Manual validation for any reasonably 
complex process models is complex and hard to achieve with an adequate dose of accuracy. 
Furthermore, it is unrealistic to assume that domain experts would also carry expert 
knowledge on process modeling. One can expect that workflow designers and domain 
experts would typically be disjoint but collaborating users of the process technology. The 
validation, like structural verification is not intended to provide guarantees on the 
correctness and/or completeness of the process model against business requirements. It is 
rather intended to support the process modeling activity, by providing smart tools for cross 
checking process and activity properties, and identifying potential conflicting and 
redundant elements in the specification, thereby boosting user confidence in the deployment 
of the process model.  
The areas like inter-organizational cooperation and virtual enterprises require new solutions 
due to the high dynamics in their interrelations. Since the process perspective has been 
within the center of interest, workflow management systems (WFMS) have had a revival in 
the context of the development of distributed applications. Most of the commercially 
available workflow management systems do not offer sufficient flexibility for distributed 
organizations that participate in the global market. These systems have rigid, centralized 
architectures that do not operate across multiple platforms (Purvis et al., 2004). 
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Modeling processes and workflow for complex systems constitutes a challenge for 
designers. The resources that are used in systems are in limited amounts and these must be 
shared between the processes and workflow instances activities.  
Due to the complexity of real systems are needed more and sophisticated models. The multi 
agent models are widely used in order to use in an efficient manner the information, based 
on the reasoning of intelligent agents. The roles and their usage play an important place in 
the models with agents in the design of workflows. 
Our considerations refer to the need of a data base in that the workflow constituents: 
instances and activities must be represented in a data base and also their time evolution. 
We intend to propose a model for resource representation and allocation and as conclusion 
propose considerations concerning the design of processes, workflows and workflow 
management systems. 

2. Integration requirements 
A single work system or a single actor within a work system does not have the necessary 
knowledge, resources, and capability to solve such complex problem as is the integration. 
As a general goal is to integrate different work systems in order to solve the problems that 
span multiple work systems, coordinating the goals, tasks and resources of multiple work 
systems in order to achieve the overall system goals.  
The main integration requirements are: work systems integration, data integration and 
technology integration and in addition to providing task and decision support within 
individual work systems.  
The work systems integration is concerned with the key organizational aspects of goals, 
tasks of business processes, actors and resources. Work systems integration, considered as 
being coordination involves structuring workflow, allocating tasks and resources to actors, 
sharing resources, managing interdependencies (or simply dependencies) between tasks, 
resources and actors, and enabling communication across multiple work systems. The 
coordination as managing dependencies between activities if there are no interdependencies 
among activities then is no need for coordination in the system, as in (Malone & Crowston, 
1994).  
The coordination perspectives: managing dependencies, managing workflow and managing 
communication among various work systems use adequate analysis and modeling 
techniques. 

3. Previous works 
Concerning the coordination, many models were developed. The dependency perspective, 
which presumes that coordination problems are caused in the first place by 
interdependencies among various organizational actors, tasks, and resources, and that an 
effective coordination system should address and resolve these mutual interdependencies. 
For the dependency perspective were developed many models between we mention: Actor 
Dependency Model (Yu & Mylopoulus, 1996) and Dependency Network Diagrams that 
allow representing the essential elements of inter-organizational relationships based on 
resource dependency theory (Tillquist et al., 2002).  
The Role Activity Diagrams (RAD) are presented in (Ould, 1995), as a set of graphic 
notations for modeling business processes these were frequently used. The RAD technique 
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represents a business process into a set of interacting roles. Each of these roles and group 
activities together might be carried out by a person, group or machine i.e., an actor or an 
agent. Roles have constructs to depict concurrent or parallel behaviors. They act in parallel 
and communicate and synchronize through interactions. RAD is essentially a state-based 
modeling technique and actions and interactions of a role move it from the current state to a 
new state. 
The Workflow Intelligent Business Object (WIBO) approach can model and implement a 
workflow with intelligence, autonomy, collaboration and cooperation (Fakas & Karakostas, 
1999). The workflow is modeled as a collection of interacting business objects that are able to 
manage themselves. These objects belong to meta-level classes or types: process, role, actor 
and resources. eXchangeable Routing Language (XRL), based on XML, is a language 
developed to support seamless routing of inter-organizational workflow (Aalst & Akhil, 
2003). Most workflow modeling techniques lack capabilities to capture different aspects of a 
workflow system such as data, process and organization (resources) in a single consistent 
view (Bajaj & Ram, 2002). In (Basu & Blanning, 2000) was proposed a framework that 
integrates the informational, functional, and organizational perspectives of the workflow in 
a single model and in (Bajaj & Ram, 2002) was proposed State–Entity–Activity–Model using 
set theory. 
A major problem is that of the ontology in every domain (Kishore et al., 2004). In (Fox et al., 
1998) was proposed an organizational ontology for enterprise modeling. An organization is 
a set of constraints on the activities performed by organizational agents. An agent plays one 
or more roles. Each role is defined with a set of goals that the role is created to fulfill and is 
allocated with proper authority at the level that the role can achieve its goals. Agents 
perform activities in the organization, each of which may consume resources and there is a 
set of constraints that constrain agent activities. An agent can also be a member of a team set 
up in response to a special task, possesses skills and has a set of communication links that 
specify the other agents in the organization with who it can communicate.  
In the IBIS model presented in (Kishore et al., 2006), the business enterprise has of a number 
of work systems each of which has been assigned certain goals to achieve that are derived 
from enterprise goals. The business enterprise can be a single business organization or it can 
be an extended, networked, or virtual organization or a strategic alliance consisting in a 
number of interacting partner firms who wish to integrate some of their work systems. Each 
work system contains multiple actors who are assigned sub-goals derived from work 
system goals, and who perform a number of tasks using some resources to achieve their 
goals, and in the process use or create some information objects. Accomplishment of actor 
goals contributes to the accomplishment of work system goals, which in turn contributes to 
the accomplishment of enterprise goals.  
The above models and constructs include goals, roles, agents (actors), activities or tasks as 
components of processes, interactions, workflow, resources, data, and interdependencies. As 
was stated in (Kishore et al., 2006), the MAS paradigm provides an approach and suitable 
mechanisms for developing integrative business information systems to achieve the goal of 
creating an integrated enterprise.  
In  (Kishore et al., 2006), was proposed a conceptual framework for multi-agent-based 
integrative business information systems; was identified a minimal set of orthogonal 
ontological constructs in (Kishore et al., 2003) and (Sowa, 2000) that are central to the multi-
agent-based integrative business information systems bounded discourse universe. In 
(Kishore et al., 2004) was given an approach of minimal ontological commitment and tried 
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integrative business information systems; was identified a minimal set of orthogonal 
ontological constructs in (Kishore et al., 2003) and (Sowa, 2000) that are central to the multi-
agent-based integrative business information systems bounded discourse universe. In 
(Kishore et al., 2004) was given an approach of minimal ontological commitment and tried 
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to identify those ontological constructs that are essential for conceptual analysis and 
modeling of multi-agent-based integrative business information systems. 

4. Workflow modeling 
The commercial community defined and standardized workflow languages that at least 
hold the potential of interoperability. Typical workflow scenarios include document 
lifecycle management, internal application workflow and business process management. A 
number of engines have been developed which revolve around well established protocols 
such as BPEL, BPEL4WS, XLANG, WSFL and many others. The Figure 1 illustrates the 
considerations based on the meta-model defined in (WfMC, 1999). 
 

 
Fig. 1. Process instance state transitions meta-model 
The activities that compose the process/workflow instances can gain various states and 
change each other during process instance. Activity state evolves as is illustrated in Fig. 2 
(WfMC, 1999).   
 

 
Fig. 2. Activity instance state transitions meta-model 
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interactions, supporting long running business transaction and providing consistent 
exception handling. These languages use many protocols and standards that allow 
representing the Business process management both inside and between the organizations, 
as is shown in Fig. 3. Web Services are frequently used in Workflow design in order to allow 
an expressive dynamic of the real processes (Papazoglu, 2008). Web services are not 
implemented in a monolithic manner, but rather represent a collection of several related 
technologies illustrated in Fig. 3.  
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Fig. 3. Standards used for Business Process Management 

Using Enterprise Application Integration technologies (EAI) companies share their 
information in distributed information systems and try to automate their Workflow 
Management Systems (WfMSs). Workflows are commonly modeled as activity diagrams. 
This approach to workflow modeling is called Activity-Based Workflow Modeling (AWM). 
An activity diagram comprises a set of discrete actions and the relationships among them.  
One fundamental characteristic of activity diagrams is that all actions are treated equal 
regardless of real differences in their nature. For example, some actions are user-initiated 
while others may be system-generated notifications or triggers. Yet other actions may be 
business rule executions, often referred to in the AWM literature as automatic actions. 
Another approach to workflow modeling is Contextual Workflow Modeling (CWM) 
(Nguyen, 2009).  CWM is centered on a modified finite state machine running strictly in the 
context of a data environment. The data environment isolates the state machine such that 
the only way to effect a change in the running status of the state machine is through 
modifications to the data environment. Instead of focusing on the actions as in the case of 
AWM, CWM is primarily concerned with how the outcome of an action impacts the data 
environment. CWM is a rule-based system where all workflow events, ranging from state 
activation to participant assignments, are driven by user-defined business rules. These rules 
operate on data drawn from the data environment and form the bridge connecting the data 
environment to the state machine. On the other hand, the combination of the current 
workflow status and the participant roles determines who has the privilege and 
responsibility to modify which part of the data environment. The CWM approach provides 
a uniform mechanism through which external actors, whether human users or information 
systems, interact with the workflow model. There is no artificial distinction of user actions 
versus system actions in how they impact the data environment, and consequently the 
workflow status. As a result, integration and interchangeability of the different actor types 
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operate on data drawn from the data environment and form the bridge connecting the data 
environment to the state machine. On the other hand, the combination of the current 
workflow status and the participant roles determines who has the privilege and 
responsibility to modify which part of the data environment. The CWM approach provides 
a uniform mechanism through which external actors, whether human users or information 
systems, interact with the workflow model. There is no artificial distinction of user actions 
versus system actions in how they impact the data environment, and consequently the 
workflow status. As a result, integration and interchangeability of the different actor types 
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are much more seamless than in the AWM approach. CWM represents a departure from the 
typical AWM approach. By switching the modeling focus from actions to states and their 
driving business rules and by deriving action requirements dynamically from the workflow 
data content, CWM puts tremendous expressive power in the hands of the business process 
architect, allowing him to capture nuances that are simply beyond the reach of AWM. 
Workflow models in CWM tend to be streamlined, with the different action types organized 
logically according to their semantics. The semantic structure of CWM enhances 
comprehension of complex processes by giving analysts a top-level overview of a workflow 
and allowing them to drill down into particular areas of the workflow as necessary. 
Workflow systems are driven by the process models, which describe the workflow process. 
Workflow patterns were deeply analyzed and some main features are given in (van der 
Aalst & ter Hofstede, 2002). Adaptive workflows have been discussed for many years and 
many people have described what should be done (van der Aalst, 2001). Were proposed 
techniques to manage adaptability and only a small number of actual implementations have 
been made that tackle some aspects of adaptability. Transferring running work cases to a 
new model is still a difficult issue. Some adaptability can be provided by manual transfer of 
tokens in the new process model (van der Aalst & ter Hofstede, 2002). In (Purvis et al., 2004) 
was developed an agent-enhanced WfMS, where the work associated with running a WfMS 
has been partitioned among various collaborating agents that are interacting with each other 
by following standard agent communication protocols. The proposed model is developed in 
JBees and uses a CPN execution tool.  
The architecture of proposed model from (Purvis et al., 2004) is illustrated in the Fig. 4. 
 

 
Fig. 4. The architecture of JBees 
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The flexibilities of workflow system enable to provide the support for distribution, 
adaptability, monitoring and controlling of processes. JBees supports the inter-
organizational cooperation through the distribution of process. 

5. Multi-agent systems 
Multi-agent system can be considered a system that is composed of multiple autonomous 
agents and has the following characteristics presented in (Sowa, 2000), (Jennings et al., 1998) 
and (Aerts et al., 2002): (a) each agent has incomplete information or capabilities for solving 
the problem and, thus, has a limited viewpoint; (b) there is no global systems control; (c) 
data are decentralized; (d) computation is asynchronous.  
An intelligent agent is autonomous, reactive, proactive, and social (Wooldridge, 2002). 
Agents are able to decide whether or not to execute an action after receiving requests (Yu & 
Mylopoulus, 1996).  
In an agent-based system, agents use a common language with agent-independent 
semantics. There are different types of messages an agent can receive, and the agent is able 
to evaluate the received messages and decide what actions to perform. There are many 
agent communication languages between us mention KQML (Finin et al., 1995). Agent 
communication languages support several ways for agents to communicate, including direct 
communication, middle agent-mediated communication and broadcast. 
Many coordination techniques have been developed in the intelligent agent and MAS 
literature. The coordination techniques include organizational structuring, metalevel 
information exchanging, multi-agent planning, contract net, negotiation, and market 
mechanisms depending on the domain were the agents are used. In (Kishore et al., 2006) is 
given a synthesis of developed technologies and their key constructs.  
In (Yu & Schmid, 1999) is proposed a conceptual framework for agent-oriented and role-
based workflow modeling. A workflow is viewed as a collection of agents interacting with 
others when they have interdependencies. The workflow is modeled a set of roles, which are 
further defined in terms of goals, qualifications, obligations, permissions and protocols. 
Interactions among roles are governed by protocols.  
Roles are then assigned to agents based on the evaluation of qualification and capabilities. 
Once a role is assigned to an agent, the agent inherits the obligations and permissions 
specified in that role. Coordination of workflow is achieved by communication among 
agents. In (Sikora & Shaw, 1998) and (Sikora & Shaw, 2002) the enterprise information 
system is considered as consisting of multiple agents with different functionalities, and 
develop representational formalisms, coordination mechanisms, and control schemes 
necessary for integrating heterogeneous agents while meeting such performance criteria as 
overall effectiveness, efficiency, responsiveness and robustness. Based on a formal analysis, 
the same authors propose an agent-based framework for enterprise integration. In the 
framework, each process is modeled as an autonomous agent, which has its own well-
defined goals and objectives. In (Jennings, 2001) and (Jennings, 2001) the business process is 
viewed as a community of negotiating agents. Was proposed the Advanced Decision 
Environment for Process Tasks (ADEPT) for conceptualizing, designing and implementing 
business process management systems. 
Many of the following considerations are similar with those from (Kishore et al., 2006). In 
(Kishore et al., 2006), were presented conceptual similarities between integrated business 
enterprises and multi-agent systems in terms of their goal orientation (i.e., problem-solving 
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The flexibilities of workflow system enable to provide the support for distribution, 
adaptability, monitoring and controlling of processes. JBees supports the inter-
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5. Multi-agent systems 
Multi-agent system can be considered a system that is composed of multiple autonomous 
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and (Aerts et al., 2002): (a) each agent has incomplete information or capabilities for solving 
the problem and, thus, has a limited viewpoint; (b) there is no global systems control; (c) 
data are decentralized; (d) computation is asynchronous.  
An intelligent agent is autonomous, reactive, proactive, and social (Wooldridge, 2002). 
Agents are able to decide whether or not to execute an action after receiving requests (Yu & 
Mylopoulus, 1996).  
In an agent-based system, agents use a common language with agent-independent 
semantics. There are different types of messages an agent can receive, and the agent is able 
to evaluate the received messages and decide what actions to perform. There are many 
agent communication languages between us mention KQML (Finin et al., 1995). Agent 
communication languages support several ways for agents to communicate, including direct 
communication, middle agent-mediated communication and broadcast. 
Many coordination techniques have been developed in the intelligent agent and MAS 
literature. The coordination techniques include organizational structuring, metalevel 
information exchanging, multi-agent planning, contract net, negotiation, and market 
mechanisms depending on the domain were the agents are used. In (Kishore et al., 2006) is 
given a synthesis of developed technologies and their key constructs.  
In (Yu & Schmid, 1999) is proposed a conceptual framework for agent-oriented and role-
based workflow modeling. A workflow is viewed as a collection of agents interacting with 
others when they have interdependencies. The workflow is modeled a set of roles, which are 
further defined in terms of goals, qualifications, obligations, permissions and protocols. 
Interactions among roles are governed by protocols.  
Roles are then assigned to agents based on the evaluation of qualification and capabilities. 
Once a role is assigned to an agent, the agent inherits the obligations and permissions 
specified in that role. Coordination of workflow is achieved by communication among 
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system is considered as consisting of multiple agents with different functionalities, and 
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orientation). In an integrated enterprise, actors interact with each other in a number of work 
systems in a highly coordinated manner to achieve their own and shared goals, thereby 
contributing to the work system and thereby overall enterpriser goals.  
A multi-agent system is similar to an integrated enterprise because it is essentially a 
community of autonomous and problem solving agents who interact in computer network 
systems in a coordinated manner to achieve their own and shared goals. Therefore, in terms 
of the goal construct, the MAS paradigm is suitable for modeling and developing integrated 
enterprise applications. 
The MAS paradigm is suitable approach for modeling integrative business information 
systems because unlike any other paradigm, agents in the MAS paradigm come closest to 
mimicking the characteristics of human actors in business organizations: those of 
intelligence, adaptive problem solving behavior, sociability and autonomy. The actors 
within multiple work systems in an integrated enterprise need to be coordinated to manage 
and resolve interdependencies between tasks they perform and resources they use during 
the course of performance of their tasks. Interaction (or communication) among actors, and 
therefore among work systems, is a fundamental concept for integrating work systems as it 
is one of the basic means for coordinating activities of actors and for resolving resource 
dependencies in an integrated business enterprise.  
Interaction is also a fundamental concept in the MAS paradigm as agents 
interact/communicate one another to share resources, check for task/goal accomplishment, 
check for availability of other agents for performing certain tasks, negotiate prices and 
timelines, subcontract tasks to other agents, decide upon future courses of action, etc. 
Activities (or tasks) are also fundamental to the MAS because both actors in human 
organizations and agents in multi-agent communities perform tasks in order to accomplish 
their own and organizational/system goals. The notion of workflow is also central to the 
MAS paradigms because a coordinated flow of activities (work) performed by various 
actors/agents and it is necessary for achieving organizational/system goals.  
Information is obviously a key construct in MAS domains. A variety of information is 
required for actors in business enterprises to perform their assigned tasks in order 
accomplish their goals. Information exchanges also take place between actors within and 
across work systems in integrated business enterprises as part of their interactions to 
coordinate their activities and resources. The same is the case with multi-agent systems. 
Agents within MAS also use information to perform tasks and exchange information with 
other agents as part of their interactions. Therefore, from the perspective of interactions, 
activities, workflow and information, the MAS paradigm is quite appropriate for the 
modeling and development of integrated system applications. 
The concept of resources is a very important construct in integrative business information 
systems. Resources within business organizations are always finite, and one of the key goals 
of any business organization is to optimize on resource requirement and utilization to 
contribute directly to the profitability goal of the organization. When resources are 
distributed across multiple work systems, improving resource utilization requires their 
effective coordination for solving resource dependencies and sharing resources across 
multiple work systems. Thus, resources of a wide variety (e.g., technical skills, 
documentation, plant and equipment, computer systems, utilities, consumable supplies, 
tools, etc.) need to be explicitly modeled in integrative business information systems. 
Resources are also a key construct in the MAS paradigm as agents contend for and consume 
finite computational resources such as memory, processor time, communication bandwidth, 
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etc. While the types of resources that agents in the MAS paradigm normally deal with are 
comparatively limited as compared to business enterprises, any type of physical or 
intellectual resource can be easily modeled using the MAS paradigm. Thus, the MAS 
paradigm appears to be suitable for modeling of integrated application systems from the 
perspective of resources as well. 
The role has been used as a construct in many modeling techniques, for abstracting the 
tasks/activities that need to be performed by real human actors to achieve certain goals. 
These abstract roles are then assigned to real human actors who are expected to perform tasks 
(activities) included in these roles definition to achieve the goals the roles are designed to 
accomplish. While the MAS paradigm does not specifically deal with the notion of roles, it 
can be readily implemented by assigning abstract roles to intelligent agents within the MAS 
which are similar in a number of ways to human agents. Thus, from the perspective of roles 
as well, the MAS paradigm provides a suitable approach for modeling and implementation 
of integrated system applications. Also in (Kishore et al., 2006), was presented multi-agent-
based integrative business information systems (MIBIS) and for it were proposed the 
following ontological constructs required for modeling systems in the MIBIS discourse 
universe: agent, role, goal, interaction, task, resource, information and knowledge. Every 
ontological construct was analyzed and motivated. Based on the above considerations, the 
MAS systems paradigm is suited for modeling and implementing a wide variety of 
integrative business information systems and also for workflow execution and modeling. 

6. Agents and Roles in design of BPs and Wfs 
The agent technology has been used in different ways. From a conceptual perspective 
workflows can be enhanced through the agent concept.  
Agents offer a natural way to deal with open environments and are therefore of particular 
benefit for distributed systems. In some cases the agents fulfill particular roles that are 
required by different tasks in the workflow. In these cases the existing workflow is used to 
structure the coordination of these agents (Jennings et al., 2000), (Nissen, 2000).  
An example of this approach is the work by M. Nissen in designing a set of agents to 
perform activities associated with the supply chain process in the area of e-commerce 
(Nissen , 2000). In other cases, the agents have been used as part of the infrastructure 
associated with the WfMS itself in order to create an agent-enhanced WfMS (Wang & Wang, 
2002), (Stormer, 2001). These agents provide an open system with loosely coupled 
components, which provides more flexibility than the traditional systems. Some researchers 
have combined both of these approaches.  
In (Purvis et al., 2004), an agent-based WfMS is used in conjunction with specialized agents 
that provide appropriate application-related services. We have taken the latter approach 
which provides sufficient flexibility required for a dynamic and adaptive system.  
In (Reese et al., 2005) was developed a model that fragments the workflows for distributed 
execution with supporting protocols and architecture. This architecture is agent orientated, 
its formal basis is provided by Petri nets with a specific tool support. It allows the splitting 
of workflows into arbitrary fragments. These fragments, encapsulated by agents, are treated 
again as workflows and they can be executed at different locations using different workflow 
enactment systems, which are the conceptual platforms of the agents. Is provided a concept 
for a distributed and concurrent workflow management system, based on the FIPA 
compliant agent framework CAPA. The architecture is sketched in the Fig. 5. 
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etc. While the types of resources that agents in the MAS paradigm normally deal with are 
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Many specific techniques as input-process-output techniques, conversation-based 
techniques, and techniques based on role modeling, system thinking and system dynamics 
techniques, and constraint based representations techniques are used in BP modeling. 
Among these techniques, those based on role modeling have the advantage of supporting 
the well-known separation of duties principle (SoD) (Saidani & Nurcan, 2006).  
The concept of role not only allows underlining the responsibility of each actor and reflects 
the organizational structure but also improves the understanding of the way responsibilities 
are achieved. Adopting role based methods to model BPs is useful, particularly if they are 
flexible enough to meet BP flexibility requirements, especially organizational, functional and 
operational requirements (Saidani & Nurcan, 2006).  
 

 
Fig. 5. The architecture of model proposed in (Reese et al., 2005) 

The flexibility can be defined as the capacity of making a compromise between, first, satisfying, 
rapidly and easily, the business requirements in terms of adaptability when organizational, 
functional and/or operational changes occur; and, second, keeping effectiveness. 
One of the main objectives of companies is to better and more quickly meet with the 
customer’s requirements. In a changing environment, assuming that participants will 
always act as predefined is inaccurate, because it limits their autonomy and flexibility when 
changes make inapplicable some predefined conditions. The delegation concept is used in 
order to fulfill these requirements. Delegation is often defined as a substitution mechanism 
of all or a subset of the actor roles to one or more other actors. No actor can delegate a piece 
of role. However, in many cases an actor may want to delegate some missions from his/her 
role. What is more, in some cases, role-to-role delegation is needed. A flexible delegation 
model requires multiple forms of delegation, and supports flexible role, mission and 
operational goal level delegation.  
The purpose of the separation of duties (SoD) is a policy to ensure that failures of omission or 
commission within an organization are caused only by collusion among individuals and, 
therefore, are riskier and less likely, and that chances of collusion are minimized by assigning 
individuals of different skills or divergent interests to separate tasks (Gligor et al., 1998). 
In (Saidani & Nurcan, 2006) is detailed a model that allows to emphasize the flexibility in BP 
modeling and that will be sketched in the followings. The mission from (Saidani & Nurcan, 
2006) is in our view the same as the task. Organizations can be viewed as being structured as 
networks of BPs in order to achieve their business goals. BP can be first analyzed in term of 
roles played by actors and holding tasks (missions). During the execution of a BP, actors 
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perform tasks (missions) that specify the responsibilities and the work included in swim-
lines in classical activity-oriented representation formalisms. During the execution of a BP, it 
is an actor who performs operations. Organization’s roles and tasks (missions) are usually 
more static than actors and operations are. The central concepts are the role and the mission. 
A role is a semantic construct about which business rules and other concepts can be 
formulated. It can represent competency to realize particular missions, an engineer, and can 
embody authority and responsibility, a project supervisor. 
 

 
Fig. 6. The proposed model from (Saidani & Nurcan, 2006) 
In Fig. 6 each actor belongs to at least one organizational unit and is assigned to appropriate 
roles based on his responsibilities and qualifications. The concept of task (mission) serves as 
a link between roles and operations: A task (mission) is defined as a collection of operational 
goals satisfied by achieving operations. A task (mission) can comprise several operational 
goals because it is not achieved performing straightforward and continuous operations 
without any interaction with other roles. The set of operations allowing a role (played by an 
actor during the process occurrence) to achieve an operational goal can be specified as an 
activity. The specificities of the model consist in the followings: (i) is defined the piece of 
responsibility of a role in the intentional level (operational goal), (ii) goes deeply in the 
specification of this operational goal (dealt with as a black box in usual workflow 
formalisms), and finally,  
(iii) specifies the operations which performance acts on the business objects and allows 
achieving the operational goal. 
Constraints on the relationships defining flexibility and Constraints in delegation model are 
representative in flexibility management. In order to deal effectively with the BP flexibility, 
relationships between the concepts (Fig. 7) should be controlled to ensure the usability of the 
provided flexibility mechanism. The figure Fig. 7 illustrates the model. 
As a major constraint on the relationships between the concepts is the constraint controlling 
separation of duties: separation of duties is a business technique trying to minimize fraud by 
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dispersing the authority and responsibility for an action over multiples actors. This can be 
ensured by defining mutually disjoint actor-to-role assignments with respect to sets of roles. 
 

 
Fig. 7. Constraints for the control mechanism 

Constraints can apply to actor-to-role, mission-to-role and operational-goal-omission 
assignments. They can limit, for instance, the number of members or missions of a role or 
the number of operational goals for a mission. Constraints can also apply to processes, and 
to talked-part-in and participates relationships associated with a BP. Constraints on BPs can 
limit the number of occurrences of a BP in which an actor can realize missions 
simultaneously. Constraints can precise if an actor or a role may participate to multiple 
business processes at the same time. 

7. Reengineering failed workflows 
In (Cicortas et al., 2006) and (Cicortas & Iordan, 2009a) was proposed a model that is based 
on a multi-agent system. The workflow and its constituents are preserved in a data base. 
Workflows especially for business processes are generally in a very high dynamic. So during 
the execution the state of the system and also of the workflow can change, or can fail. 
Whereas the system state is stable the workflow can evolve but while in some state the 
system changes in an unpredictable way the workflow will encounter particular cases 
(states) that were not developed. In such cases the workflow must be able to adapt to the 
new conditions. During the execution of an activity, of a workflow instance, a failure of the 
activity can appear. In this case the workflow will be stopped and its reply can be done, in 
the actual circumstances, or can be done only from its beginning.  
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As was stated in (Cicortas et al., 2006) we propose a model that allows using a multi-agent 
system that will be able to manage the failures in the execution of the workflow instances. 
For being able to do that, we need to develop some specific concepts and use an appropriate 
data bases. In (Cicortas et al., 2006) were given details that concern the activities and their 
results that eventually can be reused in the case of the reply of the workflow instance 
execution. For every activity it is needed some specific information that will be used in the 
case of a reply of the instance execution, after a failure. The information concerning the 
activity is placed into the Workflow Data Base (WfDB). The entity in this data base is the 
activity. Also for every workflow instance a specific data base it is needed, Workflow 
Instance Data Base (WfIDB), here the entity is the workflow instance. Due to the space of 
paper limitations some of the basic attributes of entities from the previous data bases are not 
given. The relation between the entities of WfDB and WfIDB can be easy imagined.  
The Fig. 8 shows the proposed databases and the interaction of the agents with these data 
bases (Cicortas & Iordan, 2009a). 
The multi-agent system (MAS) that is able to analyze the workflow instance that was 
blocked and based on its state to redesign the reminded part of the workflow instance that 
will be executed. This analysis must decide for every activity that its result can be or not can 
be used in the conditions that allow it, if we dispose for appropriate information. In a 
workflow, we have some activities whose result is in one of the following categories: the 
activity result can be retained and in future can be used, we can say it is “persistent”; the 
activity result is volatile in future, it does not be used, if we want the activity result in the 
future, we must reply it; the activity result has affected the real system state and the system 
state must be restored in the case if we want to replay this activity we must remove this 
“effect”. If the workflow fails, then it fails due some activity that it failed.  
The previous Workflow activities were executed and based on their result as previous analysis 
was done, we can find the activities whose results are reusable and are persistent. In the case of 
the replay of the Workflow we must make an analysis that: restores the activities that were 
affected in some way the system state, find the activities that have reusable and persistent 
results, reconstruct a new Workflow with the remained activities and reusable results. (The 
problem is that on every parallel branch we must have a reusable result). In the following we 
propose the steps that will allow constructing and using our proposed model:  
a. For every activity the designer must decide if it has remanent result and the way that 

allow identifying and storing it;  
b. For all activities it will specify if its result is volatile or the effect of the activity on the 

overall system, in the sense that it must be discarded (example: updating data bases 
with the cancellation of the activity effects).  

c. During the execution of a workflow instance will be recorded in a data base, the activities 
(their results if there is in the case of the remanence) as soon as these are executed.  

d. When a workflow instance fails due of an activity failure, then an analysis is done and it 
concerns the effects of activities on the system state; the last activities with remanent 
results will be retained. A mechanism for finding on every branch these remanent 
activities is required.  

e. After the previous step when the workflow instance must be replied, a new variant of 
the workflow instance is constructed as follows: as input locations that enter in a 
transition are the locations of activities with remanent results (as it was given in 
(Cicortas et al. 2006)).  

f. The new workflow instance that was constructed in the previous step can be started.  
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Fig. 8. Interaction of the agents with data bases 

The agents of the proposed MAS act after the workflow was described as it was previous 
stated (i.e. a workflow description in that the activities were described).  
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In the case of a workflow instance failure the Analyzer Agent, make the analysis as follows: 
(a) all the activities on the every parallel branch are specified and their results are available; 
(b) for all the activities that affect the overall system state prepares their cancellation actions; 
(c) redesigns the new workflow instance.  
The Environmental Agent executes the cancellation activities. The Effective Agent negotiates 
the conditions for the execution of the new instance of the workflow and launches it in 
execution. Decision for modelling is based on process complexity, failure of activities that 
can fail only the activity and “suspend” the process or fail all the process. The problem is to 
identify the reply of the process and its implications. Done to the process complexity the 
solution can be: restart the process from the beginning or reply the process from one of the 
previous “valid” states before its failure under some conditions. Needs for replies in a 
failure case are: (a) every activity must have specified its type concerning its result 
(persistent, affect the environment, insignificant); (b) during the execution every activity 
recalls somewhere (in a data base) its result and this result can be used depending of activity 
type in the future (if the activity is of reusable type). (Cicortas & Iordan, 2009b). 
The Fig. 9 shows in short our proposal (Cicortas & Iordan, 2009a). 
 

 
Fig. 9. The flow of actions 

8. Conclusions 
As was stated in the above considerations, we consider that as a main goal that argues and 
motivates the usage of MAS and the ontology constructs, are the following: 
a. the dependency modeling, that supports goal dependencies, task dependencies, and 

resource dependencies. Here we outline that the same role must execute many tasks 
and the role can be played by the same agent and at one time instant and we dispose 
only for one such agent (i.e., many tasks need in the same time instant the same role 
that can be played by the same agent). Some constraints concern the dependencies 
between the orders of tasks execution in this case. Here an intelligent analysis must be 
done and it justify the multi-agent concept; 

b. resource dependencies within and among roles and tasks can also be similarly captured 
and represented using the knowledge construct. The knowledge construct specifies 
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which task performed by a particular role requires what resources. The knowledge 
construct can also be used to model the contention of resources and availability of 
resources can be signaled using messages and this message flow information (e.g., what 
message should be expected and from whom when a required resource becomes 
available) can be modeled using the knowledge construct; 

c. the concurrency is mandatory and it is one of the main requirements in the area. The 
agents that will be used act in an independent manner and in the same time they must 
cooperate in order to attain their goals and the system objectives; 

d. new features are needed for the workflow engines that will allow the deal with the 
process dynamic and with the flexibility. 
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which task performed by a particular role requires what resources. The knowledge 
construct can also be used to model the contention of resources and availability of 
resources can be signaled using messages and this message flow information (e.g., what 
message should be expected and from whom when a required resource becomes 
available) can be modeled using the knowledge construct; 

c. the concurrency is mandatory and it is one of the main requirements in the area. The 
agents that will be used act in an independent manner and in the same time they must 
cooperate in order to attain their goals and the system objectives; 

d. new features are needed for the workflow engines that will allow the deal with the 
process dynamic and with the flexibility. 
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1. Introduction 
1.1 A complex nature of software testing 
Software testing is a fundamental component in the development of high-quality software.  
Research shows that 30-60% of the resources that are devoted to software development are 
focused on testing (Paradiso, 2001; Perry, 2006).  Because of this major use of resources and 
the fact that results that are achieved are often less than adequate, specialists are dissatisfied 
with the current situation, and they are looking for ways of improving the testing process. 
Causes which are often cited in relation to these problems include delays in the launch of 
testing, a lack of time, a shortage of specialists, and a lack of professionalism in testing. This 
is due to the fact that specialists from the business with poor IT knowledge are increasingly 
being put to work as testers, while other IT specialists are not available. There is also a 
shortage of budget for a proper testing environment, the necessary tools, and the wages of 
the necessary specialists. 
Authors consider that the roots of many problems are found in the complex nature of testing 
processes. Software testing is a process which can be viewed as a complex system. This 
allows us to better understand the nature of software testing and to look for more non-
traditional approaches toward the restructuring of the process.  Our initial goal is to find 
ways of reducing the complexity of testing. That would make it possible to do the work 
far more efficiently, to reduce the necessary resources, and to improve the quality of the 
testing. 

1.2 Looking at sociotechnical system by MAS design principles 
The testing of software as system is a sociotechnical system. It includes the software, the 
testers, and the environment in which the testing occurs – the testware, additional software, 
hardware, and the necessary infrastructure (Joslyn & Rocha, 2000). The main element for the 
testing is the software system under test, along with the people who are doing the testing. 
Testing as system can be considered as a complex system, because it consists of a large number 
of interacting components (agents, processes, etc.), with a large number of interactions and 
whose aggregate activity not always is derivable from the summations of the activity of 
individual components (Sherard & Mostashari, 2009). Complex systems can be described with 
a multi-agent model (Boccara, 2004; Russel & Norvig, 2003; Shoham & Leyton-Brown, 2009).   
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hardware, and the necessary infrastructure (Joslyn & Rocha, 2000). The main element for the 
testing is the software system under test, along with the people who are doing the testing. 
Testing as system can be considered as a complex system, because it consists of a large number 
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Multi-agent models and the architectures which are based upon them are used to design 
software which, in a simplified way, copies or simulates real-world objects and their 
behaviour.  Designers of models mostly choose issues that are of fundamental importance to 
complex systems from the real world, and they represent a simplification of those systems.   
In testing, as in other complex processes, organisation of the process is of critical importance 
so that the resources which come from the internal abilities and knowledge of the system 
can be used efficiently and so that we can adequately adapt these to the surrounding 
environment. Accordingly, we propose that more attention has to be paid to those 
organisational principles that are important in establishing multi-agent models to improve 
the management of testing processes.  This approach may help to observe many important 
issues which we fail to notice in daily routine situations because of the complexity of the 
relevant system. 
A great deal of long-term research has been done to identify the main issues of complex 
systems and to understand the most important principles on which they operate.  The 
results have served as a foundation for various theories and methodologies which allow us 
to put together the model of a complex system.  This is a simplified model of real life, 
maintaining only the most critical aspects that are needed to simulate that which occurs in 
reality.  This involves transformation from the real world to an artificial model which can be 
used for several purposes, for instance, to design software. 
We propose more seriously use approach which is based on the usage of knowledge about 
operation of complex system crystallized in the model as basis of evolving of complex 
system in the real world. The model covers the most important principles of the real world.  
If a complex system does not function with sufficient effectiveness, then model that  bases 
on studies of effective systems can serve as an example for the level toward which the 
complex system should be evolved. The model can show not just the most important 
elements of the new system, but also undirectly points to unimportant things which the 
tester should get rid of lest the resources of the system be overburdened.  This must be done 
carefully, however, because it is possible that the model does not take into account some key 
aspects that are necessary for the full and proper functioning of the system. 
The approach toward the improvement of testing processes that we are considering here is 
just an example of how the principles of multi-agent system modeling can be brought to 
bear.  This could apply to many situations in which it is necessary to address complicated 
problems related to the active and important participation of individuals.  Here is the core 
question for such research:  “How can human organisational principles be used for multi-
agent architectures?” We have already noted here that we have chosen the opposite 
direction:  “How can the architecture of a multi-agent system and the principles whereby 
that architecture is developed be used in order to organise the processes of real-life complex 
systems in a better way?” 
One of the problems here is that there are comparatively few specialists who are familiar 
with the theories of complex systems and the ways in which they can be modeled. This 
applies to the modeling of multi-agent systems, as well.  Developers or testers will not use 
methodologies which they don’t understand and with respect to which they don’t have the 
necessary skills.  This means that the use of MAS modeling principles must be introduced 
gradually, beginning with the simplest elements.  Models meant for the design of intelligent 
software are usually too complicated for non-specialists in the area of multi-agents.  
Preference, therefore, must be given to those models which can characterise a complex 
system or multi-agent system at the conceptual level.  The existing situation in the industry, 
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however, is one in which at least initially, the establishment of the model can be an informal 
process – even just a mental model in the brain of the person who is organising the testing if 
he or she does not wish to write it down (Sheard & Mostashari, 2009). 

1.3 Managing of system complexity to evolve 
A testing process is changing a great deal over the course of time.  The software that is being 
tested is changing, as growing its level of readiness. There are be changes in the testing 
team, the testing environment, the tools that are brought to bear, the requirements that are 
applied, and the resources that are available during the period of testing of the newly 
developed software.  This means that testers must constantly adapt to new circumstances by 
choosing different testing methods and approaches.  That is why the testing model must 
evolve all the time in an iterative sense so that it is in line with reality.  For instance, let’s 
assume that we have multi-agent modeling principles that have been chosen and learned 
well or that have shown that they are no longer of use.  In that case, we introduce new 
principles or supplement the collection of existing ones so that the model is once again in 
line with the situation at hand. 
Because the system is constantly changing and the model has to be adjusted, the system in 
real life and the model should be more principle-based than rules-based inasmuch as this is 
possible. This ensures greater freedom for system elements, and the system can operate 
more effectively and securely whilst, at the same time, reacting in a better way to changes in 
its surrounding environment (Bar-Yam, 2003).  At each moment we must formulate a few 
principles that allow agents to gain new knowledge and to rearrange themselves in line with 
the next condition of the system in its planned route of evolution.  If testers understand the 
approach, then it is not necessary for them to be familiar with the model’s precise details.  It 
is enough for them to be aware of its most important elements, how they are linked, and 
how they operate.  Formalism becomes important when the need is to replace a human 
agent with a software agent, as well as to ensure the necessary relationships between people 
and their computers. 
We have observed that the divide-and-conquer principle, which is also known as 
decomposition, is not used to a sufficient degree.  The MAS modeling principles suggest 
that there be small agents so that their work can be primitive.  Larger jobs must be handled 
by groups of such primitive agents. The techniques, methods and activities of testing can be 
divided up into many smaller components, which make it possible to use the relevant 
testing resources more effectively. That particularly applies to the testers who are doing the 
basic work. 
In our approach, the complexity of the testing process is reduced and effectiveness is 
increased by managing a large number of agents (the skills of employees) and the primitive 
assignments that are a part of the multi-agent system model. It must be noted that reduction 
in complexity is a relative concept, because we actually reduce the complexity of only one 
aspect that is causing problems in terms of the further evolution of the system.  In fact, the 
overall complexity of the system may even increase.  The multi-agent model helps us to find 
weaknesses, and it offers suggestions as to how the situation can be improved – create new 
agents by training employees, improve planning and co-ordination among agents, or 
present primitive tasks which can be automated. We believe that testers who are familiar 
with the most important principles that are described in this chapter can apply them 
successfully in their work without the establishment of a formal model.  From here, we will 
sketch out ideas as to how MAS modeling principles can help to improve testing processes.  
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Multi-agent models and the architectures which are based upon them are used to design 
software which, in a simplified way, copies or simulates real-world objects and their 
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however, is one in which at least initially, the establishment of the model can be an informal 
process – even just a mental model in the brain of the person who is organising the testing if 
he or she does not wish to write it down (Sheard & Mostashari, 2009). 
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agent with a software agent, as well as to ensure the necessary relationships between people 
and their computers. 
We have observed that the divide-and-conquer principle, which is also known as 
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that there be small agents so that their work can be primitive.  Larger jobs must be handled 
by groups of such primitive agents. The techniques, methods and activities of testing can be 
divided up into many smaller components, which make it possible to use the relevant 
testing resources more effectively. That particularly applies to the testers who are doing the 
basic work. 
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in complexity is a relative concept, because we actually reduce the complexity of only one 
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These ideas are based on the practical work of the authors in the field of software testing, 
including teaching testing processes to others, and organising testing processes. 

2. Testing of software as a complex system 
2.1 Complexity of software testing 
The software that is being tested can be a complex system if it is made up of many 
autonomous, interlinked and collaborating components or services which are adapting to 
the environment in which their work is being done, the user who is doing the work, and the 
situation under which the work is progressing. For instance, such can be systems based on 
Service Oriented Architecture (Fiadeiro, 2007), as well as component-based software. The 
software is made up not of large, mutually integrated components, but instead of modular 
components among which there are many different ways of interaction. The complexity of 
software is determined not just by its structural or physiological complexity or its size.  Also 
of importance is the social complexity which emerges from the number and intricacy of 
interactions which involve autonomic components (Fiadeiro, 2007). The tested software can 
be used in a computer which already has an operating system, with all of the relevant 
components, and there can be testware or other software used by users during their work.  
The interaction of all of these elements within a computer is complicated and not always 
predictable. 
Testing processes are handled by people – testers, users and developers. Those who are a 
part of the testing team also establish a complex system. What is more, testing can involve 
several overlapping teams – testers, users and developers. There are links between these 
groups, but there are also links among the people themselves. Some people can be wearing 
different hats by being a part of different groups. 
Testing is a system of systems (SoS) because it includes several complex systems itself – the 
software that is being tested and the people who are involved in the process.  In practice, 
there are times when several software systems are tested simultaneously to test their mutual 
interfaces and other types of interaction. In that case, the testing is an even more complex 
system, because it contains several complex systems in and of itself, and all of the work that 
is planned and implemented must be balanced to an even greater degree. 
The testing system is substantially affected by its environment and by external limitations in 
terms of the job that has been assigned, the schedule for the work, the budget, and the 
infrastructure in which the testing system operates – facilities, computers, computer 
networks, servers, and the like. 

2.2 System and environment 
2.2.1 Manifestations of system complexity 
Complexity as a problem in software engineering is usually addressed by diminishing the 
complexity of the environment or by increasing the ability of the system to deal with 
complexity. A third option is complexity engineering or the approach of emergent 
engineering – using the complexity instead of fighting against it. Appropriate characteristics 
of complex systems in this regard are self-organizing, co-evolution and emergent behaviour 
(Heylighen, 2009). 
The total complexity of complex systems cannot be described with a single metric. There are 
different types of complexity (Thorsten et al., 2006) – time, the level of organisation, as well as 
systemic complexities. Time-related complexities are static and dynamic. Dynamic complexity 
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refers to the process of the system, the elements, the links among the elements, the number of 
properties, and changes in differences over the course of time. Static complexity, for its part, 
expresses these indicators at a specific moment in time. Organisational complexities relate to 
the structural complexity of the system – the number of elements, the diversity of elements, 
and the number of links and properties therein. Process-oriented complexity relates to the 
number and diversity of flows of processes. There can be internal and external systemic 
complexity. External complexity speaks to the incoming data and resources for the system 
from the environment which the system can handle and process.  Internal complexity refers to 
the complexity of the model of the system. The boundary between internal and external 
complexity will depend on the limits of the system itself – what we include as parts of the 
system and what we leave as elements of the environment (Jost, 2004). 

2.2.2 Internal complexity 
The elements in a testing system include people, software and hardware.  The team includes 
software testers, software developers and users. Software developers offer consultations to 
testers about the technological issues of the system and help to produce testware. Users are 
initially involved as consultants as to the relevant business processes, and later they test it in 
the system testing and accepttesting levels. The size of the testing team changes over the 
course of time, depending on the work that needs to be done at any given moment.  Only a 
few users may be involved as consultants at first, while at the level of accepttesting there can 
be a far greater number of users so as to cut the amount of time that is needed to do the 
work.  In other words, there are dynamic shifts in the structurally organisational complexity 
of the system (the number of people and links among them), as well as in the process-
oriented complexity (the processes in which these people take part and the types of 
processes that there are). 
The software that is being tested changes, as well. New functionality of software are 
gradually brought into the testing process, found faults are fixed, new requirements are 
identified and implemented. This changes the number of software modules and services, as 
well as links among them. This is reflected in the structurally organisational complexity of 
the system and in the process-oriented complexity thereof. 

2.2.3 External complexity 
The external complexity of a system is based on new or changed software units – the 
number and size of modules provided by the developers, as well as the demands from 
management as to what kinds of testing are expected and how quickly they must be 
performed. The incoming information and resources have an effect on the internal 
complexity of the system. If the budget for the system is increased, the elements of the 
system can be supplemented or changed – new people can be hired and new software can 
be purchased to improve the testing process. 
Demands related to software testing and time limits are of a different nature. These 
demands change the process-oriented organisational complexity of the process in terms of 
the testing methods that are necessary and viable, as well as the issue of the scope of the 
testing – covering all of the software or just a segment thereof. In the latter case, the focus 
might be on the most critical usage scenarios and the most complicated calculations that are 
brought to bear. 
The external complexity of the system is also based on the complexity of the artefacts which 
it changes or establishes – mistakes identified in the software, reports about problems, and 
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several overlapping teams – testers, users and developers. There are links between these 
groups, but there are also links among the people themselves. Some people can be wearing 
different hats by being a part of different groups. 
Testing is a system of systems (SoS) because it includes several complex systems itself – the 
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there are times when several software systems are tested simultaneously to test their mutual 
interfaces and other types of interaction. In that case, the testing is an even more complex 
system, because it contains several complex systems in and of itself, and all of the work that 
is planned and implemented must be balanced to an even greater degree. 
The testing system is substantially affected by its environment and by external limitations in 
terms of the job that has been assigned, the schedule for the work, the budget, and the 
infrastructure in which the testing system operates – facilities, computers, computer 
networks, servers, and the like. 

2.2 System and environment 
2.2.1 Manifestations of system complexity 
Complexity as a problem in software engineering is usually addressed by diminishing the 
complexity of the environment or by increasing the ability of the system to deal with 
complexity. A third option is complexity engineering or the approach of emergent 
engineering – using the complexity instead of fighting against it. Appropriate characteristics 
of complex systems in this regard are self-organizing, co-evolution and emergent behaviour 
(Heylighen, 2009). 
The total complexity of complex systems cannot be described with a single metric. There are 
different types of complexity (Thorsten et al., 2006) – time, the level of organisation, as well as 
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refers to the process of the system, the elements, the links among the elements, the number of 
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expresses these indicators at a specific moment in time. Organisational complexities relate to 
the structural complexity of the system – the number of elements, the diversity of elements, 
and the number of links and properties therein. Process-oriented complexity relates to the 
number and diversity of flows of processes. There can be internal and external systemic 
complexity. External complexity speaks to the incoming data and resources for the system 
from the environment which the system can handle and process.  Internal complexity refers to 
the complexity of the model of the system. The boundary between internal and external 
complexity will depend on the limits of the system itself – what we include as parts of the 
system and what we leave as elements of the environment (Jost, 2004). 
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The elements in a testing system include people, software and hardware.  The team includes 
software testers, software developers and users. Software developers offer consultations to 
testers about the technological issues of the system and help to produce testware. Users are 
initially involved as consultants as to the relevant business processes, and later they test it in 
the system testing and accepttesting levels. The size of the testing team changes over the 
course of time, depending on the work that needs to be done at any given moment.  Only a 
few users may be involved as consultants at first, while at the level of accepttesting there can 
be a far greater number of users so as to cut the amount of time that is needed to do the 
work.  In other words, there are dynamic shifts in the structurally organisational complexity 
of the system (the number of people and links among them), as well as in the process-
oriented complexity (the processes in which these people take part and the types of 
processes that there are). 
The software that is being tested changes, as well. New functionality of software are 
gradually brought into the testing process, found faults are fixed, new requirements are 
identified and implemented. This changes the number of software modules and services, as 
well as links among them. This is reflected in the structurally organisational complexity of 
the system and in the process-oriented complexity thereof. 
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The external complexity of a system is based on new or changed software units – the 
number and size of modules provided by the developers, as well as the demands from 
management as to what kinds of testing are expected and how quickly they must be 
performed. The incoming information and resources have an effect on the internal 
complexity of the system. If the budget for the system is increased, the elements of the 
system can be supplemented or changed – new people can be hired and new software can 
be purchased to improve the testing process. 
Demands related to software testing and time limits are of a different nature. These 
demands change the process-oriented organisational complexity of the process in terms of 
the testing methods that are necessary and viable, as well as the issue of the scope of the 
testing – covering all of the software or just a segment thereof. In the latter case, the focus 
might be on the most critical usage scenarios and the most complicated calculations that are 
brought to bear. 
The external complexity of the system is also based on the complexity of the artefacts which 
it changes or establishes – mistakes identified in the software, reports about problems, and 
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documentation such as testing plans, samples, reports on testing and conclusions about the 
quality of the software that is being tested. 

2.3 Organisational complexity of software testing and behaviour of testers 
2.3.1 Role of organisation 
Testing is a component of the life cycle of information system development projects. A study 
of several hundred projects of this type in North America found that the greatest effect on 
project performance indicators such as delivery time, cost, functionality and user satisfaction 
is had by the structurally organisational complexity of the process, as expressed through the 
complication and closeness of the various elements in the project’s organisational 
environment, also not forgetting about project resources, support from managers and users, 
the attitudes of project personnel, and the level of professional skills among the personnel 
(Xia & Lee, 2004).  There is reason to say, therefore, that the level of testing performance can 
also be affected substantially by structurally organisational complexity. 
For that reason, particular attention in this chapter will be focused on ways of changing the 
organisationally structural complexity of a system by using the principles that are used in 
the modeling of complex systems. 

2.3.2 Perception of system from inside 
The complexity of a system depends on the subjective perceptions of the user. The system is 
viewed by the people who are involved therein. Often they seem just a part of the system, 
not the entire complexity thereof. It is important to make sure that the part of the system 
that a user needs to do his or her work is not so complicated from the user’s perspective that 
the work simply becomes impossible. 
From another perspective, it can be said that the complexity of complex systems is 
characterised by emergence, self-organisation, non-linear links among the components, 
openness and feedback loops (Grobbelaar & Ulieru, 2007). 

2.3.3 Reaction of testers to the changes in the environment 
Testing is a complex adaptive system.  It must react to changes in the external environment 
and within the system itself. 
In practice, it is typical that developers submit software for testing too late, while the deadlines 
for doing the work are not changed. The result is that testers often have far less time for their 
work than had been planned, and this will have an effect on the quality of testing.  Often 
enough the work is not done at a sufficient level of quality.  Our hypothesis is that if testing is 
to be more successful, testers must demonstrate skills related to emergence, self-organising, 
the ability to view synergetic effects, and the ability to handle different tasks related to the 
process. Then the testing system evolves on the basis of the laws of a complex system. 
Testing processes typically have two different kinds of goals – finding mistakes on the one 
hand and making sure that there are no mistakes on the other. This process is arranged in 
different ways – in accordance with testing levels, risk priorities, the chosen testing 
techniques, etc.  However, it is always a very creative process in which the individual 
decisions taken by testers in each specific situation are of great importance.  The behaviour 
of testers is emergent. Testers do their work in a creative way, but they plan and organise it 
in accordance with management plans, their own experience, their motivations and their 
level of understanding as to the job at hand. As a result, their behaviour cannot always be 
predicted and controlled with any great precision. 
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2.4 Emergent evolving 
The testing process can evolve and self-organise in a natural way. When the iteration of each 
testing process ends, there is an evaluation of what has been good and bad, what we can 
learn, what needs to be kept, what needs to be improved, and what is lacking. Also of use 
during the evaluation are measurements that have been taken during the testing and the 
systems thereof (Chen et al., 2004). The results of the evaluation show directions related to 
the growth of the process and the development of its participants. 
Testing systems are imbued with a series of characteristics that are typical of complex 
adaptive and evolving systems – self-organisation, emergence, positive and negative 
feedback, states of equilibrium or absence thereof, the large amount of possibilities, co-
evolution, and the nature and history of evolution. 
Testing processes are in a stable condition near of the equilibrium when there is no need for 
new test cases.  That usually happens when software is used for a long time without any 
change in the software or its environment.  One or more stably regressive test cases are set 
up, and these are occasionally used to make sure that the software is continuing to operate 
in line with requirements.  Each time that the software is changed, the testing process loses 
its condition of equilibrium to a greater or lesser degree, and as new test cases are 
established so as to stabilise the software, there is once again a permanent set of regression 
test cases, and the condition of equilibrium is renewed. At the beginning of the testing 
process, the situation is far from equilibrium, by contrast, and that is particularly true in the 
early stages of the process, when static analytical testing methods are brought to bear. 
Positive feedback about testing processes changes their ecosystem and creates the need for 
evolution, learning and emergence (Heylighen, 2009). This leads to new versions of 
software, the identification of new mistakes, the setting out of new goals or missions for the 
testing, as well as changes in the supply of resources. 
There are usually vast numbers of possibilities in testing. There are choices as to strategies, 
methods, test data and the order in which test cases are assessed.  In some cases the method 
will identify the introductory values that are chosen, although in most cases the value must 
be chosen from an interval or a list of values. 
A very characteristic aspect of testing processes is co-evolution. When one tester teaches 
another, they both evolve. The former trainer learns to teach others, while the latter person 
gains knowledge about testing.  If a tester finds a mistake made by the software developer, 
then he gains experience as to how to find the mistakes, while the software developer learns 
about the mistake and can decide on what to do to make sure that that never happens again. 
Testing processes have a history that is based on the situation, chances in terms of what 
could be done, and what is actually done. 
Complexity can be absorbed as the system is adapting to circumstances of the environment 
and/or evolves. 

3. Possibilities to deal with a system complexity 
3.1 Exploring of complex systems 
People have, for a long time, studied complex systems that exist in our perceived reality.  
The goals for such research can differ. For instance, there can be a focus on the operating 
principles of a system so as to: 
• Use the principles in another sphere. 
• Understand the operating of other complex systems. 
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documentation such as testing plans, samples, reports on testing and conclusions about the 
quality of the software that is being tested. 
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Testing is a complex adaptive system.  It must react to changes in the external environment 
and within the system itself. 
In practice, it is typical that developers submit software for testing too late, while the deadlines 
for doing the work are not changed. The result is that testers often have far less time for their 
work than had been planned, and this will have an effect on the quality of testing.  Often 
enough the work is not done at a sufficient level of quality.  Our hypothesis is that if testing is 
to be more successful, testers must demonstrate skills related to emergence, self-organising, 
the ability to view synergetic effects, and the ability to handle different tasks related to the 
process. Then the testing system evolves on the basis of the laws of a complex system. 
Testing processes typically have two different kinds of goals – finding mistakes on the one 
hand and making sure that there are no mistakes on the other. This process is arranged in 
different ways – in accordance with testing levels, risk priorities, the chosen testing 
techniques, etc.  However, it is always a very creative process in which the individual 
decisions taken by testers in each specific situation are of great importance.  The behaviour 
of testers is emergent. Testers do their work in a creative way, but they plan and organise it 
in accordance with management plans, their own experience, their motivations and their 
level of understanding as to the job at hand. As a result, their behaviour cannot always be 
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2.4 Emergent evolving 
The testing process can evolve and self-organise in a natural way. When the iteration of each 
testing process ends, there is an evaluation of what has been good and bad, what we can 
learn, what needs to be kept, what needs to be improved, and what is lacking. Also of use 
during the evaluation are measurements that have been taken during the testing and the 
systems thereof (Chen et al., 2004). The results of the evaluation show directions related to 
the growth of the process and the development of its participants. 
Testing systems are imbued with a series of characteristics that are typical of complex 
adaptive and evolving systems – self-organisation, emergence, positive and negative 
feedback, states of equilibrium or absence thereof, the large amount of possibilities, co-
evolution, and the nature and history of evolution. 
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will identify the introductory values that are chosen, although in most cases the value must 
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3. Possibilities to deal with a system complexity 
3.1 Exploring of complex systems 
People have, for a long time, studied complex systems that exist in our perceived reality.  
The goals for such research can differ. For instance, there can be a focus on the operating 
principles of a system so as to: 
• Use the principles in another sphere. 
• Understand the operating of other complex systems. 
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• Model and forecast system operations in terms of time and external environmental 
circumstances. 

• Replace the entire system or a part thereof with a technical system such as a computer 
which uses the relevant software. 

• Create new systems which have not existed before. 
These examples are based on a study of the general principles which exist in the operations 
of existing systems, analysis, understanding and the establishment of a model which 
describes the systems.  There are various theories which make it easier to understand and 
model complex systems.  Multi-agent systems are the basis for one such theory. 

3.2 Modeling principles of MAS as nature of complex systems 
Different methodologies and frameworks have been established on the basis of the multi-
agent modelling theory which makes it possible to establish the necessary models more 
quickly and precisely.  Multi-agent systems are based on the systems which make up living 
organisms, particularly people.  The agent can be analogous to a human being, agents 
conduct the functions that are entrusted to them, they work together, they react to changes 
in the surrounding environment, and they are born, they die, they educate themselves, and 
they try to achieve their own goals and the global goals of the entire system. 
Our view is that extensive research has made it possible to identify the principles and logic 
which determine the structure and operations of various complex systems. The 
identification of the most important things in the real world means that a more primitive 
model can be used to describe the way in which the system handles a job and exists in the 
real world while pursuing the mission that has been entrusted to it. 
Let us take a look at the primary goal of multi-agent systems.  Software that is based on the 
multi-agent model can intelligently replace an actual person or team in the handling of 
many different tasks.  Here we use the transformation scheme “from the real world to the 
model”, or “software that is based on a model.”  Our hypothesis is that the transformation 
can also occur in the opposite direction – “from the model to the real world”.  This means 
that we can take a system from the real world and identify the most important principles 
therein, getting rid of unimportant things that might even be a hindrance in real life.  Thus 
we know the elements and processes of the system which are the most critically important 
ones – those which determine the results and effectiveness of the operations.  We can call 
these elements the essence of the system. 

3.3 Using of MAS models to evolve 
3.3.1 Learning from MAS design principles 
Complex sociotechnical systems can have different stages of development as determined by 
their internal structure, organisation, processes and knowledge. We can say that a system is 
at a higher level of development if it can handle more work or more complicated work at a 
higher level of effectiveness in terms of the resources that are used. System development 
usually requires a long time, and it is handled via evolutionary mechanisms. A system can 
also exist in very different conditions that are dependent on the external environment.  One 
of the key aspects of development and adaptation in a specific environment is self-learning.  
That is particularly true in the case of systems with little “experience” – i.e., those that are at 
a low level of development or that are unaware of the best forms of adaptation when there 
are unexpected changes in the external environment. 
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Training processes are much quicker and more effective if there are examples from other 
systems in terms of how to develop the system, the goals that should be pursued, and what 
to do in various situations that can occur in life. This approach is often the foundation for 
training about many existing systems. For instance, when we need to improve software 
testing processes, we can study books which contain information about the experience of 
others in this regard, as well as recommendations that have proven their validity over the 
course of time. 
We propose a more non-traditional approach to system training and development on the 
basis of the principles whereby multi-agent systems are developed.  If we are familiar with 
those, we can concentrate on very important issues and speed up the training.  We make far 
more rational use of the resources that are available for the training and for the most typical 
elements therein.  We also can be quite sure that we know the way in which the system will 
evolve. This is an approach which allows us, in a natural and comparable way, to gain 
domain-specific knowledge.  In our case, that relates to knowledge about software testing. 

3.3.2 The evolution of a complex system 
When we put together a multi-agent system the plan is that in future it will be changed or 
will change itself on the basis of new circumstances. If the surrounding environment does 
not change much and there are no fundamental changes in terms of the requirements that 
are levelled against the system, then the planned mechanism ensures development and 
evolution along with changes that occur. If an existing system needs to be changed, 
however, there is a different approach: 
1. We identify the vision and goals so that we know the situation that we want to achieve 

in terms of the system and its environment. 
2. We identify the current condition of the system. 
3. We think about strategies in pursuit of the goal and choose the best one. 
4. We plan activities in pursuit of the chosen strategy. 
5. We do the work in accordance with plans, and we iteratively repeat the whole process 

from time to time. 
In real life, in most cases, complex systems adapt to surrounding circumstances in a gradual 
and evolutionary way. Revolutionary, major and rapid changes are less common.  
Revolutionary changes in software testing may occur if the company decides to outsource 
the testing, as opposed to doing it in house.  In that case, a key component of the system has 
been changed, and links to other external systems must also change (e.g., there must be 
formal and legal relations between the recipient and the supplier of the testing services). 
Let us look at a typical situation in which a system develops gradually so as to ensure a 
situation that is better for the surrounding environment and for the global goals and 
demands that relate to the system. In the multi-agent model, we have various ways in which 
a system can adapt to a new situation. Agents can educate themselves and change their 
operations. Alternatively, old agents “die” and are replaced by new and more appropriate 
ones. The operations of agents will also change in accordance with existing knowledge and 
skills which are the result of a monitoring of changes in the system. This is because the agent 
may seek to achieve its own goals and those of the entire system with a lesser usage of 
resources. 
The key role of agents in testing processes is performed by people.  It is very hard to change 
people rapidly, and a gradual process is needed instead (Arnicans & Arnicane, 2009). A 
more revolutionary approach can be taken toward software agents, because the computer 
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model”, or “software that is based on a model.”  Our hypothesis is that the transformation 
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that we can take a system from the real world and identify the most important principles 
therein, getting rid of unimportant things that might even be a hindrance in real life.  Thus 
we know the elements and processes of the system which are the most critically important 
ones – those which determine the results and effectiveness of the operations.  We can call 
these elements the essence of the system. 
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Training processes are much quicker and more effective if there are examples from other 
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are levelled against the system, then the planned mechanism ensures development and 
evolution along with changes that occur. If an existing system needs to be changed, 
however, there is a different approach: 
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does what it is instructed to do without “thinking.” There will be greater problems if 
software agents become more intelligent, because then they will adopt the shortcomings that 
relate to human agents. What is more, any revolutionary changes in a complex system are 
difficult to forecast, because this is a property of complex systems as such. 
There are different driving forces behind evolution. There can be planned development in 
which someone comes up with the correct scenario for development and forces the entire 
system to pursue it. Another option is to make use of the advantages of a self-adaptive 
system, which means that the components of the system can be quite free in taking 
decisions. In that case, the system seeks a status of balance at which it can handle the 
relevant requirements whilst minimising the resources that are consumed. This approach  
may ensure an optimal situation at the local level, but it may be that there are other 
opportunities for implementing requirements even more efficiently. The principles of multi-
agent systems make it possible to come up with different strategies for functioning. Most 
agents may be reactive and only obey commands, but agents can equally be intelligent and 
proactive in terms of adapting themselves to the situation at hand. 

3.3.3 Problem with information entropy 
The complexity of a complex system (i.e., a testing system) cannot be stated in absolute 
measurement units, but it is possible to analyse the characteristics of different complexities 
during periods of change. 
Scientists and practitioners have been dealing with attempts to reduce the complexity of 
software testing in direct and indirect ways for more than 30 years now, ever since the 
1970s. Lots of books and articles have been written about software testing. Initially, the issue 
had to do with testing techniques, but later authors began to focus more on the organisation 
and management of testing processes. Our observation is that literature about software 
testing reflects its complexity and the nature of a complex system quite well. There are many 
good books for practical use, although each author or group of authors will have different 
views about testing.  The numbers are very different, because they show what the author or 
authors think about testing and its various aspects. 
The excess of literature and the complexity of testing mean the following problems: 
• There is no single source of literature which is good enough in terms of demonstrating 

the essence of testing.  Indeed, no such source is possible, because a very complicated 
system cannot be described in a single book. 

• Short books do not offer enough information. 
• Excessively thick books sometimes keep readers from studying them fully because they 

lack time to do so. 
• If a reader has absorbed a great deal of literature, then the content can be hard to 

understand in terms of separating the important from the unimportant.  This creates 
problems in choosing the right strategy or testing technique for the specific situation. 

This problem is particularly evident when non-IT specialists become involved in testing as a 
temporary job that management forces them to do.  They usually don’t have the motivation 
to understand the essence of testing, nor do they have the ability to learn about these 
matters. 
In order to change the situation, we must understand the nature of a complex system and 
the ways in which we can at least reduce the complexity of understanding it. 
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3.3.4 Design complexity and control complexity 
According to Casti, “... complexity cannot be thought of as an intrinsic property of an isolated 
(closed) system; it is only made manifest by the interaction of the system with another, usually in the 
process of measurement and/or control.  In this sense, it is probably more meaningful to consider 
complexity more as a property of the interaction than of the system, although it is clearly associated 
with both. (..)  System complexity is a contingent property arising out of the interaction I between a 
system S and an observer/decision-maker O” (Casti, 1986). Here we can talk about the 
complexity of the system S for the observer O, which is described as design complexity, or 
about the complexity of the observer O for the system S, which is called control complexity.  
The two complexities need to be in balance. 
If we look for ways of reducing system complexity, we need to understand what a simple 
system is.  Casti (1986) also mentions several characteristics of simple systems: 
• Predictable behaviour: We understand the system’s behaviour and our ability to 

forecast its reaction to specific entry data or to the surrounding environment. 
• Few interactions and feedback/feedforward loops: The system has a few components 

among which there few and understandable interactions. The interaction links of the 
components should not lead to radical changes in the system. 

• Centralised decision-making: The behaviour of the system determines by one or only a 
few decision-makers. 

• Decomposability: The system consists of clearly evident components among which 
there are weak links.  Each component is independent in relation to other components. 

3.3.5 Simplification of system by MAS models 
One of the primary duties in modeling multi-agent systems is to describe the operations of a 
complex system as simply as possible. Because the basic thought in this is about software 
design, the recommendation is to use the following techniques to reduce complexity (Booch, 
2004): 
1. Decomposition: The larger problem is divided up into smaller sub-problems to the 

point at which the sub-problems can be understood and resolved more easily in 
isolation from other sub-problems. Complexity is reduced, because each phase in the 
solution is understood, the solution is simpler, and it can be implemented in a safer and 
more high-quality way. 

2. Abstraction: We use different simplified models to emphasise that which is most 
important and to hide the details that are not important at the specific level. Complexity 
is reduced, because we can concentrate on the fundamental aspects of the problem.  We 
can have a conceptual understanding of what is happening, choose the best solution or 
strategy, and reduce the likelihood of serious mistakes. 

3. Hierarchy and organisation: We identify and manage relations among the components 
which underpin the solution. These can be grouped and seen as a more universal and 
homogeneous component at a higher level. There are techniques for organising co-
operation among components in pursuit of solutions to a complicated issue.  
Duplication of effort, moreover, can be minimised. 

These are effective techniques, but we must keep in mind that when there is a certain level 
of interdependency in a complex system, the techniques become ineffective. The 
decomposition of an object is possible only if its behaviour represents a merger of the 
behaviour of its components. Abstraction can be brought to bear if the description of the 
object can be prepared independently from other objects in the system.  Because a complex 
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system is basically made up of elements with behaviour that cannot be described as the sum 
of the behaviour of all of its components, and also because there are elements which cannot 
be described apart from other elements in the system, these techniques of simplification in 
complex systems can only be used to a certain degree. 

3.3.6 Using of ontologies 
Now let us return to the problem of vast and diverse information about software testing.  
Setting up of multiagent systems can be fundamentally improved if the ontology of 
modeled system or problem is created.  This reduces the complexity of understanding the 
system, because there are fewer concepts and links among them.  It is only natural, then, to 
hope that the ontology will make it possible to access further and more detailed information 
that is necessary to deal with the problem at hand.  Sadly, no such ontology has been 
created at this time. That may be a consequence of the complex nature of testing – the 
ontology would be massive, and it would probably not satisfy all specialists, because each 
specialist will have a different view of the complex system. 

3.3.7 Conservation of complexity 
Another opportunity is to reduce the complexity of one part of the system, remembering, 
then, that the complexity of another part will increase.  In a testing system, for instance, it 
will mean that the complexity will move from testers to software designers, users and 
managers. 
For instance, let’s assume that we simplify testing to the point where software is essentially 
tested only by end users who use it, while even the software developers don’t do anything 
more than elementary unit testing. These users cannot be seen as a part of the testing system 
in this case, because they are really only software users who encounter various problems 
therein. As a result, for instance, several million users start to complain about problems to 
management if it is business software, to the development company or to the development 
team. This means lots of new links between users and software developers, after which 
software developers start to look for new processes in approaching each problem, and new 
processes are used in new versions of the software that is delivered to users.  So by 
simplifying testing we get that the overall complexity of development and use of the 
software increases.  This means that we need to think about ways of affecting the complexity 
of the system within itself and in the complex system in which our system is a component. A 
similar situation often exists within a single complex system. When reducing complexity in 
one aspect, we increase complexity in other aspects. 

3.3.8 Reducing of complexity by primitive agents to promote whole system evolving 
Our proposal is based on the principle that a complex system – in this case, software testing 
– teaches itself, adapts to new situations and evolves to the point where it serves its mission 
whilst using as little in the way of resources as possible. This can be called system evolution, 
and it means that when we talk about reduced complexity, we are actually thinking about 
simplifying the system from a fixed perspective so as to ensure its evolution over the course 
of a longer period in time. When we use the principles of multi-agent systems, we can 
transfer complexity from one aspect to another. 
The overall trend is to ensure that each person who is involved in the testing process has 
many local and simple views or simple sub-systems which the person already understands.  
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Each such sub-system must maximally satisfy the needs for simple systems – it consists of 
simple components that can be decomposed, it has few interactions, there is centralised 
decision-making process, and the behaviour of this system is predictable. This makes it 
easier to learn new knowledge and skills so as to do the entrusted job effectively in the 
context of this small and simple sub-system. The effectiveness of the system may then 
increase gradually.  The overall complexity of the system will certainly increase if it was at a 
low level before, but the higher effectiveness of the testing process should reduce the 
complexity of other complex systems that relate to software testing by, for instance, the team 
of software developers. 

4. Using the principles of an agent-based modeling 
There are many various frameworks and methodologies that describe the architecture and 
principles of development of multi-agent systems (Giorgini , 2005).  
An explanation of the essence of our approach could be based on any framework that seems 
acceptable and understandable, because the basic concepts and principles therein are 
comparable.   
We are using the frameworks proposed in (Aart, 2005; Jennings, 2000), because they are 
based on human organisational principles. Lets us look on the most important concepts that 
we are holding for our model. 

4.1 A Principles based approach 
When establishing a model for a testing system and trying to simplify it, we have to keep in 
mind that it is important to allow the testing system to operate as a complex system, i.e., it is 
important to create contexts in which they can self-organise to serve our needs without 
direct design or specification. 
Let us take a look at the most importance principles that have been adapted from multi-
agent systems and the techniques of establishing them. We can also look at the experience 
which these authors have had in the area of software testing. 
It is hard to define requirements which underpin a complex adaptive system. Far more 
useful in this regard is a principles-based approach, as opposed to the rules-based approach 
that is used far more often in describing such systems (Polacek & Verma 2009).  Former US 
Treasury Secretary Henry Paulson has had this to say:  “One important of the IFRS accounting 
system is that it is principles-based, rather than rules-based.  By ‘principles-based,’ I mean that the 
system is organised around a relatively small number of ideas or concepts that provide a framework 
for thinking about specific issues.  The advantage of a principles-based system is that it is flexible and 
sensible in dealing with new or special situations.  A rules-based system typically gives more specific 
guidance than a principles-based system, but it can be too rigid and may lead to a ‘tick-the-box’ 
approach. (Paulson, 2006)”  In this case, the IFRS accounting system is a complex system. 
The principles-based approach involves a small number of principles related to the specific 
system in the interest of emergence and evolution. Once the system or the surrounding 
environment changes, the principles are reviewed, and the set of principles is updated with 
new ones. The principles for each specific system will differ.  The testing system for every 
piece of software differs from other systems in terms of the job that is to be done, the 
software that is tested, the knowledge and skills of the testers, and other parameters. We can 
look at a few examples adapted from (Arnicane & Arnicans, 2008) in terms of sets of 
principles that could be used by a company which engages in software testing. The 
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system is basically made up of elements with behaviour that cannot be described as the sum 
of the behaviour of all of its components, and also because there are elements which cannot 
be described apart from other elements in the system, these techniques of simplification in 
complex systems can only be used to a certain degree. 

3.3.6 Using of ontologies 
Now let us return to the problem of vast and diverse information about software testing.  
Setting up of multiagent systems can be fundamentally improved if the ontology of 
modeled system or problem is created.  This reduces the complexity of understanding the 
system, because there are fewer concepts and links among them.  It is only natural, then, to 
hope that the ontology will make it possible to access further and more detailed information 
that is necessary to deal with the problem at hand.  Sadly, no such ontology has been 
created at this time. That may be a consequence of the complex nature of testing – the 
ontology would be massive, and it would probably not satisfy all specialists, because each 
specialist will have a different view of the complex system. 

3.3.7 Conservation of complexity 
Another opportunity is to reduce the complexity of one part of the system, remembering, 
then, that the complexity of another part will increase.  In a testing system, for instance, it 
will mean that the complexity will move from testers to software designers, users and 
managers. 
For instance, let’s assume that we simplify testing to the point where software is essentially 
tested only by end users who use it, while even the software developers don’t do anything 
more than elementary unit testing. These users cannot be seen as a part of the testing system 
in this case, because they are really only software users who encounter various problems 
therein. As a result, for instance, several million users start to complain about problems to 
management if it is business software, to the development company or to the development 
team. This means lots of new links between users and software developers, after which 
software developers start to look for new processes in approaching each problem, and new 
processes are used in new versions of the software that is delivered to users.  So by 
simplifying testing we get that the overall complexity of development and use of the 
software increases.  This means that we need to think about ways of affecting the complexity 
of the system within itself and in the complex system in which our system is a component. A 
similar situation often exists within a single complex system. When reducing complexity in 
one aspect, we increase complexity in other aspects. 

3.3.8 Reducing of complexity by primitive agents to promote whole system evolving 
Our proposal is based on the principle that a complex system – in this case, software testing 
– teaches itself, adapts to new situations and evolves to the point where it serves its mission 
whilst using as little in the way of resources as possible. This can be called system evolution, 
and it means that when we talk about reduced complexity, we are actually thinking about 
simplifying the system from a fixed perspective so as to ensure its evolution over the course 
of a longer period in time. When we use the principles of multi-agent systems, we can 
transfer complexity from one aspect to another. 
The overall trend is to ensure that each person who is involved in the testing process has 
many local and simple views or simple sub-systems which the person already understands.  
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We are using the frameworks proposed in (Aart, 2005; Jennings, 2000), because they are 
based on human organisational principles. Lets us look on the most important concepts that 
we are holding for our model. 

4.1 A Principles based approach 
When establishing a model for a testing system and trying to simplify it, we have to keep in 
mind that it is important to allow the testing system to operate as a complex system, i.e., it is 
important to create contexts in which they can self-organise to serve our needs without 
direct design or specification. 
Let us take a look at the most importance principles that have been adapted from multi-
agent systems and the techniques of establishing them. We can also look at the experience 
which these authors have had in the area of software testing. 
It is hard to define requirements which underpin a complex adaptive system. Far more 
useful in this regard is a principles-based approach, as opposed to the rules-based approach 
that is used far more often in describing such systems (Polacek & Verma 2009).  Former US 
Treasury Secretary Henry Paulson has had this to say:  “One important of the IFRS accounting 
system is that it is principles-based, rather than rules-based.  By ‘principles-based,’ I mean that the 
system is organised around a relatively small number of ideas or concepts that provide a framework 
for thinking about specific issues.  The advantage of a principles-based system is that it is flexible and 
sensible in dealing with new or special situations.  A rules-based system typically gives more specific 
guidance than a principles-based system, but it can be too rigid and may lead to a ‘tick-the-box’ 
approach. (Paulson, 2006)”  In this case, the IFRS accounting system is a complex system. 
The principles-based approach involves a small number of principles related to the specific 
system in the interest of emergence and evolution. Once the system or the surrounding 
environment changes, the principles are reviewed, and the set of principles is updated with 
new ones. The principles for each specific system will differ.  The testing system for every 
piece of software differs from other systems in terms of the job that is to be done, the 
software that is tested, the knowledge and skills of the testers, and other parameters. We can 
look at a few examples adapted from (Arnicane & Arnicans, 2008) in terms of sets of 
principles that could be used by a company which engages in software testing. The 
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principles therein are sufficiently universal to ensure that they can be used in systems with 
qualified testers or with testers who do not have special knowledge about software testing 
and IT. We chose these principles first of all because our practical experience with many 
projects relates to the organisation of testing projects and to the testing itself. Second, we 
have made use of our knowledge about complex systems and, particularly, the modeling of 
complex systems with the help of multi-agent systems. 

4.2 Agents 
In society, an agent is a person operating in someone’s interests (Sterling  & Taveter, 2009).  
In a testing system, that can refer to the tester, the user, the manager or the software 
developer, all of whom are acting on the basis of the goal of producing high-quality 
software.  The status of an agent can also, however, be assigned to a robot or to software 
which can operate flexibly and autonomously with the aim of fulfilling its goals (Aart, 2005). 
We propose to look at a person in a slightly different way. A person is a complex system 
which can be modeled as a multi-agent system. We could identify agents that are 
responsible for various primitive parts of the testing process. Other agents within the person 
need not be identified directly as long as they are not important for the testing process.  
Thus we can say that the set of agents which represent a person can be seen as an agency at 
which agents satisfy most of the classical requirements for agents, apart from those 
properties that apply only to software-agent type agents. The set of human agents who are 
useful in testing processes can change. The situation improves if the individual gains new 
knowledge and/or skills about testing methods, for instance.   
It can equally be true that human skills among people who are not defined as agents may 
become necessary in the testing process, and so these people must be identified as new 
agents. For instance, a tester can be familiar with bookkeeping, and at some point the 
software needs to be tested in terms of a bookkeeping-related functionality. 
At the same time, however, we can look at people not as agencies of independent agents, 
but instead as a holonic multi-agent system (HMAS). That is because we can say that all 
external communications occur only through one special agent – the head of the holon. The 
HMAS has different characteristics that need to be taken into account.  When it comes to 
communications with other agents, for instance: 
• Even though the communications pass through a single agent, it is possible to 

communicate in many different ways (all of the types of communications and the 
techniques/languages of information transmission which the specific individual can 
accept on the basis of his or her senses, skills and knowledge). 

• The holon may perceive received reports differently in semantic terms than had been 
intended by the sender. 

• The forms of communication that are accepted by the holon may change over the course 
of time (e.g., people are in different conditions depending on the time of day or night, 
and there can also be differences in technical resources or in the desire of others to 
engage in communications). 

There are also nuances when it comes to the internal agents of the holon: 
• The agent has limited opportunities to do specific work, because the holon is limited – 

agents tend to operate in a specific sequence of tasks, because there are few people who 
do different kinds of work simultaneously. 

• The work of the agent may be stopped at any time and for an unpredictable and 
unknown duration. 
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• It is difficult for the agent to return to work after an interruption if the pause has been 
very long (people can forget the precise situation in which they were, or it proves 
impossible to regain the previous condition). 

• The agent’s results in relation to a single task can differ from one case to the next. 
• The agent can submit the results of work that has not been completed. 
• The agent can do several jobs at the same time, suspending and then resuming them. 
• The reaction of other agents in the holon cannot be predicted if a job is assigned to a 

specific agent of the holon (the holon involves the emotional and psychological 
characteristics of a human being). 

This means that people, as multi-agent systems, have a dual nature.  On the one hand, we 
can say that we can take different relatively independent agents that can be organised in a 
new and virtual multi-agent system, but on the other hand, the holon of a person 
encapsulates all of its agents and determines their availability and the specifics of their use. 
If we consider all of the people who are involved in a testing process to be agencies, then we 
obtain a great many different agents, indeed. This makes it possible to establish a new 
virtual multi-agent system (VMAS).  The more primitive and simple the agents that we have 
identified in the person, the greater will be the possibility to organise those agents in pursuit 
of a major task. Now let’s look at all of the agents in our VMAS.  Several of them will be 
similar.  For instance, the writers of problem reports are agents.  Still, each one will be 
different, because each person will write the report a bit differently.  The point is that all 
agents in a VMAS are unique.  We can only assemble groups of similar agents from whom 
we expect a similar reaction and results. 
The quality of results among the agents in a single group can differ very substantially.  For 
instance, an expert will write up a much better problem report than a beginner will do.  The 
agents who come up with the strategy and relevant missions need to keep this in mind 
before assigning tasks in pursuit of the desired goals.  Additional problems for planning 
agents are based on the fact that available agents are in holons, and that limits the use of 
these agents at any given moment. 
Our hypothesis here is that by using a VMAS, we can affect the complexity in the complex 
system of software testing.  If we simplify the necessary sub-systems, then we can achieve 
faster and better evolution of the system so that it does its work more effectively and is more 
likely to adapt to the changing environment.  In the context of this hypothesis, we consider a 
complex system to be software testing, but we also feel that there are other complex systems 
to which the same hypothesis could apply. Let us look on principles that we propose. For 
the sake of readability of following explanation we add identifiers to the essential principles, 
using a different letter for each one according to the perspectives of our model – A (Agents), 
T (Tasks), O (Operations),  S (Structure of organisation),  C (Co-ordination), and F 
(Functioning, which refers to the agent’s capabilities).  
A1: The agents who will do the work are as primitive as possible. An agent is a person or   
software that performs a specific task. For instance, agents can be handlers of test cases, 
evaluators of the results of a test case, the designers of test cases in accordance with criterion 
C1, documenters of failures that are identified. 
A2: Agents are grouped into typical classes or groups, and relations among them or 
within them are defined. The subordination of agents is specified (leader/subordinate), the 
upper level specialisation of the agent is defined (operator, manager, planner, resource 
manager), the lower level specialisation is also defined (evaluator of test results, preparer of 
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reports about failures, designer of test cases), and the participants which will handle specific 
tasks (e.g., regression testing, testing of scenarios, testing of performance) are identified. 
A3: Agents which exist in a single individual or computer are merged into an agency 
(holon). According to the A1 principle, a person or computer can contain many primitive 
agents. Accordingly, the activities of the agents are limited – one agent acts under the 
framework of the assigned time slot. The parallel activities of several agents, however, can 
be simulated within the framework of a single agency. 
A4: The agencies that are available to us and the agents residing therein must regularly be 
identified. This means that we are aware of the resources that are available to us, and we 
can plan specific activities – we choose the operations that can be handled with the available 
resources, we seek opportunities to gain a new agency with a necessary agent, or we 
establish a new agent in the existing agency. 
A5: We determine the ability of each agency to create new agents. We must be familiar 
with the ability of each employee to gain new skills (i.e., create a new agent in himself). We 
must also be familiar with the computer and its software in terms of opportunities to use or 
configure these or to create opportunities for automatic adaptation of the software). 
A6: Planning the effective use of the agency. Each agency has its operating costs. We use 
employees with a low level of qualifications to handle primitive and standardised tasks. The 
computer is what handles operations that are frequently repeated and can be computerised 
– this makes the testing automatic. Highly qualified employees must be used for non-
standard and innovative operations, and they should not be assigned tasks that can actually 
be handled by employees who are lower on the ladder of qualifications. 

4.3 Tasks 
A task or action is something done to achieve the aims of global and individual agents.  
Higher-level tasks are usually so complicated that even fine specialists have problems in 
handling them. These are simplified via decomposition. Tasks are divided up into sub-tasks 
to the point where they become quite primitive and it is clear how they can be handled or, 
alternatively, that they cannot be split up any further unless the quality of the process can be 
lost. 
Decomposition leads to a hierarchy of the tasks that must be done. Different links can be 
made among the tasks and sub-tasks to create a graph or network of dependency. 
Task related principles are following. 
T1: We divide up the tasks to get primitive sub-tasks. There must be harmony here with 
the A1 principle. The more primitive the tasks and the agents that handle them, the less 
complex the system will be. We assume that the system’s “complexity of understanding” 
declines more rapidly than the “complexity of the quantity of components” increases, 
because we can make use of resources that are offered by abstraction and grouping. Here we 
have great opportunities for optimal operations, because major tasks can be handled by 
more than one agent. 
T2: Determination of critical tasks. In evaluating risks and the interests of various 
stakeholders (the client, the agent doing the work, the user), we can prioritise the tasks that 
are necessary. We start this evaluation by the highest-level tasks. Evaluation of sub-tasks is 
conducted only for the critical upper tasks. This helps us to define our testing strategy, to 
decide whether new tasks must be created, and to come up with conditions for the 
establishment of a plan to perform the tasks. 
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T3: Defining those groups of tasks which will require a lot of time to perform. Here we 
determine which tasks are interdependent on the basis of various criteria that will affect the 
total amount of time that is needed (the tasks have to be handled in sequence, they consume 
one and the same resource, etc.). 
T4: Determining those tasks which only a limited number of agents can handle. Usually 
there will be tasks which require someone with a high level of qualifications to handle them, 
and that means that there is a deficit of appropriate agents and agencies. Such agencies must 
be reserved for these critical functions, keeping them from doing other, simpler work. 

4.4 Operations 
The operations are handled by aģents in order to fulfill the task. Operations use objects that 
are available, for instance, data, information, knowledge, tools, data bases, or material 
resources. Typical operations with objects are creating, modifying, destroying and 
consuming of them. Let us also note that operations can be described with a precise 
algorithm, or they can be also ones in which the agent must come up with its own 
innovative solution in each specific situation. 
A typical operation in a testing system is the handling of a test case related to the software 
that is being tested.  The tester initiates the work, ensures the necessary data, receives the 
results, and then compares them to correct result produced by the oracle to see whether the 
output data are correct. Operations related principles: 
O1: We divide up the operation into primitive sub-operations. As was the case with 
principle T1, we reduce the complexity of the overall job and make it more possible to 
manoeuvre with the selection of agencies for each sub-operation. It is also easier to monitor 
the performance of the work. 
O2: We define the most important classes of operations and specify their operational 
algorithm. Typical solutions are identified for those operations that are more important and 
must be handled more often. Templates help us to describe the way in which the operation 
is to be conducted. Those operations that can be performed on the computer can later be 
programms, and the relevant software agents can be created. 
O3: Protection against deadlock. Because most agencies will be human beings who have a 
great deal of freedom in taking decisions, we must make sure that there are controls to 
ensure that the work is done. In practice, an agency can make some of his agents passive or 
fail to give them the time that is necessary to do the work. The result is that work on an 
operation can come to a halt, and that will have an effect on the behaviour of other agencies. 
When the agent is actually software, the work is easier to adjust and forecast. 

4.5 Organizational structure and relationships therein 
Testing jobs can often be handled more quickly and successfully if agents handle them not 
alone, but in partnership with other agents.  This means teamwork among agents.  A new 
team of agents can be set up for every task.  
Here is what is typical for teamwork in multi-agent environments (Dunin-Kepli & 
Verbrugge, 2010): 
• The agents work together in pursuit of a common goal. 
• They monitor the progress of the group’s work. 
• They help each other as necessary. 
• They co-ordinate the work of agents so that they do not hinder each other’s work. 
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T3: Defining those groups of tasks which will require a lot of time to perform. Here we 
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great deal of freedom in taking decisions, we must make sure that there are controls to 
ensure that the work is done. In practice, an agency can make some of his agents passive or 
fail to give them the time that is necessary to do the work. The result is that work on an 
operation can come to a halt, and that will have an effect on the behaviour of other agencies. 
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4.5 Organizational structure and relationships therein 
Testing jobs can often be handled more quickly and successfully if agents handle them not 
alone, but in partnership with other agents.  This means teamwork among agents.  A new 
team of agents can be set up for every task.  
Here is what is typical for teamwork in multi-agent environments (Dunin-Kepli & 
Verbrugge, 2010): 
• The agents work together in pursuit of a common goal. 
• They monitor the progress of the group’s work. 
• They help each other as necessary. 
• They co-ordinate the work of agents so that they do not hinder each other’s work. 
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• They analyse and discuss successes and failures because that helps to improve the work 
that the team does. 

• They do not compete amongst one another in pursuit of the common goal. 
Organizatorial structure related principles are following. 
S1: We select the best organisational structure for each class of tasks. We have an official 
organisational structure for our agencies, and that must be taken into account. At the same 
time, however, there are also informal relations among agencies. We can choose and govern 
both formal and informal structures. This must be in line with principle C1. 
S2: We use existing organisational structures. The analogue is with principle C3. 

4.6 Coordination and its mechanisms 
Each team has certain co-ordination mechanisms. Coordination can be vertical with the 
leader and subordinates or horizontal when agents have equal rights. Coordination can be 
implemented depending on the environment, the activities that are to be pursued, and the 
organisational structure that is at hand: 
• Direct supervision underpins vertical co-operation, with the manager overseeing the 

work of subordinates. 
• Standardisation of work, where co-operation is based on precise standards or 

instructions as to the co-operation and the work that is being done. 
• Mutual adjustment, with agents agreeing among themselves on their co-operation 

without any encouragement from the outside. 
There are organizatorial structure often established in company determining groups of 
system’s elements and their „legal interactions”. Like each employee has its position in 
company with his duties and rights, each agent also acts in some position or role.  
Coordination related principles: 
C1: We specify the best possible co-ordination mechanism for each task. Depending on 
our strategy for ensuring the testing process and the agencies that are available, we define 
the best co-ordination mechanisms among agents and among agencies. The testing process 
is very flexible and dynamic. It depends on the project phase and the testing methods that 
are used. This means that many different versions of co-operation will be used 
simultaneously in the system. 
C2: Promoting co-operation among agents and agencies. We set up opportunities for co-
operation, show why they should be used, ensure an environment for the pursuit of global 
goals, and then let agencies themselves decide on co-operation as such. The goal could be to 
set up a self-organising system, because such a system is far more effective and viable under 
critical circumstances. Let’s be careful, however, to make sure that the agencies do not get 
too carried away with private goals and ignore the system’s goals. 
C3: Use of existing co-operation mechanisms. The cornerstone for the testing process, at the 
end of the day, will involve living people, and the organisation will have specific co-
operation models for specific individuals. There is no ideal co-ordination mechanism among 
people, because each person prefers his own desired mechanism or a combination of 
mechanisms. This will depend on the individual’s personal characteristics, the level of the 
individual’s maturity, and the goals which the individual sets. People don’t like to accept 
rapid changes in their lives, and that’s why we need to try to use the existing co-operation 
model, gradually transforming it in the desired direction. 
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4.7 Capabilities 
An agent has to have necessary capabilities in order to handle the tasks that are assigned to 
it. We have chosen the Five Capabilities model for the modeling and management of the 
abilities of agents (Aart, 2005). The capabilities grouped therein include communication, 
competence, self, planner, and environment.  These are the most important considerations if 
the agents are to be a capable as possible in handling tasks in our system.  
Communication ensures co-operation between one agent and others, as well as with the 
surrounding environment and the maintenance of the necessary knowledge. Competence 
(knowledge and methods) ensure that the job can be done in technical terms. Self supports 
the agent’s “intimate life” – the agent maintains its goals, the work that needs to be done 
and the opportunities that are at hand, it supervises, maintains and improves itself, and it 
manages its operations. Planner refers to the ability of the agent to decide on operating 
strategies, the order in which tasks are to be handled, what techniques are to be used, etc. – 
in other words, the agent plans its own operations. Finally, the capabilities under the 
heading of environment enable the agent to gain information about the surrounding 
environment, other agents, and the processes which are occurring.  
Capabilities related principles are following: 
F1: We determine the most important skills of agents and agencies. We must know the 
resources that are available to us before we can plan our testing strategy and activities. 
F2: We determine the most important skills of agencies that are needed for the most 
critical tasks. This has to be harmonised with the results that we get when applying 
principles T1, T2 and T3. We can define the missing skills, which will be the difference 
between those abilities  found with principle F1 and those found with principle F2. 
F3: Seeking out alternative skills. We look for ways of replacing those skills that are 
missing with others, perhaps looking for entirely different solutions to the problem. Testing 
is a process in which different methods can be used to achieve the same goal, and that also 
means different functions. This represents dynamic adaptation to the circumstances which 
prevail. 
F4: Developing new skills. We look at ways of ensuring those skills which are missing and 
ensure that they are gradually developed. This means creating new agents by training 
employees, obtaining new software, or configuring existing software. 

4.8 Evolving by choosing the other principles 
The most important prerequisite in the application of principles in practice is to do so 
gradually and moderately.  First choose some principles which you understand and believe 
can be implemented without much difficulty. After awhile, these may become principles that 
are automatically understood.  Use them until they are not longer actual according to the new 
circumstances.  When some principles prove to be of no more use, replace them with others.  
Thus the testing team gradually learns about the basic principles and evolves in its work.  If 
the choice of principles is repeated in a cyclical way in support of further development, then it 
is necessary to review other general principles related to complex systems and to choose the 
appropriate ones.  For instance, typical principles for the establishment of complex systems 
can be found in (Polacek & Verma, 2009). It is also important to take into account domain-
specific principles.  For software testing, basic principles can easily be adapted from (Kaner et 
al., 2002), for instance. That is a source which offers several hundred principles and 
recommendations that are important for testing, have been examined in practice, and can be 
used successfully in combination with MAS modeling principles. 
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5. The evolution of the work of testers 
5.1 A lack of qualified testers 
In 2000 study by the European Systems and Software Initiative found that 70% of all 
software has been designed by organisations which do not specialise in software design 
(Haugh, 2001). There is no reason to think that this share has dropped. The organisation 
particularly looked at problems related to the quality of software and to testing.  It found 
that testing was not being done at an adequate level. The main cause, according to the 
specialists, was a shortage of good testing specialists. Instead, there was intensive use of 
employees with good business knowledge, but poor knowledge about IT in general and 
software testing in particular (Marick, 2001). Problems related to the intensive use of non-IT 
testers are described in (Arnicane, 2007). 
Let us look at a fairly typical situation which the authors have encountered at non-IT 
companies.  Testing is often organised on the basis of a simple and understandable principle 
– each functional part of the software involves a tester who has to test that particular area.  
There is a fundamental shortcoming here, however. A tester without proper qualifications 
usually limits the work just to typical test cases, and that is usually not effective.  Sometimes 
nothing in this regard changes over the course of many years. 

5.2 Towards MAS paradigm 
Companies are not satisfied with this, and so they bring in one or more testing specialists.  A 
good specialist can plan a more or less optimal testing strategy on the basis of his 
capabilities and knowledge. Alas, there is a lack of human resources to pursue these plans.  
An unqualified tester cannot be assigned a high-level task, because he simply will not know 
what to do with it. 
Testing is much improved if the activities are divided up into atypically small sub-activities 
that are comparatively primitive.  Small and understandable tasks are delegated to non-IT 
testers, with the necessary individual training that can usually be completed in a short 
period of time. The testing professional handles only those primitive tasks which are 
nevertheless too complicated for non-IT testers.  What’s more, the specialist basically has to 
deal only with strategic planning, the detailed delegation of tasks, training, and monitoring 
of the work that is done. The professionalism of non-IT testers gradually increases, they can 
be given less detailed tasks, and the effectiveness of the total team is enhanced. When 
fundamentally different or new circumstances occur, the activities are once again split up 
into a greater number of parts, and training begins anew. 
This process can be described very well with multi-agent system models.  The advantage of 
the multi-system approach is that the same principles can be used to describe the co-
operation or symbiosis between people and computers in pursuit of common goals. This 
makes it easier to replace computer operations with human work, as well as to formalise 
operations, describing them with algorithms so that it becomes possible to establish 
software-based agents. 

5.3 A Sample of strategy to apply the MAS principles 
Let’s assume here that a company has found a good testing specialist. At the conceptual 
level, let us see how the aforementioned principles are used to restructure the software 
testing. We’ll list the strategic activities which yielded positive results in real projects. In line 
with MAS principles, these can be handled simultaneously and in parallel. Each activity is 
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pursued until such time as the internal condition of the system or the surrounding 
environment has changed: 
• When a new person (agent) arrives at the company, the organisational situation is 

determined along with relations among employees so as to better integrate into the 
company and to make changes gradually and without major revolutions (S2).  We look 
at the organisational structures that are best for reaching each fundamental testing goal, 
i.e., at how to work with agents more effectively (S1). We must assess the group of 
testers (the interior part of the system), as well as the company’s other departments, 
partners, and users of the tested software (the environment for the software). 

• We consider employees to be holonic agents who work together with other agents (A3), 
and we gradually identify the available people and their abilities, as well as the 
software, its functionality (A1, F1), and the way in which they work together (F1, C3).  
Accordingly, we can identify the testing tasks that we can achieve, and in the case of the 
simplest tasks, we can set deadlines and determine necessary levels of quality.  We can 
plan the testing strategy, as well as a strategy for further training. 

• We plan the testing strategy, and we divide up all of the tasks (T1) and processes (O1, 
O2). We divide them up into tasks and processes that are as small, simple and 
elementary as possible, the aim being to make sure that the available agents can handle 
them.  We reject work that cannot be done, or we look for new and necessary agents to 
do that work. 

• We determine which agent can handle each elementary task (A2, A3), judge whether 
quick training is needed (A5, F2, F4), assess the speed and quality of the work (A6, T1, 
T3), and determine the order of the tasks and the deadline for completing them (T1, T2).  
In a worst-case situation, we initiate training of employees to create new agents, or we 
look for ways of doing the job in a different way (F3). 

• We assign the work to agents directly or create conditions in which employees are 
motivated to do the necessary work on their own (C1, C2, C3). 

• We evaluate the risks which are associated with the most important tasks (A4, A5, T2, 
T3, T4, O3) and facilitate restructuring of the testing process if the performance of 
important tasks is endangered. 

• We monitor the overall process and the achievements of each agent (O2, O3, C2, C3). 
• We constantly improve the operating model and create new agents by training 

employees or designing appropriate software (A4, A5, T4, O2, F4). 

5.4 Obtaining of New Skills and Agents 
If the system is evolving more quickly, it is critically important to make sure that there are at 
least a few capable agents and that at least one of the agents has the necessary critical 
knowledge.  Otherwise the system will be developed slowly, or it may not develop at all.  In 
that case, there is the risk that as circumstances change, the system will not be able to handle 
even its most basic functions.  In this case, the professional testing specialist who is brought 
into the process will require many different skills and areas of knowledge. 
It is possible to organise an increase in the number of agents by hiring new employees and 
training them or by training existent employees - testers.  Here is the technique that should be 
used for training: The future agent should first be allowed to handle the task as best he or she 
can.  Then the work is corrected or completed by a professional agent, after which the trainee 
compares his or her results to the work of the professional agent. That helps people to learn. 
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5.5 A complexity for the key testers 
Evolution of the system is achieved by reducing the complexity for the majority of 
employees who are involved in the testing, because that gives them a better understanding 
of the work that is done. They only are assigned tasks which they can achieve, they 
constantly learn new skills, and co-operation is basically informal in the context of a higher-
level task, as opposed to being subordinated to the official structure of the company.  The 
overall structure of the process does not disappear, however, because the complexity of the 
work of the professional tester is increased substantially.  The tester is forced to devote more 
time to planning, training and organisational aspects of the work, as opposed to the testing 
process itself.  One such employee can work with a small number of non-IT employees.  
Otherwise, the speed of development diminishes substantially. 

6. Conclusions 
There is discussed software testing as a complex system and considered ways of reducing its 
complexity in this chapter. Complexity is an inherent characteristic of complex systems, and 
it is not, therefore, possible to reduce their overall complexity. It is, however, possible to 
reduce the complexity of individual aspects of the system so as, for instance, to ensure that 
the work of people who are involved with the system becomes simpler, easier and more 
likely to be handled in a high-quality way. 
A set of principles is offered based on ideas from multi-agent modeling methodologies and 
author’s expierence in software testing. By gradually putting these into practice, it is 
possible to ensure that the work of the testers gradually evolves because the complexity of 
the testing is reduced insofar as many of the people in the process are concerned. 
In order to model testing system there are used the basic concepts of multi-agent systems – 
agent, task, operation, co-ordination and organisational structure.  Traditionally, people are 
modeled as agents. It was handy to perceive people as complex systems with agents as 
elements that are responsible for various primitive aspects of testing processes. Other agents 
are not identified within people as long as they are not proven to be important as 
participants in testing process. Each testing job is done by one or more agents. Agents can 
belong to one or more individuals who are doing the testing work.  This work is based on 
principles from the theory of modelling multi-agent systems. Testing systems are very 
different – by SUT, testing team, constraints, priorities and accordingly by sets of principles. 
There are considered those principles in this chapter which relate to improvement of the 
management of testing processes, because it is one of the ways how to achieve 
improvements in testing process with relatively small effort.   
There are not discused principles which could be used to ensure adequate and effective 
testing in this chapter, for instance, a minimal set of test cases that can be handled with 
minimal effort, that have results that can be evaluated precisely, and that allow for the 
conclusion that the handling of the consequences of remaining potential errors could be 
cheaper than the resources that would be needed for additional testing. 
The sense of testing as a complex system allows explain why there have been so many 
failures in practice in this regard – money and time have been expended, work and effort 
have been invested, but the result is not achieved in that there remain numerous problems 
in the software under test.  The errors are found as the software is used.  The complexity of 
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testing systems means that it is hard to evaluate the effort, time and money that will be 
needed for the work when the testing process is being planned. 
Another result of the fact that testing is a complex system is that it is basically not possible to 
define or to describe the work of testers with procedures and then control the compliance of 
the work that is being done with these procedures. It is necessary to allow testers to ensure 
emergence, self-organisation and flexible behaviour that will lead allow them to deal with 
the situation at hand. 
Historically, the complexity of testing systems has been limited by limiting the freedom of 
its elements and ensuring as much order as possible. This is done by implementing 
limitations such as the demand for plans, the strict adherence to the plans, and the 
observance of written procedures related to the work.  In many cases, however, there can be 
plans, reports and a lot of bureaucracy, but the results will nonetheless be far from 
perfection. Perhaps that is because of all of the major limitations. Testing is a creative 
process. 
Further research is needed into how an environment can be set up for a testing system in 
which it can make use of all of its advantages as a complex system – the ability to deal with 
complicated tasks in a creative way whilst, at the same time, not complicating the work of 
others who are involved in software development - developers, users and managers.  
Testing which is highly restricted by procedures and rules is more advantageous to 
management, because it is more predictable, and it is easier for managers to reject the idea 
that they are responsible for failures.  In such cases, however, testing is no longer a complex 
system, it is just a complicated one. The greater the level of freedom in the elements of the 
testing system, the more the testing system behaves like a complex system which is harder 
to understand, describe and predict.  Research is needed into ways of balancing risks that 
come from the unpredictability of the system with the benefits that the complex system 
provides. 
Even though it seems that there is no real chance to set up formal models at this time, it is 
worth looking at whether there cannot be special tools and methodologies which make it 
easier to observe the principles of establishing a multi-agent system in testing processes. 
In conclusion, it has to be stressed that the use of the ideas described in this chapter will 
largely depend on whether the testing team has at least one specialist who understands 
fundamentals of multi-agent systems and has good knowledge about software testing.  
There are no empirical data collected yet whether there can be fundamental improvements 
to testing processes if this is not the case.   
The critical need is for a specialist who can imagine the testing system as a set of many 
primitive agents which engage in small tasks in pursuit of the overall goal, as well as can 
establish and constantly renew the concrete model for the specific project at least in a mental 
and informal way, the goal always being to allow the testing system to evolve gradually 
toward reduced complexity, at least insofar as testers who are involved in the system are 
concerned. 
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1. Introduction  
Multiagent systems have emerged as a promising approach to develop information systems 
that clearly require several goal-oriented problem-solving entities [Jennings et al., 1998]. 
Following this direction, it is believed that upcoming information systems will be 
implemented as open multiagent systems, in which agents (their entities) can freely migrate 
among those systems in order to obtain resources or services not found locally. 
A multiagent system(s) (hereinafter referenced as MAS1) is/are an example of an open 
system in which the actions of heterogeneous, self-interested agents may deviate from the 
expected behavior in a context. Openness has led to dynamic software systems that have no 
centralized control and that are composed of autonomous entities [Hewitt, 1991]. Key 
characteristics of such systems are heterogeneity, conflicting individual goals and limited 
trust [Artikis et al., 2002].  
As stated in [Esteva et al., 2004], “openness without control may lead to chaotic behavior”. In 
order to be a viable solution for dynamic software systems, MAS must be enhanced with 
norms for defining which actions are permitted, obliged and prohibited to be performed by 
agents so that the system does not reach an undesirable state. A permitted norm defines that 
an action is allowed to be performed; an obliged norm defines that an action must be 
performed; and, a prohibited norm defines that an action must not be performed. 
Permissions and prohibitions are used to describe positive/negative authorizations, 
whereas obligations are used to describe responsibilities [Kagal and Finin, 2007]. These three 
types of norms represent the three fundamental deontic statuses of an action [Alberti et al., 
2006] from deontic logic [Wright, 1951] and they are logically connected as presented by the 
following statements: 
- If an action is permitted, then, it is not prohibited; 
- If an action is obligatory, then, it is permitted and it is not prohibited; 
- If an action is prohibited, then, it is not obligatory and it is not permitted; 
                                                 
1 Through all the text of this chapter, when the characteristic of open systems is important to be 
outlined, then, we will explicitly use the ‘open MAS’ expression instead of simply ‘MAS’. 
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1. Introduction  
Multiagent systems have emerged as a promising approach to develop information systems 
that clearly require several goal-oriented problem-solving entities [Jennings et al., 1998]. 
Following this direction, it is believed that upcoming information systems will be 
implemented as open multiagent systems, in which agents (their entities) can freely migrate 
among those systems in order to obtain resources or services not found locally. 
A multiagent system(s) (hereinafter referenced as MAS1) is/are an example of an open 
system in which the actions of heterogeneous, self-interested agents may deviate from the 
expected behavior in a context. Openness has led to dynamic software systems that have no 
centralized control and that are composed of autonomous entities [Hewitt, 1991]. Key 
characteristics of such systems are heterogeneity, conflicting individual goals and limited 
trust [Artikis et al., 2002].  
As stated in [Esteva et al., 2004], “openness without control may lead to chaotic behavior”. In 
order to be a viable solution for dynamic software systems, MAS must be enhanced with 
norms for defining which actions are permitted, obliged and prohibited to be performed by 
agents so that the system does not reach an undesirable state. A permitted norm defines that 
an action is allowed to be performed; an obliged norm defines that an action must be 
performed; and, a prohibited norm defines that an action must not be performed. 
Permissions and prohibitions are used to describe positive/negative authorizations, 
whereas obligations are used to describe responsibilities [Kagal and Finin, 2007]. These three 
types of norms represent the three fundamental deontic statuses of an action [Alberti et al., 
2006] from deontic logic [Wright, 1951] and they are logically connected as presented by the 
following statements: 
- If an action is permitted, then, it is not prohibited; 
- If an action is obligatory, then, it is permitted and it is not prohibited; 
- If an action is prohibited, then, it is not obligatory and it is not permitted; 
                                                 
1 Through all the text of this chapter, when the characteristic of open systems is important to be 
outlined, then, we will explicitly use the ‘open MAS’ expression instead of simply ‘MAS’. 
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- If an action is not permitted not to perform, then, it is obligatory; 
- If an action is prohibited not to perform, then, it is obligatory; 
- If an action is obligatory not to perform, then, it is prohibited; 
Deontic logic enables addressing the issue of explicitly and formally defines norms and 
deals with their possible violation [Alberti et al., 2006]. In such way, deontic logic could be 
used in the agents’ logics and architectures when norms can be violated and agents have to 
explicitly reason about those violations and their consequences [Jones and Sergot, 1993].  
This means that agents should be able to take into account the existence of social norms in 
their decisions (either to follow or violate a norm) and to react to violations of the norms by 
other agents [Castelfranchi et al., 1999].  
Important works concerning normative MAS (e.g., [Vázquez-Salceda et al., 2005; Esteva, 
2003; Hübner et al., 2002; Minsky_LGI, URL; Chopinaud et al., 2006]) have been proposed 
recently. A normative MAS is a system that conforms to or is based on norms [Boella et al., 
2006b]. That type of system must allow some facility for the system developer, while he is 
describing and evolving the norms of his system, and also allow some facility for agents' 
reasoning about applied norms.  
We agree that current solutions for normative MAS usually have the following drawbacks: 
(i) they consider norms with a valid universal meaning in an application domain; (ii) they 
do not support the direct design and implementation of norms specific to the application 
domain (e.g., political, economical, religious norms); (iii) they do not support the 
management of norms during system execution (i.e., norm description off-line and norm 
enforcement on-line); and (iv) they expect that agents must be already aware of the 
(predefined) system norms. 
The motivation for our research came forth from the need to resolve those challenges, 
providing an approach applicable in open systems, in which norms can be effectively 
applied to their agents and easily managed. In such systems, heterogeneity and autonomy 
rule out any assumption concerning the way third-party entities are implemented and 
behaved. Thus, a viable solution for regulation in MAS should not be hard coded inside 
agents’ original implementations and must allow, for some degree of precision and 
flexibility, to update data (e.g., norms) during the system execution.  
Our research intends to bridge the gap between the theoretical work on norms and practical 
normative systems by proposing our DynaCROM approach [Felicíssimo et al., 2008b and 
2008c]. DynaCROM stands for Dynamic Contextual Regulation Information Provision in Open 
MAS and it aims to operationalize regulative norms in open MAS.  
From the individual agents’ perspective, DynaCROM is an information mechanism that 
makes application agents aware of the norms they are bound to at a given moment. From 
the system developers’ perspective, DynaCROM is a methodology for the application and 
management of norms in open MAS so developers are able to embody abstract norms with 
domain values. Therefore, norms are contextualized in the application domain wherein they 
hold, facilitating regulation through norm enforcement mechanisms. 
By ‘context’, DynaCROM follows the definition of [Dey, 2001] stating that “context is any 
implicit information that can be used to characterize the situation of participants and to 
provide relevant information and/or services to them, where relevancy depends on 
participants’ tasks”.  
Regarding ‘situation of participants’, DynaCROM is concerned with the issue of regulation in 
complex systems, which follows [Simon, 1996] in his definition stating that: “complexity 
frequently takes the form of a hierarchy. That is, a system is composed of interrelated subsystems, each of 
which is in turn hierarchic in structure, until the lowest level of elementary subsystem is reached”.  
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In the remaining sections, the research involved to conceive our DynaCROM approach is 
presented. The theoretical fundamentals of DynaCROM are the main goal of the chapter. 
Further practical information related to the applicability of DynaCROM can be found via 
two motivating scenarios: in [Felicíssimo et al., 2008a], through the domain of multinational 
organizations, and in [Felicíssimo, 2008d], through the television domain. 

2. Dynamic contextual regulation information provision  
Open MAS can be extremely dynamic due to heterogeneous agents that migrate among 
those systems for obtaining resources or services not found locally. In order to prevent 
malicious actions and to ensure agent trust, open MAS should be enhanced with normative 
mechanisms. However, it is not reasonable to expect that foreign agents will know in 
advance all the norms of the MAS in which they will execute.  
In the following section, the DynaCROM methodology developed to support the system 
developer in the tasks of implementation, management and evolution of the norms of his 
MAS is explained. The methodology includes the phases of contextualization, 
concretization, representation and composition of norms. 

2.1 From abstract to concrete norms in MAS 
A major challenge in MAS is how norms can be effectively applied to their agents and, then, 
easily managed and evolved. The application of norms in MAS is not a straightforward task, 
since heterogeneity and autonomy rule out any assumption concerning the way that 
heterogeneous agents are implemented and behave in MAS [Grizard et al., 2006]. 
In [Gaertner et al. 2007], the authors of the paper propose to extend the coordination level of 
a MAS with a normative level, so that, norms can be integrated during the design and 
execution time of the system. DynaCROM follows their proposition but, furthermore, it also 
proposes to extend the normative level with, what we called, a contextual normative level. In 
this level, abstract norms are concretized (i.e., embodied) with domain values according to 
the context wherein they hold. The proposition for contextual classification of norms follows 
the ideas first proposed by Dignum in [Dignum, 2002] and, then, refined in [Grossi and 
Dignum, 2004]. However, their works mainly address formal issues while our approach 
addresses the practical ones, providing DynaCROM – an implemented solution as a proof-
of-concept for the ideas proposed.  
In order to illustrate the DynaCROM proposal, Figure 1 presents the Coordination, Normative 
and Contextual Normative Levels of a simplistic supply-chain scenario in which activities 
(illustrated by linked ellipses) are represented on the three layers (connected by dashed 
arrows). Norms (illustrated by vertical arrows) are applied at the second and last levels. 
Contextual norms (illustrated by diagonal arrows) are applied at the last level.  
In order to exemplify how norms are concretized in normative levels, the Negotiation activity 
of Figure 1 is considered. A Negotiation summarizes a set of more specific activities 
performed between customer and seller agents (e.g., a customer asks a seller how much a 
product costs; the seller states his price, with or without discounts; the customer accepts the 
seller’s price). The Negotiation activity is linked to the Payment one and both activities might 
be translated in the normative level to: 

A Payment Norm for Effecting a Negotiation: Negotiations are obliged  
to be paid by using the national currency of the seller’s country. 
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From the individual agents’ perspective, DynaCROM is an information mechanism that 
makes application agents aware of the norms they are bound to at a given moment. From 
the system developers’ perspective, DynaCROM is a methodology for the application and 
management of norms in open MAS so developers are able to embody abstract norms with 
domain values. Therefore, norms are contextualized in the application domain wherein they 
hold, facilitating regulation through norm enforcement mechanisms. 
By ‘context’, DynaCROM follows the definition of [Dey, 2001] stating that “context is any 
implicit information that can be used to characterize the situation of participants and to 
provide relevant information and/or services to them, where relevancy depends on 
participants’ tasks”.  
Regarding ‘situation of participants’, DynaCROM is concerned with the issue of regulation in 
complex systems, which follows [Simon, 1996] in his definition stating that: “complexity 
frequently takes the form of a hierarchy. That is, a system is composed of interrelated subsystems, each of 
which is in turn hierarchic in structure, until the lowest level of elementary subsystem is reached”.  
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the ideas first proposed by Dignum in [Dignum, 2002] and, then, refined in [Grossi and 
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addresses the practical ones, providing DynaCROM – an implemented solution as a proof-
of-concept for the ideas proposed.  
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In order to exemplify how norms are concretized in normative levels, the Negotiation activity 
of Figure 1 is considered. A Negotiation summarizes a set of more specific activities 
performed between customer and seller agents (e.g., a customer asks a seller how much a 
product costs; the seller states his price, with or without discounts; the customer accepts the 
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be translated in the normative level to: 

A Payment Norm for Effecting a Negotiation: Negotiations are obliged  
to be paid by using the national currency of the seller’s country. 
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The payment norm presented above is abstract and vague, and therefore, applied only for 
general purposes. In order to cause any effect in a regulated system, abstract norms must be 
translated into concrete norms [Grossi and Dignum, 2004]. Thus, the abstract payment norm 
might be contextualized, by the system developer, as an environment norm and, then, 
concretized in its MAS. For example, in American and Japanese supply-chain domains, the 
environment norm could be concretized with the following instantiations: 

A Concrete Environment Norm for Effecting a Negotiation: Negotiations are obliged  
to be paid (i) in USA, with American dollars (USD); and,  

(ii) in Japan, with Japanese Yen (JPY). 

In the DynaCROM contextual normative level, the classificatory reading of ‘counts-as’ from 
[Grossi et al., 2006] is applied. The reading states that if “A counts-as B in context c”, then, it 
is interpreted as “A is a sub-concept of B in context c”. In this sense, ‘counts-as’ statements 
work as ‘contextual classifications’.  
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Fig. 1. Activities, regulated activities and contextual regulated activities represented in their 
specific layers, based on [Gaertner et al., 2007] 

For instance, considering the payment norm exemplified above, its reading is done as 
follows: “USD counts-as a valid currency in the context of the USA environment”; and, its 
interpretation is done as follows: “USD is a sub-concept of a ‘valid currency’ concept in the 
context of the USA environment”.  
Figure 2 illustrates part of the Contextual Normative Level of Figure 1 in which the ‘valid 
currency’ variable of the Negotiation activity is instantiated for the payment norm according 
to the American and Japanese environments. 
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Fig. 2. Contextual classifications for a payment norm 

Moreover, besides the instantiation of contextualized variables, DynaCROM consideres that 
activities, in the contextual normative level, can also have different predefined conditions. 
For instance, Give discount (a possible sub-activity of Negotiation) states that, in an 
organization, discounts can be given (a) by subtracting 10% of the price value for orders paid 
in cash, or (b) by subtracting 15% of the price value for products bought in bundles. 

2.2 Contextual norm classification 
Basically, a MAS consists of environments, organizations and agents playing roles and 
interacting [Jennings, 2000]. As environments, organizations, roles and agent interactions 
are important concepts for the understanding of the text, the meaning in which they are 
used in this chapter is characterized below. 
Environments [Weyns et al., 2007] are discrete computational locations, similar to places in 
the physical world, which provide conditions for agents to inhabit it. Environments can 
have refinement levels, such as a specialization relationship (e.g., country and state), but 
there cannot be overlaps (e.g., there cannot be two countries in the same place). An 
environment can also have many organizations.  
Organizations [Ferber et al., 2003] are social locations in which groups of agents play roles. 
An organization can embody many sub-organizations, but each organization belongs to 
only one environment [Silva and Lucena, 2004b]. Agents can execute in different 
organizations and they can also migrate among environments and organizations in order to 
obtain resources or services not found locally.  
Roles [Thomas and William, 2005] are abstractions that prescribe a set of related tasks, 
which agents must perform in order to achieve their designed goals. Roles are defined by 
organizations independently of agents’ individual identities.  
An agent can interact with any other agent in a MAS, for example, by exchanging messages. 
Environments, organizations, roles and interactions suggest different contexts for regulation 
in MAS. Context-aware computing means to be software that “adapts according to its location of 
use, the collection of nearby people and objects, as well as changes to those objects over time.” [Schilit 
and Theimer, 1994]. Although contexts are tacitly known by most people, they are normally 
hard to be identified and, therefore, not distinguishable for computing. 
In order to help the system developer in his task of norm contextualization, DynaCROM 
follows directions taken by research in context-aware applications that suggest top-down 
architectures for classifying contextual information [Khedr and Karmouch, 1995; Henricksen 
and Indulska, 2005]. 
DynaCROM defines that norm information should be classified in a MAS according to the 
following contexts: Environment, Organization, Role and Interaction, which are differentiated 
by the boundaries of their data (i.e., norms).  
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which agents must perform in order to achieve their designed goals. Roles are defined by 
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Environment Norms are applied to all entities in a regulated environment. Likewise, 
organization norms are applied to all entities in a regulated organization; role norms are 
applied to all agents playing a regulated role; and, interaction norms are applied to all agents 
involved in a regulated interaction. 
Figure 3 illustrates an example scenario in which entities of a MAS are influenced by the 
application of norms (represented by arrows) from different levels of abstractions 
(represented by dashed boxes). In the Environment Normative Level (upper level), 
environment norms are directly applied to environment instances (e.g., USA and Japan). In 
the Organization Normative Level, organization norms are directly applied to organization 
instances (e.g., Dellie, HPie and DellieJapan); in the Role Normative Level, role norms are 
directly applied to role instances (e.g., ADellieSeller, AHPieSupplier and ADellieJapanManu-
facturer); finally, in the Agent Normative Level, interaction norms are directly applied to the 
agents that are interacting. 
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Fig. 3. Norms from different contextual normative levels 

The four predefined normative contexts of DynaCROM are not targeted to a particular 
application domain; moreover, they rather represent a basic set for a general regulation in 
MAS. For a more precise regulation, this set should be improved through additions and 
refinements of application domain normative contexts and their respective norms. An 
example of a domain normative context and its norm might be, in the Catholic domain, a 
Religious concept that holds a (religious) norm stating that “marriage is prohibited in the case 
that the man and/or the woman to be married made perpetual vows of chastity in a religious 
institute”. 
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DynaCROM states that specific2 domain norms (e.g., political norms) can be directly applied 
in any other normative level, as also illustrated in the Figure 5 (by the horizontal arrows 
from the vertical rectangle in the left side of the figure). For instance, the political norm: 
“American and Japanese organizations are forbidden to deal with each other when their countries are 
undergoing political crisis” can be directly applied in the Organization Normative Level of 
American and Japanese organizations (e.g., in the Organization Normative Level of Dellie and 
HPie, from the American side, and in DellieJapan, from the Japanese side). 
It is important to mention here that the extra effort of the system developer to classify norm 
information in more precise levels of abstraction is rewarded during the management phase 
and can also provide a fine-grained mechanism for norm enforcement solutions. Norms 
concretized in the contexts that directly affect the different MAS entities can be more easily 
found and updated because information is decoupled in predefined levels for norm 
classification. Besides that, each norm from the normative level of environments, 
organizations, roles or interactions can hierarchically influence each other, and each specific 
domain norm can transversally influence any norm from the other normative levels of a 
MAS. 

2.3 Contextual norm representation 
In order to represent norms in a meaningful way for heterogeneous agents, the formalism to 
be used in a MAS needs to be chosen. This choice must balance two major characteristics: 
expressiveness versus efficiency, and also should consider that, from a software engineering 
perspective, agent responses in MAS should be quick, automatic and reliable [Breitman et al., 
2004].  
Speed is a requirement intrinsic to most systems. A quick response means that, once a 
request is sent by an agent, its response should be given at system runtime, even if the 
request may have been sent to multiple recipient agents, which compete for time of 
response.  
Interoperability among agents in MAS lead to executions that must be automatic, i.e., that 
cannot count with user intervention. One reason for that is, while the designer of a MAS is a 
domain expert, its human users may not be. Moreover, in open systems, a minimum level of 
reliability is mandatory in order to build trust for its participants. 
The number of related norms involved in a negotiation among agents can be extremely high. 
In this case, it is not reasonable to expect that all system norms will be investigated in each 
negotiation, not in a reasonable time frame. 
For the goal of our DynaCROM approach, it is accepted that the provision of a sub-set of 
relevant norms, where relevance is characterized by both agents’ current contexts and 
actions performed, is a reasonable result if it is attained quickly, automatically and within 
reliable limits (predefined by the system developer). This way, information does not need to 
be stored since the relevant norms are provided, each time, at system/agents’ requests. 
Norm Representation by Using OWL 
The Web Ontology Language (OWL) [Bechhofer et al., URL], a Web standard from the World 
Web Consortium (W3C), was analyzed in order to verify its applicability for norm 
representation in open MAS. OWL was chosen mainly because of the two following reasons.  
                                                 
2 ‘Specific’ meaning ‘particular’ and having ‘general’ as its antonym (definition from the Roget's New 
Millennium™ Thesaurus [OnLineDictionary, URL]). 
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Environment Norms are applied to all entities in a regulated environment. Likewise, 
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directly applied to role instances (e.g., ADellieSeller, AHPieSupplier and ADellieJapanManu-
facturer); finally, in the Agent Normative Level, interaction norms are directly applied to the 
agents that are interacting. 
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Fig. 3. Norms from different contextual normative levels 

The four predefined normative contexts of DynaCROM are not targeted to a particular 
application domain; moreover, they rather represent a basic set for a general regulation in 
MAS. For a more precise regulation, this set should be improved through additions and 
refinements of application domain normative contexts and their respective norms. An 
example of a domain normative context and its norm might be, in the Catholic domain, a 
Religious concept that holds a (religious) norm stating that “marriage is prohibited in the case 
that the man and/or the woman to be married made perpetual vows of chastity in a religious 
institute”. 
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DynaCROM states that specific2 domain norms (e.g., political norms) can be directly applied 
in any other normative level, as also illustrated in the Figure 5 (by the horizontal arrows 
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“American and Japanese organizations are forbidden to deal with each other when their countries are 
undergoing political crisis” can be directly applied in the Organization Normative Level of 
American and Japanese organizations (e.g., in the Organization Normative Level of Dellie and 
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information in more precise levels of abstraction is rewarded during the management phase 
and can also provide a fine-grained mechanism for norm enforcement solutions. Norms 
concretized in the contexts that directly affect the different MAS entities can be more easily 
found and updated because information is decoupled in predefined levels for norm 
classification. Besides that, each norm from the normative level of environments, 
organizations, roles or interactions can hierarchically influence each other, and each specific 
domain norm can transversally influence any norm from the other normative levels of a 
MAS. 

2.3 Contextual norm representation 
In order to represent norms in a meaningful way for heterogeneous agents, the formalism to 
be used in a MAS needs to be chosen. This choice must balance two major characteristics: 
expressiveness versus efficiency, and also should consider that, from a software engineering 
perspective, agent responses in MAS should be quick, automatic and reliable [Breitman et al., 
2004].  
Speed is a requirement intrinsic to most systems. A quick response means that, once a 
request is sent by an agent, its response should be given at system runtime, even if the 
request may have been sent to multiple recipient agents, which compete for time of 
response.  
Interoperability among agents in MAS lead to executions that must be automatic, i.e., that 
cannot count with user intervention. One reason for that is, while the designer of a MAS is a 
domain expert, its human users may not be. Moreover, in open systems, a minimum level of 
reliability is mandatory in order to build trust for its participants. 
The number of related norms involved in a negotiation among agents can be extremely high. 
In this case, it is not reasonable to expect that all system norms will be investigated in each 
negotiation, not in a reasonable time frame. 
For the goal of our DynaCROM approach, it is accepted that the provision of a sub-set of 
relevant norms, where relevance is characterized by both agents’ current contexts and 
actions performed, is a reasonable result if it is attained quickly, automatically and within 
reliable limits (predefined by the system developer). This way, information does not need to 
be stored since the relevant norms are provided, each time, at system/agents’ requests. 
Norm Representation by Using OWL 
The Web Ontology Language (OWL) [Bechhofer et al., URL], a Web standard from the World 
Web Consortium (W3C), was analyzed in order to verify its applicability for norm 
representation in open MAS. OWL was chosen mainly because of the two following reasons.  
                                                 
2 ‘Specific’ meaning ‘particular’ and having ‘general’ as its antonym (definition from the Roget's New 
Millennium™ Thesaurus [OnLineDictionary, URL]). 
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The first reason is because OWL represents information in a meaningful way (i.e., with a 
common understanding) for heterogeneous agents, supporting them in their processes of 
data retrieving and integration with different sources. This way, information can be 
understood by computer applications, instead of only by humans.  
The second reason for choosing OWL is because it provides three sublanguages, which are 
differentiated by their levels of expressiveness: OWL Lite, OWL DL (includes OWL Lite) 
and OWL Full (includes OWL DL). 
OWL Lite was designed for easy implementation and to provide users with a functional 
subset that permits a classification hierarchy and simple constraints. 
OWL DL (where DL stands for Description Logic) was designed to support those users who 
want the maximum expressiveness without losing computational completeness (i.e., all 
entailments are guaranteed to be computed) and decidability (i.e., all computations will 
finish in finite time) of reasoning systems. OWL DL is so named due to its correspondence 
with description logics [Baader et al., 2003], a field of research that has studied a particular 
decidable fragment of first order logic. OWL DL was designed to support the existing 
Description Logic business segment and to provide a language subset that has desirable 
computational properties for reasoning systems.  
OWL Full is meant for users who want expressiveness with no computational guarantees. In 
this case, OWL Full relaxes some of the constraints on OWL DL so as to make available 
features which may be of use to many database and knowledge representation systems, but 
which violate the constraints of Description Logic reasoners. Thus, it is unlikely that any 
reasoning software will be able to support every feature of OWL Full. 
Based on the characteristics of each OWL sublanguage, OWL DL was the one chosen for 
representing the domain data of the usage scenarios presented in this chapter. This is 
because, in those examples, OWL DL meets the software engineering requirements for 
responses in MAS (i.e., expressiveness in computational completeness and decidability). 
Therefore, formal versus non-formal issues related to the examples are restricted to the 
available properties of the OWL DL sublanguage. 
Declarative Specifications of Concrete Norms  
DynaCROM proposes a contextual normative ontology for declarative specifications of norms, 
providing information with a common understanding about well-defined system regulation 
to heterogeneous agents. 
An ontology is a conceptual model that embodies shared conceptualizations of a given 
domain [Gruber, 1993]; a contextual ontology is an ontology that represents localized domain 
information [Bouquet et al., 2003] (e.g., USD is the national currency of USA); and, a 
contextual normative ontology is a contextual ontology that has a Norm concept as its central 
asset. The Norm concept should be instantiated with norms contextualized differently 
according to the basic MAS entities (i.e., environments, organizations, roles and agent 
interactions) or specific domain entities. 
The DynaCROM contextual normative ontology, hereinafter the DynaCROM ontology, 
defines the following five related concepts, all in the same hierarchical level: Role, 
Organization, Environment, Norm and Action, as illustrated in Figure 43. These concepts must 
be instantiated according to the application domain of its MAS.  
                                                 
3 For readability purposes, all ontologies created for this chapter are presented graphically by using the 
Ontoviz graph plug-in for OWL [Ontoviz, URL]. 
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In the DynaCROM ontology, the Role concept encompasses the instances of all regulated 
roles of the system and each role instance is associated with its norms (via the hasNorm 
property) and with its organization (via the isPlayedIn property). The Organization concept 
encompasses the instances of all regulated organizations and each organization instance is 
associated with its norms, with itself (via the hasMainOrganization property for representing 
its main organization) and with its environment (via the isIn property). The Environment 
concept encompasses the instances of all regulated environments and each environment 
instance is associated with its norms and with itself (via the belongsTo property for 
representing its owner environment). The Norm concept encompasses the instances of all 
norms and each norm instance is associated with its regulated actions (via the regulates 
property). The Action concept encompasses the instances of all regulated actions of a  
proposed system. 
 

 
Fig. 4. The DynaCROM ontology 

The DynaCROM ontology is an extensible one, i.e., its basic concepts can be extended 
and/or new domain concepts can be created, both for representing classified contextual 
domain information. More precisely, the representation of a concrete norm in a DynaCROM 
ontology should be done by extending existing concepts or by creating new ones, then, 
instantiating the concept with norm information and, at last, linking the regulated instances 
to its related abstract norm (represented as a created norm instance). 
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For example, Figure 54 illustrates the OblToPayWithNationalCurrency norm instance that 
represents an abstract payment norm for effecting a negotiation. The norm is concretized in 
each environment by instantiating its domain datatype property hasNationalCurrency (e.g., 
JPY (Japanese Yen) in Japan and USD (U.S. Dollar) in USA), which extends the DynaCROM 
Environment concept (originally presented in Figure 4). 
 

 
Fig. 5. An abstract payment norm concretized in Japan and USA 

For a more precise regulation in MAS, specific domain contexts should be represented in an 
application domain DynaCROM ontology through additions and refinements of their 
related concepts and norms. An example of an application domain context and its norm can 
be: 

A Political Norm for Regulating Deals: organizations are prohibited from  
dealing with each other when their countries are undergoing political crisis. 

The political norm presented above is an example of abstract interaction norm. In a 
DynaCROM domain ontology, interaction norms should be concretized by instantiating its 
Norm sub-concept, which must be already created for linking the other concepts from the 
relation (i.e., reification of relationship). This solution follows the representation pattern 
presented in [Noy and Rector, URL]. 
Figure 6 illustrates the abstract political norm for regulating deals represented by the 
PrhToDealWith (a Norm sub-concept) and concretized in AmericanOrganizations by the PrhTo-
DealWithJapaneseOrganizations norm instance. The concrete norm prohibits AmericanOrgani-

                                                 
4 In the Ontoviz graph plug-in, ‘io’ means ‘instance of’ and it is the label given for the link between a 
concept and its instance.  
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zations to deal with JapaneseOrganizations when their countries are undergoing political 
crisis. 
 

 
Fig. 6. A political norm concretized in American organizations 

2.4 Contextual norm composition 
After classifying and representing norms in precise levels of abstractions, contextual norms 
can be composed during system execution since, at any given moment, an agent may be 
related to norms defined at one or more normative contexts. Compositions of related 
contextual norms result in sets of independent norms, in which the semantic of one norm 
can influence the semantics of the others. For instance, the environment norm presented 
below is considered: 

A Concrete Environment Norm for Calculating Prices: a state corporate  
income tax rate of 6.25 in Missouri is obliged to be imposed on all sales. 

Figure 7 illustrates the environment norm for calculating prices in Missouri. Although 
Missouri and USA are hierarchical environments (defined via their belongsTo relationship), a 
mechanism should be used in order to effectively compose their norms in a DynaCROM 
MAS. 
DynaCROM follows rules to compose contextual norms. DynaCROM rules are ontology-
driven rules, i.e., they are created by the system developer, according to the ontology 
structure, and they are limited to the related concepts to which each concept is linked to.  
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Fig. 7. The Missouri and USA hierarchical environments 

Code 15 presents an example of rule that recursively compose the norms of hierarchical 
environments as, for instance, the norms of Missouri and USA. More precisely, considering 
Missouri as an example of the given environment, the following composition process is 
executed, according to the domain ontology instance illustrated in Figure 9: in (4), the 
‘?OEnv’ variable is instantiated with the USA inferred value, when the ‘?Env’ variable is 
instantiated with the Missouri given value; in (3), the ‘?OEnvNorms’ variable is instantiated 
with the OblToPayWithNationalCurrency inferred value; and in (2), the inferred norm is 
added as a new norm of Missouri.  
The result of the norm composition process is that, in Missouri, all negotiations are obliged 
to be paid with USD and increased by a state corporate income tax of 6.25. 
 

(1)  [DynaCROMRule_EnvWithOEnvNorms: 
(2)    hasNorm(?Env,?OEnvNorms) 
(3)     <- hasNorm(?OEnv,?OEnvNorms), 
(4)        belongsTo(?Env,?OEnv)]  

Code 1. A DynaCROM rule to compose the norms of hierarchical environments 

                                                 
5 The rules presented in this chapter are written following a simplified syntax for readability purposes. 
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DynaCROM predefines the rules to compose the norms of hierarchical environments 
(explained above) and also the others presented in Code 2. Inputs for these rules are domain 
instances of the Organization and Role concepts and their outputs are compositions of related 
contextual norms.  
Following a norm composition process similar to the one explained for the 
‘DynaCROMRule_EnvWithOEnvNorms’ (presented in Code 1), the ‘DynaCROMRule_Org-
WithMOrgNorms’ (line 5 to 8 from Code 2) states that a given organization will have its 
norms composed with the norms of its main organization; the ‘DynaCROMRule_Org-
WithEnvNorms’ (line 9 to 12 from Code 2) states that a given organization will have its 
norms composed with the norms of its environment; and, the ‘DynaCROMRule_RoleWith-
OrgNorms’ (line 13 to 16 from Code 2) states that a given role will have its norms composed 
with the norms of its organization. 
 

(5)  [DynaCROMRule_OrgWithMOrgNorms: 
(6)    hasNorm(?Org,?MOrgNorms) 
(7)     <- hasNorm(?MOrg,?MOrgNorms), 
(8)        hasMainOrganization(?Org,?MOrg)] 
 
(9)  [DynaCROMRule_OrgWithEnvNorms: 
(10)   hasNorm(?Org,?OrgEnvNorms) 
(11)    <- hasNorm(?OrgEnv,?OrgEnvNorms), 
(12)       isIn(?Org,?OrgEnv)] 
 
(13) [DynaCROMRule_RoleWithOrgNorms: 
(14)   hasNorm(?Role,?OrgNorms) 
(15)    <- hasNorm(?Org,?OrgNorms), 
(16)       isPlayedIn(?Role,?Org)]  

Code 2. DynaCROM rules to compose the norms of normative contexts 

Rules can compose data from the same concept type (e.g., the ‘DynaCROMRule_EnvWith-
OEnvNorms’ and the ‘DynaCROMRule_OrgWithMOrgNorms’) or from different concept 
types (e.g., the ‘DynaCROMRule_OrgWithEnvNorms’ and the ‘DynaCROMRule_RoleWithOrg-
Norms’). Rules can also compose data from concepts directly related (hierarchical form) or 
indirectly related (non-hierarchical form).  
Code 3 presents an example of a rule that compose the norms of the DynaCROM Role and 
Environment concepts, which are examples of indirectly related concepts. 
 

(17) [DynaCROMRule_RoleWithOrgEnvNorms: 
(18)   hasNorm(?Role,?OrgEnvNorms) 
(19)    <- hasNorm(?OrgEnv,?OrgEnvNorms), 
(20)       isIn(?Org,?OrgEnv), 
(21)       isPlayedIn(?Role,?Org)]  

Code 3. A rule for composing the norms of two indirectly related concepts 

For the composition process, DynaCROM employs6 an inference rule engine that executes 
the following tasks: (i) read an ontology instance to get data (i.e., concept instances and their 
                                                 
6 ‘Employ’ meaning “to make use of (an instrument, means, etc.); use; apply” [OnLineDictionary, URL]). 
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(13) [DynaCROMRule_RoleWithOrgNorms: 
(14)   hasNorm(?Role,?OrgNorms) 
(15)    <- hasNorm(?Org,?OrgNorms), 
(16)       isPlayedIn(?Role,?Org)]  

Code 2. DynaCROM rules to compose the norms of normative contexts 

Rules can compose data from the same concept type (e.g., the ‘DynaCROMRule_EnvWith-
OEnvNorms’ and the ‘DynaCROMRule_OrgWithMOrgNorms’) or from different concept 
types (e.g., the ‘DynaCROMRule_OrgWithEnvNorms’ and the ‘DynaCROMRule_RoleWithOrg-
Norms’). Rules can also compose data from concepts directly related (hierarchical form) or 
indirectly related (non-hierarchical form).  
Code 3 presents an example of a rule that compose the norms of the DynaCROM Role and 
Environment concepts, which are examples of indirectly related concepts. 
 

(17) [DynaCROMRule_RoleWithOrgEnvNorms: 
(18)   hasNorm(?Role,?OrgEnvNorms) 
(19)    <- hasNorm(?OrgEnv,?OrgEnvNorms), 
(20)       isIn(?Org,?OrgEnv), 
(21)       isPlayedIn(?Role,?Org)]  

Code 3. A rule for composing the norms of two indirectly related concepts 

For the composition process, DynaCROM employs6 an inference rule engine that executes 
the following tasks: (i) read an ontology instance to get data (i.e., concept instances and their 
                                                 
6 ‘Employ’ meaning “to make use of (an instrument, means, etc.); use; apply” [OnLineDictionary, URL]). 
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relationships), (ii) read a rule file to retrieve the information about how concepts must be 
composed; and then, (iii) infer an ontology instance based on the previous readings. An 
overview of this composition process is illustrated in Fig. 8. 
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Fig. 8. The DynaCROM composition process 

Once the domain ontology and/or rule file change(s), updated information is automatically 
forwarded to system agents in the next DynaCROM execution. This makes it possible for 
information management to be done at runtime, providing the dynamicity and flexibility 
necessary for regulation and also regarding social changes characteristic of MAS. These 
achievements are gotten because all norms provided by DynaCROM are applicable at a 
given moment. 
In the current implementation of DynaCROM, the Jena rule-based inference engine [JENA, 
URL] is used for the composition process, however, other Semantic Web reasoners, like 
Racer [RACER, URL], Pellet [PELLET, URL] or FaCT [FACT, URL], can also be used.  
In the composition process, it will still be the system developer’s responsibility to write rules 
in the exact order he wants to compose his system data. Normally, the chosen inference 
engine will read/interpret those rules in sequence, from the top to the bottom of the file. 

3. Contextual norm enforcement 
DynaCROM is an approach for implementing dynamic MAS, in which norms can be 
updated at system runtime. In that way, agents are continuously supported with precise 
information about the current norms they are bound to in a given moment. Nevertheless, a 
regulated MAS should verify if a performed action is legal or illegal based on its defined 
norms, which might be enforced. However, it is the responsibility of the system developer to 
define if the norms of his MAS are allowed or not to be violated, by imposing the correct 
strategy for norm enforcement.  
Norm enforcement in MAS can be carried out a posteriori, by punishing infringing agents, or 
a priori, by avoiding norm violation. A posteriori enforcement does not guarantee norm 
compliance, however, the implementation of punishments inhibits infringing agents. A 
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priori enforcement guarantees norm compliance while enforcing the norms of the regulated 
actions of a MAS.  
In the following two subsections, it is illustrated how DynaCROM supports the norm 
enforcement a posteriori and a priori, respectively. In subsection 3.3, an overview of the 
process on how DynaCROM works as an input mechanism to third-party enforcers is given. 
Finally, in the last subsection, it is exemplified how norms are enforced based on the agents’ 
external and internal behaviors. 

3.1 A Posteriori norm enforcement 
The aim of any society and its norms is to provide a common space for the realization of 
individual and global objectives of its participants. Sometimes, depending on both the goals 
of agents and their priorities, the violation of norms is the best choice for agents (and also 
for the society). In this sense, norms act as a goal-oriented decision mechanism in regulated 
systems, being the means to achieve goals in a society. Hence, norms are allowed to be 
violated instead of being defined as constraints which unable any undesired behavior to 
happen. 
In [Felicíssimo et al., 2005b], it is given an example of a MAS, from the urban traffic domain, 
in which its norms might be violated. In the motivating scenario of the example, an agent 
playing a car driver role is going from his home in the city to his summer house on the 
mountains (see Figure 11). Suddenly, on the way, his pregnant wife begins to go into labor. 
Now, the goal of the driver agent to get to a hospital, as soon as possible, emerges as the one 
with the highest priority. Then, he considers violating some norms. In the emergency 
situation, the agent prefers to pay the fine for going through a red traffic light, if that will get 
him to the hospital faster. However, if pedestrians were crossing the street in front of the 
traffic light, then, the driver would not go through the red light. This is because of the risk of 
killing pedestrians and, thus, the fine he would have to pay would be too high. Both fines 
could be informed by DynaCROM, through requests from the car driver agent. 
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Fig. 9. An urban traffic’s scenario 
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Another emergency situation which requires agent reasoning for norm violation is 
illustrated in Figure 12. An agent is driving down a road when he perceives that another 
driver agent is trying to pass his car on the left. Suddenly, a cow appears in front of his car. 
Now, what should the driver agent do? His decision must be based on the norms applicable 
to him, i.e., on his contextual norms informed by DynaCROM. 
If the situation of the motivating scenario occurred in an area in which the Hinduism religion 
is practiced, as in India, then, it would be better for the car driver to crash into the other car. 
This is because the fine of hurting a cow in a Hindu territory might be too high (Hindus 
believe that cows are sacred animals and, therefore, must be kept in safety). However, in 
non-Hindu countries, perhaps, it would be better to run over the cow instead of crashing into 
the other car. In both cases, if no risk to human lives was involved, then, the decision of the 
car driver would be based on how high a fine he would have to pay. 
 

 
Fig. 10. A situation in which contextual norms must be considered 
Sanction for a posteriori norm enforcement 
A norm violation is a situation in which an agent breaks one or more norms, entering in an 
illegal (unsafe) state. In order to make agents legal again (i.e., performing back in a safe 
state), sanction can be used in a posteriori norm enforcement. Sanction is a set of actions 
whose realization will remove the violation, by paying its consequences. In that way, agent 
are informed about the drawback of violating a norm. Sanction can be represented in the 
DynaCROM ontology inside a Sanction new concept, which holds the consequences of a 
violated norm.  
Figure 13 illustrates an example that killing cows is prohibited in the Hinduism religion. In 
the example, the DynaCROM ontology was extended with the Religion and Sanction domain 
concepts; moreover, the DynaCROM Environment concept was extended with the domain 
object property hasReligion, for concretizing religions in each environment, and the 
DynaCROM Norm concept was extended with the domain object property hasSanction, for 
concretizing sanctions in each norm. 
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Figure 11 also illustrates the DynaCROM ontology instantiated for the example. The India 
instance represents the environment that holds the Hinduism religion, which, in turn, holds 
the PrhToKillCows prohibition norm. This norm regulates the KillCows action and has 
A10YearPrisonSentence as its sanction. 
 

 
Fig. 11. A Hinduism religious norm concretized in the India environment 

3.2 A Priori norm enforcement 
In order to support a priori norm enforcement, DynaCROM has to be enhanced with an 
enforcer that will be in charge of guaranteeing norm compliance when there is an attempt to 
violate a norm.  
Experiments were made integrating DynaCROM with SCAAR and MOSES, two solutions 
for norm enforcement. In SCAAR [Chopinaud et al., 2006], the enforcement is done based on 
the internal behavior of agents; and in MOSES [Minsky_MOSES, URL], it is based on the 
external behavior of agents. For both solutions, DynaCROM works providing precise norm 
information as their input.  
In the following section, an overview of how DynaCROM works as an input mechanism for 
norm enforcement solutions is presented. Then, in the two subsequent sections, the norm 
enforcement based on the agents’ external and internal behaviors are explained. Because the 
enforcement solution is not the focus of DynaCROM, this chapter does not deal with the 
problems related to that part (e.g., malfunction of the enforcer). 
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3.3 DynaCROM as an input mechanism for norm enforcement solutions 
DynaCROM can be used for providing information as input to norm enforcement solutions. 
For this, each time an agent starts the execution of a regulated action, DynaCROM retrieves, 
in the domain ontology, the applicable norms according to the agent’s current contexts and, 
then, sends those norms to be enforced by the chosen norm enforcement solution.  
Figure 12 illustrates an overview of the process for contextual norm enforcement. Once an 
agent executes a regulated action, DynaCROM verifies, in the domain ontology instance, the 
norms of the action, according to the agent’s current contexts. Then, DynaCROM concretizes 
those norms in a file that is used by the chosen enforcer as its input. The enforcer reads the 
input file and, then, enforces the norms of the performed action. 
In the case of a posteriori norm enforcement, the information about the violated norms is sent 
back to DynaCROM for the application of sanction actions. In this phase, a third-party 
sanction system can be used for enhancing the DynaCROM solution. However, this idea is 
not developed in the text of this chapter, but in [Silva, 2008] more information about this 
issue can be found. 
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Fig. 12. DynaCROM providing contextual norm information as input to enforcers. 

3.4 Contextual norm enforcement based on agents' behavior 
Contextual norm enforcement can be done based on the agents’ external or internal 
behavior. In order to exemplify both situations, the following simplification of the FIPA 
Contract-Net interaction protocol [FIPA_Contract-Net, URL] is considered: 
1. A manufacturer wants to build 100 computers; 
2. He issues a call for proposal (CFP) to computer suppliers; 
3. Computer suppliers answer the CFP with their proposed price; 
4. The manufacturer chooses one proposal among the ones he received and informs his 

decision to the chosen supplier. 
In the example, the action of suppliers to ‘propose a price’ is regulated by the norm for 
effecting negotiations (“negotiations are obliged to be paid by using the national currency of the 
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seller’s country”) and by the norm for calculating prices (“a state corporate income tax rate is 
obliged to be imposed on all sales, for immediate delivery or if the deliver address is in North 
America”). Both norms were previously mentioned in the text of this chapter. For the 
enforcement of the last norm, the base price of a computer is predefined to make it possible 
to calculate its acceptable minimum price. 
Norm Enforcement Based on the Agents’ External Behavior 
An example in which the norms for payments are enforced by a created police agent, based 
on the agents’ external behavior, is illustrated in Figure 13. In brief, the MissourianManufac-
turer (an agent playing the manufacturer role in the Missouri environment) sends a CFP to the 
JapaneseSupplier (an agent playing the supplier role in the Japan environment). The Japanese-
Supplier answers the CFP message with a PROPOSE message in which the currency value is 
different from the one expected (JPY instead of USD, the national currency of USA). 
 When the message arrives at the ManufacturerPolice (the police agent created to enforce the 
system norms in the manufacturer agent), the ManufacturerPolice blocks the sending of the 
message to the MissourianManufacturer agent and sends an INFORM(Nok,NationalCurrency) 
message with the error occurred (i.e., wrong currency) to the JapaneseSupplier. Then, the 
JapaneseSupplier sends a new PROPOSE message with the correct currency, however, he 
does not considered the state corporate income tax of 6.25 from Missouri. So, the 
ManufacturerPolice also enforces the other norm and sends an INFORM(Nok, StateCorporate-
IncomeTaxOf) message to the JapaneseSupplier, informing him that now the error is with the 
missing state corporate income tax. 
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Fig. 13. An example of a police agent enforcing contextual norms for payments 
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Fig. 12. DynaCROM providing contextual norm information as input to enforcers. 

3.4 Contextual norm enforcement based on agents' behavior 
Contextual norm enforcement can be done based on the agents’ external or internal 
behavior. In order to exemplify both situations, the following simplification of the FIPA 
Contract-Net interaction protocol [FIPA_Contract-Net, URL] is considered: 
1. A manufacturer wants to build 100 computers; 
2. He issues a call for proposal (CFP) to computer suppliers; 
3. Computer suppliers answer the CFP with their proposed price; 
4. The manufacturer chooses one proposal among the ones he received and informs his 

decision to the chosen supplier. 
In the example, the action of suppliers to ‘propose a price’ is regulated by the norm for 
effecting negotiations (“negotiations are obliged to be paid by using the national currency of the 
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seller’s country”) and by the norm for calculating prices (“a state corporate income tax rate is 
obliged to be imposed on all sales, for immediate delivery or if the deliver address is in North 
America”). Both norms were previously mentioned in the text of this chapter. For the 
enforcement of the last norm, the base price of a computer is predefined to make it possible 
to calculate its acceptable minimum price. 
Norm Enforcement Based on the Agents’ External Behavior 
An example in which the norms for payments are enforced by a created police agent, based 
on the agents’ external behavior, is illustrated in Figure 13. In brief, the MissourianManufac-
turer (an agent playing the manufacturer role in the Missouri environment) sends a CFP to the 
JapaneseSupplier (an agent playing the supplier role in the Japan environment). The Japanese-
Supplier answers the CFP message with a PROPOSE message in which the currency value is 
different from the one expected (JPY instead of USD, the national currency of USA). 
 When the message arrives at the ManufacturerPolice (the police agent created to enforce the 
system norms in the manufacturer agent), the ManufacturerPolice blocks the sending of the 
message to the MissourianManufacturer agent and sends an INFORM(Nok,NationalCurrency) 
message with the error occurred (i.e., wrong currency) to the JapaneseSupplier. Then, the 
JapaneseSupplier sends a new PROPOSE message with the correct currency, however, he 
does not considered the state corporate income tax of 6.25 from Missouri. So, the 
ManufacturerPolice also enforces the other norm and sends an INFORM(Nok, StateCorporate-
IncomeTaxOf) message to the JapaneseSupplier, informing him that now the error is with the 
missing state corporate income tax. 
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Fig. 13. An example of a police agent enforcing contextual norms for payments 
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Norm Enforcement Based on the Agents’ Internal Behavior 
An example in which the norms for payments are enforced by the agents themselves (i.e., 
agents are self-regulated), based on their internal behavior, is illustrated in Figure 14. In 
brief, the MissourianManufacturer sends a CFP to the JapaneseSupplier. The JapaneseSupplier 
tries to answer the CFP message with a PROPOSE message, but, because the proposed 
currency value is different from the one expected (JPY instead of USD, the national currency 
of USA), the message is not sent due to the (self-)enforcement of the norm for payments 
with the national currency. 
Then, the supplier agent tries to send a new PROPOSE message (now, with the correct 
currency), however, he does not consider the state corporate income tax of 6.25 from 
Missouri. Then, the message is not sent due to the (self-)enforcement of the norm for 
payments with the state corporate income tax. 
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Fig. 14. Self-regulated agents enforcing contextual norms for payments 

4. Related work 
Despite all efforts made to move theory and practice of MAS from closed to open agent 
societies, current solutions do not yet explicitly support openness and its consequences. 
More precisely, methodologies, modeling languages and tools (e.g., frameworks, platforms), 
needed for implementing open MAS, do not conveniently cover the aspects of regulation 
and domain representation for society differentiation.  
Traditional modeling of MAS [Bresciani et al., 2004; Cervenka et al., 2005; Odell et al., 2000; 
Wooldridge et al., 2000] often assumes an individualistic perspective in which agents are 
considered as autonomous entities that pursue their individual goals, based on their own 
beliefs and capabilities. Even in this perspective, global behavior emerges from individual 
interactions and, therefore, the modeling has to be expanded to consider not only an agent-
centric view, but also societal and organizational-centric views [Silva et al., 2008]. Furthermore, 
the overall problem of analyzing the social, legal, economic and technological dimensions of 
an agent organization must be considered.  
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Agent-centered approaches can be useful for closed systems, composed of a small number 
of agents, but they fail to design open systems [Rodríguez-Aguliar, 2001; Esteva, 2003]. For 
instance, in critical applications such as those within business, environments or government 
agencies (hospitals, police, justice, etc.), the structural characteristics of the domain have to 
be incorporated. That is, the design of an agent society must also consider organizational 
characteristics such as stability over time, some level of predictability, commitment to aims 
and strategies, and so on. 
The idea of modeling MAS as organizations was early proposed by [Gasser et al., 1987; 
Pattison et al., 1987; Corkill and Lesser, 1983; Werner, 1987] and it is still a major issue in the 
MAS research field, especially in applications on the areas of Service Oriented Computing, 
Grid Computing and Ambient Intelligence. Recently, the subject of MAS design from the 
organizational perspective has been mainly discussed in the COIN workshop (meaning 
workshop on Coordination, Organization, Institutions and Norms in agent systems) [COIN, 
URL].  
The COIN workshop series started in 2005 during the ANIREM [Lindemann et al., 2005] and 
OOOP [Boissier et al., 2005] workshops held in AAMAS'05 [Kraus and Singh, 2005]. The 
series has been held yearly since then, as a dual event co-located within large international 
conferences of the area in different geographic regions (e.g., in 2008, at AAAI’08 [Dignum 
and Matson, 2008] in the USA and at AAMAS’08 [Hübner and Boissier, 2008] in Portugal; in 
2007, at AAMAS’07 [Ossowski and Sichman, 2007] in Hawaii and at MALLOW’07 [Noriega 
and Padget, 2007] in UK; in 2006, at ECAI’06 [Boella et al., 2006a] in Italy and at AAMAS’06 
[Dignum et al., 2006] in Japan). 
Even with this research effort, organizational approaches have not been a common use in 
MAS, which is usually seen as a pure aggregation of agents. The fact that organizational 
approaches have not been effectively adopted suggests that some work still needs to be 
done in providing better tools for the design and implementation of MAS. System 
developers need to be supported when dealing with MAS in which intrinsic characteristics 
of the application domain (e.g., society structure) have to be considered. This necessity 
increases when considering open systems from particular ‘cultures’7. 
According to [Jennings, 2001] there are two points that qualitatively differentiate agent 
interactions from those that occur in other software engineering paradigms. First, agent-
oriented interactions generally occur through a high-level (declarative) agent 
communication language, which is often based on the speech act theory [Mayfield et al., 
1995]. Secondly, agents need the computational apparatus to make context-dependent 
decisions about the nature and scope of their interactions and to initiate (and respond to) 
interactions that were not initially foreseen. 
Regarding these distinctions, an appropriate solution for regulating interactions among 
agents cannot be rigidly fixed at any system phase and should continuously support data 
updates according to the changing contexts of agents. Moreover, besides hierarchical 
relationships among participants in interrelated subsystems, non-hierarchical relationships 
is also relevant information for norm enforcement in MAS. 
Thus, it makes it necessary to provide a contextual normative solution in which different 
types of relationships among agents can be dealt with in order to enable norm enforcement 

                                                 
7 ‘Culture’ meaning “the predominating attitudes and behavior that characterize the functioning of a 
group or organization” [OnLineDictionary, URL]. 
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in MAS. The solution should be flexible enough for supporting norm evolution and it 
should not be only based on the interaction level, but also on others domain levels. 

5. Conclusion 
Three main assumptions underlie this research. Firstly, MAS has emerged as a concrete 
solution to develop complex software systems in which monolithic architectures (based on 
objects) have been replaced by distributed ones (based on agents). Secondly, with the advent 
of the Semantic Web and its technologies (e.g., new ontologies' languages as OWL), agents 
will be able to process information from different sources. In this way, they will be able to 
move around other MAS looking for resources and/or services not found locally. In this 
scenario, openness will be an intrinsic and mandatory characteristic of upcoming systems. 
However, openness without control leads to chaotic scenarios. The use of norms in MAS is a 
promising approach for achieving openness in a reliable way. So, the final assumption of 
this work is that MAS should be normative. 
In this chapter, the theoretical fundamentals of the DynaCROM methodology developed to 
support the system developer in the tasks of implementation, management and evolution of 
the norms of his MAS is presented. The methodology includes the phases of: (i) 
contextualization, through a top-down classification for contextual norms; (ii) concretization 
and representation, through a contextual normative ontology; and, finally, (iii)  composition 
of norms, through a norm composition process. 
The top-down classification for contextual norms proposed by DynaCROM facilitates the 
tasks of elicitation, organization and management of norms. The DynaCROM contextual 
normative ontology supports heterogeneous agents with a common understanding about 
the system norms. The norm composition process defined by DynaCROM makes it easy to 
update system regulation by both evolving norms in a unique resource (an ontology) 
and/or by customizing particular rules for different compositions of contextual norms. 
Although application agents can be informed about their current (contextual) norms, by 
using the DynaCROM behavior, agents’ developers can implement their agents regardless 
of this information. In this case, agents need a solution that continuously informs them 
about system data, according to their current contexts, in order to deal with the applicable 
norms of each action performed by them. 
The subject of contextual norm enforcement is also analyzed in this chapter. The 
achievement of a norm enforcement contextualized for each application agent is due to the 
integration of DynaCROM with third-party enforcers. The integration of MOSES with 
DynaCROM permits a contextual norm enforcement based on the agent’s external behavior. 
The integration of SCAAR with DynaCROM permits a contextual norm enforcement based 
on the agent’s internal behavior. For both cases, norm enforcement was done a priori. 
Nevertheless, a posteriori norm enforcement is presented in the beginning of the chapter, 
where an overview of a DynaCROM solution for it is also given. 
As future work, DynaCROM should encompass a formal method amenable to rigorous 
verification of the system developer’s specifications. In the current solution, formal versus 
non-formal issues in DynaCROM are restricted to the available properties of the chosen 
ontology and rule languages for norm representation and composition, respectively. 
DynaCROM should also propose how to deal with constitutive, procedural and conditional 
norms. New examples of how those types of norms should be given to guide system 
developers interested in that solution. Other interesting future works are to consider time 
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restrictions in DynaCROM, and suggest solutions for conflicting norms from the same or 
different levels of abstractions. 
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in MAS. The solution should be flexible enough for supporting norm evolution and it 
should not be only based on the interaction level, but also on others domain levels. 

5. Conclusion 
Three main assumptions underlie this research. Firstly, MAS has emerged as a concrete 
solution to develop complex software systems in which monolithic architectures (based on 
objects) have been replaced by distributed ones (based on agents). Secondly, with the advent 
of the Semantic Web and its technologies (e.g., new ontologies' languages as OWL), agents 
will be able to process information from different sources. In this way, they will be able to 
move around other MAS looking for resources and/or services not found locally. In this 
scenario, openness will be an intrinsic and mandatory characteristic of upcoming systems. 
However, openness without control leads to chaotic scenarios. The use of norms in MAS is a 
promising approach for achieving openness in a reliable way. So, the final assumption of 
this work is that MAS should be normative. 
In this chapter, the theoretical fundamentals of the DynaCROM methodology developed to 
support the system developer in the tasks of implementation, management and evolution of 
the norms of his MAS is presented. The methodology includes the phases of: (i) 
contextualization, through a top-down classification for contextual norms; (ii) concretization 
and representation, through a contextual normative ontology; and, finally, (iii)  composition 
of norms, through a norm composition process. 
The top-down classification for contextual norms proposed by DynaCROM facilitates the 
tasks of elicitation, organization and management of norms. The DynaCROM contextual 
normative ontology supports heterogeneous agents with a common understanding about 
the system norms. The norm composition process defined by DynaCROM makes it easy to 
update system regulation by both evolving norms in a unique resource (an ontology) 
and/or by customizing particular rules for different compositions of contextual norms. 
Although application agents can be informed about their current (contextual) norms, by 
using the DynaCROM behavior, agents’ developers can implement their agents regardless 
of this information. In this case, agents need a solution that continuously informs them 
about system data, according to their current contexts, in order to deal with the applicable 
norms of each action performed by them. 
The subject of contextual norm enforcement is also analyzed in this chapter. The 
achievement of a norm enforcement contextualized for each application agent is due to the 
integration of DynaCROM with third-party enforcers. The integration of MOSES with 
DynaCROM permits a contextual norm enforcement based on the agent’s external behavior. 
The integration of SCAAR with DynaCROM permits a contextual norm enforcement based 
on the agent’s internal behavior. For both cases, norm enforcement was done a priori. 
Nevertheless, a posteriori norm enforcement is presented in the beginning of the chapter, 
where an overview of a DynaCROM solution for it is also given. 
As future work, DynaCROM should encompass a formal method amenable to rigorous 
verification of the system developer’s specifications. In the current solution, formal versus 
non-formal issues in DynaCROM are restricted to the available properties of the chosen 
ontology and rule languages for norm representation and composition, respectively. 
DynaCROM should also propose how to deal with constitutive, procedural and conditional 
norms. New examples of how those types of norms should be given to guide system 
developers interested in that solution. Other interesting future works are to consider time 
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restrictions in DynaCROM, and suggest solutions for conflicting norms from the same or 
different levels of abstractions. 
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1. Introduction

Although agent and its environment have been inseparable concepts since the beginning
of agent related research, there are quite a few opinions what the concept ”environment”
actually comprises in the context of multi-agent systems. Environment is often treated either
in an implicit or ad hoc way, by referring basically anything outside the boundaries of an
individual agent as the environment. Only recently environment has been considered as a
first class abstraction with its own clear cut responsibilities apart from agents (Weyns et al.,
2005). This progress has been made as part of the agent-oriented software engineering (AOSE)
field, which aims at incorporating agent-oriented concepts into the disciplined processes of
software engineering.
In the layered view of MAS with environment-based supports by Viroli et al. Viroli et al. (2007)
the application level environmental abstractions are supported by specialized platform level
infrastructure. Using this infrastructure, the environmental abstraction can interact with each
other and with the agents. According to the classic definition of agenthood by Russell and
Norvig [4], agents can receive information from the environment through sensors and affect
it via actuators. This agent-environment interface will be the focal point of this chapter.
The goal of this chapter is two fold. First of all, we want to give an introduction
to the relationship between agent and its environment. This age-old issue is covered
from the perspective of individual agent and multi-agent system. Second, we focus on
the agent-environment interface and survey the different aspects of agent-environment
interaction. Survey emphasizes the engineering side of the multi-agent systems, as we go
through the meta-models, methodologies and infrastructures presented in the recent research
literature. However, details of any application-specific environmental infrastructures or
agent’s inner workings are out of the scope of this paper. We limit ourselves to the action
and observation related issues that make it possible for an agent to perceive and affect its
environment.
By turning the attention to the design and implementation details of agent-oriented systems,
AOSE approach offers results that pave the way for turning agent systems from research
prototypes into serious alternatives for mainstream software development. In order for this to
happen, it is crucial to understand the different roles that agent related concepts, such as agent,
environment and agent-environment interaction, play in the context of multi-agent systems.
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2. Role of the environment

”Agents cannot be considered independently of the environment in which they exist
and through which they interact” (Müller, 1996)

This chapter elaborates the different aspects of environment in the agent related research
literature. According to the survey by Weyns et al (Weyns et al., 2005) one of the main causes
of confusion what is actually included to the environment, is brought about by the fact that the
environment, as an abstract, logical concept of agent related theories and models, is mixed up
with the environment as infrastructure for engineering agent based systems. This of course
stems partially from the inherited generality of the term ”environment” and the confusion
can be alleviated by proper definitions for every given context. However, since one of the
goals of this chapter is to contribute to the general discussion of the role of environment
in multi-agent systems, we are going to have to mix it up and cover both theoretical and
practical sides of the term. The main distinction is made between the artificial intelligence
(AI) and agent-oriented software engineering (AOSE) related uses of the environment in an
effort to facilitate the discussion about the relationship between agent and its environment in
both MAS theory and systems engineering.

2.1 Agent and its environment
The ”classic” agent research that can be classified under AI discipline has been quite
agent centric. The research has concentrated on areas such as agent architectures, agent
communication languages and agent coordination models based on direct agent-to-agent
communication. In the process, the role of the environment has often remained ambiguous or
implicit.
One of the classic definitions of agent-hood by Russell and Norvig (Russell & Norvig, 1995)
defines agent as being ”anything that can be viewed as perceiving its environment through
sensors and acting upon that environment through effectors.”, which in other words proposes
that environment is basically anything outside the boundaries of an individual agent and that
all the interaction in multi-agent system happens between agent and its environment. (Russell
& Norvig, 1995) also describes some characteristics of the agent environments:

• Accessible vs. inaccessible: indicates whether agent can sense the complete state of the
world or not.

• Deterministic vs. nondeterministic: indicates whether the state changes of the
environment are completely determined by its current state or not.

• Episodic vs. non-episodic: indicates whether the agent’s interaction sequences with its
environment (or ”episodes”) can be though of as independent or not.

• Static vs. Dynamic: indicates whether the state of the environment can change while the
agent deliberates or not.

• Discrete vs. continuous: indicates whether the agent’s interactions with the environment
are limited or not.

Back in the nineteen nineties, environment was generally handled in a application specific
manner as demonstrated by examples of agent environment in (Russell & Norvig, 1995),
which uses chessboard as an example of simple accessible, deterministic, episodic and discrete
environment. Chess pawns are modeled as agents.
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Another prominent definition from the mid-nineties comes from Maes, who describes agents
as ”computational systems that inhabit some complex dynamic environment, sense and act
autonomously in this environment.” (Maes, 1995). The same requirements for agent an being
able to sense and act in the environment are present as in the previous definition by Russell
and Norwig, but Maes emphasizes the complexity and dynamic nature of the environment.
Agent definition from Hayes-Roth et al. explicitly links the environmental state changes
to the actions of the agents by stating that an intelligent agent ”continuously performs
three functions: perception of dynamic conditions in the environment; action to affect
conditions in the environment; and reasoning to interpret perceptions, solve problems, draw
inferences and determine actions”(Hayes-Roth, 1995). From the environment’s perspective,
this basic relationship between agent and its environment is nicely illustrated in the generic
environment program (Russell & Norvig, 1995), which also takes in to consideration the
dynamics of the environment (Listing 2.1).

Listing 1. Generic environment program (Russell & Norvig, 1995)

procedure RUN−ENVIRONMENT( s t a t e ,UPDATE−FN, agents , te r minat ion )
inputs :

s t a t e , the i n i t i a l s t a t e of the environment
UPDATE−FN, funct ion to modify the environment
agents , a s e t of agents
termination , a p r e d i c a t e to t e s t when we are done

repeat
fo r each agent in agents do

PERCEPT[ agent ] <− GET−PERCEPT( agent , s t a t e )
end
fo r each agent in agents do

ACTION[ agent ] <− PROGRAM[ agent ] ( PERCEPT[ agent ] )
end
s t a t e <− UPDATE−FN( act ions , agents , s t a t e )

u n t i l te r minat ion ( s t a t e )

The environment program first resolves perceptions for every agent based on the current state
of the environment. The perceptions generated by agents are then turned into actions by
feeding the perceptions back to the agents. Finally the state of the environment is updated
using the actions of the agents and the actions resulting from the possible environmental
processes running separately from agents.
The environmental processes was also covered in (Ferber & Müller, 1996), which presented a
new model for agent-environment interaction in situated multi-agent systems. The details of
the model are out of the scope of this chapter, but we want to highlight couple of the main
concepts of the model that concern the agent-environment interface. First of all, the model
distinguishes between action and the effect caused by that action. Ferber refers to the attempts
of an agent to modify the state of its environment as influences. The actual state changes are
referred as reactions, which are produced as the combination of influences from all the agents,
the current state of the environment and the possible laws or other restrictions imposed by
the environment. Another important concept presented in the article, is the decomposition of
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the system into dynamics of the environment and the dynamics of the agents situated in that
environment, effectively emphasizing the role of the environment as distinct and active entity
in MAS.
Clear distinction between agent and environment was further promoted by Parunak, who in
(Parunak, 1997) presented a set of general principles for emergent behavior in multi-agent
systems inspired by natural systems such as ant colonies and flock of birds. He argues against
agent-based functional decomposition of distributed MAS in favor of more multifaceted, yet
still simple agents, so that the functions can emerge from the interactions between agents. He
claims that functional decompositions appears most natural when the distinction between
agents and their environment is overlooked. When it is recognized that environment’s
own processes mediate agent interactions, it is more difficult to assign agents to arbitrarily
conceived functions. Although Parunak was concentrating on agents situated in physical
environment, the principles presented in the paper have later been successfully applied to
agents inhabiting also virtual environments (Mamei & Zambonelli, 2005).
Odell et al. (Odell, Parunak & Fleischer, 2003) defines the environment as something that
”provides the conditions under which the an entity (agent of object) exits”. The definition
adds an important aspect to the role of the environment by including the management of
other entities than just agents to the responsibilities of the environment. In an effort to present
a more detailed view of environment in MAS, Odell et al. (Odell, Parunak & Fleischer,
2003) distinguish between three different environments: physical, communication and social.
Physical environment provides the laws, rules, constraints, and policies that govern and
support the existence of agents and objects that make up the system, just like the environment
we humans live in, is constrained for example by the laws of physics. Even though the
idea is modeled after natural physical environment, it does not rule out software agents and
virtual environments. Communication environment provides 1) principles and processes that
govern and support exchange of ideas, knowledge, information and data, and 2) the functions
and structures that are used to enhance communication. Social environment is a subset of
communication environment in which the agents interact in a coordinated manner. The social
environment consists of 1) groups in which the agent participates, 2) roles of the agent, and 3)
all the members who play roles in these social groups.
The support required by physical environment as defined in (Odell, Associates, Arbor &
Parunak, 2003) would consist of three layers of platform level environmental support: 1)
Application support required by the entities running in the environment, such as directory,
ontology and security related services, 2) communication and data transfer facilities required
by application abstractions, and 3) physical linkage, meaning the hardware such as sensors
and actuators needed to affect and sense the physical world. Of course, for purely virtual
systems, there is no need for physical linkage. (Odell, Parunak & Fleischer, 2003) lists
similar requirements for communication environment, which should provide support for
processes such as interaction management, policy enforcement, coordination services and
services related to managing group and role based social environment. The article discusses
a common processing platform that would provide a foundation upon which agent societies
could be built to leverage their application specific environmental requirements. Next section
zooms in to this notion of environment as common processing platform for MAS.

2.2 Environment in MAS
(Huhns & Stephens, 1999) considers the role of the environment in multi-agent systems as the
computational infrastructure for enabling and ruling interactions. As depicted in the previous
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section, this interaction can involve agent-to-agent communication, agent-to-environment
actions and interactions induced by environmental processes. From the architectural
perspective, infrastructure is usually modeled as a middleware layer providing some domain
specific services between the entities implementing the application specific features and the
hardware infrastructure.
Designing and implementing complex MAS environments calls for detailed discussion of
the concrete features that should be part of the environment for MAS. But before going into
environment architectures, let us get a look into different levels of support available from the
environment and basic functionalities bestowed upon them.
It was not until the latter half of the first decade of the 21st century, when researchers
started to promote environment as a legitimate abstraction of its own. Weyns et al. were
the first to put forward the idea of environment as first class abstraction. (Weyns et al.,
2006) defines environment as ”first-class abstraction that provides the surrounding conditions
for agents to exist and that mediates both the interaction among agents and the access to
resources”. In the context of information system science, first class abstraction is defined
as a piece of software that provides an abstraction or information hiding mechanism so
that the actual implementation can be changed without requiring changes to the other
programs depending on it. Authors argue that the reasons behind this promotion of
emphasized role of the environment are related to fact that agents are used as an interface
to many services that should not conceptually be assigned to them (Weyns et al., 2006), for
example communication and coordination infrastructures. Another important point is that
the environmental aspects should be made explicit instead of relying on implicitly stated
functionalities of the presumed environment and its ad hod implementations. (Weyns et al.,
2006) argues also that by treating both agents and environment as first-class abstractions will
contribute the separation of concerns, which in turn can help managing the complexity of
building real-world applications. In an effort to get the role of the environment up to date,
(Weyns et al., 2006) presents the following list of functionalities that the MAS environment
should support.

• Provide structure for the MAS: Environment maintains relationships between entities in
the environment and enforces rules to which the relationships must comply. Different
forms of structuring include physical, communication and social structures.

• Embed resources and services: Environment acts as the source for resources and services.

• Maintain dynamics: This refers to the active nature of the environment.

• Be locally observable: Agents should be able to observe the state of environment. The
observable environment might be limited by the current spatial, social or communication
context of the agent. Providing observability can be seen as the environmental counter-part
to the agent’s ability to perceive its environment.

• Be locally accessible: Naturally, the agents must be able to act in their environment, but
their actions might be constraint by their current context.

• Define and govern environmental rules: By enforcing the rules, whether they are
restrictions imposed by the application domain at hand or arbitrary laws defined by
designer of the system, environment attempts to keep the system in consistent state.

The degree of functionality provided by the environment can be categorized using three level
model by Weyns et al. (Weyns et al., 2006) (see figure 1).
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Fig. 1. Degrees of environmental support (Weyns et al., 2006)

The basic level of support is referred as the deployment context of MAS. It includes any
hardware or software resources outside the boundaries of MAS. Examples of such resources
are hardware sensors, databases and web services. Proving access to deployment context
is one of the fundamental properties of the environment, but interacting directly with
the deployment context forces agents to work with low-level details of both software and
hardware environment and is not well suited for situations when the MAS is deployed in
an unpredictable and highly dynamic environment. At the second level, the environment
provides agents with abstractions that shield them from the low-level details of the
deployment context. For example, instead of interacting with the humidity sensor directly
using byte-level interface of the embedded software, agent can use a service to request a higher
level representation of the state of the sensor. The abstractions are usually supported by some
middleware software, which hides the possible complexity of the underlying deployment
context. At the third level, the environment provides services for mediated interaction
between agents. This requires environment to become an active entity that can change
its state without any agent involvement. Examples of interaction-mediation level services
are infrastructures for computational fields (Mamei & Zambonelli, 2005) and electronic
institutions (Esteva et al., 2004).
We use FIPA (FIPA: Foundation for Intelligent Physical Agents., n.d.) standards as a starting point
for the more fine grained view of the responsibilities of the environmental infrastructure. The
agent management reference model defines a logical MAS component called agent platform,
which embeds agents as well as infrastructural components for agent communication,
deployment and discovery. Figure 2 shows the reference model of the FIPA architecture.
Agent platform is responsible for running the agents. Agent management system (AMS)
controls the life-cycle of agents in the system and takes care of life-cycle management services.
It also maintains a directory of agent names and provides white-paper services for other
agents. Message Transport System is responsible for providing ACL-based facilities for direct
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Fig. 2. FIPA abstract architecture (FIPA: Foundation for Intelligent Physical Agents., n.d.)

agent-to-agent communication. Directory facilitator is an optional component that can used
to discover agents based on their registered services.
FIPA reference model only covers the interaction between agents. However, reducing
environment to a transfer medium of direct interaction underplays the potential of the
environment as an active support for communication. Agents interact also with other entities
in the environment using sensors and actuators. For example an agent can interact with a
file system to sense any new files added to a certain directory, or it can call a web service to
store some data to the database. Since there is no explicit abstraction for environment in FIPA
reference model, agent-environment interaction is out of its scope.
Similarly as in (Weyns et al., 2006) where environment is divided into interaction-mediation
and abstraction layers based on the degree of functionality provided, the survey conducted
by Platon et al about the mechanisms for MAS environment (Platon et al., 2006) argues that
infrastructures for environment can be classified into mechanisms that provide means for
agents to interact with each other and mechanisms for agents to acquire and manage resources
and contextual information. Two main classes of mechanisms are further divided in the
following way: They further divide the two main classes of mechanisms in the following
way:

• Interaction mediation
– Environment-mediated interaction channels
– Synchronization mechanisms
– Overlay networks
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Fig. 2. FIPA abstract architecture (FIPA: Foundation for Intelligent Physical Agents., n.d.)
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• Resource and context management
– Resources and context manager
– Notification of contextual events
– Overlay data structures

Different types are described using the same set of characteristics for easy comparison and
evaluation. The examples given for each type range from quite low level infrastructures
such as distributed hash tables (Rowstron & Druschel, 2001) and synchronization mechanisms
to complete systems implementing digital pheromones, exemplifying the different layers of
environmental infrastructures. For example, the pheromone infrastructure could depend
on distributed hash table as its data management implementation. The higher the level of
abstraction provided by the infrastructure is, the greater the potential benefits of adopting or
reusing it are.
In the context of designing self-organizing emergent applications, to which many multi-agent
systems can be included in, (De Wolf & Holvoet, 2006) catalogues mechanisms for
de-centralized coordination using the design patterns as the basis for classification. Design
pattern is a software engineering concept that captures the best practices and known solutions
in a structured way. Patterns usually follow a common structure known to the mainstream
software engineering, which includes sections such as context/applicability, problem/intent,
solution, related patterns, examples and known uses (Meszaros & Doble, 1996). Presenting
environmental mechanisms as designs patterns makes it easy to find, evaluate and compare
possible solutions. It also integrates MAS infrastructures to the mainstream software
engineering practices.
According to the 3-layer model for MAS by Weyns et al. (Weyns et al., 2005) both agents and
environmental mechanisms are part of the MAS application layer . Other main layers include
execution platform, which is composed of generic middleware infrastructure and virtual
machines that run on top of operating system, and physical infrastructure that represent the
hardware and network infrastructure that runs and connects the nodes hosting the MAS (see
figure 3).
Application environment embeds agents that contain the application specific logic. MAS
framework sub-layer includes infrastructures that offer agents high level programming
abstractions for communication and agent-environment interaction. Low level
infrastructures, such as distributed hash tables or synchronization mechanisms are then
considered as part of the execution platform.
The 3-layer view for MAS (Weyns et al., 2005) successfully represents the role of the
environment in the abstract architecture of MAS, but fails to take into account the possible
middleware nature of the MAS infrastructures. The model was refined in (Viroli et al.,
2007) by a) moving the environmental infrastructures down to the execution platform level,
leaving only the abstractions they provide as part of the MAS application, and b) dividing the
execution platform into MAS middleware and deployment context layers (see figure 4).
The logical view of the environment presented in (Viroli et al., 2007) emphasizes the role
of the environment infrastructures as not necessarily application specific mechanisms built
from scratch, but reusable and time-tested mechanisms selected to address certain problem
in a more general domain of MAS environment. Their model also clearly separates the
environmental abstractions and their interfaces from the infrastructure on top of which they
are run. In other words, environmental abstractions are treated as first-class entities. The MAS
middleware layer can consist of multiple agent and environment infrastructures. For example
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Fig. 3. 3-layer model for MAS (Weyns et al., 2005)

Fig. 4. MAS layers with environmental support (Viroli et al., 2007)

there could be agents running on JADE 1 and Cougaar 2 agent platforms that need to use tuple
spaces, digital pheromones and electronic institutions to achieve their goals.

1 http://jade.tilab.com/
2 http://www.cougaar.org/
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In figure 4, the arrows going from agents to environmental abstractions represent actions
and the dashed lines in the opposite direction represent perceptions. We will focus on this
agent-environment interface in the next section.
The resources modeled as part of the application environment are considered as passive and
reactive. They don’t exhibit the characteristics associated with agents, such as autonomous
and pro-active behavior or social abilities (Omicini et al., 2008). If more intelligent
environment is needed, nothing prevents us from creating another layer of application
environment using special type of agents. These infrastructural agents can be organized
as an intelligent and self-organizing environmental layer and can have for example some
control over the population of the application agents. Infrastructural agents could be for
example in charge of managing self-configuration of the whole MAS. The idea of agents
as part of the environment is demonstrated in (Mili & Steiner, 2008), which presents a
model of Agent-Environment Systems (AES) based on layered view of agents. (Mili &
Steiner, 2008) defines AES as ”as a system composed of a) a set of interacting social-agents,
b) a distinct open environment in which these agents are situated, and c) a mechanism
for social-agent/ environment interactions.”. Open environment is split into cells that
provide manageable division of large open MAS and social-agent/environment interaction
is executed via specialized cell controller agents that form a middle layer between application
environment and application agents (see figure 5).

Fig. 5. AES layers (Mili & Steiner, 2008)

Social-agent can observe the state of the environment by querying the controller agents
for perceptions. Controllers manage access to the environmental resources and provide
synchronization services. Controller agents can also inform other controllers of any changes
that may effect their cells or push the latest state of the environment to their local agents.
There is a need to model, develop and research infrastructures for both agents and
environment. FIPA abstract architecture and related specifications are a popular way of
modeling the agent platform, but they only cover the agent side of the execution context and
miss the benefits of explicitly modeled environment. The environmental infrastructure can
be seen as service to the agents that provides abstractions for engineering the environment.
One of the main challenges of engineering service-oriented environments is the integration of
services Weyns et al. (2007). Horizontal integration deals with problem of integrating services
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at the same level of abstraction by allowing flexible composition of available services based on
the application specific requirements. This could mean for example allowing environmental
process running on infrastructure X to observe the state of the resources supported by
infrastructure Y. Vertical integration concerns both the integration of domain-specific services
upwards with the agents and downwards with the more general services. The former is
critical to the interoperability between agent and its environment and the latter to the efficient
engineering of infrastructures for environment (Weyns et al., 2007).

3. Agent-environment interaction

Based on the research presented in the previous section, it should be clear that environment
can play an important part in MAS interaction when its role is extended beyond mere transfer
medium for direct agent-to-agent messaging. The models and mechanisms for environmental
support for indirect interaction extend the traditional means and models of interaction in
MAS and provide valuable ways of managing complexity. On the other hand, infrastructural
or middleware approach to engineering agent-based systems contributes to the creation of
generic and reusable components for implementing MAS environments. Infrastructures use
domain specific abstractions such as digital pheromones, co-fields or organizational concepts
to tackle interaction problems. Each infrastructure usually also provides their own unique
interface for agents to use. Complex and open MAS environments can utilize multiple
infrastructures, all coming from different sources with their own usage interfaces. This
infrastructural complexity of the environment leads to more complex agents, who have to
be able to adapt to different ways of sensing and acting in the environment.
We argue, that it is crucial to keep the interface between agent and its environment as simple
as possible, without sacrificing the benefits of the environment-mediated interaction. In an
ideal situation, agent could sense and act in the environment through a single interface,
which would provide access to the whole environment and the major integration task
would be moved from the agent side to the side of the environment. This is a reasonable
assumption, because although it is possible to think of environment as an unbounded, in
practice it is implemented as a set of situated interaction spaces, confined by real-world or
artificial restrictions. In other words, the agents explicitly enter and leave the environment.
For example, for agents inhabiting a physical object, such as a mobile phone, entering an
environment might mean that the object is carried inside a certain smart room. Virtual
agent on the other hand might be required to present valid credentials before gaining access
to a shared virtual environment. So, even though the environment could be made up of
components from different sources it is usually maintained by a single stakeholder.
In contrast to the models and infrastructures presented in the earlier sections, this chapter
raises the level of abstraction to generic perception and actions. So, instead of discussing
about depositing and observing digital pheromones, we look into the problem of how agents
can observe the environment in a generic way and discover, choose and perform any generic
action that will help them to reach their goals. This must also include the modeling of the
environment upon which the action are executed. The goal of this section is to provide a
survey of the current research literature concerning the theory, design and implementation
aspects of generic interface for agent-environment interaction.
The first sub-section covers artifacts as the unifying concepts of agent-environment
interaction. Second subsection takes an AOSE approach and discusses the impact of explicit
environment to the agent-based engineering methodologies. In the third subsection we
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discuss the context of agent actions. Fourth subsection present two infrastructures available
that support the high level modeling concepts for resources and observation. Finally the last
subsection discusses the semantic description of the environment.

3.1 Artifacts as unifying abstraction for engineering environment-mediated interaction
One of the most general approaches to modeling environment-mediated interaction comes
from Ricci at al. (Ricci et al., 2006)in the form of artifacts as the functionality-oriented building
block of the MAS environment. Artifact is used as a first-class abstraction to represent
everything in MAS context that is not suitably modeled as an agent i.e. everything that is
not characterized as goal- or task-oriented. The idea is that the same concept of artifact is
used through out the whole process of developing MAS from modeling to implementation
and all the way to deployment, where the artifacts are supported by suitable infrastructures.
(Ricci et al., 2006) defines artifact as ”a computational device populating agents’ environment,
designed to provide some kind of function or service, to be used by agents - either individually
or collectively - to achieve their goals and to support their tasks”. Multi-agent system is then
defined as a computational system that consists of agents and artifacts (Omicini et al., 2008).
Agents represent the pro-active and autonomous components of the system whereas artifacts
are passive and reactive.
Figure 6 shows the abstract representation of an artifact. Artifact is described by its function,
usage interface and operating instructions. The definition of artifact says nothing about its
internals. Function describes the intended use of the artifact provided by its designer, but it
doesn’t necessarily determine the actual usage of the artifact. Usage interface is defined as the
set of operations, observable states and events provided by the artifact.

Fig. 6. Abstract representation of the artifact. (Ricci et al., 2007b)

Observable state consists of dynamic and persistent attributes that belong to the artifact and
can be observed without interacting with the actual artifact. Observable events on the other
hand are non-persistent information that carry information about the evolution of the artifact’s
observable state (Ricci et al., 2008).
(Ricci et al., 2006) presents some of the basic artifact types common in the context of
MAS engineering: coordination artifacts, boundary artifacts and resource artifacts. Another
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categorization is given in (Ricci et al., 2007b), which categorizes artifacts into resources and
tools. According to (Ricci et al., 2007b) resources are the primary source and target of the
agent activities, whereas the tools are used as means to achieve some goal. In other words,
agent can interact directly with the resource or use an appropriate tool. (Viroli et al., 2005)
divides artifacts into individual, social and resource artifacts as depicted in figure 7.

Fig. 7. Artifacts and the layered view of application environment. (Viroli et al., 2005)

Individual artifact are used by only one agent. They can be seen as the personal artifacts of
the agent and can implement for example a private extension of agent’s memory. As the name
implies, social artifacts are used by two or more agents. They mediate interaction between
agents and their functionality is usually geared towards the environmental goals instead of
the goals of an individual agent. Examples of social artifacts include coordination services
and shared repositories. Finally, resource artifacts are artifacts that wrap external resources
such as legacy systems and physical sensors (Viroli et al., 2005). As part of the effort to further
generalize the artifact based approach, Agents & Artifacts meta-model (Omicini et al., 2008)
makes a distinction between artifacts that are used by cognitive and non-cognitive agents.
Basically, a cognitive artifact must include the function, usage and operation instructions
described above, whereas a basic artifact can be deployed without them.
Ricci et al. identify three main aspects of agent-artifacts relationship: 1) selection, 2) use
and, 3) construction and manipulation (Ricci et al., 2006). The selection process relies on the
observability of artifacts. Agent must be able to inspect the state and behavior of an artifact
in order to be able to select the appropriate artifact for the task at hand. Agent uses artifacts
to support their activities. Artifacts are situated in the environment, meaning that they are
both the source and target of change in the environment. Being situated, the function of an
artifact or what the artifact does when used by an agent is defined as the change it produces to
the environment. Agent uses artifact through an interface, which is defined as a collection of
operations. Operation changes the state of the artifact, activates it and produces the defined
effects to the environment. Finally, construction and manipulation refers to linkability and
malleability of the artifacts respectively. Linkability allows agents to combine them at runtime
to create new and more complicated artifacts. Malleability refers to the characteristics of
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artifacts that makes it possible for agent to change the behavior of an artifact at runtime in
order to adapt it to the dynamic requirements of the open environment.
According to the Agents & Artifacts meta-model (Omicini et al., 2008), the agent actions in
MAS can be classified in three categories: 1) Internal actions, which are actions that are part
of the inner workings of an agent, 2) communicative actions, which are related to sending
and receiving of ACL messages from other agents and 3) pragmatic actions that involve
interaction with the environment via artifacts. Pragmatic actions cover the observation, usage,
construction and modification of artifacts. A&A meta-model does not however provide any
means for explicit modeling of the action itself, which it is left to the concrete models.
Artifacts represent a very general model for engineering MAS. The models presented in the
following sections share many of the characteristics of artifacts and provide extra abstractions
for more concrete modeling tasks.

3.2 Agent-environment interaction in AOSE methodologies
Although some of the modern AOSE methodologies emphasize the role of the environment,
they rarely provide an explicit meta-model or concepts for modeling the agent-environment
interaction for that matter. Even if the methodology would include tools for environmental
modeling, the gap between design and implementation remains significant if the target
deployment infrastructures are not taken into account.

3.2.1 GAIA
(Zambonelli et al., 2003) presents an updated version of the GAIA methodology with
environment model, where the environment is modeled as set of abstract computational
resources made available to agents for sensing, effecting and consuming. A simple model
for agent-environment interaction is given as a list of resources each associated with the
type of actions (read, change, and remove) agents can perform on it and possible informal
textual descriptions of the actions. GAIA was one of the first methodology to include
environmental modeling, but the proposed approach is too limited for any detailed discussion
of the environmental responsibilities.

3.2.2 Agent Environment Interaction model
Agent Environment Interaction (AEI) (DeLoach & Valenzuela, 2007) is an extension to
the O-MaSE methodology (Deloach, 2006) and it concentrates on the agent-environment
interaction. The proposed model uses concepts from O-MaSE. AEI has three main
components: Capability model, Environment model and Interactions between capabilities
and the environment. Figure 8 depicts the main concepts of the model and their relationships.
Environment model is designed to support the modeling of active environment through
Process entities. The environment itself is composed of objects, which can be connected
with relations. Agents are considered as a special type of objects that can posses capabilities.
Capability is defined as an entity that can perform one or more actions. Capabilities can be
defined at different levels of abstraction based on the requirements of the application. AEI
model also supports the creation of new capabilities as a composition of existing capabilities.
This basically means that the new capability has access to all the actions defined in the
capabilities it is composed of. Action is used to represent the actual sensor of actuator. It is
defined via single operation that is used to invoke the action. The operation can be equipped
with pre-conditions that must be met in order to execute it. There can also be post-conditions
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that describe the desired state of the environment after operation execution. The dynamics of
the environment can affect the state of the environment so that the post-conditions might not
hold.
The viewpoint of the capability model is one of agent behavior as opposed to the artifact
behavior emphasized by A&A meta-model. Instead of using environmental objects directly,
agent is said to perform actions/operations on the environment as a whole, which may
impact the state of one or more objects in the environment. There is no mention of
general observability of the environment. Whether or not to allow agents to observe
certain state of the environment is modeled as part of the actions. Of course, one
could create a capability called Observe through which the agents could perform generic
observation related actions with operations such as getObservableObjectsByType(objectType)
and getCurrentObservableState(objectID). Lack of explicitly defined observability also affects
the definition of operations. In AEI every operation has a return value in contrast to the
operation in artifact, which makes its new state available through asynchronously manifested
observable events.

3.2.3 SODA
SODA (Societies in Open and Distributed Agent spaces) is an agent-oriented methodology
that focuses on the inter-agent issues related to analysis and design of open agent-based
systems (Omicini, 2001). SODA is one the few agent-based methodologies that deals with
MAS environment explicitly. In the analysis phase resource model is created by expressing
the environment as a set of services, each associated with a certain abstract resource. Resource
model also includes abstract definitions for permissions associated with each role or group.
The information flow between a service and its user is captured as part of the interaction
model in the form of interaction protocols. Later, in the design phase, resources are mapped
to infrastructural classes or components in order create concrete environment model. Each
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artifacts that makes it possible for agent to change the behavior of an artifact at runtime in
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the O-MaSE methodology (Deloach, 2006) and it concentrates on the agent-environment
interaction. The proposed model uses concepts from O-MaSE. AEI has three main
components: Capability model, Environment model and Interactions between capabilities
and the environment. Figure 8 depicts the main concepts of the model and their relationships.
Environment model is designed to support the modeling of active environment through
Process entities. The environment itself is composed of objects, which can be connected
with relations. Agents are considered as a special type of objects that can posses capabilities.
Capability is defined as an entity that can perform one or more actions. Capabilities can be
defined at different levels of abstraction based on the requirements of the application. AEI
model also supports the creation of new capabilities as a composition of existing capabilities.
This basically means that the new capability has access to all the actions defined in the
capabilities it is composed of. Action is used to represent the actual sensor of actuator. It is
defined via single operation that is used to invoke the action. The operation can be equipped
with pre-conditions that must be met in order to execute it. There can also be post-conditions
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that describe the desired state of the environment after operation execution. The dynamics of
the environment can affect the state of the environment so that the post-conditions might not
hold.
The viewpoint of the capability model is one of agent behavior as opposed to the artifact
behavior emphasized by A&A meta-model. Instead of using environmental objects directly,
agent is said to perform actions/operations on the environment as a whole, which may
impact the state of one or more objects in the environment. There is no mention of
general observability of the environment. Whether or not to allow agents to observe
certain state of the environment is modeled as part of the actions. Of course, one
could create a capability called Observe through which the agents could perform generic
observation related actions with operations such as getObservableObjectsByType(objectType)
and getCurrentObservableState(objectID). Lack of explicitly defined observability also affects
the definition of operations. In AEI every operation has a return value in contrast to the
operation in artifact, which makes its new state available through asynchronously manifested
observable events.

3.2.3 SODA
SODA (Societies in Open and Distributed Agent spaces) is an agent-oriented methodology
that focuses on the inter-agent issues related to analysis and design of open agent-based
systems (Omicini, 2001). SODA is one the few agent-based methodologies that deals with
MAS environment explicitly. In the analysis phase resource model is created by expressing
the environment as a set of services, each associated with a certain abstract resource. Resource
model also includes abstract definitions for permissions associated with each role or group.
The information flow between a service and its user is captured as part of the interaction
model in the form of interaction protocols. Later, in the design phase, resources are mapped
to infrastructural classes or components in order create concrete environment model. Each
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component is associated with an interface, which is defined by its associated interaction
protocol.
Original SODA methodology has been later extended with the notion of artifacts (see previous
section) (Molesini et al., 2005). Artifacts in SODA are mainly considered at the design phase,
although the authors do acknowledge their role in the analysis phase and especially to the
interaction model. In the context of resource/environmental models the introduction of
artifacts has two major consequences (Molesini et al., 2005). Replacing concrete resources with
resource artifacts, which embody external resources, allows designers of MAS environment to
raise the description of those resources up to the agent cognitive level. Another observation
derived from the artifacts is the need for topological model. The authors argue that in order
for the artifact to be applicable abstraction through out the whole engineering process from
design to deployment, it is important to give the engineers of MAS environment the ability
to model the topology of the system already at the design phase (Molesini et al., 2005). The
interaction model is modified to coincide with the interaction categories of A&A meta-model
(Omicini et al., 2008) by dividing interaction protocols into role interaction protocols that deal
with the agent-to-agent communication and resource interaction protocols that are related to
artifact usage.
MeNSA project 3 is an interesting initiative that has taken synthesizing approach at creating
a new methodology by integrating methodologies under a new shared meta-model in order
to produce as versatile meta-model as possible. (Dalpiaz et al., 2008) present the first result
towards that goal by introducing the first version of MeNSA meta-model that combines
strongest aspects from GAIA (Zambonelli et al., 2003), Tropos (Bresciani et al., 2004), SODA
(Omicini, 2001) and PASSI (Cossentino, 2005) methodologies. Not surprisingly, MeNSA has
adopted the environment model from SODA.

3.3 Environment as a context for agent actions
Agent actions are a fundamental part of the MAS and thus usually covered by AOSE
methodologies either implicitly or explicitly. Action is always performed in some context and
there should be a flexible way for modeling preconditions for the action in that context. In
the current approaches, the context model for action usually does not take into consideration
the state of the non-social part of the environment. EAI model (DeLoach & Valenzuela,
2007) has something in that direction, but based on the article, one can’t conclude anything
definitive about the scope of possible context for the preconditions of operations. In SODA
(Omicini, 2001), the permissions regarding actions on resources are based on the role or
group that the agent belongs to in the organization. This is enough for environments that
don’t contain many interconnected resources that might affect each others availability. For
complex environments there might be requirement to include for example information about
the topology of the environmental resources to context against which the preconditions of the
action are evaluated.
The Environment as Active Support if Interaction (EASI) model by Saunier et al (Saunier
et al., 2007) defines the context of MAS as the observable properties of all the entities in
MAS. Agent’s actions are therefore guarded by contextual conditions that take in to account
the collective status of the whole MAS. Of course, this approach gets complicated when the
environment is distributed, but then the contextual information can be restricted to the local
state of the MAS. Similarly to EASI, Agent Observable Environment (Kesäniemi et al., 2009)

3 http://www.mensa-project.org
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infrastructure presented in the next section is designed to use the so called observable state of
the local environment as the context for observation rules.

3.4 Infrastructural support for agent-environment interface
In the previous sections we have gone through methodologies and meta-models proposed
for engineering and modeling environment and agent-environment interaction. In order to
move the system from design to deployment, the design time models have to be transformed
into an implementation. It is always at least theoretically possible to build the whole
implementation from scratch but in practice that is rarely an acceptable route to take for
obvious resource related reasons. That is why everything is usually built on top existing
software, frameworks, libraries and infrastructures. MAS infrastructures have traditionally
focused on supporting abstractions related to building different type of agents or facilitating
agent-to-agent communication, while the environment part of the MAS, if included in the
designs at all, has been left for ad hoc implementations or the infrastructural support has
been for relatively low level functionality.
The recent promotion of environment as a first-class entity (Weyns et al., 2006) has fueled the
development of more generic, adaptable and reusable infrastructures for environments. But
the use of high level environmental infrastructures doesn’t remove the fact that there is usually
a conceptual gap between the abstract concepts used in the meta-model of the methodology
and concepts provided by the infrastructure. The cause for this gap is argued to be in the
different perspectives taken by the creators of methodologies and infrastructures (Dalpiaz
et al., 2008). AOSE methodologies usually follow the top-down approach, moving from
real life problems to architectures, whereas the infrastructure developers start from existing
programming paradigms and work their way up to higher level programming constructs.
In the end, there is usually mismatch between the approaches and some transformations or
”glue” concepts must be developed to bridge the gap. Decreasing the gap would alleviate
the challenges related to the vertical integration of domain specific infrastructures upwards
to agents. In this section we focus on the particular type of environmental infrastructure that
tries to minimize that gap in the context of agent-environment interaction.

3.4.1 CArtAgO
CArtAgO or Common "Artifacts for Agents" Open framework, is a Java based open source
software 4 created in the university of Bologna. It provides development and run-time
support for artifact-based (see section 3.1) computational environments (Ricci et al., 2007a).
The three main components of the framework are 1) API for designers and implementors of
the environment for defining artifact types, 2) API for agents for interacting with the artifacts,
and 3) infrastructure for run-time support for artifact based working environments. CArtAgO
is an environmental infrastructure and it is designed to be integrated with existing agent
frameworks.
Figure 9 shows the abstract architecture of CArtAgO. In addition to artifacts and workspaces,
two concepts coming from A&A meta-model, CArtAgO introduces a new concept called agent
body, which works as the interface between agent and its environment. It is very similar to
the softbody introduced by Platon et al. in (Platon et al., 2005). Agent body is created for
every agent that inhabits CArtAgO environment and it contains the effectors and sensors of
the agent. Agent controls its own body and can dynamically link and unlink different kinds

4 http://sourceforge.net/projects/cartago/
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component is associated with an interface, which is defined by its associated interaction
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section) (Molesini et al., 2005). Artifacts in SODA are mainly considered at the design phase,
although the authors do acknowledge their role in the analysis phase and especially to the
interaction model. In the context of resource/environmental models the introduction of
artifacts has two major consequences (Molesini et al., 2005). Replacing concrete resources with
resource artifacts, which embody external resources, allows designers of MAS environment to
raise the description of those resources up to the agent cognitive level. Another observation
derived from the artifacts is the need for topological model. The authors argue that in order
for the artifact to be applicable abstraction through out the whole engineering process from
design to deployment, it is important to give the engineers of MAS environment the ability
to model the topology of the system already at the design phase (Molesini et al., 2005). The
interaction model is modified to coincide with the interaction categories of A&A meta-model
(Omicini et al., 2008) by dividing interaction protocols into role interaction protocols that deal
with the agent-to-agent communication and resource interaction protocols that are related to
artifact usage.
MeNSA project 3 is an interesting initiative that has taken synthesizing approach at creating
a new methodology by integrating methodologies under a new shared meta-model in order
to produce as versatile meta-model as possible. (Dalpiaz et al., 2008) present the first result
towards that goal by introducing the first version of MeNSA meta-model that combines
strongest aspects from GAIA (Zambonelli et al., 2003), Tropos (Bresciani et al., 2004), SODA
(Omicini, 2001) and PASSI (Cossentino, 2005) methodologies. Not surprisingly, MeNSA has
adopted the environment model from SODA.

3.3 Environment as a context for agent actions
Agent actions are a fundamental part of the MAS and thus usually covered by AOSE
methodologies either implicitly or explicitly. Action is always performed in some context and
there should be a flexible way for modeling preconditions for the action in that context. In
the current approaches, the context model for action usually does not take into consideration
the state of the non-social part of the environment. EAI model (DeLoach & Valenzuela,
2007) has something in that direction, but based on the article, one can’t conclude anything
definitive about the scope of possible context for the preconditions of operations. In SODA
(Omicini, 2001), the permissions regarding actions on resources are based on the role or
group that the agent belongs to in the organization. This is enough for environments that
don’t contain many interconnected resources that might affect each others availability. For
complex environments there might be requirement to include for example information about
the topology of the environmental resources to context against which the preconditions of the
action are evaluated.
The Environment as Active Support if Interaction (EASI) model by Saunier et al (Saunier
et al., 2007) defines the context of MAS as the observable properties of all the entities in
MAS. Agent’s actions are therefore guarded by contextual conditions that take in to account
the collective status of the whole MAS. Of course, this approach gets complicated when the
environment is distributed, but then the contextual information can be restricted to the local
state of the MAS. Similarly to EASI, Agent Observable Environment (Kesäniemi et al., 2009)
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infrastructure presented in the next section is designed to use the so called observable state of
the local environment as the context for observation rules.

3.4 Infrastructural support for agent-environment interface
In the previous sections we have gone through methodologies and meta-models proposed
for engineering and modeling environment and agent-environment interaction. In order to
move the system from design to deployment, the design time models have to be transformed
into an implementation. It is always at least theoretically possible to build the whole
implementation from scratch but in practice that is rarely an acceptable route to take for
obvious resource related reasons. That is why everything is usually built on top existing
software, frameworks, libraries and infrastructures. MAS infrastructures have traditionally
focused on supporting abstractions related to building different type of agents or facilitating
agent-to-agent communication, while the environment part of the MAS, if included in the
designs at all, has been left for ad hoc implementations or the infrastructural support has
been for relatively low level functionality.
The recent promotion of environment as a first-class entity (Weyns et al., 2006) has fueled the
development of more generic, adaptable and reusable infrastructures for environments. But
the use of high level environmental infrastructures doesn’t remove the fact that there is usually
a conceptual gap between the abstract concepts used in the meta-model of the methodology
and concepts provided by the infrastructure. The cause for this gap is argued to be in the
different perspectives taken by the creators of methodologies and infrastructures (Dalpiaz
et al., 2008). AOSE methodologies usually follow the top-down approach, moving from
real life problems to architectures, whereas the infrastructure developers start from existing
programming paradigms and work their way up to higher level programming constructs.
In the end, there is usually mismatch between the approaches and some transformations or
”glue” concepts must be developed to bridge the gap. Decreasing the gap would alleviate
the challenges related to the vertical integration of domain specific infrastructures upwards
to agents. In this section we focus on the particular type of environmental infrastructure that
tries to minimize that gap in the context of agent-environment interaction.

3.4.1 CArtAgO
CArtAgO or Common "Artifacts for Agents" Open framework, is a Java based open source
software 4 created in the university of Bologna. It provides development and run-time
support for artifact-based (see section 3.1) computational environments (Ricci et al., 2007a).
The three main components of the framework are 1) API for designers and implementors of
the environment for defining artifact types, 2) API for agents for interacting with the artifacts,
and 3) infrastructure for run-time support for artifact based working environments. CArtAgO
is an environmental infrastructure and it is designed to be integrated with existing agent
frameworks.
Figure 9 shows the abstract architecture of CArtAgO. In addition to artifacts and workspaces,
two concepts coming from A&A meta-model, CArtAgO introduces a new concept called agent
body, which works as the interface between agent and its environment. It is very similar to
the softbody introduced by Platon et al. in (Platon et al., 2005). Agent body is created for
every agent that inhabits CArtAgO environment and it contains the effectors and sensors of
the agent. Agent controls its own body and can dynamically link and unlink different kinds

4 http://sourceforge.net/projects/cartago/
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Fig. 9. Abstract representation of a MAS application using CArtAgO. (Ricci et al., 2007b)

of sensors to it. Agent-environment interaction happens through the construction, selection
and use of artifacts and perception of observable event as described in section 3.1.
The agent side of the API, i.e. the way agent can interact with its environment, deals with
the construction, disposal, selection, use and inspection of artifacts as well as sensor and
workspace related management tasks. For example, agent can execute specific operation on a
given artifact by using the action execOP(ArtifactID, OperationName, Args, SensorID). The last
two parameters are optional. Args refers to the parameters of the operation and SensorID to
the sensor that is going to be used to collect the possible observable event generated by the
action. On the artifact side the available actions deal with the generation of observable events
and management of operations and observable state of the artifact. Detailed description of the
API is available in (Ricci et al., 2007a).

3.4.2 Agent observable environment
Agent Observable Environment (AOE) is an infrastructure designed to support the
observation process of an agent through observable softbodies (Kesäniemi et al.,
2009). It separates the common Observable Environment (OE) from the domain-specific
infrastructures. The idea is that all the MAS infrastructures use the same OE making it the
principal source and target of observation for the whole MAS. In other words, AOE works
as a integration middleware between various agent and environment infrastructures. It was
designed with the notion of open MAS in mind, where both the agent population and services
and resources of the environment can be very dynamic. In a dynamic environment, AOE
would work as the lowest common denominator between the heterogeneous entities and
facilitate the indirect interactions between them. It should be noted that AOE only accounts
for observation side of the perception/action interface between agent and its environment.
Figure 10 shows the logical architecture of AOE using the layered presentation of MAS
adapted from (Viroli et al., 2007). The observable part of the environment is modeled as a
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separate entity called Observable Environment, which contains soft-bodies and observation
rules. Every soft-body is connected to either an agent or some environmental resource.

Fig. 10. Logical architecture of the AOE. (Kesäniemi et al., 2009)

Soft-body is further divided into owner and environment managed parts. The division means
that the entity to which the soft-body belongs to has only partial control over its observable
state. This is different from the agent body in CArtAgO, which is completely under agent’s
control. AOE supports both static and dynamic observation (Viroli et al., 2001). The result
of a static observation is a snapshot of the observable state of the environment presented as
observable items, whereas dynamic observation allows agent to observe the evolution of the
state through observable events. In addition to agent initiated static or dynamic observation,
AOE is able ”push” observable items or events to the agents without explicit request from
the agent. This behavior takes the environment controlled awareness provided by the EASI
(Saunier & Balbo, 2007) even further and is considered as a potential source for emergent
behavior in MAS. Observability of the soft-body can be restricted using observation rules.
There are two kind rules: ones originating from the environments side and ones set up by the
agents. Environmental rules, or ”laws of nature”, take precedence over rules set by the agent.

3.5 Semantic description of environment
All the approaches covered in the paper so far, have at some level conveyed the need to
provide formal, machine processable descriptions of the environment to the software agents.
Actual models for such descriptions have been out of their scope and the task has been
delegated as part of the development process of a system. This easily leads to ad hoc and
application specific descriptions, in the same way as the early MAS environments were
implemented on a application to application basis. One way of fostering interoperability
between diverse sources of environmental data is to use upper level core ontology (Doerr
et al., 2003) from which the infrastructure specific concepts can be extended or to which they
can be mapped or transformed. The use of ontologies also allows agents to reason about
the state and behavior of their observable environment. This is especially important in open
and dynamic environments where the agent might not have any prior knowledge about the
environment before entering it.
Descriptions of environmental resources and services are an integral part of the A&A
meta-model with the so called cognitive artifacts (Omicini et al., 2008). Cognitive artifact
must include function, usage and operation instructions in some machine processable form.
Agent Observable Environment can also be greatly enhanced with the use of ontologies. Since
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of sensors to it. Agent-environment interaction happens through the construction, selection
and use of artifacts and perception of observable event as described in section 3.1.
The agent side of the API, i.e. the way agent can interact with its environment, deals with
the construction, disposal, selection, use and inspection of artifacts as well as sensor and
workspace related management tasks. For example, agent can execute specific operation on a
given artifact by using the action execOP(ArtifactID, OperationName, Args, SensorID). The last
two parameters are optional. Args refers to the parameters of the operation and SensorID to
the sensor that is going to be used to collect the possible observable event generated by the
action. On the artifact side the available actions deal with the generation of observable events
and management of operations and observable state of the artifact. Detailed description of the
API is available in (Ricci et al., 2007a).

3.4.2 Agent observable environment
Agent Observable Environment (AOE) is an infrastructure designed to support the
observation process of an agent through observable softbodies (Kesäniemi et al.,
2009). It separates the common Observable Environment (OE) from the domain-specific
infrastructures. The idea is that all the MAS infrastructures use the same OE making it the
principal source and target of observation for the whole MAS. In other words, AOE works
as a integration middleware between various agent and environment infrastructures. It was
designed with the notion of open MAS in mind, where both the agent population and services
and resources of the environment can be very dynamic. In a dynamic environment, AOE
would work as the lowest common denominator between the heterogeneous entities and
facilitate the indirect interactions between them. It should be noted that AOE only accounts
for observation side of the perception/action interface between agent and its environment.
Figure 10 shows the logical architecture of AOE using the layered presentation of MAS
adapted from (Viroli et al., 2007). The observable part of the environment is modeled as a
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separate entity called Observable Environment, which contains soft-bodies and observation
rules. Every soft-body is connected to either an agent or some environmental resource.
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Soft-body is further divided into owner and environment managed parts. The division means
that the entity to which the soft-body belongs to has only partial control over its observable
state. This is different from the agent body in CArtAgO, which is completely under agent’s
control. AOE supports both static and dynamic observation (Viroli et al., 2001). The result
of a static observation is a snapshot of the observable state of the environment presented as
observable items, whereas dynamic observation allows agent to observe the evolution of the
state through observable events. In addition to agent initiated static or dynamic observation,
AOE is able ”push” observable items or events to the agents without explicit request from
the agent. This behavior takes the environment controlled awareness provided by the EASI
(Saunier & Balbo, 2007) even further and is considered as a potential source for emergent
behavior in MAS. Observability of the soft-body can be restricted using observation rules.
There are two kind rules: ones originating from the environments side and ones set up by the
agents. Environmental rules, or ”laws of nature”, take precedence over rules set by the agent.

3.5 Semantic description of environment
All the approaches covered in the paper so far, have at some level conveyed the need to
provide formal, machine processable descriptions of the environment to the software agents.
Actual models for such descriptions have been out of their scope and the task has been
delegated as part of the development process of a system. This easily leads to ad hoc and
application specific descriptions, in the same way as the early MAS environments were
implemented on a application to application basis. One way of fostering interoperability
between diverse sources of environmental data is to use upper level core ontology (Doerr
et al., 2003) from which the infrastructure specific concepts can be extended or to which they
can be mapped or transformed. The use of ontologies also allows agents to reason about
the state and behavior of their observable environment. This is especially important in open
and dynamic environments where the agent might not have any prior knowledge about the
environment before entering it.
Descriptions of environmental resources and services are an integral part of the A&A
meta-model with the so called cognitive artifacts (Omicini et al., 2008). Cognitive artifact
must include function, usage and operation instructions in some machine processable form.
Agent Observable Environment can also be greatly enhanced with the use of ontologies. Since
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AOE uses RDF 5 as the representation of observable environment it is easy to extends it
with ontologies, which can be used to enable semantic observation capabilities (Kesäniemi
et al., 2009). Acay et al. coined the term extrospection in (Acay et al., 2007), which refers
to a sort of cognitive situatedness in agent’s ability to discover, select, use and reason about
environmental resources based on their formal semantic descriptions. They argue that the
combination of artifact and its usage manual, or cognitive artifact, would benefit the MAS
development by making it possible for agents to complete their design at run-time through
the process of discovery, use and reuse of components and allowing domain independent
meta-level reasoning to be built into agents (Acay et al., 2009). Next section describes their
ontology based approach to environmental modeling.

3.5.1 OWL-T
OWL-T (OWL Tool) is an ontology for describing infrastructural components (Acay et al.,
2007). The approach taken in the information modeling is pragmatic as opposed to epistemic,
meaning that instead of trying to classify and label thing and relations between them, the
goal of OWL-T has been define the functional nature of an object independent of its physical
properties. For example both paddle and a sail affords to moving a boat on the water although
they are not that similar in their physical properties. As the name implies, OWL-T uses Web
Ontology Language (OWL) 6 or more precisely the OWL-DL variant of OWL, as its ontology
language.
OWL-T can be divided into five mutually exclusive sub-models: ActionModel, ObjectModel,
OrganizationModel, AgentModel, and AbstractConcept. We will shortly describe the ones
that are most relevant to the topic at hand, namely the ActivityModel, ObjectModel, and
AbstractConcept models. The AgentModel is out of the scope of this chapter because it deals
with the inner workings of an agent.
Objects in OWL-T are divided into Artifacts and Tools. Tool is defined by its PhysicalProperty
and IdealProperty. Former supports the spatial and shape characteristics of any object and the
latter refers to the functionality of the Tool or in other words in what kind of activity it is useful.
The usage interface is formalized as an Interface, which represent the actions supported for a
given Role. OWL-T defines three types of agent behavior: Process, Action and Activity. Process
in an atomic, reactive behavior whereas Action represent goal-oriented and non-atomic agent
behavior. Completion of an action might require sequence of Processes to be executed before
completion. The order of Processes required by the an Action is defined using ProcessModel.
Action takes an Artifact as an input parameter and transforms it into output. Process can then be
seen as working at the operation level of an Artifact. Finally, an Activity is used to encapsulate
actions of multiple agents into to a group activity with a common, system level goal where
every agent plays a certain role. Full description of the ontology and related formal semantic
and pragmatic for it can be found in (Acay et al., 2007).

4. Conclusions

In this chapter, we provided an introduction to the different roles of environment in
agent-based systems. We also presented a survey of different aspects of agent-environment
interaction from the perspective of agent-oriented software engineering. The promotion

5 http://www.w3.org/RDF/
6 http://www.w3.org/TR/owlref/.
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of environment as a first-class abstraction has led to research results in various fields
of agent-oriented software engineering ranging from new or extended methodologies
that include explicit environmental models to general infrastructures that can support
application-independent concepts for building and integrating environments for MAS. There
has also been efforts towards semantic description of infrastructural components.
At a very abstract level, agent-environment interaction can be reduced to agent actions
performed via sensors and actuators and it basically has three ways of using them. First, it
can use the sensors/actuators that are part of its own "body". The features of the agent’s body
can be static and decided by the designer of the agent, or they can be dynamically modifiable
at run-time by the agent itself. Second, if the agent does not possess some required capability,
it can try to ask some other agent to provide it. Third option is to use the resources available
in the environment. The discovery and usage of environmental resources are the cornerstones
or agent-environment interaction and are therefore covered at some level by all the surveyed
models and infrastructures. One interesting extension that is not taken into account, is the
possibility for agents to deposit their own actuators and sensors to the environment for others
to use so that they would be available even if the agent that created them is no longer
available. For example, a mobile agent could place a specialized messaging resource to the
environment that would allow other agents and resources to interact with some previously
unknown external system. In all of the three cases, sensors and actuators can be seen as a sort
of a service, either provided by the agent’s body itself, other agents or the environment. This
kind of sensor/actuator as a service view of the agent-environment interaction could be used
to create unified layer for discovery and usage, both direct of indirect, of sensors and actuators
regardless of their source.
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1. Introduction 
In tandem with the penetration of the Internet, many information systems are connected to 
large-scale computer network systems or multi-processor systems. These distributed 
systems cooperate, negotiate, and solve problems by exchanging information each other. A 
multi-agent system (MAS) (Weiss, 1999) attracts attention as a solution to competition or 
cooperation in distributed systems. It is necessary that multi-agent systems operate for a 
long time without human’s support from the viewpoint of dependable distributed system. 
Some techniques (Chiang & Chen, 1994) that assume failures beforehand have been 
developed for this problem. These techniques need another integrated system that 
managements all the agents for fault diagnosis. It is practically impossible to apply them to 
large-scale distributed systems.  
We need a technique detecting faults autonomously in multi-agent systems. A self-
diagnosable algorithm (Kohda et al., 1997) has been proposed for distributed systems. In 
this conventional simple highly structured system, all agents mutually diagnose all other 
agents. It has a problem that the more agents are included in a system, the more 
communication loads increase. To solve the problem, this paper proposes a new self-
diagnosable multi-agent system that mitigates communication loads in the multi-agent 
system. Our method introduces middle agents that do not interaction with basic client 
agents to mitigate the communication traffics between agents. 

2. Conventional self-diagnosable algorithm 
This section describes a conventional self-diagnosable algorithm, which we call it as a 
simple highly structured system. 

2.1 Faulty agent 
An agent may malfunction in a multi-agent system and such an agent is called a faulty 
agent. Our research deals with the following three kinds of failure (Fedoruk & Deters, 2001): 
a. Crash failure 
b. Byzantine failure 
c. Communication failure. 
Where, crash failure refers to an agent that is stopped by a processor fault or shortage of 
system resources. Byzantine failure is a fault that does not assume faulty agents’ behavior, 
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developed for this problem. These techniques need another integrated system that 
managements all the agents for fault diagnosis. It is practically impossible to apply them to 
large-scale distributed systems.  
We need a technique detecting faults autonomously in multi-agent systems. A self-
diagnosable algorithm (Kohda et al., 1997) has been proposed for distributed systems. In 
this conventional simple highly structured system, all agents mutually diagnose all other 
agents. It has a problem that the more agents are included in a system, the more 
communication loads increase. To solve the problem, this paper proposes a new self-
diagnosable multi-agent system that mitigates communication loads in the multi-agent 
system. Our method introduces middle agents that do not interaction with basic client 
agents to mitigate the communication traffics between agents. 

2. Conventional self-diagnosable algorithm 
This section describes a conventional self-diagnosable algorithm, which we call it as a 
simple highly structured system. 

2.1 Faulty agent 
An agent may malfunction in a multi-agent system and such an agent is called a faulty 
agent. Our research deals with the following three kinds of failure (Fedoruk & Deters, 2001): 
a. Crash failure 
b. Byzantine failure 
c. Communication failure. 
Where, crash failure refers to an agent that is stopped by a processor fault or shortage of 
system resources. Byzantine failure is a fault that does not assume faulty agents’ behavior, 
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and it is caused mainly by unexpected state transitions or program bugs. Communication 
failure drops out all or some part of messages, or it cannot establish communication link 
between agents. 
If these failures occurred simultaneously at two or more agents, a multi-agent system will 
malfunction because of interaction among agents. When faulty agents exist in a system, 
reliability of the system cannot be maintained without identifying the faulty agents and 
processing them properly. 

2.2 T-fault one-step diagnosable system 
Mutual diagnosis in a self-diagnosable algorithm (Preparata et al., 1967) is expressed by a 
directed graph as shown in Fig. 1. In this figure, a unit and testing correspond to a vertex 
and directed arc respectively. The system is defined as a directed graph G = [V, E], where V 
= {v} is a set of vertexes (units) and E = {(u, v)} is a set of directed arcs (u, v). The unit 
corresponding to starting point u and terminal point v of directed arc (u, v) are called a 
testing unit and tested unit respectively.  
A test result a(u, v) is defined as shown in Table 1, and let it be a weight of the directed arc. 
This algorithm premises that it does not trust the test result if the testing unit is out of order 
and each unit does not test itself. As another self-diagnosable algorithm, t-fault one-step 
diagnosable system (Hakimi & Amin, 1974; Kohda, 1994) is proposed that can detect 
simultaneously multiple faults of up to t among n units from mutual diagnostic results of 
the system (hereinafter referred to as t-OD system). 

2.3 Highly structured T-OD system 
Definitions of a highly structured system and its characters as a t-OD system are described 
below: 
[Definition 1] A system G = [V, E] is a highly structured system if an arbitrary unit v (v∈V) 
of the system G has a subsystem H(v; α, β) expressed in Fig. 2.  
 

u v 
0 or 1 

Testing Unit Tested Unit 

arc(u, v) 

Test Result a(u, v)  
Fig. 1. Basic system component 

 
Tested Unit  v 

Testing Unit  u 
Fault-free Faulty 

Fault-free 0 1 
Faulty * * 

 *: don’t care 

Table 1. Test result a (u, v) 
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Fig. 2. A subsystem H(v; α, β) 

 

 
Fig. 3. Six test result patterns of type Pk  in H(v; α, β) 

The subsystem H(v; α, β) consists of a kernel unit v, (2α+β) other units, and (2α+β) testing 
links, where α is the number of testing links of length 2 and β the number of testing links of 
length 1. A highly structured system has the following character 1.  
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[Character 1] If every unit v (v∈V) of a system G = [V, E] has a subsystem H(v; α, β) of the 
definition 1 and 

 α+ [β/2] ≥ t , (1) 

then G is a t-OD system. 
Where, t > 0 and [x] means a maximum integer not exceeding x. 
[Definition 2] A highly structured system satisfying (1) is called a highly structured t-OD 
system. 
The following character 2 is suggested as an analyzing method of highly structured t-OD 
systems. 
[Character 2] For an arbitrary unit v (v∈V) of a system G = [V, E] that satisfies the character 
1, v is normal if and only if the following (2) is satisfied.  

 H(v; α, β) ≡ p1 + [β/2] – (p4+p6) ≥ 0 (2) 

Where, pk is the number of test result patterns of type Pk shown in Fig. 3. 
 
Mutual test results do not depend on the order of diagnosing each unit, and its character is a 
strong point of the highly structured t-OD system. 

2.4 Problems of the self-diagnosable algorithm 
The foregoing self-diagnosable algorithms have the following two problems: First, the more 
agents are included in a system, the more communication traffics increase. This is because 
the highly structured system (hereafter, it will be called a simple highly structured system in 
order to distinguish from our method) applies a simple mutual diagnosis for all units. 
Second, generation of mutual test results must synchronize for all units. If not all the mutual 
test results are completed, it does not satisfy the condition of t-OD systems. It means that 
faulty agents cannot be uniquely identified. 

3. Self-diagnosable multi-agent system in consideration of load distribution 
This section describes an approach to solving the problems that simple highly structured 
systems have. 

3.1 System configuration 
The problems can be solved by introducing not only distributed type of elements but also 
concentrate type of elements. Specifically, middle agents are introduced as elements. All 
agents of pure MAS are not controlled by any concentrated agents. But it is natural that a 
hybrid MAS (Hagras et al., 2003; Alur et al., 2003) exists as a middle class between a pure 
MAS and a pure concentrated system. There is a reason for existence of the hybrid MAS if 
some advantages could be obtained when it replaces the pure MAS. Middle agents are 
located in a different layer from a client agent’s layer. Each middle agent has the following 
characters: 
[Character 3] 
• It is distinguished from basic client agents. 
• It does not take part in interaction among basic client agents. 
• It carries only information of mutual test results. 
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• It is assumed not to break down. 
Our approach introduces middle agents that do not interaction with basic client agents to 
mitigate communications between agents. An initial system configuration is shown in Fig. 4. 
One middle agent is prepared for three client agents (they may become four client agents 
since a fraction is taken into consideration) that are the minimum composition of a t-OD 
system in order to keep domain of mutual tests to a minimum. They are grouped as a partial 
domain. The client agents carry out mutual tests within the group through the middle agent. 
In this group, only one faulty agent can be detected using (1). 
We define middle agents that directly carry client agents’ communication as a bottom layer, 
and another middle agent that carries communication between middle agents is defined as a 
top layer. This composition technique can limit range of mutual tests and mitigate each 
agent’s load because communications between agents are carried within every local group 
in parallel. 
 

 
Fig. 4. Initial system configuration of the proposed system 

3.2 Dynamic highly structured system 
The proposed system can detect only one faulty agent for each group using (1). It is 
necessary to dynamically reconstitute a system configuration so that faulty agents may not 
be concentrated in certain groups. For that purpose, the number of branches of the middle 
agents at the bottom layer is fixed, and candidates of faulty agents are determined by 
rearranging client agents and changing groups.  
Our dynamic highly structured system has the following four processes as shown in the Fig. 
5: 
1) System reconfiguration 
At first, we fix a number of client agents that can be connected to a middle agent at the 
bottom layer. The middle agent exchanges the client agents of each group at random not to 
concentrate faulty agents in certain groups and to reconstruct mutual testing graphs. 
Because mutual tests can be conducted in parallel, faulty agents are detected for every 
group from the test results. These agents are regarded as candidates of faulty agents, and it 
is not decided to be faulty agents at this time.  
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Fig. 5. A process of dynamic highly structured system 
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2) Calculation of reliability 
Equation (3) is introduced here. It expresses reliability of a middle agent based on the 
number of doubtful agents within its group. 

 ( ) –= i
i

i

NmR m   1  
Am

 (3) 

Where, mi is an ith middle agent group, Nmi is a number of faulty agent candidates that 
belong to mi, and Ami is a number of agents that belong to mi.  The value of this function 
R(mi) will go down if the number of faulty agent candidates increases. Each middle agent at 
the bottom layer computes (3) at each group and it shares the information among middle 
agents. 
3) Selection of the most reliable group 
We omit a group that has more than two faulty agent candidates, which means that it is not 
a t-OD system. We choose a group of the highest reliability value among the remaining 
groups. If there are more than two groups have the same value of R(mi), we give priority to a 
group whose value of H(v; α, β) in (2) is the largest. H(v; α, β) is a parameter showing 
allowable degree of failures. 
4) Determination of faulty agents 
Combining faulty agent candidates with agents connected to another middle agents having 
high reliability, mutual tests are performed again, and faulty agents are finally determined. 
Because the number of times of mutual tests changes with the number of failures in an 
actual system, the dynamic highly structured system has feature that it is able to mitigate 
the communication loads between agents when all agents are trouble-free or a few agents 
are faulty. Unlike the conventional techniques, our approach has an advantage that it should 
synchronize generation of test results only within each local group. 
Our self-diagnosable system conducts independent mutual tests only in a middle agent 
layer. This algorithm has restrictions that more than a half must be normal among the agents 
that constitute a mutual testing group. It can be said that the element of a meta-level does 
not need to guarantee high reliability because it is tested to be normal or faulty. Calculation 
amounts necessary for mutual tests are estimated for a simple highly structured system and 
a dynamic highly structured system. If the number of client agents is n, O(n): orders of 
calculation to diagnose are as follows: 
• Simple highly structured system 

 O(n) = n2 – n                   (4) 

• Dynamic highly structured system 

 
( )

( )
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≤ ≤

⎛ ⎞⎡ ⎤= =⎜ ⎟⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦⎝ ⎠

2n O n   8n  12

n  t       t  
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where, t is the number of faulty agents. 
For the dynamic highly structured system, (5) shows that calculation orders in the cases in 
which the trouble is not completely occurring, and the number of faulty agents is fewer 
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than half of all agents by one that is an upper limit of the number of faulty agents. The 
calculation order changes between these two values according to the number of faulty 
agents which exists in the system.  The dynamic highly structured system needs 
synchronizing mutual tests only in each local group, but no necessity of synchronizing in 
all client agents.  Therefore, the proposed system can reduce the communication traffics 
between agents. 

4. Simulation results 
Our approach has been applied to a multi-agent system (circle multi-agent system) that 
forms a circle autonomously, and compared with a simple highly structured system. 

4.1 Circle multi-agent system 
Initial conditions of the circle multi-agent system are shown below: 
• Each agent knows a value of diameter that should be kept, and perceives other agents’ 

locations. 
• Each agent determines its action based on two distances to the furthest agent and to the 

nearest one. 
• Each agent is placed at a two dimensional latticed space, and chooses one action among 

eight directions and no motion. 
Behaviors of this system are shown in Fig. 6 to Fig. 8. Fig. 6 shows a normal state in which 
a circle can be formed in cooperation. Fig. 7 shows a faulty state that troubles arise at 
Agent1, Agent11 and Agent21, and they cannot obtain right location data of other normal 
agents. As a result, the cooperative target of forming a circle cannot be attained. On the 
other hand, in Fig. 8 a restoration system stops the faulty agents and the other normal 
agents form another circle. The experiment environment is as follows: CPU is Pentium4 
(R) 2.4 GHz, OS Windows XP Professional, and the programming language Java JDK 
version 1.4. 

4.2 Experiments on communication traffics between agents 
The proposed system was incorporated to the circle multi-agent system, and some 
simulations were carried out. The experiment conditions are shown below: 
• Byzantine failures happen at some agents and they cannot get right location data of 

other agents. It means that they fail to identify the environment. 
• The experiments are carried out for two cases:  

1) 10% of agents are faulty, and 
2) 40% of agents are faulty, which means a fatal failure to the system.  

• Faulty agents are selected by uniform random numbers. 
• An agent is tested comparing location data of its own with the same location data that 

another agent has. 
• A restoration system only stops faulty agents. 
For a simple highly structured system and a dynamic highly structured system, the 
experiment measured the number of communication traffics between agents to detect faulty 
agents. For both systems, the number of agents was changed every ten agents from 10 to 
100. Fig. 9 shows average values of ten trials.  
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Fig. 6. A normal state of a circle multi-agent system 
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Fig. 7. A state after Byzantine failure 
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Fig. 8. A state after restoration 
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Fig. 8. A state after restoration 
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Fig. 9. Communication traffics 
 

 
Fig. 10. Restoration time 
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Fig. 9 proves that the proposed system needs only a few times to communicate while the 
simple highly structured system remarkably increasing times with the number of agents. It 
means that mutual tests are carried out in parallel in dynamic highly structured system. 
Small communication frequencies make the load of the agents reduce.  
As for failure processing, we measured the restoration time from occurring of failure to 
stopping faulty agents. Fig. 10 shows the results. The more faulty agents exist, the longer the 
restoration time is. The restoration time of the conventional system has exceeded that of the 
proposed system for both cases of failure rate 10% (t = 0.1n) and 40% (t = 0.4n).  The cause is 
that the proposed system can be processed in parallel and synchronizing only in each local 
group. 

5. Conclusion 
This paper has proposed a self-diagnosable multi-agent system that uses a dynamic 
highly structured system for fault diagnosis and a restoration system. Some experiments 
have demonstrated the validity of the proposed system.   Future works to be done are as 
follow: development of a more accurate reconstituting algorithm of basic client agents, a 
more advanced restoration algorithm, and a reliability improvement method of middle 
agents. 
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1. Introduction

An evolution-based approach to ecological modeling and simulation-based analysis of
multiagent behaviors are important means to understand the origin and evolutionary process
of a real creature. This is because a simulation enables us to experiment with a virtual world
rapidly and repeatedly. However, a real creature is too complex to program on computers.
This naturally demands that we grasp the essence of the real creature, simplify it, and program
it as an agent (Todd & Wilson, 1993). In this approach, even if an agent that has only a
simple mechanism initially, it can evolve and obtain complex behaviors through the process
of evolution (Langton, 1986). This kind of synthetic method gives us a possible answer as to
why or how the real creature obtains complex behaviors. Many studies have reported on the
biology and behavior of real creatures with this approach. For example, from the aspect of
animal behaviors, foodforaging (Koza et al., 1992) and herding (Oboshi et al., 2003; Werner
& Dyer, 1993) are well-researched. Other examples are studies of specific creatures, such
as egrets (Toquenaga et al., 1994), magicicadas (Marco Remondino, 2006), and the monarch
butterfly (Hashizume et al., 2008; Sawada et al., 2002; 2004).
The monarch butterfly (Danaus plexippus L., Nymphalidae, Lepidoptera) is a good target for study.
It has an interesting habit. The monarch butterfly is a migratory butterfly that requires three
to five generations per annual migration. We will describe its habit in detail below (The
University of Kansas Entomology Program, 2008).
The monarch butterfly mainly lives in North and Central America. As winter ends and
spring begins, spring populations of the monarch butterfly in Mexico prepare for migration.
And they start to migrate north. The migrating females lay eggs and repeat alternation
of generations. In the beginning of summer, they reach the southern part of Canada.
Fall populations which are born at the beginning of fall are known to be biologically and
behaviorally different from spring populations. Temperature and day length influence their
eggs. Fall populations migrate south back to Mexico only one generation. This travel is more
than 3500 km. But it takes them only 75 days to travel using air current. It means that the
butterfly flies 50 km per day. They return to Mexico again in a single generation. And the
monarch butterfly repeats their migration.
The butterfly migrates as described, and its migration is different from that of a bird. We stated
before that the monarch butterfly requires three to five generations per annual migration.
This means that the migration cannot be taught by parents. Stated differently, genes teach
the migration to the butterfly. Many researches and experiments (Alerstam et al., 2003;
Etheredge et al., 1999; Perez et al., 1997; Schmidt-Koenig, 1985; Walker, 2001) have been
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area1 ( Austin, U.S.A. N30o )

area2 ( Kansas City, U.S.A. N39o )

area3 ( Minneapolis, U.S.A. N45o )

area4 ( Saskatoon, Canada. N52o  )

Fig. 1. Spring and fall migrations of the monarch butterfly in North and Central America
(revised, from (Brower & Malcolm, 1991)), and 5 areas model

conducted on the proximate factors why the monarch butterfly migrates, and we know
that the butterfly migrates by the combination of all the different physiological functions.
However, evolutionary factors of its migration have yet to be determined. In other words,
we do not know the catalyst for the monarch butterfly to start migration, and it has not been
clear what processes the butterfly has gone through until it acquired the current migration
style. For answering the question, we frame the hypothesis that environmental change of
temperature is a trigger for the butterfly to acquire the migration behavior. It is believed that
one of the selection pressures that has driven this species’ evolution was the gradual rise in
air temperature after the ice age. A non-migratory butterfly had slowly evolved and adapted
to the environmental changes and then became a migratory butterfly over time.
In this paper, we model areas from the habitat where the monarch butterfly lives, and design
agents based on the monarch butterfly. The agent has genes expressing both physical features
and action decision ability. This paper attempts to investigate what adaptive behaviors the
agents obtain under the dynamic environment and to assess the validity the model to compare
the agent’s behavior with the monarch butterfly’s behavior.
The paper is organized as follows. Second section gives a definition of the ecosystem
consisting of areas, plants, and agents. Third section executes the simulation using the
eco-system and describes our observation about the result. Fourth section concludes the paper
and lastly gives future extensions.
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2. Ecosystem

The ecosystem we designed consists of areas, plants, and agents. Each agent conducts one
action per area per day, which we define as unit time. We define one year as a number of fixed
days, DAY.

2.1 Area
2.1.1 Definition
An area consists of a two-dimensional 50× 50 grid of square locations. The ecosystem has five
areas. Five areas are area0, area1, ... , area4, located south to north modeled after North and
Central America (Fig. 1).
The area has plants, agents, and temperature as an environmental parameter. We express areai
(i : identifier) as

areai(Agenti,Planti, tmpri). (1)

Agenti is a set of agents, Planti is a set of plants (we will describe the agents and plants
later), and tmpri is the temperature.

2.1.2 Seasonal temperature change
The temperature, tmpri, changes periodically for short-term like seasonal change. We call it
short-term change. For a short-term change, we use real temperature data from Central and
North America. Figure 1 shows the real temperature data, but it is an average of the monthly
data. We wanted averaged daily data, so we approximated the real temperature data into an
approximate average daily data using a sin function (Figure 2). The temperature: tmpri(d) in
areai for day d is determined by

tmpri(d) = αi sin(2πd/DAY) + βi, (2)

where αi and βi are constant numbers in each area.

2.1.3 Air current
The ecosystem has an air current from area4 to area0. The air current helps the agent which
moves in the same direction1. Hence, if the agent starts migration south from area1, area2,
area3, or area4, the agent can directory land on area0 (we will see the agent and its actions
later).

2.2 Plant
2.2.1 Definition
A plant pj (j : identifier) is expressed by

pj(agej), (3)

where agej is the number of days for which the plant has existed. The plant is the energy
source for the agent.

1 Fall populations of the monarch butterfly are said to glide and be carried by an air current during fall
migrations(Gibo & Pallett, 1979).
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Fig. 2. Real temperature data (National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration,
2008).
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Fig. 3. Approximate temperature data.

2.2.2 Appearance & Disapperance

The birth number of plants: Nplant
i in areai is determined by

Nplant
i = Mplant

i × (1 − Δsuit_tmprplant/St), (4)

Δsuit_tmprplant = |tmpri(d)− suit_tmprplant|, (5)

where Mplant
i is the maximum birth number of plants in areai in one day, St is a constant, and

suit_tmprplant is the most suitable temperature for the plant. As you know from Eq 4, the
temperature in the focused area determines the birth number of plants. In our simulation the
upper limit of the birth number in each area is different. The birth number in area0 is smaller
than the others 2. After the birth number is determined, each plant is set in a random grid.

2 It is because the shortage of food or milkweed in the southern area is thought to have caused the
migration of the Monarch butterfly.
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If the plant suffers either of the following conditions, it is removed from the simulation. Tplant
d

is the maximum lifetime of plants.

“An agent eats the plant” or agej > Tplant
d (6)

2.3 Agent
2.3.1 Definition
Agent aj (j is identifier) is expressed by

aj((eaj, st_tablej), (agej, inj)), (7)

where eaj is the environmental adaptation scale, st_tablej is the action decision table, agej is
the number of days the agent has existed, and inj is the energy level.
The first two elements, eaj and st_tablej, are inherited. It should be noted that eaj and st_tablej
are encoded into different genes. However, the last two elements, agej and inj, are not
inherited. agej and inj are initialized when the agent is born.

2.3.2 Environmental adaptation scale
The environmental adaptation scale (EA), eaj is an integer fulfilling 0 ≤ eaj ≤ Mea where Mea
is the maximum number of EA. eaj is calculated by

eaj = count(bitseteaj), (8)

where bitseteaj is an array of bits representing the EA, and count is the function that returns the
number of bits that are set to 1 in the array. We use the EA to represent the physical features
of the agent, for example, “thickness of the exoskeleton.” In other words, if the EA is large, it
means that the agent can stand a large temperature variation, and it also means that the agent
is heavy and spends a lot of energy for actions. If the EA is small, it conversely means that the
agent cannot stand a large temperature variation and nevertheless the agent is light.
We use the EA to implement for the agent a sensory system that enables it to feel temperature.

2.3.3 Sense
Agent, aj, senses the information shown in Table 1. The information is about the internal
information of its own energy level, inj, and about external information, exj. The internal
information is on whether the agent has the energy level in the condition of “inj > Ie.” Ie is a
certain energy level. The external information is on “finding plants?”, “finding other agents?”,
and “how does the agent feel about the temperature?”
To sense all of this information, the agent has visibility around constant grids to find other
agents and plants and has a temperature sensor. Therefore, the agent can feel whether tmpr is
“hot,” “cold,” or “suitable.” To implement this sensor, the agent has a range of temperatures
named suit_tmprj

3 given by

Sb − Ks ×
eaj

Mea
≤ suit_tmprj ≤ Sb + Ks ×

eaj

Mea
, (9)

where Sb and Ks are constant values to construct suit_tmprj. If tmpr is within the range of
suit_tmprj, the agent feels the area is “Suitable.” If tmpr exceeds the maximum temperature

3 suit_tmprj takes the value within a certain finite range because eaj is also finite. Therefore, the agent
cannot have a perfect suit_tmprj that covers all temperatures.
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of suit_tmprj , it feels the area is “Hot.” Also, if tmpr is below the minimum temperature of
suit_tmprj, it feels the area is “Cold.”

2.3.4 Action
Five actions (∈ ACT: Table 2): “eat”, “reproduce”, “migrate north”, “migrate south”, and
“do-nothing” can be performed by the agent. We explain them below.
The first action is “eat.” The agent can eat a plant to absorb energy if the agent is next to the
plant. Otherwise, if the agent finds a plant within its range of vision, it moves toward the
plant. We categorize this action as “eat.” Incidentally, if the agent cannot find any plants, the
agent changes the action from “eat” to “do-nothing” (we will see “do-nothing” later.).
The second action is “reproduce.” The agent can make an offspring if it is next to another
agent (we will also see the reproduction process later.). Otherwise, if the agent finds another
agent within its range of vision, the agent moves toward it. We categorize this action
as “reproduce.” If the agent cannot find any agents, the agent changes the action from
“reproduce” to “do-nothing.”
The third action is “migrate north.” When the agent selects the “migrate north” action, the
agent migrates to the northern areas. If the agent is in areai, it migrates to areai+1. Note that
the agent in area4 cannot migrate northward. Hence, in this case the agent changes the action
from “migrate north” to “do-nothing.”
The forth action is “migrate south.” “migrate south” is almost the same as “migrate north”
except for the direction. When the agent selects the “migrate south” action, the agent migrates
to the southern areas. If the agent is in areai , it migrates to area0. Note that the agent in area0
cannot migrate southward. The action is changed from “migrate south” to “do-nothing.”
The fifth action is “do-nothing.” The agent which selects “do-nothing” does not move and
stays the same grid for one day. We allow the agent to select “do-nothing.” In addition to this,
if the agent fails in the previous four actions, the agent must perform “do-nothing.”

Info Statement Decision

inj Enough energy? X0 = Yes/No
Find plants? X1 = Yes/No

exj Find other agents? X2 = Yes/No
Temperature? X3 = Hot/Cold/Suitable

Table 1. Sensory information.

Action (Abbr.) Detail

eat (E) Eat a plant or approach it
reproduce (R) Reproduce a new agent or

approach another agent
migrate north (Mn) Migrate to northern area
migrate south (Ms) Migrate to southern area
do-nothing (N) Do not move

Table 2. A set of ACT.

2.3.5 Action decision table
The agent, aj, decides which action, act, performs by

act = st_tablej(X0, X1, X2, X3), (10)
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where st_tablej is the action decision table, and X_ is a sensory information. st_tablej combines
a condition alternative table with an action table. The former table is a common table for all
agents and it has 24 columns. Conversely, each agent does not have the same action table,
because the table is expressed by gene. st_tablej has four entries. As you see from Table 1, X_
has a decision for each statement. A set of X_ determines agent’s action. Table 3 provides a
concrete example of the action decision table.

1 2 3 4 5 · · · 24

X0 Y Y Y Y Y · · · N
Sensory X1 Y Y Y Y Y · · · N

Information X2 Y Y Y N N · · · N
X3 H C S H C · · · S
E

√ · · ·
R

√ · · ·
Actions Mn

√ · · ·
Ms

√ · · ·
N

√ · · · √

Table 3. An example of action decision table. The agent performs a checked action
corresponding with a set of alternatives of sensory information. Key: Y=Yes, N=No, H=Hot,
C=Cold, S=Suitable.

2.3.6 Energy level update
After the action, the energy level is updated by

inj ← inj + f(act, eaj, suit_diff ), (11)

where function f is the update function of the energy level. suit_diff is the difference in
temperature between tmpr and the edge of suit_tmprj is given by

suit_diff =

⎧
⎪⎨
⎪⎩

tmpr − max(suit_tmprj), “Hot”
min(suit_tmprj)− tmpr, “Cold”
0, “Suitable”

, (12)

where function max returns the maximum temperature within the range of suit_tmprj, and
function min returns the minimum temperature within the range of suit_tmprj. If the agent
with eaj performs act in the condition of suit_diff , the function outputs the amount of change
in the energy level. We later explain in detail which action increases and decreases the energy
level.
We categorize the actions into three groups according to the way of decreasing the energy,
(a) decreasing in a certain amount of energy: “reproduce” provided that the agent succeeds
in making its offspring, (b) decreasing in proportion to eaj: “migrate north/south”, and
(c) decreasing in proportion to suit_diff : moving by “eat”, moving by “reproduce”, or
“do-nothing” actions.
However, the only one action that the agent can actually increase its energy level is to perform
“eat” action when it encounters a plant.
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where function max returns the maximum temperature within the range of suit_tmprj, and
function min returns the minimum temperature within the range of suit_tmprj. If the agent
with eaj performs act in the condition of suit_diff , the function outputs the amount of change
in the energy level. We later explain in detail which action increases and decreases the energy
level.
We categorize the actions into three groups according to the way of decreasing the energy,
(a) decreasing in a certain amount of energy: “reproduce” provided that the agent succeeds
in making its offspring, (b) decreasing in proportion to eaj: “migrate north/south”, and
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Symbol Value Description
DAY(1year) 300 Number of days of 1 year.

SW 10 Amplitude of the temperature caused by short-term change.
av_tmpri(0) 10,20,30,40,50 Average yearly temperature in year 0.

Mea 30 Maximum number of EA.
Ie 100 Threshold in which an agent senses it has enough energy.

Sb 50 Constant value to construct suit_tmprj.
Ks 15 Constant value to determine the width of suit_tmprj.
I f 100 Energy level which a newborn agent has.

TD 100 Agent’s maximum lifetime.

Table 4. Parameters Setting.

2.3.7 Reproduction
Two agents, ap1, ap2, reproduce and leave offspring agent, aj, with

aj((eaj, st_tablej), (agej, inj)), (13)

eaj = muea(crea(eap1, eap2)),

st_tablej = must(crst(st_tablep1, st_tablep2)),

agej = 0,

inj = I f ,

where crea and crst are the crossover functions for ea_ and st_table_, respectively. muea and
must are the mutation functions for ea_ and st_table_, respectively. Note that agej is initialized
by 0, and that inj is also initialized by I f which is the initial energy level.
We detail each function. crea is the function which cross over parent agent’s environmental
adaptation scales. This function performs uniform crossover for bitsetea_. Meanwhile, crst
performs one-point crossover for action table. muea and must give mutation to each element
to increase biological diversity. muea makes one of the bits in bitsetea_ flipped. amust changes
one of the columns into the others.

2.3.8 Death
cIf the agent suffers either of the following conditions, it dies and is removed from the
simulation.

inj < 0, (14)

agej > TD, (15)

where TD is the maximum lifetime. The first condition is “starvation,” and the second is
“death because of old age.”

3. Experiment

In this section, we present the details of an experiment carried out using our defined
ecosystem. The purpose of this experiment is to observe how the agents evolve and what
adaptive behaviors the agents obtain in an environment that has short-term change and is
locally bias of food distribution. The parameter setting is listed in Table 4.
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must are the mutation functions for ea_ and st_table_, respectively. Note that agej is initialized
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one of the columns into the others.

2.3.8 Death
cIf the agent suffers either of the following conditions, it dies and is removed from the
simulation.

inj < 0, (14)

agej > TD, (15)

where TD is the maximum lifetime. The first condition is “starvation,” and the second is
“death because of old age.”

3. Experiment

In this section, we present the details of an experiment carried out using our defined
ecosystem. The purpose of this experiment is to observe how the agents evolve and what
adaptive behaviors the agents obtain in an environment that has short-term change and is
locally bias of food distribution. The parameter setting is listed in Table 4.
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The results are shown in Figure 4. We executed a simulation using our defined ecosystem for
a period of 2000 years. It is difficult to describe all the results for the entire period. So in Figure
4, we extracted 2 years from the 2000 years, and now are providing a detailed analysis. Figures
4(b)-(f) show the population changes and the number of migrate actors. As is evident from
these figures, the agents obtained three emergent behaviors and adapted to the environment.

3.1 Stay in area0
Figure 4(f) shows that some agents stayed in area0 throughout the year. This means that a
certain number of agents did not move to other areas, but remained in area0. From the aspect
of temperature, area0 is the most suitable area. However, area0 had a food shortage problem.
So, other behaviors were observed.

3.2 Migration between area0 and area1
We focus on Figures 4(e) and (f) in this subsection. We confirmed the agents moved to area1
from area0 by selecting the “migrate north” action between year 1983 day 260 and year 1984
day 10. Then, between year 1984 day 0 and year 1984 day 40, some agents selected and
executed a “migrate south” action and went back to area0. These agents migrated between
area0 and area1 for only 40-80 days. We can easily assume one reason for the agents to behave
like this, a food shortage problem in area0. Around year 1983 day 270, area0 held the biggest
number of agents. This caused a food shortage. The number of plants in area0 decreased to 9
(in this 2 year period, the maximum number of plants in area0 was 93.). When area0 reached
this condition, the agents selected to go to area1. Stated another way, the action decision
table of the agents evolved to selecting “migrate north” when the agent could not find any
plants. However, it was not necessarily the best behavior from the aspect of temperature. The
movement north around year 1983 day 260 - year 1984 day 10 meant that the agent left the
most suitable area based on temperature. area1 was a little colder at this time. Therefore, the
agents soon returned to area0.

3.3 Migration between area0 and area4
As in Figures 4(b) - (f), this migration behavior can be confirmed. First, we talk about the
northward migration. A small number of the agents moved to area1 from area0 between year
1983 day 260 and year 1984 day 10. The number of agents in area1 increased and around year
1984 day 100 moved to area2. Moving to area3 from area2 was around year 1984 day 130, and
moving to area4 from area3 was around year 1984 day 160. The agents stayed in area4 for 60
days and then started back to area0. This was around year 1984 day 220. As stated above, the
agents established a migration behavior between area0 and area4. The reason why the agents
migrated over the areas is attributed to the agents’ adaptation to both short-term change and
a food shortage.

3.4 Patterns of cross-generational migration
We have other results that helped us determine when the migration began and how many
agents migrated. Before showing these results we will define the four migration behaviors
that our ecosystem can achieve: migration between area0 and area1, migration between area0
and area2, migration between area0 and area3, and migration between area0 and area4. Figure
5 presents the results. It shows the development of migratory agents for a 2000 year period.
Each migratory agent increased year by year. At the end of the experiment, all migration
behaviors became apparent. Fig. 6 shows the more detail description of migration between
area0 and area3 and between area0 and area4 in year 2000. We add some analysis to the
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Fig. 6. Patterns of cross-generational migration in year 2000. One arrow is the length that one
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(e) 8.4%, (f) 6.0%, (g) 5.0%, and (h) 4.0%.

figure. From the figure, we can understand how far one agent moved and where the agent
reproduced. One line is the route which the agent moved for its life. We focus on Fig. 6 (a) as
an instance. This migration took 5 generations per annual migration. The first generation was
born in area0 and it moved to area2 through area1 and then this generation made its offspring
in area2. The second generation did not move over areas but stayed in area2 and it made
the third generation. The third generation left for area3 and made the forth generation. The
forth generation stayed in area3. The fifth generation moved back to area0 from area3. This
is the detail analysis for Fig. 6 (a). And we focus on the common phenomenon in Fig. 6.
The behavior until the second generation was quite same. The first generation moved to area2
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from area0 through area1 and the second generation stayed in area2 and it made offspring
there. The possible reason of this phenomenon is the temperature in area0 and area1. At this
time (year 2000), the temperature in area0 and area1 were so high that it was not suitable for
many agents to behave “reproduce” action because it needed a lot of energy. So many agents
moved to area2 at a first move and executed “reproduce” action.
It is difficult for us to compare the result with the monarch butterfly’s migration. Because no
one knows the precise migration patterns when and where the monarch butterfly alternates
its generation. However, from the aspect which the monarch butterfly takes some generations
per annual migration, the simulation gave us the same emergent behaviors.

4. Conclusion

In this paper, an artificial ecosystem for migratory agents was described. Firstly, we
constructed an ecosystem consisting of five areas, plants and agents. Each area has two kinds
of dynamic changes in temperatures: long-term and short-term changes. Each agent living
in the area has two genetic components: an environmental adaptation scale and an action
decision table. The environmental adaptation scale enables the agents to have a temperature
sensor. Secondly, we conducted the experiment with this ecosystem. The result showed that
the agents obtained migration behavior similar to that of the monarch butterfly.
In this paper, it is particularly worth noting that we tried to realize a real creature on the
computer with as simple mechanisms as possible. On the environment we focused on only
temperature from an endless number of environmental parameters. Also on the monarch
butterfly, we focused on only two elements from various kinds of parameters such as physical
features, sensors, and so on. This policy relates to the policy which we stated in introduction.
For future works, firstly, the research is needed additional experiment. We confirmed that the
agents acquired migration behavior under our proposed model. To construct the model, we
defined four elements: short-term change and long-term change for dynamic environment,
and environmental adaptation scale and action decision table for agents. We need additional
experiment to understand which elements are indispensable. Secondly, we need more
rigorous evaluation of the stability of migration behavior. In case of many times migrations by
one agent, we can determine that the agent behaves stably and adaptively to the environment.
However, if the migration takes some generations like our simulation, we cannot clearly state
whether the agents are always stable. Lotka-Volterra (Lotka, 1925; Volterra, 1928) equation
modeling the relationship between predator and prey is famous and it can provide rigorous
evaluation of balance of the relationship. Our model and results of experiment also need this
kind of mathematical evaluation.
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Fig. 6. Patterns of cross-generational migration in year 2000. One arrow is the length that one
agent moves for its life. For example, migration of (a) takes five generations per annual
migration. Each percentage of total is followings: (a) 25.8%, (b) 14.9%, (c) 11.6%, (d) 11.5%,
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figure. From the figure, we can understand how far one agent moved and where the agent
reproduced. One line is the route which the agent moved for its life. We focus on Fig. 6 (a) as
an instance. This migration took 5 generations per annual migration. The first generation was
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The behavior until the second generation was quite same. The first generation moved to area2
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1. Introduction    
Multi-agent systems have become more and more important in many aspects of computer 
science such as distributed artificial intelligence, distributed computing systems, robotics, 
artificial life, etc. Based on the belief that any complex system is more than the sum of its 
individual elements (Holand, 1999, Morgan, 1923, Morowitz, 2002), multi-agent systems 
introduce the issue of the emergence of behavior through interactions between agents 
(Forrest, 1991). Accordingly, a coordinated behavior needed to archive complex tasks might 
emerge in multi-agent systems from relatively simple defined interactions between agents. 
An agent is a virtual entity that can act, perceive the proximity of its environment and 
communicate with others; it is autonomous and has the ability to achieve its goals. Multi-
agent systems contain a world (environment), entities (agents), relations between the 
entities, a way the world is perceived by the entities, a set of operations that can be 
performed by the entities and changes in the world as a result of these actions.  
The main application areas of multi-agent systems are problem solving, simulation, 
collective robotics, software engineering, and construction of synthetic worlds (Ferber, 
1999). Considering the latter application area and focusing on the autonomy of agents and 
the interactions that link them together (Parunak, Van, Brueckner, Fleischer & Odell, 2002), 
the following important issues can be raised: What is the minimum amount of perception 
information needed by agents in order to perceive the world? How can agents cooperate? 
What are the methods, and what are the lower bounds of communications, required for 
them to coordinate their actions? What architecture should they feature so that they can 
achieve their goals? What approaches can be applied to automatically construct their 
functionality, with the quality of such a design being competitive with human-handcrafted 
design? These issues are of special interest, since the aim is to create multi-agent systems, 
which are scalable, robust, flexible, and able to adapt to changes automatically. These 
features of multi-agent systems are believed to be particularly important in real world 
applications where the approaches to construct synthetic worlds can be viewed as practical 
methods, techniques towards creating complex “situation-aware” multi-computer, multi-
vehicle, or multi-robot systems based on the concepts of agents, communication, 
cooperation and coordination of actions. 
The purpose of our research is an automatic design of the coordinated behavior among 
agents.  Particularly, we are interested in the robustness of the coordinated behavior to some 
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1. Introduction    
Multi-agent systems have become more and more important in many aspects of computer 
science such as distributed artificial intelligence, distributed computing systems, robotics, 
artificial life, etc. Based on the belief that any complex system is more than the sum of its 
individual elements (Holand, 1999, Morgan, 1923, Morowitz, 2002), multi-agent systems 
introduce the issue of the emergence of behavior through interactions between agents 
(Forrest, 1991). Accordingly, a coordinated behavior needed to archive complex tasks might 
emerge in multi-agent systems from relatively simple defined interactions between agents. 
An agent is a virtual entity that can act, perceive the proximity of its environment and 
communicate with others; it is autonomous and has the ability to achieve its goals. Multi-
agent systems contain a world (environment), entities (agents), relations between the 
entities, a way the world is perceived by the entities, a set of operations that can be 
performed by the entities and changes in the world as a result of these actions.  
The main application areas of multi-agent systems are problem solving, simulation, 
collective robotics, software engineering, and construction of synthetic worlds (Ferber, 
1999). Considering the latter application area and focusing on the autonomy of agents and 
the interactions that link them together (Parunak, Van, Brueckner, Fleischer & Odell, 2002), 
the following important issues can be raised: What is the minimum amount of perception 
information needed by agents in order to perceive the world? How can agents cooperate? 
What are the methods, and what are the lower bounds of communications, required for 
them to coordinate their actions? What architecture should they feature so that they can 
achieve their goals? What approaches can be applied to automatically construct their 
functionality, with the quality of such a design being competitive with human-handcrafted 
design? These issues are of special interest, since the aim is to create multi-agent systems, 
which are scalable, robust, flexible, and able to adapt to changes automatically. These 
features of multi-agent systems are believed to be particularly important in real world 
applications where the approaches to construct synthetic worlds can be viewed as practical 
methods, techniques towards creating complex “situation-aware” multi-computer, multi-
vehicle, or multi-robot systems based on the concepts of agents, communication, 
cooperation and coordination of actions. 
The purpose of our research is an automatic design of the coordinated behavior among 
agents.  Particularly, we are interested in the robustness of the coordinated behavior to some 
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uncertainty derived from a mechanical or electrical noise of real-world applications. In this 
document we intend to highlight the following issues: 
- Applying the genetic programming paradigm for evolving the coordinated behavior 

among agents, which interact with each other according to implicit interaction in an 
ideal noiseless environment, 

- Testing the capability of the above behavior in a noisy environment, and  
- Evolving the behavior again in two different environments; noiseless environment and 

noisy environment, for a comparative investigation of the robustness of the two types of 
evolved behavior. 

We employ the predator prey pursuit problem (Benda, 1986) to verify the hypothesis of 
emergence of surrounding behavior in multi-agent systems from simply defined 
interactions between the agents. The noisy environment is implemented as the perceptual 
noise of predator agents; that is to say, in noisy environment the predator agents get 
uncertain perception information with some noise. 
The remaining of the document is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces an instance of 
the general, well defined yet difficult to solve predator-prey pursuit problem as the task 
which we use in this work. Section 3 elaborates on the strongly typed genetic programming, 
employed as an algorithmic paradigm to evolve the functionality of agents. Section 4 
explains the model of the perceptual noise of the predator agents. In Section 5, the 
comparative empirical results of evolution of surrounding behavior in a noiseless 
environment, execution of the surrounding behavior in a noisy environment and re-
evolution of the surrounding behavior in each of the noiseless and the noisy environment 
are presented. Our conclusions are drawn in Section 6. 

2. Configuration of a multi-agent system 
2.1 Instance of Predator prey pursuit problem 
In order to investigate relationships between a coordinated behavior among agents and 
uncertainty of their perception, we address predator prey pursuit problem (Benda, 1986), 
which is a game that some predator agents chase and catch a prey agent on a two 
dimensional field. The problem is general, well-defined and well-studied in multi-agent 
systems yet difficult to solve because the predator agents cannot capture the prey agent 
without a harmonious teamwork. 
In our work, there are four predator agents and a prey agent on a two dimensional torus 
field. Considering a more realistic instance of the problem than the previous works (Haynes 
& Sen, 1996, Haynes, Wainwright, Sen & Schoenefeld, 1997, Luke & Spector, 1996), the field 
is a simulated continuous torus instead of coarse grid. The snapshot of our software is 
shown in Figure 1. All agents have moving and perceptual abilities. Their moving abilities 
are also continuous; they can turn to any angle from their current heading and can run with 
speed equal to 0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75 and 1.0 of their maximum speed. We introduce a proximity 
perception model in that the predator agents can see the prey agent and only the closest 
predator agent, only when these agents are within the limited range of visibility of their 
simulated sensors. The prey employs random wandering if there is no predator in sight and 
an a priori handcrafted optimal escaping strategy as soon as predator(s) become “visible.” In 
order to make a situation where the predator agents cannot capture the prey unless they 
collaborate with each other, we made the maximum speed of the predator agents lower than 
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that of the prey agent but the range of visibility of the predator agents wider than that of the 
prey to allow the predators to stalk the prey. 
The situation requires a relatively complex behavior that the predator agents surround the 
prey agent on all sides in the world, and the behavior should be emerged from simple, local, 
implicit and proximity-defined interactions between the predator agents. 
 

 
Fig. 1. A snapshot of the instance of predator prey pursuit problem. 

2.2 Architecture of the agents 
We adopted a subsumption architecture (Brooks, 1986) as the architecture of the predator 
agents; it was comprised of functional modules separated in three levels: wandering, greedy 
chase and surrounding (Figure 2(a)). Wandering module makes the predator agents walk  
 

 
Fig. 2. Subsumption architecture of the agents: functional structure (a) and states (b). 
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that of the prey agent but the range of visibility of the predator agents wider than that of the 
prey to allow the predators to stalk the prey. 
The situation requires a relatively complex behavior that the predator agents surround the 
prey agent on all sides in the world, and the behavior should be emerged from simple, local, 
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2.2 Architecture of the agents 
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agents; it was comprised of functional modules separated in three levels: wandering, greedy 
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around randomly when other agents are not within their sight, and greedy chase module 
makes them chase the prey agent while it is within their sight. These modules are 
handcrafted. Surrounding module makes the predator agents run evolved behavior 
program when another predator agent is in their sight. The program is designed 
automatically via simulated evolution. The highest priority module is surrounding, the next 
is greedy chase, and the lowest priority is wandering. The priority allows the following two 
things to be evolved simultaneously; (i) the capability of agents to resolve social dilemmas, 
determined by the way surrounding behavior overrides greedy chase when the prey is in 
sight, and (ii) the capability to resolve the exploration-exploitation dilemma, determined by 
the ability of surrounding behavior to override wandering when the prey is invisible. 

3. Genetic programming to automatically design surrounding behavior 
We employ genetic programming to automatically design surrounding behavior 
represented as a set of stimulus-response rules of the predator agents. Genetic programming 
is a domain-independent problem solving approach in which a population of computer 
programs (individuals' genotypes, in this case surrounding behavior programs) is evolved 
to solve problems (Koza, 1992).  
The simulated evolution in genetic programming is based on the Darwinian principle of 
reproduction and survival of the fittest. The fitness of each individual is based on the quality 
with which the phenotype of the simulated indivdual is performing in a given environment; 
that is to say, predator agents that can capture the prey agent successfully and quickly have 
a higher fitness value, and their surrounding behavior program are more likely to remain in 
the next generation. 
In the remaining of this section, we elaborate strongly-typed genetic programming for 
limiting the search space of genetic programming and the major attributes of genetic 
programming; function and terminal set, genetic representation, genetic operations and 
fitness evaluation. 

3.1 Strongly-typed genetic programming with exception handling 
Genetic programming can automatically evolve a set of stimulus-response rules of arbitrary 
complexity without the need to a priori specify the extent of such complexity; however, that 
might often cause an enormous computational effort needed to discover a huge search space 
while looking for potential solutions to the problem. In that respect the introduction of 
"pruning algorithms" is a significant towards an efficient search for a solution in huge and 
multidimensional search spaces (Morowitz, 2002). We impose a restriction on the syntax of 
evolved genetic programs based on some a priori known semantics. The approach is known 
as strongly typed genetic programming and its advantage over canonical GP in achieving 
better computational effort is well proven (Montana, 1995).  
Considering the sample rule shown in Figure 3, which express a reactive behavior that if 
each predator agent gets the stimulus of its own speed being less than 20 mm/s, it turns to 
the bearing of the peer agent (i.e. the closest predator agent that is visible) plus 10 degrees, it 
is noticeable that both the return values of functions and their operands are associated with 
data types such as Boolean (the return value of Boolean expression (Speed < 20)), speed (e.g. 
variable Speed and constant 20), and angle of visibility (bearing) (e.g. variable Peer a and 
constant 10). An eventual arbitrary creation or modification of a genetic program 
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semantically would make little sense: indeed, it is unfeasible to maintain Boolean 
expressions comparing operands of different data types, because they have different 
physical units.  
Moreover, since we introduce sensor range limits, there is a clear possibility of maintaining 
phenotypically inactive, genotypically neutral code in genetic programs; for example, if a 
Boolean expression, that compares a perception variable of a certain data type with a 
constant value beyond that data type’s limits (e.g. Peer d > 1000, if that sensors’ range is 
only 400) evaluates always as a constant True or False. Analogically, the semantics of action 
Turn( ) imply a parameter of data type angle. And allowing only addition and subtraction as 
arithmetic operations implies that each operand involved in the expression that defines the 
parameter (the resulting turning angle) should have the same data type angle. Addressing 
these concerns, the grammar of strongly-typed genetic programming establishes generic 
data types of visible angle, distance, speed, and Boolean with corresponding allowed ranges 
of values for their respective instances (variables and ephemeral constants). In addition, it 
stipulates the data type of the results of arithmetic and logical expressions, and the allowed 
data type of operands (perception variables and ephemeral constants) involved in these 
expressions. 
We would like to emphasize that proposed approach is not based on domain-specific 
knowledge, and therefore the proposed strongly-typed genetic programming cannot be 
considered a “stronger” approach compromising the domain-neutrality of the very GP 
paradigm itself. The limitations imposed on the syntax of genetic programs are solely based 
(i) on the natural presumption that the predator agents are fully aware of their physically 
reasonable limits of their perception- and moving abilities; and (ii) on the common rule in 
strongly-typed 3G algorithmic languages that all the operands in addition, subtraction and 
comparison operations should have the same data types. These limitations do not 
incorporate a priori obtained knowledge, specific for the domain nor the external world 
where the agents are situated. 
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Genetic programs can be represented as parsing trees whose nodes are functions, variables 
or constants. The nodes that have sub-trees are non-terminals; they represent functions to 
which the sub-trees represent the arguments. Variables and constants are terminals; they 
take no arguments and they always are leaves in the parsing trees.  
The set of those terminals includes the perceptions (stimuli) and actions (responses) the 
predator agents are able to perform as summarized in Table 1.  
The function set comprises the arithmetic and logical operators, and the IF-THEN function 
which establish the relationship between current perceptions and corresponding actions. 
The terminal set comprises the sensory abilities, state variable, ephemeral constants and 
moving abilities. The sensory abilities and state variable are variable numbers; these 
numbers can be renewed by the perceptions of each predator agents, while the ephemeral 
constants and moving abilities are constant numbers. The detail of those sets is described in 
Table 1. 
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around randomly when other agents are not within their sight, and greedy chase module 
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semantically would make little sense: indeed, it is unfeasible to maintain Boolean 
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Category Designation Explanation 

Function set 
IF-THEN 
IF-THEN-NA, 
LE, GE, WI, EQ, NE, + , − 

IF-THEN 
IF-THEN with exception handling 
 ≤ , ≥ , Within, = , Not = , + , - 

   

Terminal set   

Sensory abilities Prey_d, Peer_d 
Distance to the prey and to the 
closest 
agent, mm. 

 Prey_a, Peer_a Bearing of the prey and of the closest 
agent, degrees 

 PreyVisible, PeerVisible True if prey/agent is “visible,” false 
otherwise 

State variable Speed Speed of the agent, mm/s 
Ephemeral constants Integer  

Moving abilities Turn(a) Turns relatively to a degrees 
 (a > 0: clockwise) 

 Stop, Go_1.0 Sets speed to 0, or to maximum,  
respectively 

 Go_0.25, Go_0.5, Go_0.75 Sets speed to 25%, 50%, 75% 
of maximum 

Table 1. Function set and terminal set of strongly-typed genetic programming. 

3.1.2 Representation of genotype 
Inspired by its flexibility, and the recently emerged widespread adoption of document 
object model (DOM) and extensible mark-up language (XML), we represent evolved 
genotypes of simulated the predator agents as DOM-parse trees featuring equivalent flat 
XML-text in a way as first implemented in [DOM/XML]. Our additional motivation stems 
from the fact that despite the recently reported use of DOM/XML for representing 
computer architectures, source code, and agents’ communication languages, we are not 
aware of any attempts to employ XML technology for representing evolvable structures 
such as genetic programs in a generic, standard, and portable way. Our approach implies 
that the genetic operations are performed on DOM-parse trees using off-the shelf, platform- 
and language neutral DOM-parsers. The corresponding XML-text representation (rather 
than S-expression) is used as a flat file format, feasible for migration of genetic programs 
among the computational nodes in an eventual distributed implementation of the genetic 
programming. A fragment of XML representing of the above sample stimulus-response rule 
(refer to Figure 3) is shown in Figure 4. The benefits of using DOM/XML-based 
representations of genetic programs, as documented in (Tanev, 2003) can be briefly 
summarized as follows: 
i. XML tags offer a generic support for maintaining data types in genetic programming 

(strongly typed genetic programming); 
ii. W3C-standard XML schemas offer a generic way to represent the grammar of genetic 

programming; 
iii. Fast prototyping of genetic programming by using the standard built-in API of DOM-

parsers for maintaining and manipulating genetic programs;  
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iv. OS neutrality of parsers;  
v. Algorithmic language neutrality of DOM-parsers; 
vi. Inherent Web-compliance of an eventual parallel distributed implementation of genetic 

programming. 
 

 
Fig. 4. Fragment of XML representation of sample stimulus-response rule. 

3.1.3 Genetic operations 
Binary tournament selection is employed; a robust, commonly used selection mechanism, 
which has proved to be efficient and simple to code. Crossover operation is defined in a 
strongly typed way in that only the nodes (and corresponding sub-trees) of the same data 
type (i.e. labelled with the same tag) from parents can be swapped. Sub-tree mutation is also 
allowed in a strongly typed way in that syntactically correct sub-tree replaces a random 
node in a genetic program. The routine refers to the type of node it is going to currently alter 
and applies a randomly chosen rule from the set of applicable rules as defined in the 
grammar of strongly-typed genetic programming. The transposition mutation also operates 
on a single genetic program by swapping two random nodes having the same data type. 

3.1.4 Breeding strategy 
We adopted a homogeneous breeding strategy in which the performance of a single genetic 
program cloned to all the predator agents is evaluated. Anticipating that the symmetrical 
nature of a world populated with identical predator agents is unlikely to promote any 
specialization in their behavior, we consider the features of such a homogeneous multi-
agent society as (i) adequate to the world and (ii) consistent with our previously declared 
intention to create a robust and scalable multi-agent system. 

3.1.5 Fitness functions 
The fitness F measured for the trial starting with a particular initial situation is evaluated as 
the length of the radius vector of the derived agents’ behavior in the virtual energy-distance-
time space as: 

 2 2
A A cF dE D T K C= + + + ×  (1) 
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iv. OS neutrality of parsers;  
v. Algorithmic language neutrality of DOM-parsers; 
vi. Inherent Web-compliance of an eventual parallel distributed implementation of genetic 

programming. 
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where dEA is the average energy consumption during the trial, DA is the average distance to 
the prey by the end of the trial, and T is the elapsed time of the trial. C is the complexity of 
the agents’ genetic representation in tree nodes, and KC (equal to 0.1) is the scaling 
coefficient of the penalty imposed for complex genetic representations of the agents. 
Actually, T is an especially prime term in Eq.1,  and  therefore  we  may  regard  the  fitness  
function as  the  function  of  the  time needed  for  the  predators  to capture  the  prey.  The  
trial  is  limited  to  300s  of  “real” time  or  to  the  time  the  prey  is  captured;  and  with  a 
sampling  rate  of  500ms  it  is  simulated  with  up  to  600 time  steps.  Smaller fitness 
values correspond to better performing predator agents.  
The selection pressure, which favours more parsimonious agents’ representations, is 
introduced as a measure to reduce the bloat in GP. The bloat (or the uncontrolled growth of 
genotypic representations during an evolutionary run) drastically reduces the 
computational performance of the implementation. The quantities dEA and DA are averaged 
over all predator agents. The energy consumption estimation dE for each predator agent 
takes into account both the basal metabolic rate and the energy consumption for motion as 
follows: 

 BMR MdE E T E D= × + ×  (2) 

where EBMR is the basal metabolic rate, equal to 0.05 units per second, and EM is the energy 
consumption for moving activities equal to 0.01 units per mm traversed during the trial. The 
trial is limited to 300 s of “real” time or to the time the prey is captured; and with a sampling 
rate of 500 ms it is simulated with up to 600 time steps. Smaller fitness values correspond to 
better performing predator agents. Notice that the agents are explicitly rewarded for 
capturing the prey (for minimizing the elapsed time of the trial) rather than for 
demonstrating surrounding behavior, which might eventually be needed to capture the 
prey. Surrounding, being discovered through simulated evolution, should emerge from the 
simply defined perception and moving abilities of the agents. 
In order to obtain more general solutions to the problem the fitness of each genetic program 
is evaluated as an average of the fitness measured over 10 different initial situations. 
However, based on empirically proven data that in the initial stages of evolution agents are 
hardly able to successfully resolve more than a few (out of 10) initial situations, in order to 
enhance the computational performance of strongly-typed genetic programming, we 
applied an evaluation of the fitness function (Miller & Goldberg, 1995). The number of initial 
situations used to evaluate genetic programs in a population gradually increases with the 
evolution of the population. Starting from 4 for the first generation of each run, the number 
of situations is revised (until it reaches the value of 10 initial situations) on completion of 
each generation and it is set to exceed 2 the number of situations successfully solved by the 
best-of-generation genetic program. Given that with additional initial situation(s) they have 
to resolve, the agents would perform either better or, more likely worse, the fitness of the 
best-of-current generation could be occasionally somewhat worse than fitness of the best 
genetic program of the previous generation. Therefore, it is reasonable to anticipate non-
monotonous fitness convergence characteristics of strongly-typed genetic programming. 

4. Perceptual noise model 
Since the purpose of our work is to investigate the relationship between the robustness of 
evolved surrounding behavior and the uncertainty of the predator agents, we introduce a 
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perceptual noise model to their sensory abilities; distance to the prey and to the closest agent 
(i.e. Prey_d and Peer_d) and bearing of the prey and of the closest agent (i.e. Prey_a and 
Peer_a). In our model the perceptual noise term is added to the variable of sensory abilities 
of the predator agents as follows: 

 ( )_ _ _noisePeer d Peer d Random Peer d n= ± ×  (3) 

 ( )_ _ _noisePeer a Peer a Random Peer d n= ± ×  (4) 

where Peer_dnoise and Peer_anoise represent perceived distance and angle to the closest 
predator agent in its sight, and Peer_d and Peer_a mean exact distance and angle between 
these agents. In distance and angle to the prey, Peer_dnoise, Peer_d, Peer_anoise and Peer_a are 
replaced to Pray_dnoise, Pray_d, Pray_a and Prey_anoise respectively.  
The second term n of each expression represents perceptual noise levels; the addition of the 
term makes the perception of predator agents uncertain. The noise increases in proportional 
to the distance between agents (i.e. Peer_d and Prey_d). In the other words, the further the 
peer predator agent and the prey agent are from a certain predator agent, more ambiguous 
the distance and the bearing from itself to the peer predator agent are; of course they are 
invisible if they move outside of its sight. This model that the location of a far-away object is 
perceived uncertainly is simple and natural. The perceptual noise reflects simple and usual 
supposition that it is hard to identify the exact location of a far-away object. The perceptual 
model of the predator agents is visualized in Figure 5.  
 

Angle: Peer_a

Distance: Peer_d

Noise: Random(Peer_d * n)

A

B

 
Fig. 5. Perceptual noise model in the predator prey pursuit problem. 

Figure 5 illustrates a situation in which the predator agent A perceives a location of the peer 
predator agent B. If the agent A has a noiseless sensor, it can perceive the exact location 
information. However, because of the perceptual noise the predator agent A cannot 
precisely determine the exact location of the peer predator agent B. Therefore, the predator 
agent A randomly perceives that the peer predator agent B is located somewhere in the gray 
zone in Figure 3. For example if the noise level is 2.0%, the second term N of the formula 
takes the value under plus or minus 8; therefore, if the distance between these agents is 
400mm (Peer_d = 400) and the angle between them is 30 degree (Peer_a = 30), the distance 
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where dEA is the average energy consumption during the trial, DA is the average distance to 
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perceptual noise model to their sensory abilities; distance to the prey and to the closest agent 
(i.e. Prey_d and Peer_d) and bearing of the prey and of the closest agent (i.e. Prey_a and 
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Fig. 5. Perceptual noise model in the predator prey pursuit problem. 
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that the predator agent perceives results in the value from 392mm through 408mm, and also 
the angle results in the value from 22 degree through 38 degree. The perceptual noise model 
make the communication of predator agents instable, and therefore, it might result in 
inadequate surrounding behavior. 

5. Empirical results and discussion 
5.1 Evolution of the surrounding behavior of the predator agent 
The values of parameters of strongly-typed genetic programming used in our simulation are 
summarized as follows: Population size was 600, Selection ration was 10%, Elitism was 1%, 
Mutation ratio was 2% and Trial interval was 600 steps. The fitness value of 300, employed 
as a termination criterion roughly corresponds to a successful team of predator agents that 
capture the prey by the middle of the trial of 600 steps. 
The result, shown in Figure 6(a) indicates typical fitness convergence characteristic. Note 
that smaller fitness values correspond to better performing predator agents, since the fitness 
value is strongly affected by elapsed time of the trial as mentioned above (see Section 3.1.5). 
We consider these empirical results as an evidence of the very feasibility of applying a 
genetic programming paradigm for automatic design of autonomous agents capable of 
accomplishing complex tasks through local, implicit and proximity-defined interactions. 
 

 

 

 

(a) (b)  
Fig. 6. Typical fitness convergence characteristic (a) and  human-readable representation of 
sample best-of-run genetic program (b). 

A human-readable representation of a sample best-of-run genetic program is shown in 
Figure 6(b). Figure 7 illustrates the execution of Turn( - 22 + Prey a - Peer a + Prey a) which 
is the most often executed command of the evolved solution (Figure 6(b), Line 12). The 
sensory feedback involved in computing the turning angles implies that agents orient 
themselves towards the directions which ensure that the perception variables Prey_a and 
Peer_a comply with the equation “- 22 + Prey_a – Peer_a + Prey_a = 0.” Moving in these 
directions tends to separate the closest agents away and yields a characteristic chase of the 
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prey from the two opposite sides of the world when only two agents are involved. When 
more than two agents simultaneously execute the same command (a situation which is not 
elaborated in the figure) their team perform a surrounding approach to the prey.  
The traces of the entities in the world for one of the 10 initial situations are shown in Figure 
8. Agents employ a basic model of implicit interactions—only the distance and the bearing 
of the closest agent (and the prey) are perceived. The prey is captured in 118 simulated time 
steps (top). Large white and small black circles denote the predator agents in their initial 
and final position, respectively. The small white circle indicates the prey, initially situated in 
the center of the world. The numbers in rectangles show the timestamp information. The 
emergence of the following behavioral traits of predator agents is noticeable (each agent is 
governed by the sample best-of-run genetic program): 
- Switch from greedy chase into surrounding approach (Agent #2, time step 65); 
- Zigzag movement, which results in a lower chasing speed indicating “intention” to trap 

the prey (Agent #1, following time step 40), and 
- Surrounding approach (agents #0, #2 and #3) at the final stages of the trial. 
 

 
 

Fig. 7. Orientation   of   the   Predator   Agents   before   (left)   and   after   the   execution   of   
command Turn( - 22 + Prey a - Peer a + Prey a) (right), respectively. 

Figure 9 explains the zigzag movement as demonstrated by Agent #1 illustrated in Figures 
8. Agent #1 periodically turns towards the alternatively becoming “visible” closest peers 
Agent #0 (left) and Agent #3 (right), which results in the characteristic zigzag movement. 
Black circles inside and below the Agent #1 indicates the position of the agent at the most 
recent consecutive moments. 
Although such basic model offers the benefits of simplicity and scalability, the following 
issues related to the feasibility of applying the basic model in real-world applications remain 
still open: How much does the perceptual noise affect the evolved surrounding behavior? 
Can the predator agents capture the prey well even in noisy environment? Taking into 
consideration that the real-world applications indeed suffer from some mechanical and 
electrical noises, our model should involve some kind of countermeasures against these 
noises. Does the model acquire the robustness to the noises via the evolutionary approach? 
We focus our attention on the evolution of the surrounding behavior in a noisy multi-agent 
system. 
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Fig. 8. Traces of the entities with predator agents governed by the sample best-of-run genetic 
program. 

 
Fig. 9. Explanation of the zigzag movement, which results in a lower chasing speed of the 
predator Agent#1 as illustrated in Figure 8. 

5.2 Evolution in noisy multi-agent system 
Since the predator agents with perceptual noise cannot perceive the exact location 
information of other agents, they might not be cooperated well each other; that is to say, 
their coordinated surrounding behavior would be poor. The quantitative effect of the 
perceptual noise on the coordinated surrounding behavior is still unknown. Therefore, we 
investigate the relationship between the fitness of the predator agents and the perceptual 
noise levels, and moreover we attempt to verify the supposition that the robustness of the 
predator agents behavior is related to an environment in which the evolutionary process by 
genetic programming runs. 
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5.2.1 The evolved surrounding behavior of the predator agents suffering from the 
perceptual noise 
We evolved a surrounding behavior of predator agents with noiseless perception, and then 
evaluated the evolved surrounding behavior to the predator agents suffering from the 
perceptual noise, in order to investigate how much the surrounding behavior evolved in 
noiseless environment is affected by the perceptual noise. The levels of perceptual noise 
were between 0% and 3.0% in incremental of 0.5%. The fitness of the evolved surrounding 
behavior was different with every evaluation because of the randomness of perceptual 
noise. We conducted the evaluation 50 times. Figure 10 shows the average of the results. 
The obtained results indicate that the fitness was worse almost linearly with the increase of 
perceptual noise levels, and also the success situations, which is the average number of 
(total 10) initial situations in which the predator agents successfully captured the prey, 
decreased with the increase of perceptual noise levels. 
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Fig. 10. Changes in the fitness and the success situations of the surrounding behavior in each 
noisy environment. Note that the surrounding behavior has been already evolved in 
noiseless environment. 

This detrimental effect observed in the behavior of predator agents was most pronounced at 
the final stages of each trial as shown in Figure 11. The predator agents closed in on the prey 
at least to some extent but when they eventually enclose the pray, their erratic moving 
derived from perceptual noise made capturing the pray difficult. 

5.2.2 Incremental evolution of the surrounding behavior in noisy environment 
The surrounding behavior evolved in noiseless environment through genetic programming 
did not worked well in each noisy environment. Taking into account that genetic 
programming is a technique to automatically design agents' behavior without providing 
explicit domain-specific knowledge about how to achieve a task (Angleine, 1994), we might 
develop more robust surrounding behavior to noisy environment; in other words, the 
surrounding behavior involving the solution to uncertainty in noisy environment might be 
acquired through the interaction between genetic programming and noisy environment 
without incorporating the explicit knowledge of perceptual noise into the predator agents. 
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Fig. 11. Typical failure of the evolved surrounding behavior in noisy environment. 
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In order to investigate the above assumption, we evolved again the evolved behavior in 
noisy environment with noise rate of 0% and 2%, respectively. The initial population 
includes some of the best-of-run behavior program evolved in noiseless environment, 
because the randomly created initial population can hardly adapt in complicated and 
uncertain noisy environment. 
As Figure 12 shows, the results verify that both the fitness and the success situations of the 
re-evolved surrounding behavior in noisy environment were better than those of the re-
evolved in noiseless environment. The behavior evolved in the noise level 2% features a 
moderate degradation when applied in environments with up to the perceptual noise level 
1.5%, and eventually, both the fitness and capture rate converge at similar value of the noise 
level 2.5%. The shape of graph shows that while the fitness of the surrounding behavior re-
evolved in noiseless environment (i.e. the perceptual noise level 0%) seems linear with 
respect to the perceptual noise level, that of the surrounding behavior program evolved in 
noisy environment (i.e. the perceptual noise level 2%) seems to draw a sigmoid curve. This 
indicates that the fitness tend to keep well until a certain threshold (in the behavior evolved 
in the perceptual noise level 2%, the threshold is 1.5%), hence, the surrounding behavior is 
more robust on a specific noise level range. 
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Fig. 12. Changes in the fitness and the success situations of the re-evolved surrounding 
behavior with the perceptual noise 0% and 2%. 

Through the evolution in noisy environment, we could generate a behavior whose fitness is 
stable until a certain threshold. It seems to be natural conclusion, but what improves the 
robustness of the behavior? We suppose one reason is that the behavior program obtained a 
specialized structure to be robust to the perceptual noise. Figure 13 show a comparison of 
the genetic programs evolved in noiseless environment and in noisy environment. 
Unfortunately, we were unable to discover such a structure in a program because the logic 
of automatically evolved code is hardly understandable by human. However, some 
interesting points can be discussed as follows: The instruction Turn() is present the program 
evolved in noisy environment (Figure 8, left) not that often compared to the program 
evolved in noiseless environment (Figure 8, right); and the variables for perceptual 
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Fig. 13. The comparison of genetic programs evolved in noiseless (left) and noisy (right) 
environments, respectively. 
information (i.e. Peer_a, Peer_d, Prey_a and Prey_d) rarely appear in the left-, conversely to 
the right program shown in Figure 8. In our mode, such variables are perturbed directly by 
the perceptual noise. Consequently, in the case of high noise level, it is considered that a 
program involving many such variables is more difficult. As a result, a program evolved in 
noisy environment might be evolved to limit the reliance on such variables. 

6. Conclusion 
We presented the result of our work on the use of genetic programming for evolving 
surrounding behavior of agents situated in inherently cooperative environment. We use the 
predator-prey pursuit problem to verify our hypothesis that relatively complex surrounding 
behavior may emerge from simple, implicit, locally defined, and therefore - scalable 
interactions between the predator agents. Proposing perceptual noise model of the predator 
agents we investigated the relationship between the evolved surrounding behavior and the 
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perceptual noise. We demonstrated that relatively complex, surrounding behavior emerges 
even from the simple, basic model of implicit, proximity defined interactions among the 
agents. We observed the relatively simple motion of the predator agents in the direction 
away from the closest predator agents yields emergent collective behavioral traits of 
predator agents such as (i) a characteristics zigzag movement, which results in a lower 
chasing speed indicating “intention” to trap the prey, and ultimately, (ii) a surrounding of 
the prey. Although the above surrounding behavior was performed efficiently in noiseless 
environment, the performance of it was worse as the perceptual noise level increased. We 
evolved the behavior again in each of two different environment; noiseless environment and 
noisy environment, and compared the performance of these types of behavior. The behavior 
evolved in noisy environment get better performance than that evolved in noiseless 
environment. 
In the future we are planning to incorporate evolvable rather than handcrafted escaping 
strategy of the prey as used in our current approach. We are also interested in enhancing the 
currently used perception and communication models into a model, which allows for 
predator agents to analyze the effects of their own actions on the reaction of the other agents 
in the world. We are planning to investigate both the survival value of such reflection and 
the robustness of the team of predator agents. 
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1. Introduction 
The intelligent agent paradigm has generated such a remarkable interest in many 
application domains over the last two decades. It is growing to be a continuously evolving 
and expanding area. Agents, Software Agents or Intelligent Agents are intelligent in the 
sense that they are adaptive, independent, and possess reasoning capability. They can plan 
and execute tasks in cooperation with other agents in order to satisfy their goals. A Multi-
Agent System (MAS) is defined as a loosely coupled network of problem solvers that work 
together to solve problems that are beyond the individual capabilities or knowledge of each 
problem solver (Agent). The increasing interest in MAS research is due to significant 
advantages inherent in such systems, including their ability to solve problems that may be 
too large for a centralized single agent, provide enhanced speed and reliability, and tolerate 
uncertain data and knowledge. Some of the key research issues related to problem-solving 
activities of agents in a multi-agent system MAS are in the areas of coordination, 
negotiation, and communication.  
With advances in Web technologies, collaborative applications are now server based and the 
user interface is typically a Web browser. Thus, a collaborative application can be a Web-
based solution that runs on a local server that allows people communicate and work 
together, share information and documents, and talk in real-time over the Internet. Recently, 
much research has been conducted in distributed artificial intelligence and collaborative 
applications. Several interesting methodologies and systems have been developed in areas 
such as distributed multi-agent systems for decision support, web search and information 
retrieval, information systems modeling, and supply chain management.  
This chapter considers applying different data mining techniques for the decision making 
process in a Multi-Agent System for Collaborative E-learning (MASCE). The dynamism in e-
learning can be made more powerful with the help of intelligent agents. Intelligent agents – 
the so called e-assistants or helper programs - can reside inside a computer and make the 
learning in e-learning occur dynamically to suit the need of the user. They can track the 
user’s likes and dislikes in different areas, the level of knowledge and the learning style and 
accordingly recommend the best matching helpers for collaboration. 
A previous research outlined the development and the implementation processes of a Multi-
Agent System for Collaborative E-learning (MASCE) which is designed to be used to assist 
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together, share information and documents, and talk in real-time over the Internet. Recently, 
much research has been conducted in distributed artificial intelligence and collaborative 
applications. Several interesting methodologies and systems have been developed in areas 
such as distributed multi-agent systems for decision support, web search and information 
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This chapter considers applying different data mining techniques for the decision making 
process in a Multi-Agent System for Collaborative E-learning (MASCE). The dynamism in e-
learning can be made more powerful with the help of intelligent agents. Intelligent agents – 
the so called e-assistants or helper programs - can reside inside a computer and make the 
learning in e-learning occur dynamically to suit the need of the user. They can track the 
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A previous research outlined the development and the implementation processes of a Multi-
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the teaching and learning processes. This system considers the blended learning 
environment as a supplement to the face-to-face lecture. The goal is to incorporate the 
intelligence of the multi-agent system in a way that enables it to actively and intelligently 
support the educational processes, where multiple agents can interact to exchange 
information so that students may collaborate on how best to gain knowledge. 
In this chapter we are going to outline the application of different data mining techniques to 
discover important information previously unknown from the large database tables 
obtained from MASCE. The use of data mining facilitates the decision making process. As 
the world grows in complexity, overwhelming us with the data it generates, data mining 
becomes our only hope for explaining the patterns that underlie it. Intelligently analyzed 
data is a valuable resource. It can lead to new insights and, in commercial settings, to 
competitive advantages.  
Data mining is defined as the process of discovering patterns in data. The process must be 
automatic or (more usually) semiautomatic. The patterns discovered must be meaningful in 
that they lead to some advantage. The data is invariably present in substantial quantities. 
Useful patterns allow us to make nontrivial predictions on new data. In other words, they 
help to explain something about the data.  
First, we are going to apply Rough Sets techniques to the decision tables in order to obtain 
decision rules that can be used to classify new unseen cases. Second, Decision Tree 
algorithms such as ID3 will be applied to the same decision tables to obtain decision trees 
that can be used in classification of new objects. Third, a hybrid data mining algorithm 
combining rough sets and decision trees is applied and the results are compared with the 
previous two techniques to determine which is most suitable for decision making in this 
particular application of multi-agent systems. 

2. Multi-agent systems and their applications 
Agents and Multi-Agent Systems (MAS) have emerged as a powerful technology to cope 
with the increasing complexity of a variety of Information Technology scenarios.  We are not 
going to explain the full details of the agents because these are covered in other chapters. 
We are only going to provide a basic overview.  

2.1 Multi-agent overview 
The most widely accepted definition for the “agent” term is that “an agent acts on behalf of 
someone else, after having been authorized”. This definition can be applied to software 
agents, which are instantiated and act instead of a user or a software program that controls 
them. The difficulty in defining an agent arises from the fact that the various aspects of 
agency are weighted differently, with respect to the application domain at hand. 
Wooldridge & Jennings have succeeded in combining general agent features into the 
following generic abstract definition integrating all the characteristics into the notion of an 
agent: “An agent is an autonomous software entity that -functioning continuously - carries 
out a set of goal-oriented tasks on behalf of another entity, either human or software system. 
This software entity is able to perceive its environment through sensors and act upon it 
through effectors, and in doing so, employ some knowledge or representation of the user's 
preferences” (Wooldridge, 1999). 
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An agent may have, depending on the domain it is situated in, some or all of the properties 
listed below (Symeonidis & Mitkas, 2005): 
• Autonomy (considered a must-have feature by many researchers in the field of agents) 
• Interactivity:  Reactivity or Pro-activeness  
• Adaptability 
• Sociability 
• Cooperativity 
• Competitiveness 
• Mobility 
• Learning 
In this chapter, we are going to concentrate on the “learning” feature which means that an 
agent should be able to learn (get trained) through its reactions and its interaction with the 
environment. This is one of the most fundamental features that agents should have. We are 
going to use different data mining techniques to extract decision rules which can help agents 
make intelligent decisions. The more efficient the training process, the more intelligent the 
agents. 
(Nwana, 1995) classified agents with respect to the following dimensions: 
• Mobility that differentiates agents into static or mobile. 
• The logic paradigm they employ, which classifies them as either deliberative or reactive. 
The fundamental characteristics that describe the agent are: autonomy, cooperativity and 
learning. Based on these axes, agents can be classified as collaborative agents, collaborative 
learning agents, interface agents and truly smart agents as shown in Figure 1. The 
combination of two or more of the above approaches classifies agents as hybrid, leading to 
mobile deliberative collaborative agents, static reactive collaborative agents, static 
deliberative interface agents, mobile reactive interface agents, etc. 
 

 
Fig. 1. The Nwana agent classification, according to their fundamental characteristics 
(Nwana, 1995) 
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A multi-agent system is one that consists of a number of agents, which interact with one-
another. In the most general case, agents will be acting on behalf of users with different 
goals and motivations. To successfully interact, they will require the ability to cooperate, 
coordinate, and negotiate with each other, much as people do (Wooldridge, 2002). Several 
architectural styles have been used in the development of multi-agent systems (Buse and 
Wu, 2007; Sellers and Giorgini, 2005). 
In order for MAS to solve common problems coherently, the agents must communicate 
amongst themselves, coordinate their activities, and negotiate once they find themselves in 
conflict. Agents communicate via messages, which can be of two types: assertions and 
queries. 
MAS architectures exploit the coupling of the agent effectiveness, acting within a distributed 
environment, with the advantages of a strict and successfully coordinated framework, as far 
as communication and agent collaboration is concerned. MAS complexity is mainly 
dependent on the number of agents that participate in it. One could, therefore, argue that 
the simplest form of MAS consists of a single agent, while more elaborate MAS structures 
may comprise a substantial number of cooperating agents, or even smaller MAS 
(Symeonidis & Mitkas, 2005).  

2.2 Multi-agent systems applications 
The following issues differentiate between the rationale for MAS and single-agent systems 
(Agent Working Group, 2000): 
• A single agent that handles a large amount of tasks lacks performance, reliability, and 

maintainability. On the other hand, MAS provide modularity, flexibility, modifiability, 
and extensibility, due to their distributed nature. 

• A single agent cannot obtain (and provide to humans) extensive and specialized 
knowledge. MAS, composed of multiple distributed processes can access more 
knowledge resources, exploiting concurrent execution. 

• Applications requiring distributed computing are better supported by MAS than by a 
single (often static) agent. 

• Intelligence, as described by neuroscientists of the human mind, can be approached 
by a multi-processing system, rather than serial computing. Such a multi-
processing computational system can only be implemented as a wide distributed 
environment where many agents act. Thus, MAS appear as the optimal solution for 
implementing. 

It becomes evident that the choice between MAS or single-agent architecture must be 
guided by the application needs. If we decide, for example, to implement a system notifying 
us whenever we have an incoming e-mail, then a static single-agent implementation seems 
sufficient. On the other hand, if we are to implement a large-scale electronic marketplace, 
where many agents take part in electronic auctions to buy or sell goods, MAS architecture 
will be more suitable. 

Multi-agent systems and e-learning 
Dynamism in e-learning can be made more powerful with the help of intelligent agents. 
In e-learning, Intelligent Agents help make the learning in e-learning happen 
dynamically to suit the need of the user (Chen and Chiu, 2005; Shang et al. 2001). They 
can collect information about the user’s likes and dislikes while using the system, the 
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level of knowledge and accordingly recommend the best matching helpers for 
collaboration. 
E-learning has become one of the most popular teaching methods in recent years. At the 
same time, in the computational intelligence field, the Intelligent Agent paradigm gained a 
tremendous interest in many application domains over the last two decades. Current 
research in this area has approached integrating agents into educational systems. That is 
why we thought of building a Multi-Agent System for Collaborative E-learning (MASCE) as 
will be shown in details in the next section.  

3. Proposed Multi-Agent System for Collaborative E-Learning (MASCE) 
MASCE is to assist teaching and learning process and also to encourage collaborative 
learning among peers. This system shall be used in a blended learning environment as a 
supplement to the face-to-face lecture where students can use the system in the lab or from 
home after attending the traditional lecture in the faculty. The objective is to incorporate the 
intelligence of the multi-agents system in a way that enables it to actively and intelligently 
support the educational processes, where multiple agents can interact to exchange 
information so that students may collaborate on how best to gain knowledge (Mahdi and 
Attia, 2008).  
The proposed MAS system considers two types of users; namely students and instructors. 
Each of these users has a corresponding agent. These are Student Agent and Instructor 
Agent. The Student Agent runs on the student’s computer. Thus, each student is equipped 
with a Student Agent, which helps the learning process of the student. It manages the 
student's personal profile and also tracks the student actions during learning process and 
updates his profile accordingly. On the other hand, the Instructor Agent provides teaching 
materials, assesses the progress and participation of different students through quizzes, and 
manages the progress of the course.  
The innovation in the proposed system is the introduction of the Assistant Agent which is 
initialized as soon as any of the users starts to use the system. The Assistant Agent runs 
on the system’s server. It plays a centric role in the proposed system. It has a collaboration 
mechanism which will be used for “match-making” and “community-building” to help 
increase collaboration between peers in a certain course. It also gives hints to the 
instructor of the course to help in the teaching process such as statistics of the results of 
quizzes and summaries of students’ profiles to help in the final grading. It acts a mediator 
(facilitator) between Student Agents and Instructor Agent of a specific course. After 
receiving the preferences (goals) of the instructor and the students, it will run 
autonomously and self-dependently. All the Assistant Agents of different courses are 
under the control of the Assistant Manager Agent. Thus the proposed MAS consist of 
three types of agents. 
a. Student Agent 
Each student has the corresponding Student Manager Agent that helps the learning process 
of the student. It acquires the student’s preferences and profile. During the learning process, 
as the student enrolls in new courses, a dedicated student agent for each course is created. It 
tracks the student actions in that course. Accordingly, the tracking mechanism updates the 
student’s profile and preferences. All the student agents of different courses of the same 
student are under the control of the Student Manager Agent as shown in Figure 2. 
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level of knowledge and accordingly recommend the best matching helpers for 
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instructor of the course to help in the teaching process such as statistics of the results of 
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Fig. 2. Student Agent 
b. Instructor Agent 
The Instructor Manager Agent or simply the Assistant Agent assists the teaching process 
while interacting with the instructor. It is assigned for each instructor. For each course that is 
taught by the instructor a dedicated instructor agent is created. It provides teaching 
materials when requested by Assistant agent for distributing to students’ agents, assesses 
the progress and participation of different students through quizzes, and manages the 
progress of the course. All the instructor agents of different courses of the same instructor 
are under the control of the Instructor Manager Agent as shown in Figure 3. 
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Fig. 3. Instructor Agent 
c. Assistant Agent 
The innovation in the proposed system is the introduction of the Assistant Agent shown in 
Figure 3which is initialized as soon as any of the users starts to use the system. The 
Assistant Manager Agent or simply the Assistant Agent plays a centric role in the proposed 
system. For each course, a dedicated Assistant Course Agent is created. It has a 
collaboration mechanism which will be used for “match-making” and “community-
building” to help increase collaboration between peers in a certain course. It also gives hints 
to the instructor of the course to help in the teaching process such as statistics of the results 
of quizzes and summaries of students’ profiles to help in the final grading. It acts a mediator 
(facilitator) between Student Agents and Instructor Agent of a specific course. After 
receiving the preferences (goals) of the instructor and the students, it will run autonomously 
and self-dependently. All the Assistant Agents of different courses are under the control of 
the Assistant Manager Agent as shown in Figure 4. 
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Fig. 4. Assistant Agent 
The analysis and design phase of MASCE is done using Beliefs, Desires, Intentions-Agent 
Based Software Development (BDI-ASPD) (Jo et al., 2004). We find desires first from the 
system requirements and then find its intention and corresponding belief. This idea comes 
from the natural approach we usually do in the real world. An agent’s beliefs are a set of 
data describing the state of the environment. They are the knowledge that intentions use to 
fulfill their goals (desires). 
The course material is going to be structured in a hierarchical form where the course is 
divided into chapters and each chapter is divided into sections which in turn are divided 
into subsections and so on until we reach the leaves (concepts which cannot be divided any 
further). For each of these leaves the following will be provided: 
1. Teaching materials 
2. Quizzes to test student’s knowledge level 
3. Students’ notes (blogs) 
4. Discussion forums 
5. Questions asked by students requiring help 
The student can review all the teaching materials provided and add notes to his blogs if he 
wants to. He will take quizzes after each module to test his understanding (knowledge level) 
in that part so as to update his profile. If the student asks a question in a particular section, 
the Assistant Agent (Match Maker) will try to find the best potential helper for that question 
who is currently available online, willing and able to provide help. The Assistant Agent uses 
the students’ models in that match making process.  
Some of the parameters which are going to be used to in the model are static, they are 
collected from the student himself through a questionnaire given to the student when he 
first uses the system including: 
1. Help willingness 
2. Initial availability 
3. Preferences such as cognitive style Maximum numbers of concurrent discussions, 
4. Initial belief of the student knowledge level through a simple quiz given to the student 

to classify him as either: novice, beginner, intermediate or advanced. 
5. Weighted importance of various attributes: such as if he requires help quickly from any 

available willing helper, or he would rather wait to be matched with the helper with the 
best knowledge level in the concept he is asking about. 

Some of these parameters are dynamic; they are updated dynamically as the student 
interacts with the system and more new information is collected. Old information may be 
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The analysis and design phase of MASCE is done using Beliefs, Desires, Intentions-Agent 
Based Software Development (BDI-ASPD) (Jo et al., 2004). We find desires first from the 
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divided into chapters and each chapter is divided into sections which in turn are divided 
into subsections and so on until we reach the leaves (concepts which cannot be divided any 
further). For each of these leaves the following will be provided: 
1. Teaching materials 
2. Quizzes to test student’s knowledge level 
3. Students’ notes (blogs) 
4. Discussion forums 
5. Questions asked by students requiring help 
The student can review all the teaching materials provided and add notes to his blogs if he 
wants to. He will take quizzes after each module to test his understanding (knowledge level) 
in that part so as to update his profile. If the student asks a question in a particular section, 
the Assistant Agent (Match Maker) will try to find the best potential helper for that question 
who is currently available online, willing and able to provide help. The Assistant Agent uses 
the students’ models in that match making process.  
Some of the parameters which are going to be used to in the model are static, they are 
collected from the student himself through a questionnaire given to the student when he 
first uses the system including: 
1. Help willingness 
2. Initial availability 
3. Preferences such as cognitive style Maximum numbers of concurrent discussions, 
4. Initial belief of the student knowledge level through a simple quiz given to the student 

to classify him as either: novice, beginner, intermediate or advanced. 
5. Weighted importance of various attributes: such as if he requires help quickly from any 

available willing helper, or he would rather wait to be matched with the helper with the 
best knowledge level in the concept he is asking about. 

Some of these parameters are dynamic; they are updated dynamically as the student 
interacts with the system and more new information is collected. Old information may be 
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outdated or even wrong. For example, after each help session between two students, an 
evaluation form is presented to each of them to evaluate his colleague. These peer 
evaluations along with the collected information about student by the tracking system such 
as rate of his responses, are all used to update the helpfulness parameter. The actions 
(parameters) that the tracking system will monitor and that will be collected, modeled and 
analyzed are: 
1. Actual Availability 
2. Frequency of logging to the system (number of times in one week period for example) 
3. Banned topics or users 
4. Preferred users 
5. Quizzes taken to update student’s knowledge level 
6. Downloaded teaching materials 
7. Blogs visited and notes added by the student to his blog 
8. Number of postings on the forums  
9. Frequency and type of questions asked to instructor or peers (not content-based) 
10. Number of help requests accepted or rejected 
11. Peer evaluation 
Whenever a student has a question or a problem in a particular part of the course, he notifies 
his personal student agent. Interacting with the student personal agent in this manner also 
helps make users aware of the extent of the effort directed towards locating a suitable helper 
for them. Users tell their agents any important information that should be considered – e.g. 
that they know little about a particular topic, and that someone who would help on this 
topic should be someone who has been voted a good helper by others in the past. 
Sometimes it might be the case that the learner has a straightforward question, and that 
speed of response is more important, than depth of knowledge in a topic. This information 
is then conveyed by the personal student agent to the Assistant Agent (Match Maker) who 
tries to find the best potential helper who is currently ready or available (online), able (has a 
good knowledge level of that part) and willing to help. This helps fulfilling the first goal of 
MASCE. 
The assistant agent also groups students together according to their similar preferences and 
complementing abilities into “buddies groups” to solve group projects or assignments. Thus 
a community of learners may be built up. So in addition to the one-to-one relationships that 
grow through the use of MASCE, learners can be arranged into groups with similar 
concerns who support each other on specific issues. This might be a problem solving session 
with one or more learners assisting each other with similar problems, or it might be a longer 
term study group where each member contributes to mutual understanding of the subject 
matter in some way. Interaction at the one-to-one and the group level is designed to bring 
learners closer together, and contribute to the evolution of a community of learners anxious 
to support each other in their learning. Thus the second goal of MASCE which is the 
promotion of collaboration and knowledge sharing can be fulfilled. 
Using this principle of the ready, willing and able helper greatly increases the likelihood of 
benefit among participants: helpers are dedicated, and are not receiving help requests for 
which they have too little time or knowledge; the helpee is more likely to receive the kind of 
help they require, and will perceive the positive attitude of the helper. In return, the helpee 
may be more enthusiastic to assist the helper should an occasion arise where he is in a 
position to do so (students can add others to a 'friends list', indicating to their agent their 
particular willingness to help that person in the future). Thus the kind of community of 
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learners that is built in MASCE is designed to benefit everybody which is the third goal of 
MASCE (Mahdi and Attia, 2008 a).  

4. Data mining techniques used in MASCE 
Data mining refers to the analysis of the large quantities of data that are stored in 
computers. Data mining is about solving problems by analyzing data already present in 
databases. Data mining is defined as the process of discovering patterns in data. The process 
must be automatic or (more usually) semiautomatic. The patterns discovered must be 
meaningful in that they lead to some advantage (Chakrabarti et al., 2009). 
Data mining tasks can be categorized into: summarization, classification, clustering, 
association, and trend analysis. Classification is a method of predicting the decisions for the 
new cases, based on their conditional features using a model learned from the already 
known attributes. It has been commonly studied by many data mining researches. Rule 
Based Classification (RBC) system is a part of classification which represents knowledge via 
a set of propositional rules. Rule-based data mining algorithms have a number of desirable 
properties. Rule sets are relatively easy for people to understand. RBC is widely used in the 
real world applications because of the easy interpretability of the extracted rules (Qin, 2009). 
We will be focusing our research on classification task and more specifically on rule based 
classification. Modeling in RBC starts with the process of extracting a set of rules from data 
source that identifies key relationship between the attribute and class label. Then, the 
obtained rules are tested with unseen data. Rough Classifier (RC) and Decision Tree 
Classifier (DTC) are categorized as RBC. Both techniques apply different approach to 
perform classification but produce same structure of output with good classification results 
(Mohsin & Abd Wahab, 2008). 

4.1 Three levels of knowledge diffusion for MAS 
Following the above perspective, data mining techniques can be applied in three alternative 
manners, leading to three different types of knowledge, which, in turn, correspond to three 
distinct ways of knowledge diffusion to the MAS architecture (Symeonidis & Mitkas, 2005): 
• Data mining on the application level of MAS 
Data mining is performed on available application data, in order to discover useful rules 
and/or associations and/or patterns. The extracted knowledge is related to the scope of the 
end-user application and not its internal architecture. In this case, the technology coupling 
issue is viewed macroscopically, where the knowledge models extracted are intended to 
improve the efficiency of the MAS. 
• Data mining on the behavior level of MAS 
In this case, data mining is performed on log files containing agent behavior data (i.e., 
actions taken, messages exchanged, decisions made). The goal is to better predict future 
agent behaviors by eliminating unnecessary or redundant agent activity. The extracted 
knowledge may result in more efficient agent actions. In this case, the coupling issue is 
viewed microscopically, where the knowledge models extracted are intended to improve 
the performance of an agent engaged in a MAS (i.e., to improve the internal MAS action 
flow). 
• Data mining on evolutionary agent communities 
At this level, we perform evolutionary data mining techniques on agent communities, in 
order to study agent societal issues. This approach tries to achieve the satisfaction of the 
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a community of learners may be built up. So in addition to the one-to-one relationships that 
grow through the use of MASCE, learners can be arranged into groups with similar 
concerns who support each other on specific issues. This might be a problem solving session 
with one or more learners assisting each other with similar problems, or it might be a longer 
term study group where each member contributes to mutual understanding of the subject 
matter in some way. Interaction at the one-to-one and the group level is designed to bring 
learners closer together, and contribute to the evolution of a community of learners anxious 
to support each other in their learning. Thus the second goal of MASCE which is the 
promotion of collaboration and knowledge sharing can be fulfilled. 
Using this principle of the ready, willing and able helper greatly increases the likelihood of 
benefit among participants: helpers are dedicated, and are not receiving help requests for 
which they have too little time or knowledge; the helpee is more likely to receive the kind of 
help they require, and will perceive the positive attitude of the helper. In return, the helpee 
may be more enthusiastic to assist the helper should an occasion arise where he is in a 
position to do so (students can add others to a 'friends list', indicating to their agent their 
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learners that is built in MASCE is designed to benefit everybody which is the third goal of 
MASCE (Mahdi and Attia, 2008 a).  

4. Data mining techniques used in MASCE 
Data mining refers to the analysis of the large quantities of data that are stored in 
computers. Data mining is about solving problems by analyzing data already present in 
databases. Data mining is defined as the process of discovering patterns in data. The process 
must be automatic or (more usually) semiautomatic. The patterns discovered must be 
meaningful in that they lead to some advantage (Chakrabarti et al., 2009). 
Data mining tasks can be categorized into: summarization, classification, clustering, 
association, and trend analysis. Classification is a method of predicting the decisions for the 
new cases, based on their conditional features using a model learned from the already 
known attributes. It has been commonly studied by many data mining researches. Rule 
Based Classification (RBC) system is a part of classification which represents knowledge via 
a set of propositional rules. Rule-based data mining algorithms have a number of desirable 
properties. Rule sets are relatively easy for people to understand. RBC is widely used in the 
real world applications because of the easy interpretability of the extracted rules (Qin, 2009). 
We will be focusing our research on classification task and more specifically on rule based 
classification. Modeling in RBC starts with the process of extracting a set of rules from data 
source that identifies key relationship between the attribute and class label. Then, the 
obtained rules are tested with unseen data. Rough Classifier (RC) and Decision Tree 
Classifier (DTC) are categorized as RBC. Both techniques apply different approach to 
perform classification but produce same structure of output with good classification results 
(Mohsin & Abd Wahab, 2008). 

4.1 Three levels of knowledge diffusion for MAS 
Following the above perspective, data mining techniques can be applied in three alternative 
manners, leading to three different types of knowledge, which, in turn, correspond to three 
distinct ways of knowledge diffusion to the MAS architecture (Symeonidis & Mitkas, 2005): 
• Data mining on the application level of MAS 
Data mining is performed on available application data, in order to discover useful rules 
and/or associations and/or patterns. The extracted knowledge is related to the scope of the 
end-user application and not its internal architecture. In this case, the technology coupling 
issue is viewed macroscopically, where the knowledge models extracted are intended to 
improve the efficiency of the MAS. 
• Data mining on the behavior level of MAS 
In this case, data mining is performed on log files containing agent behavior data (i.e., 
actions taken, messages exchanged, decisions made). The goal is to better predict future 
agent behaviors by eliminating unnecessary or redundant agent activity. The extracted 
knowledge may result in more efficient agent actions. In this case, the coupling issue is 
viewed microscopically, where the knowledge models extracted are intended to improve 
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At this level, we perform evolutionary data mining techniques on agent communities, in 
order to study agent societal issues. This approach tries to achieve the satisfaction of the 
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goals of an agent community, which evolves and learns through interaction. In this case, 
coupling is considered at a higher level of abstraction, where the main focus is on the 
formulation of the problem that the agent community has to deal with and the way the 
extracted knowledge is diffused to the agent community. 

4.2 Rough sets mining in MASCE 
Rough set theory has proved to be useful in Data Mining (DM) and Knowledge Discovery 
(KD). It constitutes a sound basis for data mining applications. The theory offers 
mathematical tools to discover hidden patterns in data. It identifies partial or total 
dependencies in databases, eliminates redundant data and gives an approach to solve some 
challenges as null values, missing data, dynamic data and others.  
In the past decade there has been done a substantial progress in developing rough set 
methods for DM and KD. In particular, new methods for extracting patterns from data, 
decomposition of decision tables as well as new methodology for data mining in multi-agent 
systems have been developed. 
Rough set theory was introduced by Pawlak in 1982. Since then, it has often proved to be an 
excellent mathematical tool for the analysis of a vague description of objects. The adjective 
vague (referring to the quality of information) is concerned with inconsistency or ambiguity. 
Rough sets can be applied on information represented in the form of a table called 
information system. It is composed of a 4-tuple as follows: S = < U, Q, V, f > where U is the 
closed universe, a finite set of N objects {x1, x2, ….xN}, Q is a finite set of n attributes {q1, q2, 
….qn}, the attributes in Q are further classified into disjoint condition attributes C and 
decision attributes D, Q = C ∪ D. Such information systems are called decision tables, V = 
∪q ∈QVq where Vq is a domain (value) of the attribute q, f = U × Q → V is the information 
function such that f (x, q) ∈ Vq for every q ∈ Q, x ∈ U (Cios et al., 1998). 
The rough set philosophy is based on the assumption that with every object of the universe 
U there is associated a certain amount of information (data, knowledge). This information 
can be expressed by means of a number of attributes. The attributes describe the object. 
Attributes with preference-ordered domains are called criteria because they involve an 
evaluation such as: bad, medium, good.  
Objects which have the same description are said to be indiscernible (similar) with respect to 
the available information. The indiscernibility relation thus generated constitutes the 
mathematical basis of rough set theory. It induces a partition of the universe into blocks of 
indiscernible objects, called elementary sets, which can be used to build knowledge about a 
real or abstract world. The use of the indiscernibility relation results in information 
granulation. 
Any subset X of the universe may be expressed in terms of these blocks either precisely (as a 
union of elementary sets) or approximately. In the latter case, the subset X may be 
characterized by two ordinary sets, called the lower and upper approximations. A rough set 
is defined by means of these two approximations, which coincide in the case of an ordinary 
set. The lower approximation of X is composed of all the elementary sets included in X 
(whose elements, therefore, certainly belong to X), while the upper approximation of X 
consists of all the elementary sets which have a non-empty intersection with X (whose 
elements, therefore, may belong to X).  
The difference between the upper and lower approximation constitutes the boundary region 
of the rough set, whose elements cannot be characterized with certainty as belonging or not 
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to X (by using the available information). The information about objects from the boundary 
region is, therefore, inconsistent or ambiguous. The cardinality of the boundary region 
states, moreover, the extent to which it is possible to express X in exact terms, on the basis of 
the available information. For this reason, this cardinality may be used as a measure of 
vagueness of the information about X (Cios et al., 1998). 
We say that two objects of an information system are indiscernible if for a subset of the 
attributes A, they have the same value for each attribute: IND(A) = {(x, y) ∈ U × U: for all a 
∈ A, f (x, a) = f (y, a)}. The indiscernibility relation IND(A) splits the universe U into a family 
of equivalence classes {X1, X2, X3,…..Xr} and is denoted by A*. Objects belonging to the same 
equivalence class Xi are indiscernible. The equivalence classes Xi’s are called A-elementary 
sets. DesA(X) denotes the description of A-elementary set X∈A*: DesA(X) = {(a = b): f (x, a) = 
b, ∀x ∈ X, a ∈ A}.  
A given subset of attributes A∈ Q determines the approximation space AS = (U, IND (A)) in 
S. For a given A ∈ Q and a concept X ∈ U, the A-lower approximation AX of set X is the 
union of all those elementary sets each of which is fully contained by X i.e. AX contains all 
objects that can be classified as certainly belonging to the concept X (based on knowledge 
from A). AX is also called the A-positive region POSA(X) of X in S. 

 AX = {x ∈ U: [x]A ⊆ X} = {Y∈A*: Y ⊆ X}  (1) 

The A-upper approximations of set X is A X is the union of those elementary sets each of 
which has non-empty intersection with X i.e. it contains all objects that cannot be classified 
as not belonging to the concept X (based on knowledge from A). 

 A X= {x ∈ U: [x]A ∩ X ≠ Φ} = ∪{Y∈A*: Y ∩ X ≠ Φ} (2) 

For given information system some attributes may be redundant (superfluous) with respect 
to a specific classification A*. Using the dependency properties of attributes, we can find a 
reduced set of the attributes without loss of classification power. 
For an information system S, with A ⊆ Q an attribute a∈A is called dispensable if IND(A) = 
IND(A−{a}), otherwise a parameter a is indispensable. Absence of dispensable attributes 
does not reduce the classificatory power while the indispensable attributes carry the 
essential information about objects and cannot be removed without changing the 
classificatory power. The set of all indispensable attributes is called a core of A = Core (A). It 
may be an empty set. (from master thesis) 
A proper subset E ⊂ A that preserves the classification generated by A is called a reduct of 
A, RED(A) if E is orthogonal (cannot be further reduced) and if E preserves classification as 
A i.e. E is a minimal set of attributes that discerns all objects in S that are discernable by A. 
More than one reduct of A can be identified forming a family of reducts REDF(A), their 
intersection forms core of A i.e. Core(A) = ∩ REDF(A) (Cios et al., 1998). 
One of the important applications of rough sets is the generation of decision rules for a 
given information system for classification of known objects, or prediction of classes for new 
objects. One can find the rules classifying objects through different methods. The mostly 
adopted algorithm for extracting rules extracts rules using the intersections between 
classifications and partitions: Let decision table DT= <U, C ∪ D, V, f> where C represents 
the set of condition attributes, D represents the set of decision attributes, C* = {X1, X2,….., Xr} 
represents the condition classification of U and D* = {Y1, Y2, .., Ym} represents the decision 
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classification of U. The decision rules are logically described as follows: If (conditions) then 
(decisions). The decision rule which is called τij can be extracted as follows: 

 τij = DesC(Xi) ⇒ DesD(Yj) such that Xi ∩Yj ≠ Φ for Xi ∈ C* and Yj ∈ D*   (3) 

 A rule is said to be deterministic if Xi ⊆ Yj i.e. Xi ∩ Yj = Xi, otherwise a rule is non 
deterministic. The set of all decision rules {τij} for all classes Yj ∈ D* is called the decision 
algorithm of the information system S (Slowinski, et al. 2005; Komorowski, et al. 1998).   
 

 
Fig. 5. Process map and the main steps of the rough sets analysis (Olson & Delen, 2008) 
The rough sets algorithm implemented in MASCE can be summarized as follows: 

This algorithm takes as input a decision table S = (U, C∪ D, V, f) and produces as output the 
set of decision rules {τij} (Attia at al., 2004). 
Step 1: Vertical reduction: The vote value is calculated for all the tuples (similar tuples are 
collapsed into one and their number is added to the vote). Then tuples, with vote values less 
than the noise filter threshold, are removed from the database table. 
Step 2: Horizontal reduction: Attributes reduction is made by calculating the best reduct 
RED as follows, let all attributes be called AR and the user preferred attributes if any be UA. 
Begin 

2.1. Construct the modified discernibility matrix M(C): 
Each entry mij contains the condition attributes whose values are not identical on both xi 
and xj where xi, xj belong to different classes of IND(D) i.e. they represent different 
decision concepts. M(C) is a diagonal symmetric matrix. 
mij = 0     if xi, xj ∈ same IND(D) 
      = {c ∈ C: f(c, xi) ≠ f(c, xj)}  if xi, xj∈different IND(D) 
2.2.   Find the CORE from discernibility matrix:  
For any c ∈ C, c ∈ CORE(C) if and only if there exists i, j, 1 ≤  j < i ≤  N such that mij = 
{c}. Note that a core may be empty 
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2.3.   Determine the attribute set UA which user prefers to emphasize. If UA is empty 
that means that the user does not have preference for any attribute. 
2.4.   Let RED = CORE ∪ UA 
2.5.   AR = AR – RED 
2.6.   Find attribute a in AR which has the maximum SGF(a, RED, D) 
2.7   RED = RED ∪ {ai}, AR = AR – {ai} (i =1, 2,…m) 
2.8   If k(RED, D) = 1, then stop, otherwise go to step 2.6 

/*End of Step 2 */ 
Step 3: Generate the reduced relation by removing those attributes which are not in the best 
reduct RED. 
Step 4: Combine similar tuples in the reduced relation.  
Step 5(a): Transform tuples in the reduced relation into decision rules for each class in D. 
Step 5(b): For the same class in the reduced table, two tuples can be combined if the values 
of the condition attributes differ in only one attribute, thus obtaining a more general set of 
decision rules.   
Or instead of steps 5(a) and 5(b) we can use the following alternative method for generation 
of decision rules: 
Step 6(a): Extract the decision rule which is called τij as follows: τij = DesC(Xi) ⇒ DesD(Yj) 
such that Xi ∩ Yj ≠ Φ for Xi ∈ C* and Yj ∈ D*.  
Step 6(b): Call A rule (deterministic) if Xi ⊆ Yj i.e. Xi ∩ Yj = Xi, otherwise a rule is non-
deterministic. The set of all decision rules {τij} for all classes Yj ∈ D* is called the decision 
algorithm of the information system S. 
/* End of the algorithm*/ 
The significance of an individual attribute {a} added to the set A with respect to the 
dependency between A and D (Decision set) is represented by significant factor SGF, given 
by:  

 SGF (a, A, D) = k(A+{a}, D) – k(A, D) where k(A, D) = card(POSA(D)) / card(U)  (4) 

Complexity of the chosen algorithm 
This algorithm can learn a set of decision rules from databases efficiently and effectively. A 
basic role is played by the reduct and the core. Intuitively, a reduct of the relation is its 
essential part, which defines all basic concepts occurring in the considered data, whereas 
core is its most important role. Reducing a relation consists of removing irrelevant or 
superfluous attributes in such a way that the set of elementary categories in the relation is 
preserved. This procedure eliminates all unnecessary data from the relation, preserving 
only useful data. Thus concise, accurate decision rules are derived from the reduced 
relation. 
Suppose there are N tuples in the database which is relevant to the learning task and A 
attributes for each tuple. The time complexity for the worst case is analyzed as follows. 
During reduction, to construct the discernibility matrix, it takes O(N×N) steps. To search 
core attributes in the discernibility matrix costs O(N×N) steps. The best reduct or user 
minimal attribute subset can be found in A × O(N×N) steps. Since A is usually much less 
than N, the worst case in the reduction process is O(N×N). 
In this research work, we introduce the idea of using Rough Sets as a data mining technique 
to find the candidate helpers for collaboration with peers. In our case, the condition 
attributes C are the parameters of the student model explained in Section 3 such as quiz 
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by:  

 SGF (a, A, D) = k(A+{a}, D) – k(A, D) where k(A, D) = card(POSA(D)) / card(U)  (4) 
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This algorithm can learn a set of decision rules from databases efficiently and effectively. A 
basic role is played by the reduct and the core. Intuitively, a reduct of the relation is its 
essential part, which defines all basic concepts occurring in the considered data, whereas 
core is its most important role. Reducing a relation consists of removing irrelevant or 
superfluous attributes in such a way that the set of elementary categories in the relation is 
preserved. This procedure eliminates all unnecessary data from the relation, preserving 
only useful data. Thus concise, accurate decision rules are derived from the reduced 
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minimal attribute subset can be found in A × O(N×N) steps. Since A is usually much less 
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results, peer evaluation, skill level and number of help sessions ignored. The decision 
parameter D is whether the student is a candidate helper or not. Each of the family of 
equivalence classes X1, X2,….Xr describes a group of students having the same values for 
different parameters in their models and thus can be candidate helpers for each other. They 
can be matched together in a one-to-one help session where each of the helper and the 
helpee profits the other (Mahdi & Attia, 2008 b).  

4.3 Decision trees mining in MASCE 
Decision tree induction is a well-known discipline in Machine Learning presented by 
Quinlan in 1986 (Quinlan, 1986). The basic algorithm for decision tree induction is a greedy 
algorithm that constructs decision trees in a top-down recursive divide-and-conquer 
manner. In the process of constructing a tree, the criteria of selecting test attributes 
influences the classification accuracy of the tree. Presently, there are many criteria for 
choosing the test attribute in building decision tree, such as ID3 (Quinlan, 1986) and C4.5 
(Quinlan, 1993) which use an entropy-based measure known as information gain as a 
heuristic for selecting the attribute.  
Decision trees represent a supervised approach to classification. A decision tree is a simple 
structure where non terminal nodes (internal) represent tests on one or more attributes and 
terminal (leaf) nodes reflect decision outcomes. The ordinary tree consists of one root, 
branches, nodes (places where branches are divided) and leaves. In the same way the 
decision tree consists of nodes which stand for circles, the branches stand for segments 
connecting the nodes. A decision tree is usually drawn from left to right or beginning from 
the root downwards, so it is easier to draw it. The first node is a root. The end of the chain 
“root - branch - node-...- node” is called “leaf”. From each internal node (i.e. not a leaf) may 
grow out two or more branches. Each node corresponds with a certain characteristic and the 
branches correspond with a range of values. These ranges of values must give a partition of 
the set of values of the given characteristic (Quinaln, 1986). 

Constructing decision tress 
The problem of constructing a decision tree can be expressed recursively. First, select an 
attribute to place at the root node and make one branch for each possible value. This splits 
up the example set into subsets. If at any time all instances at a node have the same 
classification, stop developing that part of the tree. The only thing left to decide is how to 
determine which attribute to split on. There are a number of possibilities for each split. 
Which is the best choice? The number of yes and no classes are shown at the leaves. Any leaf 
with only one class—yes or no—will not have to be split further, and the recursive process 
down that branch will terminate (Witten & Frank, 2005). 
Because we seek small trees, we would like this to happen as soon as possible. If we had a 
measure of the purity of each node, we could choose the attribute that produces the purest 
child nodes.  The measure of purity that we will use is called the information and is 
measured in units called bits. Associated with a node of the tree, it represents the expected 
amount of information that would be needed to specify whether a new instance should be 
classified yes or no, given that the example reached that node. 
ID3 
One of the oldest decision tree algorithms is ID3. It was designed for when there are many 
attributes and the training set contains many objects, but where a reasonably good decision 
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tree is required without much computation. The basic structure of ID3 is iterative. ID3 
adopted an information based method that depends on two assumptions. Let C contain p 
objects of class P and n of class N. The assumptions are: 
(1) Any correct decision tree for C will classify objects in the same proportion as their 
representation in C. An arbitrary object will be determined to belong to class P with 
probability p/(p + n) and to class N with probability n/ (p + n). 
(2) When a decision tree is used to classify an object, it returns a class. A decision tree can 
thus be regarded as a source of a decision 'P' or 'N', with the expected information needed to 
generate this decision given by  

  ( ) 2 2, log logp p n nl p n
p n p n p n p n

= − −
+ + + +

  (5) 

If attribute A with values [A1, A2 . . . . Av] is used for the root of the decision tree; it will 
partition C into [C1, C2 . . . . Cv] where Ci contains those objects in C that have value Ai of A. 
Let Ci contain pi objects of class P and ni of class N. The expected information required for 
the subtree for Ci is I(pi, ni). The expected information required for the tree with A as root is 
then obtained as the weighted average: 

 ( ) ( )
v

i i
i i
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where the weight for the ith branch is the proportion of the objects in C that belong to Ci. The 
information gained by branching on A is therefore:  

 gain(A) = I(p, n) – E(A)  (7) 

A good rule of thumb would seem to be to choose that attribute to branch on which gains 
the most information. ID3 examines all candidate attributes and chooses A to maximize 
gain(A), forms the tree as above, and then uses the same process recursively to form 
decision trees (Witten & Frank, 2005). 
Complexity of ID3 Algorithm 
At each non-leaf node of the decision tree, the gain of each untested attribute A must be 
determined. This gain in turn depends on the values pi and ni for each value Ai of A, so 
every object in C must be examined to determine its class and its value of A. Consequently, 
the computational complexity of the procedure at each such node is O(|C|.|A|), where 
|A| is the number of attributes above. ID3's total computational requirement per iteration is 
thus proportional to the product of the size of the training set, the number of attributes and 
the number of non-leaf nodes in the decision tree. The same relationship appears to extend 
to the entire induction process. No exponential growth in time or space has been observed 
as the dimensions of the induction task increase, so the technique can be applied to large 
tasks (Zhao & Zhang, 2008). 
The main problem of ID3 is that a sub-tree may repeat several times in a decision tree, and 
that an attribute may be used for several times in some certain paths of the tree ,which 
degrades the efficiency of classification. Missing values pose an obvious problem. It is not 
clear which branch should be taken when a node tests an attribute whose value is missing. 
Sometimes, missing value is treated as an attribute value in its own right. If this is not the 
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results, peer evaluation, skill level and number of help sessions ignored. The decision 
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tree is required without much computation. The basic structure of ID3 is iterative. ID3 
adopted an information based method that depends on two assumptions. Let C contain p 
objects of class P and n of class N. The assumptions are: 
(1) Any correct decision tree for C will classify objects in the same proportion as their 
representation in C. An arbitrary object will be determined to belong to class P with 
probability p/(p + n) and to class N with probability n/ (p + n). 
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gain(A), forms the tree as above, and then uses the same process recursively to form 
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degrades the efficiency of classification. Missing values pose an obvious problem. It is not 
clear which branch should be taken when a node tests an attribute whose value is missing. 
Sometimes, missing value is treated as an attribute value in its own right. If this is not the 
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case, missing values should be treated in a special way rather than being considered as just 
another possible value that the attribute might take. A simple solution is to record the 
number of elements in the training set that go down each branch and to use the most 
popular branch if the value for a test instance is missing. 

4.4 Integrated Rough Sets and Entropy (RSE) algorithm in MASCE 
Rough Set Entropy (RSE) algorithm for combining Rough Sets and Entropy heuristics is 
used to induce classification rules. This algorithm is based on Information gain and 
equivalence relation. It is applied to discrete-valued attributes. We divide the algorithm into 
three stages (Yang et al., 2003): 
(1) First, we select a condition attribute based on information gain; let us call the selected 
condition attribute c. 
(2) Second, use the concepts of rough sets to build equivalence classes. For our knowledge 
representation system J = (U, C ∪ D), subset P={c, d} ⊆  C ∪ D (c is the selected condition 
attribute in step (1), d is the decision attribute) determines an equivalence relation in U: 
IND(P)={(u, w) ∈ U x U: q(u) = q(w) for every q∈ P} where the number of U/IND(P) is no 
more than k x m (k is the number of values of c, m is the number of values of d). 
(3) Finally, classification rules can be extracted from equivalence classes, for each 
equivalence class, we get classification IF-THEN rule by extracting attribute values which 
are identical for all the samples in the equivalence class, we use the condition attribute 
values as the rule antecedent  and use the class label (decision) attribute value as the rule 
consequent. 
Complexity of the Integrated RSE Technique 
Comparing RSE with traditional Rough Sets, RSE is simpler because we do not need to build 
discernibility matrix, nor reduct calculations which can be very time consuming instead of 
large number of attributes and samples. If we use the RSE, we only need selecting a 
condition attribute once at the root node, so its time complexity is O(A*N), then it uses 
rough set theory to establish the equivalence classes then extract classification rules (Yang et 
al., 2003). 
Suppose that the total number of training sample is n, the number of condition attributes is 
a. If we use ID3 algorithm to get a decision tree, at the worst case, the maximal length from 
the root node to each leaf node is a, so the total node number of decision tree is less than 
A*N. At the root node, ID3 algorithm requires analyzing each sample for each condition 
attribute is O(A*N). For the other nodes, the time complexity is less than root node, so the 
worst complexity is O(A * N * A *N) i.e. O(A2 * N2).  

5. Results and analysis 
Whenever the student using the system needs help in a certain topic in a certain course, he 
can either choose among three different machine learning techniques so that MASCE can 
help him to find the candidate helpers: rough sets, decision trees or an integrated approach 
Rough Sets Entropy (RSE) combining both rough sets and decision trees. These different 
classifiers are applied every 12 hours on the decision table - a snapshot of it is shown in 
Table 1-after it has been updated with students’ data collected during the last 12 hours such 
that the extracted decision rules are always up to date. The decision attribute is Decision 
with binary values {Yes, No}.  
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1 Word Y N N N Y N F VG P N 

2 Presentation Y N N N Y N F F P N 

3 XML Y Y Y N Y N G F P N 

4 Power Point Y Y N N Y N F E F N 

5 HTML N Y N N Y N VG F E N 

6 Java Y N Y Y Y Y G F P N 

7 Java Script Y N N Y Y Y F P F N 

8 Power Point Y Y N Y N N VG F VG N 

9 Power Point N N N N N Y P P P N 

10 PDF Y Y Y N Y Y F F F N 

11 PDF Y Y Y N N Y F G E N 

12 UML N Y Y Y Y N VG E P N 

13 PDF N Y N Y N Y G F P N 

14 Java Y Y Y N N Y F P Et N 

15 UML N Y Y Y Y N F G P N 

16 Programming Y Y N N Y N F P F N 

17 Programming N Y Y N N N F G P Y 

18 Java N Y N Y N N VG E P N 

19 Oracle N N Y N N Y E VG VG N 

20 Power Point N Y Y N N Y G VG E N 
E = Excellent, VG = Very Good, G= Good,  F=Fair, P = Poor 

Table 1. Snapshot (only 20 records) of MASCE Decision Table (100 records) filled with 
random data 
The major criticism of rough sets is that it requires all of the variables to be in nominal 
format. Rough sets cannot work with numerical continuous valued variables. In order to use 
such variables, one should perform discretization. Discretization, is a process of converting 
continuous numerical variables into range labels. We had to assign range labels for some of 
the condition attributes which have numerical continuous values such as: quiz results, help 
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case, missing values should be treated in a special way rather than being considered as just 
another possible value that the attribute might take. A simple solution is to record the 
number of elements in the training set that go down each branch and to use the most 
popular branch if the value for a test instance is missing. 

4.4 Integrated Rough Sets and Entropy (RSE) algorithm in MASCE 
Rough Set Entropy (RSE) algorithm for combining Rough Sets and Entropy heuristics is 
used to induce classification rules. This algorithm is based on Information gain and 
equivalence relation. It is applied to discrete-valued attributes. We divide the algorithm into 
three stages (Yang et al., 2003): 
(1) First, we select a condition attribute based on information gain; let us call the selected 
condition attribute c. 
(2) Second, use the concepts of rough sets to build equivalence classes. For our knowledge 
representation system J = (U, C ∪ D), subset P={c, d} ⊆  C ∪ D (c is the selected condition 
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5. Results and analysis 
Whenever the student using the system needs help in a certain topic in a certain course, he 
can either choose among three different machine learning techniques so that MASCE can 
help him to find the candidate helpers: rough sets, decision trees or an integrated approach 
Rough Sets Entropy (RSE) combining both rough sets and decision trees. These different 
classifiers are applied every 12 hours on the decision table - a snapshot of it is shown in 
Table 1-after it has been updated with students’ data collected during the last 12 hours such 
that the extracted decision rules are always up to date. The decision attribute is Decision 
with binary values {Yes, No}.  
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1 Word Y N N N Y N F VG P N 

2 Presentation Y N N N Y N F F P N 

3 XML Y Y Y N Y N G F P N 

4 Power Point Y Y N N Y N F E F N 

5 HTML N Y N N Y N VG F E N 

6 Java Y N Y Y Y Y G F P N 

7 Java Script Y N N Y Y Y F P F N 

8 Power Point Y Y N Y N N VG F VG N 

9 Power Point N N N N N Y P P P N 

10 PDF Y Y Y N Y Y F F F N 

11 PDF Y Y Y N N Y F G E N 

12 UML N Y Y Y Y N VG E P N 

13 PDF N Y N Y N Y G F P N 

14 Java Y Y Y N N Y F P Et N 

15 UML N Y Y Y Y N F G P N 

16 Programming Y Y N N Y N F P F N 

17 Programming N Y Y N N N F G P Y 

18 Java N Y N Y N N VG E P N 

19 Oracle N N Y N N Y E VG VG N 

20 Power Point N Y Y N N Y G VG E N 
E = Excellent, VG = Very Good, G= Good,  F=Fair, P = Poor 

Table 1. Snapshot (only 20 records) of MASCE Decision Table (100 records) filled with 
random data 
The major criticism of rough sets is that it requires all of the variables to be in nominal 
format. Rough sets cannot work with numerical continuous valued variables. In order to use 
such variables, one should perform discretization. Discretization, is a process of converting 
continuous numerical variables into range labels. We had to assign range labels for some of 
the condition attributes which have numerical continuous values such as: quiz results, help 
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evaluation and help ignore. The condition attributes of the decision table after discretization 
are as follows:  
• Topic, with possible values {Java, Oracle, Java Script, HTML, UML, PowerPoint, 

Presentation, PDF, Programming, Documentation and Word} 
• Willing to help, with binary values {Yes, No} but filled according to the assumption the 

75% of the students are willing to help while only 25% are not willing to help. This 
assumption agrees with data obtained when trying system with real users 

• Help ignore, with possible values {Poor, Fair, Good, Very Good, Excellent} following a 
normal distribution with mean 25 and standard deviation 10 for those who are willing 
to help but ignoring help requests. 

• Maximum concurrent discussions, with binary values {Yes, No} 
• Is preferred agent, with binary values {Yes, No} 
• Is banned agent, with binary values {Yes, No} 
• Is banned topic, with binary values {Yes, No} 
• Quiz results, with possible values {Poor, Fair, Good, Very Good, Excellent} according to 

normal distribution with mean 65 and standard deviation 15. 
Help evaluation, with possible values {Poor, Fair, Good, Very Good, Excellent} with normal 
distribution dependent on the result of the quiz-result, i.e. mean of this normal distribution 
is the result of the quiz-results according to the assumption that high quiz results implies 
higher probability of good peer evaluation. 

5.1 Results of Rough Sets classifier 
Applying Rough Sets Algorithm to MASCE decision table to determine whether a student is 
a good candidate for help or not. We first tried the Rough Sets Classifier on MASCE decision 
table consisting of 100 records filled with random data as shown in Table 1. Applying RS 
algorithm for finding best reduct, it was found to be: best reduct = {willing to help, 
maximum concurrent discussions, is banned user, is banned topic}. Using these attributes to 
build decision rules used for classification new unseen cases asking for candidate helpers, 
we obtained the following decision rules:  
 

willing to 
help 

maximum  concurrent 
discussions 

is banned 
agent 

is banned 
topic 

decisi
on 

vot
e 

count of 
attributes 

Y Y N N Y 10 4 
Y Y  Y N 9 4 
N  Y Y N 7 4 
Y N N Y N 7 4 
 N N N N 8 4 

N N N  N 3 4 
Y Y Y N N 11 4 
N  N Y N 3 4 
Y N Y Y N 6 4 

Table 2. Extracted Decision Rules from Rough Sets Classifier 
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5.2 Results of Decision Trees (ID3) classifier 
Choosing to apply decision trees as the machine learning technique on the same decision 
table to find candidate helpers, we obtained the following decision tree as shown in 
Table 3. 
 

willing to 
help 

maximum 
concurrent 
discussions

is banned 
agent quiz result topic decision vote count of 

attributes 

  Y   N 56 1 

Y Y N  Documentation Y 2 4 

N Y N  Documentation N 1 4 

 N N  Documentation N 4 3 

Y  N  HTML Y 2 3 

N  N  HTML N 1 3 

Y  N  Java Y 1 3 

N  N  Java N 1 3 

  N Very Good Java Script N 1 3 

  N Poor Java Script Y 1 3 

  N Fair Java Script N 3 3 

  N Excellent Java Script N 1 3 

 Y N  Oracle Y 2 3 

 N N  Oracle N 2 3 

  N  PDF N 3 2 

  N  Power Point N 3 2 

  N  Presentation N 2 2 

  N  Programming N 3 2 

  N  UML N 4 2 

  N  Word N 2 2 

 Y N  XML Y 2 3 

 N N  XML N 2 3 

Table 3. Extracted Decision Rules from Decision Trees Classifier 

5.3 Results of Integrated Rough Sets Entropy (RSE) classifier 
Choosing to apply an integrated approach (Rough Sets Entropy) to the same decision table 
for finding the candidate helpers, we obtained the root node for the decision tree as (is 
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attributes 
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5.2 Results of Decision Trees (ID3) classifier 
Choosing to apply decision trees as the machine learning technique on the same decision 
table to find candidate helpers, we obtained the following decision tree as shown in 
Table 3. 
 

willing to 
help 

maximum 
concurrent 
discussions

is banned 
agent quiz result topic decision vote count of 

attributes 

  Y   N 56 1 

Y Y N  Documentation Y 2 4 

N Y N  Documentation N 1 4 

 N N  Documentation N 4 3 

Y  N  HTML Y 2 3 

N  N  HTML N 1 3 

Y  N  Java Y 1 3 

N  N  Java N 1 3 

  N Very Good Java Script N 1 3 

  N Poor Java Script Y 1 3 

  N Fair Java Script N 3 3 

  N Excellent Java Script N 1 3 

 Y N  Oracle Y 2 3 

 N N  Oracle N 2 3 

  N  PDF N 3 2 

  N  Power Point N 3 2 

  N  Presentation N 2 2 

  N  Programming N 3 2 

  N  UML N 4 2 

  N  Word N 2 2 

 Y N  XML Y 2 3 

 N N  XML N 2 3 

Table 3. Extracted Decision Rules from Decision Trees Classifier 

5.3 Results of Integrated Rough Sets Entropy (RSE) classifier 
Choosing to apply an integrated approach (Rough Sets Entropy) to the same decision table 
for finding the candidate helpers, we obtained the root node for the decision tree as (is 
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banned agent). Using this root node and following the RSE algorithm we obtained the 
following decision rules shown in Table 4. 
 

willing to 
help 

maximum concurrent 
discussions 

is banned 
agent 

is banned 
topic decision vote count of 

attributes 

  Y  N 55 1  
Y Y N N Y 10 4  
  N  N 44 1  

Table 4. Extracted Decision Rules from the Integrated Rough Sets Entropy 

5.4 Evaluating deducerd ules 
We often need to compare a number of different learning methods on the same problem to 
see which one is the best to use. It seems simple: estimate the error (using different 
estimation procedures that will be explained shortly), perhaps repeated several times, and 
choose the scheme whose estimate is smaller. This is quite sufficient in many practical 
applications: if one method has a lower estimated error than another on a particular dataset, 
the best we can do is to use the former method’s model. However, it may be that the 
difference is simply caused by estimation error, and in some circumstances it is important to 
determine whether one scheme is really better than another on a particular problem. This is 
a standard challenge for machine learning researchers. If a new learning algorithm is 
proposed for a certain problem, it must be shown that it improves on the state of the art for 
the problem at hand and demonstrate that the observed improvement is not just a chance 
effect in the estimation process. 
It is important that the testing data that will be used was not used in any way to create the 
classifier. As we did in our research, we tried out several learning schemes on the training 
data and then we want to evaluate them to see which one works best. Other measurements 
are: the time taken during mining, the complexity of algorithm, and the coverage of the 
rules. The performance of a classification system cannot be based only on the higher 
accuracy but the quality of knowledge such as minimum number of rules, rule length, and 
rule strength also need to be assessed. A good rule set must has a minimum number of rules 
and each rule should be short as possible. Moreover, an ideal model should be able to 
produces fewer rule with shorter rule and classify new data with good accuracy. 
A comparative study is carried out for the three used classifiers: Rough Set Classifier (RC), 
Decision Tree Classifier (DTC) and the integrated RSE in terms of accuracy, rule number, 
rule length and rule coverage. Integrated Rough Sets and Entropy classifier (RSE) 
outperformed both Rough Sets (RS) classifier and Decision Tree Classifier (ID3) since it 
performs smaller number of simpler, shorter rules (less number of attributes) as well as a 
higher coverage.  

5.5 Predicting performance 
Repeated cross-validation 
The question of predicting performance based on limited data is an interesting, and still 
controversial, one. There are different techniques but the repeated cross-validation is 
probably the evaluation method of choice in most practical limited-data situations.  
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The standard way of predicting the error rate of a learning technique given a single, fixed 
sample of data is to use stratified n-fold cross-validation. The data is divided randomly into 
n parts in which the class is represented in approximately the same proportions as in the full 
dataset. Each part is held out in turn and the learning scheme trained on the remaining nine-
tenths; then its error rate is calculated on the holdout (test) set. Thus the learning procedure 
is executed a total of n times on different training sets (each of which have a lot in common). 
Finally, the n error estimates are averaged to yield an overall error estimate. Tests have also 
shown that the use of stratification improves results slightly. Thus the standard evaluation 
technique in situations where only limited data is available is stratified n-fold cross-
validation (Witten & Frank, 2005). 
Different n-fold cross-validation experiments with the same learning method and dataset 
often produce different results, because of the effect of random variation in choosing the 
folds themselves. Stratification reduces the variation, but it certainly does not eliminate it 
entirely. When seeking an accurate error estimate, it is standard procedure to repeat the 
cross-validation process 10 times and average the results. This involves invoking the 
learning algorithm n*n times on datasets. Obtaining a good measure of performance is a 
computation-intensive undertaking (Witten & Frank 2005). 
Leave-One-Out 
Leave-one-out cross-validation is simply n-fold cross-validation, where n is the number of 
instances in the dataset. Each instance in turn is left out, and the learning method is trained 
on all the remaining instances. It is judged by its correctness on the remaining instance, one 
or zero for success or failure, respectively. The results of all n judgments, one for each 
member of the dataset, are averaged, and that average represents the final error estimate. 
This procedure is an attractive one for two reasons. First, the greatest possible amount of 
data is used for training in each case, which increases the chance that the classifier is an 
accurate one. Second, the procedure is deterministic: no random sampling is involved. There 
is no point in repeating it 10 times, or repeating it at all: the same result will be obtained 
each time.  
On the other hand, its disadvantage is the high computational cost, because the entire 
learning procedure must be executed n times and this is usually quite infeasible for large 
datasets. Another disadvantage is that it cannot be stratified, worse than that, it guarantees a 
non-stratified sample. 
Bootstrapping 
An alternative, called Bootstrapping, involves sampling with replacement to choose 
elements of the training and test sets. Starting with n training examples, first sample n times, 
with replacement, to give another set (a bag, actually) of n examples. There will nearly 
always be duplicates in the training set; use the elements not in the training set as a test set. 
Compute error = 0.632 * test-error + 0.368 * training-error. Repeat steps 1-3 and output 
average accuracy. These coefficients come from the probability that a particular example 
will not be picked in n tries is as follows:  

 
n

111 e 0 386
n

.−⎛ ⎞− ≅ =⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠

 (8)  

thus the test set will contain roughly 36.8% of the examples; the training set 63.2% on the 
average. 
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banned agent). Using this root node and following the RSE algorithm we obtained the 
following decision rules shown in Table 4. 
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classifier. As we did in our research, we tried out several learning schemes on the training 
data and then we want to evaluate them to see which one works best. Other measurements 
are: the time taken during mining, the complexity of algorithm, and the coverage of the 
rules. The performance of a classification system cannot be based only on the higher 
accuracy but the quality of knowledge such as minimum number of rules, rule length, and 
rule strength also need to be assessed. A good rule set must has a minimum number of rules 
and each rule should be short as possible. Moreover, an ideal model should be able to 
produces fewer rule with shorter rule and classify new data with good accuracy. 
A comparative study is carried out for the three used classifiers: Rough Set Classifier (RC), 
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outperformed both Rough Sets (RS) classifier and Decision Tree Classifier (ID3) since it 
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controversial, one. There are different techniques but the repeated cross-validation is 
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n

111 e 0 386
n
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Cost of evaluation 
In the two-class case with classes yes and no, a single prediction has the four different 
possible outcomes TP, TN, FP and FN. The True Positives (TP) and True Negatives (TN) are 
correct classifications. A False Positive (FP) occurs when the outcome is incorrectly 
predicted as yes (or positive) when it is actually no (negative). A False Negative (FN) occurs 
when the outcome is incorrectly predicted as negative when it is actually positive (Witten & 
Frank, 2005). 
Confusion matrix 
In a multiclass prediction, the result on a test set is often displayed as a two dimensional 
confusion matrix with a row and column for each class. Each matrix element shows the 
number of test examples for which the actual class is the row and the predicted class is the 
column. Good results correspond to large numbers down the main diagonal and small, 
ideally zero, off-diagonal elements. 
 

 Predicted + Predicted - 

Actual + True Positives (TP) False Negatives (FN) 

Actual - False Positives (FP) True Negatives (TN) 

Table 5. Confusion Matrix Parameters 

The performance measures can consist of any or all of the following properties of this matrix 
(Witten & Frank, 2005): 
 

Property Formula Interpretation 

Accuracy (TP+TN)/(TP+TN+FP+FN) Proportion of classifications that were 
correct 

Sensitivity TP/(TP+FN) Proportion of actual positives that 
were predicted that way 

Specificity TN/(TN+FP) Proportion of actual negatives that 
were predicted that way 

Positive 
Predictivity TP/(TP+FP) Proportion of predicted positives that 

really were 

Negative 
Predictivity TN/(TN+FN) Proportion of predicted negatives that 

really were 

Table 6. Different Performance Measures 
We chose to use Leave-One-Out technique for testing. As was mentioned earlier, Leave-One-
Out is most suitable for small size datasets. Each instance of the dataset is left out, and the 
learning method is trained on all the remaining instances. It is judged by its correctness on 
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the remaining instance, one or zero for success or failure, respectively. The results of all n 
judgments, one for each record of the dataset, are averaged, and that average represents the 
final accuracy estimate. 
Confusion matrix using rough sets classifier  

 Predicted + Predicted - 

Actual + TP = 10.0 FN = 0.0 

Actual - FP = 17.0 TN = 73.0 

Table 7. Confusion Matrix using Rough Sets Classifier 
Confusion matrix using decision trees classifier 

 Predicted + Predicted - 

Actual + TP = 8.0 FN = 2.0 

Actual - FP = 10.0 TN = 80.0 

Table 8. Confusion Matrix using Decision Trees Classifier 
Confusion matrix using integrated rough sets and entropy classifier 

 Predicted + Predicted - 

Actual + TP = 0.0 FN = 10.0 

Actual - FP = 0.0 TN = 90.0 

Table 9. Confusion Matrix using Integrated Rough Sets and Entropy 
Comparison of performance measures for three classifiers 

Property Rough Sets Decision Tree Rough Sets & Decision Tree 

Accuracy 0.83 0.88 0.90 

Sensitivity 1.00 0.80 0.00 

Specificity 0.82 0.88 1.00 

Positive Predictivity 0.37 0.44 Not a Number (as both 
TP and FP = 0) 

Negative Predictivity 1.00 0.98 0.90 

Table 10. Comparison of Performance Measures for Three Classifiers 

Analyzing the previous data it can be shown that regarding Accuracy (Proportion of 
classifications that were correct) RSE classifier (with 90% accuracy) outperformed both RS 
classifier (with 83% accuracy) and DT classifier (with 88% accuracy). Also, regarding 
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Actual + TP = 10.0 FN = 0.0 

Actual - FP = 17.0 TN = 73.0 

Table 7. Confusion Matrix using Rough Sets Classifier 
Confusion matrix using decision trees classifier 

 Predicted + Predicted - 

Actual + TP = 8.0 FN = 2.0 

Actual - FP = 10.0 TN = 80.0 

Table 8. Confusion Matrix using Decision Trees Classifier 
Confusion matrix using integrated rough sets and entropy classifier 

 Predicted + Predicted - 

Actual + TP = 0.0 FN = 10.0 

Actual - FP = 0.0 TN = 90.0 

Table 9. Confusion Matrix using Integrated Rough Sets and Entropy 
Comparison of performance measures for three classifiers 

Property Rough Sets Decision Tree Rough Sets & Decision Tree 

Accuracy 0.83 0.88 0.90 

Sensitivity 1.00 0.80 0.00 

Specificity 0.82 0.88 1.00 

Positive Predictivity 0.37 0.44 Not a Number (as both 
TP and FP = 0) 

Negative Predictivity 1.00 0.98 0.90 

Table 10. Comparison of Performance Measures for Three Classifiers 

Analyzing the previous data it can be shown that regarding Accuracy (Proportion of 
classifications that were correct) RSE classifier (with 90% accuracy) outperformed both RS 
classifier (with 83% accuracy) and DT classifier (with 88% accuracy). Also, regarding 
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Specificity (proportion of actual negatives that were predicted that way), RSE classifier (with 
100% specificity) outperformed both RS classifier (82% specificity) and DT classifier with 
(88% specificity). 
On the other hand, regarding Sensitivity (i.e. proportion of actual positives that were 
predicted that way) RSE scored 0 as it was not able to predict any actual positives, while RS 
classifier had sensitivity of 100% followed by DT classifier with 80% sensitivity. 

6. Conclusions and future work 
The use of Data Mining techniques in a Multi-Agent System for Collaborative E-Learning 
(MASE) is introduced. A comparative study is carried out for the three used classifiers: 
Rough Set Classifier (RC), Decision Tree Classifier (DTC) and the integrated RSE Classifier 
in terms of accuracy, sensitivity and specificity. 
Regarding accuracy & specificity measures, the Integrated Rough Sets and Entropy (RSE) 
Classifier outperformed the two other techniques. 
Quality of the knowledge extracted is also compared in terms of rule number, rule length 
and rule coverage. Integrated Rough Sets and Entropy classifier  (RSE) outperformed both 
Rough sets (RS) classifier and Decision Tree Classifier (ID3) since it performs smaller 
number of simpler, shorter rules (less number of attributes) as well as a higher coverage. 
Comparison of the two techniques, Rough sets and ID3, in general terms is very difficult. 
These two methods use different classification criteria. Rough sets is typically based on 
relations between condition and decision attributes, concepts of positive and boundary 
region, core and reducts. On the other hand, decision trees (ID3) uses entropy (Information 
gain) for the classification process. Another difference is the way to represent the derived 
knowledge.  Rough sets uses information tables where as ID3 uses decision trees. Certain 
kinds of problems are best represented by tables, others by trees while some need a totally 
different type of data structures. When the sample size is small or when the underlying 
distribution of data deviates significantly from multivariate normal distribution, rough sets 
may perform better than decision trees since there is no assumption on the data size and the 
distribution. Rough sets may also perform better when the data is imprecise, incomplete. To 
summarize, there is no best approach for all problems. That is why instead of a single 
method, a hybrid approach benefiting from the combined strengths of both rough sets and 
decision trees is used and which gave good accuracy and fewer, simpler, shorter rules with 
high coverage. So according to these experiments, the integrated RSE approach is the most 
suitable (among the three techniques investigated) for application in our system MASCE. 
We find that the decision rules constructed by the integrated method are much simpler in 
structure (less number of rules and shorter rules) than the constructed decision rules 
extracted by the other two classifiers. Since the complexity of this algorithm is much less, the 
computation time is much less. Furthermore, they have higher classification accuracy. All 
this indicators lead to the conclusion that the integrated rough sets and entropy approach is 
the most suitable one among the implemented three machine learning techniques to be used 
in data mining in Multi-Agent System for Collaborative E-learning (MASCE). 
We are thus providing an online web mining opposite to the offline web mining which is an 
aftermath analysis that could give some hints on how an on-line course is effectively used 
and how its structure could be improved. We are presenting in this research an integrated 
web mining where the patterns automatically discovered are used to assist learners in their 
on-line learning. In other words, mined patterns are used on-the-fly by the system to 
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improve the application or its functions. We claim that this is quite a promising approach 
that successfully combines machine learning techniques with agent technology in e-learning 
systems in order to provide higher quality services towards the end users of e-learning 
systems (both students and instructors). 
This study showed that advanced data mining methods could successfully be used to help 
decision making in multi-agent systems with a relatively high degree of accuracy. However, 
in the context of predictive accuracy, one should be aware of several issues that delimit the 
applicability and predictive accuracy of data mining models: (i) the nature of the data 
(including the richness, correctness, completeness and representation of the data itself), (ii) 
the data mining methods (including their capabilities and limitations to handle different 
types and combination of data) and (iii) the application domain (including 
understandability and availability of related factors needed to develop accurate predictive 
models).  
The models (extracted decision rules in our case) are only as good and as predictive as the 
data used to build them. One of the key determinants of predictive accuracy is the amount 
and quality of the data used for a study. Although all of the models built in this study 
provided an acceptable level of prediction accuracy based on variables at hand, their 
performance levels could be improved by including more relevant variables. 
It is recommended that more (and relevant) variables be added to the model when possible 
to increase the accuracy levels. It is also recommended to test the three classifiers using 
different techniques other than Leave-One-Out such as Bootstrapping and n-fold cross 
validation and comparing the results with those obtained here as a future work to this 
research. Different data mining techniques can also be tested and their results compared 
with the three classifiers studied in this research. 
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1. Introduction 
The chapter focuses on one of possible approaches to decision support problem, which is 
based on multi-agent simulation modelling. Most decision support cases generally consist of 
a set of available alternatives definition, estimation and selection of the best one. When 
choosing a solution one needs to consider a large number of conflicting objectives and, thus, 
to estimate possible solutions on multiple criteria.  
Multiple objectives become now one of decision support problem regular features, which 
brings to that decision making people need to estimate multiple forces, influences, interests 
and consequences that may result from a decision. 
We can name increase in performance and reliability, decrease in cost and risk, estimate of 
system sensitiveness to factor change, structure optimization and much more among the 
problems of existing organizational technical systems operation and the new ones design. 
Difficulties in understanding the cause-and-effect dependencies of a complex system lead to 
ineffective system organization, errors in its design, large costs of error correction. Today 
modelling becomes the only practically effective tool of an optimal or acceptable decision 
search in a complex system, the tool for responsible decision making.  
Use of situational models in process control facilitates efficiency and taken decisions quality 
growth, decision taking time decrease, resource consumption rationalization. Dynamic 
situations modelling systems design is one of perspective directions of decision support 
systems development. Currently multi-agent systems area is under major research; one of its 
features is agent collaborations interaction, such agents identify decision making people. An 
important area of multi-agent technologies application is simulation. Multi-agent systems 
engineering approaches can be distinguished into two types: 
1. Based on object-oriented methods and technologies and  
2. Use of traditional knowledge engineering methods.  
Object-oriented method extensions and multi-agent systems engineering technologies are 
developed in methodologies of first type. Certain CASE (Computer-Aided Software 
Engineering) tools support information systems development based on object-oriented 
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methods (All Fusion, Rational Rose). Object oriented agent behaviour definition language 
UML-RT is utilized in multi-agent simulation system AnyLogic. Methodologies of second 
type are built on basis of traditional knowledge engineering methods extension. An actual 
task is development of dynamic situations modelling system, based on object-oriented 
technologies. 
The main idea of the chapter is situational, multi-agent, simulation and expert modelling 
methods and tools integration in order to increase the decision support effectiveness in 
situational control of resource conversion. 

2. Multi-agent resource conversion processes in organizational-technical 
systems 
Analysis of various resource conversion processes (RCP), including industrial, 
organizational-technical, business-processes, etc., reveals their following features. 
1. Objects of organizational-technical systems have complicated structure and behaviour 

algorithms, rely on multiple parameters, which obviously results in their models 
complexity; this requires complicated hierarchical modular patterns definition at model 
design stage, as well as intrasystem processes definition utilization (Sovetov & 
Yakovlev, 2001).  

2. Process may be represented accurately within elemental resource conversion operations 
at lowermost decomposition levels (Aksyonov & Goncharova, 2006). 

3. Information flows parameters estimation, defined normalized data structures setting for 
decision support might be complicated enough in organizational-technical systems. 
Such systems are characterized with probabilistic behaviour, caused by multiple 
objective and subjective factors impact, high unsteadiness of information sources and 
targets, frequent changes in documents provision nomenclature and form, weak routes 
and information processing methods formalization within an organization, lack of 
qualified professionals in IT area. All this results in intellectual decision support system 
requirement, which is able to undertake all formalized functions of executives and 
provide considerable support in hardly-formalizable tasks. Organizational tasks in 
many cases have no precise solution algorithms, but are solved within the scope of 
certain scenarios, generally known by executives, but varying in every specific 
situation. Such scenarios can hardly be defined with algorithmic models; knowledge 
representation might be more adequate, as long as it allows behaviour rules 
modification and provides logical output based on knowledge base contents (Shvetsov, 
2004). 

In this research, we will define the resource conversion process (RCP) as the process of an 
input conversion (resources necessary for process execution) into output (products – 
outcomes of process execution). The main objects of discrete Multi-agent RCP are presented 
on Fig. 1: operations (Op), resources (Res), control commands (U), conversion devices 
(Mech), processes (PR), sources (Sender) and resource receivers (Receiver), junctions 
(Junction), parameters (P), agents (Agent). Process parameters are set by the object 
characteristics function. Relations between resources and conversion device are set by link 
object (Relation). The agents existence resumes availability of the situations (Situation) and 
decisions (action plan) (Decision).  
Agents control the RCP objects. There is a model of the decision-making person for every 
agent. An agent (software or hardware entity) is defined as an autonomous artificial object, 
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demonstrating active motivated behaviour and capable of interaction with other objects in 
dynamic virtual environment. In every point of system time a modelled agent performs the 
following operations: environment (current system state) analysis; state diagnosis; 
knowledge base access (knowledge base (KB) and data base (DB) interaction); decision-
making. Thus the functions of analysis, situations structuring and abstraction, as well as 
resource conversion process control commands generation are performed by agents (Fig. 2).  
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Fig. 1. Hierarchical multi-agent RCP 
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Fig. 2. Use-case diagram determines relations between agents and RCP elements 

More detailed information about multi-agent resource conversion processes apparatus is 
presented in (Aksyonov et al., 2008a). 
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demonstrating active motivated behaviour and capable of interaction with other objects in 
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Fig. 1. Hierarchical multi-agent RCP 
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Fig. 2. Use-case diagram determines relations between agents and RCP elements 

More detailed information about multi-agent resource conversion processes apparatus is 
presented in (Aksyonov et al., 2008a). 
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Current state of multi-agent resource conversion processes dynamic situations modelling 
systems is defined in next section. 

3. Current state of dynamic situations modelling systems 
Dynamic situations modelling systems area state analysis reveals unavailability of resource 
conversion processes oriented systems. Nearest functionality analogues include simulation 
and expert modelling tools, particularly real-time expert system G2 (G), multi-agent 
simulation system AnyLogic (L), business-processes modelling system ARIS (T), simulation 
system Arena (A). Results of these tools comparative analysis are presented in Table 1. 
 

Comparison criteria T G L A 
Subject area conceptual model design ○ ○ ○ ○ 
RCP description language ● ● ● ● 
Systems goals definition:     
- Graphical ● ● ○ ○ 
- Balanced scorecard based ● ○ ○ ○ 
- Hierarchical process model ● ● ● ● 
Commands description language ○ ● ○ ○ 
Use of natural language for model definition ○ ● ○ ○ 
Multi-agent modelling availability     
- “Agent” element  ○ ○ ● ○ 
- Agents behaviour models ○ ○ ● ○ 
- Agent’s knowledge base support ○ ○ ○ ○ 
- Message exchange language ○ ○ ○ ○ 
Simulation modelling ● ● ● ● 
Expert modelling ○ ● ○ ○ 
Situational modelling ○ ● ○ ○ 
Object-oriented approach     
- Use of UML language ● ○ ○ ○ 
- Object-oriented programming ○ ● ● ○ 
- Object-oriented simulation ○ ● ● ○ 
- Subject area conceptual model and object-

oriented simulation integration ○ ○ ○ ○ 

Retail price, ths $ 50 70 8 4 

Table 1. Modelling tools comparison 
As we can see, all current systems lack support of some features that might be useful in 
effective simulation. For example, problem domain conceptual model design and agent-
based approach implementation is limited. Another disadvantage of two most powerful 
systems, ARIS ToolSet and G2, is a very high retail price, which might stop a potential 
customer. Also systems such as AnyLogic and G2 require programming skills from users. 
So, from a non-programming user’s point of view, no system has convenient multi-agent 
resource conversion process definition aids. Again, AnyLogic and G2 make use of high-level 
programming language, which results in these products being highly functional. 
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Simulation, situational modelling and expert systems are used in modelling, analysis and 
synthesis of organizational-technical systems and business processes. Multi-agent resource 
conversion processes theory (Aksyonov & Goncharova, 2006) may be used for 
organizational-technical systems definition from decision support point of view, a dynamic 
component of business processes, expert systems, situational modelling and multi-agent 
systems. Decision support system development requires selection or development of 
mathematical apparatus. 

4. Hierarchical models of control systems 
Conceptual analysis or knowledge structuring phase is usually bottleneck in intelligent 
systems design lifecycle. Structuring methodology is close to large-scale systems (Gig, 1981) 
or complex systems theory (Courtois, 1985), where engineering process is traditionally 
emphasized (Bertalanffy, 1950; Bouling, 1956). A major contribution to this theory was made 
by object-oriented analysis classics (Buch et al., 1993). System analysis is closely interwoven 
with system theory and includes a set of complicated systems (technical, economical, 
ecological, etc.) oriented research and modelling methods (Chastikov et al., 2003). 
Hierarchical approach (Mesarovich & Takahara, 1978) is traditionally used as a 
methodological approach for formal system definition decomposition into tiers (or 
blocks/modules) in complex systems engineering and structuring methods. Top hierarchy 
tiers are populated with the least detailed views, reflecting only the most common features 
and characteristics of designed system. Detail level increases on lower hierarchy tiers, while 
the system is no longer regarded as a whole, but in separate blocks (Chastikov et al., 2003).  
Each tier introduces own views on the system and its elements. K-th tier element is 
considered a system for (k-1)-th tier. Tier-to-tier advancement is severely directional and is 
defined by engineering strategy – deductive descending «top-down» or inductive ascending 
«bottom-up» (Chastikov et al., 2003). 
In relation to processes formalization deductive descending engineering strategy is used in 
IDEF0, IDEF3, DFD, EPC notations, as well as in dynamic processes hierarchical models 
design (aggregates, Petri nets, extended Petri nets). Inductive ascending strategy is used in 
high-level integration system graphs. 
High-level integration system graphs (Avramchuk et al., 1988) are used for multi-agent 
resource conversion processes hierarchical structure definition (Aksyonov & Goncharova, 
2006). An example of such hierarchy is presented on Fig. 3.  
From dynamic simulation point of view, only those elements are simulated which were not 
decomposed at system analysis phase. When using system graphs apparatus all data 
required for simulation is obtained on first step of dynamic system model design (0-level 
integration). 

5. Object-structural approach to control systems models design 
Object-structural approach, offered by T. A. Gavrilova (Gavrilova, 1989), allowed 
consolidation of these two, traditionally anticipated, engineering strategies. Strategies 
synthesis, as well as introduction of iterative returns to previous decomposition tiers, 
allowed a dual concept, offering wide capabilities at knowledge structuring phase to 
analysts, together for subject area conceptual and functional structure definition. 
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Fig. 4 illustrates this concept applied to functional structure engineering of an expert system 
for assistance in multi-service network (further referenced as MSN) development. 
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6. Knowledge representation model  
One of the most important problems in intelligent systems engineering is selection and 
design of subject area knowledge representation models, that allow the easiest native 
transition from nonformalized knowledge and views to formal models and knowledge base. 
Knowledge elicitation and acquisition process might be very complicated in intelligent 
systems engineering.  
Knowledge structuralization complexity is revealed in requirement for subject area model, 
that allows the most adequate transition to technical implementation with least effort 
(Shvetsov, 2004). 
Subject area conceptual model needs subject area structure to be defined, available objects 
and subjects behaviour determined, logical interaction models designed. Minsky defined a 
frame as a structure for stereotyped (standard) situations representation (Minsky, 1975). 
This structure is filled with various information: defining objects and events expected in 
certain situations as well as providing guidelines on use of information, contained in a 
frame. Main idea is to concentrate all knowledge, related to specific objects or events class, 
in a common data structure, but not to distribute it between a multitude of small structures 
like logical formulae and productive rules. Such knowledge is either concentrated within the 
structure itself or available from the structure (e.g. stored within a related structure) 
(Jackson, 1998). 
Each frame is associated with various information (including procedures), e.g. information 
defining frame use, expected results of frame execution, directions for actions when 
expectations are not fulfilled, etc. 
Frame-based approach reveals the following advantages: frame concept is natively 
integrated with subject area conceptual modelling; frame structures are easily defined 
within object-oriented design; inheritance capabilities are effectively supported; subject area 
hierarchical representation is provided. Thus, frame-based approach selection might be a 
reason for object-oriented approach and object programming languages application in 
dynamic situations modelling system development. Such approach minimizes costs for 
software development as well.  
Analysis of Shvetsov’s object-oriented design and programming-related research reveals 
three main model classes, implementing class-based representation formalism: semantic 
networks and frames-based models; database theory and semantic data patterns-based 
models; abstract data types-based models. Frame-based languages extend semantic and 
object-oriented data models capabilities, which substantiates their application and further 
research in this area. 
This research makes use of frame approach, based on frame-like structures association with 
J.F.Sowa’s conceptual graphs constructions (Sowa, 2000), in order to design subject area 
conceptual model and achieve software development costs reduction. Active and passive 
frames distinction and agent behaviour consideration are among approach advantages. 
Basic frame-concept (FC) construction is presented on Fig. 5 (left) Frame name is a unique 
identifier, used within subject area conceptual model.  
Frame-concept level application information contains informal verbal definition of available 
frame-concept application situations, behaviour scenarios, selection features, etc. Dynamic 
subject area components and agents behaviour is defined in behaviour scenarios structure, 
containing scenario selection block that allows current frame alternative behaviour options 
generation.  
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Fig. 5. Frame-concept (left) and slots (right) structure 
Slots structure consists of two structures: concepts structure and attributes structure (Fig. 5, 
right). Concepts structure contains list of frame-concepts, in some way embedded into or 
descendent from current frame-concept; relation type is indicated in «conceptual relation» 
field, being relation of specific concept (SC) SCi to current frame-concept FC, SCi is i-th 
frame-concept name. Frame-concepts are combined into conceptual graphs structures to 
form subject area logical organization.  
Conceptual graph is a bipartite graph with two types of nodes: concept nodes or conceptual 
nodes and conceptual relations nodes. Thus, frame-semantic knowledge representation is 
used. 
Frame-concept model is defined in the following way: 

 ( ) ( ) ( ){ }
( ) ( ) ( ){ }

1 1 2 2

1 1 1 2 2 2

n n

m m m

FC FN ,FT ,AI ,BSS,SLS
SLS CS,AS

CS CN ,CR , CN ,CR ,..., CN ,CR

AS AN ,VR ,AV , AN ,VR ,AV ,..., AN ,VR ,AV

=

=

=

=

 (1) 

– where FC – frame-concept, FN – frame name, FT – frame type, AI – application 
information, BSS – behaviour scenario structure, SLS – slots structure, CS – concepts 
structure, AS – attributes structure, CNn – concept name, CRn – conceptual relation, ANm – 
attribute name, VRm – attribute available values range, AVm – attribute value.  
Thus, frame-concept and conceptual graph-based approach to subject area definition allows 
frame-semantic knowledge representation model use. 
Multi-agent resource conversion processes architecture design is described in next sections. 

7. Multi-agent resource conversion process model 
Multi-agent resource conversion process model was developed on the basis of several 
approaches integration: simulation and situational modelling, expert and multi-agent 
systems, object-oriented approach. 
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The resource conversion processes simulation core is built on the widespread mathematical 
schemas of dynamic processes description (Petri nets, queuing systems, and system 
dynamics models). However, it is difficult enough to present all the features of the RCP with 
the help of specified models (Aksyonov & Klebanov, 2008). This was the reason for further 
RCP model extension.  
Simulation engine algorithm of agent-containing model (Fig. 6) consists of the following 
main stages: current point of system time identification j

j RULE

SysTime minT
∈

= ; agent actions 

processing (state diagnosis, control commands generation); conversion rules queue 
generation; conversion rules execution and operation memory state (i.e. resources and 
mechanisms values) modification. Simulator makes use of expert system unit for situations 
diagnosis and control commands generation (Aksyonov et al., 2008a).  
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Fig. 6. Simulation algorithm 
Each agent possesses its knowledge base, set of goals that are needed for behaviour 
configuration setting, and priority that defines agent order in control gaining queue. 
Generally in case of any corresponding to agent’s activity situation an agent tries to find a 
decision (action scenario) in the knowledge base or work it out itself; makes a decision; 
controls goals achievement; delegates the goals to its own or another agent's RCP objects; 
exchanges messages with others. 
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diagnosis and control commands generation (Aksyonov et al., 2008a).  
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Fig. 6. Simulation algorithm 
Each agent possesses its knowledge base, set of goals that are needed for behaviour 
configuration setting, and priority that defines agent order in control gaining queue. 
Generally in case of any corresponding to agent’s activity situation an agent tries to find a 
decision (action scenario) in the knowledge base or work it out itself; makes a decision; 
controls goals achievement; delegates the goals to its own or another agent's RCP objects; 
exchanges messages with others. 
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Multi-agent resource conversion process agent may have hybrid nature and contain two 
components: 
• Intelligent (production rules and/or frame-based expert system access) 
• Reactive (agent activity is defined on UML activity diagram) 
Right selection and implementation of multi-agent architecture is a key factor in multi-agent 
object oriented decision support system design. 

8. Multi-agent RCP extension with InteRRaP architecture 
Two main agent architecture classes are distinguished. They are: 
1. Deliberative agent architecture (Wooldridge, 2005), based on artificial intelligence 

principles and methods, i.e. knowledge-based systems; 
2. Reactive architecture, based on system reaction to external environment events.  
All currently existing architectures cannot be defined as purely behavioural or purely 
knowledge-based. Any designed architecture is hybrid, offering features of both types.  
Multi-agent resource conversion process architecture is based on InteRRaP (Muller & 
Pischel, 1993; Aksyonov et al., 2009a) architecture, as the most appropriate for subject area. 
InteRRaP architecture represents an aggregate of vertically ordered levels, relating to 
common management structure and using common knowledge base. Architecture consists 
of blocks: external environment interface, reactive sub-system, planning sub-system, 
cooperation with other agents, and hierarchical knowledge base. External environment 
interface defines agent capabilities in external environment objects and events perception, 
influenceability, and means of communication. Reactive sub-system utilizes agent 
capabilities in reactive behaviour, as well as partly utilizes agent knowledge of procedural 
kind. It is based on «behaviour fragment» concept as reaction draft in some standard 
situation. Planning sub-system contains planning mechanism that provides agent local plans 
capability (not related to co-operative behaviour). Cooperation sub-system is responsible for 
building co-operative behaviour plans, focusing on certain joint goals, or fulfilment of 
obligations for other agents, as well as implementation of agreements.  
In accordance with InteRRaP architecture common concept, multi-agent RCP agent model is 
represented in four levels: 
1. External environment model corresponds to the following MRCP elements: convertors, 

resources, tools, parameters, goals. External environment performs the following 
actions: generates tasks, transfers messages between agents, processes agent commands 
(performs resource conversion), alters current state of external environment (transfers 
situation Sn into state Sn+1).  

2. External environment interface and reactive behaviour components are implemented 
in form of agent production rules base and inference machine (simulation algorithm). 

3. Reactive behaviour components performs the following actions: receives tasks from 
external environment, places tasks in goal stack, collates goal stack in accordance with 
adopted goal ranging strategy, selects top goal from stack, searches knowledge base. If 
appropriate rule is located, component transfers control to corresponding resource 
convertor from external environment. Otherwise, component queries local planning 
sub-system. 

4. Local planning level purpose is effective search for solutions in complex situations (e.g. 
when goal achievement requires several steps or several ways for goal achievement are 
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available). Local planning component is based on frame expert system. Frame-concept 
and conceptual-graph based approach is utilized for knowledge formalization.  

Subject area conceptual model and agent local planning knowledge base design is based on 
UML class diagram extension. Semantically this notion may be interpreted as definition of 
full decision search graph, containing all available goal achievement ways (pre-defined by 
experts). Current knowledge base inference machine is implemented in decision search 
diagram, based on UML sequence diagram. Each decision represents agent activity plan. 
Each plan consists of a set of rules from reactive component knowledge base. Based on 
located decision, current agent plan is updated. Examination of all available options, 
contained in knowledge base, generates agent plans library. 
If an agent, when processing task or message received from external environment, is unable 
to locate appropriate rule in its knowledge base (e.g., select an option from several ones), the 
reactive behaviour component queries plans library, indicating goal (i.e. task to execute, or 
external environment state to bring into). Planning sub-system searches plans library, selects 
appropriate plan and places first rule of selected plan into reactive component goals stack. 

9. Intelligent agent operation algorithm 
Special-purpose object-oriented language RADL (Reticular Agent Definition Language) in 
form of When-If-Then construction implemented in agents and multi-agent systems 
engineering system Agent Builder (Reticular Systems, Inc.) (Andreichikov & Andreichikova, 
2004) is used as a basis for agent behaviour rules. Mental model includes intentions, desires, 
obligations and capabilities as well as agent behaviour rules definition. Specific intelligent 
actions are calculated on the basis of this model. Rule constituents perform the following 
functions: When<…> contains new messages, received from other agents; If<…> compares 
current mental model with rule application conditions; Then<…> defines actions, 
associated with current events, mental model and environment state. 
Considering that agent mental model is represented with goal-setting model and When 
function is immediately incorporated into algorithm, the following agent behaviour rules 
structure will be used in resource conversion processes subject area: 
• Name <Rule Name>  
• If <Message Conditions, RCP Conditions, G_Ag Conditions> 
• Then <G_Ag Changes, Message Actions, Private Actions> 
– where Message Conditions – message related conditions; RCP Conditions – resource 
conversion process related conditions; G_Ag Conditions – goal realted conditions; G_Ag 
Changes – agent current goals modifying actions; Message Actions – message generation 
actions; Private Actions – convertors and resource related actions (activity plan), targeting set 
goals achievement.  
Rules parts may be represented in form of first-order predicates. We assume that n-ary 
predicate on A set is a n-ary function, certain on A set, with the values from {true, false} set. 
An aggregate of sets with elements from A (а1, a2, ..., an), resulting in Р(а1 a2, ..., an)=true is a 
n-ary relation, corresponding to P predicate. On the contraty, any n-ary R relation on A set 
corresponds to P predicate Р(x1, x2, ..., xn) 
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available). Local planning component is based on frame expert system. Frame-concept 
and conceptual-graph based approach is utilized for knowledge formalization.  

Subject area conceptual model and agent local planning knowledge base design is based on 
UML class diagram extension. Semantically this notion may be interpreted as definition of 
full decision search graph, containing all available goal achievement ways (pre-defined by 
experts). Current knowledge base inference machine is implemented in decision search 
diagram, based on UML sequence diagram. Each decision represents agent activity plan. 
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engineering system Agent Builder (Reticular Systems, Inc.) (Andreichikov & Andreichikova, 
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actions are calculated on the basis of this model. Rule constituents perform the following 
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Then part includes actions and action plans, i.e. either a set of serial-parallel operations, 
bound to time, or a Decision.  
Next section presents development principles and technical decisions of designed object-
oriented multi-agent resource conversion processes based decision support system, relying 
on above-stated multi-agent resource conversion process model and multi-agent architecture. 

10. Multi-agent systems simulation and engineering systems integration 
Object-oriented decision support system BPsim.DSS (“Business Processes Simulation – 
Decision Support System”) is implemented on basis of dynamic situations modelling system 
BPsim.MAS (“Multi-Agent Simulation”), software engineering system BPsim.SD (“Software 
Designer”) and technical economical engineering system BPsim.MSN (“Multi-Service 
Network”) integration.   
The following program packages are being used during multi-agent resource conversion 
processes subject area business process modelling and software design (www.bpsim.ru), 
offering a comprehensive solution for business modelling and techno-economic engineering 
problems, which in turn considerably simplifies and speeds analysts’ work: 
• BPsim.MAS – multi-agent dynamic situations modelling system (Aksyonov et al., 

2008a). BPsim.MAS offers the following functionality: 
a. Multi-agent resource conversion process model design; 
b. Dynamic simulation; 
c. Experiment results analysis; 
d. Model- and results-based reporting; 
e. Experiment data export to Microsoft Office family products. 

• BPsim.SD – Software Developer CASE tool 
BPsim.SD offers automation on the following phases of software development: 
a. DFD diagrams design is not automated. As in every CASE tool a DFD diagram 

needs to be designed manually; 
b. Use-case diagrams design is fully automated, use-case diagrams are achieved by a 

transition from a DFD diagram. This process lets us keep our business objects; 
c. Classes diagram design is partially automated. The core classes’ frames are 

generated automatically, that greatly simplifies work on the final class diagram. 
Benefit is estimated in 10-15%; 

d. Sequence diagram design is semi-automatic. 
e. Database structure generation is automated. 
BPsim.SD offers an opportunity of forms design. This allows the end-user place the 
controls on the form as he wants them to be positioned. Some of the controls can be 
associated with data on the phase of GUI design before passing the project to the 
developers. After this phase a developer receives GUI forms in an appropriate format, 
i.e. the forms are saved in a software development file format (Aksyonov et al., 2008b). 

• BPsim.MSN – techno-economic engineering intellectual system (Aksyonov et al., 2009b) 
automates the following functions: 
a. Subject area conceptual model engineering; 
b. Filling the knowledge base data; 
c. Decision search diagrams design, setting up dialog-based expert system; 
d. Decision search. 
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• BPsim Wizard Technology – a framework of intelligent software assistants for step-by-
step model definition. A wizard is a dialog-based program assistant targeting 
information integration and conversion from one system (BPsim.DSS / BPsim.MAS / 
BPsim.SD) to another. BPsim Wizard Technology performs the following functions:  
a. Transfers information between simulation, decision support and software 

engineering modules in the framework of a single complex problem; 
b. Simplifies a non-programming user experience when getting started with BPsim 

products family; 
c. Validates data on various stages of simulation model design, subject area 

conceptual model and information system engineering. 
Various tools and methods use on all stages of organizational technical systems analysis and 
synthesis and their support by BPsim products is presented in Table 2.  
 

No Stage Tool Support in BPsim 

IDEF0 notation SD, MSN 
DFD notation SD, MSN 
UML use-case diagram SD, MSN 

1. Processes definition 

Multi-agent resource conversion 
processes notation 

MAS 

2. Software engineering DFD use-case, class, sequence 
diagrams 

SD, MSN 

Semantic networks MSN 
Frames MSN 

3. Knowledge 
formalization 

Production rules MAS 
Simulation MAS 
Multi-agent simulation MAS 
Situational control MAS, MSN 

4. Decision support 

Dialog-based expert systems MSN 

Table 2. Methods used in BPsim products 

Recently a model and algorithm that are based on transition from multi-agent resource 
conversion process model to information system model and represented with frame-based 
semantic network have been developed. A choice of frame-based semantic network as a 
knowledge representation model facilitates further technical implementation of transition 
algorithms, since the frame concept can easily be combined with object-oriented design. The 
transition is implemented on the basis of a dialog-based expert system.  
A data processing function, unidirectional or bidirectional, confirms to any converter while 
automating enterprise processes. The functions include generation, reception, transmission, 
modification, deletion, etc.  
Information system engineering problem domain conceptual model allows the 
demonstration of the structure of the information system and interconnections between its 
components. First level of semantic network comprises nodes corresponding to information 
system database and software. Further these nodes are decomposed up to user interface 
variables and objects and database tables and stored procedures.  
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• BPsim Wizard Technology – a framework of intelligent software assistants for step-by-
step model definition. A wizard is a dialog-based program assistant targeting 
information integration and conversion from one system (BPsim.DSS / BPsim.MAS / 
BPsim.SD) to another. BPsim Wizard Technology performs the following functions:  
a. Transfers information between simulation, decision support and software 

engineering modules in the framework of a single complex problem; 
b. Simplifies a non-programming user experience when getting started with BPsim 

products family; 
c. Validates data on various stages of simulation model design, subject area 

conceptual model and information system engineering. 
Various tools and methods use on all stages of organizational technical systems analysis and 
synthesis and their support by BPsim products is presented in Table 2.  
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1. Processes definition 
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Frames MSN 

3. Knowledge 
formalization 
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Simulation MAS 
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Table 2. Methods used in BPsim products 

Recently a model and algorithm that are based on transition from multi-agent resource 
conversion process model to information system model and represented with frame-based 
semantic network have been developed. A choice of frame-based semantic network as a 
knowledge representation model facilitates further technical implementation of transition 
algorithms, since the frame concept can easily be combined with object-oriented design. The 
transition is implemented on the basis of a dialog-based expert system.  
A data processing function, unidirectional or bidirectional, confirms to any converter while 
automating enterprise processes. The functions include generation, reception, transmission, 
modification, deletion, etc.  
Information system engineering problem domain conceptual model allows the 
demonstration of the structure of the information system and interconnections between its 
components. First level of semantic network comprises nodes corresponding to information 
system database and software. Further these nodes are decomposed up to user interface 
variables and objects and database tables and stored procedures.  
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Much more information of real life is required for information system engineering. This 
must be taken into consideration in data analysis, when data is structured according to 
certain rules. Each node of resource conversion process semantic network can be 
represented with corresponding class that possesses its properties and methods for the 
engineering method implementation. 
Fig. 7 demonstrates transition algorithm from resource conversion process problem domain 
“Resource” object to problem domain elements presented in a form of decisions search 
visual diagram, built on sequence diagram with integrated dialog-based expert systems 
apparatus. 
 

 
Fig. 7. “Resource design” decision search diagram  

BPsim.DSS agent model is represented with four levels in compliance with InteRRaP 
architecture general concept. External interface and reactive behaviour components together 
with external environment model are implemented in BPsim.MAS tool. Local planning 
component is based on BPsim.MSN expert system module. Expert system shell visual 
output mechanism builder is based on decision search diagrams (UML sequence diagram 
extension) and presented on Fig. 8. Cooperation level is based on both modules.  
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Fig. 8. General decision search diagram in decision support system BPsim.DSS 
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An example, illustrating decision search diagram workflow, is presented on Fig. 9. For 
simplification the dialog form classes are not shown on the diagram. The example illustrates 
work of expert system for real estate agency. The figure shows available house/apartment 
search in the database on the basis of user set criteria. The search is run in form of decision 
search diagram.  
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Fig. 9. Decision search tree for decision search diagram   

Scheme, presented on Fig. 10, shows interaction of separate units during agent activity 
within BPsim.MAS and BPsim.MSN integrated scope. Basic principles and separate agent 
activity stages were mentioned above in section, devoted to InteRRaP architecture 
conceptual model. 
Object-oriented decision support system BPsim.DSS allows the following features 
implementation:  
1. Subject area conceptual model definition 
2. Multi-agent resource conversion process dynamic model design 
3. Dynamic simulation 
4. Experiment results analysis 
5. Reporting on models and experiment results 
6. Data export to MS Excel and MS Project 
Decision support system visual output mechanism builder, based on decision search 
diagrams (Fig. 8), as well represents agent knowledge base, based on frame-concepts. So, 
agent knowledge base may be defined in two ways: productive (see Fig. 12 later on) and 
frame-concept – based (see Fig. 15 later on).  
There are several examples demonstrating BPsim.DSS system application. They are 
presented in the next section. 
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An example, illustrating decision search diagram workflow, is presented on Fig. 9. For 
simplification the dialog form classes are not shown on the diagram. The example illustrates 
work of expert system for real estate agency. The figure shows available house/apartment 
search in the database on the basis of user set criteria. The search is run in form of decision 
search diagram.  
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Fig. 9. Decision search tree for decision search diagram   

Scheme, presented on Fig. 10, shows interaction of separate units during agent activity 
within BPsim.MAS and BPsim.MSN integrated scope. Basic principles and separate agent 
activity stages were mentioned above in section, devoted to InteRRaP architecture 
conceptual model. 
Object-oriented decision support system BPsim.DSS allows the following features 
implementation:  
1. Subject area conceptual model definition 
2. Multi-agent resource conversion process dynamic model design 
3. Dynamic simulation 
4. Experiment results analysis 
5. Reporting on models and experiment results 
6. Data export to MS Excel and MS Project 
Decision support system visual output mechanism builder, based on decision search 
diagrams (Fig. 8), as well represents agent knowledge base, based on frame-concepts. So, 
agent knowledge base may be defined in two ways: productive (see Fig. 12 later on) and 
frame-concept – based (see Fig. 15 later on).  
There are several examples demonstrating BPsim.DSS system application. They are 
presented in the next section. 
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Fig. 10. Intellectual agent activity algorithm 

11. BPsim.DSS system application 
11.1 BPsim.DSS application to IT projects management  
Decision support system BPsim.DSS was used on various stages of Ural State Technical 
University Common Information System (CIS) development and deployment, starting with 
educational process analysis stage, performing re-engineering, and ending with separate 
CIS units deployment efficiency estimation. 
Model of an agent (decision making person), controlling software development process in 
Ural State Technical University, was developed in decision support system BPsim.DSS. 
Model consists of simulation model “Educational process software development” and 
decision support models, including the main model “CIS implementation options selection”. 
Model knowledge base contains information on networking, hardware and software, 
information systems, IT-projects, teams of IT-specialists. 
Expert system module is used for project alternatives and effective alternative search 
algorithms knowledge base development. Simulation model is used for separate project 
stages monitoring, detection of errors and conflicts, occurred on initial planning stage, 
solution of vis major, that happens during development project control and CIS 
deployment. Simulation model is based on Spiral model of software lifecycle and is 
designed in BPsim.DSS. 
Currently AS-TO-BE model data is implemented in CIS program modules and deployed in 
Ural State Technical University. Due to “Contingent traffic” process improvement and 
automation dean’s office employees work efficiency was raised by 27%, student desk 
employees work efficiency was raised by 229%. Deployment economical effect is estimated 
by about 25 thousand euro per calendar year. Economical effect is achieved in shortening 
and automation of unnecessary document processing stages, information double input 
prevention and employee load decrease. 
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Table 2 presents effiency of BPsim use compared to the use of an average CASE tool. Data is 
based on the CIS development, during which the following diagrams were designed in 
order to build the final product: 25 DFD diagrams, 14 use-case diagrams, 1 classes diagram 
and 18 sequence diagrams. Table makes use of experimental statistical data, acquired during 
development of other projects, which include average times of a certain diagram type design 
time. Thus, an average time of a single use-case diagram design is 40 minutes, for classes 
diagram it is also 40 minutes and 90 minutes for a single sequence diagram. 
 

Stage Average 
CASE tool BPsim Efficiency Number of 

diagrams 
Benefit, 

min 

DFD diagrams 
design 

Varies, 
manual 

Varies, 
manual – 25 – 

Use-case 
diagrams 

design 

40 mins per 
diagram, 
manual 

5 mins per 
diagram, 

automated 

35 mins per 
diagram 14 490 

Classes diagram 
design 

40 mins, 
manual 

6 mins, 
base classes 
automation 

34 mins 1 34 

Sequence 
diagrams 

design 

90 mins, 
manual 

50 mins, 
semi-

automatic 

40 mins per 
diagram 18 720 

Database 
structure 

generation 

5 mins, 
automated 

5 mins, 
automated – N/A – 

GUI design N/A Forms 
designer + N/A N/A 

Table 3. Estimation of BPsim efficiency 

11.2 BPsim.DSS application for industrial enterprise marketing strategy development 
on the basis of competing agents model 
BPsim.DSS was used for multi-agent dynamic model development of Urals Industrial 
Group, CJSC (further referenced as UIG), plastic window frames construction, installation 
and maintenance enterprise. The main reason for modelling is UIG behaviour algorithm and 
pricing strategy development, targeting share of the market growth and transition to higher 
technological level, increasing enterprise competitiveness. One more reason for simulation is 
search for optimal market share (or production volume). The general UIG business process 
is presented on Fig. 11. 
Model makes use of the following parameters: 
• enterprises (share of product market; sales volume; premises price per square meter; 

processes timing data); 
• competitive environment (number of competitors on market, share of the market, strife 

intensity, competitors prices, reaction on time and price, estimated competitiveness 
rate, elasticity of demand on price, demand seasonality, market capacity). 
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Fig. 11. UIG general business process, presented in BPsim.MAS 

The model considers manufacture, sale, installation, servicing processes of the enterprise. 
Fragment of the model together with single agent’s knowledge base in If-Then form is 
presented on Fig. 12. 
 

 
Fig. 12. UIG frames manufacturing process and agent’s knowledge base 
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Deployment in Urals Industrial Group focused on effective pricing strategy search, 
considering passive and active competitors behaviour. A number of experiments 
considering various agents-competitors behaviour sets (active/passive) were run. Fig. 13 
presents the output data, which are various strategies, resulting in two small competitors’ 
displacement from the market. 
After a series of experiments a pricing policy, resulting in share of the market growth from 
6.6% to 20-22%, was determined. Limiting to current problem the optimal values of 
processes characteristics were calculated. The projected saving rate from the modelling 
results implementation is estimated by €1.9 million per year. In addition, optimal values for 
the number of distribution points and mounting units depending on seasonal demand and 
applied to the current pricing strategy were calculated in the framework of the current 
project. 
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Fig. 13. Competitors displacement from market (competitors’ passive behaviour) 

11.3 BPsim.DSS application to multi-service telecommunication networks technical 
economical engineering  
Another application of BPsim.DSS included multi-service telecommunication network 
models design and telecommunication services area business processes dynamic simulation 
(Fig. 14). 
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considering various agents-competitors behaviour sets (active/passive) were run. Fig. 13 
presents the output data, which are various strategies, resulting in two small competitors’ 
displacement from the market. 
After a series of experiments a pricing policy, resulting in share of the market growth from 
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Fig. 13. Competitors displacement from market (competitors’ passive behaviour) 

11.3 BPsim.DSS application to multi-service telecommunication networks technical 
economical engineering  
Another application of BPsim.DSS included multi-service telecommunication network 
models design and telecommunication services area business processes dynamic simulation 
(Fig. 14). 
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Fig. 14. Telecommunication technologies-based services market main processes and players 

Currently leading Russian region cellular carriers engineers polling revealed, that carriers’ 
development departments use their own experimental knowledge base when engineering 
data-communication networks, while data-communication implementation engineering 
solutions are foisted by hardware vendors. No operator either makes use of data-
communication networks automated design aids, or models various designed/existing 
network behaviour situations when developing new regions, introducing new services or 
modifying data-communication network topology. 
Development of automated design and modelling methods and aids requires large quantity 
of primary data for qualitative MSN technical and economical engineering, which includes: 
telecommunication hardware and technologies types and parameters; engineers, 
economists, project managers, marketers, and lawyers’ level of knowledge. 
Decision support systems fit most for MSN technical and economical engineering problem 
solution. Decision support systems can make use of simulation, expert and situational 
modelling (Aksyonov & Goncharova, 2006). Decision support systems development and 
deployment within cellular communication operators is a pressing and needed problem. 
The following mathematical methods are used in MSN and business processes modelling, 
analysis and synthesis tasks: teletraffic theory may be used on all MSN levels except services 
level; simulation, situational and expert modelling methods are used for business processes 
analysis and synthesis tasks. Expert and situational modelling methods, neural networks, 
multi-agent and evolutionary modelling methods can be used in RCP formalization. 
Multi-agent resource conversion processes theory is applied for MSN definition from 
decision support point of view. 
Frame-concept and conceptual graphs based approach, offered by A. N. Shvetsov and 
implemented in form of «Frame systems constructor» expert system shell (FSC), is used as a 
means of knowledge formalization. A frame-based semantic network, representing feasible 
relations between frame-concepts, is defined in form of extended UML classes diagram, at 
the stage of system analysis. 
UML sequence diagram is used for visual FSC output mechanism builder implementation 
(Fig. 15). This approach allows visual (in form of flowchart) problem solution flow 
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definition, when solution turns into a sequence of procedure (method/daemon) calls from 
one frame to another. Hereby, this approach allowed visual object-oriented ontology and 
knowledge-based output mechanism constructor implementation in form of decision search 
diagrams. Fig. 16 illustrates a fragment of decision search process in form of decision search 
diagram, with a fragment of MSN simulation model on background. 
 

 
Fig. 15. Visual FSC output mechanism builder 

 

 
Fig. 16. MSN model and decision search process 

BPsim.DSS was applied for MSN technical economical engineering in Ural region, covering 
metropolis Ekaterinburg, Russia, and satellites. Designed model is shown on Fig. 17.  

MSN – Multi-service network
TRx – Transmitter 
BS – Base Station
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Fig. 17. MSN Ekaterinburg – Sergi model view 

This constructor, provided that being filled with MSN subject area knowledge and technical 
and economical engineering rules, represents an intelligent MSN automated engineering 
system. 
Graphical implementation of the model is presented on Fig. 18. Model allows switching on 
and off Base Stations (Access network elements) and Transport Networks, as well as 
changing elements parameters and allowing to select from options of renting or constructing 
a specific element. 
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Fig. 18. Modelled MSN graphical model 
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The model is designed with a main purpose of MSN technical economical engineering with 
a centre in the metropolis and covering surrounding towns. Main goal is to estimate 
available MSN deployment options for provision of cellular and data transfer services.  
Synthesized model allows estimation of main investment indicators (IRR, EBI, Payback 
Period), that are required for substantiated decision making in MSN engineering. 
Live, one of the experiments that performed best, was implemented and performance 
indicators were measured after a certain while of performance. The real indicators were 
close to ones estimated with aid of decision support system BPsim.DSS. 
Transition from engineering to simulation modelling is implemented by semantic match 
making between FSC and multi-agent RCP elements.  BPsim.DSS system from the object-
structure analysis (OSA) (Gavrilova, 1989) point of view is presented in Table 4. 
 

St
ra

tu
m

 

Knowledge 
type 

 

 
Stratum levels [BPsim.DSS functionality] 

 
 

s_1 WHAT FOR-
knowledge 

Strategic analysis: system purpose and functions 
[Mission, vision, strategies, goals, indicators] 

s_2 WHO- 
knowledge 

Organizational analysis: system project team 
[Experts, analysts, decision-making people (agents)] 

s_3 WHAT- 
knowledge 

Conceptual analysis: main concepts, conceptual structure [FSC 
(hardware, technologies, MSN, services, processes, etc.)] 

s_4 HOW- 
knowledge 

Functional analysis: hypotheses and decision-making models 
[Agents’ behavioural models (scenarios)]  

s_5 WHERE- 
knowledge 

Tridimensional analysis: environment, hardware, 
telecommunications [Geographic information system (regional 
geographic characteristics)]  

s_6 WHEN- 
knowledge 

Time analysis: time parameters and limitations 
[Simulation modelling (limitations in payback period, MSN 
deployment period, etc.)] 

s_7 WHY- 
knowledge 

Causal analysis: system explanation system engineering 
[Expert systems, knowledge and agent-rules bases, output mechanizm] 

s_8 HOW MUCH- 
knowledge 

Economic analysis: resources, expenses, profits, payback 
[Solution (MSN technical and economical project)] 

Table 4. Engineering and simulation system BPsim.DSS from OSA point of view 

11.4 BPsim.DSS application to subaru auto dealer logistical processes simulation  
Finally, BPsim.DSS was applied to Subaru auto dealer sale process. Simulation result 
analysis helped this process be optimized, i.e. certain initial parameters being modified, 
resulting in effective logistics and warehouse processes. Initial data for simulation included 
sales statistics for each model, average retail pricing and dealer price markup, together with 
sales statistics depending on initial car location (at warehouse on location, at official Subary 
representative’s warehouse in Moscow, at Japanese warehouse ready for delivery), 
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including number of contracts and average delivery time from the order date. The main 
purpose was to estimate the necessary number of cars of each model at the warehouses on 
location and in Moscow, in order to achieve sales results of 20 to 40 cars per month. 
Another model for Subaru auto included simulation of car repair process. The model 
considered main repair process stages, resulting in effective search of repair strategy.  
Model was designed to examine, analyse and improve repair department activity of two 
dealers in Siberian region of Russia, and was based on the statistical data from the dealers. 
The model can be used by other enterprises, provided that it is adapted accordingly. 

12. Conclusion 
In this chapter we have presented the following keynote features. 
Some popular dynamic situations modelling systems including AnyLogic, ARIS, G2, Arena 
were compared. This comparison revealed the necessity of a new system development, for it 
to be focused on multi-agent resource conversion processes. Among the disadvantages of 
the named systems we can name an incomplete set of features for dynamic situations 
modelling system; no support for subject area conceptual model engineering and multi-
agent models, containing intelligent agents, design; incomplete multi-agent resource 
conversion processes problem orientation; programming user orientation; high retail price. 
Multi-agent resource conversion process situational mathematical model requirements were 
designed. The model must provide the following functions: dynamic resource conversion 
processes modelling; definition of intelligent agent communities, controlling the resource 
conversion process; situational approach application. 
System development required multi-agent resource conversion process model definition. 
The following features of the model were designed: 
• Multi-agent resource conversion process main objects; 
• Graphical notation; 
• System graphs apparatus was applied to hierarchical process structure definition; 
• Frame-semantic representation, based on frame-concepts and semantic graphs, was 

selected for knowledge representation model, which allowed subject area conceptual 
model definition; 

• InteRRaP hybrid architecture was selected as a basis of multi-agent system; 
• Multi-agent resource conversion process output mechanism, rule types, intelligent 

agent activity algorithm and situational simulation modelling algorithm were designed. 
Based on the model and multi-agent resource conversion process system analysis, a 
software family of BPsim products was developed. It offers the full list of functional 
features, required from a problem-oriented dynamic simulation modelling systems and 
implements the following specific features: 
• Subject area conceptual model definition; 
• Multi-agent models definition, including both reactive and intelligent agents; 
• Multi-agent resource conversion processes problem orientation; 
• Balanced scorecard methodology integration; 
• Significantly lower retail price. 
Simulation, expert, situational and multi-agent modelling integration with object-oriented 
approach allowed implementation of new object-oriented multi-agent resource conversion 
processes simulation and decision support method, reflected in development of object-
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oriented decision support system BPsim.DSS, deployed at companies in Ural region of 
Russia. 
The mathematical model is based on discrete resource conversion process model. Within its 
framework the problem of transition between the knowledge representation, conceptual 
model and their technical implementation on relational database level, was solved. This 
approach allows Transact-SQL language to be used for subject area models design, data and 
knowledge input, logical output mechanism implementation. 
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Agent-based Simulation Analysis for Effectiveness
of Financing Public Goods with Lotteries

Ichiro Nishizaki, Tomohiko Sasaki and Tomohiro Hayashida
Hiroshima University

Japan

1. Introduction

In this chapter, we present the result of agent-based simulations to examine the effectiveness
of financing public goods. Morgan (2000) develops a mathematical equilibrium model of
lotteries for financing public goods. Moreover, Morgan and Sefton (2000) conduct experiments
with human subjects and focus on the following three points. First, when it is efficient to
provide a positive amount of public goods, the provision of the public goods through the
lottery mechanism is more than the provision through the voluntary contribution mechanism.
Second, the provision of the public goods increases with the size of the lottery prize. Third,
wagers of the lottery mechanism vary with the return from the public goods. On the whole
the results of the experiments support the above three predictions from the mathematical
equilibrium model.
Simulation analysis is advantageous for implementing a model of a certain social system
and examining the effectiveness of the social system, and from this viewpoint we employ
simulation analysis in order to show the effectiveness of lotteries for financing and to examine
the validity of the mathematical equilibrium model and the experiments with human subjects.
While mathematical models are based on optimization such as maximization of the individual
payoff or utility, our agent-based simulation model is based on adaptive behaviors of agents,
that is, agents evaluate results of their decisions and revise policies to select one among
multiple alternatives as actual decision makers do so. From this sense we can expect a
reasonable interpretation of the gaps between the results of the mathematical equilibrium
model and the experiments with human subjects.
As concerns approaches based on adaptive behavior models, Holland and Miller (1991)
interpret most of economic systems as complex adaptive systems, and point out that
simulations using artificial societies with adaptive agents is effective for analysis of such
economic systems. Axelrod (1997) insists on the need for simulation analysis in social sciences,
and states that purposes of the simulation analysis include prediction, performance, training,
entertainment, education, proof and discovery.
In the literature, some successful attempts of agent-based simulations are reported. For the
iterated prisoner’s dilemma game, Axelrod (1987) examine the effectiveness of strategies
generated in an artificial society system, in which agents endowed with strategies are
adaptively evolved by using a genetic algorithm.
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Dorsey et al. (1994) employ an artificial decision mechanism using neural networks to imitate
decision making of auctioneers, and compare the behavior of artificial agents with that of real
auctioneers which often deviates from Nash equilibria. To estimate bid functions of bidders,
i.e., to establish appropriate weights of a neural network for determining bids, they employ
a genetic adaptive neural network algorithm based on genetic algorithms instead of the error
back propagation algorithm which is a commonly used method. The objective of their study
is to identify the optimal bid function given the bids of the experimental subjects, and then
they explore neural networks as an aid in evaluating economic data.
Andreoni and Miller (1995) use genetic algorithms to model decision making in auctions. As
in Dorsey et al. (1994), they also compare the decisions of artificial adaptive agents with the
experimental data by human subjects, and find that the two types of decisions by the artificial
agents and the human subjects resemble each other. Erev and Rapoport (1998) investigate
a market entry game by using an adaptive learning model based on reinforcement learning
proposed by Roth and Erev (1995). Rapoport et al. (2002) also deal with market entry games,
and compare the decisions observed in experiments with human subjects with the actions
of artificial adaptive agents with a learning mechanism using reinforcement learning, and
analyze behavioral patterns in the aggregate level of the experimental data.
Leshno et al. (2002) consider equilibrium problems in market entry games through
agent-based simulations with agents’ decision mechanism based on neural networks, and
the neural networks are trained not by some teacher signals but by outcomes of games. They
compare the results of the simulations with the experimental data by human subjects shown in
Sundali et a. (1995), and find some similarities between phenomena of the simulations and the
experiments. Nishizaki et al. (2005) investigate the effectiveness of a socio-economic system
for preserving global commons by simulation analysis. Moreover, using an agent-based
simulation model, Nishizaki et al. (2009) examine the behavior of agents with respect to
the social norm by varying values of some parameters. A number of attempts have been
made for performing multi-agent based simulations and developing the related techniques
underlying ideas from distributed artificial intelligence and multi-agent systems (BanerjeSen,
2002; Chellapilla and Fogel, 1999; Conte et al., 1997; Downing et al., 2001; Epstein and Axtell,
1996; Moss and Davidsson, 2001; Niv et al., 2002; Parsons et al., 2002; Sichman et al., 2003).
By the above mentioned researches and the related articles, the effectiveness of simulation
analysis with artificial adaptive agents has been recognized. In this chapter, to examine
the effectiveness of lotteries for financing public goods, we give results of the agent-based
simulations with decision and learning mechanism based on neural networks and genetic
algorithms by extensively varying values of the parameters of the mathematical equilibrium
model (Morgan, 2000) which is also the basis of the experiments with human subjects by
Morgan and Sefton (2000). In particular, it should be noted that, in our system, a genetic
algorithm is used not to establish appropriate weights of a neural network such as Leshno
et al. (2002) but to develop agents with good performance, as used in Nishizaki et al. (2009).
In the simulations, we deal with three parameters: the exogenous contribution which becomes
the prize in the lottery game and utilizes for funding the public goods directly in the voluntary
contribution game, the marginal per capita return of the public good provision, and the group
size which is the number of players in the games. Furthermore, providing a simple learning
mechanism and a more elaborate one, we examine which of agent behaviors with those two
learning mechanisms approaches closer to the prediction of the mathematical equilibrium
model.
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In section 2, we briefly review the mathematical equilibrium model by Morgan (2000) and
the experiment with human subjects by Morgan and Sefton (2000). In section 3, we describe
agent-based simulation model with learning mechanisms based on neural networks and
genetic algorithms. We give the results of the simulations in section 4, and analyze sensitivity
with respect to parameters of our model in section 5. Finally, in section 6 we make some
concluding remarks.

2. A mathematical equilibrium model and experiments for financing public goods
by lotteries

A mathematical equilibrium model for financing public goods by lotteries is developed by
Morgan (2000). Let the set of players be denoted by N = {1, . . . , n}, where a player is a
contributor in a voluntary contribution game or a bettor in a lottery game. In general, player i
has the following payoff function:

Ui = wi + hi(G), (1)

where wi is the wealth of player i and G ∈ R+ denotes the level of the public goods provided;
R+ is the set of non-negative real numbers; player i has a diminishing marginal payoff from
the provision of the public goods, i.e., the payoff hi(G) from the provision G of the public
goods is characterized by h�i(·) > 0 and h��i (·) < 0; and Ui is assumed to be quasi-linear.
For a voluntary contribution game, player i chooses xi ∈ [0, wi] so as to maximize the payoff

Ui = wi − xi + hi(x(N)), (2)

where xi is the amount of wealth contributed by player i, and x(N) ≡ ∑i∈N xi denotes the
total contribution of all the players.
For a lottery game, player i chooses a wager xi ∈ [0, wi] so as to maximize the expected payoff

Ui = wi − xi +
xi

x(N)
R + hi(x(N)− R), (3)

where R is a prize of some fixed amount.
The results of the mathematical equilibrium model by Morgan (2000) are summarized as
follows.

1. Voluntary contributions underprovide the public goods relative to first-best levels.

2. The lottery with a fixed prize has a unique equilibrium.

3. The lottery with a fixed prize provides more of the public goods than the voluntary
contributions.

In the experiment by Morgan and Sefton (2000), a linear-homogeneous version of the
above-mentioned model by Morgan (2000) is dealt with. For the voluntary contribution game,
each player has the same endowment e, and an exogenous contribution R is used to fund the
public goods together with the total contribution of all the players. Thus, the payoff of player
i is represented by

Ui = e − xi + β(x(N) + R), (4)
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where β is the constant marginal per capita return of the provision of the public goods, and
player i chooses a contribution xi ∈ [0, e] so as to maximize the payoff (4).
Assuming β < 1, for all i, the predicted equilibrium contribution of the voluntary contribution
game is

xVC
i = 0. (5)

For the lottery game, the whole sum of wagers is assigned to the public good provision, and
the exogenous contribution R is used to fund a prize. Therefore, the expected payoff of player
i is represented by

Ui = e − xi + R
xi

x(N)
+ βx(N). (6)

Player i chooses a wager xi ∈ [0, e] so as to maximize the payoff (6). Then, the predicted
equilibrium contribution of the lottery game is

xL
i =

R(n − 1)
n2(1 − β)

. (7)

In the experiment, the payoff (4) is given to a subject in the voluntary contribution game or
the payoff (6) in the lottery game. The primary parameters of the experiment are given as: the
number of players n = 4, the initial endowment e = 20, the exogenous contribution R = 8,
and the marginal per capita return β = 0.75. The game is iterated 20 times each treatment. The
results are summarized as follows.

1. In the voluntary contribution game, the average contribution in the initial round was
about 10.5, it decreased as rounds proceeded, and finally it became 8.075 in the final 20th
round. The final average contribution 8.075 was considerably larger than the equilibrium
contribution xVC

i = 0.

2. In the lottery game, the average wager in the initial round was about 10, it was almost
changeless as rounds proceeded, and finally it became 10.35 in the final 20th round. The
final average wager 10.35 was larger than the equilibrium wager xL

i = 8(4−1)
42(1−0.75) = 6

and the final average contribution of 8.075 in the voluntary contribution game of the
experiment.

3. In the treatment of the lottery game with the exogenous contribution R = 16 which was
twice as large as that of the baseline treatment, the average wager in the initial round was
about 13, it was almost changeless as rounds proceeded, and finally it became 13.825 in
the final 20th round. This result implies that large prize lotteries will be more successful
fund-raising devices than smaller scale endeavors.

4. In the treatment of the lottery game without the marginal per capita return, i.e., β = 0,
the average wager in the initial round was about 8, it extremely decreased as rounds
proceeded, and finally it became 2.425 in the final 20th round. This result implies that
wagers are substantially reduced when the link between the public good provision and
the lottery proceeds is broken.

3. A simulation model

In most of mathematical models, it is assumed that players are rational and then they
maximize their payoffs. Such optimization approaches are not always appropriate for
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analyzing human behaviors and social phenomena. Models based on adaptive behavior can
be alternatives to the optimization models, and it is natural that behaviors of agents in
simulation models are described by using adaptive behavioral rules. In particular, we employ
a learning model of agents taking account of not only a payoff of self but also those of the
others from a viewpoint that observation of other players’ actions and payoffs may affect
learning of agents (Duffy and Feltovich, 1999).
To examine the influence of learning mechanisms on the performance of agents, we employ an
agent model with a decision and learning mechanism based on neural networks (e.g. Hassoun
(1995)) and genetic algorithms (e.g. Goldberg (1989)), and this choice enables us to provide two
grades of learning mechanisms: one is a simple learning mechanism based only on genetic
algorithms, and the other is a more elaborate one based on both genetic algorithms and the
error back propagation algorithm.
An agent corresponds to a neural network which is characterized by synaptic weights between
two nodes in the neural network, a threshold which is a parameter for an output of a node,
and a learning rate concerned with learning by error-correction. Because a structure of neural
networks is determined by the number of layers and the number of nodes in each layer, an
agent is prescribed by the fixed number of parameters of the neural network. By forming
a chromosome consisting of these parameters characterizing an agent, each of the artificial
agents is evaluated through the fitness computed from the payoff obtained by playing the
voluntary contribution or the lottery game, and they evolve in our artificial genetic system.
From this sense, in our simulation model, a player of the game is referred to as an artificial
autonomous agent. The structures of a neural network and a chromosome in the genetic
algorithm are depicted in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1. Structures of a neural network and a chromosome in the genetic algorithm

We design a simulation model related to the experiment by Morgan and Sefton (2000) to
compare with their results. In our simulation model, the population of agents is divided into
a certain number of groups, and each group has the same number of agents. Each agent in a
group determines the amount of contribution or wager by an output of the neural network
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In most of mathematical models, it is assumed that players are rational and then they
maximize their payoffs. Such optimization approaches are not always appropriate for
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analyzing human behaviors and social phenomena. Models based on adaptive behavior can
be alternatives to the optimization models, and it is natural that behaviors of agents in
simulation models are described by using adaptive behavioral rules. In particular, we employ
a learning model of agents taking account of not only a payoff of self but also those of the
others from a viewpoint that observation of other players’ actions and payoffs may affect
learning of agents (Duffy and Feltovich, 1999).
To examine the influence of learning mechanisms on the performance of agents, we employ an
agent model with a decision and learning mechanism based on neural networks (e.g. Hassoun
(1995)) and genetic algorithms (e.g. Goldberg (1989)), and this choice enables us to provide two
grades of learning mechanisms: one is a simple learning mechanism based only on genetic
algorithms, and the other is a more elaborate one based on both genetic algorithms and the
error back propagation algorithm.
An agent corresponds to a neural network which is characterized by synaptic weights between
two nodes in the neural network, a threshold which is a parameter for an output of a node,
and a learning rate concerned with learning by error-correction. Because a structure of neural
networks is determined by the number of layers and the number of nodes in each layer, an
agent is prescribed by the fixed number of parameters of the neural network. By forming
a chromosome consisting of these parameters characterizing an agent, each of the artificial
agents is evaluated through the fitness computed from the payoff obtained by playing the
voluntary contribution or the lottery game, and they evolve in our artificial genetic system.
From this sense, in our simulation model, a player of the game is referred to as an artificial
autonomous agent. The structures of a neural network and a chromosome in the genetic
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We design a simulation model related to the experiment by Morgan and Sefton (2000) to
compare with their results. In our simulation model, the population of agents is divided into
a certain number of groups, and each group has the same number of agents. Each agent in a
group determines the amount of contribution or wager by an output of the neural network
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and plays the voluntary contribution or the lottery games. In the voluntary contribution game,
an agent obtains a payoff defined by (4). In the lottery game, an agent obtains the following
payoff:

Ui =

{
e − xi + R + βx(N) if winning

e − xi + βx(N) otherwise.
(8)

The payoff (8) differs from (6) of the mathematical model in the third term, which is an
expected payoff R xi

x(N)
.

We provide two learning mechanisms for artificial autonomous agents in our simulation
system. One is a simple learning mechanism based only on genetic algorithms, and in
this mechanism agents evolve, that is, the synaptic weights and the thresholds are revised
through the fitness which is computed by payoffs obtained in the games. The other is a
learning mechanism based on both the genetic algorithm and the error back propagation
algorithm, and in addition to learning by the genetic algorithm, after finishing games, the
parameters of the neural network for the agent are revised by the error back propagation
algorithm with teacher signals (target outputs) obtained by computing optimal contributions
or wagers for the given contributions or wagers of the other agents. For convenience of
reference, let the simple learning mechanism and the more complicated one be denoted by GA
and GABP, respectively. By providing the two learning mechanisms, we can verify whether
actions of agents with more elaborate learning mechanism are closer to the predictions of the
mathematical equilibrium model.
The flows of simulations with GA and GABP are shown in Fig. 2, and they are summarized
as follows.

Step 1 (Generating the initial population) Let the number of agents in a group and the
number of groups in the population of the simulations be n and 10, respectively. Then,
the initial population of 10n agents is formed.

Step 2 (Dividing the population into groups) From the population, n agents are randomly
chosen and then one group is formed, and this procedure is repeated 10 times. Eventually,
10 groups are made in all.

Step 3 (Playing games) For each group, the voluntary contribution game or the lottery game
is played by n agents.

The voluntary contribution game.
Step 3-1-VC (Determining the amount of a contribution) The contribution x�i of agent i,

the sum x�−i of the contributions of the other agents, the total fund x�i + x�−i + R for
the public goods, and the payoff U�

i of agent i in the previous generation are input
values to a neural network for agent i, and they are normalized into [0, 1]. Let x̂i be an
output of the neural network. In particular, for the first generation, the input values are
randomly determined from [0, 1]. The contribution of agent i of the present generation
is determined as xi = �(e + 1)x̂i�, where �·� denotes rounding off fractions.

Step 3-2-VC (Informing about the contributions of the others) Agent i is informed about
the sum x−i of the contributions of the other agents in the present generation.

Step 3-3-VC (Computing the payoff) The payoff Ui of agent i is calculated by (4).

The lottery game.
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Fig. 2. Flowcharts of simulations with GA and GABP

Step 3-1-L (Determining the amount of a wager) The wager x�i of agent i, the sum x�−i of
the wagers of the other agents, the total fund x�i + x�−i for the public goods, and the
payoff U�

i of agent i in the previous generation are input values to the neural network
for agent i, and they are normalized into [0, 1]. Let x̂i be an output of the neural network.
In particular, for the first generation, input values are randomly determined from [0, 1].
The wager of agent i is determined as xi = �(e + 1)x̂i�.

Step 3-2-L (Drawing lotteries) After wagers of all the agents are determined, winners are
selected by a roulette wheel in which agent i draws a winning with the probability
pi = xi/ ∑n

j=1 xj.
Step 3-3-L (Informing about the contributions of the others) Agent i is informed about the

result of the lottery and the sum x−i of the wagers of the other agents in the present
generation.

Step 3-4-L (Computing the payoff) The payoff Ui of agent i is calculated by (8).
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i of agent i in the previous generation are input
values to a neural network for agent i, and they are normalized into [0, 1]. Let x̂i be an
output of the neural network. In particular, for the first generation, the input values are
randomly determined from [0, 1]. The contribution of agent i of the present generation
is determined as xi = �(e + 1)x̂i�, where �·� denotes rounding off fractions.

Step 3-2-VC (Informing about the contributions of the others) Agent i is informed about
the sum x−i of the contributions of the other agents in the present generation.

Step 3-3-VC (Computing the payoff) The payoff Ui of agent i is calculated by (4).
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Step 3-1-L (Determining the amount of a wager) The wager x�i of agent i, the sum x�−i of
the wagers of the other agents, the total fund x�i + x�−i for the public goods, and the
payoff U�

i of agent i in the previous generation are input values to the neural network
for agent i, and they are normalized into [0, 1]. Let x̂i be an output of the neural network.
In particular, for the first generation, input values are randomly determined from [0, 1].
The wager of agent i is determined as xi = �(e + 1)x̂i�.

Step 3-2-L (Drawing lotteries) After wagers of all the agents are determined, winners are
selected by a roulette wheel in which agent i draws a winning with the probability
pi = xi/ ∑n

j=1 xj.
Step 3-3-L (Informing about the contributions of the others) Agent i is informed about the

result of the lottery and the sum x−i of the wagers of the other agents in the present
generation.

Step 3-4-L (Computing the payoff) The payoff Ui of agent i is calculated by (8).
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Step 4 (Learning by the error back propagation algorithm) This step is executed only for GABP.
The synaptic weights of the neural network for agent i are revised by teacher signals
obtained by computing the optimal wagers for the given wagers of the other agents in
the error back propagation algorithm. For agent i, the wagers of self and the sums of the
wagers of the other agents for the last k games are recorded and they are used as training
data. If the round number does not reach the given maximal round, return to Step 3.

Step 5 (Performing genetic operations) The following genetic operations are performed to
each of the chromosomes for all the agents, and then the population of the next generation
is formed.

Step 5-1 (Reproduction) The fitness fi of each agent is obtained by appropriately scaling
the payoff xi obtained in the present generation. As a reproduction operator, the elitist
roulette wheel selection is adopted. The elitist roulette wheel selection is a combination
of the elitism and the roulette wheel selection. The elitist means that a chromosome
with the largest fitness is preserved into the next generation. By a roulette wheel with
slots sized by the probability pselection

i = fi/{∑10n
i=1 fi}, each chromosome is selected into

the next generation.
Step 5-2 (Crossover) A single-point crossover operator is applied to any pair of

chromosomes with the probability of crossover pc. Namely, a point of crossing over
on the chromosomes is randomly selected and then two new chromosomes are created
by swapping subchromosomes which are the right-hand side parts of the selected point
of crossing over on the original chromosomes. The operation of crossover is depicted
in Fig. 3.

η v11 w1 θ0

η v11 w1 θ0

η v11 w1 θ0

η v11 w1 θ0

a point of crossing over

Fig. 3. The operation of crossover

Step 5-2 (Mutation) With the given small probability of mutation pm, each gene, which
represents a synaptic weight, a threshold or a learning rate, in a chromosome is
randomly changed. The selected gene is replaced by a random number in [−1, 1] for
a synaptic weight, or in [0, 1] for a threshold and a learning rate.

If the number of generations does not reach the given final generation, return to Step 2.

4. The results of the simulations

4.1 Treatments of the simulations
In the simulations, the voluntary contribution and the lottery games are played by agents,
and there are three important parameters in the model: the exogenous contribution R which
is used to fund the public goods or a prize, the marginal per capita return β of the public good
provision, and the group size n which is the number of agents in a group. Then, we conduct
the three simulations: the exogenous contribution simulation, the marginal per capita return
simulation, and the group size simulation. Furthermore, providing two learning mechanisms,
GA and GABP, we verify whether actions of agents with more elaborate learning mechanism
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are closer to the predictions of the mathematical equilibrium model. Each simulation consists
of four treatments, and all of the simulations are summarized in Table 1.

voluntary contribution lotterysimulations
GA GABP GA GABP

exogenous contribution R R-VC-GA R-VC-GABP R-L-GA R-L-GABP
marginal per capita return β β-VC-GA β-VC-GABP β-L-GA β-L-GABP
group size n n-VC-GA n-VC-GABP n-L-GA n-L-GABP

Table 1. Treatments of the simulations

The general settings of the simulations and the parameters of the neural networks and the
genetic algorithm are given as follows.

1. The initial endowment is usually set at e = 20, and only for the case where the equilibrium
wager is larger than 20, it is set at e = 40.

2. Let n denote a group size, and because 10 groups are provided for each treatment, the
population size of each generation becomes 10n.

3. Each treatment of the simulations shown in Table 1 is performed 10 runs.

4. There are 6 units in the hidden layer of the neural networks.

5. Each of the output functions of units in the hidden and the output layers is a logistic
function f (x) = 1/{1 + exp(−x)}.

6. For the GABP treatments, the game is repeated 10 rounds in each generation.

7. After finishing the game in each round, the error back propagation algorithm is performed
using 10 sets of the training data. To do so, each agent records the results of the games, i.e.,
xi and x−i, for the last 10 games.

8. Each of the initial values of synaptic weights and thresholds is set at 1 so that a contribution
or a wager in the first generation becomes the maximal values, i.e., 20 or 40, and the initial
value of the learning rate is set at a random number in [0, 1].

9. For simulations with GABP, the fitness is computed by using the payoff only at the first
round in each generation in order to exclude the effect of learning by the error back
propagation algorithm.

10. The probabilities of crossover and mutation are specified at pc = 0.6 and pm = 0.01,
respectively.

11. When a certain gene is selected for mutation, the gene is replaced by a random number in
[−1, 1] if it is for a synaptic weight, and the gene is replaced by a random number in [0, 1]
if it is for a threshold or a learning rate.

12. The simulations last until generation 1000 which is the final generation for treatments
with the group size n = 2, 4, 10, or until generation 2000 which is the final generation for
treatments with n = 50, 100.
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Step 5-2 (Mutation) With the given small probability of mutation pm, each gene, which
represents a synaptic weight, a threshold or a learning rate, in a chromosome is
randomly changed. The selected gene is replaced by a random number in [−1, 1] for
a synaptic weight, or in [0, 1] for a threshold and a learning rate.

If the number of generations does not reach the given final generation, return to Step 2.

4. The results of the simulations

4.1 Treatments of the simulations
In the simulations, the voluntary contribution and the lottery games are played by agents,
and there are three important parameters in the model: the exogenous contribution R which
is used to fund the public goods or a prize, the marginal per capita return β of the public good
provision, and the group size n which is the number of agents in a group. Then, we conduct
the three simulations: the exogenous contribution simulation, the marginal per capita return
simulation, and the group size simulation. Furthermore, providing two learning mechanisms,
GA and GABP, we verify whether actions of agents with more elaborate learning mechanism
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are closer to the predictions of the mathematical equilibrium model. Each simulation consists
of four treatments, and all of the simulations are summarized in Table 1.
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genetic algorithm are given as follows.

1. The initial endowment is usually set at e = 20, and only for the case where the equilibrium
wager is larger than 20, it is set at e = 40.

2. Let n denote a group size, and because 10 groups are provided for each treatment, the
population size of each generation becomes 10n.

3. Each treatment of the simulations shown in Table 1 is performed 10 runs.

4. There are 6 units in the hidden layer of the neural networks.

5. Each of the output functions of units in the hidden and the output layers is a logistic
function f (x) = 1/{1 + exp(−x)}.

6. For the GABP treatments, the game is repeated 10 rounds in each generation.

7. After finishing the game in each round, the error back propagation algorithm is performed
using 10 sets of the training data. To do so, each agent records the results of the games, i.e.,
xi and x−i, for the last 10 games.

8. Each of the initial values of synaptic weights and thresholds is set at 1 so that a contribution
or a wager in the first generation becomes the maximal values, i.e., 20 or 40, and the initial
value of the learning rate is set at a random number in [0, 1].

9. For simulations with GABP, the fitness is computed by using the payoff only at the first
round in each generation in order to exclude the effect of learning by the error back
propagation algorithm.

10. The probabilities of crossover and mutation are specified at pc = 0.6 and pm = 0.01,
respectively.

11. When a certain gene is selected for mutation, the gene is replaced by a random number in
[−1, 1] if it is for a synaptic weight, and the gene is replaced by a random number in [0, 1]
if it is for a threshold or a learning rate.

12. The simulations last until generation 1000 which is the final generation for treatments
with the group size n = 2, 4, 10, or until generation 2000 which is the final generation for
treatments with n = 50, 100.
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4.2 The exogenous contribution simulation
In the exogenous contribution simulation, the group size and the marginal per capita return
are fixed at n = 4 and β = 0.75, respectively, related to the experiment by Morgan and
Sefton, and each treatment consists of four cases with R = 2, 4, 8, 16. Each of the treatments is
repeated 10 times, and then numerical data given in the tables and the figures of this section
are averages of the 10 runs.

4.2.1 The voluntary contribution games: R-VC-GA and R-VC-GABP
The result of the voluntary contribution games is summarized in Table 2 where the average
contributions of the last 100 generations in the GA treatments are shown in the fourth
column of GA, the average contributions of the 10 rounds in the final generation in the
GABP treatment are shown in the third column of GABP, and the result of the experiment
by Morgan and Sefton is also given in the rightmost column. As seen in the table, the average
contributions of both the GA and the GABP treatments are close to the equilibrium of zero, and
the contributions of the GABP treatments are closer to the equilibrium than those of the GA
treatments. Thus, the result supports the predictions of the mathematical equilibrium model
that the equilibria are zero regardless of the value of R, and it is found that the actions of agents
with more elaborate learning mechanism are closer to the predictions of the mathematical
equilibrium model.

R equilibrium GABP GA experiment with human subjects
2 0 0.033 0.220 —
4 0 0.022 0.199 —
8 0 0.023 0.175 10.5 → 8.075

16 0 0.031 0.228 —

Table 2. The voluntary contribution games: treatments R-VC-GA and R-VC-GABP

Transitions of contributions of the GA treatments are depicted in Fig. 4. The left graph with
the full length of the 1000 generations shows the whole transitions of the GA treatments, and
the right graph with the initial 150 generations is given to see changes in the early generations.
Moreover, the equilibrium of contribution given by (5) is shown at the both sides of the vertical
axis. As seen in Fig. 4 and Table 2, the average contributions of all the treatments with R =
2, 4, 8, 16 approach 0.2 up to around generation 200, and for the pace of convergence of the
average contributions, an obvious difference among the four treatments is not found.
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Transitions of contributions of the GABP treatments are depicted in Figure 5. The left graph
with the full length of the 1000 generations also shows the whole transitions of the GABP
treatments, and the right graph tracing transitions of the 10 rounds in the final generation is
given to show the effect of learning by the error back propagation algorithm. As seen in Fig. 5
and Table 2, the average contributions of all the treatments with R = 2, 4, 8, 16 approach zero
up to about generation 200, and for convergence of the sequence, an obvious difference among
the four treatments is not also found. By the learning by the error back propagation algorithm,
average contributions approach almost zero at the fourth round in all the four treatments.
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We compare the result of the voluntary contribution games in the exogenous contribution
simulation with the corresponding result of the experiment by Morgan and Sefton. In the
experiment, the voluntary contribution game with R = 8 is played. The average contribution
at the initial round of the game is about 10.5, it decreases as the round proceeds, and it finally
becomes 8.075 at the final 20th round of the game. This contribution is considerably larger than
the equilibrium of zero, but the contribution slightly decreases as subjects gain experiences.
For the result of the simulation, the average contributions decrease from 20 to almost zero
until around generation 200 in the both GA and GABP treatments.
We summarize the result of the voluntary contribution games as follows. The contributions
of both the simulation and the experiment decrease as the learning develops. While
the contribution of the experiment is larger than the equilibrium, that of the simulation
approaches the values of the equilibrium. Because the repetition of the game in the simulation
is vary large compared with that of the experiment, it suggests that human subjects with
rich experience of the game may make contributions close to the values of the equilibrium.
The contributions of the experiment correspond to those of the simulation from generation
39 to generation 43. Although this correspondence depends on the initial arrangement of the
simulation, in general it would be expected to exist some correspondence between the result
of the experiment and a part of the whole transition of the simulation with a larger process of
the learning.

4.2.2 The lottery games: R-L-GA and R-L-GABP
The result of the lottery games is summarized in Table 3. The equilibria of wagers shown
in the second column of the table is calculated by (7), and they increase with growing the
exogenous contribution R, i.e., the size of the prize. As seen in the table, the average wagers
of both the GA and the GABP treatments are close to the values of the equilibria, and the
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4.2 The exogenous contribution simulation
In the exogenous contribution simulation, the group size and the marginal per capita return
are fixed at n = 4 and β = 0.75, respectively, related to the experiment by Morgan and
Sefton, and each treatment consists of four cases with R = 2, 4, 8, 16. Each of the treatments is
repeated 10 times, and then numerical data given in the tables and the figures of this section
are averages of the 10 runs.

4.2.1 The voluntary contribution games: R-VC-GA and R-VC-GABP
The result of the voluntary contribution games is summarized in Table 2 where the average
contributions of the last 100 generations in the GA treatments are shown in the fourth
column of GA, the average contributions of the 10 rounds in the final generation in the
GABP treatment are shown in the third column of GABP, and the result of the experiment
by Morgan and Sefton is also given in the rightmost column. As seen in the table, the average
contributions of both the GA and the GABP treatments are close to the equilibrium of zero, and
the contributions of the GABP treatments are closer to the equilibrium than those of the GA
treatments. Thus, the result supports the predictions of the mathematical equilibrium model
that the equilibria are zero regardless of the value of R, and it is found that the actions of agents
with more elaborate learning mechanism are closer to the predictions of the mathematical
equilibrium model.

R equilibrium GABP GA experiment with human subjects
2 0 0.033 0.220 —
4 0 0.022 0.199 —
8 0 0.023 0.175 10.5 → 8.075

16 0 0.031 0.228 —

Table 2. The voluntary contribution games: treatments R-VC-GA and R-VC-GABP

Transitions of contributions of the GA treatments are depicted in Fig. 4. The left graph with
the full length of the 1000 generations shows the whole transitions of the GA treatments, and
the right graph with the initial 150 generations is given to see changes in the early generations.
Moreover, the equilibrium of contribution given by (5) is shown at the both sides of the vertical
axis. As seen in Fig. 4 and Table 2, the average contributions of all the treatments with R =
2, 4, 8, 16 approach 0.2 up to around generation 200, and for the pace of convergence of the
average contributions, an obvious difference among the four treatments is not found.
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Transitions of contributions of the GABP treatments are depicted in Figure 5. The left graph
with the full length of the 1000 generations also shows the whole transitions of the GABP
treatments, and the right graph tracing transitions of the 10 rounds in the final generation is
given to show the effect of learning by the error back propagation algorithm. As seen in Fig. 5
and Table 2, the average contributions of all the treatments with R = 2, 4, 8, 16 approach zero
up to about generation 200, and for convergence of the sequence, an obvious difference among
the four treatments is not also found. By the learning by the error back propagation algorithm,
average contributions approach almost zero at the fourth round in all the four treatments.
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We compare the result of the voluntary contribution games in the exogenous contribution
simulation with the corresponding result of the experiment by Morgan and Sefton. In the
experiment, the voluntary contribution game with R = 8 is played. The average contribution
at the initial round of the game is about 10.5, it decreases as the round proceeds, and it finally
becomes 8.075 at the final 20th round of the game. This contribution is considerably larger than
the equilibrium of zero, but the contribution slightly decreases as subjects gain experiences.
For the result of the simulation, the average contributions decrease from 20 to almost zero
until around generation 200 in the both GA and GABP treatments.
We summarize the result of the voluntary contribution games as follows. The contributions
of both the simulation and the experiment decrease as the learning develops. While
the contribution of the experiment is larger than the equilibrium, that of the simulation
approaches the values of the equilibrium. Because the repetition of the game in the simulation
is vary large compared with that of the experiment, it suggests that human subjects with
rich experience of the game may make contributions close to the values of the equilibrium.
The contributions of the experiment correspond to those of the simulation from generation
39 to generation 43. Although this correspondence depends on the initial arrangement of the
simulation, in general it would be expected to exist some correspondence between the result
of the experiment and a part of the whole transition of the simulation with a larger process of
the learning.

4.2.2 The lottery games: R-L-GA and R-L-GABP
The result of the lottery games is summarized in Table 3. The equilibria of wagers shown
in the second column of the table is calculated by (7), and they increase with growing the
exogenous contribution R, i.e., the size of the prize. As seen in the table, the average wagers
of both the GA and the GABP treatments are close to the values of the equilibria, and the
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wagers of the GABP treatments are closer to the values of the equilibria than those of the GA
treatments. Thus, the result supports the predictions of the mathematical equilibrium model
that the equilibria of wagers increase as the value of R becomes larger, and it is found that
actions of agents with more elaborate learning mechanism are closer to the predictions of the
mathematical equilibrium model.

R equilibrium GABP GA experiment with human subjects
2 1.5 1.471 2.222 —
4 3 2.975 3.735 —
8 6 5.954 5.868 10 → 10.35

16 12 11.835 10.560 13 → 13.825

Table 3. The lottery games: treatments R-L-GA and R-L-GABP

Transitions of wagers of the GA treatments are depicted in Fig. 6, which is in a form similar
to Fig. 4 of the voluntary contribution games. As seen in Fig. 6 and Table 3, the differences
among the average wagers of the treatments can be seen from around generation 40, and the
average contributions of the treatments with R = 2, 4, 8, 16 converge at about 2.2, 3.7, 5.9, 10.6,
respectively, after around generation 150. Compared with the equilibria of wagers, the average
wagers of the treatments with R = 2, 4 are slightly larger than the values of the equilibria, and
those of the treatments with R = 8, 16 are slightly smaller than the values of the equilibria. For
convergence of the sequences, an obvious difference among the four treatments is not found.
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Transitions of wagers of the GABP treatments are depicted in Fig. 7, which is also in a form
similar to Fig. 5 of the voluntary contribution games. After around generation 70, each of the
average wagers clearly converges at the corresponding equilibrium. Compared with the GA
treatments, the transitions of the GABP treatments converge at the equilibria more exactly and
earlier, and variances of the wagers are obviously smaller than those of the GA treatments. By
the learning of the error back propagation algorithm, the average wagers of the treatments
with R = 2, 4, 8 converge almost at the equilibria after the third round, and even for the
treatment with R = 16, although there exists an oscillation around the equilibrium, the
average wagers after the sixth round stably converge at the equilibrium.
To examine the relation between the average wagers of the simulations and the equilibria
of the mathematical model, we perform additional treatments with R = 1.4, 2.7, 5.4, 6.7,
9.4, 10.7, 13.4 in addition to the original treatments with R = 2, 4, 8, 16. In Fig. 8, given the
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equilibria in the horizontal axis, we show the differences between the average wagers of the
simulations and the equilibria in the vertical axis. An seen in the left graph of Fig. 8 for
the GA treatments, the average wagers of the simulations are higher than the values of the
corresponding equilibria in the games whose equilibrium values are smaller than 6, and the
average wagers of the simulations are lower than the values of the equilibria in the games
whose equilibrium values are larger than 8. In contrast, for the GABP treatments, the average
wagers of the simulation are close to the equilibria regardless of the sizes of the equilibria. As
we described in the previous section, the learning mechanism of GABP is complicated and
requires a heavy load of computation. Because in the learning of the experimental subjects or
ordinary people, complicated computations are not performed generally from the viewpoint
of bounded rationality, it is supposed that the learning of the experimental subjects might be
closer to the learning mechanism of GA rather than that of GABP. This suggestion might give
some reason for the fact that the average wagers by human subjects shown in Table 3 from the
experiments by Morgan and Sefton (2000) are larger than the value of the equilibria.
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We compare the result of the lottery games in the exogenous contribution simulation with
the corresponding result of the experiment by Morgan and Sefton. In the experiment, by
comparing two lottery games with R = 8, 16, they examine how the size of the prize influences
the wagers of the experimental subjects. The average wager at the initial round of the game
in the treatment with R = 8 is about 10, the round goes on but it rarely changes, and it finally
becomes 10.35 at the 20th round of the game. The average wager at the initial round of the
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wagers of the GABP treatments are closer to the values of the equilibria than those of the GA
treatments. Thus, the result supports the predictions of the mathematical equilibrium model
that the equilibria of wagers increase as the value of R becomes larger, and it is found that
actions of agents with more elaborate learning mechanism are closer to the predictions of the
mathematical equilibrium model.

R equilibrium GABP GA experiment with human subjects
2 1.5 1.471 2.222 —
4 3 2.975 3.735 —
8 6 5.954 5.868 10 → 10.35

16 12 11.835 10.560 13 → 13.825

Table 3. The lottery games: treatments R-L-GA and R-L-GABP

Transitions of wagers of the GA treatments are depicted in Fig. 6, which is in a form similar
to Fig. 4 of the voluntary contribution games. As seen in Fig. 6 and Table 3, the differences
among the average wagers of the treatments can be seen from around generation 40, and the
average contributions of the treatments with R = 2, 4, 8, 16 converge at about 2.2, 3.7, 5.9, 10.6,
respectively, after around generation 150. Compared with the equilibria of wagers, the average
wagers of the treatments with R = 2, 4 are slightly larger than the values of the equilibria, and
those of the treatments with R = 8, 16 are slightly smaller than the values of the equilibria. For
convergence of the sequences, an obvious difference among the four treatments is not found.
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Transitions of wagers of the GABP treatments are depicted in Fig. 7, which is also in a form
similar to Fig. 5 of the voluntary contribution games. After around generation 70, each of the
average wagers clearly converges at the corresponding equilibrium. Compared with the GA
treatments, the transitions of the GABP treatments converge at the equilibria more exactly and
earlier, and variances of the wagers are obviously smaller than those of the GA treatments. By
the learning of the error back propagation algorithm, the average wagers of the treatments
with R = 2, 4, 8 converge almost at the equilibria after the third round, and even for the
treatment with R = 16, although there exists an oscillation around the equilibrium, the
average wagers after the sixth round stably converge at the equilibrium.
To examine the relation between the average wagers of the simulations and the equilibria
of the mathematical model, we perform additional treatments with R = 1.4, 2.7, 5.4, 6.7,
9.4, 10.7, 13.4 in addition to the original treatments with R = 2, 4, 8, 16. In Fig. 8, given the
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equilibria in the horizontal axis, we show the differences between the average wagers of the
simulations and the equilibria in the vertical axis. An seen in the left graph of Fig. 8 for
the GA treatments, the average wagers of the simulations are higher than the values of the
corresponding equilibria in the games whose equilibrium values are smaller than 6, and the
average wagers of the simulations are lower than the values of the equilibria in the games
whose equilibrium values are larger than 8. In contrast, for the GABP treatments, the average
wagers of the simulation are close to the equilibria regardless of the sizes of the equilibria. As
we described in the previous section, the learning mechanism of GABP is complicated and
requires a heavy load of computation. Because in the learning of the experimental subjects or
ordinary people, complicated computations are not performed generally from the viewpoint
of bounded rationality, it is supposed that the learning of the experimental subjects might be
closer to the learning mechanism of GA rather than that of GABP. This suggestion might give
some reason for the fact that the average wagers by human subjects shown in Table 3 from the
experiments by Morgan and Sefton (2000) are larger than the value of the equilibria.
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We compare the result of the lottery games in the exogenous contribution simulation with
the corresponding result of the experiment by Morgan and Sefton. In the experiment, by
comparing two lottery games with R = 8, 16, they examine how the size of the prize influences
the wagers of the experimental subjects. The average wager at the initial round of the game
in the treatment with R = 8 is about 10, the round goes on but it rarely changes, and it finally
becomes 10.35 at the 20th round of the game. The average wager at the initial round of the
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game in the treatment with R = 16 is about 13, it is almost changeless even though the round
proceeds, and it finally becomes 13.825 at the 20th round of the game. Although the change
by acquiring experience is not found in each of the treatments with R = 8, 16, the experiment
supports the equilibrium prediction that the wagers increase as the value of R becomes larger.
For the corresponding results of the simulation, in the GA treatment with R = 8, the average
wager starts at 20, it decreases as the generation goes on, and after around generation 150
it converges at almost 6. In the GA treatment with R = 16, after around generation 150, the
average wager finally oscillates in the interval between 10 and 11. In the GABP treatments, the
average wagers converge sooner and closer to the equilibria than those in the GA treatments.
In particular, the wagers of the human subjects in the experiments R = 8 and R = 16
correspond to parts of the transition of the wagers of the simulation. Namely, for the treatment
with R = 8, the transition of wagers from 10 to 10.35 in the experiment corresponds to the
transition from a wager at generation 68 to a wager at generation 70 in the simulation, and
for the treatment with R = 16, the transition from 13 to 13.825 in the experiment corresponds
to the transition from a wager at generation 69 to a wager at generation 73 in the simulation.
Finally, as seen in Table 3, Figs. 6 and 7, the results of the simulation including the results of the
treatments not only with R = 8, 16 but also with R = 2, 4 more clearly support the equilibrium
prediction that the wagers increase as the value of R grows larger.

4.2.3 Summary of the exogenous contribution simulation
To conclude this subsection, we summarize the results of the simulation for the exogenous
contribution R.

• Although it can be found that there exists a clear difference between the equilibrium
values of the mathematical model and the average contributions of the experiment with
human subjects in the voluntary contribution games, in the simulation, we observe that the
average contributions of the simulation are sufficiently close to the value of the equilibria
with the passage of time or with enough learning of agents.

• While the result of the experiment by Morgan and Sefton supports the equilibrium
prediction that the wagers increase as the value of R grows larger, the result of the
simulation supports it more obviously.

• In both of the voluntary contribution games and the lottery games, the contributions and
the wagers of the GABP treatments are close to the equilibrium values of the mathematical
model, compared with the GA treatments. Thus, it is found that the actions of agents
with more elaborate learning mechanism are closer to the predictions of the mathematical
equilibrium model.

• From comparing Tables 2 and 3, we observe that the lottery mechanism provides more of
the public goods than the voluntary contributions mechanism.

4.3 The marginal per capita return simulation
In the marginal per capita return simulation, the exogenous contribution and the group size
are fixed at R = 8 and n = 4, respectively, as in the experiment by Morgan and Sefton, and
each treatment consists of five cases with β = 0.00, 0.25, 0.50, 0.75, 0.95.
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4.3.1 The voluntary contribution games: β-VC-GA and β-VC-GABP
The result of the voluntary contribution games is summarized in Table 4 which is similar
to that of the exogenous contribution simulation. As seen in the table, although the average
contributions of the GA and the GABP treatments with β = 0.95 slightly deviate from the
equilibrium contribution of zero, the average contributions of the other treatments are very
close to the equilibrium of zero. Because a gap between a marginal payoff from the private
good and a marginal return from the public good provision decreases as the value of β

approaches one, particularly in the GA treatment with β = 0.95, it becomes difficult for
agents to discriminate between a payoff from the private goods and a return from the public
good provision, and therefore it seems that the average contribution slightly deviates from
the equilibrium of zero. Thus, the result of the simulation supports the predictions of the
mathematical equilibrium model that the equilibrium contributions are zero if β < 1 and β

is not close to 1. Moreover, the contributions of the GABP treatments are closer to zero than
those of the GA treatments, and then it follows that the actions of agents with more elaborate
learning mechanism are closer to the predictions of the mathematical equilibrium model.

β equilibrium GABP GA experiment with human subjects
0.00 0 0.009 0.061 —
0.25 0 0.010 0.065 —
0.50 0 0.011 0.091 —
0.75 0 0.023 0.175 10.5 → 8.075
0.95 0 0.237 1.751 —

Table 4. The voluntary contribution games: treatments β-VC-GA and β-VC-GABP

Transitions of contributions of the GA treatments are shown in Fig. 9. Because the result
of the treatment with β = 0 almost overlaps with that of β = 0.25, the transition of the
treatment with β = 0 is omitted from the figure. As seen in Fig. 9 and Table 4, the average
contributions of all the treatments with β = 0.00, 0.25, 0.50, 0.75 approach about zero up to
around generation 100, and for convergence of the sequences, the smaller the value of β is, the
sooner the average contribution approaches zero. In the treatment with β = 0.95, although
the average contribution slightly deviates from the equilibrium of zero, it becomes below 2.0
after around generation 400.
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Fig. 9. Transitions of treatments β-VC-GA

Transitions of contributions of the GABP treatments are shown in Fig. 10. While the transitions
of the average contributions shown in Fig. 10 is similar to those of Figure 9, the finally
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game in the treatment with R = 16 is about 13, it is almost changeless even though the round
proceeds, and it finally becomes 13.825 at the 20th round of the game. Although the change
by acquiring experience is not found in each of the treatments with R = 8, 16, the experiment
supports the equilibrium prediction that the wagers increase as the value of R becomes larger.
For the corresponding results of the simulation, in the GA treatment with R = 8, the average
wager starts at 20, it decreases as the generation goes on, and after around generation 150
it converges at almost 6. In the GA treatment with R = 16, after around generation 150, the
average wager finally oscillates in the interval between 10 and 11. In the GABP treatments, the
average wagers converge sooner and closer to the equilibria than those in the GA treatments.
In particular, the wagers of the human subjects in the experiments R = 8 and R = 16
correspond to parts of the transition of the wagers of the simulation. Namely, for the treatment
with R = 8, the transition of wagers from 10 to 10.35 in the experiment corresponds to the
transition from a wager at generation 68 to a wager at generation 70 in the simulation, and
for the treatment with R = 16, the transition from 13 to 13.825 in the experiment corresponds
to the transition from a wager at generation 69 to a wager at generation 73 in the simulation.
Finally, as seen in Table 3, Figs. 6 and 7, the results of the simulation including the results of the
treatments not only with R = 8, 16 but also with R = 2, 4 more clearly support the equilibrium
prediction that the wagers increase as the value of R grows larger.

4.2.3 Summary of the exogenous contribution simulation
To conclude this subsection, we summarize the results of the simulation for the exogenous
contribution R.

• Although it can be found that there exists a clear difference between the equilibrium
values of the mathematical model and the average contributions of the experiment with
human subjects in the voluntary contribution games, in the simulation, we observe that the
average contributions of the simulation are sufficiently close to the value of the equilibria
with the passage of time or with enough learning of agents.

• While the result of the experiment by Morgan and Sefton supports the equilibrium
prediction that the wagers increase as the value of R grows larger, the result of the
simulation supports it more obviously.

• In both of the voluntary contribution games and the lottery games, the contributions and
the wagers of the GABP treatments are close to the equilibrium values of the mathematical
model, compared with the GA treatments. Thus, it is found that the actions of agents
with more elaborate learning mechanism are closer to the predictions of the mathematical
equilibrium model.

• From comparing Tables 2 and 3, we observe that the lottery mechanism provides more of
the public goods than the voluntary contributions mechanism.

4.3 The marginal per capita return simulation
In the marginal per capita return simulation, the exogenous contribution and the group size
are fixed at R = 8 and n = 4, respectively, as in the experiment by Morgan and Sefton, and
each treatment consists of five cases with β = 0.00, 0.25, 0.50, 0.75, 0.95.
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4.3.1 The voluntary contribution games: β-VC-GA and β-VC-GABP
The result of the voluntary contribution games is summarized in Table 4 which is similar
to that of the exogenous contribution simulation. As seen in the table, although the average
contributions of the GA and the GABP treatments with β = 0.95 slightly deviate from the
equilibrium contribution of zero, the average contributions of the other treatments are very
close to the equilibrium of zero. Because a gap between a marginal payoff from the private
good and a marginal return from the public good provision decreases as the value of β

approaches one, particularly in the GA treatment with β = 0.95, it becomes difficult for
agents to discriminate between a payoff from the private goods and a return from the public
good provision, and therefore it seems that the average contribution slightly deviates from
the equilibrium of zero. Thus, the result of the simulation supports the predictions of the
mathematical equilibrium model that the equilibrium contributions are zero if β < 1 and β

is not close to 1. Moreover, the contributions of the GABP treatments are closer to zero than
those of the GA treatments, and then it follows that the actions of agents with more elaborate
learning mechanism are closer to the predictions of the mathematical equilibrium model.

β equilibrium GABP GA experiment with human subjects
0.00 0 0.009 0.061 —
0.25 0 0.010 0.065 —
0.50 0 0.011 0.091 —
0.75 0 0.023 0.175 10.5 → 8.075
0.95 0 0.237 1.751 —

Table 4. The voluntary contribution games: treatments β-VC-GA and β-VC-GABP

Transitions of contributions of the GA treatments are shown in Fig. 9. Because the result
of the treatment with β = 0 almost overlaps with that of β = 0.25, the transition of the
treatment with β = 0 is omitted from the figure. As seen in Fig. 9 and Table 4, the average
contributions of all the treatments with β = 0.00, 0.25, 0.50, 0.75 approach about zero up to
around generation 100, and for convergence of the sequences, the smaller the value of β is, the
sooner the average contribution approaches zero. In the treatment with β = 0.95, although
the average contribution slightly deviates from the equilibrium of zero, it becomes below 2.0
after around generation 400.
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Fig. 9. Transitions of treatments β-VC-GA

Transitions of contributions of the GABP treatments are shown in Fig. 10. While the transitions
of the average contributions shown in Fig. 10 is similar to those of Figure 9, the finally
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converging contributions of the GABP treatments are smaller than those of the GA treatments
as seen Table 4. As seen in the right graph of Fig. 10, the average contributions of the first round
in the final generation are already close to zero for the treatments with β = 0, 0.25, 0.50, 0.75,
and even for the treatment with β = 0.95, after the third round the average contribution almost
converges at zero by the learning by the error back propagation algorithm.
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For the treatments with respect to the marginal per capita return in the experiment by Morgan
and Sefton, they conduct only the treatment with β = 0.75. As for the case with β = 0.75, in
the exogenous contribution simulation we already gave the description about the comparison
between the results of the simulation and the experiment for this case.

4.3.2 The lottery games: β-L-GA and β-L-GABP
The result of the lottery games is summarized in Table 5. The equilibria of wagers shown in
the second column of the table is calculated by (7), and they increase with the marginal per
capita return β. As seen in the table, almost all the average wagers of the GA and the GABP
treatments are close to the equilibrium wagers except for the GA treatment with β = 0.95,
and the average wagers of the GABP treatments are closer to the equilibria than those of
the GA treatments. For the GA treatment with β = 0.95, from the same reason as that of the
voluntary contribution games, it becomes difficult for agents to discriminate between a payoff
from the private goods and a return from the public good provision, and therefore it seems
that the average wager deviates from the equilibrium of 30. Thus, the result of the simulation
almost supports the predictions of the mathematical equilibrium model that the equilibrium
wagers increase as the value of β becomes larger, and it is also found that the actions of agents
with more elaborate learning mechanism are closer to the predictions of the mathematical
equilibrium model.

β equilibrium GABP GA experiment with human subjects
0.00 1.5 1.46 1.58 8 → 2.425
0.25 2 1.95 2.09 —
0.50 3 2.97 4.01 —
0.75 6 5.95 5.87 10 → 10.35
0.95 30 28.46 13.00 —

Table 5. The lottery games: treatments β-L-GA and β-L-GABP
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Transitions of wagers of the GA treatments are depicted in Fig. 11. As seen in Fig. 11 and
Table 5, the differences among the average wagers of the treatments can be seen from around
generation 20, each of the average wagers of all the treatments converges after around
generation 100, and the average wagers increase as the value of β becomes larger. Only for
the treatment with β = 0.95, the average wager deviates from the equilibrium, and for the
other treatments, the average wagers converge almost at the equilibria. The average wagers
of the treatments with β = 0.00, 0.25, 0.50, 0.75 are almost the same as or slightly larger than
the values of the equilibria, and that of the treatment with β = 0.95 is smaller than the value of
the equilibrium. For speed of the convergence of the sequences, an obvious difference among
them is not found.
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Transitions of wagers of the GABP treatments are depicted in Fig. 12. After around generation
70, each of the average wagers clearly converges at the corresponding equilibrium except
for the treatment with β = 0.95. Compared with the GA treatments, the transitions of the
GABP treatments converge at the equilibria more exactly and earlier, and variances of the
wagers are obviously smaller than those of the GA treatments. Although the average wager
of the treatment with β = 0.95 slightly deviates from the equilibrium, it is fairly close to
the equilibrium, compared with that of the GA treatment. By the learning of the error back
propagation algorithm, the wagers of the treatments with β = 0, 0.25, 0.50, 0.75 converge
almost at the corresponding equilibria after the third round, and even for the treatment with
β = 0.95, although there exists an oscillation around the equilibrium, the wagers after the
seventh round stably converge at the equilibrium.
The relation between the average wagers of the simulations and the equilibria from the
mathematical model are shown in Fig. 13. To examine the relation, we perform the another
nine treatments with β = 0.6250, 0.7000, 0.7300, 0.7860, 0.8125, 0.8500, 0.9000, 0.9250, 0.9400 in
addition to the original treatments with β = 0.00, 0.25, 0.50, 0.75, 0.95. An seen in the left
graph of Fig. 13 for the GA treatments, the average wagers of the simulations are close to the
values of the equilibria in the games such that the equilibria are smaller than 10. When larger
than 10, the difference between the average wagers of the simulation and the equilibria of the
mathematical model increases with the value of the equilibrium. In contrast, for the GABP
treatments, the wagers of the simulation are close to the equilibria regardless of the sizes of
the equilibria. The result of the GA treatments whose learning mechanism is simpler than that
of GABP is consistent with the result of the experiment by Morgan and Sefton (2000) that the
wager of 2.425 in the treatment with β = 0.00 is relatively close to the equilibrium of 1.5 and
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converging contributions of the GABP treatments are smaller than those of the GA treatments
as seen Table 4. As seen in the right graph of Fig. 10, the average contributions of the first round
in the final generation are already close to zero for the treatments with β = 0, 0.25, 0.50, 0.75,
and even for the treatment with β = 0.95, after the third round the average contribution almost
converges at zero by the learning by the error back propagation algorithm.
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For the treatments with respect to the marginal per capita return in the experiment by Morgan
and Sefton, they conduct only the treatment with β = 0.75. As for the case with β = 0.75, in
the exogenous contribution simulation we already gave the description about the comparison
between the results of the simulation and the experiment for this case.

4.3.2 The lottery games: β-L-GA and β-L-GABP
The result of the lottery games is summarized in Table 5. The equilibria of wagers shown in
the second column of the table is calculated by (7), and they increase with the marginal per
capita return β. As seen in the table, almost all the average wagers of the GA and the GABP
treatments are close to the equilibrium wagers except for the GA treatment with β = 0.95,
and the average wagers of the GABP treatments are closer to the equilibria than those of
the GA treatments. For the GA treatment with β = 0.95, from the same reason as that of the
voluntary contribution games, it becomes difficult for agents to discriminate between a payoff
from the private goods and a return from the public good provision, and therefore it seems
that the average wager deviates from the equilibrium of 30. Thus, the result of the simulation
almost supports the predictions of the mathematical equilibrium model that the equilibrium
wagers increase as the value of β becomes larger, and it is also found that the actions of agents
with more elaborate learning mechanism are closer to the predictions of the mathematical
equilibrium model.

β equilibrium GABP GA experiment with human subjects
0.00 1.5 1.46 1.58 8 → 2.425
0.25 2 1.95 2.09 —
0.50 3 2.97 4.01 —
0.75 6 5.95 5.87 10 → 10.35
0.95 30 28.46 13.00 —

Table 5. The lottery games: treatments β-L-GA and β-L-GABP
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Transitions of wagers of the GA treatments are depicted in Fig. 11. As seen in Fig. 11 and
Table 5, the differences among the average wagers of the treatments can be seen from around
generation 20, each of the average wagers of all the treatments converges after around
generation 100, and the average wagers increase as the value of β becomes larger. Only for
the treatment with β = 0.95, the average wager deviates from the equilibrium, and for the
other treatments, the average wagers converge almost at the equilibria. The average wagers
of the treatments with β = 0.00, 0.25, 0.50, 0.75 are almost the same as or slightly larger than
the values of the equilibria, and that of the treatment with β = 0.95 is smaller than the value of
the equilibrium. For speed of the convergence of the sequences, an obvious difference among
them is not found.
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Transitions of wagers of the GABP treatments are depicted in Fig. 12. After around generation
70, each of the average wagers clearly converges at the corresponding equilibrium except
for the treatment with β = 0.95. Compared with the GA treatments, the transitions of the
GABP treatments converge at the equilibria more exactly and earlier, and variances of the
wagers are obviously smaller than those of the GA treatments. Although the average wager
of the treatment with β = 0.95 slightly deviates from the equilibrium, it is fairly close to
the equilibrium, compared with that of the GA treatment. By the learning of the error back
propagation algorithm, the wagers of the treatments with β = 0, 0.25, 0.50, 0.75 converge
almost at the corresponding equilibria after the third round, and even for the treatment with
β = 0.95, although there exists an oscillation around the equilibrium, the wagers after the
seventh round stably converge at the equilibrium.
The relation between the average wagers of the simulations and the equilibria from the
mathematical model are shown in Fig. 13. To examine the relation, we perform the another
nine treatments with β = 0.6250, 0.7000, 0.7300, 0.7860, 0.8125, 0.8500, 0.9000, 0.9250, 0.9400 in
addition to the original treatments with β = 0.00, 0.25, 0.50, 0.75, 0.95. An seen in the left
graph of Fig. 13 for the GA treatments, the average wagers of the simulations are close to the
values of the equilibria in the games such that the equilibria are smaller than 10. When larger
than 10, the difference between the average wagers of the simulation and the equilibria of the
mathematical model increases with the value of the equilibrium. In contrast, for the GABP
treatments, the wagers of the simulation are close to the equilibria regardless of the sizes of
the equilibria. The result of the GA treatments whose learning mechanism is simpler than that
of GABP is consistent with the result of the experiment by Morgan and Sefton (2000) that the
wager of 2.425 in the treatment with β = 0.00 is relatively close to the equilibrium of 1.5 and
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the wager of 10.35 in the treatment with β = 0.75 is considerably larger than the equilibrium
of 6, as seen Table 5.
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Fig. 13. Differences between the wagers of the simulation and the equilibria

We compare the result of the lottery games in the marginal per capita return simulation with
the corresponding result of the experiment by Morgan and Sefton. In the experiment, by
comparing two lottery games with β = 0.0 and β = 0.75, they examine how the size of the
marginal per capita return influences the wagers of the experimental subjects. The average
wager at the initial round of the game in the treatment with β = 0.0 is about 8, it decreases
as the round goes on, and it finally becomes 2.425 at the 20th round of the game. The average
wager at the initial round of the game in the treatment with β = 0.75 is about 10, it remains
almost the same even though the round goes on, and it finally becomes 10.35. The change of
wagers by acquiring experience can be found only in the treatments with β = 0.0, and the
experiment supports the equilibrium prediction that the wagers increase with the marginal
per capita return β.
For the corresponding results of the simulation, in the GA treatment with β = 0.0, the average
wager starts at 20, it decreases as the generation goes on, and after around generation 50 it
converges at about 1.5. In the GA treatment with β = 0.75, after around generation 100, the
average wager finally converges at almost 6. In the GABP treatments, the average wagers
converge sooner and closer to the equilibria than those of the GA treatments. In particular,
the transitions of wagers of the human subjects in the experiments β = 0.0 and β = 0.75
correspond to parts of the transitions of wagers in the simulation. Namely, for the treatment
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with β = 0.0, the transition of wagers from 8 to 2.425 in the experiment corresponds to the
transition from a wager at generation 44 to a wager at generation 73 in the simulation, and
for the treatment with β = 0.75, the transition from 10 to 10.35 in the experiment corresponds
to the transition from a wager at generation 66 to a wager at generation 71 in the simulation.
Finally, as seen in Table 5, Figs. 11 and 12, the results of the simulation including the results
of the treatments not only with β = 0.00, 0.75 but also with β = 0.25, 0.50, 0.95 more clearly
support the equilibrium prediction that the wagers increase as the value of β grows larger.

4.3.3 Summary of the marginal per capita return simulation
To conclude this subsection, we summarize the results of the simulation for the marginal per
capita return β.

• Although the average contribution and wager of the treatments with β = 0.75 in the
experiment with human subjects differ from the equilibria of the mathematical model, in
the simulation, we observe that the average contribution and wager of the simulation are
sufficiently close to the values of the equilibria with the passage of time or with enough
learning of agents.

• While the result of the experiment by Morgan and Sefton supports the equilibrium
prediction that the wagers increase with the marginal per capita return β, the result of
the simulation supports it more obviously.

• In both of the voluntary contribution games and the lottery games, the contributions
and the wagers of the GABP treatments are closer to the values of the equilibria in the
mathematical model than those of the GA treatments. Thus, it is found that the actions
of agents with more elaborate learning mechanism are closer to the predictions of the
mathematical equilibrium model.

• From comparing Tables 4 and 5, we observe that the lottery mechanism provides more of
the public goods than the voluntary contributions mechanism does.

• As the marginal per capita return β approaches one, i.e., β → 1, in particular for the lottery
game, the average wager in the simulation deviates from the equilibria because it becomes
difficult for agents to discriminate between a payoff from the private goods and a return
from the public good provision.

4.4 The group size simulation
In the group size simulation, the exogenous contribution and the marginal per capita return
are fixed at R = 8 and β = 0.75, respectively, and each treatment consists of five cases with
n = 2, 4, 10, 50, 100.

4.4.1 The voluntary contribution games: n-VC-GA and n-VC-GABP
The result of the voluntary contribution games is summarized in Table 6. Because any
treatment with respect to the group size n is not conducted in the experiment by Morgan
and Sefton, the result from the experiment is not shown in the table.
As seen in the table, for all of the GABP treatments and the GA treatments with n = 2, 4, 10,
the average contributions are very close to the equilibrium of zero, and the contributions of the
GABP treatments are closer to zero than those of the GA treatments. The average contributions
of the GA treatments with large group sizes such as n = 50, 100 slightly deviate from the
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the wager of 10.35 in the treatment with β = 0.75 is considerably larger than the equilibrium
of 6, as seen Table 5.
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We compare the result of the lottery games in the marginal per capita return simulation with
the corresponding result of the experiment by Morgan and Sefton. In the experiment, by
comparing two lottery games with β = 0.0 and β = 0.75, they examine how the size of the
marginal per capita return influences the wagers of the experimental subjects. The average
wager at the initial round of the game in the treatment with β = 0.0 is about 8, it decreases
as the round goes on, and it finally becomes 2.425 at the 20th round of the game. The average
wager at the initial round of the game in the treatment with β = 0.75 is about 10, it remains
almost the same even though the round goes on, and it finally becomes 10.35. The change of
wagers by acquiring experience can be found only in the treatments with β = 0.0, and the
experiment supports the equilibrium prediction that the wagers increase with the marginal
per capita return β.
For the corresponding results of the simulation, in the GA treatment with β = 0.0, the average
wager starts at 20, it decreases as the generation goes on, and after around generation 50 it
converges at about 1.5. In the GA treatment with β = 0.75, after around generation 100, the
average wager finally converges at almost 6. In the GABP treatments, the average wagers
converge sooner and closer to the equilibria than those of the GA treatments. In particular,
the transitions of wagers of the human subjects in the experiments β = 0.0 and β = 0.75
correspond to parts of the transitions of wagers in the simulation. Namely, for the treatment
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with β = 0.0, the transition of wagers from 8 to 2.425 in the experiment corresponds to the
transition from a wager at generation 44 to a wager at generation 73 in the simulation, and
for the treatment with β = 0.75, the transition from 10 to 10.35 in the experiment corresponds
to the transition from a wager at generation 66 to a wager at generation 71 in the simulation.
Finally, as seen in Table 5, Figs. 11 and 12, the results of the simulation including the results
of the treatments not only with β = 0.00, 0.75 but also with β = 0.25, 0.50, 0.95 more clearly
support the equilibrium prediction that the wagers increase as the value of β grows larger.

4.3.3 Summary of the marginal per capita return simulation
To conclude this subsection, we summarize the results of the simulation for the marginal per
capita return β.

• Although the average contribution and wager of the treatments with β = 0.75 in the
experiment with human subjects differ from the equilibria of the mathematical model, in
the simulation, we observe that the average contribution and wager of the simulation are
sufficiently close to the values of the equilibria with the passage of time or with enough
learning of agents.

• While the result of the experiment by Morgan and Sefton supports the equilibrium
prediction that the wagers increase with the marginal per capita return β, the result of
the simulation supports it more obviously.

• In both of the voluntary contribution games and the lottery games, the contributions
and the wagers of the GABP treatments are closer to the values of the equilibria in the
mathematical model than those of the GA treatments. Thus, it is found that the actions
of agents with more elaborate learning mechanism are closer to the predictions of the
mathematical equilibrium model.

• From comparing Tables 4 and 5, we observe that the lottery mechanism provides more of
the public goods than the voluntary contributions mechanism does.

• As the marginal per capita return β approaches one, i.e., β → 1, in particular for the lottery
game, the average wager in the simulation deviates from the equilibria because it becomes
difficult for agents to discriminate between a payoff from the private goods and a return
from the public good provision.

4.4 The group size simulation
In the group size simulation, the exogenous contribution and the marginal per capita return
are fixed at R = 8 and β = 0.75, respectively, and each treatment consists of five cases with
n = 2, 4, 10, 50, 100.

4.4.1 The voluntary contribution games: n-VC-GA and n-VC-GABP
The result of the voluntary contribution games is summarized in Table 6. Because any
treatment with respect to the group size n is not conducted in the experiment by Morgan
and Sefton, the result from the experiment is not shown in the table.
As seen in the table, for all of the GABP treatments and the GA treatments with n = 2, 4, 10,
the average contributions are very close to the equilibrium of zero, and the contributions of the
GABP treatments are closer to zero than those of the GA treatments. The average contributions
of the GA treatments with large group sizes such as n = 50, 100 slightly deviate from the
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equilibrium contribution. It is supposed that the reason is because the amount of the public
good provision is extremely enlarged as the group size n becomes larger. Namely, the increase
of the public good provision makes the payoff from the private goods relatively smaller, and
then because the effect of increasing the payoff by maximizing the private goods is reduced,
it seems that the average contributions slightly deviate from the equilibrium.

n equilibrium GABP GA
2 0 0.01 0.33
4 0 0.02 0.18

10 0 0.04 0.36
50 0 0.16 1.64

100 0 0.28 2.20

Table 6. The voluntary contribution games: treatments n-VC-GA and n-VC-GABP

Transitions of contributions of the GA treatments are shown in Fig. 14, where the results of
the treatments with n = 2, 4, 10 and n = 50, 100 are separately depicted in the left and the
right graphs, respectively, because the maximal generations of them are not the same, and to
see changes in the early generations the lower graph is also provided. As seen in Fig. 14 and
Table 6, the average contributions of the treatments with n = 2, 4, 10 approach almost zero
up to around generation 200. For the treatments with n = 50, 100, the average contributions
become below 1.8 and 2.6, respectively, after around generation 300, and they finally converge
not at zero which is the values of the equilibria but at about 1.6 and 2.2, respectively. By
convergence of the sequences, we do not observe an obvious difference among the treatments
with n = 2, 4, 10, but the convergences of the treatments with n = 2, 4, 10 are earlier than those
of the treatments with n = 50, 100.
Transitions of contributions of the GABP treatments are shown in Fig. 15, where the left and
the right graphs are for the treatments with n = 2, 4, 10 and with n = 50, 100, respectively, and
the lower graph is provided for seeing the effect of learning by the error back propagation
algorithm. The average contributions of the treatments with n = 2, 4, 10 approach almost
zero up to around generation 200, and even for the treatments with n = 50, 100, the average
contributions converge below 0.3 after around generation 200. By the learning by the error
back propagation algorithm, the average contributions approach zero for all of the treatments
at the third round. In particular, for the treatments with n = 50, 100, although the average
contributions in the early rounds are larger than 1.0, it is observed that they quickly converge
at zero by the learning by the error back propagation algorithm.

4.4.2 The lottery games: n-L-GA and n-L-GABP
The result of the lottery games is summarized in Table 7. The equilibria of wagers shown
in the second column of the table is calculated by (7), and they decrease as the group size n
becomes larger. As seen in the table, for all of the GABP treatments and the GA treatments with
n = 2, 4, 10, the average wagers of the simulation are close to the values of the equilibria in the
mathematical model, and the wagers of the GABP treatments are closer to the values of the
equilibria than those of the GA treatments. The results of the GA and GABP treatments where
the group size n does not exceed 50 support the predictions of the mathematical equilibrium
model that the equilibrium wagers decrease as the value of n becomes larger. Conversely,
however, the average wagers of the treatments with n = 100 are larger than those of the
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treatments with n = 50; and besides, the average wagers of the treatments with n = 50, 100
deviate from the equilibria. We think that the reason of the deviation is the same as that of the
voluntary contribution games in the simulation with respect to the group size as mentioned
in the previous subsection.

n equilibrium GABP GA
2 8 7.86 6.70
4 6 5.95 5.87

10 2.88 3.12 3.80
50 0.63 2.27 2.96

100 0.32 2.69 3.24

Table 7. The lottery games: treatments n-L-GA and n-L-GABP

Transitions of wagers of the GA treatments are depicted in Fig. 16. As seen in Fig. 16 and Table
7, although the transitions of the treatments with n = 2, 4, 10 slightly oscillate after around
generation 200, they are not way from the corresponding equilibria. For the treatments with
n = 50, 100, however, the average wagers converge at about 3 and they do not approach to
the corresponding equilibria of 0.63 and 0.32 anymore.
Transitions of wagers of the GABP treatments are depicted in Fig. 17. It is found that after
around generation 100, each of the average wagers of the treatments with n = 2, 4, 10
exactly converges at the corresponding equilibrium. Contrastively, the average wagers of
the treatments with n = 50, 100 converge at about 2.5 which is larger than the values of
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equilibrium contribution. It is supposed that the reason is because the amount of the public
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at the third round. In particular, for the treatments with n = 50, 100, although the average
contributions in the early rounds are larger than 1.0, it is observed that they quickly converge
at zero by the learning by the error back propagation algorithm.

4.4.2 The lottery games: n-L-GA and n-L-GABP
The result of the lottery games is summarized in Table 7. The equilibria of wagers shown
in the second column of the table is calculated by (7), and they decrease as the group size n
becomes larger. As seen in the table, for all of the GABP treatments and the GA treatments with
n = 2, 4, 10, the average wagers of the simulation are close to the values of the equilibria in the
mathematical model, and the wagers of the GABP treatments are closer to the values of the
equilibria than those of the GA treatments. The results of the GA and GABP treatments where
the group size n does not exceed 50 support the predictions of the mathematical equilibrium
model that the equilibrium wagers decrease as the value of n becomes larger. Conversely,
however, the average wagers of the treatments with n = 100 are larger than those of the
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treatments with n = 50; and besides, the average wagers of the treatments with n = 50, 100
deviate from the equilibria. We think that the reason of the deviation is the same as that of the
voluntary contribution games in the simulation with respect to the group size as mentioned
in the previous subsection.

n equilibrium GABP GA
2 8 7.86 6.70
4 6 5.95 5.87

10 2.88 3.12 3.80
50 0.63 2.27 2.96

100 0.32 2.69 3.24

Table 7. The lottery games: treatments n-L-GA and n-L-GABP

Transitions of wagers of the GA treatments are depicted in Fig. 16. As seen in Fig. 16 and Table
7, although the transitions of the treatments with n = 2, 4, 10 slightly oscillate after around
generation 200, they are not way from the corresponding equilibria. For the treatments with
n = 50, 100, however, the average wagers converge at about 3 and they do not approach to
the corresponding equilibria of 0.63 and 0.32 anymore.
Transitions of wagers of the GABP treatments are depicted in Fig. 17. It is found that after
around generation 100, each of the average wagers of the treatments with n = 2, 4, 10
exactly converges at the corresponding equilibrium. Contrastively, the average wagers of
the treatments with n = 50, 100 converge at about 2.5 which is larger than the values of
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the corresponding equilibria. Comparing with the results of the GA treatments shown in
Fig. 16, transitions of the GABP treatments converge at the equilibria more exactly and earlier,
and variances of the wagers are obviously smaller than those of the GA treatments. As seen
in the lower graph in Fig. 17, by the learning of the error back propagation algorithm, the
average wagers of the treatments with n = 2, 4 converge almost at the equilibria after the
third round, and for the treatment with n = 10, although there exists an oscillation around the
equilibrium, the wagers after the ninth round converge at the equilibrium. For the treatments
with n = 50, 100, however, the average wagers violently oscillate around about 3, which is
larger than the values of the equilibria.
When the utility functions (4) and (6) are employed, one finds that the enlargement of the
public good provision incurred by increase in the group size n makes the payoff from the
private goods relatively smaller than the return of the public good provision. Thus, it is
difficult for us to analyze the influence of the group size by using the simulation model with
utility functions of agents (4) and (6). To relax this difficulty, we provide the following utility
function diminishing return of the public good provision

Ui = e − xi + R
xi

x(N)
+ βα log(x(N)), (9)

where a parameter α is specified as follows. The parameter α is determined so that, at
equilibrium, in case of n = 4, R = 8, and β = 0.75, the third term of (6) representing the
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public good provision is equal to that of (9). To be more precise, assuming

0.75 · 4 · 6 ≈ 0.75α log(4 · 6),

we set α = 4. We perform another simulation with the GABP treatments with n = 50, 100. The
result of the simulation is given in Table 8, and it should be noted that the equilibria are not
the same as those of Table 7 because of the different utility function (9).

n equilibrium GABP
50 0.374 1.02

100 0.109 1.01

Table 8. The lottery games: treatment n-L-GABP with the revised utility function

Comparing the results shown in Tables 7 and 8, the average wagers of the treatment with the
revised utility function (9) are closer to the equilibria than those of the treatments with the
original utility function (6). Although the average wagers in the original simulation shown in
Table 7 increase when the group size increases from n = 50 to n = 100 and this phenomenon
is against the predictions of the mathematical equilibrium model that the wagers decrease as
the value of n becomes larger, the average wagers of the simulation with the revised utility
function shown in Table 8 slightly decrease. Thus, it is found that if a utility function can
be specified appropriately, it is possible to obtain results of the simulation supporting the
predictions of the mathematical equilibrium model that the wagers decrease as the group size
n becomes larger.
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the corresponding equilibria. Comparing with the results of the GA treatments shown in
Fig. 16, transitions of the GABP treatments converge at the equilibria more exactly and earlier,
and variances of the wagers are obviously smaller than those of the GA treatments. As seen
in the lower graph in Fig. 17, by the learning of the error back propagation algorithm, the
average wagers of the treatments with n = 2, 4 converge almost at the equilibria after the
third round, and for the treatment with n = 10, although there exists an oscillation around the
equilibrium, the wagers after the ninth round converge at the equilibrium. For the treatments
with n = 50, 100, however, the average wagers violently oscillate around about 3, which is
larger than the values of the equilibria.
When the utility functions (4) and (6) are employed, one finds that the enlargement of the
public good provision incurred by increase in the group size n makes the payoff from the
private goods relatively smaller than the return of the public good provision. Thus, it is
difficult for us to analyze the influence of the group size by using the simulation model with
utility functions of agents (4) and (6). To relax this difficulty, we provide the following utility
function diminishing return of the public good provision

Ui = e − xi + R
xi

x(N)
+ βα log(x(N)), (9)

where a parameter α is specified as follows. The parameter α is determined so that, at
equilibrium, in case of n = 4, R = 8, and β = 0.75, the third term of (6) representing the
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public good provision is equal to that of (9). To be more precise, assuming

0.75 · 4 · 6 ≈ 0.75α log(4 · 6),

we set α = 4. We perform another simulation with the GABP treatments with n = 50, 100. The
result of the simulation is given in Table 8, and it should be noted that the equilibria are not
the same as those of Table 7 because of the different utility function (9).

n equilibrium GABP
50 0.374 1.02

100 0.109 1.01

Table 8. The lottery games: treatment n-L-GABP with the revised utility function

Comparing the results shown in Tables 7 and 8, the average wagers of the treatment with the
revised utility function (9) are closer to the equilibria than those of the treatments with the
original utility function (6). Although the average wagers in the original simulation shown in
Table 7 increase when the group size increases from n = 50 to n = 100 and this phenomenon
is against the predictions of the mathematical equilibrium model that the wagers decrease as
the value of n becomes larger, the average wagers of the simulation with the revised utility
function shown in Table 8 slightly decrease. Thus, it is found that if a utility function can
be specified appropriately, it is possible to obtain results of the simulation supporting the
predictions of the mathematical equilibrium model that the wagers decrease as the group size
n becomes larger.
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4.4.3 Summary of the group size simulation
To conclude this subsection, we summarize the results of the simulation for the group size n.

• We obtain the results that the average contributions and wagers of the simulations are
close to the corresponding equilibria expect for the treatments of the lottery games with
n = 50, 100. For the lottery games, the result of the treatments with group sizes smaller
than 50 supports the equilibrium prediction that the wagers decrease as the group size n
becomes larger.

• For the lottery games, the result of the treatments with large group sizes such as n =
100 in the simulation with the original setting is not consistent with the predictions
of the mathematical equilibrium model. However, if a utility function can be specified
appropriately for the treatments with large group sizes, we show that it is possible to obtain
results of the simulation which support the predictions of the mathematical equilibrium
model.

• In both of the voluntary contribution games and the lottery games, the contributions
and the wagers of the GABP treatments are closer to the values of the equilibria in the
mathematical model than those of the GA treatments. Thus, it is found that the actions
of agents with more elaborate learning mechanism are closer to the predictions of the
mathematical equilibrium model.

• Comparing Tables 6 and 7, we observe that the lottery mechanism provides more of the
public goods than the voluntary contribution mechanism.
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5. Sensitivity analysis

In our simulation model, we employ the agent-based simulation model in which artificial
adaptive agents have a mechanism of decisions and learning based on neural networks
and genetic algorithms. Because the structure and the performance of the simulation model
depend on the parameters of neural networks and genetic algorithms, it is important
to verify whether or not the specified parameters are appropriate. In this section, we
analyze the sensitivity on the parameters of the number of units in the hidden layer of
the neural networks, the number of learning data in the error back propagation algorithm,
the probabilities of crossover and mutation in the genetic algorithm. In practice, after we
have evaluated the results of the sensitivity analysis shown in the following, we determine
the values of these parameters which are used in the simulations shown in the previous
section. For the sensitivity analysis, the treatments described in the following subsections are
performed. Each treatment of the simulations is repeated 10 times, and numerical data given
in the tables in the following subsections are averages of the 10 runs in the same way as the
simulations shown in the previous section.

5.1 The number of units in the hidden layer of the neural networks
The number of units in the hidden layer of the neural networks is set at 6 in the
simulations shown in the previous section. In this setting we show the effectiveness of
lotteries for financing, and examine the validity of the mathematical equilibrium model and
the experiments with human subjects. In this subsection, by varying the number of units in
the hidden layer, we examine appropriate values of the parameter. To do so, we carry out
simulations where the number of units is 2, 4, 6, or 8, and values of the other parameters of
the neural networks and the genetic algorithms are the same as those of the simulations in
the previous section. We provide two treatments where the exogenous contribution is set at
R = 2, 8, 16, fixing the marginal per capita return and the group size at β = 0.75 and n = 4; and
the marginal per capita return is set at β = 0.00, 0.50, 0.75, fixing the exogenous contribution
and the group size at R = 8 and n = 4. Because the number of units in the hidden layer is a
parameter for the neural networks, we perform the treatments with the learning mechanism
of GABP, and both the voluntary contribution game and the lottery game are played. The
average contributions and wagers of the simulation for sensitivity analysis is given in Tables
9 and 10.

voluntary contribution lotterythe number of units
R = 2 R = 8 R = 16 R = 2 R = 8 R = 16

2 0.20 0.19 0.18 1.48 5.97 11.73
4 0.05 0.05 0.04 1.46 5.92 11.85
6 0.03 0.04 0.02 1.48 5.95 11.78
8 0.02 0.01 0.02 1.46 5.90 11.77

equilibrium 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.50 6.00 12.00

Table 9. Sensitivity analysis for the number of units in the hidden layer: the exogenous
contribution R

In the tables, the contribution or the wager which is the closest to the values of the
corresponding equilibrium is highlighted by underlined and boldfaced numbers, and the
contribution or the wager which is the second closest is highlighted by boldfaced numbers.
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4.4.3 Summary of the group size simulation
To conclude this subsection, we summarize the results of the simulation for the group size n.

• We obtain the results that the average contributions and wagers of the simulations are
close to the corresponding equilibria expect for the treatments of the lottery games with
n = 50, 100. For the lottery games, the result of the treatments with group sizes smaller
than 50 supports the equilibrium prediction that the wagers decrease as the group size n
becomes larger.

• For the lottery games, the result of the treatments with large group sizes such as n =
100 in the simulation with the original setting is not consistent with the predictions
of the mathematical equilibrium model. However, if a utility function can be specified
appropriately for the treatments with large group sizes, we show that it is possible to obtain
results of the simulation which support the predictions of the mathematical equilibrium
model.

• In both of the voluntary contribution games and the lottery games, the contributions
and the wagers of the GABP treatments are closer to the values of the equilibria in the
mathematical model than those of the GA treatments. Thus, it is found that the actions
of agents with more elaborate learning mechanism are closer to the predictions of the
mathematical equilibrium model.

• Comparing Tables 6 and 7, we observe that the lottery mechanism provides more of the
public goods than the voluntary contribution mechanism.
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In our simulation model, we employ the agent-based simulation model in which artificial
adaptive agents have a mechanism of decisions and learning based on neural networks
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depend on the parameters of neural networks and genetic algorithms, it is important
to verify whether or not the specified parameters are appropriate. In this section, we
analyze the sensitivity on the parameters of the number of units in the hidden layer of
the neural networks, the number of learning data in the error back propagation algorithm,
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have evaluated the results of the sensitivity analysis shown in the following, we determine
the values of these parameters which are used in the simulations shown in the previous
section. For the sensitivity analysis, the treatments described in the following subsections are
performed. Each treatment of the simulations is repeated 10 times, and numerical data given
in the tables in the following subsections are averages of the 10 runs in the same way as the
simulations shown in the previous section.

5.1 The number of units in the hidden layer of the neural networks
The number of units in the hidden layer of the neural networks is set at 6 in the
simulations shown in the previous section. In this setting we show the effectiveness of
lotteries for financing, and examine the validity of the mathematical equilibrium model and
the experiments with human subjects. In this subsection, by varying the number of units in
the hidden layer, we examine appropriate values of the parameter. To do so, we carry out
simulations where the number of units is 2, 4, 6, or 8, and values of the other parameters of
the neural networks and the genetic algorithms are the same as those of the simulations in
the previous section. We provide two treatments where the exogenous contribution is set at
R = 2, 8, 16, fixing the marginal per capita return and the group size at β = 0.75 and n = 4; and
the marginal per capita return is set at β = 0.00, 0.50, 0.75, fixing the exogenous contribution
and the group size at R = 8 and n = 4. Because the number of units in the hidden layer is a
parameter for the neural networks, we perform the treatments with the learning mechanism
of GABP, and both the voluntary contribution game and the lottery game are played. The
average contributions and wagers of the simulation for sensitivity analysis is given in Tables
9 and 10.

voluntary contribution lotterythe number of units
R = 2 R = 8 R = 16 R = 2 R = 8 R = 16

2 0.20 0.19 0.18 1.48 5.97 11.73
4 0.05 0.05 0.04 1.46 5.92 11.85
6 0.03 0.04 0.02 1.48 5.95 11.78
8 0.02 0.01 0.02 1.46 5.90 11.77

equilibrium 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.50 6.00 12.00

Table 9. Sensitivity analysis for the number of units in the hidden layer: the exogenous
contribution R

In the tables, the contribution or the wager which is the closest to the values of the
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contribution or the wager which is the second closest is highlighted by boldfaced numbers.
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voluntary contribution lotterythe number of units
β = 0.00 β = 0.50 β = 0.75 β = 0.00 β = 0.50 β = 0.75

2 0.15 0.13 0.19 1.45 2.99 5.96
4 0.01 0.02 0.04 1.44 2.62 5.09
6 0.01 0.01 0.04 1.46 2.97 5.95
8 0.01 0.01 0.04 1.46 2.78 4.86

equilibrium 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.50 3.00 6.00

Table 10. Sensitivity analysis for the number of units in the hidden layer: the marginal per
capita return β

As seen in Tables 9 and 10, the contributions or the wagers of the case where the number of
units is 6 are the first or the second closest to the values of the equilibria, and therefore we
conclude that it is appropriate to provide 6 units in the hidden layer of the neural networks.

5.2 The number of learning data in the error back propagation algorithm
The number of learning data in the error back propagation algorithm is set at 10 in the
simulations shown in the previous section. In this subsection, by varying the number of
learning data, we examine appropriate values of the parameter. To do so, we carry out
simulations where the number of learning data is 3, 5, or 10, and values of the other parameters
of the neural networks and the genetic algorithms are the same as those of the simulations in
the previous section.
We provide two treatments which are the same as the treatments of the simulation for the
sensitivity analysis withe respect to the number of units in the hidden layer of the neural
networks. Because the number of learning data is a parameter for the neural networks, we
perform the treatments with the learning mechanism of GABP. The result of the simulation
for sensitivity analysis is shown in Tables 11 and 12.

voluntary contribution lotterythe number of learning data
R = 2 R = 8 R = 16 R = 2 R = 8 R = 16

3 0.04 0.02 0.03 1.45 5.87 11.75
5 0.02 0.02 0.03 1.44 5.93 11.78

10 0.03 0.04 0.02 1.48 5.95 11.78
equilibrium 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.50 6.00 12.00

Table 11. Sensitivity analysis for the number of learning data: the exogenous contribution R

voluntary contribution lotterythe number of learning data
β = 0.00 β = 0.50 β = 0.75 β = 0.00 β = 0.50 β = 0.75

3 0.01 0.02 0.04 1.47 2.97 5.92
5 0.01 0.01 0.04 1.46 2.98 5.93

10 0.01 0.01 0.04 1.46 2.97 5.95
equilibrium 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.50 3.00 6.00

Table 12. Sensitivity analysis for the number of learning data: the marginal per capita return β

As seen in Tables 11 and 12, the contributions or the wagers of the case where the number of
learning data is 10 are the first or the second closest to the values of the equilibria as well as
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the case with learning data of 5, and therefore we think that it is appropriate to provide 10 sets
of learning data for the error back propagation algorithm in the simulation.

5.3 The probability of crossover in the genetic algorithm
The probability of crossover in the genetic algorithm is set at 0.6 in the simulations shown in
the previous section. In this subsection, by varying the probability of crossover, we examine
appropriate values of the parameter. To do so, we carry out simulations where the probability
of crossover is 0.5, 0.6, or 0.7, and values of the other parameters of the neural networks and
the genetic algorithms are the same as those of the simulations in the previous section.
We provide two treatments similarly, and because the probability of crossover is a parameter
for the genetic algorithm, we perform the treatments with the learning mechanism of GA. The
result of the simulation for sensitivity analysis is shown in Tables 13 and 14.

voluntary contribution lotterythe probability of crossover
R = 2 R = 8 R = 16 R = 2 R = 8 R = 16

0.5 0.24 0.25 0.26 1.94 6.39 10.28
0.6 0.22 0.18 0.23 2.22 5.87 10.56
0.7 0.22 0.23 0.22 2.18 7.36 9.42

equilibrium 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.50 6.00 12.00

Table 13. Sensitivity analysis for the probability of crossover in the genetic algorithm: the
exogenous contribution R

voluntary contribution lotterythe probability of crossover
β = 0.00 β = 0.50 β = 0.75 β = 0.00 β = 0.50 β = 0.75

0.5 0.07 0.09 0.22 1.74 3.28 6.60
0.6 0.06 0.09 0.18 1.58 4.01 5.87
0.7 0.06 0.09 0.17 1.69 3.44 7.39

equilibrium 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.50 3.00 6.00

Table 14. Sensitivity analysis for the probability of crossover in the genetic algorithm: the
marginal per capita return β

As seen in Tables 13 and 14, the contributions or the wagers of the case where the probability
of crossover is 0.6 are the first or the second closest to the values of the equilibria, and therefore
the probability 0.6 is appropriate as the crossover probability in the genetic algorithm.

5.4 The probability of mutation in the genetic algorithm
The probability of mutation in the genetic algorithm is set at 0.01 in the simulations shown in
the previous section. In this subsection, by varying the probability of mutation, we examine
appropriate values of the parameter. To do so, we carry out simulations where the probability
of mutation is 0.01, 0.03, or 0.05, and values of the other parameters of the neural networks
and the genetic algorithms are the same as those of the simulations in the previous section.
We provide two treatments similarly, and because the probability of mutation is a parameter
for the genetic algorithm, we perform the treatments with the learning mechanism of GA. The
result of the simulation for sensitivity analysis is shown in Tables 15 and 16.
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the case with learning data of 5, and therefore we think that it is appropriate to provide 10 sets
of learning data for the error back propagation algorithm in the simulation.

5.3 The probability of crossover in the genetic algorithm
The probability of crossover in the genetic algorithm is set at 0.6 in the simulations shown in
the previous section. In this subsection, by varying the probability of crossover, we examine
appropriate values of the parameter. To do so, we carry out simulations where the probability
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We provide two treatments similarly, and because the probability of crossover is a parameter
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Table 14. Sensitivity analysis for the probability of crossover in the genetic algorithm: the
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As seen in Tables 13 and 14, the contributions or the wagers of the case where the probability
of crossover is 0.6 are the first or the second closest to the values of the equilibria, and therefore
the probability 0.6 is appropriate as the crossover probability in the genetic algorithm.

5.4 The probability of mutation in the genetic algorithm
The probability of mutation in the genetic algorithm is set at 0.01 in the simulations shown in
the previous section. In this subsection, by varying the probability of mutation, we examine
appropriate values of the parameter. To do so, we carry out simulations where the probability
of mutation is 0.01, 0.03, or 0.05, and values of the other parameters of the neural networks
and the genetic algorithms are the same as those of the simulations in the previous section.
We provide two treatments similarly, and because the probability of mutation is a parameter
for the genetic algorithm, we perform the treatments with the learning mechanism of GA. The
result of the simulation for sensitivity analysis is shown in Tables 15 and 16.
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voluntary contribution lotterythe probability of mutation
R = 2 R = 8 R = 16 R = 2 R = 8 R = 16

0.01 0.22 0.18 0.23 2.22 5.87 10.56
0.03 1.89 1.47 1.55 2.93 7.52 10.63
0.05 3.06 3.09 3.05 4.18 7.65 10.50

equilibrium 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.50 6.00 12.00

Table 15. Sensitivity analysis for the probability of mutation in the genetic algorithm: the
exogenous contribution R

voluntary contribution lotterythe probability of mutation
β = 0.00 β = 0.50 β = 0.75 β = 0.00 β = 0.50 β = 0.75

0.01 0.06 0.09 0.18 1.58 4.01 5.87
0.03 0.26 0.48 1.75 2.13 4.62 7.33
0.05 0.62 1.33 3.03 2.75 5.31 7.54

equilibrium 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.50 3.00 6.00

Table 16. Sensitivity analysis for the probability of mutation in the genetic algorithm: the
marginal per capita return β

As seen in Tables 15 and 16, the contributions or the wagers of the case where the probability
of mutation is 0.01 are almost the closest to the equilibria, and therefore the probability 0.01 is
appropriate as the mutation probability in the genetic algorithm.

6. Conclusions

In this chapter, we have presented an agent-based simulation model in which artificial
adaptive agents have a mechanism of decisions and learning based on neural networks
and genetic algorithms. By the simulations, we have shown the effectiveness of lotteries for
financing, and have examined the validity of the mathematical equilibrium model and the
experiments with human subjects in detail.
Dealing with three parameters: the exogenous contribution, the marginal per capita return,
and the group size, we have performed simulations and examined the effectiveness of the
lottery mechanism compared with the voluntary contribution mechanism. From the result of
the simulations, we have observed that the transitions of the average contributions and wagers
approach almost the corresponding the predictions of the mathematical equilibrium model,
and the actions of agents with more elaborate learning mechanism are closer to the values
of the equilibria. Moreover, from the simulation, it is also found that the lottery mechanism
provides more of the public goods than the voluntary contribution mechanism does. Thus, the
results of the simulation support the equilibrium prediction more obviously compared with
the experiments with human subjects, and with the results of the simulations, we have given
some interpretation on the differences between the equilibrium of the mathematical model
and the result of the experiments with human subjects.
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Integrating RFID in MAS  
through “Sleeping” Agents:  

a Case Study 
Vincenzo Di Lecce1, Alberto Amato and Marco Calabrese 

D.I.A.S.S., Politecnico di Bari, Taranto  
Italy 

1. Introduction 
Intelligent Agent technology is an important, exciting and relatively new paradigm in 
software design. The term intelligent agent is now used as an umbrella term representing a 
wide range of software with different characteristics and abilities [1]. This fact led to many 
definitions of intelligent agent, but the authors agree with the definition proposed by 
Wooldridge and Jennings [2] stating that an intelligent agent is a problem solving entity 
characterized by the following properties: 
• autonomy, the agent does the major part of its tasks without user intervention 
• social ability, the agent is able to communicate with other agents (or human beings) to 

solve a given problem. This property has an enormous importance because it requires 
that the agent is able to understand a language, to know when and with who this 
should communicate and so on. 

• Proactiveness, the agent takes the initiative to act on the surrounding environment 
when appropriate 

• Responsiveness, the agent is aware of the surrounding environment and can react to its 
variations. 

The natural evolution of the intelligent agent technology is the Multi Agent System (MAS) 
technology [3].Systems of this kind are composed of a set of intelligent agents interacting 
and collaborating each other to solve complex problems that are beyond the individual 
capability or knowledge of each agent. 
There are many applications of MAS in various problems. For example MAS technology 
was used in [4] to increase the reliable of a distributed sensor network, in [5] this technology 
was used for databases integration, in [6] as decision support system for an intelligent 
transport system, in [7] a MAS that implements mine detection, obstacle avoidance and 
route planning was proposed. 
In this work the authors will show the advantages that MAS technology can obtain 
combining the autonomy and proactivity of the intelligent agents and the intrinsic mobility 
of the RFID devices. 

                                                 
1 Corresponding author 
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RFID is a generic technology concept that refers to the use of radio waves to identify objects. 
RFID is a non-contact interrogation method for identification of objects. An RFID system 
essentially consists of three parts:  
1. RFID tag itself that is a device of various shapes (the shape varies according to the 

application in which the tag will be used) composed of memory unit and an antenna 
that is used to communicate with the remote reader device. The dimension of this 
memory is continuously increasing and today there are some RFID tags with various 
kilobyte of memory. 

2. the RFID transponder is a device supplying and communicating with the tag by means 
of a radio wave. There are various types of RFID reader varying in resolution, reading 
distance, etc. 

3. a backend information management system that is the system that use the data stored 
in each RFID to accomplish the various tasks (supply chain management, factory 
automation, etc.). 

In this work the authors propose to use the high memory capacity RFID for introducing the 
new concept of “sleeping agent”. In order to show the suitability of this concept in real 
world applications, the authors propose as case study a model of clinical risk management 
system based on a MAS employing sleeping agents. 
The remaining part of this work is organized as follows: in section II there is a brief related 
works overview, in section III the RFID technology is introduced while in section IV the 
sleeping agent is presented. The analyzed case study is described in section V while the 
proposed MAS is presented in VI. Finally conclusions and remarks are proposed in section 
VII. 

2. Related works 
Due to the flexible and dynamic characters of intelligent agents, they are being used widely 
as an interface system between user and information retrieval systems for whatever 
application. 
An example of this kind of applications can be an expert system developed for the user 
assistance to a better understanding of scientific data retrieved from environmental 
monitoring systems (these collected data are actually translated by expert chemists or 
biologists) [4]. 
In practical application, each agent is defined as a software entity, that is capable of flexible 
autonomous action in order to meet its design objective [8]. A multi agent system can be 
defined as an organization composed of autonomous and proactive agents that interact with 
each other to achieve common or private goals [9 - 10]. 
According with Qiao and Zhu [11], in conceptual schemes of each agent it is possible to 
recognize five components: 
- Perception, a channel for an agent to receive information from the external world. 
- Effector, an interface for an agent in order to modify or influence the state of MAS. 
- Communication, a mechanism for an agent to exchange communication with other 

members of the agent society.  
- Objectives, list of roles that an agent can play 
- Knowledge processor, a knowledge base system that stores and processes the necessary 

knowledge for an agent so that this one can play the role the MAS has assigned to it. 
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To create a structured, flexible, and scalable MAS we can layer different functions and 
components needed to solve the problem [12]. A good abstraction can be achieved and a 
large class of different problems solved by using a layered approach. 
Each layer represents a single functionality in order to minimize the interlayer 
communications and localize (by one or more agents) the activity. The number of agents 
performing functions in each layer is defined according to the goals that layer must satisfy. 
There are many applications where the MAS systems are successfully used. In [13] the 
authors propose a MAS to implement mine detection, obstacle avoidance and route 
planning with a group of autonomous agents with coordination capabilities. [14] presents 
multi agent system approach and software prototype aimed at the air traffic control in 
airport airspace. 
Since one of the most important characteristic of the intelligent agents is their ability to 
communicate among them to reach a common goal, there are interesting works on the 
negotiation policies that agents can have. An interesting example of these works is [15]. 

3. RFID technology and applications 
RFID is one of the most successful pervasive computing technologies. Born as a replacement 
for traditional barcode, nowadays its wireless identification capability is changing heavily 
many human activities such has health centers, logistic and production chain, etc.  
Each RFID tag contains a unique identifier, so, if a RFID is attached to an item, reading its 
presence is equal to reading the presence of that item. From this point of view they are not 
too different from the barcode. The real advantages of the RFID become clearer considering 
their reader devices. A RFID reader is able to read simultaneously more than one RFID  also 
through physical barriers and from a distance [16]. This fact makes these devices interesting 
for many applications. For example, in the fields of physical distribution, the technology to 
recognize multiple items in a cardboard box or a shopping basket at a time attracts 
attention. 
RFID tags are classified into two types. One is the passive type that is battery-less, and the 
other is an active type that has its own battery. The passive type tags are cheap and have 
long lifetime. For this reason, they can be used in several places. 
The main limit of this kind of RFID devices is their small amount of memory (typically 96 
bits). This quantity is enough to store an electronic product code but it needs the connection 
to a local or remote database to obtain additional information about a specific tagged item. 
This requires a network infrastructure that guarantees secure, reliable and speedy access to 
a central database where the additional data are stored. In [16] there is an interesting 
analysis of the security issues concerning this kind of applications. 
Nowadays RFID tags with high quantity of memory are becoming ever more popular. These 
devices become the keys of new kind of applications storing all the data on a given item 
locally in its RFID. For example, the Boeing has announced its intention to use high memory 
RFID to track the maintenance and repair history of parts for its upcoming Dreamliner 787 
family of airplanes [17]. 
In this work the authors propose to use this kind of RFID to store the agent code.  

4. The sleeping agent 
The sleeping agent is an intelligent agent embedded in a tag RFID with high memory 
capacity. Its main task is to interact with other agents to satisfy its goals or to cooperate to 
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reach a global goal. These objectives are defined according to the specific application 
domain in which they are used. 
They are defined “sleeping” because they are not ever running processes in the system on 
which the MAS is running. Normally, they are stored in an RFID in wait state (sleeping) and 
are loaded/awoken into the main system when the MAS needs their activities. At this time, 
the sleeping agent performs its task and, if it is required by the application, it is stored again 
in its RFID with an updated state. 
Considering that RFID tags are devices used to identify an object in a contact less way, one 
of their primary application field is the logistic.  
The main innovation of the sleeping agent relies on the fact that it makes each object, 
identified by a RFID, an active entity. It can interact with the surrounding environment 
exploiting all the characteristics of an intelligent agent.  
Since the sleeping agent is not an ever running process in the system, its use allows for 
implementing model of systems composed of several entities whose activities are 
asynchronous. Two interesting examples of such systems are the following: 
• distributed supply chain simulations: in this application each item can be represented 

by a sleeping agent doing its work when needed (e.g. in correspondence of some 
transport node). Using an agent rather than a simple identifier introduces into the 
system a high level of flexibility. Indeed, with this approach, thanks to the sleeping 
agent, each item can interact with the supply chain to optimize it. 

• health care centers: in this application, there is the need to identify reliably each patient. 
A RFID with a sleeping agent is given to each patient (e.g. using a wristband). The 
sleeping agent becomes a kind of patient’s avatar representing he/she in each 
interaction with the health center services (diagnoses, medical doctor, etc.). In the long 
period in which the patient stays in bed without having other services by the health 
care center, the sleeping agent stays in the RFID without overloading the computer 
system where the MAS is running. 

These two examples are fields in which the classical RFID technology is reaching good 
results in terms of performance and spreading. For this reason in this work a MAS modeling 
a health care system using the sleeping agent is presented. 

5. Case study 
Healthcare systems represent an interesting testbed for the integration of MAS with RFID 
technologies. Furthermore, the employment of sleeping agents is particularly suited for this 
framework since it allows for reengineering healthcare systems efficiently as it will be 
shown hereinafter. 
In the latest years, healthcare has become one of the most important sectors of interest for 
the Information and Communication Technology (ICT) market. This occurs because the 
same nature of the “clinical practice” is mainly focused on the information management 
and analysis. On the other hand, the exponential growth of the technological ability to 
acquire biological data in digital format, which can be extended to extract useful 
information for diagnostic and therapeutic aspects, plays an important role in this slow but 
substantial transformation. Two visible examples of this change are the major spread of 
personal computers within hospitals and the enormous amount of messages sent using the 
internal network of healthcare facilities to exchange information among the various 
operators.  
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A critical challenge is then how to globally publish, in a semantic integrated view, 
information coming from geographically distributed information sources such as databases, 
programs, etc. In the Italian context for example, many medical databases/archives are 
owned by the Public Administration, and they are often managed at a regional or at a 
provincial level. Two noteworthy examples of such databases are the INAIL ’s and the INPS 
’s archives where most of the citizen heath related data are stored. 
Focusing the attention on patient care, the clinical risk management represents an important 
aspect. The clinical risk management refers to the procedures for avoiding risks associated 
with direct patient care in order to minimize errors in the clinical practice and improve the 
quality of the service offered. It is the analysis about the probability of a patient being victim 
of an adverse event or inconvenience resulted, although involuntary, from improper 
medical care provided during the period of hospitalization. 
The safety of the patient can be assured only by designing secure organizational systems 
and perhaps more importantly, by establishing and implementing procedures to reduce all 
high-risk situations in clinical settings. Indeed, according to a recent survey by National 
Institute of Health, the first cause of accident risk is just the lack of proper procedures, 
followed by a poor work organization and only at the end the causes are linked to logistical 
situations and inadequate structures.  Referring to the first type of clinical risk, the most 
frequent mistakes are: incorrect diagnoses (medical error), the prescription of inappropriate 
therapy (for pharmacological principle, unfitting care for specific subjects, wrong dosage) or 
inaccurate interventions. The common denominator of all these clinical acts is the 
traceability of patient and all cares connected to this one [18].Another important aspect 
concerns the process phase standardization that could provide a quality system for 
obtaining secure patient data (UNI EN ISO 9000:2000). 
Traceability systems in the hospital context are generally:  
• Traceability system of wards (including also emergency ward) 
• Traceability system of pharmaceuticals: from the delivery of the drug produced by the 

manufacturer to the administration of the single dose 
• Traceability system of medical devices 
• Traceability system of blood bags 
• Traceability system of implantable device  
Numerous experiments carried out in the early nineties have implemented traceability 
systems in view of technological supports in use. Current tendency is to focus, in particular, 
on the management of patients’ physical paths (patient flow). A more rational management 
of the physical patient flow could solve the typical hospital problems such as: delays, long 
waiting times, queues, erased interventions, patients placed in inappropriate care setting, 
nursing staff under stress, waste and high costs etc. 
From a technological point of view, hospital information systems (like many distributed 
complex systems) are committed to face with the following problems:  
• data redundancy  
• legacy systems 
• unstructured data 
• security 
• traceability 
Data redundancy concerns the possibility of conflicting information due to data replication 
across multiple locations, while legacy systems take into account the pre-existing technology 
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already in use. Unstructured data require of course a special assessment since they cannot 
be processed in their natural form.  
To overcome the aforementioned criticalities and to face with the strict requirements 
regarding efficient traceability a re-engineering effort is due in the traditional healthcare 
system. Two models regarding patient identification and assistance during the hospital stay 
can be compared. In particular, these two representative models characterize respectively 
traditional (generally barcode-enhanced) systems and those based on RFID technology 
[19,20]. The main difference is that the barcode model considers hospital as an organization 
structured in functional blocks, while the RFID (re-engineered) model considers the patient 
at the center of the clinical process. This difference reflects the operating principle: it will be 
passive in the case of optical systems and active for Radio Frequency Systems. This 
difference of course impacts also on the hospital organization in relation to the quality of 
health services for the patient. 
The presence of separate functional areas that are typical of barcode system, draws attention 
to the problem of risks associated with information duplication. Indeed, in these systems the 
uniqueness of the chosen communication channel (i.e. “medical record” in the system 
database) determines that the contact among different information flows can occur only 
after or before the processes have been developed by each functional unit. 
Contrarily, at the base of the re-engineering process a new patient-centred data model is 
requested. The model is basically characterized by the disappearance of the medical record 
concept, seen as an instrument for getting information about activities produced by the 
system in relation to the patient, to whom it is associated, Therefore the concept of “health 
condition” replaces the medical record and refers to the patient condition in a specific 
moment. Since the health condition is linked by a univocal relationship to the patient that it 
describes, it is clear that there is a direct relationship with the activities related to: physical 
examinations made by the medical staff; drug management (prescription, administration) 
made by the pharmaceutical staff and performance of other hospital operations for 
monitoring patient health condition (analysis and investigations) together with other 
correlated actions.  
A patient-centred model is then able to intercept all important entities characterizing 
hospitalization but from a different view RFID model introduces simplification without 
introducing any substantial approximation of the modelled reality.  
Furthermore, in a traditional system, asynchronism of communication can lead to lack of 
communication phenomena, which can be associated to the delta time characterizing the 
accesses for reading or writing the medical record. The presence of a single communication 
node determines a possible break thus leading inevitably to the collapse of the whole macro 
system with all the relative risks connected to this. Contrariwise, in an interconnected 
model, similar to that using RFID technology, it is ensured that the temporary absence of 
information flow does not inhibit data exchange to all other entities of the system, which can 
continue to operate even under reduced conditions. 
The application of RFID model can be considered as useful also for the optimization 
introduced in operation traceability. On the other hand, a system producing a single intra-
hospital communication output and characterized by sequential writing access, can easily 
suffer from the possibility of being improperly altered, differently from what actually occurs 
if the exchange of data and information among the operators takes place in real-time. 
In conclusion, the use of RFID technology produces several advantages to health care 
processes with only a slight reengineering of specific structures. A more rational use of 
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hospital information systems allows for a better organization of clinical data. Moreover, it is 
noteworthy to remember the launch of RFID and Wi-Fi compliant transponders on the 
market. These allows for unifying access points, thus simplifying them, (from a  specialized 
portal to a pervasive wiring) and obtaining, through triangulation techniques and/or the 
power density calculation, the precise location of monitored entities.  
It is well known that the process for examining the clinical risk must start from the 
identification of risks analytically, and therefore define the potential risks according to 
predetermined international grading scale in order to organize and implement the risk 
reduction project. A possible solution for reducing the incidence of errors related to 
“mistaken identity” seems to be the use of identification wristbands with advanced RFID or 
barcode systems at the time of admission to hospital. Of course, this solution cannot be 
considered as the only or essential strategic element in the clinical risk management for the 
patient safety. 

6. Proposed multi-agent system architecture 
As seen in the previous paragraph, RFID can be used to improve many aspects of clinical 
risk management. The main advantage of the RFID based model compared to the one based 
on barcode is that the former sees the patient as the centre of the clinical process with clear 
advantage in terms of optimization of clinical risk and resource.  
The authors propose a multi-layer MAS architecture as shown in figure 1. In each layer there 
are agents that have same features and common goals, but they are able to satisfy their own 
scope with different approaches and with different results. The designed layers are: 
• User area: In this area there is an instance of sleeping agent for each patient in the 

clinical setting. This sleeping agent is stored in the RFID that the patient receives when 
he/she comes into a health centre. It is possible to consider this agent as an avatar of 
the patient in the proposed model of health centre. The main task of this agent is to 
interact with all the other agents into the system to satisfy the patient necessity. This 
agent is defined “sleeping” because it is not permanently allocated in the main system, 
where the clinical model is running. Indeed, this agent is loaded into the system only 
when the patient needs some services (he/she goes into a certain ward, he/she 
receives some pills, etc.). When the patient necessity has been satisfied the sleeping 
agent can return back into the RFID with its new updated state or it can stay in 
running state to accomplish other tasks. In this way, it is possible to save a big amount 
of system resources in terms of memory and processing time. It should be highlighted 
that the couple RFID-sleeping agent is the point of contact between the real world 
health centre and the MAS based clinic model and it is absolutely transparent for the 
patient. 

• Interface area is designed to allow for the communication between the agents in the 
user area and those in the brokerage area. In this area various problems about systems 
compatibility and security are faced. 

• Brokerage area: In this area there are two classes of agents: broker agent and coach 
agent. The broker agent receives the service requests from the upper layer and it 
analyzes a local database in which services offered by MAS (that are the same that in 
the real world the health center offers) are stored. Starting by one query, it produces as 
many messages as the request needs. The language, that Broker uses to communicate, is 
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already in use. Unstructured data require of course a special assessment since they cannot 
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hospital information systems allows for a better organization of clinical data. Moreover, it is 
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the real world the health center offers) are stored. Starting by one query, it produces as 
many messages as the request needs. The language, that Broker uses to communicate, is 
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generated using understandable and common language for all agents. The Coach is a 
complementary agent of the Broker, because it is able to assemble the information 
contained in the messages sent by the lower level as response to a broker query. At the 
end of the process the Coach sends a message to the Interface that translates the answer 
in a language understandable by the sleeping agent and/or the user. 

• Analysis area: in this area all the services provided by the clinic: medical doctor, 
analysis devices, etc are modeled as “service agents”. 

• Knowledge area: In this area there are all the information sources present into the 
health centre (e.g. databases used by the medical doctor to store information about 
patient, connections to other regional or national databases, etc.). 
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Fig. 1. A schematic overview of the proposed MAS 

The adoption of an agent with standard characteristics would require the allocation of 
computational resources always associated to it. The introduction of sleeping agent 
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represents a possible problem solution. This agent frees its allocated resources when the 
patient is in standby (namely the patient does not interact with healthcare system i.e. when 
he/she stays in his/her room). This statement introduces an important advantage to the 
system: it reduces the computational cost since it is based on a distributed asynchronous 
communication model. The interaction between patient and health care center are handled 
in automatic by the sleeping agent in a transparent way for the user. 
On the other hand, a RFID becomes patient ownership in the proposed system. The sleeping 
agent is stored in the RFID memory, letting the patient transport information about 
himself/herself across the healthcare centers. This represents the second advantage 
introduced by the proposed system: i.e. proactive event-driven solution to patient data flow. 
This approach improves also the security of the data management system. Indeed, the 
sleeping agent can handle also the private key of an asymmetric cryptography system. Data 
are stored in the database using the cryptography and they can be read only with the physic 
presence of the patient. 

7. Conclusions 
In this work the authors propose a new kind of intelligent agent based on the new finding in 
RFID technology. The sleeping agent can be used to implement MAS systems to solve 
various problems. As case study the authors proposed a MAS modeling a health care center. 
In this model the sleeping agent is resident on a patient’s RFID wristband. This kind of 
agent is the virtualization of a single patient in the healthcare system and plays the role of a 
proactive user for the clinical information system. The sleeping agent memorized on a RFID 
is a convenient solution to the problem of patient identification and traceability that allows 
for several benefits in terms of data integration, computational effort, asynchronous 
communication, privacy and so on. 
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1. Introduction 
Electric power systems are rather complicated objects for modeling, investigation and 
control because of many elements and complex structure. Comprehensive multi-functional 
software is necessary to study multi-dimensional systems of the kind. The problems of 
current state estimation should be solved for monitoring of electric power system operation 
conditions. 
Emergency control actions are required to improve stability of electric power systems. A 
multi-agent approach can be used to solve such complex problems of electric power 
systems. 
The chapter deals with the following important areas of modeling, investigation and control 
of large electric power systems: 
• Effective construction of comprehensive software by using the multi-agent approach; 
• Decomposition of state estimation problem for large electric power system by using 

phasor measurement units and the multi-agent approach; 
• Multi-agent approach to coordination of emergency control devices against voltage 

collapse. 
The effectiveness of multi-agent approach for solving the above problems is illustrated by 
test examples. 

2. Effective construction of comprehensive software by using the multi-agent 
approach  
2.1 Methodical approach to multi-agent software development 
Traditionally, there are active complex research of energy systems (electrical power system, 
natural gas industry, mineral oil providing system, carbon providing system, heat supply 
system), Fuel Energy Complex (FEC) and energy security problem of Russia in Melentiev 
Energy Systems Institute of Siberian Branch of the Russian Academy of Sciences (ESI SB 
RAS). Results of researching the branch energy systems often are input data for FEC 
research. And results of researching the developing trends of FEC must be taken into 
account while analyzing developing process of the branch energy systems.  
It is necessary to co-ordinate input and output information to get grounded conclusions and 
recommendations whish are prepared for outer organizations. That is why we must create 
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integrated informational and computational environment for investigating i.e. IT-
infrastructure (infrastructure based Informational Technologies) of research activities. IT-
specialists of the Institute have proposed the project of creating such IT-infrastructure taking 
into consideration the specificity of power engineering researches and up-to-date tendencies 
in the development of Informational Technologies (Massel et al., 2008).  
We interpret IT-infrastructure as a combination of Hardware, Software, Dataware and 
Telecommunication for supporting research activities; technologies of their making and 
using; both inner and outer standards for making informational and program products in 
the field of energy researches, exchange of them and outsourcing at the informational 
market. On the one hand, IT-infrastructure is integrated informational and computational 
environment for energy researches implementation. On the other hand, it creates 
preconditions for stage-by-stage transition to the creation of distributed data bases and 
program complexes; distribution and parallelization computations; outsourcing on the base 
science intensive informational and computational products (creation of Web-services). 
There is an active work that deals with method of software that supports energy research to 
become intelligent.  
One of possible way is to integrate multi-agent technologies, ontologies and service-oriented 
architecture as a platform for intelligent software development for energy research. Using 
the multi-agent systems conception based on Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA) 
implementation, where the problem of knowledge representation solved with a help of 
ontologies had been proposed by authors. Such knowledge representation gets additional 
advantage when designing software with Model-Driven Architecture (this approach is 
developed and used in ESI SB RAS). 
Conception of creating programs, which can exist autonomously and interact with each 
other in independently manner perfectly combines with technical abilities which SOA gives. 
Usage of software agents, particularly, intelligent software agents, is good, because experts 
could delegate their authorities for solving complex tasks to such agents. Intelligence is a 
feature of software agents that contains in their ability to knowledge processing. One of the 
modern technologies of knowledge representation is using ontologies. At first time, SOA 
had been used to create applications in commercial area and later it becomes more popular 
in scientific research and other subject areas. 
Implementation of IT Infrastructure of science research in ESI SB RAS created the necessary 
prerequisites for using such modern and available technologies as Web-services. One of the 
main ideas of ES problem research support is increasing the intelligent and adaptation level 
of software tools (Massel et al., 2009). Using the Web-services technology per se can’t 
influence increasing the intelligent level of software tools for supporting research. Therefore, 
using the multi-agent technologies, which were conceived from intersection of systems 
theory and artificial intelligence and became popular nowadays had been proposed by 
authors (Fartyshev et al., 2009). 
The original author’s methodical approach to multi-agent software complexes development 
for energy research includes: 
• the method of designing and implementing the multi-agent software complex which 

can be used for the new generation software for energy research support; 
• by using Service-Oriented Architecture of multi-agent software it is possible to consider 

the agents as the Web-services, application is built from; 
• data models and algorithm of data processing are the base of universal software 

components which can be used while multi-agent software constructing. 
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The author’s method is a direction which combines agency conception and object-oriented 
approach to software development. Following this direction it is possible to implement the 
multi-agent software complex. The method consists of the following generic stages: 
1. Formulating purposes of the development. 
2. Formalizing the use cases of multi-agent software. 
3. Defining the agents structure and their main and auxiliary functions. 
4. Defining the type and main properties of agents environment. 
5. Specification the agents structure and distribution the functions among agents. 

Choosing the agents architecture. 
6. Defining base interactions (relations) among agents. 
7. Defining possible agents actions (operations). 
8. Designing and implementing multi-agent software complex architecture. 
9. Testing implemented multi-agent software. 
10. Integrating the multi-agent software into the IT-infrastructure of energy research. 
Service-Oriented Architecture is one of the key concepts in the whole implementation plan 
of multi-agent software complex. Considering separate agents in the view of Web-services 
gives certain advantages like using mutual assistance, parallelism, high degree of reusing 
and so on. Multi-agent software complex is implemented in distributed client-server 
architecture where the application server is the central component (Fig. 1). 
 

 
Fig. 1. Architecture of multi-agent software 

Thus, agent is a certain application consists of client (service consumer) and server (service 
provider) at the physical implementation view point. 
The main task of the agent client part is providing the user-friendly interface which is used 
to access the agent’s features mainly implemented in its server part. Agents can work with 
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The author’s method is a direction which combines agency conception and object-oriented 
approach to software development. Following this direction it is possible to implement the 
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5. Specification the agents structure and distribution the functions among agents. 

Choosing the agents architecture. 
6. Defining base interactions (relations) among agents. 
7. Defining possible agents actions (operations). 
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9. Testing implemented multi-agent software. 
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Service-Oriented Architecture is one of the key concepts in the whole implementation plan 
of multi-agent software complex. Considering separate agents in the view of Web-services 
gives certain advantages like using mutual assistance, parallelism, high degree of reusing 
and so on. Multi-agent software complex is implemented in distributed client-server 
architecture where the application server is the central component (Fig. 1). 
 

 
Fig. 1. Architecture of multi-agent software 

Thus, agent is a certain application consists of client (service consumer) and server (service 
provider) at the physical implementation view point. 
The main task of the agent client part is providing the user-friendly interface which is used 
to access the agent’s features mainly implemented in its server part. Agents can work with 
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data and knowledge by connecting the Repository through the Simple Object Access 
Protocol (SOAP) or by using the Structured Query Language (SQL). Agents can connect to 
each other also by using the SOAP. However, there can be used other similar to SOAP 
technologies that could transmit XML data through the Hyper-Text Transfer Protocol 
(HTTP), for instance XML-Remote Procedure Call (XML-RPC), to provide the agents 
interconnection.  
There is need to use all three components of SOA: service provider, service consumer and 
register of services in implementation of the multi-agent software complex based on SOA. 
Register of services is the component that cares about service publication and providing the 
links to the services that are already registered in it. Register is used for service discovery 
and publication accordingly by service consumers and service providers. The existing 
Repository of IT-infrastructure of science research (Massel et al., 2008) is used in service 
register role. 
The universal system components compound the base of multi-agent software complex are 
the following: 
• the new standard for storing and representing the information models of FEC, that are 

one of the key elements in ES problem research; 
• service for uploading and downloading information models of FEC into the Repository 

of IT-infrastructure; 
• agents messaging services; 
• agents integration services; 
Developed method and architecture were used to design and implement multi-agent 
software INTEC-M for energy security problem research. 

2.2 Multi-agent software INTEC-M 
Design and implementation of the multi-agent software INTEC-M for supporting the ES 
problem research were done based on author’s method and in accordance with developed 
architecture. 
There is distribution of functions between different agents in the idea of INTEC-M software 
implementation. Such software is a compound of mentioned above system components and 
specific intellectual and traditional agents for specific solving of certain subject area 
problem. 
The common scheme of agents working process in accordance with computational 
experiment in researching the developing trends of FEC considering energy safety 
requirements is shown at Fig.2. 
Every implemented agent solves the certain task that corresponds to the certain stage of 
computational experiment. One of the main advantages of proposed approach is 
independence of hard-coded sequence of computational experiment stage that is 
accomplished by such agent's properties as autonomy and mobility.  
The main purpose of Agent of extraordinary situations modeling is fusion of human-readable 
wordings of extraordinary situations scenarios with its digital interpretation in model. The 
agent gives a researcher an opportunity to store, classify, configure and apply different 
types of extraordinary situations in the computational experiment process. 
Agent of development scenarios of FEC modeling is a software tool allowing a researcher to form 
the FEC development variants tree which is the main base during the computational 
experiment process. 
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Fig. 2. The common scheme of agents working process 

Agent of FEC information models editing gives a researcher accessible and effective software 
tools for working with FEC information models including its creation from the beginning. 
Calculation agent is an open source software tool (lp_solve) for solving Mixed Integer Linear 
Programming (MILP) problems implemented by third-party. It was included in INTEC-M 
software, because the common linear programming problem is traditionally solved in FEC 
development trends research considering energy safety requirements. 
The main purpose of reporting agent is to create and then analyze different table reports and 
its graphic representations of computational experiment results. The agent gives an 
opportunity to a visual comparing of summary and detailed computational experiment 
data. 
Agents get the additional property of mobility which is valued agents property in multi-
agent systems by using such modern and standardized technologies as Java and XML. 
The main advantages of INTEC-M software are the following: 
• The uniform ideology and technology of development; 
• Adaptive to changing behavior of computational experiment scheme; 
• Cross-platform; 
• Trends to parallel data processing; 
• IT-infrastructure integration. 
The joint computational experiment of evaluation of possible deficits fuel and energy 
resources and measures for its to compensate in extraordinary situations was processed. As 
the extraordinary situation it was taken cold winter in Central Federal District of Russia. 
Effectiveness of using implemented INTEC-M software for ES problem research of Russia 
and its regions is implied in useful, psychologically comfortable work that improved by 
many experts. 
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3. Decomposition of state estimation problem for large electric power system 
by using phasor measurement units and the multi-agent approach 
3.1 Decomposition of state estimation problem 
State estimation of electric power systems (EPS) is an important procedure that allows on-
line calculation of state variables for a current scheme of electric network on the basis of 
teleinformation. The obtained calculated model of power system is then used to solve 
various technological problems to effectively control electric power system. 
The calculations for a large system encounter the problems related to the inhomogeneity of 
calculated schemes, large volumes of various data to be processed and the requirement for 
high speed software. Besides, the need for online state estimation of such systems increases 
the burden on the available computing resources in the EPS Control Center. The distributed 
data processing at decomposition of the state estimation problem is an effective method of 
solving these problems.  
Until recently state estimation in Electric Power Systems was mainly based on the SCADA 
(Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition) measurements: voltage magnitudes, branch 
power flow, nodal power injections and, occasionally, current magnitudes. The advent of 
WAMS (Wide-Area Measurement System) that contains phasor measurement units (PMU) 
as the main measurement equipment  makes it possible to synchronously and accurately 
control the EPS state  and essentially improve the results of state estimation. The use of 
PMU measurements offers new possibilities in decomposition of the state estimation 
problem. 
The distributed approach to state estimation applies decomposition and aggregation 
procedures. The SE procedure thereby consists of the following stages:   
1. Division of the calculated scheme into subsystems by one or another method at the 

decomposition stage. 
2. State estimation for each subsystem. 
3. Solution of the coordination problem consisting in calculation of the boundary variables 

and check of the boundary conditions. If the conditions are not met, the subsystems are 
recalculated with new values of boundary variables.  

4. Formation of the general solution for the whole scheme by combination of solutions for 
individual subsystems and solution of the coordination problem at the aggregation 
stage.  

In large-scale interconnections that consist of EPSs operating in parallel and have no single 
control center, the aggregation stage may be neglected. The calculation terminates by 
solving the coordination problem at the solution coordination center, resulting in the 
estimated state obtained for each subsystem that is balanced in the boundary regions with 
the states of neighboring subsystems.  
Flow chart of distributed state estimation is shown in Fig.3. 
Decomposition of the state estimation problem proposed by authors is based on structural 
(by subsystems) and functional (by the problems solved) decomposition. The structural 
decomposition is made by dividing the calculated scheme into subsystems by one or 
another method. The functional decomposition is made in accordance with the problems 
solved within the SE procedure. The main of them are: analysis of network topology 
(formation of current calculated scheme); analysis of observability; analysis of bad data; 
calculation of estimates and calculation of steady state with regard to the estimates 
obtained. 
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Fig. 3. Flow chart of distributed state estimation 

3.2 Algorithms of the calculated scheme division into subsystems 
The calculated scheme can be divided into subsystems by the following techniques: 
decomposition utilizing geographical characteristics, decomposition by boundary nodes, by 
tie-lines, based on the structure of gain matrix, by Danzig-Wolf decomposition algorithm 
and others. 
The main algorithms of state estimation problem decomposition suggest dividing the 
calculated scheme into subsystems whose boundaries are either nodes or branches.  
As boundary conditions at decomposition with boundary nodes the equality of voltage 
magnitudes and phases at these nodes for the i, j, …, k-th subsystems should be met (Gamm, 
1983): 

 i j kU U ... U= = = ; (1) 

 i j k...δ = δ = = δ ;  (2) 

Besides the boundary balance relationships should be met. For example for boundary node 
l, common for the i, j, …, k-th subsystems 
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where sω  - a set of nodes of the s-th subsystem, that are adjacent to the l-th node. 
As boundary conditions at decomposition with boundary branches the relationships for 
active (5) and a reactive (6) power flows should be observed: 

 ij i j ji i j ij i jP (X ,X ) P (X ,X ) P (X ,X )= − − Δ , (5) 
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where ijP and ijQ - power flows from i-th subsystem to j-th subsystem, 

ij i jP (X ,X )Δ , ij i jQ (X ,X )Δ , gij i jQ (X ,X ) - aggregate losses of active and reactive power and 
aggregate power of section links, i jX ,X - state vectors for i-th and j-th subsystems. 
For boundary branch m-l 
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Decomposition of calculated scheme with boundary branches is more often used. 

3.3 PMU measurements usage for the solution of decomposition of state estimation 
problem 
For decomposition of power system state estimation problem it is necessary to maintain 
accurate values of voltage magnitudes and phases at boundary nodes of subsystems for 
iteration-free solution of coordination problem. A simple but not an optimal solution is 
placement of PMUs at all boundary nodes. Based on the measurements to be received from 
the placed PMUs the voltage magnitude and phase at a neighbor node can be calculated 
using the electrical circuit equations. The phasor voltage measurement obtained by the 
equations further will be named as “calculated” PMU.  
The study shows that the accuracy of parameters of the “calculated” PMU practically equals 
the accuracy of measurements of the physical PMU (Kolosok et al., 2009). With an optimal 
combination of physical and “calculated” PMU at all boundary nodes of subsystems it is 
possible to determine voltage magnitudes and phases required to coordinate the solutions 
obtained for individual subsystems. 
In order to minimize the number of PMUs authors analyze not only the list of boundary 
nodes but the list of internal branches within subsystems that are incident to these nodes as 
well. The boundary nodes may happen to belong to one and the same subsystem and bound 
one and the same branch. Then it is enough to place a physical PMU at one end of the 
branch and a “calculated” PMU at the other.  
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Installation of PMU in boundary nodes allows to fix boundary variables U and δ on the 
values metered with high accuracy. In this case: 
• boundary conditions (1), (2) are fulfilled automatically, and  
• solution of a coordination problem consists in calculation of node injections in 

boundary nodes on (3), (4), using estimations of branch power flows, received from 
results of separate subsystems.  

Thus state estimation of separate subsystems can be calculated in parallel, independently 
from each other, accomplishment of iterative calculations on subsystems is not required.  
When decomposition of calculated scheme into subsystems with boundary branches PMU is 
installed in one of nodes of a boundary branch then a "calculated" PMU can be received on 
other end of a branch. In this case: 
• the combination of measurements from physical and "calculated" PMU in an incident 

node provide accomplishment of boundary conditions (7), (8) in boundary branches, 
• as PMU, installed in a node, allows to receive or calculate measurements (pseudo-

measurements) of power flows of all branches departing from a node the boundary 
conditions (5), (6) also will be fulfilled. 

In this case SE of separate subsystems also can be calculated independently from each other, 
accomplishment of iterative calculations on subsystems is not required.  
For coordination of phase angles of the voltages received from local state estimation only 
one PMU measurement of phase angle is enough in each subsystem. Such node is appointed 
for subsystems reference node. PMU measurements coordinate results of state estimation of 
separate subsystems. In one arbitrary selected subsystem the reference node with a zero 
angle is traditionally set. Actually, the zero value of an angle of a reference node does not 
correspond with the PMU metered angles of other nodes. Therefore it is necessary to install 
PMU device in a reference node or to appoint the node with PMU as a reference. 
Bad data detection in telemetry, or validation of measurements, is one of the most important 
problems in EPS state estimation. In this work bad data detection is based on the test 
equation method. This method makes it possible to carry out validation of information prior 
to solving the SE problem. Solving the problem of state estimation for EPS with low 
redundancy of measurements we face the problem of validating the critical measurements 
and critical sets. It is impossible to detect uniquely gross errors in these measurements. One 
of possible approaches for solution of this problem is the use of PMU measurements. 
Optimal placement of PMU increases the redundancy of SCADA measurements and 
eliminates critical measurements and critical sets, i.e. allows detection of all bad data in 
measurements.  
Accurately synchronized measurements provided by PMU placed near boundary nodes 
essentially increase the redundancy of measurements and efficiency of methods for 
detection of bad data in boundary regions. 

3.4 A two-stage algorithm for decomposition of the calculated scheme into 
subsystems in state estimation  
The idea of decomposing the state estimation problem with PMU placement at boundary 
nodes is rather attractive. In reality, however, due to high cost of PMUs they can only be 
used when the number of boundary nodes is small. 
To calculate large inhomogeneous schemes the authors propose a method of dividing the 
calculated scheme with respect to voltage levels (Gamm et al., 2007 (a)). This method 
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3.4 A two-stage algorithm for decomposition of the calculated scheme into 
subsystems in state estimation  
The idea of decomposing the state estimation problem with PMU placement at boundary 
nodes is rather attractive. In reality, however, due to high cost of PMUs they can only be 
used when the number of boundary nodes is small. 
To calculate large inhomogeneous schemes the authors propose a method of dividing the 
calculated scheme with respect to voltage levels (Gamm et al., 2007 (a)). This method 
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decreases essentially a negative impact of inhomogeneity of calculated scheme and 
telemetric information in calculation of subsystems of one voltage class but for the complex 
scheme inevitably leads to a large number of boundary nodes. Therefore, the paper 
proposes a two-stage algorithm to decompose the calculated scheme into subsystems that 
combines the positive features of both approaches. 
At the first stage the scheme is divided into rather large areas with minimum number of 
intersystem ties and boundary nodes. This decomposition can be made on the basis of 
administrative division, for example, the entire scheme of Russia’s Unified Energy System is 
decomposed into regional power subsystems of large regions in the country that operate in 
parallel or it can be decomposed artificially into separate areas by special algorithms  
(Gamm & Grishin, 1995). PMUs are placed at the boundary nodes of the areas. Highly 
accurate measurements obtained from PMU make it possible to register the values of 
magnitudes and phases of nodal voltages at the boundary nodes and make calculations for 
the areas in parallel. 
At the second stage the calculated scheme of each area in turn is divided into subsystems 
that correspond to the levels of nodal voltages. The calculations start with the subsystem of 
the highest voltage level (750-500 kV). Normally this part of the scheme is well provided 
with highly accurate telemetry and contains a basic node. Then the calculations are made 
successively for the rest of the subsystems. The subsystems are ranked by voltage levels (220 
kV, 110 kV, etc.). Every time the node bordering the subsystem of higher voltage level is 
chosen as a basic one. After calculations of lower voltage levels of large areas the 
coordination problem is solved, which include calculation of node injections in boundary 
nodes or calculation of power flows in boundary branches. 
The functional decomposition of the state estimation problem is performed in accordance 
with the problems solved within the state estimation procedure. The main of them are: 
analysis of network topology; analysis of observability; analysis of bad data; calculation of 
estimates and steady state by the estimates obtained. 
The current calculated scheme is formed for the entire scheme. Bad data analysis and 
calculation of estimates and steady state are performed by the test equation technique for 
each subsystem of a certain voltage class before solving the state estimation problem (Gamm 
et al., 2007 (b)). 
State estimation is made according to two criteria: the method of weighted least squares and 
the robust criterion that allows the estimates to be obtained and bad data to be suppressed 
simultaneously.  
Control is transferred to one or another state estimation program depending on operation of 
the bad data detection program. In case of bad data detection or their absence the program 
for calculation of estimates operates on the basis of the least squares method. However, if it 
is impossible to detect erroneous measurements and, hence, identify bad data the program 
operates according to the robust criterion. State estimation is made starting at the upper 
level of the structural decomposition. 

3.5 Full algorithm 
The full algorithm for solving the state estimation problem based on structural and 
functional decomposition is as follows. 
1. The complete calculated scheme of EPS is decomposed into rather large areas. Phasor 

measurement units are placed at the boundary nodes of subsystems. PMU device is 
placed in the basic node of full scheme. 
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1A. PMU devices are placed in the boundary (not transit) nodes of subsystems. In the 
subsystems that have no basic node of the complete scheme one of the boundary nodes 
with PMU of the highest voltage class is chosen as a basic one. Measurements of nodal 
injections at boundary nodes are excluded from the vector of measurements. 
1B. If the boundary nodes of two or more subsystems are transit, the decomposition 
with boundary nodes is used. PMU is installed in one of nodes of a boundary branch 
then a "calculated" PMU can be received on other end of a branch. While calculating the 
first subsystem the measurements of node injections of second subsystems are excluded 
from the vector of measurements, and vice-versa. 

2. At the second stage of decomposition the calculated scheme of each area is divided into 
subsystems that correspond to the levels of nodal voltages. The boundaries of the 
subsystems are the nodes adjacent to the nodes of the voltage class of this subsystem. 
For example for the 750-500 kV voltage class subsystem the nodes with the voltage of 
220 kV are boundary nodes and vice-versa. 

3. The calculation starts with the subsystem of the highest voltage level (750-500 kV) for 
each subsystem. Normally this part of the scheme is well provided with highly accurate 
measurements and contains a basic node. The state estimation algorithm for subsystems 
with boundary nodes is as  follows: 
3.1. For each subsystem that contains boundary nodes the problem of bad data 

detection is solved by the test equation technique. 
3.2. In case of bad data detection or their absence the state estimation is made according 

to least squares method. 
3.3. In the event that erroneous measurements cannot be detected and hence it is 

impossible to detect bad data, the state estimation is made according to the robust 
criterion (bad data suppression).  

4. The rest of the subsystems in the scheme are successively calculated. They are ranked 
by voltage level (220 kV, 110 kV, etc.). Every time the node bordering the subsystem of 
higher voltage level is chosen as a basic node. The estimates of the boundary variables 
of the state vector that are obtained at the upper level of decomposition are registered.  

5. The injections at boundary nodes between the subsystems of different voltage class are 
calculated. 

6. After all subsystems of the first level of decomposition have been calculated similar 
problem is solved for the boundary nodes with PMU, if these nodes are transit, power 
flows in the boundary branches are calculated. 

7. Due to obtain general solution for full scheme the results received from subsystems and 
results of coordination problem solution are aggregated. 

3.6 Multi-agent approach 
The multi-agent approach to the power system state estimation is based on the structural 
and functional decomposition of state estimation problem described earlier. 
For each agent the subsystem of a certain voltage class is used as an object to be modeled. To 
implement the algorithm of state estimation by the test equation technique a multi-agent 
system (MAS) has been developed (Fig.4). 
Functionality of agents: 
- MAS0– a common MAS, that contains all subsystems and all agents. 
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The multi-agent approach to the power system state estimation is based on the structural 
and functional decomposition of state estimation problem described earlier. 
For each agent the subsystem of a certain voltage class is used as an object to be modeled. To 
implement the algorithm of state estimation by the test equation technique a multi-agent 
system (MAS) has been developed (Fig.4). 
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- MAS0– a common MAS, that contains all subsystems and all agents. 
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- ADE – a decomposition agent, that makes decomposition of the calculated scheme into 
subsystems by voltage level; 

- AAG – an aggregation agent, that aggregates data received by coordination agent from 
subsystems, and forms the full scheme regime; 

- MASI , i=1,…,n –  a MAS’s, that contain subsystems of first decomposition level; 
- MASIJ – an agent of i-th subsystem of the j-th voltage level (Fig.5) that transfers the 

values of voltages and phase angles at its boundary nodes to a lower level. It contains a 
local multi-agent system that consists of three agents: 

- ABD – an agent of bad data that detects bad data and, depending on results of its 
operation, starts either agent ASQ or agent AR; 

- ASQ – an agent of state estimation by the least squares method, started by the agent ABD 
if bad data are found or there are no bad data; 

- AR – an agent of state estimation in accordance with the robust criterion. It is started by 
the agent ABD if it is impossible to identify bad data;  

- AK – coordination agent that coordinates calculations in big subsystems, and calculates 
boundary variables (active and reactive powers in boundary nodes and power flows in 
boundary branches); 

- Ak – coordination agent for voltage level areas, that calculates active and reactive 
powers in boundary nodes of these areas; 
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Agents AK and Ak  may be mobile agents, and can move between subsystems, collecting data 
for further calculations. 
Usage of multi-agent approach to distributed state estimation allows following advantages: 
1. To organize a flexible choice of a method of solving different problems of state 

estimation for each subsystem; 
2. To coordinate and quickly exchange data between tasks which are solved in different 

levels and distributed territorially (mobile agents). 
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Fig. 5. Structure of agent of i-th subsystem of the j-th voltage level 

3.7 Case study 
In order to test the efficiency of the suggested decomposition algorithm of state estimation 
the calculations of a real scheme consisting of 107 nodes and 175 branches were made 
(Fig.6). The calculations were based on real measurements. The efficiency of the algorithm 
was assessed by comparing the results of calculations made for subsystems to the results of 
the calculation made for the entire scheme. 
At the first stage the genetic algorithm was used to divide the entire scheme into two 
subsystems containing 55 and 52 nodes with 6 boundary nodes in which the PMU data 
(measurements of magnitudes and phases of nodal voltages) were modeled. The 
calculations of these subsystems were carried out in parallel which reduced the time of 
solving the SE problem almost twice: from 0.49 s to 0.27 s. 
 

 
Fig. 6. EPS scheme fragment 
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At the second stage of decomposition each of the subsystems in turn was decomposed into 
three areas corresponding to the voltage levels of 500 kV, 220 kV, 110 kV and lower.  The 
calculation of these areas according to the above algorithm was made successively, therefore 
the full time of solution could increase. However, owing to the improved convergence of the 
iteration processes in the calculation of areas of the same voltage class the total time of the 
calculation for all the three areas practically did not change. 
More efficient operation of bad data detection algorithm and application of the robust 
criterion of state estimation for two of six areas improved considerably the results of state 
estimation: the value of the state estimation objective function at the point of solution 
decreased almost by a factor of 6 and the estimates at boundary nodes were noticeably 
improved. 
Decomposition by voltage levels and usage of PMU measurements in boundary nodes allow 
to considerably improve the effectiveness of bad data detection methods. Table 1 shows the 
comparison of calculation results in voltage level areas with calculation results by full 
subsystem. Apparently from the table, while calculations are made by subsystems and PMU 
devices are used, number of critical measurements and groups of the doubtful data is 
essentially reduced.    
 

 500 kV area 220 kV area 110 kV area Full subsystem 

Number of nodes 5 25 30 55 

Number of branches 7 24 44 80 

Measurements 31 98 133 265 

Not observable nodes 
by δ /U no/no 4/0 5/1 9/1 

Redundancy 3,44 2 2,06 2,43 

Unchecked data 
without PMU 2 23 17 35 

Unchecked data with 
PMU 2 7 13 24 

Doubtful data groups 
without PMU 0 0 4 6 

Doubtful data groups 
with PMU 0 0 4 5 

Table 1. Comparison of calculation results in voltage level areas with calculation results by 
full subsystem 

4. A multi-agent approach to coordination of emergency control devices 
against voltage collapse 
4.1 Emergency control problem 
Power Industry spends a lot of money to protect a power system against different severe 
disturbances. Nevertheless, large interconnected Power Systems throughout the world are 
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frequently subjected to widespread blackouts which interrupt millions of consumers and 
cost billions of dollars.  
Analysis of the recent blackouts showed, that the most severe interruptions occurred in 
highly loaded interconnected power systems due to EHV line disruption followed by 
multiple contingencies.  
These accidents highlighted the deficiency of the existing protection systems that cannot 
maintain the integrity of the transmission grid during multiple contingencies (Lachs, 2002). 
Power system behavior in an emergency state is characterized by complex interaction 
between discrete and continuous control devices. Continuous control devices are automatic 
voltage regulators, turbine governors, FACTS devices, etc. Discrete control devices are 
different protection relays, under load tap changers, etc. Currently both continuous and 
discrete control devices substantially use local signals only and do not coordinate their 
actions with each other. Absence of coordination between discrete and continuous control 
devices is the shortcoming of the existing protection system and may lead to blackout. 
The paper presents a control system based on the multi-agent approach. The control system 
provides coordination of different discrete and continuous control devices to prevent 
voltage collapse of the power system during the post-disturbance period. 

4.2 Voltage instability mechanism 
To understand the importance of the discrete and continuous control devices coordination, 
one should understand the mechanism of voltage instability that may occur any time after 
the first severe contingency and lead to blackout.  
Existing practice shows that if protection system works correctly, most power systems have 
sufficient stability to withstand the first heavy disturbance in EHV transmission system. The 
post-disturbance phase represents a deceptively calm period that lasts several minutes with 
a normal level of frequency and then voltage collapse that lasts seconds (Lachs, 1992).  
The first heavy disturbance leads to increase in the reactive power losses and reactive power 
output of rotating units in the vicinity of the affected region. So, the first disturbance effects 
influence only the affected region, being initially a local problem. But sometime after, the 
lack of reactive power in the affected region might increase considerably, leading to voltage 
collapse in the neighboring regions and even in the whole system. This happens because if 
the disturbance is not dealt with timely, the after-effects spread out through the EHV 
transmission network and actuate different control devices such as automatic voltage 
regulators, automatic transformer tap changers, current protection relays, etc. These control 
devices act at the different speed, respond to changes in the immediate vicinity and act 
without coordination with one another. Their actions in response to the post-disturbance 
conditions are actually the main cause of power system breakdown; consequently, the timely 
control of the discrete and continuous control devices under the post-disturbance conditions 
is the only means to prevent voltage collapse of the whole system. Undoubtedly, the absence 
of different control actions coordination during the post-disturbance period can cause 
different types of instability. But first of all, one should cope with voltage instability because 
it was the main cause of the recent blackouts. New system protection system philosophy has 
to be proposed to prevent voltage instability during the post-disturbance period. 

4.3 System protection philosophy 
A new system protection philosophy is needed to control the post-disturbance 
phenomenon. A new protection system must detect the critical situation and coordinate the 
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work of control devices to exclude any possibility of voltage instability. So, how can the new 
protection system identify the critical situation and what kind of control actions should the 
system use to control the capacity of available reactive power resources? 
A. Parameters-Indicators 
The main symptoms that precede the voltage collapse are considerable reduction of 
transmission voltage levels and increase of reactive power outputs on rotating units 
(Makarov et al., 2005; Taylor & Erickson, 1997). Reduction of voltages and increase of 
rotating unit excitation were proposed in different papers to indicate the proximity to 
voltage collapse. Thus, these two criteria may be used to detect the critical situation 
appearance and activate protection system. 
B. Control Actions 
Power industry has already used the philosophy of load shedding by selecting non-essential 
load to prevent frequency reduction. The analysis of recent blackouts showed that the rapid 
load shedding is usually the only way to prevent the collapse of the whole system. On the 
one hand, load shedding should be as fast as possible, on the other hand, it should be 
optimal. The optimal load shedding scheme can be realized by using different optimization 
procedures, but it is hard to solve optimization problem for any possible situation in 
advance, because the number of situations is too big. This means that some optimization 
computations should be made during the post-disturbance period. In spite of the fact that 
there is a number of optimization techniques that can be used to calculate emergency control 
actions quickly, the amount of input data required to solve the problem is usually too big. 
The state estimation alone can take from tens of seconds to minutes. However, load 
shedding under the post-disturbance conditions has to work faster. Hence, load shedding 
procedure has to use less complex methods to control post-disturbance phenomenon. The 
following simple countermeasures to control post-disturbance phenomenon were proposed 
in (Lachs, 1992): 
• Countermeasure 1. Fast tap changing on transmission substation transformers. 
• Countermeasure 2. Raising terminal voltage on selected synchronous condensers and 

hydro generators. 
• Countermeasure 3. Fast tap changing on selected generator transformers. 
• Countermeasure 4. Strategic load shedding at selected transmission substations only if 

voltage levels and reactive outputs do not meet the requirements, or some transmission 
lines are overloaded. 

• Countermeasure 5. Re-arranging generator MW outputs. Connecting part of the 
disconnected load. 

Countermeasures 1 – 3 have approximately the same execution time and their main 
purposes are to impede the sharp increase of series reactive power losses, to increase 
transmission line charging and to inhibit tap changing on subtransmission and distribution 
transformers. Load is shed (Countermeasure 4) only after countermeasures 1 – 3. This will 
decrease the amount of the load to be shed. Countermeasure 5 considers an optimization 
procedure. The optimization procedure takes much more time in comparison with 
countermeasures 1 – 4 and provides post-emergency operation optimization.  
Thereby, countermeasures 1 – 4 provide fast control of the post-disturbance phenomenon to 
avoid voltage collapse and countermeasure 5 provides long-time-period post-emergency 
operation optimization.  
The proposed control principles can be applied to various parts of the grid that work 
independently.  
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Briefly, the control actions aim to control the capacity of the available reactive power 
resources and do not let reactive power demand of the affected region increase beyond their 
sustainable capacity to exclude the possibility of voltage instability.  
The proposed control system can be built by using distributed intelligence principles. The 
distributed intelligence is taken to mean the multi-agent system (Panasetsky & Voropai, 
2009). 

4.4 Multi-agent control system structure 
Current overload of the network elements in postdisturbance period is a serious problem, 
which can lead to cascade line tripping. However, the proposed MAS does not solve the 
problem of the current overload, except current overload problem of the generator 
excitation system, which directly influences the reactive power output of generator. The 
proposed multi-agent control system provides reactive power control to prevent generator 
tripping and preserve load bus voltages within the normal range. Current and ohm relays 
coordination problem is the further work goal.  
A power system presented in Fig.7 is used to illustrate the main principles of the proposed 
multi-agent approach.  
 

 
Fig. 7. A part of the modified IEEE One Area RTS-96 system 

This power system is a part of the modified 24 bus IEEE One Area RTS-96 system. It is 
divided into two subsystems - Subsystem A and Subsystem B that correspond to 
transmission and subtransmission plus distribution systems respectively.  
The proposed MAS consists of two types of agents: Load Agents and Generator Agents (see. 
Fig.7). Any agent at any time has the following set of local data: 
• Local state variables (primary and secondary voltages, power flows, etc.). 
• Operating characteristics of the local equipment (generator terminal voltage, tap range 

of the tap changer, excitation current of the generator, etc.). 
Any agent has two goals: 
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• Local goal. It consists in maintaining local state variables and equipment operating 
characteristics within the normal range. 

• Global goal. It consists in voltage collapse prevention. 
To make different parts of the proposed MAS system work independently, each agent must 
know only about the limited number of agents, which influence his activity most. For 
instance, Load Agents, installed at Bus101 – Bus103 in Subsystem A must know much about 
the agents in Subsystem B, because all these agents can influence them. On the other hand, 
in spite of the fact that agents in Subsystem B could know much about one another, they 
must know only about three agents in Subsystem A: Load Agents, installed at Bus101 – 
Bus103, because these three agents can only influence them. In this case, subtransmission 
system produces minimal influence on transmission system. 
A. MAS Ontology 
Agents communicate with each other, by using some communication language. According 
to FIPA standards, messages exchanged by agents have a number of fields and in particular: 
sender, receiver, communicative intention (also called ”performative”), content, language, 
ontology and some fields used for control. Ontology is the vocabulary of symbols and their 
meanings. For the effective communication, both the sender and the receiver must ascribe 
the same meaning to symbols. Ontology can include different elements such as agent 
actions, terms, concepts, etc. Agent actions indicate actions that can be performed by some 
agents. Terms are expressions identifying entities (abstract or concrete) that ”exist” in the 
world. For voltage control purposes, the following simple Voltage Control Ontology can be 
proposed: 
Agent actions of the Voltage Control Ontology: 
• Increase Reactive Power. 
• Stop Reactive Power Increase. 
• Start Load Shedding. 
Terms of the Voltage Control Ontology: 
• Owner. 
• Voltage Rate. 
The Voltage Control Ontology usage principles will be given in the next sections. 
B. Generator Agent 
Generator Agent obtains local information about excitation current of the generator, 
primary and secondary voltages at the generating substation, active power flows and 
transformer tap ranges. If excitation current goes beyond of its normal range, Generator 
Agent tries to decrease it to exclude the possibility of the generator tripping. Generator 
Agent sends messages to other agents that can decrease the shortage of the reactive power 
in the affected region. The sent messages apply FIPA Request Interaction Protocol and 
include Increase Reactive Power action of the Voltage Control Ontology. The sequence 
diagram for the Request Interaction protocol used by the Generator Agent is depicted in 
Fig.8.  
Before sending a message, Generator Agent could use a rule set to identify whether 
receiver is able to help him. In our research, we used the following simple rule: Generator 
Agent do not send Request message to another agent if electric coupling between them 
has become too weak. For instance, if Bus202 – Bus203 active power flow is equal to zero, 
Generator Agent at Bus 203 does not send Request message to Generator Agent at Bus 
202.  
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Fig. 8. Request Interaction protocol used by Generator Agent 

In response to his request, Generator Agent can receive either Refuse or Agree message. 
Agree message means that Request Interaction protocol participant starts to increase 
reactive power. Sometime later, Generator Agent will receive Inform-Done message with 
Stop Reactive Power Increase action, which means that the participant stopped increasing 
reactive power (see Fig.8). Thus, Generator Agent always knows when reactive power 
increase in his subsystem is stopped. If reactive power increasing is stopped, but Generator 
Agent is still overexcited, it starts Load Shedding procedure.  
FIPA Contract Net Interaction Protocol is used in Load Shedding procedure. In this 
protocol, the initiator wishes to optimize some function that characterizes the Load 
Shedding Procedure. We use minimal voltage rate function, but of course, it could be 
function, which includes some economic aspects. Generator Agent sends n Call for Proposal 
messages to Load Agents and solicits from them m proposals and k refuses (see Fig.9). The 
proposals contain voltage rates at primary buses of the Load Agents. After that, Generator 
Agent accepts j proposals and sends j Accept-Proposal messages to those Load Agents 
which have the lowest voltage rates at their primary buses. When Load Agent receives 
Accept-Proposal message it starts to shed the load until its primary voltage will not increase 
up to the specified value.  
 

 
Fig. 9. Contract-Net Interaction protocol used by Generator Agent 
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C. Load Agent 
Load Agent obtains local information about primary and secondary voltages at the 
substation, transformer tap ranges and active power flows. Load Bus agent takes part in 
Load Shedding procedure (see Fig.9). It also can shed the load independently in case of 
critical voltage drop. If it is installed at transmission system substation, Load Agent can take 
part in reactive power regulation (see Fig.8). In this case, Load Agent changes transmission 
transformer tap ratio until primary voltage will not decrease or secondary voltage will not 
increase up to specified values. Changing transmission transformer tap ratio, Load Bus 
agent must coordinate its actions with generators in transmission system. 
Now consider situation when Generator Agent receives Request message. First, it analyzes 
operating characteristics of the generator and if they are within the normal range it starts to 
increase reactive power output according to the algorithm, presented in Fig.10.  
Where UGEN SV – generator secondary voltage, UGEN TV – generator terminal voltage, IF – 
excitation current, IF MAX – the highest possible excitation current. 
 

 
Fig. 10. Reactive power output increasing algorithm of Generator Agent 

4.5 Multi-agent control system implementation 
The success of multi-agent system mainly depends on the availability of appropriate 
technology (development tools, programming languages) that allows its implementation. 
Any kind of programming language could be used for MAS realization, but object-oriented 
languages are more suitable, because the concept of agent is close to the concept of object. 
The computer model of the proposed MAS for power system voltage stability control was 
implemented in JADE. JADE has become a firm favorite with researchers in power 
engineering in recent years. JADE implements a famous object-oriented language Java 
(Bellifemine et al., 2000). Agents, developed for the JADE platform consist of three basic 
layers: a message handling layer; a behavioral layer; a functional layer. Message handling 
layer is responsible for the sending and receiving of messages from other agents. The 
behavioral layer provides control of when an agent has to implement some task. The 
functional layer embodies the action the agent can perform.  
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Necessary power flows and time domain simulations were carried out in Matlab/PSAT 
environment. Java capabilities of the JADE environment were used to implement 
communication between Matlab/PSAT and JADE, Fig.11. 
To provide communication between Matlab and JADE, Box Agents are used. Box Agents are 
Java objects that contain different data structures. During Time Domain Simulation, 
information about power system operating conditions at each integration step passes from 
Matlab environment to JADE by means of Box Agents. After that, agents inside JADE 
environment process this information, produce control actions if needed, put information 
about control actions inside Box Agents and pass Box Agents back to Matlab environment.  
 

 
Fig. 11. MAS implementation 

Thus, there is no need to use computer hard disc during the simulation, all computations are 
performed inside the main memory and simulation process is faster. The proposed MAS 
software realization allows one to use complex Matlab/PSAT routines and to model 
complex behavior of the agents. 

4.6 Case study 
A. The Test System 
Modified IEEE One Area RTS-96 system is used as a case study. Initially this test power 
system contained 24 buses and had no dynamic elements. During modification, the 
following changes in the test system structure were made: 
• To explore the influence of the ULTCs actions during low voltage conditions, 

transformers equipped with ULTCs were installed between subtransmission system 
and distribution system loads. 

• Each load was modeled as 50% constant impedance and 50% constant current for both 
active and reactive components. 

• Each generator was modeled by six order dynamic model and was equipped with Type 
I Turbine Governor (TG) and Type II Automatic Voltage Regulator (AVR). 

• Three machines connected to Bus201 – Bus203 in subtransmission system (see Fig.6) 
were equipped with over excitation limiters (OXLs). 

After modification, IEEE One Area RTS-96 system contains 42 buses. Parameters of the 
unmodified 24-bus test system can be found in PSAT test folder. For better understanding of 
the transient process, agents were installed only at the buses depicted in Fig.7. 
B. Disturbance 
To test the proposed MAS for an extreme contingency, the following sequence of 
disturbances is examined: 
• 2 seconds after the simulation starts. Loss of the generator connected to the Bus 201. 
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C. Load Agent 
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• 40 seconds after the simulation starts. Loss of Bus208 – Bus207 line. 
C. Preliminary remarks to the simulation process 
During the simulation process, two types of automatic systems are considered: 
• Automatic system based on conventional principles 
• Automatic system based on multi-agent principles. 
Both automatic systems do not provide for decentralized Under Voltage Load Shedding 
(UVLS) scheme. Undoubtedly, decentralized ULVS scheme is an effective means of 
preventing voltage collapse and it should be provided for both conventional and multi-
agent automatic systems. However, the main purpose of the simulation is to demonstrate 
the MAS advantages in relation to reactive power sources coordination for the purpose of 
generator tripping prevention. It should also be mentioned, that the proposed centralized 
multi-agent ULVS scheme (see Fig.9) differs from conventional centralized ULVS scheme, 
because it is actuated without time delay in case when there is no available reactive power 
in a subsystem. 
D. Dynamic simulation for automatic system based on conventional principles 
Conventional automatic system includes the following set of the decentralized devices: 
• TG and AVR at each generator. 
• OXLs at the generators, connected to Bus201 – Bus203. OXLs maximum field currents 

for generators connected to Bus202 and Bus203 are 3 and 2.5 respectively. OXLs 
maximum voltage output signal is 0.1. 

• ULTCs are installed at the subtransmission substations Bus204 – Bus210. ULTC time 
delay for the first tap movement is 20 seconds. ULTC time delay for subsequent tap 
movements is 5 seconds. ULTC tap range is ±12 steps. 

Voltage reductions at load substations during the simulation are shown in Fig.12. The 
change of rotor currents during simulation is represented in Fig.13. The change in AVR 
reference voltages during simulation is given in Fig.14. 
 

 
Fig. 12. Changes in HV substation voltage level 

After the first disturbance, rotor current of the generator, connected to Bus203, reaches its 
thermal limit, and AVR reference voltage of the generator starts to decrease. 20 seconds after 
the first disturbance, ULTCs on all transformers at the affected subtransmission substations 
starts to work. This leads to further decrease of generator 203 AVR reference voltage. 
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Compensating reactive power shortage, generator 202 increases its excitation current. After 
the second disturbance, rotor current of generator 202 reaches its thermal limit and rotor 
current of generator 203 exceeds its thermal limit. AVR reference voltages of both generators 
continue to decrease and after a while, this will lead to generator 203 tripping and to the 
voltage collapse. 
 

 
Fig. 13. Rotor current change 

 

 
Fig. 14. AVR reference voltage change 
E. Dynamic simulation for automatic system based on multi-agent principles 
In addition to the set of local devices, represented for conventional automatic system, multi-
agent automatic system also includes ULTCs for transmission transformers at Bus101 – 
Bus103. Trying to exclude generator tripping, multi-agent automatic system coordinates the 
work of local devices. Voltage reductions at load substations during the simulation are 
shown in Fig.15. 
After the first disturbance, rotor current of the generator, connected to Bus203, reaches its 
thermal limit and the generator sends request message to generator 202 and to the 
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transmission transformers, connected to Bus101 – Bus103. Transmission transformers at 
Bus101 – Bus103 as well as generator 202 are trying to decrease reactive power shortage of 
the subsystem. Their joint actions decrease generator 203 excitation current. Excitation 
current becomes lower than its thermal limit, and generator 203 AVR reference voltage 
starts to increase. After the second disturbance, rotor currents of both generators reach their 
thermal limits and generators send request messages to each other and to transmission 
transformers at Bus101 – Bus103, but in this case, the generators receive refuse messages and 
immediately start load shedding procedure. Thus, during the transient process, rotor 
currents of the generators remain within the normal range. This fact excludes the possibility 
of the generator tripping. 
 

 
Fig. 15. Changes in HV substation voltage level 

The change of rotor currents during simulation is presented in Fig.16. 
 

 
Fig. 16. Rotor current change 

The change in AVR reference voltages during simulation is given in Fig.17. 
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5. Conclusions 
In this chapter authors have given the examples of multi-agent approach usage in three 
different energy problems. This approach has shown good results in solving of these 
problems, despite its relative novelty. Efficiency of multi-agent approach to energy 
problems has been proved by numerical simulations. Plans of future investigations include 
development and improvement of described methods and realization of these methods in 
practical applications. 
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1. Introduction 
The objective of this chapter is to give an insight of the mathematical modelling of 
hematopoiesis using multi-agent systems. Several questions may arise then: what is 
hematopoiesis and why is it interesting to study this problem from a mathematical point of 
view? Has the multi-agent system approach been the only attempt done until now? What 
does it bring more than other techniques? What were the results obtained? What is there left 
to do? 
We hope that the following will give the reader all the answers to these questions. And even 
more, we would be delighted if after reading it, you would like to know more on this subject 
and try to work on it to contribute to the understanding of this complex field. 
Let us start with the biological background in order to get a clear idea of the problem behind 
the model. 

1.1 Hematopoiesis: what is it? 
Hematopoiesis (from the ancient Greek meaning to make (ποιεĩν) blood (αĩμα)) is the 
scientific name used to describe the blood cell formation.  

1.2 Where does it occur?  
It appears in the yolk sac or blood islands during early embryogenesis. Then, with the 
development of the individual, it reaches the spleen, liver and lymph nodes to eventually 
settle down in the medulla, also known as bone marrow once this latter has been completely 
formed. This process takes place in the femur, tibia or any other long bones for children to 
finally moves to the pelvis, cranium, vertebrae and sternum in the adult bodies. 

1.3 How does it work? 
There are two main branches in hematopoiesis: myeloid and lymphoid (see Fig. 1). These 
two branches originate from the same cell type: the hematopoietic stem cells (HSC). The 
lymphoid branch gives birth to the T and B cells, antibodies and memory cells. Maturation, 
activation and some of proliferation of these latter are developed mostly into secondary 
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lymphoid organs such as the spleen, thymus and lymph nodes. This is the reason why we 
shall not be focused on this branch. We might mention it from time to time though during 
this chapter when we would like to describe hematopoiesis in its whole. 
Consequently, our main attention will be given to the myeloid branch. Three blood cell 
types arise from this branch through three cell lineages: red blood cells (erythrocytes), white 
blood cells and platelets (megakaryocytes) (see Fig. 1). Their daily production is fairly high: 
each second for instance, the body produces 2 millions of erythrocytes, also 2 millions of 
platelets and 700,000 granulocytes. Their lifetime differs from one type to another (120 days 
for erythrocytes, about 7 to 10 for the thrombocytes, and 6 to 14 hours only for the 
granulocytes (the shortest lifetime of these cell types). 
 

 
Fig. 1. Illustration of hematopoiesis: all blood cells originate from the stem cell compartment 
on the left and are released in the blood stream on the right. The lymphoid branch, on top, 
releases T and B-lymphocytes. The myeloid branch consists of the red lineage (bottom), 
white lineage in blue and platelets in green.  

1.4 The myeloid branch: an insight 
Let us have a closer look at the myeloid branch. But before doing this, it seems important to 
remind that all cells in each lineage originate from the HSC. These particular cells are able to 
self-renew. Their lifetime and number are still unknown, even if some attempts were done 
to predict their number in the body (Dingli et al., 2007a, b). Besides self-renewing, each stem 
cell can differentiate to a more mature cell, also called progenitor cells or it can die by 
apoptosis (natural cell death). HSC when differentiating give birth to early progenitor cells, 
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too immature to belong to the myeloid or lymphoid branch. It might indeed be possible for 
them to move from one lineage to another one with no major difficulty. It is also possible for 
progenitor cells to self-renew under specific circumstances such as anemia, blood 
transfusion or any case of strong stress related to a loss of blood (see section 3.1.3). In normal 
cases progenitor cells are more incline to differentiate or die. It is only after few divisions 
that a cell reaches one of the three specific lineages and should not change its fate. These 
lineages are: 
-the red blood cell lineage: progenitors are called CFU-B and CFU-E (where CFU stands for 
Colony Forming Units), their maturation evolves  through different stages of precursor cells 
called erythroblast to finally become reticulocytes and eventually reach the blood stream 
under the form of erythrocytes, ready to transport oxygen. 
-the megakaryocytic lineage: progenitors are called CFU-Me, and after having differentiated 
into megakaryoblasts, they become mature megakaryocytes. These cell types are really large 
(about 40 to 100 µm when the other blood cell sizes range between 1.5 to 24 µm). The 
megakaryocytes then split into hundreds of parts and give birth to platelets ready to reach 
the blood stream. 
It is interesting to note that in the early stage of development, the young erythrocytes and 
megakaryocytes have a common root, the bipotential primitive megakaryocyte-erythroid 
precursor (MEP), located right after the stem cell compartment and right before the CFU-B 
and CFU-Me branches. 
-the white blood cell lineage: the progenitors are located into three subgroups, CFU-GM 
(that gives also two other subgroups the CFU-M and CFU-G), CFU-Ma and CFU-Eo, who, 
after several differentiations and having proceeded through different stages (the "blast" 
precursors ones), respectively give birth to four white cell types: the macrophages, 
neutrophils, basophils and eosinophils, all of them ready to protect our body. 

1.5 How do these processes regulate? 
This is one of the key and challenging questions of this chapter. It is well known now that 
each lineage has at least one hormone regulating each lineage production. Indeed, several 
regulation factors are involved in the blood system to keep it in homeostasis. These controls 
are quite complex and many molecules and kinetic cascades are required. In this paragraph 
we describe only the main stimulating factor corresponding to each lineage. We refer the 
reader to more biologically detailed publications to get a better idea of all the chemical 
reactions and feedbacks implicated. 
For the red blood cell lineage, this stimulating hormone is called erythropoietin (EPO). 
When produced in high quantity by the kidneys, it prevents the erythrocyte population 
from being lost by apoptosis. A large quantity of progenitor and precursor cells can then 
differentiate and a large quantity of erythrocytes would rapidly reach the blood stream. This 
happens in cases of important blood loss, anemia or any other stress erythropoiesis.  
For platelets, the regulating factor is called thrombopoietin (TPO) and seems to target the 
differentiation of megakaryocytic.  It is produced in the liver.  
For the white cell population, the hormone is called granulocyte colony-stimulating factor 
(G-CSF). This molecule seems to stimulate survival, proliferation and maturation of the 
white cell progenitors and precursors. It is mainly produced by endothelium and 
macrophages and is overproduced in case of pathologies like neutropenia. See Fig. 2 for an 
overview of these different stimulating factors in the myeloid branch. 
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Fig. 2. Illustration of the differentiation pathways in the myeloid giving a representation of 
control of the platelet (in green), red blood cell (in red) and granulocyte or monocyte (G/M) 
(including neutrophils, basophils and eosinophils) production (in blue). The control loops, 
respectively mediated by thrombopoietin (TPO), erythropoietin (EPO) and the granulocyte 
colony stimulating factors (G-CSF) are indicated. 

2. Objective of the chapter: what is the problem about?  
Even if the regulating hormones presented in the previous paragraph are widely 
investigated in the biologist community, several questions and important issues remain 
open: how, for instance does thrombopoietin exactly act on the megakaryocytic lineage? 
Does it act on the apoptosis rate also, like EPO on erythrocytes or does it act only on the 
differentiation rate? What about G-CSF? Moreover, is spatial distribution of the cell in the 
bone marrow important or not in homeostasis? Do cells communicate between each other? 
If yes, how do they proceed? How do some diseases spread in the blood system, while some 
others do not? Is it possible for anyone to develop leukemia without knowing it, and to 
recover without any cure? How do stem cells and progenitor cells choose their lineage? Is 
this due to the environment of the cell, that is some external information or does it come 
from some stochasticity, some random noise inside the cell itself that leads its decision to 
prefer one lineage rather than another one?  
Some of these questions have been tackled for almost 50 years now from a mathematical 
point of view, with different models and techniques. Some researchers used non linear 
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partial differential equations with delay or not, some studied several systems of ordinary 
differential equations, linear or not, stochastic differential equations, etc. However, among 
all the existing models, and to the best of our knowledge, very few attempts were made to 
take the bone marrow structure and cell interaction into account.  
The objective of this chapter is to try to answer some of the previous questions by the use of 
multi-agent systems and taking the bone marrow structure and space competition between 
cells into consideration. Before this, it seems necessary to justify the reason why the 
approach of the problem with the use of multi-agent system would be a good technique in 
comparison with other models. This is the reason why, in the next section we set up the state 
of the art, reminding some of the previous models and results obtained in the past decades. 
Then, we introduce different multi-agent approaches used to model hematopoiesis. In 
section 4, we give some of our contributions to this field and eventually conclude with what 
we believe was successful, what needs to be improved and the work planned for future 
investigations. 

3. State of the art: different approach to model hematopoiesis 
3.1 Deterministic models:  
3.1.1 The first models 
Deterministic models are considered to be the first models describing cell cycle. In 1959, Lajtah 
et al. were the first to introduce a cell cycle model with a resting phase. Then, in the early 
1970's, Burns and Tannock (1970) as well as Smith and Martin (1973) carried on Lajtah's work 
using a two phase model: the proliferating phase and the resting phase. This study was then 
generalized by Mackey in the late 1970's and applied to the study of hematopoietic stem cell. 
All these models consist in systems of ordinary differential equations, linear or not. In 1976, 
Wazewska-Czyzewska and Lasota (1976) proposed a similar model but they introduced a 
discrete model and applied it to erythrocyte production.  

3.1.2 Development of the models: going to more realistic and complex models 
Each model afterward was more or less built from the first ones, with significant 
improvement, adding nonlinearity, delay. Several systems of partial differential equations 
arose then from that time; some were structured in age, size or maturity, sometimes two of 
them at the same time, sometimes with discrete delays, other times with distributed delays. 
They have been used to describe different parts of hematopoiesis: it could have been the 
stem cell compartment only, the red blood cell lineage, the myeloid lineage, with feedback 
or not regulating the production. The objective of each model was to understand the 
possible dysfunction of the system leading to diseases like anemia, leukemia, neutropenia or 
thrombocytopenia. Some of these diseases are chronic (this will be developed below) and 
oscillations of the size of cell populations could occur: this is the case for chronic 
myelogenous leukemia, cyclic neutropenia or cyclic thrombocytopenia. Incorporating one or 
several feedback loops on one or more lineages in the model was then necessary to simulate 
a possible regulation of the blood cell in the bone marrow.  

3.1.3 Some success stories 
All these deterministic models combined with the study of the influence of different 
parameters allowed the authors of these researches to obtain accurate results and even 
predictions in rather good agreement with the experiments. 
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partial differential equations with delay or not, some studied several systems of ordinary 
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It has been proven for instance by Crauste et al. (2008) that EPO was not the only growth 
factor involved in the recovery of red blood cell homeostasis in case of stress erythropoiesis 
(anemia, important blood loss, blood transfusion, etc.). It was indeed shown mathematically 
that some glucocorticoids were necessary to explain the rapid recovery of normal red blood 
cell levels in mice suffering from severe loss of erythrocytes. It is indeed believed that 
glucocorticoids encourage progenitor cells to self-renew which does not happen or rarely in 
non pathological cases. In the same paper, the authors predicted also the fact that after such 
a pathological event, new born cells, too rapidly put in the blood stream were too weak to 
get a longer lifetime than usual. Consequently, the death rate of such cells was shown to be 
higher than the average normal erythrocytes. 
Another prediction was made in a cyclic neutropenia model (Colijn et al., 2005a, b). The 
authors forecast that the G-CSF treatment (stimulating factor for the white cell lineage) 
would decrease the rate of apoptosis among neutrophil precursors back to normal levels 
while the differentiation rates for the neutrophil lineage would rise. It has also been 
assumed that apoptosis rate of the proliferating stem cells should be amplified for treated 
cyclical neutropenia (CN). Foley et al.  in 2006 and Colijn et al. in 2005 (a, b) suggested then 
that it would be possible to get the same therapy effect with less G-CSF as usually used by 
changing the timing and duration of the treatment. This was obtained by combining the 
existing models on hematopoiesis with a model of G-CSF pharmacokinetics and changing 
the time interval between treatments and taking the time in the cycle into account.  
Other approaches allowed nice discoveries: it was, for instance, possible to explain how 
such a short cycle of about 24 to 48 hours for blood cells could induce the oscillations of 
about 40 up to 80 days in the whole blood system in case of chronic myelogenous leukemia 
(CML). This work has been investigated by Pujo-Menjouet et al. (2005) and Adimy et al. 
(2007). The authors used different deterministic models and found two groups of 
parameters able to change either the period of the oscillations or their amplitude. These two 
groups were:  
- the parameters involved in cell loss (apoptosis and differentiation) able to change the 

periods of the population dynamics, and 
- the parameters involved in the cell cycle regulation (duration of the proliferating phase, 

and reentry rate of the resting cells into proliferation) able to change the amplitude of 
the cell population.  

Many other results were achieved with deterministic models and one of the latest models 
try to include treatment strategies using not only the stimulating factors such as EPO or G-
CSF as mentioned above but also some drug associated to chemotherapy such as Imatinib to 
treat certain types of leukemia (Michor et al. (2007a, b)). 
However, it seems important to note that something quite relevant is missing in all the 
models cited in this section. Not a single model here takes the bone structure into account. 
Moreover, there are three big issues that should be incorporated in the studies: how to cell 
communicate between each other and get the information from the environment? How do 
they decide which lineage should be chosen when they are still immature enough to decide 
and be able to change from one branch to another one (like the MEP presented in section 
1.4)? Finally, what could be said about the niches (places seeded by stem cells to give birth 
to different colonies of all blood cell types)? Is the number of cells in this niche large enough 
to consider continuous deterministic models, or is it possible to describe these niches with 
other discrete and stochastic models taking space competition into account?  
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The last question would be answered yes. Under the assumption that a study is mainly 
focused on very few niches at the same time in a tiny part of the medulla; a discrete and 
stochastic approach would make sense.  
This is what is developed in the next paragraph. 

3.2 A different approach: the multi-agent models 
Before the introduction of the multi-agent models, it appears necessary to have an insight of 
what has been done in term of stochastic models. They have been used to describe the 
mechanism of cell proliferation determined with a certain probability, and not by previous 
deterministic mechanisms. It is also important to remind one of the rare existing models 
with reaction diffusion taking the spatial structure of the bone marrow into account. This 
will help to justify the use of our software based on the multi-agent systems taking the 
medulla structure into account. 

3.2.1 Stochastic models 
In every deterministic model, any cell fate such as differentiation, apoptosis or self-renewal 
is predicted by specific processes well defined, like a good engine that self-regulates. In case 
of deregulation, the whole mechanism reacts and tries to reach back its non pathological 
equilibrium, also called homeostasis. Sometimes things do not occur in this way, and other 
equilibria can be reached, changing the population fate and subsequently the whole system. 
However, in vivo, the cell decisions may not originate from well determined laws, and the 
parameters involved in the problem can exhibit great sensitivities to tiny changes. These 
small variations could appear in the inside of the cell (intrinsic) as well as its external 
environment (extrinsic). This problem has been investigated in the study of stem cells in the 
late 1990's and year 2000's with the work of Abkowitz (1996, 2000), Dingli, (2006, 2007a, b), 
Newton (1995), Roeder and Loeffler (2002, 2006b). The authors used discrete models where 
decisions ruling the cell future could be made following stochastic processes. 
Some studies have shown the high sensitivity of stability of the HSC system to perturbation 
and death rates but not to proliferation rates (Lei and Mackey, 2007). The influence of 
extrinsic fluctuation has been modelled by Gillespie (1992) and Shahrezael (2008). 
Concerning the intrinsic perturbation, the influence of intern information and variation 
inside the cell nucleus leading to a drastic change of its fate is still in discussion amongst 
biologists. It is currently being investigated by mathematicians who would like to 
understand the influence of these changes to the lineage choice of a progenitor cells due to 
the different changes occurring randomly in the nucleus (variation during transcription of a 
gene, translation or mRNA, etc.). Sensitivity to such modifications would decrease as cells 
increase their maturity. In other words, it would be more difficult for a precursor cell to 
change its lineage, while, an immature cell, let say a MEP progenitor could be easily 
influenced to become either a megakaryocyte or an erythrocyte. This decision could occur as 
explained above at the molecular level, when stochasticity would have a greater influence. 
Thus multi-scale models would be necessary. This has been already proposed by Crauste et 
al. in 2010. 
All these works are of great interest, but still, one important thing is missing in the models: 
space. Consequently, cell competition for space, their communication depending on their 
position, and of course the bone marrow structure should be taken into account. However, 
one deterministic approach exists and is briefly explained in the next paragraph. 
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3.2.2 Spatial models 
In 2005, Bessonov et al. proposed a spatial model in order to describe the influence of the 
medullar stroma. Indeed, in these compact areas, spatial position and competition are 
important. This is even more a crucial matter in case for instance of acute leukemia. When 
this pathology develops in the bone marrow, immature cells, mostly white cells, overtake 
the space dedicated to more mature cells. These latter are pushed out from the marrow 
directly to the blood stream without completing their maturation process. The whole system 
is rapidly invaded by immature cells unable to satisfy the function requested. Furthermore, 
they stop the development of cells from other lineages which causes anemia due to a lack of 
erythrocytes and hemorrhages because of a lack of platelets. The approach introduced by 
Bessonov et al. in 2005 consists in a simplified continuous model describing cell movement 
in the stroma. It is built with reaction-diffusion systems of partial differential equations with 
convection. The role of cell diffusion was used to illustrate a random motion in the stroma, 
mechanical pressure between cells was set up explain the space competition in the marrow 
and Darcy law in porous medium allowed the authors to simulate the medullar stroma. 
Existence of a diffusion threshold for leukemic cells was proven, below which the healthy 
state loses its stability and let the leukemic cells overtake the system. Their simulations 
showed also the action of chemotherapy on the proliferation velocity of the cells. 

3.2.3 Multi-agent models: a compromise  
There exist two ways to combine spatial models with stochasticity. One way could be to 
include some stochasticity in the continuous reaction-diffusion system of partial differential 
equations. The second way would be to consider discrete multi-agent models. To the best of 
our knowledge, the first way has not been tackled yet. This is the reason why we focus our 
attention here on the second approach: the multi-agent models.  
The main objective of the use of the multi-agent systems applied to hematopoiesis is to 
simulate cells as individual capable of self-renewal, apoptosis or differentiation in a closed 
space representing a part of the bone marrow. The first models appeared in 2006 with 
Pimentel 2006 who introduced a simple interface based on the early 1978's Mackey model on 
hematopoiesis. In 2008, D'Inverno et al. worked on a multi-agent model simulating stem 
cells but the problem was more adapted for the intestinal crypt cells.  
Ramas at the same period developed a software package named Netlogo 
(http://ccl.northwestern.edu/netlogo/), a "programmable modeling environment for 
simulating natural and social phenomena", with one application to the blood cell formation. 
However, Netlogo's aim is not to model hematopoiesis only. Thus, many specificities related 
to the bone marrow do not appear. This is the reason why in 2006, Bessonov et al. created a 
new multi-agent based software dedicated only to the cell interaction in the bone marrow. 
This work integrated complex processes that have not been taken into account by the 
previous studies, such as cell communication, size difference, cell differentiation, space 
competition, pathological and non pathological cell mutations, spread of diseases like 
leukemia and the bone marrow niche.  
All the details of this new interface are developed in the next section. 

4. A specific multi-agent model adapted to hematopoiesis 
How is it possible to model hematopoiesis in the bone marrow in a realistic way using at the 
same time the space structure and the cell population dynamics? The aim of this section is to 
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present an attempt to answer this question by the use of the multi-agent systems. It has been 
introduced by Bessonov et al. for the first time in 2006. An improved version of the software 
was given in Bessonov et al. in 2009 and new perspective applications are introduced at the 
end of this section. 

4.1 The software basis 
Before showing simulations of the software we propose the basic assumptions made to 
obtain a clear, realistic and understandable approach of the problem. It appears necessary 
thus for a start to expose the way the cell cycle was modeled. Then it seems interesting to get 
an insight of how the bone marrow structure could be described and how the space 
competition could be simulated.  

4.1.1 Modeling the cell cycle 
In the software it was necessary to depict precisely the different cell fates. We assume here 
that cells are small disks having three possibilities: self renew (a capacity mostly authorized 
for stem cells, but this can be applied to any other cell types, such as progenitors, precursors 
or mutated cells), differentiate or die by apoptosis (natural death).  

4.1.1.1 The division process 

Before dividing, a cell will grow to get enough room for its two daughter cells. Note that we 
assume here that a mother cell will give birth to two daughter cells. But this is not exclusive. 
It is possible in the software to let a cell be able to divide into more than two cells: this could 
be used to get a faster result in the simulations. A stem cell could for instance give birth to 4 
cells, one would be another stem cell, and the other three cells would correspond to the 
progenitors of the three lineages of the myeloid branch (see Fig. 3). Each cell can be given a 
specific color depending on its type: yellow for instance for stem cells, red for the red 
 

 
Fig. 3. Different stem cell fates taken into account by the software. A stem cell in yellow can 
either give birth to two daughter cells with exactly the same structure as their mother, or 
give birth to one stem cell and one differentiated progenitor (red cell, white cell or platelet), 
or die by apoptosis. 
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lineage, green for platelets and blue for the white lineage. This depends totally on the user's 
decision. Each lineage can be simulated at the same time or not. One can focus only on one 
branch, each one having a specific property or not: the size of the white cells or erythrocytes 
decreases as their maturity increases but this is exactly the opposite for megakaryocytes for 
instance. The size of each cell type can be determined by the user just by changing the radius 
of the disks illustrating the cells. 
4.1.1.2 Stochasticity in proliferation 
A cell can die by apoptosis at any time. The proliferation duration can be constant and 
defined by the user for each cell type, but it can be determined and occur within a time 
distribution: a constant time plus or minus a range whose value is defined by the user. This 
is one of the various specificities of this software. It is also possible to decide what could be 
the probability for a stem cell for instance to give birth to a red white or platelet progenitor. 
This ability of the software seems quite important for hematologists in the sense that almost 
45 % of the blood consists of red blood cells that is about 99% of the hematocrit (portion of 
cells in the blood, the other portion consist of plasma, that is the remaining 55% of blood). 
The rest of the hematocrit is composed of white cells for 0.2%, and megakaryocytes between 
0.6 to 1%. Thus, it seems realistic to assume that a stem cell has more chances to give birth to 
a red blood cell rather than a cell from another lineage. The software offers this possibility 
by choosing different probability for a cell to give birth to a certain cell type. This possibility 
includes also the probability to die. Thus, even apoptosis can be given a random rate that 
can be determined by the user (see Fig. 4). This is also relevant in the sense that apoptosis is 
rather important in the erythrocyte lineage, and this rate can be reduced under the influence 
of EPO. The influence of EPO and other simulating factors will be described later on.  

4.1.2 The bone marrow structure 
The bone marrow is set up as a simple rectangle in the software. Any time that a cell is 
pushed away from the rectangle border, it is assumed to reach the blood stream. The size of 
the rectangle can be chosen easily by the users, and modified anytime. Moreover, in order to 
be more realistic, it is possible to introduce fixed segments of different size anywhere in the 
rectangle to simulate the porosity of the bone marrow. These segments cannot be crossed by 
the cells and they are considered as walls necessary to bypass for the cells. The user can 
place the segments in different ways: they can be put like a bottle neck to force the cells to 
use only one way out to the blood stream, they can be in 3 of the 4 borders of the rectangle 
to give only one possible side for cells to reach the stream, they can also represent different 
niches where stem cells could develop colonies forming grapes of new born cells. Viscosity 
of the blood cells in the bone marrow can also be decided by changing a parameter value in 
the run window of the software.  
When dividing, each cell giving birth to two or more daughter cells pushes away the other 
individuals. Space competition is then described. Consequently, if one cell type divides 
more rapidly than others, the bone marrow would swiftly be full of this type of cells and 
offspring, the other cells would be pushed away out in the bone marrow, or would have no 
room to develop their lineage. This phenomenon can occur for instance in case of acute 
myeloid leukemia described in the next section. It seems more realistic for stem cells to be 
fixed in a niche and the more a cell is mature, the more its ability to get detached from the 
colony would be important. This has not yet been taken into account in the software, but it 
is under current investigation. For the moment, all the cells have the same ability to move 
out from the bone marrow walls. 
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Fig. 4. Presentation of the different windows given by the software. The top left window 
represent the running application with different parameters such as viscosity. The left 
window gives the illustration of the tree consisting of all the cells and offspring, each 
differentiation probability are set up in this tree, each colour represents a cell type, the red 
frame corresponds to some of cell properties such as the life time, size (radius), etc. The 
green frame deals with the space property (size of the domain, and addition of segments). 
The small disks in the grids represent the different cells dividing, differentiating and dying 
with a focus on one part of the simulation at the bottom left of the figure.  

4.2 Normal and pathological hematopoiesis 
After setting up all the adjustments for the specific problem chosen by the user: number of 
cell lineages, cell fate, different probabilities (differentiation rates, apoptosis rates, etc.), size, 
bone marrow structure... It is possible to simulate normal and pathological hematopoiesis.  

4.2.1 Normal hematopoiesis 
To get an accurate model of normal hematopoiesis it is important to collect as many 
information about the different parameters as possible. This is the reason why it is necessary 
to exchange many discussions with hematologists. One attempt has been made, taking each 
size of cell type into account, with different proliferating times, apoptosis probabilities and 
different niches. The result has been plotted. However, many parameters need to be set up 
properly in good agreement with the experimental observations. This is under current 
investigation (see Fig. 5).  
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myeloid leukemia described in the next section. It seems more realistic for stem cells to be 
fixed in a niche and the more a cell is mature, the more its ability to get detached from the 
colony would be important. This has not yet been taken into account in the software, but it 
is under current investigation. For the moment, all the cells have the same ability to move 
out from the bone marrow walls. 
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Fig. 5. Attempt of the simulation of a full normal hematopoiesis in one tiny part of the bone 
marrow. Each cell type has been determined with its size, colour, differentiation properties, 
etc. It is then possible to identify the dynamics for each lineage. One can observe the 
different colonies formed after the seeding of six hematopoietic stem cells. 

4.2.2 Pathological hematopoiesis: an application to leukemia 
Different pathologies could be simulated: stress erythropoiesis such as anemia, 
thrombocytopenia or leukemia amongst the most known possible diseases. We decide here 
to present only some results related to leukemia. We were interested in the different 
possibilities for leukemia to spread in the bone marrow. It is indeed known that some 
leukemia can be removed from the body without even the individual to be aware of 
suffering from the disease. However, in some cases, the pathology can settle down and 
spread until all the malignant cells fulfill the bone marrow. It can also be possible to get 
chronic symptoms of the disease. In other words, pathological cells and non pathological 
cell population would oscillate which could correspond to chronic myeloid leukemia cases.  
Everything starts with a single cell that mutates. Settlement of the disease depends on 
different factors. Here are some of the main explanations of the pathological dynamics. The 
software allows the user to choose any cell to be a mutant cell. It can be a stem cell as well as 
any other cell. This cell can have the same properties as a normal cell but it can also have the 
ability to divide faster than the other, with a proliferation time much shorter than an 
average cell, or a division rate much more important. This cell can also differentiate and 
keep mutating to obtain more aggressive malignant cells. Here are three examples of the 
spread of the disease in the bone marrow.  
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Fig. 6. Illustration of the spread of a disease. A malignant cell is placed in the bone marrow 
during normal hematopoiesis (top left) and develops to eventually invade the whole 
domain. This could correspond to a case of acute leukemia (illustration taken from Bessonov 
et al. 2006). 

4.2.2.1 Acute leukemia 

In this example, we consider a malignant cell that mutates. The cell chosen is not a stem cell. 
This choice was made in order to show that the disease can spread and settle down the 
marrow even if it is not a stem cell. It all depends on the properties given on the mutant cell. 
In this case, the pathological cells proliferate more rapidly than the average cells. At the 
early stage of the disease, it seems that leukemic cells will not stay in the marrow. But 
rapidly, they start to wash out the non pathological cells from the bone marrow and spread 
all around the place to eventually occupy almost all the medullar medium (see Fig. 6). It is 
important at this point to note that production of normal cells does not decrease in presence 
of the pathology. The only event occurring here is the strong local pressure that pushes 
other cells out to the blood systems. As a consequence, a large number of immature cells 
invade the blood stream which gives the onset of the symptoms. The proliferation time is of 
great importance in the spread velocity of the disease. It has been illustrated in Fig. 7. For a 
long proliferation time, malignant cells remain localized in a small region and do not seem 
to spread in the whole system. On the contrary, for a short proliferation time the disease 
would easily spread out and invade the bone marrow. A combination of different 
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parameters would then allow the system to reach different equilibria depending on the 
threshold reached. A mathematical analysis corresponding to the simulation has not yet 
been done but should be investigated in the future showing a great range of dynamics. It is 
interesting for instance to note that if the density of stem cells is increased, and the same 
values for parameters are kept, then leukemia in these specific simulations has less chances 
to develop. Furthermore, if a mutation is given to a mature cell, this cell will have more 
difficulties to multiply and let the disease spread, and vice versa. Each choice could be 
driven by a specific type of leukemia one wants to model. 
 

 
Fig. 7. Comparison between three simulations with different proliferation times for leukemic 
cells. The rst one is modelled with a proliferation time of 100 time unit, the second 50, and 
the third 20 (illustration taken from Bessonov et al. 2006).  

4.2.2.2 Chronic myelogenous leukemia (CML) 

Chronic myelogenous leukemia occurs when concentration of cells of all types oscillate 
periodically. This kind of behavior has been observed in the 1970's and studied in the late 
1990's and beginning of the 2000's (see section 3.1.3). It is possible, using a specific choice of 
parameters to obtain such oscillations with the Bessonov's software. Moreover, this 
application is able to get an output of the cell population leaving the bone marrow. Each cell 
type can be counted and put in a specific file. This file can be analyzed by any mathematical 
software able to analyze sets of data. The result we obtain with the example shown here 
seems qualitatively equivalent to the clinical data obtained in the 1970's (see Fig. 8). Getting 
quantitative results would be quite interesting for the biologist community in the sense that 
it would be then possible to replicate quite accurately the experimental or clinical data. This 
is still under investigation. 
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Fig. 8.  Simulation of a pathological case. The black cells are malignant cells. The cell 
distributions are taken at three different times. The black cells form one, two or three 
domains almost periodically as shown in the time series right below the figure. It is possible 
to show that the concentrations of all cell types oscillate in time too (not shown here). The 
time series of the malignant cell population in the bone marrow could correspond to a CML 
case as illustrated by a time series of a leukocyte population in the bone marrow taken from 
a patient having CML  (Fortin et al. 1999) (illustration taken from Bessonov et al. 2006). 

4.2.2.3 A case where the disease fades out 

Let us consider a case where the disease seems to spread in the bone marrow but eventually 
is being washed out and the systems returns to normal. In this example, the first generations 
of mutant cells can self-renew, and also differentiate to more aggressive cells. The last 
generations of mutant cells cannot self-renew. In this case, a simple simulation can exhibit a 
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rapid increase of the pathology in the bone marrow. But after a certain period of time, the 
malignant cell population is washed out from the bone marrow and is replaced by normal 
cells (see Fig. 9). A question may arise then from this point: how is it possible for a 
population of mutant cells able to develop rapidly to disappear from the space representing 
the bone marrow here? The answer could enlightened by a simple focus of the individual 
level. In the simulation proposed here, all the stem cells are attached to the left wall of the 
domain, which is not the case for all the other cells. Thus, each cell except the stem cells is 
either condemned to die by apoptosis, differentiate, self-renew or leave the blood stream 
after a certain period of time. This is also the case for the cells defined as mutant cells in the 
example here. They are also part of the dynamics rules of the software. They can self-renew 
or differentiate but do not increase their number. It may thus be impossible for these cells to 
overcome their loss and eventually, they are pushed out of the bone marrow by the younger 
generations of healthy cells. In some cases however, self-renewing mutant cells can divide 
with a rate large enough to spread out and settle down in the medulla. 
 

 

 

 
Fig. 9. Evolution of the disease spread: malignant (black) cell population grows from a 
malignant focus but not for a long time but eventually get washed out by the healthy cells. 
The disease free steady state is then stable in this example. This could correspond to what 
happens frequently in everyone's body (illustration taken from Bessonov et al. 2006). 

In the next section, we go further into the cell environment, by taking the cell 
communication into account. Thus, not only space competition in the bone marrow plays a 
role for the development of different cells, but also the influence of the environment and the 
communication between cells in one neighborhood via some exchange of molecules. 
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4.3 Cell communication 
Cell communication corresponds to another application of the Bessonov's software. In this 
section, we give an overview of the possibilities given by this application and the influence 
of different parameters on the cell population dynamics. 

4.3.1 How does cell communication is taken into account in the software? 
4.3.1.1 A simple example 

It is known now that cell differentiation, self-renewal and apoptosis properties can be ruled 
by complex dynamics of molecules produced inside and outside each cells. For instance, it 
has been discovered that the stimulation hormones like EPO (see 1.5) would decrease the 
apoptosis rate in the red blood cell lineage. On the other hand, cell differentiation and the 
choice of one of the lineages can be regulated by a system of transcription factors. Some 
mathematical models have been attempted to tackle this problem (Roeder 2006, Crauste 
2010). In Huang et al. (2007), the authors developed a model of binary cell fate decisions 
combining stochastic and deterministic instructions. In our work, we decided to give the 
possibility for the user to add this ability of cell differentiation through communication with 
the environment to the existing other applications provided by our software and described 
above. As mentioned by Roeder et al. (2006a) lineage specification is "a competition process 
between different interacting lineages propensities".  
Even if our software allows the user to simulate several cell lineage specifications and 
communication with as many stimulating factors as wanted, we believe that a description of 
the application use with the simplest model of only two subpopulations would be more 
understandable.  
4.3.1.2 An exchange of information 

Let us then start with one population of undifferentiated cells denoted by A. These cells can 
divide, giving two daughter cells. One of the daughter cell would be exactly of the same 
type of its mother (self-renewing), and the other would be of either type G or type F. Two 
possible lineages are then given to the undifferentiated cells. The color given to the A-type 
cell would be white, if would be blue for the G-type and red for the F-type (see Fig. 10). Each 
cell denoted i- not even a cell type but really each individual - is characterized by two 
functions: fi and gi depending on time the time t, which could correspond for instance to a 
certain amount of two types of molecules. We assume in this simulation that every new 
born cell is undifferentiated, that is white. In other word, every time that a stem cell divides, 
it gives rise to two white cells. These cells are prescribed by the same initial amount of 
molecules, i.e. f0, g0. This content changes with time with a rate defined by two differential 
equation describing the evolution of fi and gi with respect to time: 

 dgidfi =a(Fi-fi), and =a(Gi-gi),
dt dt

 (1) 

where a is a constant, and the Fi and Gi can be chosen to satisfy the so-called "average rule", 
that is 

 
j i j i

Fi= fj/N, and Gi= gj/N,
≠ ≠
∑ ∑  (2) 
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j i j i

Fi= fj/N, and Gi= gj/N,
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where N is the sum of the number N of neighbor cells, which is defined automatically in the 
software code. The other possibility to define Fi and Gi is to follow the "max rule", that is the 
cell content fi will evolve depending on the influence of its neighbor having the greatest 
amount of F-type molecule and likewise for gi. In other words,  

 
j i j i

Fi=maxfi and Gi=maxgi.
≠ ≠

 (3) 

From a biological point of view, this means that each individual releases the molecules of F 
or G-type with a rate proportional to their concentration, and similarly, it receives the 
molecules from its neighboring cells with a rate proportional to their concentrations.  
 

 
Fig. 10. Cell communication: each cell denoted "i" at a time t is characterized by two 
parameters, fi(t) and gi(t). Under specic conditions the neighboring cells can inuence the 
undifferentiated (white) ones. This influence depends on the number of each cell type 
around. After a certain time, the simulation is stopped, the software counts the number of 
each cell type (f and g) and plot their distribution in the f − g plane (illustration taken from 
Bessonov et al. 2006).  
4.3.1.3 Choice of one lineage and evolution of the cell content 

Different rules are set up for an undifferentiated cell to remain white or to choose a lineage. 
A new born cell stays white as long as 2 2fi (t)+gi (t) σ≤ , where σ  is a given parameter set up 
by the user. This means that a cell needs a specific threshold of molecule concentration to be 
differentiated taking the color of the greater concentration between fi and gi to become red 
or blue.  
When a cell has "chosen" its lineage, its content can evolve depending on the following 
rules: 

 *dfi =P(fi,gi), gi=gi =constant
dt

 (4) 

for red cells,  and 
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 *dgi =Q(fi,gi), fi=fi =constant
dt

 (5) 

for blue cells, where fi* and gi* stand for the concentration of molecules of F and G-type at 
the moment when differentiation has been decided. In other words, if a cell is of type F, the 
amount of "F-molecules" would change depending on the defined function P but the "G-
molecule" content will remain constant and vice versa with function Q. This property gives 
the specific shape of the figures representing the simulations on the cell type evolution with 
a blank squared shape on the upper right part of the plot (see Fig. 11). The function P and Q 
are defined to be quadratic functions as follows 

 2
1 2 3 4 5P(f,g)=a +a f+a f +a fg+a g,  (6) 

and 

 2
1 2 3 4 5Q(f,g)=b +b g+b g +b fg+a f,  (7) 

where ai and bi, i=1,...,5 are some constants defined by the user. The quadratic form of P and 
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Fig. 11. Cell position in the f–g plane. A white cell remains undifferentiated as long as  

2 2fi (t)+gi (t) σ≤  (inside the disk (figure in the left)), where σ is a given parameter. If the 
concentrations of f and g become sufficiently high (greater than σ), the cell chooses its type. 
Once the differentiation occurs and the cell chooses its type, further evolution of f and g 
becomes different. For red cells df i/dt =P(fi,gi), gi = g*i (it remains constant), for blue cells 
dgi/dt = Q(fi,gi), fi=f*i (it remains constant). In other words, after differentiation, the value 
of f in red cells increases and the value of g remains constant; for blue cells g increases and f 
remains constant which gives the specific shape of the f − g graph (right) (illustration taken 
from Bessonov et al. 2009).  

In each figure it is then possible to represent the cell of all types with undifferentiated cells 
on the quarter of disk on the bottom left angle with radius equal to σ  (corresponding to the 
distance between the origin of the axis and the bottom left part of the blank squared shape. 
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where N is the sum of the number N of neighbor cells, which is defined automatically in the 
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j i j i

Fi=maxfi and Gi=maxgi.
≠ ≠

 (3) 
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Everything above this disk, between the y-axis and the blank squared shape would 
correspond of cells of blue G-type and the higher the cell is located the more mature it is. On 
the other hand, all cells on the right side after the disk and below the blank squared shape 
are the red F-type cells. And thus, the choice of the lineage can be well defined depending 
on the zone a cell can be plot. Consequently, if all cells remain within the disk, this means 
that all cells remain undifferentiated; this could correspond to a case of acute leukemia. 
They can also be located in one or two lineages, or the three depending on the sets of 
parameters chosen. This will be developed in the next paragraph. 
Furthermore, cell generations can be observed by the "circular stripes" appearing in the 
simulations. This is correlated to the ratio of the proliferation time between the stem cells 
and the first daughters. Let us see some examples in the next paragraph. 

4.3.2 Examples of cell communication and differentiation 
We remind the reader here the starting bases of the cell communication application. At the 
beginning of the simulation, only undifferentiated cells are produced by the stem cells. Once 
the whole domain has been filled up with all the white cells, the process stops and each cell 
is prescribed randomly one of the two (red or blue) types with some value fi and gi. The 
application starts again and then, all new born undifferentiated cells are obliged to choose 
one of the types depending on their environment and the parameters set up as explained in 
the previous paragraph. Some structures can appear. This process starts with a random 
distribution of the cells, but specific structures can appear depending on the different sets of 
parameters. 
The application can give different outputs: the number of cells of each type can appear in a 
specific file as explain in a previous section. In other words, after a certain time iτ , which 
represents the moment when the ith cell leaves the bone marrow. The cell is then registered 
into the file with its fi and gi content, which determines its type depending on the level of 
red or blue molecule inside. To be more convenient, the software plots directly all these cells 
on the (f,g)-plane. In other words, it i i(f(τ ),g(τ ))  plots corresponding to each cell leaving the 
bone marrow. The graph obtains represent then the population of blood cells released in the 
system. Let us give three examples corresponding to the influence of the main parameters: 
starting with the proliferation time, then the cell size, and finally a combination of the cell 
communication parameters with the self-renewal processes. 
4.3.2.1 Cell communication and the proliferation time parameter 

In this example, let us assume that cell of the second generation cannot differentiate 
anymore. This may represent a simplified case of normal hematopoiesis. Almost no 
undifferentiated cells are found in the bone marrow, and a great proportion of cells clearly 
belong to one of the two types and increasing the proliferation time would improve the cell 
differentiation process. It is possible to give a biological explanation behind these 
simulations. It is indeed, easy to understand that in the case of non pathological 
hematopoiesis, a cell being given more time to mature will leave the bone marrow with a 
more complete functional material than cells having little time to fulfill the maturation 
process. It has been shown for instance that in case of stress erythropoiesis (like anemia or 
blood loss), cell proliferation is accelerated due to the combination of self-renewal process of 
progenitors, but also the apoptosis rate decreases in the bone marrow, due to the effect of 
EPO, but once in the blood stream, cell death is greater than normal due to the fact that they 
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have not completed their formation and are released in the stream with a weaker structure. 
Moreover, changing the distribution of time (the +/- time column) would imply a change in 
the sharpness of cell generation plots in the sense that the zones representing each 
generation does not show clear borders when the distribution of time is increased ((see Fig. 
12). This makes sense since the cell proliferation occurs more randomly in time. The process 
tends to be then more stochastic.  
 

 
A      B 

 
C 

Fig. 12. Changes in cell proliferation time. A. In this simulation, the proliferation time is not 
exact but distributed. Thus in the plot on the f –g plane one can observe a less structured 
differentiated cell distribution.  B. In this simulation, the cell lineages have been modified: 
no offspring for several cell generations. In the plot on the f –g plane one can observe then a 
well defined structure of all the cell generations depending on their maturity level as well as 
their differentiation profile. This could correspond to a non pathological case. C. Changes in 
cell proliferation time that gives a simulation where almost no cells are undifferentiated and 
cell generations are well separated (illustration taken from Bessonov et al. 2009). 

4.3.2.2 Cell communication and the cell size parameter 

As explained in the paragraph 4.1.1.1., the cell size decreases in correlation with their maturity 
except for the megakaryocytic lineage. Thus, it appears necessary to consider the influence of 
the cell size parameter in our application. When comparing the simulations with the size 
decrease taken into account, one can see that no undifferentiated cells can be found in the 
blood stream. All of them remain in the bone marrow (in the non pathological case considered 
here). On the other hand, the cell generations are clearly defined. This result was expected 
since, with increasing maturity, the cells get smaller, they need less space in the bone marrow, 
and so they can stay longer than the one whose size has not changed, and thus can gain more 
differentiation molecules (red or blue). And thus, the f and g colonies appear much more 
distinct than a simple simulation where no evolution of size is taken into account (see Fig. 13). 
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Fig. 13. Changes in cell radius in order to get smaller size as maturity increases, gives clear 
and definite compartments of cell generations (illustration taken from Bessonov et al. 2009). 

4.3.2.3 Cell communication and the self-renewal process 

Let us assume that the system is under a stress erythropoiesis such as a severe anemia or 
blood loss. Then it has been shown that progenitor cells and sometimes precursor cells can 
self-renew under stimulating glucocorticoids. What is expected with this change in the 
parameter set up is an increase of undifferentiated. The population is indeed forced to 
increase and to give rapidly efficient cells to be released in the blood stream. This process 
could also be pushed to and extreme case, where most of the cells leaving the bone marrow 
could be undifferentiated. This would then correspond to cases of acute leukemia, where it 
is not possible for cells to differentiate, and thus malignant cells would only self-renew with 
almost no differentiation. The system, after a certain time would then be filled with 
undifferentiated cells only (see Fig. 14).  
 

 
Fig. 14. Adding self-renewal ability in progenitors leads to a nice illustration of what could 
occur in case of severe bleeding or anemia, and action of the glucocorticoids on cell 
differentiation (illustration taken from Bessonov et al. 2009). 

4.4 Niches and colonies in the bone marrow 
In this section, the mechanical interaction and the cell displacement are the same as in the 
previous software interface. However, instead of imposing self-renewal, differentiation and 
apoptosis like it is in the previous model (even if it is a stochastic process in the software, it 
is set up by the user through different parameter choices), these properties are ruled out by 
intrinsic and extrinsic regulation with no user implication. 
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4.4.1 Hybrid models 
Hereafter we propose a new approach of mechanical interactions between cells both from 
intrinsic and extrinsic regions. In order to do so, we focus our attention on intra-cellular 
regulation, described by ordinary differential equations, and on extra-cellular regulation, 
described by partial differential equations. 
We restrict ourselves here to the simplest model where cells are represented as elastic balls. 
In other words, we consider two elastic balls with their centres at the points x1 and x2, and 
with the radii, respectively given by r1 and r2. If the distance d12 between the centres is less 
than the sum of the radii, r1 + r2, then there is a repulsive force between them, denoted by 
f12 depending on the distance d12. Moreover, if a particle with the centre at xi is surrounded 
by several other particles with their centres at the points xj, j=1,..., k, then we consider the 
pair wise forces fij assuming that they are independent of each other. This assumption 
corresponds to small deformation of the particles. Hence, we nd the total force Fi acting on 
the i-th particle from all other particles, 

j¹i
Fi= fij∑ . The motion of the particles can now be 

described as the motion of their centers. By Newton’s second law 

 
.. .

j¹i
m xi+μm xi- f(dij)=0,∑  (8) 

where m is the mass of the particle, the second term in the left-hand side describes the 
friction by the surrounding medium. Dissipative forces can also be written in a different 
form. This is related to dissipative particle dynamics (Karttumen, 2004). Intra-cellular 
regulatory networks for the i-th cell are described by a system of ordinary differential 
equations 

 dui =F(ui,ue),
dt

 (9) 

where ui is a vector of intra-cellular concentrations, ue is a vector of extra-cellular 
concentrations, F is the vector of reaction rates which should be specied for each particular 
application. Evolution of the concentrations of the species in the extra-cellular matrix is 
described by the diffusion equation  

 ue =DΔue+G(ue,c),
dt
∂  (10) 

where c is the local cell density, G is the rate of consumption or production of these 
substances by cells. These species can be either nutrients coming from outside and 
consumed by cells or some other bio-chemical products consumed or produced by cells.  In 
particular, these can be hormones or other signalling molecules that can inuence intra-
cellular regulatory networks. In some cases, convective motion of the medium should be 
taken into account.  

4.4.2 1-D model example 
We begin with the 1D model example where cells can move along the line. The coordinates 
x i in equation (1.1) are real numbers. Each cell can divide or die by apoptosis. After division 
a cell gives birth to two daughter cells identical to itself (this is the case of self-renewal 
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division, there is no differentiation taken into account in this example). We suppose that cell 
division and death are inuenced by some bio-chemical substances produced by the cells 
themselves. 
We consider the case where there are two such substances, whose concentrations are 
denoted by ue and ve and satisfy the following system of equations: 

 

2

2

2

2

due ue= d1 +b1c-q1ue,
dt x

dve ve= d2 +b2c-q2ve.
dt x

⎧ ∂
⎪
⎪ ∂
⎨

∂⎪
⎪ ∂⎩

 (11) 

These equations describe the evolution of the extracellular concentrations ue and ve with 
their diffusion, production terms proportional to the concentration of cells c and with the 
degradation terms. We note that cells are considered here as point sources with a given rate 
of production of u and v. The cell concentration is understood as a number of such sources 
in a unit volume. In numerical simulations, where cells have a nite size, we consider them 
as distributed sources and specify the production rate for each node of the numerical mesh. 
Intra-cellular concentrations ui and vi in the i-th cell are described by the equations: 

 

(1)(1)

(2) (2)

dui = k1 ue(x,t)-k2 ui(t)+H1,
dt

dvi = k1 ve(x,t)-k2 vi(t)+H2.
dt

⎧
⎪⎪
⎨
⎪
⎪⎩

 (12) 

Here and in what follows we write equations for intra-cellular concentrations neglecting the 
change of the cell volume. This approximation is justied since the volume changes only 
twice before cell division and this change is relatively slow. The rst term in the right-hand 
side of the rst equation shows that the intra-cellular concentration ui grows proportionally 
to the value of the extra-cellular concentration ue (x, t) at the space point x where the cell is 
located. It is similar for the second equation. These equations contain degradation terms and 
constant production terms, H 1 and H 2. When a new cell appears, concentrations ui and vi 
are set to zero. 
If the concentration ui reaches some critical value uc, then the cell divides. If vi reaches vc, 
the cell dies. Consider rst the case where  

 (1) (2) (1) (2)1 1 2 2 0.k k k k= = = =  (13) 

Then ui and vi are linear functions of time which reach their critical values at some times 
t=τu and t = τv, 
respectively. If τ u < τ v , then all cells will divide with a given frequency, if the inequality is 
opposite, then all cells will die. 
Next, consider the case where (1)k1  is different from zero (see Bessonov, 2010 for other 
examples). If it is positive, then cells stimulate proliferation of the surrounding cells, if it is 
negative, they suppress it. Both cases can be observed experimentally. We restrict ourselves 
here by the example of negative (1)1k . All other coefficients remain equal to zero. Therefore, 
cells have a xed life time τ v . If they do not divide during this time, they die. 
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Fig. 15. Dynamics of cell population in the case where cells either self-renew or die by 
apoptosis. Cells are shown with blue dots. Horizontal axis shows cell position, vertical axis 
shows time. 

We carry out the 1D simulation where cells can move along the straight line. Initially, there 
are two cells in the middle of the interval. Figure 15 shows the evolution of this population 
in time. For each moment of time (vertical axis) we have the positions of cells (horizontal 
axis) indicated with blue points. 
The evolution of the cell population in Figure 15 (left) can be characterized by two main 
properties. First of all, it expands to the left and to the right with approximately constant 
speed. Second, the total population consists of relatively small sub-populations. Each of 
them starts from a small number of cells. Usually, these are two cells at the right and at the 
left of the previous sub-population. During some time, the sub-population grows, reaches 
certain size and disappears giving birth to new sub-populations. 
This behavior can be explained as follows. The characteristic time of cell division is less than 
the one of cell death. When the sub-population is small, the quantity of u e is also small, and 
its inuence on cell division is not signicant. When the sub-population becomes larger, cell 
division is slowed down because of growth of ue. As a result the sub-population disappears. 
The outer cells can survive because the level of u e there is less. 
The geometrical pattern of cell distribution for these values of parameters reminds 
Serpinsky carpet (Figure 15, left), an example of fractal sets. The pattern of cell distribution 
depends on the parameters. Other examples are shown in Figure 15 (middle and right). 
The simulations presented here do not use the extra-cellular variable ve. Instead of the 
variable ue, which decelerates cell proliferation, we can consider ve assuming that it 
accelerates cell apoptosis. In this case, qualitative behavior of cell population is similar. 

4.4.3 Erythropoiesis modeling 
We consider two types of erythroid cells, progenitors and reticulocytes.  Erythroid 
progenitor fate (differentiation, self-renewal, death by apoptosis) is supposed to be 
regulated by intra-cellular mechanisms (protein competition) and extra-cellular substances. 
The main external source of control in what follows will be Fas-ligand, a membrane protein 
produced by reticulocytes that activates the intra-cellular protein Fas. Other extra-cellular 
substances include EPO and glucocorticoids, among others. We will restrict our model to 
the inuence of EPO, and even though we do not detail this action in the following, the level 
of EPO can be considered either constant or proportional to mature erythrocyte quantity. 
Fas-ligand will act on progenitor differentiation and apoptosis, whereas EPO will inhibit 
progenitor apoptosis and increase self-renewal. 
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2

2

2

2
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⎧ ∂
⎪
⎪ ∂
⎨

∂⎪
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 (11) 

These equations describe the evolution of the extracellular concentrations ue and ve with 
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(1)(1)

(2) (2)

dui = k1 ue(x,t)-k2 ui(t)+H1,
dt
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⎧
⎪⎪
⎨
⎪
⎪⎩

 (12) 

Here and in what follows we write equations for intra-cellular concentrations neglecting the 
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 (1) (2) (1) (2)1 1 2 2 0.k k k k= = = =  (13) 

Then ui and vi are linear functions of time which reach their critical values at some times 
t=τu and t = τv, 
respectively. If τ u < τ v , then all cells will divide with a given frequency, if the inequality is 
opposite, then all cells will die. 
Next, consider the case where (1)k1  is different from zero (see Bessonov, 2010 for other 
examples). If it is positive, then cells stimulate proliferation of the surrounding cells, if it is 
negative, they suppress it. Both cases can be observed experimentally. We restrict ourselves 
here by the example of negative (1)1k . All other coefficients remain equal to zero. Therefore, 
cells have a xed life time τ v . If they do not divide during this time, they die. 
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progenitor fate (differentiation, self-renewal, death by apoptosis) is supposed to be 
regulated by intra-cellular mechanisms (protein competition) and extra-cellular substances. 
The main external source of control in what follows will be Fas-ligand, a membrane protein 
produced by reticulocytes that activates the intra-cellular protein Fas. Other extra-cellular 
substances include EPO and glucocorticoids, among others. We will restrict our model to 
the inuence of EPO, and even though we do not detail this action in the following, the level 
of EPO can be considered either constant or proportional to mature erythrocyte quantity. 
Fas-ligand will act on progenitor differentiation and apoptosis, whereas EPO will inhibit 
progenitor apoptosis and increase self-renewal. 
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We assume intracellular regulation of erythroid progenitors is determined by two proteins, 
ERK and Fas (Crauste, 2010), although several other proteins may play a role in this 
regulation. A simplied model is given by the system of two ordinary differential equations 
(Crauste, 2010) 

 ( )( )( )kdE = α EPO +βE 1-E -aE-bEF,
dt

 (14) 

 ( )( )L
dF =γ F 1-F -cEF-dF,
dt

 (15) 

where E and F  are intra-cellular concentrations of ERK and Fas, a, b, c, d are some non-
negative parameters, α is a function of erythropoietin (EP O) and γ is a function of Fas-
ligand, whose concentration is denoted by F L . For xed values of EP O and F L , (14)-(15) is 
a closed system of ordinary differential equations. It can have from one to three stationary 
points. Its detailed analysis is presented in (Crauste, 2010). 
The concentration of Fas-ligand is described by the diffusion equation 

 L
L L

dF =dΔF +W-σF ,
dt

 (16) 

where W  is a source term proportional to the concentration of reticulocytes.  Though Fas-
ligand is considered as a surface protein, and its interaction with erythroid progenitor 
basically occurs when they are in physical contact with reticulocytes, we model it as if it 
could diffuse in the extracellular matrix. If the diffusion coeffcient is suffciently small, it is 
located in a small vicinity of reticulocytes. Therefore, Fas-ligand inuences erythroid 
progenitors when they are suffciently close to reticulocytes. 
Let us summarize the model. System (14)-(15) is considered inside each erythroid progenitor 
with its proper initial condition (see below) and with the value of F L which can depend on 
its spatial location and on time.  Erythroid progenitors can proliferate or die by apoptosis. 
Apoptosis occurs if the intracellular Fas concentration reaches some critical value F c. In this 
case, the cell is removed from the computational domain. 
If the cell does not die by apoptosis, then it proliferates, that is it divides at the end of cell 
cycle. Cell cycle is composed of two parts: G0/G1 phases and S/G2/M phases. The duration 
of the G0/G1 phase is chosen randomly from 0 to some maximal value τ max with the 
typical values 6 − 12 hours, the duration of the remaining part of cell cycle is xed, usually 
12 hours. 
Cell proliferation can result in self-renewal or differentiation. In the rst case, the two 
daughter cells are also erythroid progenitors. For each of them we consider intracellular 
regulation with system (14)-(15). The values of ERK and Fas in the newly born cells can 
either be some given parameters or equal half those of the mother cell. In the case of 
differentiation, the two daughter cells become reticulocytes. The choice between self- 
renewal and differentiation is determined by the values of ERK in the process of cell cycle. 
Once it reaches a critical value Ec , the cell self-renews. Otherwise, it differentiates. These 
assumptions are in agreement with actual biological understanding of these processes. We 
do not consider intracellular regulation for reticulocytes. Once they appeared, they remain 
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in the computational domain one cell cycle more in order to become mature erythrocytes. 
Then they are removed. This corresponds to the fact that erythrocytes leave the bone 
marrow to enter blood ow. Reticulocytes produce Fas-ligand with a constant rate. Fas-
ligand inuences intracellular regulation of erythroid progenitors through equation (15). It 
increases Fas production rate resulting in apoptosis of the progenitors if Fas concentration is 
sufficiently high or in their differentiation for intermediate values of F L . For greater values 
of Fas-ligand, trajectories of system (14)-(15) move towards greater values of F and to 
smaller values of E. Hence, the critical value of ERK may not be reached and the cell will 
differentiate. 
Let us nally recall that proliferation and apoptosis change cell spatial distribution. New 
cells, when they appear, push each other creating cell displacement (see Fig. 16). 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 16. Modelling of erythroblastic islands:  initial cell distribution (left) and a stable island 
(right). Yellow cells in the center are erythroid progenitors, blue cells at the border are 
reticulocytes producing Fas-ligand (in red). 

5. Conclusion 
In this chapter, our goal was to give an insight of the different attempts to model the blood 
cell formation: several purely deterministic, some purely stochastic, few taking the space 
structure of the bone marrow and thus space competition into account. It appeared 
important to us to develop a compromising model where stochasticity is mixed with the 
medulla structure. This approach using the multi-agent systems seems to us a good way to 
describe different mechanism related to the normal and pathological hematopoiesis. We 
have shown that with our software it was possible to get a rich variety of behaviors. Our 
simulations found some interest in the community of biologists and clinicians. However, 
even if we obtained some relevant results none of them where quantitatively compared with 
experimental data. This is part of the perspective work taken in consideration. Another 
objective would be to consider the stimulation factors more explicitly by closing with the 
use of different feedbacks.  
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1. Introduction 
In recent years, technology for information extraction from gene activity in cells, has made 
an important breakthrough with the DNA microarrays. With this technology it is possible 
for researchers to know which genes are active in a particular cell in particular situation. The 
comparison of gene expression patterns (which genes are active) of two cells of the same 
type,  one normal and the other belonging to a tumor, can be of great help in understanding 
what are the genes that might be involved in the tumor formation.  
Microarray technology is a high throughput information extraction technology; with a 
single microarray it is possible to extract, at once, information about the expression of 
thousand of genes. A typical experiment might involve the study of several microarrays and 
the comparison of the information extracted from them with standardized microarray gene 
expression databases. 
From a computing point of view, microarray technology, opens interesting research issues 
at different levels, like data analysis and statistical information processing, information 
standardization, and automation of the whole information processes involved in each 
experiment. 
This chapter addresses this latter issue. We present a multi-agent platform automating 
information processing of experimental microarray samples and its comparison with 
publicly accessible microarray databases. 
A complete system for gene expression analysis can be based on different agents to solve 
parts of the problem, and due the diversity of paths that knowledge discovery could find, a 
system based on coordinated multiple agents can improve performance. 
Here we describe a multi-agent system that was used for gene expression analysis in 
samples of cervical cancer for obtaining specific knowledge about the genetic basis of the 
cancer. Cervical cancer is one of the most common in Females. Its incidence in Mexico (50 
per 100,000 inhabitants per year) is among the highest in the world (Lazcano-Ponce, 2009). 
Section 2 presents an introduction to microarray for gene expression analysis; in section 3 
there is information about multi-agent system technology related with gene expression 
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analysis; in section 4 we discuss the architecture of a multi-agent system proposed, in 
section 5 we present the outcome reached and finally the conclusions. 

2. Background gene expression analysis with microarrays technology 
Microarrays are a molecular biology technique that appeared in 90’s which display the 
expression of thousands of genes in a matrix.  
One kind of probes that can be used for the design of microarrays is transcriptome others 
can detect loss or gain of genes and other mutations can be detected in DNA. The difference 
between each of them is the type of DNA that is fixed on the plates of the microarray. 

2.1 Microarrays that detect changes in gene expression 
When one wants to determine a change in the level of expression of a gene, this may be 
detected by expression analysis of microarray called chips or biochips. The DNA to be 
studied is immobilized by hybridization of mRNA, a known gene product by cDNA. This 
comes from healthy tissue cells (control) and patients (study samples). If a gene is over 
expressed in a certain disease, a greater amount of cDNA hybridizes at a point (spot) 
representing the affected gene and therefore the fluorescence intensities are dissimilar 
between the study group and the control group. Once characterized the genes involved in 
certain diseases, the cDNA of human cells may be hybridized to determine whether the 
person has the pattern of gene expression related to disease and to optimize diagnosis and 
treatment. 
The chips of gene expression can also be used to determine changes in the expression over 
time, such as during the cell cycle. This represents an important tool in cancer research, that 
could identify new cancer markers for diagnostic purposes.  

2.2 Microarray data analysis  
The true potential of microarrays is realized when they are used for global approaches to 
gene expression patterns. There have been large-scale analyses of gene expression changes 
in bacteria, yeast and in animals to identify genes with similar expression pattern. To this 
end we have developed computer programs that may interest the researcher because they 
facilitate this type of global analysis. In this type of analysis one first identifies genes with 
significant changes during the experiment.. This is achieved by filtration of genes and 
identification of active genes. After obtaining purified data on a reduced number of genes 
grouping or clustering methods are applied. Several methods have been described 
(hierarchical clustering, self-organizing maps, k-means), each with tradeoffs. 
Currently we recommend using more than one technique for each data set. The idea of 
identifying clusters or partitions of genes is that genes that have expression patterns contain 
near the same regulatory mechanisms, and eventually could create maps for precise control 
of transcription.  
Microarray analysis provides quantitative information about the complete transcription 
profile of cells that could facilitate drug and therapeutics development, disease diagnosis, 
and better understanding basic cell biology. One of the challenges in microarray analysis, 
especially in cancerous gene expression profiles, is to identify genes or groups of genes that 
are highly expressed in tumor cells but not in normal cells and vice versa. 
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After reading the microarrays and creating the numerical matrix with gene expression 
intensities the analysis process continues with data normalization, filtering of genes and 
clustering samples and/or genes. 

2.3 Normalization of data 
The signal obtained from microarrays must be standardized or normalized because its 
difference expressed in the genes among the samples could differ a lot, so that data from 
different microarrays can be reliably compared. These methods are applied in the pre-
processing of datasets. 
The normalization is applied to expression data to adjust the individual hybridization 
intensities of genes in the microarrays.  
The oligonucleotide microarrays are normalized using the two algorithms more reported, 
Affymetrix Microarray Suite (MAS) and Robust Multichip Average (RMA) (Irizarry, 2003), 
which remove the variation in overall chip intensities. 
And finally in the preprocessing phase the transformation of level expression of genes to an 
equal rank in all chips permits a continuous spectrum of values. Generally the Log2 
transformation is used with the clustering methods. 

2.4 Statistical analysis 
In order to reduce the initial amount of genes included in the microarray analysis it is 
recommended by specialists to use statistical methods, like T-test and significant analysis of 
microarrays (SAM) (Tusher, 2001). With these statistical tests experimental results are 
compared to standard samples for differences in gene expression according their signal 
values in nature (molecular biology).  
With SAM differentially expressed genes are chosen using the false discovered rate (FDR), 
which represents the ratio of false positives to all positives according to a determined 
threshold.. The T-test uses the p-value of the fold change value (FC) that express the 
difference of genes between two groups of samples. In the case of SAM this value is 
expressed with delta value (Δ-value). The amount of filtered genes depends on the chosen 
threshold for those parameters. Also, the FC and d-value could show if the differentially 
expressed genes are up or down regulated.  
When there are two experimental conditions, the most basic statistical test used for the two-
sample comparision are differential expression tests within genes like SAM and T-test. 

2.5 Genes differentially expressed 
A key goal of microarray experiments is to identify genes that are differentially expressed 
while keeping the probability of false discoveries acceptably low. From a statistical 
perspective, it involves minimizing false negatives or maximizing power of the statistical 
test (sensitivity), and minimizing false positives (specificity). Microarray data are often 
assessed as fold-changes between experimental conditions. While this scale has interpretive 
value, inference based solely on fold-change is misleading because error variability for each 
gene is heterogeneous under different biological conditions and intensity ranges. 
The main application of biochips is the comparison between genes expressed in diseased 
tissue and normal tissue to find those genes that change significantly their level of 
expression and thus related to the disease. 
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This finding could help to identify genes or groups of genes as targets for potential 
therapeutic intervention or prevention of diseases, like a cancer or diabetes. 
The expression level could increase, this case exists when the gene is up regulated, or 
decrease, gene is down regulated, in the experiment.  With this information researchers 
create sets of genes in order to find the minimal number of marker genes identifying 
potential points for therapeutic intervention, understanding tumor behavior and for 
facilitating drug development. 

2.6 Machine learning and gene expression analysis 
Machine learning is a computer area with a very important application in Bioinformatics. It 
has methods for knowledge discovery of molecular biology to identify genes or to find gene 
patterns. 
Some reasons to apply machine learning in Bioinformatics are (Bergeron, 2003): 
• New experimental approaches based on biochips, which can obtain huge genetic data 

from individual genomes (mutations, polymorphisms) or cellular approaches (gene 
expression). 

• The huge volume of data generated by various genome projects (human and other 
organisms). 

• Universal access to databases of biological information. 
Machine learning approaches perform well in domains with a large amount of data, this is 
the situation in gene expression analysis. There are two types of learning: supervised 
learning, where the learner has some prior knowledge of the data and the output has been 
given a priori to the learner, and unsupervised learning, where no prior information of the 
output is given to the learner.  
Machine learning supervised and unsupervised methods have been used in applications of 
gene expression analysis like Gepas (www.gepas.org), Dchip 
(sites.google.com/sites/dchipsoft/), Weka (www.cs.waikato.ac.nz/weka), and works like 
(Tamayo, 1999; Dembelé , 2003, Wang 2003;  Márquez 2008) 

3. Gene expression analysis through agents technology 
3.1 Microarrays and multi-agent systems 
The use of microarrays in genetic studies is a very dynamic field, new applications, new 
procedures and new microarrays with more gene capacity are appearing all the time. These 
are not the only changes in this field. A whole area of active research and new findings is 
emerging, related to the generation and management of all the related data, as well as the 
statistical studies of it, including machine learning techniques for better test selection 
procedures. 
Such an information-intensive, dynamic field demands a flexible approach for information 
system design. It is clear that a traditional approach of solving the basic information 
processing issues of one particular application as a single fixed process will not survive long 
due to rapidly changing procedures and related technology. This rapid change introduces 
extra complexity to the information processing involved in the general problem of the 
information exploitation of microarray applications. 
Now, agent technology offers an advantageous alternate option for building software in 
bioinformatics. The complexity of required systems offers an advantage to an architecture 
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that can distribute tasks to specialized agents. Recently, there has been some agent-based 
systems to tackle the complexity of bioinformatics systems (Karasavvas, 2004; Keele, 2005; 
Lam, 2006; Luck, 2005; Merelli, 2005; Moreau, 2003; Štiglic, 2004).  
We distinguish the following basic processes in the microarray analyisis system, that would 
be better handled by specialized agents: 
1. Pre-processing, application of a set of techniques and methods of analysis prior to data 

mining, to work with different algorithms whose nature will be assessed at processing time. 
2. Mining, in this step there is advantage to using different machine learning algorithms 

for finding patterns and relationships of genes and tumors.  
3. Representation, a simple representation of the information and findings with diagrams, 

graphs and tables to make the results easy to understand. 
4. Interaction with external databases, , the use of databases that exist on the Internet, as 

well as for the handling of knowledge generated and control their access. 

3.2 Current situation 
Today, the process of gene expression analysis to identify genes involved in diseases. It is 
in many cases quite troublesome for researchers since they need to go through different 
tricky stages of the process: a) There is no single package solution; they need to use 
several software programs to complete the analysis. This implies the user must provide 
the data format required by the program and the user must understand the software 
performance, this is not easy; b) the user must have some experience or he must make 
many experiments with the parameters of the programs to solve his problems, and make 
many experiments and, c) with the result of their experiments they must search 
information for characterization of genes using external databases. The previous process 
is more difficult if you consider that the researchers, in most cases, are biologists or 
medical scientists with only basic knowledge in computer systems and they have to do 
almost manually. With a view toward helping or solving those problems we present a 
multi-agent system. 
The aim of our research is to automate the whole gene expression analysis process. To do 
that we organize our system architecture in a 2-layer structure. The upper layer  is where the 
different agents interact. Each agent is a specialist in a well-defined component of the 
process and has the skills to se different types of mathematical and computing tools. The 
lower layer corresponds to the specific tools needed in each component of the process. The 
general strategy to solve a specific type of gene expression analysis is defined at the upper 
layer where multi-agent technology can look for the best procedure through the multi-agent 
interaction protocols facilities. The decisions of which specific tools need to be used for each 
task are taken by each agent who is a problem solver specialist. 
Our multi-agent system has been developed as a bioinformatics tool to help researchers in 
two main tasks, 1) gene selection through an expression analysis process, and 2) tumor 
classification. This tool must be conceived as part of the toolset available to the human 
researchers in order to assist them during the diagnosis process. 

4. Multi-agent system for gene expression analysis  (MAS-GEN) 
In order to accomplish the process of gene expression analysis using a multi-agent system 
architecture, we identify four operational agents coordinated and organized by one 
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manager. The gene identification process can be distributed among a few operational 
agents, each one in charge of a specific subprocess. And some tasks can be solve in parallel.  
We decompose the gene specification process in the following subprocesses: preprocessing 
data, gene identification, tumor classification and use of external databases, as showing in 
figure 1. Each subprocess is assigned to a specialized agent to carry out the current tasks and 
to make the right decisions that allow reliable and useful knowledge. 
The MAS-GEN system is in fact a new layer inserted between the user and the specialized 
problem solving toolsets used currently in the semiautomatic setting. The multi-agent 
system for gene expression analysis involves the completion of different tasks that can be 
distributed among autonomous agents.  
In addition to the four operational agents, a manager agent is in charge of the coordination 
and the planning of the overall process and mediates the communication between the 
agents. These agents are rule based problem solving systems programmed in Clips, a well-
known expert system shell. 
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Fig. 1. MAS-GEN architecture for gene expression analysis. The platform of agents includes 
four operational agents and one manager agent. The specialized methods for solving their 
task are independent of agents. The external databases are used through database agent 
Our agent platform has been tested for gene expression analysis using microarray samples 
of tumor cells of cervical cancer. However, its architecture is flexible enough to incorporate 
other functions or procedures to work with other type of diseases and other Affymetrix 
GeneChips. This is due to its layer architecture that separates the agent’s process logic from 
its toolset layer where can coexist different concurrent tools in such different programming 
languages such as Java, C or R.  This layer independence allows our platform to incorporate 
or modify new functions for the processing, analysis and data presentation tasks, causing no 
problem in performance. 
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4.1 Platform of agents 
4.1.1 Preprocessing agent 
The preprocessing agent get the data of intensity of expressed genes, it could use functions 
already implemented in the R language for microarray of Affymetyrix by Bioconductor 
(http://www.bioconductor.org/). Intensities may come from a single microarray or several 
at once, according to the user request. This agent must normalize the data, the algorithm 
RMA (Robust Multi-Averaging)  (Irizarry, 2003), or MAS (Normalization of Affymetrix), 
(http://www.affymetrix.com/support/technical/manual/) which are currently the most 
widely used directly on data from  Affymetrix microarrays and/or apply log or log2 on data 
already read. According to the task to be executed with the data, identification of genes or 
the classification of tumors, this agent decides what must be the data format in the matrix. 
The normalized data are assigned to an expression matrix. If the expression data of one gene 
in the matrix are incomplete the agent obtains the values or removes the raw data to avoid 
noise in data.   

4.1.2 Gene identification agent 
The gene identification agent’s goal is to extract a list with the most important genes and 
reducing the initial amount of genes. If the agent has enough data it will apply the most 
used statistical filters, t-test and SAM (significant analysis of microarrays) (Tusher, 2001). 
Through the filters the agent reduces the number of genes from thousands to hundreds or 
less. According to the user request, the agent obtained the final list with the most relevant 
genes. The agent uses clustering methods to create the lists of genes, from the formated data 
that it gets from pre-processing agent. It could interact with the classification agent to test 
the capacity of lists of genes to classify the samples, controls and cases, and with the agent of 
external data bases to characterize the genes. With the knowledge provided by the others 
agents this agent decide what genes could be more important in the experiment. 
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manager. The gene identification process can be distributed among a few operational 
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Fig. 1. MAS-GEN architecture for gene expression analysis. The platform of agents includes 
four operational agents and one manager agent. The specialized methods for solving their 
task are independent of agents. The external databases are used through database agent 
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4.1.3 Tumor classification agent 
The goal of this agent is grouping the microarray samples, i.e. control and cases, as well as 
the identification of cancer type and tumor variants. For creation of groups in the samples, 
the agent uses machine learning, clustering methods like self-organizing maps (SOM) 
(Tamayo. 1999), vector quantization (VQ) , fuzzy k-means (c-means)  (Dembelé , 2003; Wang 
2003) and principal component analysis (PCA) (Price, 2006).  
If the request for classification of samples comes from the gene identification agent, the 
tumor classification agent must review  if the list of selected genes could classify in control 
and cases the samples. In this case the agent uses clustering methods and should select the 
lists of genes with less misclassification samples.  
If the request of classification samples is the main goal of the user of MAS-GEN, the agent 
must find the clusters with the patters of samples, which could represent variants  of 
cancer type. Once one has groups of tumors, another task of this agent should be to 
indicate what kind of tumor represents a new sample, which helps to determine accurate 
treatment. 

4.1.4 Database agent 
The goal of this agent is gathering knowledge about the identified genes. There are several 
databases that give access to genomical information through the Internet that will help in 
the characterization of genes to identify the relation between a gene and diseases. This agent 
will execute the queries to the external databases, and will standardize the results. 
With the knowledge of the genes that this agent gets, the gene identification agent should 
verify the relevance of the genes, i.e. in a biological process, in a biological function, about 
the disease of the study  

4.1.5 Manager agent 
The manager agent coordinates all activities of the multi-agent system. It does the planning 
for the overall solution and distributes tasks among all agents, according to their 
specialization. The communication that is required between the agents is through this agent, 
since it is responsible for sending and receiving messages among the agents, the other 
agents can not interchange messages directly. Each operational agent only has permissions 
to send and receive messages with the manager agent, they can not access directly any other 
agents in the system. 
At the request of the user the manager agent plans the general task that each must do. The 
manager agent organizes and coordinates the cooperation of all agents.  
The other agents plan and execute their tasks in an autonomous fashion. The manager agent 
waits for queries or results of other agents and the user. 
We had decided on a centralized architecture for MAS-GEN due to the small number of 
processes that may be involved all our agents; rather than an architecture where different 
actors could negotiate among themselves solutions. 

4.1.6 Agent ontology 
The agents have an ontology about their domain, they need to use the same language to 
interchange knowledge about genes, diseases or genomic words. The ontology defines the 
structure of messages that indicate the request to another agent and the answer, also defines 
the concepts about the problem domain. 
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For the database agent the ontology is very important because it has to communicate via 
Web to genomical databases and gets the knowledge about genes, searches and gathers 
relevant information to make decisions by other agent like the gene identification agent. 
Actually most genes do not have a unique name or identification, according to the database 
then it is important to have an ontology to find information in different sources in the 
Internet. 
Example of ontology: 
Concept Gene: 
      Their attributes or fields of its structures are: ID, symbol, source_information, 
chromosome, pahways, disease relation and more. 

4.2 Responsibilities of the agents 
The reponsibilities assigned to each agent of MAS-GEN are in table 1.  
 

Agent Responsibilities 

Preprocessing Agent  Read data files Data normalization 
Statistical tests  
Data format 
Local planning 
Send/receive messages  

Gene Identification Agent  Create lists of genes 
Filter of genes 
Clustering of genes 
Request information of genes 
Characterization of genes 
Send/receive messages 

Tumor Classification 
Agent   

Find patterns of samples 
Clustering of samples 
Evaluate clusters of genes  
Classification of new samples 
Local planning 
Send/receive messages 

External Data Base Agent Communicate with external databases of genes 
Get information of genes from databases of genes 
Local planning 
     Send/receive messages 

Manager Agent Coordinate other agents 
Global planning 
Communication with the user 
Show the results 
Send/receive messages 

Table 1. Responsibilities of agents in MAS-GEN 
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5. A case study 
5.1 Data set 
The multi-agent system for gene expression analysis has been used to help identification of 
relevant genes related to cervical cancer.  
Data of gene expression was generated using the Affymetrix HGFocus GenChip of mRNA 
that contains ~8600 genes. The sample taken from 41 Mexican women with diagnostic of 
cervical cancer and from 12 controls (from women without cervical cancer). All tumors 
correspond to Human Papillomavirus 16 (HPV16) infection that represents the most 
important risk factor for the development of cervical cancer and are linked to a high 
incidence of cervical cancer in Mexico and HPV16 is the most frequently detected (50%) 
worldwide (Sanjosé, 2007). 
The experiments to identify the involved genes in the process of cervical cancer using the 
multi-agent system, requires the cooperation of all agents of the system. In the sequential 
graph of figure 2. there are interchange requests among the operational agents via manager 
agent. MAS-GEN can perform various experiments with the data with minimal user 
intervention. 
The manager agent does the overall planning with different configurations of methods or 
tasks to be executed by operational agents. That is the overall planning is composed of sub-
plans in which combines the types of normalization of data, statistical tests for filtering, 
clustering methods to group genes, and/or samples and databases for characterization of 
genes. 
The user can obtain results with different lists of genes found as relevant by all these sub-
plans.  MAS-GEN helps to identify the genes that occurred more relevance easily. 
This does not mean that the user can not interact in the process. The user could also select 
the processes that are considered appropriate for analysing gene expression. Also MAS-
GEN can help those researchers unexperted.  
Here are some results obtained for gene expression analysis using data from samples of 
cervical cancer with MAS-GEN. 

5.2 Results 
In figure 3 there are some tables that present to the user the results of gene expression 
analysis with MAS-GEN. The presentation of results is through the manager agent, 
according the information could use tables and charts. 
The results presented in tables seen as 3a, show the clusters created with a selected list of 
genes. The gene identification agent selects the lists of genes and checks on collaboration 
with the tumor classification agent the capacity of genes to divide the samples in the basic 
groups: control and cases. In 3a, there are 3 tables of this way, one for each cluster method: 
SOM, VQ and c-means. In this case can see VQ and c-means are the better methods to 
classify the samples with fewer mistakes. 
In 3b, we reduced the number of dimenssions of the samples, to 2dim, in order to create a 
graphic to visualize the separation of samples. We used the 2 principal components 
generated by PCA method. In the graphic it is clear the separation between this 2 basic 
kinds of samples:tumor and controls. 
The table 3c shows the user see the results given by the SAM statistical method, to find the 
differentially expressed genes.  
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Finally, the system can create graphics like boxplot and histogram to see the distribution of 
data and also a specific normality graph.  
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b) Sample classification with PCA 
 

 

c) List of 10 better genes filtered with  SAM  

Genes dvalue 
Gene 1 22.2062528 
Gene 2 21.7209105 
Gene 3 20.0554556 
Gene 4 18.315625 
Gene 5 17.9860076 
Gene 6 17.4859484 
Gene 7 17.0050989 
Gene 8 16.6034879 
Gene 9 16.3210851 
Gene 10 16.2168375 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Cluster 1 Cluster 2 Total

Tumor 39 2 41
Control 0 12 12

Total 39 14 53

missclasification 3.8% 

Cluster 1 Cluster 2 Cluster 3 Total

Tumor 2 37 2 41
control 12 0 0 12
Total 14 37 2 53

missclasification 7.6% 

Self-organizing maps
• 41 tumors and 12 controls

Cluster 1 Cluster 2 Total

Tumor 43 0 43
Control 0 12 12

Total 43 12 55

Cluster 1 Cluster 2 Cluster 3 Total

Tumor 22 0 21 43
control 0 12 0 12
Total 22 12 21 55

C-means
• 41 tumors and 12 controls

Accurate classification 100% 

a) Sample classification with VQ, SOM and C-
means clustering 

 

 

Fig. 3. Examples of result presentation to user from MAS-GEN 

Another clustering method, the hierarchical dendogram to join up samples or genes. 
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The user could see the results of the better lists of genes, with the information about the 
capacity of sample classification, characterization of genes with queries of DB agent. The 
knowledge given by MAS-GEN allows to the user to support the decision of selected 
genes. 
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7. Conclusions 
The multi-agent system is a tool that helps biologists and medical teams responsible for the 
analysis of gene expression to better understand the genetic details of disease. MAS-GEN 
provides a comprehensive and flexible tool for performing various procedures instead of 
using several different software applications representing an investment of users time and 
adaptation of their data to those applications. In addition, with MAS the decision-making 
and analysis flows in an automated fashion via the manager agent.  
Distributing the analysis into pre-processing methods, data filtering, machine learning, 
and presentation and display of results provide a versatile system that can be 
conveniently adapted to the rapidly changing area of genomic bioinformatics. The 
modular architecture of independent multi-agent software allows for straight forward 
implementation of procedural changes without troublesome dependency-related software 
conflicts. This flexibility also insures that software development effort will not become 
obsolete. 
The analysis of gene expression is feasible through a multi-agent collaboration with the 
operational agents specializing in distributed tasks of data preprocessing, gene 
identification, classification of tumors, and database management. A single management 
agent assigns tasks and controls data flow, simplying the human interaction with the 
system. Some of the operational agent work can be executed in parallel because the agents 
have sufficient independence. 
This system further facilitates and simplifies the completion of the analysis of gene 
expression because it automates the steps the researcher performs for the complete task of 
identification of genes and classification of samples. Transparent to the user are the tasks to 
be performed and the decisions taken to find genes that may differ in certain samples or to 
create pools of data to be used later. Having already defined filter parameters and types of 
tests to apply, the user only has to provide the files containing the microarray data obtained 
from the Affymetrix platform and identify the samples as cases or controls. The system uses 
the knowledge from expert analyses of gene expression so that others can perform these 
tasks at the same level of expertise.. 
With this type of multi-agent system for the analysis of gene expression it is like using a 
single software tool to complete the expert analysis of genes without user intervention. 
The system will make decisions in a similar way as do the genomics specialists. 
The implementation of the agents using Java and CLIPS gives flexibility to their 
development and provides simplicity compared with existing software tools that require 
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deployment of more staff to administer the system. MAS-GEN offers an effective expert and 
simplified solution that focuses only on administering the single managing agent for 
complete gene expression analysis. 
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deployment of more staff to administer the system. MAS-GEN offers an effective expert and 
simplified solution that focuses only on administering the single managing agent for 
complete gene expression analysis. 
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1. Introduction 
E pluribus unum… this could be the motto of our research. Indeed, if similar applications 
cooperated, they would all benefit and develop their knowledge. For example, when 
searching for information on the Web, it would be useful to find a user who had similar 
concerns and communicate with them via a social network. This concern has led to 
collaborative web tools such as Mawa (Singer & al, 2005). This web assistant can help a user 
by gathering documents in relation to user’s own interests. 
However in several domains, collective tools don’t yet exist. There are three main reasons 
for this: 
- Firstly, information is highly distributed and grows in a wide environment; therefore a 

suitable tool must take this large scale into account, 
- Secondly, information changes; new data occurs and some data can become obsolete; no 

centralized entity can support this scalability, 
- And finally, the privacy of data must sometimes be respected, making some data 

incomplete or anonymous. 
In such situations, the adoption of a multi-agent architecture is a suitable choice because it 
can support the distributed nature of input data and the need for scalability. Multi-agent 
technology allows the development of large scale systems which can be automatically 
deployed in an open environment. It has proved its adequacy in many health problems that 
require coordination of a lot of entities and information (Moreno & Nealon, 2003), (Isern & 
al, 2010). It can also be helpful in widespread applications such as smart monitoring for 
physical infrastructures. Indeed, today precise knowledge about the current condition of the 
infrastructure is not available. This is not due to a lack of measurements but rather to a lack 
of an integrated interpretation of the available information. As wrote Florian Fuchs, “what is 
missing today, however, is the intelligence for making use of the available data“(Fuchs & al, 
2010). 
Large scale and dynamic applications require protocols for task repartition and really 
cooperative resolution. We propose a multi-agent model which collects and synthesizes data 
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with respect to these constraints. It uses a distributed unsupervised classification. 
Furthermore, employing the multi-agent paradigm, it addresses privacy by keeping 
information local to agents, while aggregated data is distributed between agent groups. 
A system based on this model is composed of agents, each having as a task to classify a 
subset of data, eventually incomplete. They communicate with each other to aggregate 
partial results and constitute a distributed global classification which can be considered as a 
macroscopic view. Such a system can be deployed in an open environment because new 
agents can be automatically created. 
This chapter is divided into three sections. In the first, we present the context: how to find 
similarities in a dynamic environment, between user-centric applications with privacy 
problem and incomplete data. We also describe related works in multi-agent classification. 
Our multi-agent model is described in section 3. Section 4 presents an experiment in a home 
care application. We talk about the results and we explain the benefits of such an 
application. 

2. Multi-agent classification 
2.1 Relevance of distributed classification 
The problem of classification consists in placing objects, each having a set of attributes, into 
clusters.  The clustering method uses some distance measure between attributes. Clustering 
is usually studied as a centralized problem. But in situations described in the introduction, 
classical methods cannot be implemented: 
- In some cases, the available classes cannot be anticipatively identified. Moreover, data 

are dynamic; some objects can disappear or new can appear. Thus, supervised 
classification is not relevant; the classification method must be adaptive. 

- Many applications have a vertical distribution or a horizontal one. A distribution is 
vertical when the distribution is about the attributes of objects. Some attributes of an 
object can be unknown by a classifier. A distribution is horizontal when the distribution 
is about the objects. Each group needs a distinct classifier, and several classifiers are 
also necessary. So they have to exchange their results. 

- In an open and large environment, the use of a single classifier may delay the process. 
In this context, it becomes necessary to think about hybrid methods able to review 
classes set while running and eventually to modify them by introducing some new 
classes or deleting obsolete ones. Furthermore, classification should stay as accurate as 
possible, even if some attributes are not available. 

The dynamic clustering has been introduced some years ago (Lecoeuche & Lurette, 2003). It 
supports the problem of non-stationary data: processing such data type means having 
evolving classes. In addition, systems using different classifiers can offer complementary 
information about patterns to be classified. They are usually based on neural network 
architectures. They do not consider both vertical and horizontal distribution of large object 
sets. 
Some previous studies on clustering have proposed a multi-agent system as a basis of a 
decentralized approach. We consider four previous works on multi-agent classification. 
SAMARAH uses an unsupervised collaborative multi-strategy method to enhance 
classification. NeurAge tackles the problem of vertical distribution. In the work done by S. 
Mukhopadhyay, acquaintance lists allow the system to choose the most relevant agents for a 
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given service. And finally, the research by Quteishat is about negotiation between classifier 
agents. We underline how our method is positioned compared to them. 

2.2 Related works, similarities and originality 
SAMARAH is a multi-agent hybrid learning system that uses a collaborative multi-
strategical clustering (Gançarski & Wemmert, 2007). It is based on the idea that the 
information offered by different classifiers about objects is complementary. And thus the 
combination of different classification methods may increase their efficiency and accuracy. 
The system integrates different kinds of unsupervised classification methods and gives a set 
of classes as result. Finally, by combining the agents’ answers, a common result is produced 
representing a consensus among the information obtained by each agent. To solve a local 
conflict, two agents can use some operators like split, merge or reclassify. This method of 
combination of classifiers enables many classification methods to collaborate (Forestier & al, 
2008). 
With its collaborative algorithm, this approach is close to ours: the agents work together in a 
cooperative way through a mutual refinement of their respective partitions. But the aim is 
different: SAMARAH allows one to carry out classification of complex objects with a lot of 
attributes (like heterogeneous images) to improve classification (like scene understanding). 
Objects are complex but agents must know all the attributes of each object. 
NeurAge, and its successor ClassAge, are multi-classifiers systems, composed of several 
neural agents having the same goal (Santana & al, 2006). When a pattern is shown to the 
system, all agents produce their outputs. Then, they communicate among themselves in 
order to reach a common result. They use a confidence based negotiation method in several 
rounds. For all attributes, agents calculate the training mean: an agent A checks the 
information given by another agent B for a test pattern. After checking, the confidence 
degree of A toward B can be decreased. So, the attacked agent B can quit the round. The 
agent with the highest confidence degree is said to be the most suitable one to classify the 
test pattern. This method uses a vertical data distribution in which each agent has to classify 
an unknown pattern based on a subset of the attributes. In the experimental work, the 
system is composed of five agents. The NeurAge system was extended, allowing the use of 
non neural agents. The features of both systems are the same (Canuto & al, 2008). 
A distributed method is proposed, but two main differences exist between the 
NeurAge/ClassAge approach and ours. NeurAge/ClassAge is not suitable in an open 
environment where the number of classes can evolve. The problem solving is not collective 
because one classifier is chosen to correctly classify the input pattern.  
In  (Peng & al, 2001), authors explain the rational for using multi-agent classifier system for 
text documents and compare the single-agent classifier approach with a multi-agent 
classifier one in terms of computation time and quality of classification. Their method relies 
upon the creation of an interconnected environment of agents. In this environment, all 
agents compute a classification of their own documents and send these documents to other 
agents if their classification is unsuccessful (that is if the agent’s thesaurus does not match 
any words of the document). Acquaintance lists are dynamically adapted and allow the 
system to choose the most relevant agent for a given service. The time tests show that the 
multi-agent classification is relevant in the case of a big thesaurus. This method is also much 
more flexible in allowing a new thesaurus to be smoothly introduced in the system. Finally 
fault tolerance and privacy (of the thesaurus) are better implemented (Mukhopadhyay & al, 
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2003). As in Neurage, the classification is not truly collective. Each agent makes its own 
complete classification and the best one is chosen. 
Quteishat and his team have developed a Multi-Agent Classifier system based on the Trust-
Negotiation-Communication model (Quteishat & al, 2010). The proposed TNC-based MAC 
system consists of an ensemble of neural network-based classifiers. The agents are 
organized hierarchically: parent agent, team managers and team member. Agents use a 
negotiation method to assign a class to an input sample. Each agent within the team gives a 
prediction of the output class and a trust value. Then, the team manager selects the 
prediction with the highest trust value and gives its prediction to the parent agent. Each 
prediction has a trust value, a reputation value, and a confidence factor. The parent agent 
makes a final decision and assigns a predicted output class for the input sample. In the 
experiment, there are two agent teams: the first is the Fuzzy Min-Max agent team and the 
second is the Fuzzy ARTMAP agent team (Quteishat & al, 2009). 
If we compare TNC-based MAC system and ours, both use a similar protocol; agents are 
grouped and use a multi-stage cooperation (intra group and inter group). So with a growing 
number of teams, the system can be spread in a wide application. It also has the ability to 
add new classes online. But, the developed auction method does not permit a collective 
decision making. Indeed, only a response is chosen by the centralizer agent. 
 

 Samarah NeurAge Mukhopadhyay’s 
system 

TNC-based 
MAC system 

Type of 
distribution 

no data 
distribution 

vertical 
distribution 

distribution of the 
thesaurus 

no data 
distribution 

Classification 
method 

unsupervised 
classification 
method 

multi-layer 
perceptron and 
radial basis 
functions 

unsupervised 
clustering algorithm 
with a learning stage 

supervised 
classification 
network 

Agent’s skills K-means 
algorithm 

distribution of 
the methods: 
each agent has a 
given method 

all agent have the same 
skill, they are identical 
except for the 
thesaurus 

incremental 
learning method 
such as FMM 

Type of 
cooperation 

collective 
answer 

negotiation 
between agents 

answer of the most 
competent 

auction method 
for negotiation 

Type of 
application 

image 
interpretation generic system text classification 

industrial 
applications 
(power 
generation 
plant) 

Dynamics in an 
open 
environment 

yes no yes (reconfiguration of 
acquaintances)  yes 

Table 1. Related studies, comparative analyse 

Table 1 gives a synthetic view of these systems. We retained six features we consider 
important and which are as below for our system:  
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Type of distribution Classification method Agent’s skills 

vertical and/or horizontal 
with overlaps unsupervised classification any classification method 

Type of cooperation Type of application Dynamics in an open 
environment 

collective answer e-health (but can be applied 
in other domain) 

yes (adding online new 
agent and new class) 

 

The aim of our study is not to propose a more efficient method or to improve the 
performance of existing ones. We rather adapt classical classifiers to increase the number of 
situations in which they can be relevant and propose a fault-tolerant and flexible model. So 
we use a collaborative society of agents that use existing algorithms to calculate partial 
classifications (method based on the K-nearest neighbours, decision trees, ISODATA 
clustering…) and that cooperate to combine these individual results. 
Our system must have two essential characteristics. The first is the dynamic evolution of 
classifications - if needed, new objects can be added at any moment, and the system is able 
to reconfigure its classes and generate new classification patterns. The second is that the 
system is generic with respect to attributes and thus is able to function on any type of 
application having strongly distributed entries. We introduce below a classification actually 
multi-agent because the classification result is not the work of a simple entity (or agent), but 
really a collective work. 

3. A multi-agent model for collecting and classifying large scale data 
The model we have developed is composed of three elements: the agents, objects and 
attributes. An agent is itself composed of knowledge, behaviour and communication skills. 
The knowledge is a sub-set of objects i.e. evolutionary and distributed data. Each object is 
described with a non-exhaustive list of attributes. 
The agent’s skill is a classical classification method. It allows the construction of local 
partitions. To share its local results, an agent uses a restricted cooperation protocol. A pre-
treatment of input data is needed before starting the classification. Indeed, this phase 
depends on the application domain. A “distributor” agent computes the most adequate 
settings and sets the weights of attributes. Figure 1 presents this agent-based architecture. 

3.1 A multi-agent classification in three stages 
Let A1, … , An be agents of the system,P1, … ,Pm be objects to classify, and X1, … ,Xr be 
numerical attributes of the objects. Each attribute Xj has a weight Wj. Our classification 
method is composed of three stages. 
The first step is the construction of clusters by applying a local classification: A classification 
agent Ai knows the values of a subset of attributes concerning several objects. By using the 
unsupervised classification algorithm ISODATA it builds clusters. Each cluster is 
characterized by a mid-vector calculated by ISODATA. The ISODATA algorithm is similar 
to the kmeans algorithm, but it allows a dynamic number of clusters while the k-means 
assumes that the number of clusters is known a priori (for a description of the ISODATA 
algorithm, see (Memarsadeghi & al, 2006)). 
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situations in which they can be relevant and propose a fault-tolerant and flexible model. So 
we use a collaborative society of agents that use existing algorithms to calculate partial 
classifications (method based on the K-nearest neighbours, decision trees, ISODATA 
clustering…) and that cooperate to combine these individual results. 
Our system must have two essential characteristics. The first is the dynamic evolution of 
classifications - if needed, new objects can be added at any moment, and the system is able 
to reconfigure its classes and generate new classification patterns. The second is that the 
system is generic with respect to attributes and thus is able to function on any type of 
application having strongly distributed entries. We introduce below a classification actually 
multi-agent because the classification result is not the work of a simple entity (or agent), but 
really a collective work. 

3. A multi-agent model for collecting and classifying large scale data 
The model we have developed is composed of three elements: the agents, objects and 
attributes. An agent is itself composed of knowledge, behaviour and communication skills. 
The knowledge is a sub-set of objects i.e. evolutionary and distributed data. Each object is 
described with a non-exhaustive list of attributes. 
The agent’s skill is a classical classification method. It allows the construction of local 
partitions. To share its local results, an agent uses a restricted cooperation protocol. A pre-
treatment of input data is needed before starting the classification. Indeed, this phase 
depends on the application domain. A “distributor” agent computes the most adequate 
settings and sets the weights of attributes. Figure 1 presents this agent-based architecture. 

3.1 A multi-agent classification in three stages 
Let A1, … , An be agents of the system,P1, … ,Pm be objects to classify, and X1, … ,Xr be 
numerical attributes of the objects. Each attribute Xj has a weight Wj. Our classification 
method is composed of three stages. 
The first step is the construction of clusters by applying a local classification: A classification 
agent Ai knows the values of a subset of attributes concerning several objects. By using the 
unsupervised classification algorithm ISODATA it builds clusters. Each cluster is 
characterized by a mid-vector calculated by ISODATA. The ISODATA algorithm is similar 
to the kmeans algorithm, but it allows a dynamic number of clusters while the k-means 
assumes that the number of clusters is known a priori (for a description of the ISODATA 
algorithm, see (Memarsadeghi & al, 2006)). 
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The second step is the call for participation and the acquaintance group constitution. It aims 
to form groups of agents to generalize the classification. To constitute groups:  
1. Ai sends its attributes to other agents; 
2. Ai receives the attributes of other agents; 
3. For each other agent, Ai calculates the sum of the weights of common attributes (calling 

S1), and the sum of the weights of non-common attributes (calling S2); 
4. If S1 >= S2, Ai responds to the agent concerned and they become member of the same 

group; 
5. The agents of a group are those that achieved correspondence in the previous step. 
The third and last step is the generalization of the classification. The agents of a group 
compute a new classification using the method described in the next section.  
 

 
Fig. 1. The multi-agent architecture 
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3.2 Clustering with undefined values 
In this section, we tackle the problem of clustering a set of points in multidimensional space 
where some coordinates (dimensions) are undefined. It can happen for example if some 
points have a missing coordinate because of the input method, or if the points have different 
dimensions (that is we try to classify a point in a k1-dimensional space with a point in a k2-
dimensional space, with k1 different from k2). Traditional clustering methods, like k-means 
or ISODATA, need all coordinates to properly run. Measuring distances between points and 
calculating mid-vector values are at the heart of these classical algorithms. We propose to 
adapt the way these algorithms compute their values to handle the case where some data is 
undefined. We call it "heterogeneous clustering". 
More formally, given a set of points (x1, x2, …, xn), where each observation is a d-
dimensional real vector, clustering these points aims to partition the n points into k sets 
(k < n) S = {S1, S2, …, Sk} with some objectives to achieve, like for example minimizing the 
sum of distances between points inside the same set. We focus here on two well-known 
clustering algorithms: k-mean and ISODATA. These two algorithms heavily rely on vector 
Euclidian length and distance computing. For example here is an overview of the four steps 
of the k-mean algorithm: 
Step 1. Begin with a decision on the value of k = number of clusters  
Step 2. Put any initial partition that classifies the data into k clusters.  
Step 3. Take each point in sequence and compute its distance from the centroid of each of 
the clusters. If a point is not currently in the cluster with the closest centroid, switch this 
point to that cluster and update the centroid of the cluster gaining the new point and the 
cluster losing the point.  
Step 4. Repeat step 3 until convergence is achieved, that is until a pass through the points 
causes no new assignments.  
The two main operations of this algorithm are the computing of the distance between a 
point and his centroid and updating the centroid in computing the average value of each 
coordinate of the points belonging to it.  
Let xi = (xi1,xi2,….,xid) be a point treated as a vector in a real d-dimensional space. We call 
xin the nth coordinate of xi. The distance between two points xi and xj is traditionally 
defined as: 

2

1=
= −∑

d

i j ik jk
k

d(x ,x ) (x x )   

Of course this distance cannot be compute if one of the xik or xjk is unknown.  We propose to 
adapt the calculation method to handle the case where xi and xj have some undefined 
coordinates.  
Let ci be the set of defined coordinates of xi and let cj be the set of defined coordinates of xj. 
We defined the new distance as  

2

∈ ∩

= −∑
i j

i j ik jk
k c c

d(x ,x ) (x x )  

That is, the new distance takes only into account the common coordinates of xi and xj. If the 
set of common coordinates is empty, the distance is undefined. For this reason, we state that 
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adapt the way these algorithms compute their values to handle the case where some data is 
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dimensional real vector, clustering these points aims to partition the n points into k sets 
(k < n) S = {S1, S2, …, Sk} with some objectives to achieve, like for example minimizing the 
sum of distances between points inside the same set. We focus here on two well-known 
clustering algorithms: k-mean and ISODATA. These two algorithms heavily rely on vector 
Euclidian length and distance computing. For example here is an overview of the four steps 
of the k-mean algorithm: 
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point to that cluster and update the centroid of the cluster gaining the new point and the 
cluster losing the point.  
Step 4. Repeat step 3 until convergence is achieved, that is until a pass through the points 
causes no new assignments.  
The two main operations of this algorithm are the computing of the distance between a 
point and his centroid and updating the centroid in computing the average value of each 
coordinate of the points belonging to it.  
Let xi = (xi1,xi2,….,xid) be a point treated as a vector in a real d-dimensional space. We call 
xin the nth coordinate of xi. The distance between two points xi and xj is traditionally 
defined as: 
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Of course this distance cannot be compute if one of the xik or xjk is unknown.  We propose to 
adapt the calculation method to handle the case where xi and xj have some undefined 
coordinates.  
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That is, the new distance takes only into account the common coordinates of xi and xj. If the 
set of common coordinates is empty, the distance is undefined. For this reason, we state that 
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points must at least share one common defined coordinate. Namely, one coordinate i 
exists, where xi is known for all points. If this is not the case, clustering cannot be done.  
To compute the centroid vector V of a set of n points S, traditional algorithms used the 
following calculation: 

1
∈

= ∑i i
x S

V x
n

 where i is the ith coordinate of vector V. 

To adapt to the fact that some xi are unknown we change this calculation in the following 
way: let n' be the number of points where the coordinate i is defined, and be S' the set of this 
points. The new ith coordinate of the centroid vector is computed with: 

1

∈

= ∑
'

i i'
x S

V x
n

 

That is to calculate the ith coordinate of the centroid vector, we average the ith coordinates of 
all points where this coordinate is known. If the S' set is empty, the ith coordinate of the 
vector is undefined. Because we have stated that points must share one known coordinate in 
common, we are sure that at least one coordinate of the centroid vector is defined.  
To resume, when a calculation needs to be made on an undefined coordinate, the 
corresponding point is neutralized. In a distance operation, this means that the distance to 
this point coordinate counts as zero. In a statistical operation (like computing an average) 
this means that this point does not count in the number of samples. 
At first it seems that these new calculation methods will lead to weird or inconsistent 
results. But in a context where some coordinates are somehow linked to others and where 
the set of defined coordinates is bigger that the undefined one, our method makes it possible 
to force a clustering that will have be impossible with the traditional clustering algorithms, 
and that leads to informative results as shown in the experimentation section. 
However, we can illustrate how our modifications impact clustering on the simple example 
below. 
We consider a data set composed of two points P1 and P2 defined in a three dimensional 
space and two points P3 and P4 defined in a two dimensional space. The coordinates of these 
points are: P1 {0, 1, 1}, P2 {0, 3, 1}, P3 {0, undef, 1} and P4 {0, undef, 5}. 
We can see that the second coordinate of points P3 and P4 is undefined, and that 
coordinates one and three are defined for all points (so our constraint of at least one defined 
coordinate for all points is verified). If we cluster this four points with the k-mean algorithm 
(run several times to avoid the local optimum problem) and a number of cluster parameter 
of two we obtain:  
 

Cluster 1 
mid-vector {0, 2, 1} 

Cluster 2 
mid-vector {0, undef, 4} 

P1 [0, 1, 1],  P2 [0, 3, 1], P3 [0, undef,1] P4 [0, undef, 4] 
 

The second coordinate of Cluster 2 mid-vector is undefined because it contains only one 
point where the same coordinate is undefined. All coordinates of cluster 1 mid-vector are 
defined because the three points it contains defined at least one time each coordinate. 
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If we applied our calculation method to the ISODATA algorithm with a min distance 
between clusters of 1, a max distance in clusters of 0.3 and a max number of clusters of 4, we 
obtain: 
 

Cluster 1 
mid-vector {0, 1, 1} 

Cluster 2 
mid-vector {0, undef, 4} 

Cluster 3 
mid-vector {0, 3, 1} 

P1 [0, 1, 1], P3 [0, undef,1] P4 [0, undef, 4] P2 [0, 3, 1] 
 

We don’t have tried yet to extend our method to other clustering algorithms because the 
ISODATA and k-mean satisfy our needs in this applicative context. However there is no 
reason why our methodology could not be applied to other type of clustering algorithms, as 
long as they are approximation for the k-center problems, k-median problems or k-means 
problems. 

3.3 Step by step example 
 

Points/ 
Attributes P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7 P8 P9 P10 

X1 1 2 6 2 6 - 3 - 7 - 

X2 2 2 5 3 4 7 - 5 - 1 

X3 3 1 4 4 1 - 5 - 4 - 

X4 - 5 - 4 - 1 3 7 3 7 

X5 4 - 5 - 7 2 6 5 2 5 

X6 - 3 - 7 - 3 7 1 1 3 

Table 2. A set of ten points with some known and unknown attributes 
Thereafter we apply our proposal on an example with 4 agents, 10 points and 6 attributes. 
We consider that after the phase of pre-treatment, agent A1 knows the values of attributes 
X1, X2 and X3 for points P1, P2, P3, P4, and P5. Agent A2 knows the values of attributes X4, X5, 
and X6 for points P6, P7, P8, P9, and P10. Agent A3 knows the values of attributes X1, X3, and 
X5 for points P1, P3, P5, P7, and P9. Finally agent A4 knows the values of attributes X2, X4, and 
X6 for points P2, P4, P6, P8, and P10. To clarify the example, we state that the weight of each 
attribute is one (Table 2). 
By applying a local classification method (in our case ISODATA) each agent builds its 
partition. Each class is characterized by a mid-vector calculated by ISODATA. The result of 
the local classification is: 
  
Agent A1: 
C1={P3}, mid-vector {X1=6; X2=5; X3= 4} 
C2={P1, P2} ,mid-vector {X1=1.5; X2=2; X3=2} 
C3={P4} ,mid-vector {X1=2; X2=3; X3=4} 
C4={P5} ,mid-vector {X1=6; X2=4; X3=1} 

Agent A2: 
C1={P8} ,mid-vector {X4=7; X5=5; X6=1} 
C2={P10} ,mid-vector {X4=7; X5=5; X6=3} 
C3={P7} ,mid-vector {X4=3; X5=6; X6=7} 
C4={P6, P9} ,mid-vector {X4=2; X5=2; X6=2} 
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points must at least share one common defined coordinate. Namely, one coordinate i 
exists, where xi is known for all points. If this is not the case, clustering cannot be done.  
To compute the centroid vector V of a set of n points S, traditional algorithms used the 
following calculation: 
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vector is undefined. Because we have stated that points must share one known coordinate in 
common, we are sure that at least one coordinate of the centroid vector is defined.  
To resume, when a calculation needs to be made on an undefined coordinate, the 
corresponding point is neutralized. In a distance operation, this means that the distance to 
this point coordinate counts as zero. In a statistical operation (like computing an average) 
this means that this point does not count in the number of samples. 
At first it seems that these new calculation methods will lead to weird or inconsistent 
results. But in a context where some coordinates are somehow linked to others and where 
the set of defined coordinates is bigger that the undefined one, our method makes it possible 
to force a clustering that will have be impossible with the traditional clustering algorithms, 
and that leads to informative results as shown in the experimentation section. 
However, we can illustrate how our modifications impact clustering on the simple example 
below. 
We consider a data set composed of two points P1 and P2 defined in a three dimensional 
space and two points P3 and P4 defined in a two dimensional space. The coordinates of these 
points are: P1 {0, 1, 1}, P2 {0, 3, 1}, P3 {0, undef, 1} and P4 {0, undef, 5}. 
We can see that the second coordinate of points P3 and P4 is undefined, and that 
coordinates one and three are defined for all points (so our constraint of at least one defined 
coordinate for all points is verified). If we cluster this four points with the k-mean algorithm 
(run several times to avoid the local optimum problem) and a number of cluster parameter 
of two we obtain:  
 

Cluster 1 
mid-vector {0, 2, 1} 

Cluster 2 
mid-vector {0, undef, 4} 

P1 [0, 1, 1],  P2 [0, 3, 1], P3 [0, undef,1] P4 [0, undef, 4] 
 

The second coordinate of Cluster 2 mid-vector is undefined because it contains only one 
point where the same coordinate is undefined. All coordinates of cluster 1 mid-vector are 
defined because the three points it contains defined at least one time each coordinate. 
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If we applied our calculation method to the ISODATA algorithm with a min distance 
between clusters of 1, a max distance in clusters of 0.3 and a max number of clusters of 4, we 
obtain: 
 

Cluster 1 
mid-vector {0, 1, 1} 

Cluster 2 
mid-vector {0, undef, 4} 

Cluster 3 
mid-vector {0, 3, 1} 

P1 [0, 1, 1], P3 [0, undef,1] P4 [0, undef, 4] P2 [0, 3, 1] 
 

We don’t have tried yet to extend our method to other clustering algorithms because the 
ISODATA and k-mean satisfy our needs in this applicative context. However there is no 
reason why our methodology could not be applied to other type of clustering algorithms, as 
long as they are approximation for the k-center problems, k-median problems or k-means 
problems. 

3.3 Step by step example 
 

Points/ 
Attributes P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7 P8 P9 P10 

X1 1 2 6 2 6 - 3 - 7 - 

X2 2 2 5 3 4 7 - 5 - 1 

X3 3 1 4 4 1 - 5 - 4 - 

X4 - 5 - 4 - 1 3 7 3 7 

X5 4 - 5 - 7 2 6 5 2 5 

X6 - 3 - 7 - 3 7 1 1 3 

Table 2. A set of ten points with some known and unknown attributes 
Thereafter we apply our proposal on an example with 4 agents, 10 points and 6 attributes. 
We consider that after the phase of pre-treatment, agent A1 knows the values of attributes 
X1, X2 and X3 for points P1, P2, P3, P4, and P5. Agent A2 knows the values of attributes X4, X5, 
and X6 for points P6, P7, P8, P9, and P10. Agent A3 knows the values of attributes X1, X3, and 
X5 for points P1, P3, P5, P7, and P9. Finally agent A4 knows the values of attributes X2, X4, and 
X6 for points P2, P4, P6, P8, and P10. To clarify the example, we state that the weight of each 
attribute is one (Table 2). 
By applying a local classification method (in our case ISODATA) each agent builds its 
partition. Each class is characterized by a mid-vector calculated by ISODATA. The result of 
the local classification is: 
  
Agent A1: 
C1={P3}, mid-vector {X1=6; X2=5; X3= 4} 
C2={P1, P2} ,mid-vector {X1=1.5; X2=2; X3=2} 
C3={P4} ,mid-vector {X1=2; X2=3; X3=4} 
C4={P5} ,mid-vector {X1=6; X2=4; X3=1} 

Agent A2: 
C1={P8} ,mid-vector {X4=7; X5=5; X6=1} 
C2={P10} ,mid-vector {X4=7; X5=5; X6=3} 
C3={P7} ,mid-vector {X4=3; X5=6; X6=7} 
C4={P6, P9} ,mid-vector {X4=2; X5=2; X6=2} 
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Agent A3: 
C1={P3, P9}, mid-vector {X1=6.5; X3=4; X5=5} 
C2={P1}, mid-vector {X1=1; X3=3; X5=4} 
C3={P5}, mid-vector {X1=6; X3=1; X5=7} 
C4={P7}, mid-vector {X1=3; X3=5; X5=6} 

Agent A4: 
C1={P4}, mid-vector {X2=3; X4=4; X6=7} 
C2={P2, P10}, mid-vector {X2=1.5; X4=6; X6= 3} 
C3={P8}, mid-vector {X2=7; X4=5; X6=1} 
C4={P6}, mid-vector {X2=7; X4=1; X6=3} 

 
According to the call for participation algorithm described in section 3.1, we compute that 
there are two groups of agents. The first group contains A1 and A3 (they share the X1 and X2 
attributes), and the second group contains A2 and A4 (they share the X4 and X6 attributes). 
By applying the method described in 3.2, each group of agents computes a new 
classification: 
Group A1, A3: 

C1 = {P1, P2, P4} with mid-vector {X1 =1.67; X2 = 2.33; X3 = 2.67; X5=4} 
C2 = {P3, P7} with mid-vector {X1 = 4.5; X2 = 5; X3 = 4.5; X5=5.5} 
C3= {P5} with mid-vector {X1 = 6; X2 = 4; X3 = 1; X5=7} 
C4= {P9} with mid-vector {X1 = 6; X2 = undef; X3 = 4; X5=2} 

Group A2, A4: 
C1 = {P8} with mid-vector {X2 =5; X4 = 7; X5 = 5; X6=1} 
C2 = {P4, P7} with mid-vector {X2 = 3; X4 = 3.5; X5 = 6; X6=7} 
C3= {P2, P10} with mid-vector {X2 = 1.5; X4 = 6; X5 = 5; X6=3} 
C4= {P6, P9} with mid-vector {X2 = 7; X4 = 2; X5 = 2; X6=2} 

Finally, group A1, A3 and group A2, A4 form a new group because they share the X2 and X5 
attributes, and the final classification compute by this new group is:  

C1 = {P4} with mid-vector {X1=2; X2 =3; X3=4; X4 = 4; X5=undef; X6=7} 
C2 = {P7} with mid-vector {X1=3; X2=undef; X3=5; X4=3; X5=6; X6=7} 
C3= {P3, P5, P8, P9} with mid-vector {X1=6.33; X2=4.67; X3=3; X4=5; X5=4.75; X6=1} 
C4= {P1, P2, P6, P10} with mid-vector {X1=1.5; X2=3; X3=2; X4=4.33, X5=3.67; X6=3} 

4. Experimentation in e-health for a pro-active management 
We applied the multi-agent model in an e-health application. We aim to help professional 
home care teams by increasing the number of elderly people looked after in their home with 
an adaptive and non-intrusive remote assistance. Thanks to our multi-agent approach, home 
monitoring is tackled in a collective and cooperative way. This application differs from other 
home care systems because it is centered on groups instead on individuals (Singer & al, 
2010). 
Patterns are used to estimate the state of elderly people, to link them to their community, 
and to try to forecast the evolution of their activity. 
The global classification can be seen as a super classification where people are gathered into 
new clusters. The meaning of a cluster is obtained by comparing the state of people that 
belong to it. For example, as seen later in our experimentation, four classes emerge which 
one is the class of healthy people. Another interest is in the reduction of the number of 
sensors to install. If we find that two risks are inter related, then measuring the first is 
sufficient to anticipate the second. This reduction is beneficial to the private life of the 
person and is a way to cut down monitoring costs.   
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4.1 Meta monitoring application 
The system is based on a variety of sensors carried by monitored people or installed in their 
homes. Those sensors are presence and movement sensors or medical measuring apparatus. 
Information coming from sensors is transformed into indicators. These Indicators are 
physiological data (blood pressure) or data about daily activities and positions (sleeping 
time). Their abstraction from raw data requires a software layer. 
For our experimentation we have chosen to consider ten indicators over ten people. See Table 
3 for the meaning of the indicators and Table 4 for their values for each people concerned by 
the experimentation. Let’s note that values will be normalized between zero and one before 
clustering. Table 4 also indicates some characteristics of these people. Some are nocturnally 
overactive, others suffer from apathy during daytime, and one person has disorientation 
problems that lead to wandering behaviors. Other people are considered as "normal". If all 
goes well, our system will underline this classification throw his clustering method. To clarify 
the results, we state that the weight of each attribute is 1 (each attribute is equally important). 
 

I1 Corporal temperature (in Celsius) 
I2 Systolic blood pressure (in mmHg) 
I3 Sleeping time (in minutes) 
I4 Number of times the person gets out of bed in the night 
I5 Number of times the person goes to the toilet in a day 
I6 Time spent in the kitchen (in minutes) 
I7 Time spent in the living room (in minutes) 
I8 Number of times the person gets outdoor 
I9 Longest immobility daytime 
I10 Eating disorders (true or false) 

Table 3. Indicators 

Indicators are collected by data-processing agents constituting the system. Because several 
people living in different houses must be surveyed, a given indicator will not be 
systematically collected by the same agent. Similarly, two agents monitoring two different 
people can collect some indicators for the first and others for the second. There can also be 
some overlaps in the vertical and horizontal distributions. For example, two agents can 
collect the number of times the same person goes to the toilet. To sum up, an agent collects 
one or several indicators with the aim to detect and evaluate global risk patterns for one or 
several people. 
In this experimentation, three agents Ai are used to collect the indicators of ten people Pi. 
Data are horizontally (indicators) and vertically (people) distributed. Agent A1 collects 
indicators from number one to eight about people from number one to four. Agent A2 is 
affected to people numbered five to seven and collects indicators numbered one to three and 
six to ten, and agent A3 takes care of people numbered five to eight and collects indicators 
numbered three to ten. See Table 5 for an overview of this repartition. 
The local, partial classification of each agent gives the results of Table 6. We used the 
ISODATA algorithm with parameters set as:  
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Agent A3: 
C1={P3, P9}, mid-vector {X1=6.5; X3=4; X5=5} 
C2={P1}, mid-vector {X1=1; X3=3; X5=4} 
C3={P5}, mid-vector {X1=6; X3=1; X5=7} 
C4={P7}, mid-vector {X1=3; X3=5; X5=6} 

Agent A4: 
C1={P4}, mid-vector {X2=3; X4=4; X6=7} 
C2={P2, P10}, mid-vector {X2=1.5; X4=6; X6= 3} 
C3={P8}, mid-vector {X2=7; X4=5; X6=1} 
C4={P6}, mid-vector {X2=7; X4=1; X6=3} 

 
According to the call for participation algorithm described in section 3.1, we compute that 
there are two groups of agents. The first group contains A1 and A3 (they share the X1 and X2 
attributes), and the second group contains A2 and A4 (they share the X4 and X6 attributes). 
By applying the method described in 3.2, each group of agents computes a new 
classification: 
Group A1, A3: 

C1 = {P1, P2, P4} with mid-vector {X1 =1.67; X2 = 2.33; X3 = 2.67; X5=4} 
C2 = {P3, P7} with mid-vector {X1 = 4.5; X2 = 5; X3 = 4.5; X5=5.5} 
C3= {P5} with mid-vector {X1 = 6; X2 = 4; X3 = 1; X5=7} 
C4= {P9} with mid-vector {X1 = 6; X2 = undef; X3 = 4; X5=2} 

Group A2, A4: 
C1 = {P8} with mid-vector {X2 =5; X4 = 7; X5 = 5; X6=1} 
C2 = {P4, P7} with mid-vector {X2 = 3; X4 = 3.5; X5 = 6; X6=7} 
C3= {P2, P10} with mid-vector {X2 = 1.5; X4 = 6; X5 = 5; X6=3} 
C4= {P6, P9} with mid-vector {X2 = 7; X4 = 2; X5 = 2; X6=2} 

Finally, group A1, A3 and group A2, A4 form a new group because they share the X2 and X5 
attributes, and the final classification compute by this new group is:  

C1 = {P4} with mid-vector {X1=2; X2 =3; X3=4; X4 = 4; X5=undef; X6=7} 
C2 = {P7} with mid-vector {X1=3; X2=undef; X3=5; X4=3; X5=6; X6=7} 
C3= {P3, P5, P8, P9} with mid-vector {X1=6.33; X2=4.67; X3=3; X4=5; X5=4.75; X6=1} 
C4= {P1, P2, P6, P10} with mid-vector {X1=1.5; X2=3; X3=2; X4=4.33, X5=3.67; X6=3} 

4. Experimentation in e-health for a pro-active management 
We applied the multi-agent model in an e-health application. We aim to help professional 
home care teams by increasing the number of elderly people looked after in their home with 
an adaptive and non-intrusive remote assistance. Thanks to our multi-agent approach, home 
monitoring is tackled in a collective and cooperative way. This application differs from other 
home care systems because it is centered on groups instead on individuals (Singer & al, 
2010). 
Patterns are used to estimate the state of elderly people, to link them to their community, 
and to try to forecast the evolution of their activity. 
The global classification can be seen as a super classification where people are gathered into 
new clusters. The meaning of a cluster is obtained by comparing the state of people that 
belong to it. For example, as seen later in our experimentation, four classes emerge which 
one is the class of healthy people. Another interest is in the reduction of the number of 
sensors to install. If we find that two risks are inter related, then measuring the first is 
sufficient to anticipate the second. This reduction is beneficial to the private life of the 
person and is a way to cut down monitoring costs.   
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4.1 Meta monitoring application 
The system is based on a variety of sensors carried by monitored people or installed in their 
homes. Those sensors are presence and movement sensors or medical measuring apparatus. 
Information coming from sensors is transformed into indicators. These Indicators are 
physiological data (blood pressure) or data about daily activities and positions (sleeping 
time). Their abstraction from raw data requires a software layer. 
For our experimentation we have chosen to consider ten indicators over ten people. See Table 
3 for the meaning of the indicators and Table 4 for their values for each people concerned by 
the experimentation. Let’s note that values will be normalized between zero and one before 
clustering. Table 4 also indicates some characteristics of these people. Some are nocturnally 
overactive, others suffer from apathy during daytime, and one person has disorientation 
problems that lead to wandering behaviors. Other people are considered as "normal". If all 
goes well, our system will underline this classification throw his clustering method. To clarify 
the results, we state that the weight of each attribute is 1 (each attribute is equally important). 
 

I1 Corporal temperature (in Celsius) 
I2 Systolic blood pressure (in mmHg) 
I3 Sleeping time (in minutes) 
I4 Number of times the person gets out of bed in the night 
I5 Number of times the person goes to the toilet in a day 
I6 Time spent in the kitchen (in minutes) 
I7 Time spent in the living room (in minutes) 
I8 Number of times the person gets outdoor 
I9 Longest immobility daytime 
I10 Eating disorders (true or false) 

Table 3. Indicators 

Indicators are collected by data-processing agents constituting the system. Because several 
people living in different houses must be surveyed, a given indicator will not be 
systematically collected by the same agent. Similarly, two agents monitoring two different 
people can collect some indicators for the first and others for the second. There can also be 
some overlaps in the vertical and horizontal distributions. For example, two agents can 
collect the number of times the same person goes to the toilet. To sum up, an agent collects 
one or several indicators with the aim to detect and evaluate global risk patterns for one or 
several people. 
In this experimentation, three agents Ai are used to collect the indicators of ten people Pi. 
Data are horizontally (indicators) and vertically (people) distributed. Agent A1 collects 
indicators from number one to eight about people from number one to four. Agent A2 is 
affected to people numbered five to seven and collects indicators numbered one to three and 
six to ten, and agent A3 takes care of people numbered five to eight and collects indicators 
numbered three to ten. See Table 5 for an overview of this repartition. 
The local, partial classification of each agent gives the results of Table 6. We used the 
ISODATA algorithm with parameters set as:  
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• Max number of clusters: 4 
• Min number of points in a cluster: 1 
• Max number of iteration: 10 
• Max distance in a cluster : 0,3 
• Min distance between two clusters : 1 
Agent A1 finds two clusters with P4 isolated. Agent A2 finds two clusters with P5 isolated. 
Agent A3 finds two clusters with P8 isolated. 
 

 P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7 P8 P9 P10 

 Nocturnally overactive Daytime underactive Normal people Wand-
ering Normal people 

I1 37,5 38 37 37,5 40 37,5 37 37,5 37 37 
I2 190 180 170 110 100 150 150 190 145 140 
I3 240 180 240 780 720 420 420 480 480 420 
I4 10 11 9 1 2 0 1 1 1 2 
I5 8 7 8 6 5 4 3 4 5 4 
I6 180 190 160 30 15 120 90 240 100 120 
I7 180 200 180 360 300 180 120 240 120 180 
I8 1 0 2 0 0 2 2 6 1 2 
I9 120 90 120 360 330 90 120 15 90 120 
I10 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 

Table 4. Indicator values of ten people  

Agents then use the restricted cooperation protocol described in section 3 (call for 
participation / acquaintance group constitution / heterogeneous classification). A 
consequence of our distribution is that the second step of our algorithm results in a single 
group containing all agents. Indeed each agent shares with another agent one commonly 
defined coordinate.  
The unified classification is computed in merging the data of all agents and using the 
method described in section 3.1. Table 7 gives the result of this clustering.  
 

A1 P1 P2 P3 P4 
I1 37,5 38 37 37,5 
I2 190 180 170 110 
I3 240 180 240 780 
I4 10 11 9 1 
I5 8 7 8 6 
I6 180 190 160 30 
I7 180 200 180 360 
I8 1 0 2 0  

A2 P5 P6 P7 
I1 40 37,5 37 
I2 100 150 150
I3 720 420 420
I6 15 120 90 
I7 300 180 120
I8 0 2 2 
I9 330 90 120
I10 1 0 0  

A3 P8 P9 P10 
I3 480 480 420 
I4 1 1 2 
I5 4 5 4 
I6 240 100 120 
I7 240 120 180 
I8 6 1 2 
I9 15 90 120 
I10 1 0 0  

Table 5. Agent repartition 
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 Agent A1 
 I1 I2 I3 I4 I5 I6 I7 I8 

C1 (P1,P2,P3) 0,17 0,89 0,07 0,91 0,93 0,72 0,28 0,17 
C2 (P4) 0,17 0,11 1 0,09 0,60 0,07 1 0 

 
 Agent A2 
 I1 I2 I3 I6 I7 I8 I9 I10 

C1 (P6,P7) 0,08 0,56 0,40 0,40 0,13 0,33 0,26 0 
C2 (P5) 1 0 0,90 0 0,75 0 0,91 1 

 
 Agent A3 
 I3 I4 I5 I6 I7 I8 I9 I10 

C1 (P9,P10) 0,45 0,14 0,30 0,42 0,13 0,25 0,26 0 
C2 (P8) 0,50 0,09 0,20 0,47 0,25 0,33 0,30 0 

Table 6. Clustering results of each agent 
 

 I1 I2 I3 I4 I5 I6 I7 I8 I9 I10 
C1 (P4, P5) 0,58 0,06 0,95 0,09 0,60 0,03 0,88 0 0,91 1 

C2 (P1, P2, P3) 0,17 0,89 0,07 0,91 0,93 0,72 0,28 0,17 undef undef 
C2 (P6, P7, 

P9,P10) 
0,08 0,56 0,43 0,14 0,30 0,41 0,13 0,29 0,26 0 

C2 (P8) undef undef 0,50 0,09 0,20 1 0,50 1 0 1 

Table 7. Final result of the multi-agent clustering 

4.2 Analysis of results and discussion 
One way to evaluate the efficiency of our system is to compare its results with a centralized 
clustering where all data are defined. If we apply the ISODATA algorithm to cluster our ten 
people monitored with the ten indicators known, we obtain the results of Table 8. 
 

 I1 I2 I3 I4 I5 I6 I7 I8 I9 I10 
C1 (P4, P5) 0,58 0,06 0,95 0,14 0,50 0,03 0,88 0 0,96 1 

C2 (P1, P2, P3) 0,17 0,89 0,07 0,91 0,93 0,72 0,28 0,17 0,28 0 
C2 (P6, P7, P9,P10) 0,04 0,51 0,43 0,09 0,20 0,41 0,13 0,29 0,26 0 

C2 (P8) 0,17 1 0,50 0,09 0,20 1 0,50 1 0 1 

Table 8. ISODATA algorithm results when all information is available  
Results are very good and we can see, in comparing Table 7 and Table 8, that our system 
underlines the same four classes of people as the centralized ISODATA method. 
Consequently, we can say that, on this experimentation, the needed approximations of our 
method don't alter the quality of the clustering. One reason the results are so good, is 
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participation / acquaintance group constitution / heterogeneous classification). A 
consequence of our distribution is that the second step of our algorithm results in a single 
group containing all agents. Indeed each agent shares with another agent one commonly 
defined coordinate.  
The unified classification is computed in merging the data of all agents and using the 
method described in section 3.1. Table 7 gives the result of this clustering.  
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4.2 Analysis of results and discussion 
One way to evaluate the efficiency of our system is to compare its results with a centralized 
clustering where all data are defined. If we apply the ISODATA algorithm to cluster our ten 
people monitored with the ten indicators known, we obtain the results of Table 8. 
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Table 8. ISODATA algorithm results when all information is available  
Results are very good and we can see, in comparing Table 7 and Table 8, that our system 
underlines the same four classes of people as the centralized ISODATA method. 
Consequently, we can say that, on this experimentation, the needed approximations of our 
method don't alter the quality of the clustering. One reason the results are so good, is 
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because some indicators are linked to others. For example, the indicator "longest immobility 
time" is influenced by the "time spent in the living room" one. When the first is missing, 
clustering can still give the same result because of the second presence.  
Another way to evaluate our system is to compare its results to the case where only known 
indicators about people would be used to do the clustering. In this experimentation it means 
that the global clustering made by our three agents would only take into account the 
common indicators of all agents, that is I3, I6, I7 and I8. ISODATA applied to such a case 
leads to the clustering of Table 9. 
Results are much degraded. We obtain two classes where only P4 and P5 are correctly cluster 
together, all other persons being in the same class.  Such a poor clustering highlights the 
quality of our method that, despite the missing of some information, gives as good results as 
methods where all information is known.  
 

 I3 I6 I7 I8 
C1 (P4, P5) 0,95 0,03 0,88 0 
C2 (P1, P2, P3,P6, P7, P8,P9,P10) 0,30 0,60 0,23 0,33

Table 9. Clustering results on the subset of common indicators between agents   
The last way to evaluate our system results is to compare clusters to the pathology of 
monitored people. Not surprisingly, all initially spotted classes emerge. Overactive people 
are clustered with other overactive people, normal people with normal people and so on. 
The only quality of our system for this last point is to confirm the relevance of the chosen 
indicators to characterize these pathology and behaviors. 
To conclude, the example shows that multi-agent classification can be a good replacement 
when a centralized approach is not possible. 

5. Summary and future study 
In some contexts where information is highly distributed with privacy and real life 
constraints, traditional classification methods do not work. As presented in section 2, multi-
agent systems provide solutions to handle classification in such contexts. We believe that 
these systems constitute an essential approach to efficiently classifying large and distributed 
information volumes in many practical domains. 
As presented in section 3, the originality of our system is its ability to take into account 
heterogeneous data with missing indicators. This property is very interesting in applications 
where the reliability of input data is not guaranteed. For example, section 4 illustrates the 
use of our method in a home care application. We have shown that results can be as good as 
classical methods as long as some indicators are inter-related.  
For future studies and projects, other potential use in the e-health field could be:  
• To collect global and anonymous statistical data about old people taken care of in their 

own homes. 
• To monitor specialized alarms depending on the detected event. Once the classification 

is set up and a person’s status is known, decisions can be taken to personalize the 
monitoring of the individual - activated sensors, generated alarms and danger zones. 

• The remote monitoring of people suffering from chronic health problems.  This would 
be useful for people suffering from cardiac and pulmonary illnesses, asthma or 
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Alzheimer’s. The possibility of having a global vision of several monitored people can 
bring richer and more relevant information on the follow-up. The classification of 
elderly people and their case history would allow new people entering the system to 
get a better service; in particular, it would make it possible to generate more 
appropriate alerts according to the risks. 

Future studies will also try to better highlight the differences between centralized and multi-
agent classification methods. More tests will have to be done to measure system 
performances and quality of results.  
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1. Introduction1 
Child abuse is a serious and worldwide problem that our society must try to completely 
eradicate. This goal, undoubtedly ambitious, requires an intensive work in the education of 
every individual and, of course, in the recognition of the children’s rights. 
Although in recent years significant progresses have been made in this sense, we must do 
everything in our power to adequately protect children, responding promptly and in a 
personalized way to each abuse situation. For this purpose, we must employ all the 
available resources and, furthermore, search for new solutions and tools. 
In order to provide an adequate response, all those stakeholders (both entities and people) 
that are involved in the prevention, detection and intervention activities should work 
together creating collaborative networks in which they provide what they really do best, i.e., 
their core business. 
However, network collaboration must face numerous challenges in order to become an 
effective instrument. Every abuse case is unique, so networks must involve different 
components in each new situation, and even these components can change during the 
performance: it is necessary, therefore, a dynamic and flexible networking model that allows 
the continuous evolution of resources and services, as well as the incorporation of new ones. 
These inter-collaborative problems in child abuse domain are difficult to solve without 
considering the new organizational models and, of course, the Information and 
Communication Technologies that make them possible. In this way, the Dynamic Virtual 
Organization (DVO) is probably the best organizational response to the problem. 
In a DVO a set of business partners come together dynamically, on demand, and in 
accordance with the requirements of a specific problem, disappearing when those needs 
have been met. DVOs are rapid creation and fast dissolution organizations, constructed ad 
hoc the opportunity of collaboration. 

                                                 
1 This work is derived from the participation of the authors in a research project financed by the 
autonomous government of Castile and León (Spain), with reference number VA009A09, entitled 
"Information and Communication Technologies in the Creation of Organizational Networks: 
Application to the Field of Child Abuse Prevention.” 
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But the effective creation of a Dynamic VO only is possible in the context of the Virtual 
Organization Breeding Environments (VBE). The VBEs are clubs of organizations prepared to 
work in long term relations and from which temporary coalitions emerge able to respond 
dynamically to the different business opportunities. 
Based on these ideas and concepts, our work is currently focused both on the definition of a 
VO Breeding Environment for our community (Castile and León - Spain) and on the 
development of a multi-agent expert system able to support the partner selection process in 
an agile and efficient way. 
The introduction of the VBE concept in conjunction with the use of software agents whose 
behaviour is guided by expert system modules is a novelty in the field of child abuse 
prevention. This combination will allow us optimizing the use of resources and it also will 
facilitate the communication between institutions and professionals, making possible a more 
agile response of the DVOs. 
According to these ideas, the present document aims at justifying the use of DVO-VBE 
concepts for the child abuse problem and, secondly, at presenting the tool we are 
developing for the selection of partners in these scenarios, the VCAP (Virtual Child Abuse 
Prevention) platform. 
About the first part, we present the problem of child abuse, its typologies and the different 
kinds of prevention, in order to establish the context of our job. We also present some 
initiatives, both domestic and international, that consider networking as the best way to 
prevent the child maltreatment. In addition, we analyze the DVO and VBE concepts and 
discuss their correspondence with the networking model in the child abuse domain. 
With regard to the implementation of the multi-agent VCAP platform in which we are 
currently working, first we describe the partner selection model that we are using, which 
has been defined based on the study of the different existing approaches associated to the 
selection of partners. From this model, and following the methodology proposed for JADE 
platform, we describe the main elements and artefacts defined during the analysis and 
design of our platform. Finally, we present the multi-agent expert software we are 
developing, the different tools we are employing and its capabilities. 
All this work would not be possible without our previous experience in the development of 
the DVEBreeder tool (Sanz & de Benito, 2009), a multi-agent expert system which has been 
designed to support the selection of partners in Dynamic Virtual Enterprise context. In 
particular, this tool allows to select the best combination of partners for the installation of 
photovoltaic solar panels. 

2. Child abuse problem and networking 
The United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child 1989 defines child abuse as 
(United Nations, 1989) "all forms of physical or mental violence, injury or abuse, neglect or 
negligent treatment, maltreatment or exploitation, including sexual abuse, while in the care 
of parent(s), legal guardian(s) or any other person who has the care of the child." In short, 
we can say that there is child abuse if children's rights are not respected and there is not a 
response to their needs (Sanz et al., 2008); we cannot forget that abuse is, primarily, the lack 
of good treatment. 
There is a great variety of abuse types depending on its forms (physical, sexual, 
psychological, neglect, etc.), the place, the involved actors, the degree of intensity, and so on. 
Each abuse situation is unique and requires, of course, a different approach, so an 
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appropriate response must be designed to each particular case. In this sense, prevention is 
the best possible approximation to the problem. 
Prevention may take place at three different levels: primary, secondary and tertiary. 
a. Primary prevention aims to decrease the incidence or onset of abuse cases, through the 

child advocacy and a special attention to their needs. It is applied to the general 
population, to make the community becomes aware about the problem and acquires 
positive habits and behaviours that prevent the appearance of the child abuse. 

b. Secondary prevention focuses, in turn, on the concept of risk. This prevention is 
addressed to social groups, families or individuals classified as "high risk" to avoid 
those situations that end up in abuse. 

c. Finally, tertiary prevention tries to reduce the duration and severity of the consequences 
of the problem; namely, it aims at decreasing the stage of rehabilitation or cure. It also 
requires the intervention in the context, family, etc., to prevent its recurrence.  

As we will see later, our work can be perfectly included in the latter two levels of 
prevention, and especially in the tertiary one. 
With regard to the roles of the different actors involved in the situation of maltreatment, it is 
necessary to establish a typology since obviously the institutional respond designed to 
punish the abuser has to be different to the necessary answer to attend or to cure the victim. 
From a systemic consideration, the number of stakeholders includes the aggressors, either 
adult or minor, the direct victims and those minors who are involved in an indirect way, in a 
situation of observation, being passive subjects. 
Obviously, all citizens have, or can have some type of connection with the child 
maltreatment and this one can take place in different contexts although it tends to 
concentrate at school, at home and in the street (Lila et al., 2008). 

2.1 Networking in the child abuse domain 
Both in the Spanish Public Administration and in most of the governments of the western 
countries, the institutional answer to the child abuse is characterized by a frequent 
interaction between organizational systems, but also by the difficulty to coordinate all their 
functions. This difficulty is mainly due to the own nature of the problem of child abuse, 
which includes phenomena and situations as diverse and has such unique characteristics 
that make difficult to develop an integrated action. 
Networking is, clearly, the best way to create a collaborative workspace where to achieve 
the pursued goals. It is based on the communication of the different agents and institutions, 
so an optimum exchange of information, both qualitative and quantitative, must exist 
between them. 
The originators of the sociotherapeutic networking were Speck and Attneave (1974). They 
created therapeutic teams to intervene in families in crisis, in the United States, in order to 
break destructive patterns of family relationships and provide support for alternative 
options. Several years later, in the eighties, Elkaim (1989) carried out the first practice at 
European level in deprived areas of Belgium. Since then, the networking experiences have 
evolved and multiplied. 
In our country, Spain, we find the networking pilot program of Burlada (Pamplona). Its 
promoters recognize that one of the challenges of any network program is (De Miguel & 
Fernández, 2002) to provide a process able to organize the different institutional levels and 
professional resources, in order to ensure the creativity and competence of each one of these 
instances. 
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These and other works, experiences and projects emphasize the need of networking as a 
means to achieve the ultimate goal of prevention and resolution of child abuse, establishing 
guidelines and procedures that normally are constructed ad hoc. However, they do not 
possess software tools capable of solving the different problems of such relationships, e.g. 
the need for a rapid intervention. 
Our job will serve, precisely, to overcome this deficiency. We pursue the interconnection, in 
a quick and efficient way, of those professionals and institutions that must be part of the 
answer. Starting from a simple notification in the system, a dynamic consortium will be 
configured in order to respond to the specific abuse case in a personalized way and with a 
little human intervention. 

3. The organizational basis of our work 
There are a lot of similarities between the networking that a child abuse situation requires 
and the networking of a dynamic virtual organization. Below, we will summarize the more 
interesting ideas to understand our work, although previously it is necessary to describe this 
paradigm as well as the VO Breeding Environments concept. 

3.1 The dynamic virtual organization 
In order to survive in the present context, companies must be able to constantly meet their 
customers’ needs, while improving productive efficiency and adapting continuously to a 
global, competitive and dynamic environment. 
However, added value creation for customers has become an increasingly complex process 
which requires the mix of different kinds of resources and expertise that companies do not 
necessarily have (Beer et al., 1990). Companies are forced to cooperate, sometimes even with 
their direct competitors, what has led to the introduction of multiple organizational 
concepts based on collaboration. In this sense, the paradigm of Virtual Enterprise (VE) 
represents one of the most relevant examples of collaborative networks. 
A Virtual Enterprise is an organizational model that allows a number of organizations, 
institutions or individuals (legally independent and geographically dispersed) to develop a 
cooperation environment aimed at achieving a specific objective (Sanz & de Benito, 2009). 
This environment allows the manufacture of products or the provision of services of higher 
quality and tailored to the needs of the market, incurring in a lower cost, a risk-sharing and 
in a reduction of the time to market, resulting in a better response to the customer 
requirements. In short, the goal is to create a best-of-everything organization (Adams et al., 
2001) through the coalition of the complementary strengths of each member. 
There are a lot of benefits associated to this business model: a faster access to new markets 
and new business opportunities; partners can overcome challenges, achieve business goals, 
access to resources (skills, materials, know-how, expertise,...), etc., which usually are outside 
the scope of a single firm; increases the utilization of assets; improves customer service and 
product quality; reduces risks, costs, etc.; allows to achieve economies of scale; SMEs 
achieve international presence; etc. 
However, although a company can be capable of supplying a quality product with reduced 
costs, it does not mean it has the ability to adapt efficiently to those changes in customers` 
demand. This ability, known as agility, is really provided by the dynamic models of VE 
(DVE, Dynamic Virtual Enterprise), also known as Agile Virtual Enterprises (AVE). 
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The same idea is also very appealing in other non-business oriented contexts (Camarinha-
Matos & Afsarmanesh, 2006), what leads us towards the paradigm of Dynamic Virtual 
Organization (DVO), a most suitable concept for our current work and which encompasses 
the former. 
In a Dynamic Virtual Organization a set of business partners come together dynamically, on 
demand, and in accordance with the requirements and needs (Ouzounis, 2001) of the 
problem, disappearing when those needs have been met. DVOs are rapid creation and fast 
dissolution organizations (Browne & Zhang, 1999), constructed ad hoc the opportunity of 
collaboration. 
A Dynamic VO often evolves through four stages (Camarinha-Matos, 2003): creation, 
operation, evolution and dissolution. To summarize, the phase of creation includes 
identifying the business opportunity, the selection of partners, the design of the company 
and its constitution. After that, the DVO reaches the operation stage which covers all 
activities of the current mission (Do et al., 2000). During this phase the structure of the DVO 
can need to be changed and a phase of reconfiguration will begin (Dang, 2004). In any case, 
when DVO is considered no longer effective it is dissolved. 
As shown in Fig. 1., both in the phases of creation and reconfiguration, the key element is 
the search, identification and selection of partners (Camarinha-Matos & Afsarmanesh, 2001; 
Petersen, 2003; Fischer et al., 2004; etc.). This task is complex and it is determined by the 
negotiation needs. It consumes, in addition, large amounts of time and resources which 
translates into a loss of flexibility. 
 

 
Fig. 1. The life cycle of a DVO and the scope of the partner selection process in it. Adapted 
from (Camarinha-Matos, 2003) 

3.2 The DVO in the context of the virtual organization breeding environments 
As mentioned before, the creation of a DVO whenever a new collaboration opportunity 
emerges requires large amounts of time and resources, causing a reduction of the agility 
associated with this business model. The effectiveness of the process depends largely on the 
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availability of adequate information about potential partners, their level of preparedness to 
engage in a Dynamic VO, the existence of trust, etc. 
Most of all these problems have an easy solution when long term collaborations are 
considered. This is the reason why different authors have begun to consider that the 
formation of such organizations has to take place in the context of Virtual Organization 
Breeding Environments (Afsarmanesh & Camarinha-Matos, 2005), pool communities (Do et al., 
2000), virtual industrial parks (Nayak, 2001), virtual industry clusters (Siqueira & Bremer, 2001; 
Rabelo et al., 2000), etc., 
The VO Breeding Environments, like the other equivalent concepts, are composed of 
organizations that are prepared to collaborate in long term relations (Camarinha-Matos et 
al., 2005). When a collaboration opportunity is identified, a subset of the VBE members can 
be rapidly selected to form a virtual organization. VBEs emerge as an evolution of clusters 
and industrial districts (Bremer et al., 1999; Mejía y Molina, 2002). 
Fig. 2 shows how the creation of VO Breeding Environments and the genesis of Dynamic 
Virtual Organizations are different processes that are triggered by very different reasons. 
 

 
Fig. 2. Creation of DVOs in the VBE context. Adapted from (Camarinha-Matos et al., 2005) 

A VBE is created as a long term association and its members are recruited from the “open 
universe” of organizations according to the criteria defined by the VBE administrators. By 
contrast, a VO is a temporary organization triggered by a specific collaboration opportunity, 
and its partners are primarily selected from the VBE members. 
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The VBEs simplify the configuration and establishment of DVOs since they solve, or reduce, 
many of the obstacles associated with the temporality of such organizations, contributing, 
thus, to their creation in a more efficient way. Partners of the DVO can, this way, benefit 
fully from unexpected changes in their context, providing an agile response to the problems 
or the opportunities. These entities are, in short, prepared to operate in an agile way 
following the definition provided by Goranson (1999). 
The introduction of VBEs to solve the selection of partners’ problem is an important 
organizational innovation. However, to make this concept operational and to ensure that the 
DVO really reacts swiftly and appropriately to the changes in demand, new tools and 
innovations of technological nature are required. After all, the concept of DVO absolutely 
depends on innovation to achieve its full potential and the agility that characterizes it. 

3.3 Equivalence between DVO and networking in child abuse domain 
As can be easily intuited, there are several similarities between networking that a child 
abuse situation requires and the collaborative networking of the DVOs. 
We can start, for example, talking about the VO Breeding Environment. In the child abuse 
domain it is obvious that the VBE would be constituted by any entity or person involved in 
the solution: schools, social services, health centres, youth services, law enforcement 
agencies, state security bodies, and so on. All of them bring to the partnership their core 
business, what they do best, so the VBE contains all necessary processes that the abuse 
situation requires. In addition, these entities are required to share certain culture of work, 
ICT infrastructure, etc., to achieve the highest possible performance. 
After identifying a new case of abuse (either in the school, or in a health centre, or through a 
complaint at the police station or in the child line, etc.), it is the time to go to the breeding 
environment and select the set of institutions and/or persons that are the best prepared to 
respond to the particular problem. 
The union of the selected entities configures, ultimately, the DVO responsible for providing 
the personalized answer to the child abuse situation. Naturally, different DVOs can arise 
from the breeding environment to provide this response, although the selection of the best 
one depends both on the requirements and needs of the particular situation of abuse and on 
the features and capacities of the partners. 
After the selection process, partners need to work together and coordinate their actions in 
order to find an efficient and agile solution to the problem. This operation phase lasts until 
an adequate response to the initial problem has been provided. That moment coincides, 
precisely, with the dissolution of the DVO.  
In addition, whenever it is necessary, more partners can be searched, or even their number 
can be reduced, the roles or the structure can change, etc., according to the evolution of the 
abuse case. In short, during the operation of the DVO an evolution-reconfiguration phase 
can take place. 
Finally, we must also notice that those entities which form part of a particular dynamic 
virtual organization can be simultaneously partners of another consortium created in 
response to a different abuse case.  

4. The VCAP multi-agent expert platform 
Our fundamental objective is to enhance and develop a networking model through the 
creation of DVOs capable of facing child abuse problems in an agile and efficient way. For 
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this purpose, it is necessary to align the VBE and DVO concepts to the child abuse domain 
and provide efficient tools to support its formation and operation. 
In this paper we propose a multi-agent approach to support the selection process in this 
context. This technology provides several advantages over other proposed methods, 
especially for its ability to manage complex and distributed problems. But in addition, our 
agents have an intelligent behaviour through a rule-based Expert System (ES) implemented 
in their decision module. 
Through this platform the best combination of partners is defined dynamically, in real time, 
based on the system state, the predefined objectives and the features both of the problem 
and of the stakeholders. The identification and assignment of partners emerge from the 
interaction between agents, through different negotiation mechanisms. In this sense, we can 
introduce the Virtual Child Abuse Prevention (VCAP) concept. 

4.1 The selection model 
From the review of the multiple R&D projects and studies related to the identification and 
selection of partners in virtual organizations, the coexistence of two opposing positions can 
be easily observed. 
A common solution is to follow a top-down approach, known as planning approach, where 
the planner designs the network and selects the partners that best fit his plan (Camarinha-
Matos & Afsarmanesh, 2006). The opposite alternative is based on the use of a bottom-up 
(competition or emerging) approach; in this case, the client or broker announces the 
collaboration opportunity, waits till some consortia are formed spontaneously (by the 
initiative of some members), analyzes the received bids and selects the most appropriate 
according to his needs. 
Intermediate solutions can be defined between these two extreme alternatives. Thus, for 
example, we found what we call hierarchical approach, where the broker or coordinator only 
defines the highest level business processes (abstract definition) and selects the appropriate 
partners for each one of them. Each one of these new members of the Dynamic VO is 
responsible for refining the design in accordance with its local capacities, so planning and 
detail are alternating in the process. 
The planning approach is the most used solution in the research literature (Rocha & 
Oliveira, 1999; Petersen, 2003; etc.), including its hierarchical variant (Ouzounis, 2001), since 
it is easier to implement and allows greater control over the resulting DVO. The button-up 
approach (Rabelo et al., 2000), in turn, leads to forms of Dynamic VOs more efficient and 
agile, but its control is often far more complex. 
Based on the study of the different approaches, we have created a generic and simple model 
with a multi-approach orientation which pools the advantages of the existing solutions and 
mitigates their weaknesses, making possible the formation of dynamic virtual organizations 
in a more effective and efficient way. 
To achieve this goal, each involved actor in the selection process can select the service 
providers in two different ways (see Fig. 3). 
First, when an entity needs a service it can ask the VBE for the list of suppliers and selects 
one through a negotiation process that takes into account multiple criteria, both objective 
and subjective. On the other hand, it can also post its needs and expect the formation of 
DVOs (or sub-DVOs) and then selects one. In both cases, the formation of the resulting DVO 
is transparent with respect to the entity that is requesting the service. 
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Fig. 3. Our model for the partner selection process 

Allowing this simple choice our model makes possible the formation of DVOs that fit the 
different models and planning structures found in the literature and, in addition, any other 
possible combination, as can be seen in Fig. 4. 

 

 
Fig. 4. A possible example of DVO created from our selection model 
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This model constitutes the selection conceptual basis for the VCAP multiagent platform. In 
the development of this platform we are following an iterative process of planning, analysis, 
design, construction, testing and validation. The following describes the most important 
aspects of this process. 

4.2 Planning 
Planning is the early stage of the software development cycle, where it is decided which 
technology-tool combination is the most appropriate solution for the problem. 
As we know, the selection of partners is a key activity in the success of any collaborative 
network, particularly in the dynamic ones. This is, undoubtedly, a complex problem with no 
easy solution because involves a lot of elements, variables and factors of both objective and 
subjective nature. To address the resolution of this problem, over recent years different 
approaches have been used (computational automation - integer programming, AHP, etc. - 
Web services, multi-agent technology, etc.) what has led to a variety of solutions and R & D 
projects aimed at providing both the technological bases and the operating practices 
necessary to support the selection process in this kind of consortia. 
Among the different existing solutions, the multi-agent technology highlights significantly. 
In fact, there are many features in the domain of DVOs that make these organizational 
models an appropriate application area for Multi-Agent Systems (MAS), as evidenced by 
several authors (Ambroszkiewicz et al., 1998; Camarinha-Matos and Afsarmanesh, 2001; 
Dignum & Dignum, 2002; Petersen, 2003; etc.). 
These features have led to the emergence of multiple and diverse software solutions that use 
this technology to carry out the selection of partners in virtual organizations. However, the 
developed systems have a high degree of automation based primarily on quantitative issues, 
what prevents reflecting the full reality of companies and their decision-making 
mechanisms. Therefore, these systems do not lead to a fully realistic and satisfactory 
solution. 
In order to provide an adequate solution to the problem that concerns us, it is first necessary 
to examine and understand how organizations make decisions, particularly those decisions 
aimed at building partnerships with other entities in order to resolve a case of child abuse. 
In this sense, we can see that such decisions are not made based on complex mathematical 
functions or statistical hypotheses; rather, they often rely on their "experience", "knowledge" 
and "intuition". 
Therefore, to give an effective response, software agents should behave, think and act like a 
human expert in the considered domain would do, but how can we do this? For this 
purpose we have used the Expert Systems (ES). By definition, an expert system is a computer 
program that simulates the thought process (learning, memorization, reasoning, 
communication, etc.) of a human expert to solve complex decision problems in a specific 
domain. By this way, ES can (Castillo & Alvarez, 1991) store data and knowledge, draw 
logical conclusions, make decisions, communicate with human experts, explain their 
decisions, etc., and, as a consequence of all above, take actions. 
Thanks to these systems, and in particular to a rule-based ES, we obtain agents with a 
rational behavior based on the knowledge and expertise of human experts in the child abuse 
area. Thus, without resorting to complex mathematical procedures, the agents are able to 
make the best decisions based on the needs of the problem and on the structured knowledge 
that has been supplied to them. 
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The introduction of the expert system is a clear innovation, from the technological point of 
view, over other existing multi-agent solutions. 
After justifying the technology to use, the next step is to select the development tools and 
methodologies to employ in the building of the software application. In particular, we have 
analyzed and compared the major multi-agent standards, platforms and development 
methodologies. Similarly, we have analyzed the different tools for the building of the expert 
system, taking into account previous decisions related to the MAS. It should be noted that in 
the choice of these tools we have tried to make use of free software or, alternatively, 
software under the Academic Free License. 
FIPA (IEEE Foundation for Intelligent Physical Agents) is, without any doubt, the multi-agent 
standard which has currently been accepted by a larger number of developers, since it 
incorporates all aspects of this paradigm described so far by both the research community 
and the industry. For this reason, in this work we have followed the FIPA specifications and 
JADE (Java Agent Development Environment) as the implementation tool. Jade is a fairly 
commonly used development environment, not only for its strict conformity with the 
standard, but also by other qualities such as flexibility, good management of both the 
platform and the message exchange, code extensibility, easiness of both debugging and 
development of distributed applications on different machines, extensive documentation, 
etc. It is also written in Java, it is free software and the user group is very active. 
In short, we believe that the selection of FIPA and Jade is a fairly accurate solution, given the 
nature of our problem and the wide acceptance of both the standard and the tool. This 
election, however, significantly constrains the choice of the development methodology, 
because since 2006 there is a methodology (Nikraz et al., 2006) explicitly defined to address 
the analysis and design of Jade-based applications, which we have followed. 
Another key element in the MAS building, especially to achieve efficient information 
exchange between agents, are the ontologies. An ontology is simply a model of the real 
world, and for the specific case of an agent, an ontology defines its environment. In this 
work we have chosen to follow the methodology proposed by Noy and McGuinness (2001), 
which faces the ontology construction from an iterative approach in which the ontology has 
to be assessed and streamlined to throughout its life cycle. As ontology development tool 
we have chosen Protégé, a Java-based graphical tool developed by the Stanford University. 
Finally, we have addressed the issues associated with the construction of the expert system 
with which we are going to build the decision module of the most of the agents of our multi-
agent platform. In the market there are a lot of programming languages (LISP, Prolog, OPS5 
…), shells (EMYCIN, Crystal, Leonardo, XiPlus, Exsys, VP-Expert ...) and development 
environments (CLIPS, JESS, KEE, ART, Egeria , Kappa, etc.) which can be used for this 
purpose. In our case, and based on both our objectives and decisions summarized in the 
preceding paragraphs, we have finally decided to use JESS (Java Expert System Shell). Jess is a 
development environment with the same functionality, and even higher, than CLIPS but 
also it is based on Java what allows an easy integration with the Jade platform. 

4.3 Analysis and design of the VCAP multi-agent expert system 
The analysis of the platform has been made following the steps defined by the Jade 
methodology. Thus, we have identified the different types of users, agents and external 
resources in the system, along with their responsibilities and the acquaintance relationships 
that exist between them. 
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One of the major artefacts defined in this stage is the agent diagram. Fig. 5 shows the agent 
diagram for our platform. 
In this diagram four types of elements can be distinguished: 
• First, we identify the users, those individuals who must interact with the system: these 

elements are represented in the diagram by the UML actor symbol. In our case, we 
identify two different actors: the administrator of the platform and those entities that 
form part of the breeding environment. It should be noted that the same entity can have 
multiple roles in the platform: for example, VBE member-manager, VBE member-client 
(when a member of the breeding environment needs a service that other member from 
the own environment provides), or even client-VBE partner-manager. 

 

 
Fig. 5. Agent diagram for the VCAP platform 

• In addition to humans, we also find those external systems that must interact with the 
system under development, i.e., the resources, which are represented in the diagram by 
rectangles. As can be seen, and contrary to what happens in UML case diagrams, the 
agent diagram provides an explicit distinction between humans and resources: this is 
due to that the interaction with people through a user interface presents some 
additional problems with respect to the interaction with an external system. In our case, 
external resources are simple data bases that have been built as valid XML documents. 

• The agents that will form the multi-agent platform are represented by circles. In the 
picture we can appreciate that an agent has been added for each user (the VBE Member 
Agent and the Administrator Agent) and for every resource (the Information Provider 
Agent, which allows accessing to the information about the platform and its 
operational). Furthermore, an Access Agent has been added, whose sole function is to 
verify that the user-agent who wants to connect to the platform really belongs to it, and 
the Yellow Pages Agent, defined to identify the agents based on the services they 
provide. Although the yellow pages mechanism can be fully distributed across all 
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agents in the system, we have decided to adopt a centralized approach that maps 
completely to the Directory Facilitator (DF) agent provided by Jade, in order to save 
work in the successive phases of the development process. 

• Finally, relations are represented in the diagram by arrows, which join the instances of 
the above items: this way we specify that such elements must interact in some way 
while the system is operational. Although most of the relationships shown in the figure 
are fairly obvious, it is necessary to comment on a couple of them. On the one hand, we 
see that the yellow pages agent is only related to the administrator agent: although this 
behavior may be more inefficient, this decision is quite deliberate because, by allowing 
that only the administrator agent can carry out both the registration and the search of 
services, we improve the security and robustness of the system. On the other hand, 
when the customer is internal (i.e., an entity belonging to the breeding environment), 
relations-negotiations will occur between the VBE members agents, although with 
different roles. 

Another interesting artifact generated during the analysis is the agent deployment diagram, 
which indicates how agents are going to be physically deployed between the different 
hosts/devices. The deployment diagram for our scenario is shown in Fig. 7. 
 

 
Fig. 7. Agent deployment diagram for our scenario 

During the design stage, and prior to the implementation, we are working in the definition 
of different elements as the interactions between agents and the interaction protocols, 
message template (see Fig. 8), the description of the services to be registered/searched in the 
yellow pages agent, the agent-resource and agent-user interactions, the internal agent 
behaviors, the content language, the ontologies, etc. 
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With regard to the yellow pages mechanism, which is maintained by the DF agent of Jade, 
VBE member agents can register the services they provide in the yellow pages catalog, while 
others can search for the services they need to carry out their activities in such catalog. In 
addition, the same agent can register one or more services and, simultaneously, can require 
any other ones from the other agents. 
In the design phase we have also addressed the interaction with the external resources. In 
our case, we have considered only tree active resources, which are the XML documents that 
contain information about both the business process, and the activities that comprise it, and 
VBE members, including their behavior during their membership to the breeding 
environment. 
 

MessageTemplate registroDeProcesos =  
   MessageTemplate.and ( 
      AchieveREResponder.createMessageTemplate 
         (FIPANames.InteractionProtocol.FIPA_REQUEST), 
      MessageTemplate.and ( 
         MessageTemplate.MatchPerformative (ACLMessage.REQUEST),
         MessageTemplate.MatchConversationId ( 
            "registrar-proceso-de-negocio")));  

Fig. 8. Example of a message template for a FIPA-REQUEST interaction 

For these situations, the JADE methodology proposes to employ a transducer approach: this 
way we avoid embedding code to access data within those agents that need to consult the 
file with the information. For this reason, we are using two classes that contain the necessary 
methods to access and manage the information through DOM code. Thus, we get the 
information provider agent does not include inside the code, resulting in different 
advantages for the future: modularity, easy modification, reuse, etc. 
Another issue to consider is the agent-user interactions. In our scenario we can easily 
identify three agents that need to interact with the users of the system (those that have an 
acquaintance relationship with an actor element in the agent diagram), namely the VBE-
member agent, the administrator agent and the access agent. Although there are several 
ways to get the human-software interactions, we have considered using Graphical User 
Interfaces (GUI) which are by far the most common type of interface. Specifically, and given 
the current requirements of the application, we have only considered necessary to create 
local Swing-based GUI. 
However, there is an interaction problem between agents and graphic elements, since these 
entities work in different threads. Although Jade has some ways to tackle this problem, we 
are using the jade.core.GuiAgent  class, built specifically for this purpose. 
In the design stage we are currently defining the ontologies of the system. In particular, we 
are working in the main ontology, i.e., the ontology associated with the child abuse domain: 
actors, types, business processes and their main characteristics, etc. We have also defined an 
ontology for the management of the platform, which considers the information about users, 
their characteristics, their relations, the last operational, etc. 
Based on all these considerations, and bearing in mind the notion of container that Jade 
incorporates, we get the architecture that is depicted in Fig. 9. 
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Fig. 9. Distributed structure of the VCAP platform 

As seen in this figure, there is a main container on the manager server in which the VCAP 
Administrator Agent resides, in addition to the Information Provider Agent, the Yellow 
Pages Agent (where the Resource Agents register their services) and the rest of agents that 
Jade incorporates for the platform management. 
Also, there are multiple remote containers: specifically, so many remote containers as 
institutions and professionals the breeding environment has. In each of these containers we 
can identify the VBE Member Agent (associated to the different actors involved in the 
solution) and an Access Agent for security issues. 
We have considered that all of these entities can provide their core business and, at the same 
time, be the promoters of the DVO formation process. It is also possible that a third entity or 
person starts the process, but for now we consider that the system is open only to the VBE 
members. Perhaps in the future the platform can be opened to everyone, but to do that 
previously it is necessary to solve some security problems. 
The union of these remote containers with the main container results into the distributed 
agent platform shown in the Fig. 9. 

4.4 Current development of the VCAP platform 
The current development of the VCAP platform is possible thanks to our experience in the 
creation of the DVEBreeder tool (see Fig. 10), a multi-agent expert platform developed to 
support the selection of partners in the enterprise domain (Sanz & de Benito, 2009). 
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Fig. 10. Some snapshots of the GUIs of the DVEBreeder platform 

To address the construction of the platform, we have used the tools and plug-ins that appear 
graphically represented in Fig. 11. 
 

 
Fig. 11. Overview of the software tools used in the implementation 
The VCAP platform inherits most of the features of its predecessor: the integration of multi-
agent and expert system technologies; the identification of the intelligent agents is made 
through an multi-approach model that takes into account the VBE concept; the negotiation 
between autonomous agents is based on the knowledge embodied in their decision 
modules; the communication between agents is quite simple thanks to the platform used in 
the MAS development (Jade); the behaviour of the agents is quite similar to the behaviour 
that a human expert can have thanks to JESS (see Fig. 12), the rule-based expert system; it is 
flexible, dynamic and scalable; it is FIPA-compliant agent platform; the interface is intuitive 
and the code reuse is simple thanks to its open structure, etc. 
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Fig. 12. Example both of a Jess rule and of the GUIs where the decision modules of agents 
can be modified 

Finally, Fig. 13 shows a summary of the platform performance in the application domain. 
 

 
Fig. 13. Simplified scheme of the VCAP platform performance 

5. Conclusions 
In this article we have tried to justify the utilization of the DVO paradigm and the VBE 
concept as a valid way to create collaborative networking in the child abuse domain. Based 
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on both concepts, we have also presented our current work oriented towards the creation of 
a multi-agent expert system able to select and join those entities/persons that can provide 
the best response for a particular child maltreatment case; in other words, we offer a tool for 
the creation of DVOs that emerge from the VBE context. 
After having done the planning and the analysis, we are currently working in the design 
and implementation phases. To do this, we are defining some elements of the platform as 
e.g. the application domain ontology, the service descriptions, the agent decision modules, 
etc. Others, such as the agent interactions, the message templates, the interaction protocols 
or the ontologies for the management of the platform, are very similar to those established 
in the DVEBreeder platform, a tool created for the business domain, what undoubtedly will 
greatly facilitate the final implementation of the platform. 
In summary, we believe that the VCAP software will be an innovative tool able to solve the 
Child Abuse Prevention problem in an agile and efficient way. 
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1. Introduction 
All living organisms are built from millions of cells that work together in a very systematic 
manner. The trait of each organism is determined by the cells. The function of a living cell is 
performed by a sequence of well-coordinated activities by a large number of genes. The 
gene itself is a sequence of Deoxyribonucleic Acid (DNA). The products of a cell are made 
by the proteins synthesized in accordance with the instructions contained in the DNA 
(Willett, 2006) since it encodes all the information required for the development and 
functioning of an organism (Emmert-Streib & Dehmer, 2008). 
The expression of a gene is a biological process which a DNA sequence is translated to 
become a protein. The protein is an important molecule for determining the structure, 
mortality, metabolism, signaling, reproduction, etc. of a cell. Some genes influence how 
other gene or genes are expressed. Modifying genes may change the affect of other genes. 
The expression of a gene or genes is regulated by a mechanism called Genetic Regulatory 
System (GRS). The GRS’ task is to control whether genes are active or inhibit. 
Of ways for understanding and analyzing the behavior of GRS is by using microarray 
data. Microarray is sets of miniaturized reaction areas that may also be used to test the 
binding of DNA fragment (Reece, 2004). and it exploits the preferential binding of 
complementary nucleic acid sequences to simultaneously measure expression levels of 
thousands of genes (Dill, Liu, & Grodzinski, 2009). By having knowledge regarding the 
influence of a gene or genes to the others in microarray data, we can make estimations of 
the genes behavior in GRS in order to obtain better products in the future. According to 
(Ewens & Grant, 2005), there are three basic questions that can be answered by using 
microarray data: 
a. What genes are expressed in a given sample? 
b. Which genes are differentially expressed between different samples? 
c. How can one find different classes, or clusters, of genes which are expressed in a 

correlated fashion across a set of samples? How can one find different classes of 
samples based on their gene expression behavior? 
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In this paper we address the utilization of Multiagent Collaborative Computation (MCC) to 
model the genes’ interactions in GRS to address questions (a) and (b). Simply, each gene will 
be represented by an agent that performs internal activities and performs communications 
with other genes as occurred in biological genes. On each interaction time, we can have 
knowledge regarding individual gene expressiveness and all genes behavior. The process in 
obtaining this knowledge will be carried out by Knowledge-Growing System (KGS) based 
on Observation Multi-time Arwin-Adang-Aciek-Sembiring (OMA3S) information-
inferencing fusion and the results will be compared to the MCC results.  The comparison 
has also been done to ensure the accuracy of the KGS-based MCC results.  In our research, 
we use data of yeast cycle database taken from [6] as the case study. The rest of the paper is 
structured as follows. The concept of MCC and a review of the state-of-the-art of GRS 
research will be delivered in Section 2. In Section 3, we present the concept of KGS as well as 
OMA3S method that is used as its knowledge-growing mechanism.  The utilization of MCC 
to GRS as well as the knowledge production by KGS will be delivered in Section 4. Finally, 
the paper is concluded in Section 5 with some concluding remarks. 

2. State-of-the-art of genetic regulatory system research and the concept of 
multiagent collaborative computation 
2.1 State-of-the-art on genetic regulatory system research 
The research, studies, and experiments on GRS have been done widely all over the world. 
These efforts are aimed to one objective, namely how to obtain the most suitable model in 
order to present the mechanism occurs in GRS. In these endeavors, there are two approaches 
that have been carried out as studied comprehensively by (Ahmad & Sumari, 2009a) as 
follows. 
In the first approach the GRS mechanism is directly modeled by utilizing available methods 
such as Dynamic Bayesian Network (DBN) based on knowledge growing, weight matrices, 
petri nets, artificial gnome model, Neural Network (NN) or its combination with fuzzy 
technique such as Evolving Connectionist System (ECOS), piece-wise linear, Boolean, and 
power graph analysis. 
The second one is to model the GRS by inferring its structure utilizing techniques such as 
best-fit extension problem, linear programming combined with supervised learning 
framework, DBN, evolutionary computation, graph and Linearized Additive Model (LAM), 
steady-state gene expression, Dynamic Differential BN (DDBN), combination of DBN with 
Reversible Jump Markov chain Monte Carlo (RJMCC) or with Greedy search algorithm and 
Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC), Bayesian and MCMC, iterative algorithm based on 
epistemic approach of conjecture and refutation, NN, and combination of clustering 
techniques with NNs. 
At the time of the writing of this paper, we have not found literatures that study methods in 
obtaining knowledge regarding the behavior of genes in GRS in order to estimate their 
expression in the future especially that utilizes multiagent approach. This is the primary 
matter that will be discussed in this paper. Our hypothesis is by accurately estimating the 
GRS behavior in the future we can carry out anticipation actions in order to prevent the 
negative expression of genes that can cause negative effects to living organisms. 

2.2 Multiagent collaborative computation 
MCC is a new paradigm in MultiAgent System (MAS).  It is the emulation of how human 
beings work in collaborative manner in solving problems or finding solutions of given 
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problems or in achieving a common or joint goal or objective, by sharing resources they 
have for the successfulness of their work.  Working in collaborative manner does not need 
leader. What it needs is a divider agent for dividing the work or task to be solved or given 
into subworks or subtasks, and distributes them to some collaborative agents, and a fusion 
agent that is tasked to fuse the results from collaborative agents to obtain a comprehensive 
result or joint goal.  By doing it, the subworks can be processed in parallel manner to 
achieve the subgoals, and therefore it can save the processing time.  Before we go deeper 
into MCC, we start this section with the reintroduction of the concept of agent and the 
concept of collaborative computation as well as its merit. 
a. The Concept of Agent (Ahmad & Sumari, 2008) 
There have been many literatures that study agent, but in this section we view an agent from a 
comprehensive perspective.  In real life, agent is defined as a thing that causes a significant 
effect on a situation. In order to give this effect, agent must have capabilities.  “Capability” in 
this circumstance is the ability to manage when the tasks will be carried out, knows where to 
move, knows how to do the tasks, knows the success level of the tasks being carried out, and 
the consequences of the tasks being done. The essential thing that enables the agent in 
performing its activities is the brain, a place where the information processing is carried out.  
This is the most grandeur that is not possessed by other living things. 
In accomplishing the assigned tasks, the agent always senses its surrounding environment 
to get as much as information that can affect its activities.  The gathered information is 
processed in its brain, combining it with the existing information, making inferencing on the 
fused information, performing information-inferencing fusion, and making the best decision 
for actions to be done in anticipating the environment dynamics.  The relation of an agent 
with its surrounding environment as well as its information processing mechanism is 
simply depicted in Fig. 1. 
 

 
Fig. 1. The concept of agent along with its information-inferencing fusion capability 
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In many literatures, agent is stated must have an intelligent characteristic.  However, because 
there is no uniform definition of what agent is, one common consensus is taken that the 
autonomy or we call this as self-governing, as its the essential characteristic.  Self-governing 
means the agent has capability to instruct itself to accomplish the tasks and do self-evaluation 
to value the success rate of the assigned tasks accomplishment for future enhancement. 
b. The Concept of Collaborative Computation  
Collaboration is taken from the Latin word “collaborare” meaning “to work together”, while 
“collaborative” is an adjective form of “collaboration”. So, collaboration is defined as to 
work with another or others on a joint project or in deeper definition is a process in which  
 

 
Fig. 2. The concept of collaborative computation in a group of agents (Sumari & Ahmad, 2009) 
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entities share information, resources and responsibilities to jointly plan, implement, and 
evaluate a program of activities to achieve a common goal (Camarinha-Matos & 
Afsarmanesh, 2008). 
In collaborative scheme, a group of entities enhance the capabilities of each other that 
implies in sharing risks, resources, responsibilities, and reward. Collaboration involves 
mutual engagement of participants to solve a problem together, which implies mutual trust 
and thus takes time, effort, and dedication. On the other side, “computation” is defined as a 
calculation involving numbers or quantities. By employing computational approach, we can 
manipulate a large database to solve problems at hand very fast. The consequence is faster, 
more complete, and more accurate results than that can be achieved by conventional 
approach. 
By combining the two definitions previously explained, we define “collaborative 
computation” as a calculation on quantities done by a group of agent or multiagent that 
works together to achieve common or joint goals (Ahmad, Sumari, & Zubir, 2009) as 
depicted in Fig. 2.  In an MCC scheme, each agent in the collaborative framework performs 
its own tasks to achieve its own goals. The goals achieved by each agent actually are partial 
parts of joint goal, which is the combination of partial goals. In simple word, the system is 
given a problem along with the goal that has to be achieved. The problem is then divided 
into several sub-problems that have to be solved by the agents. In achieving the sub-goals, 
the agents perform computation in parallel. The achieved sub-goals are then combined to 
become a single comprehensive goal that is called as joint goal (Sumari & Ahmad, 2009).  
c. The Merits of Multiagent Collaborative Computation Approach (Sumari, 2010) 
 

 
Fig. 3. The concept of MCC (Sumari, 2010) 
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GRS is a very complex structure that regulates millions of genes in living organism’s body. 
We believe that multiagent approach is suitable to model the genes’ interactions in GRS 
with some strong reasons. MAS is aimed to cope with large-scale, realistic, and complex 
problems that cannot be handled by single agent in order to find a solution of global  
problems or to regulate or control complex systems. In MCC framework, the given task will 
be divided into subtasks according to each agent specific task. By performing this, the 
information processing can be done in simultaneous manner by all agents so that the 
processing time can be reduced to minimum. 
Assume that we have n agents in MCC framework. Given a task that a single agent can 
process it in t time. If the task is divided into n subtasks and distributed them to n agents, 
theoretically, the result of the process can be obtained in t/ n time with total t/ n +τ  where τ  
is the time reserved for dividing the task and fusing or combining the subgoals into a joint 
goal or the ultimate result. Therefore, by utilizing MCC the information-processing time can 
be reduced from t to t/n+τ , or (t/n+τ) <t. This mechanism is illustrated in Fig. 3. 

3. Knowledge-growing system and OMA3S information-inferencing fusion 
method 
3.1 What is knowledge-growing? (Sumari et.al, 2010a) 
It is not easy to find any literature that defines or describes what the term “Knowledge-
Growing” is. The only research that used this term was for industrial application, that is, 
examined how the knowledge growing old in human brain and used the analogy of it for 
building a reconfiguration system for car application. It concentrated on the optimization of 
knowledge retrieval rather than emulating the way of human brain grows the knowledge 
over time, and used actuality measurement to measure the knowledge that is very often 
used to solve an actual problem. 
Up to the writing of this paper, there is no research that examines and develops an 
intelligent method for an intelligent system that emulates the mechanism how the 
human brain grows the knowledge from time to time. Our approach in developing KGS 
was started from our observation to an intelligence characteristic displayed by human 
brain in performing such matter by fusing information perceived by human sensory 
organs and deliveres it to the brain. This approach is discussed in detail in (Ahmad & 
Sumari, 2008). The original concept of information fusion, even though it also adopted 
the mechanism occurs in living things’ brain, it is just defined how to fuse the 
information for making estimation regarding a phenomenon, see (Hall & Llinas, 2001) 
for the detail. 

3.2 The concept of KGS 
Essentially, KGS is a system that is capable of growing its knowledge along with the 
accretion of information it receives as the time passes (Ahmad & Sumari, 2009b). The 
concept of KGS emerges from the observation of the mechanism occurs in human brain 
when performing information-inferencing fusion to obtain new knowledge. In order to have 
a more depth understanding on this mechanism, we developed a model of Human Inference 
System (HIS) as the basis for our model of KGS as depicted in Fig. 4. The general formula to 
obtain the number of inferencing is presented in (1). 
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 ( )2 1= − −δλ δ  (1) 

with λ  is the number of inferencing from fused information and δ  is the number of 
information sources or sensors. 
 

 
Fig. 4. A simplified illustration of human inference system (Sumari et.al, 2010b) 

3.3 Knowledge growing mechanism 
As we can see in Fig. 4, the process in obtaining new knowledge from the gathered-and-
delivered information of a phenomenon observed by the sensory organs will have to get 
through a five-step process, i.e. information fusion, information inferencing, information-
inferencing fusion, knowledge inferencing, and knowledge-inferencing fusion. Based on the 
HIS model, we developed the mechanism that will be occurred in our model of KGS as 
depicted in Fig. 5. 
New knowledge in this scheme is called as information with Degree of Certainty (DoC) 
whcih is introduced by (Sumari et.al, 2009b), that is, a value that determines the certainty of 
the new knowledge regarding the observed phenomenon is considered accurate. Term “γ” is 
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 ( )2 1= − −δλ δ  (1) 

with λ  is the number of inferencing from fused information and δ  is the number of 
information sources or sensors. 
 

 
Fig. 4. A simplified illustration of human inference system (Sumari et.al, 2010b) 

3.3 Knowledge growing mechanism 
As we can see in Fig. 4, the process in obtaining new knowledge from the gathered-and-
delivered information of a phenomenon observed by the sensory organs will have to get 
through a five-step process, i.e. information fusion, information inferencing, information-
inferencing fusion, knowledge inferencing, and knowledge-inferencing fusion. Based on the 
HIS model, we developed the mechanism that will be occurred in our model of KGS as 
depicted in Fig. 5. 
New knowledge in this scheme is called as information with Degree of Certainty (DoC) 
whcih is introduced by (Sumari et.al, 2009b), that is, a value that determines the certainty of 
the new knowledge regarding the observed phenomenon is considered accurate. Term “γ” is 
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the representation of the time needed to obtain the new knowledge. The DoC is obtained by 
applying A3S (Arwin-Adang-Aciek-Sembiring) method (Ahmad & Sumari, 2008). 
 

 
Fig. 5. The mechanism of growing the knowledge in KGS as the representation of Fig. 4 
(Sumari et.al, 2009a) 

3.4 OMA3S information-inferencing fusion method 
To grow the knowledge, the requisites that have to be fulfilled are there has to be a 
knowledge base and fusion mechanism. The fusion will be applied to the received 
information with the existing or prior information/knowledge. The knowledge is the result 
of the combination between the new information and the existing one which is called as 
after-processed information or posterior information. The mature technique for this 
situation is Bayes Inference Method (BIM) (Hall, 1992), a special case of probability theory. 
For performing the information-inferencing fusion, we have developed a method called A3S 
information-inferencing fusion which is aimed to improve BIM for managing multi-
hypothesis multi-indication problems (Ahmad & Sumari, 2008). The A3S version which 
involves the time parameter in the computation is called OMA3S (Sumari et.al, 2009c). The 
detail how this method works is illustrated in Table I followed by its paired equations given 
in (2) and (3). 
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Table 1. The illustration of the computation mechanism of A3S information-inferencing 
method 

Next observations on the same phenomenon will result in new NKPD at next time series 
and these NKPD will form NKPD over Time (NKPDT) as presented in (4) and (5). 
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information. The ( )jP θ  and ∈Θjθ  is the representation of “knowledge” of the information 
delivered from multi-sensor at observation time γ . ( )estimateP θ  is the value of DoC of ( )jP θ  
or the ultimate knowledge after a certain observation time. 
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3.5 Measuring KGS-based MCC’s degree of certainty 
The KGS-based MCC’s certainty of the phenomenon it observes is measured by using DoC 
in (6) 

 ( ) 1= − j
estimateDoC P θ φ  (6) 

where 1= ,...,j λ  and 1
jφ  is the knowledge in term of probability value of the j best 

hypothesis at observation time 1γ .  

4. The utilization of KGS-based MCC to GRS 
4.1 GRS database 
In this research we use five kinds of yeast25 database as presented in Table 2. 
 

Database Type Number of Gene Time Sequence (t) 
Alpha 25 18 
Cdc15 25 24 
Cdc28 25 17 
Cho 25 17 

Yeast25 

Elu 25 18 

Table 2. Yeast25 database for validating KGS-based MCC 

As previously mentioned in earlier section, the genes regulated by GRS will be represented by 
agents that will be working together in MCC paradigm.  The experiments and the results 
delivered in this section are taken from (Sumari, 2010).  We use data from (Zubir, 2009) namely 
yeast25-cho database as presented in Table 2. In this database, there are 25 genes from ACE2 to 
SIC1 as listed in column 1 with an interaction time interval from t-1 to t-17 or 17t times as 
shown in line 1.  In order to give a view on the challenge in obtaining the knowledge 
regarding what genes are expressed in a given sample as well their behavior in a certain 
interaction time, the complexity of the data given in Table 3 is depicted in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7.  
The expressiveness of individual genes in 17t of interaction time is presented in Fig. 6, while 
the genes behavior in 17t of interaction time is presented in Fig. 7.  The challenge in this case is 
to obtain knowledge from this phenomenon to answer the questions raised in Section 1. 
 

Gene/Time t1 t2 t3 t4 t5 t6 t7 t8 t9 
ACE2 148 113 144 209 319 360 434 411 462 
ASH1 380 256 201 256 320 327 245 366 795 
FKH1 52 64 67 167 330 348 227 177 167 
MBP1 360 326 321 425 502 484 487 410 401 
MCM1 1350 1815 2095 1835 1907 1861 1734 1991 1446 
NDD1 210 150 312 409 394 413 322 292 234 
STB1 78 123 226 145 54 53 47 11 75 
SWI4 87 115 183 104 79 77 71 88 101 
SWI5 121 167 272 268 323 540 634 591 606 
SWI6 421 520 699 846 869 853 740 721 558 
ALG7 97 70 156 168 153 137 164 112 124 
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CDC20 93 235 325 208 108 168 158 124 145 
CDC21 17 59 106 93 57 37 18 18 19 
CDC5 86 106 89 154 219 367 549 602 480 
CDC6 554 471 967 930 936 876 809 831 864 
CLB2 92 158 122 145 259 348 489 554 422 
CLB5 562 785 1756 949 659 612 467 563 455 
CLN1 149 1045 1344 1305 998 1013 717 571 323 
CLN2 445 1620 2485 1303 916 808 738 636 303 
CTS1 552 1080 447 258 287 466 435 299 217 
EGT2 989 1244 732 786 1083 1284 816 678 1293 
FAR1 235 263 160 165 303 468 429 880 903 
HTA1 905 810 1490 1594 2037 999 1178 976 843 
PCL2 153 510 620 260 224 235 157 130 238 
SIC1 352 295 355 308 361 356 294 212 541 

Table 3a. Genes’ names and their interaction values over time for yeast25-cho from t1 to t9 
(continued to Table 3b) 
 

Gene/Time t10 t11 t12 t13 t14 t15 t16 t17 
ACE2 398 226 187 325 433 343 466 344 
ASH1 1862 1180 640 544 388 327 517 959 
FKH1 91 74 118 172 194 163 144 106 
MBP1 277 341 364 507 467 484 473 382 
MCM1 2227 1945 1334 1179 1830 1506 1517 1440 
NDD1 198 215 319 365 333 246 250 238 
STB1 120 140 129 98 66 45 75 44 
SWI4 191 172 134 111 74 43 70 83 
SWI5 540 463 357 449 937 743 1024 659 
SWI6 651 758 641 741 887 885 744 692 
ALG7 124 151 170 202 186 172 155 70 

CDC20 160 172 166 175 111 113 112 112 
CDC21 28 82 90 89 36 19 12 15 
CDC5 238 219 202 324 326 435 496 471 
CDC6 1149 902 689 859 799 832 707 921 
CLB2 236 185 151 218 267 365 350 365 
CLB5 1207 1325 643 647 657 509 464 508 
CLN1 1152 1870 1388 989 1074 769 614 601 
CLN2 791 1288 1624 1035 839 687 868 433 
CTS1 1161 1840 1181 830 979 828 507 553 
EGT2 4297 3430 3240 1598 1355 1044 2123 1813 
FAR1 1794 1437 725 535 570 621 739 1194 
HTA1 1934 1815 1998 1103 1888 2346 1708 1580 
PCL2 428 659 409 284 276 178 203 211 
SIC1 1286 813 595 490 398 400 389 692 

Table 3b. Genes’ names and their interaction values over time for yeast25-cho from t10 to t17 
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Fig. 6. The expressiveness of individual genes in 17t of interaction time (Sumari, 2010) 
 

 
Fig. 7. The genes behavior in 17t of interaction time (Sumari, 2010) 

4.2 The KGS-based MCC’s task and objective 
In this situation the task of KGS-based MCC is to carry out computation to obtain values of 
genes behavior in a unity and individual genes expressiveness in an interval of interaction 
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time.  Its objective is to obtain DoCs based on those obtained values to show genes behavior 
in a comprehensive manner and to find out the most expressive genes, that is, the most 
probable genes that give big influence to the product of their interaction.  Therefore, for this 
purpose we create a strategy as follows. 
• First, represent the genes into agents in multiagent system and construct the MCC 

framework for it. 
• Second, represent the genes’ interaction values into two-value state namely active and 

inhibit, where an active gene will be assigned binary value ‘1’ and binary value ‘0’ if it is 
inhibited or not active.  

• Third, observe the genes’ interaction state in time-by-time manner and put arcs on the 
genes which relate to each other as the representation of the existence of 
communication amongst agents. In this case only the active ones. Carry out this 
procedure until the last t in time series.  During the interaction time, agents apply 
OMA3S method to obtain knowledge in collaborative manner.  The result will be 
system’s knowledge at certain interaction time t. 

• Fourth, obtain the inferencing of the KGS-based MCC behavior as the representation of 
genes behavior in biological GRS.  This inferencing will become the ultimate knowledge 
obtained by the system. 

a. The Representation of Genes into MCC Structure 
 

 
Fig. 8. The representation of genes of yeast25-cho by means agents in MCC structure 
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We assume that the task divider agent is already done its task and produces Table 2. Refer 
to Figure 3 in Section 2.2 we can simply convert the genes of yeas25-cho into agents in MCC 
structure as follows. The first and the last genes in the list namely gene ACE2 and gene SIC1 
are represented by agent i and agent n where i = 1,…,n and n = 25. The structure of the MCC 
is depicted in Fig. 8. 
b. The Representation of Genes’ Interaction Values into Two-Value State 
The simplest means to represent the existence of the interaction among genes is by 
representing them with value ‘1’ for ‘active’ interaction and ‘0’ for ‘inhibit‘ interaction as alsi 
done by (Pasanen and Vihinen, 2005). This is what is called as Boolean representation of 
genes interaction in GRS. We realize that each gene has its own highest and lowest value 
that cannot be treated identically one to another. In order to minimize the chances of error in 
collaborative computation process, we use the threshold-value equation as presented in (7). 
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with ∈Πi
τφ  is a binary-sequence which represents a set of interaction value at observation 

time t, i
τψ  is the interaction value of agent j at observation time t, and τ  is the number of 

interaction sequence t when the observation is carried out.  The parameter t in this case is 
dimensionless.  The application of (7) to the data given in Table 3 is presented in Table 4. 
 

Gene/Time t1 t2 t3 t4 t5 t6 t7 t8 t9 
ACE2 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 
ASH1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 
FKH1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
MBP1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 
MCM1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
NDD1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
STB1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 
SWI4 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 
SWI5 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 
SWI6 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 
ALG7 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 

CDC20 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 
CDC21 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 
CDC5 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 
CDC6 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 
CLB2 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 
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CLB5 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 
CLN1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 
CLN2 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 
CTS1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
EGT2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
FAR1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 
HTA1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 
PCL2 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 
SIC1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 

Table 4a. The conversion results of genes interaction values from Table 2a (continued to 
Table 4b) 
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with ∈Πi
τφ  is a binary-sequence which represents a set of interaction value at observation 

time t, i
τψ  is the interaction value of agent j at observation time t, and τ  is the number of 

interaction sequence t when the observation is carried out.  The parameter t in this case is 
dimensionless.  The application of (7) to the data given in Table 3 is presented in Table 4. 
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c. The Observation to Agents Interaction and Obtaining Knowledge from It 
Some influence graphs will be presented to show the interaction amongst KGS-based MMC 
agents in GRS, and knowledge that is acquired by all agents collaboratively at 1t , 6t  and 
after 6t , at 17t  and after 17t .  The expressiveness of single agents and their behaviour at a 
certain time and at a certain time interval such as from 1t  to 6t  are depicted in Fig. 9 to Fig. 
15, while for all 17t of interaction time is presented in Fig. 16.   
 
 

 
Fig. 9. Influence graph of KGS-based MCC behaviour at 1t .  Yellow colour represents the 
active agents during the interaction at that time 

 
 

 
Fig. 10. Knowledge acquired by agents at 1t .   
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Fig. 11. Influence graph of KGS-based MCC behaviour at 6t  

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig. 12. Knowledge acquired by agents at 6t  
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Fig. 13. Knowledge acquired by agents after 6t of interaction time 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig. 14. Influence graph of KGS-based MCC behaviour at 17t  
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Fig. 15. Knowledge acquired by agents at 17t  
 

 
Fig. 16. Knowledge acquired by agents after 17t of interaction time 

d. Knowledge Obtained by KGS-based MCC 
The computation results in form of the values of DoCs that are produced by KGS-based 
MCC’s fusion agent which are compared with the number of communication paths formed 
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during agents interaction is presented in Fig. 17 and Fig. 18.  These DoCs become the 
ultimate knowledge of the system. 
 
 

 
Fig. 17a. The ultimate knowledge acquired by the system regarding individual agents 
expressiveness after 17t of interaction time.  The DoCs of the system’s knowledge are 
compared with the communication paths formed amongst agents 

 

 
Fig. 17b. 3D line graphic representation of system’s knowledge regarding individual agents 
expressiveness after 17t of interaction time 
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Fig. 18a. The ultimate knowledge acquired by the system regarding all agents behavior 
during 17t of interaction time 

 
 

 
Fig. 18b. 3D line graphic representation of the system’s knowledge regarding all agents 
behavior during 17t of interaction time 
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Fig. 18a. The ultimate knowledge acquired by the system regarding all agents behavior 
during 17t of interaction time 

 
 

 
Fig. 18b. 3D line graphic representation of the system’s knowledge regarding all agents 
behavior during 17t of interaction time 
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After observing Fig. 17 and Fig. 18, we can have knowledge regarding KGS-based MCC 
agents’ behaviour as follows. 
1. Viewed from individual agents expressiveness we can obtain knowledge that gene 

ASH1 exhibit a dominant role even though there are genes CLB5, EGT2, and PCL2 that 
also show their expressiveness with DoC = 0.053.  The certainty that gene ASH1 is the 
most expressive gene amongst other expressive genes is shown by the difference 
between DoC and the number of weighted arcs that is very minimum, that is, 0.01%.  
Fig. 17 is the comprehensive inferencing of the information given in Fig. 6. 

2. The time where the highest interaction is achieved is at 1t  or 1=hight t , when 100% of 

yeast25-cho agents involve in the interaction with DoC = 0.116.  On the other hand, the 
time where the lowest interaction is achieved is at 11t  or 11=lowt t  with DoC = 0.035.  
Fig. 18 is the comprehensive inferencing of the information given in Fig. 7. 

4.2 Estimations based on the knowledge obtained by KGS-based MCC 
Based on the knowledge obtained by KGS-based MCC regarding the phenomena displayed 
by all agents, we can make estimations as follow. 
a. The most probable gene that will be playing the important role in the interaction time 

between t18  to t24 , with the assumption that the interaction cycle will restart every 17t 
times, is gene ASH1.  This phenomenon is in line with the information presented in 
(http://www.yeastgenome.org/) regarding the role of that gene as an inhibitor in 
transcription process. 

b. Estimation of hight t= 18  and estimation of lowt t= 28  

5. Measuring the accurateness of KGS-based MCC results 
Validating the results is of importance matter to ensure that the new paradigm we deliver in 
this paper is valid.  For this purpose we have developed some parameters to compare DoC 
values with the number of arcs which is the representation of the existence of 
communication paths amongst agents in the influence graphs depicted in previous section. 
These parameters are:  
a. The number of arcs, ξ and weighted arc, Ξ .  Arcs are the arcs that connect the active 

agents in each interaction time and are observed by the help of influence graphs.  
Weighted arc is normalized value of arc in each interaction time, t or for each gene, g by 
the total number of arcs formed in each interaction time, t. 
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with 1= ,...,i n  and n  is the number of genes or one cell cycle, as example 17t. 
b. ΔDKJ , Δ% DK , and Δ% _DKJ total .  The absolute value of the difference between DoC 

and the number of arcs formed at each interaction time, t or for each gene, g.  Δ% DK  is 
the percentage of ΔDKJ  while Δ% _DKJ total  is the total number of Δ% DK . 
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 [ ] [ ] [ ]Δ = −DKJ i DoC i iξ  (8) 

 [ ] 100Δ = Δ ×% %DKJ DKJ i  (9) 

 
1=
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DKJ total DKJ  (10) 

with 1= ,...,i n  and n  is the number of genes or one cell cycle, as example 17t. 
c. Behavior match, χ , the total number of match, Χ , and percentage of the behavior 

match, Χ% .  Parameter that shows the difference of genes behaviour is viewed from 
DoC and Ξ  with an assumption that the arrangement of genes as given in Table 2 is not 
changed.  Behaviour matching comparison is done by observing the graphic dynamic 
from gene thi  to gene thn . 
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with 1= ,...,i n  and n  is the number of genes or one cell cycle, as example 17t.  [ ]1iχ  is 

match gene behaviour otherwise it will be [ ]0iχ , and %X  is the percentage of 
behaviour match. 

d. Erroneous of behavior match, ε .  The percentage of the comparison between the total 
number of match of gene behavior, Χ , with the total number of absolute erroneous, 
Δ% _DKJ total . 

 Δ
=

% _DKJ total
X

ε  (13) 

In this case even though 100=% %X , ε  does not always have value of 0% because of 
the influence of [ ]ΔDKJ i  factor. 

On the next tables we will see how these parameters are used to measure the accurateness of 
the application of KGS-based MCC to obtain the knowledge regarding the GRS behaviour.  
Table 5 contains the system’s knowledge taken from Fig. 17 while Table 6 contains the 
system’s knowledge taken from Fig. 18. 
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thg  [ ]DoC i  [ ]iξ  [ ]Ξ i  [ ]ΔDKJ i  [ ]Δ% DKJ i  [ ]iχ  
ACE2 0.031 6 0.026 0.005 0.46 1 
ASH1 0.053 12 0.053 0.000 0.01 1 
FKH1 0.04 8 0.035 0.005 0.48 1 
MBP1 0.044 9 0.040 0.004 0.44 1 
MCM1 0.03 7 0.031 0.001 0.08 1 
NDD1 0.037 8 0.035 0.002 0.18 1 
STB1 0.039 10 0,044 0,005 0,51 1 
SWI4 0.045 11 0.048 0.003 0.35 1 
SWI5 0.042 8 0.035 0.007 0.68 1 
SWI6 0.031 7 0.031 0.000 0.02 1 
ALG7 0.029 7 0.031 0.002 0.18 1 

CDC20 0.031 8 0.035 0.004 0.42 1 
CDC21 0.042 10 0.044 0.002 0.21 1 
CDC5 0.042 8 0.035 0.007 0.68 1 
CDC6 0.025 6 0.026 0.001 0.14 1 
CLB2 0.053 10 0.044 0.009 0.89 0 
CLB5 0.052 12 0.053 0.001 0.09 1 
CLN1 0.026 7 0.031 0.005 0.48 1 
CLN2 0.046 11 0.048 0.002 0.25 1 
CTS1 0.041 10 0.044 0.003 0.31 1 
EGT2 0.052 12 0.053 0.001 0.09 1 
FAR1 0.045 10 0.044 0.001 0.09 1 
HTA1 0.029 7 0.031 0.002 0.18 1 
PCL2 0.051 12 0.053 0.002 0.19 1 
SIC1 0.046 11 0.048 0.002 0.25 1 

25 gen 1.002 1 227 0.076 7.63 24 
Χ  24 
Χ%  96 
ε  0.32% 

Legend 
 The most expressive genes based on the results of [ ]iξ  

 The least expressive genes based on the results of [ ]iξ  

 Genes with [ ] [ ]≠ ΞDoC i i  viewed from [ ]iξ  perspective 

Table 5. The comparison of individual genes expressiveness for yeast25-cho genes based on 
the similarity between DoCs and the number of arcs after 17t of interaction time 
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tht  [ ]DoC i  [ ]iξ  [ ]Ξ i  [ ]ΔDKJ i  [ ]Δ% DKJ i  [ ]iχ  

1 0.116 25 0.110 0.006 0.59 1 
2 0.073 15 0.066 0.007 0.69 1 
3 0.054 12 0.053 0.001 0.11 1 
4 0.046 11 0.048 0.002 0.25 1 
5 0.055 14 0.062 0.007 0.67 1 
6 0.052 13 0.057 0.005 0.53 1 
7 0.058 14 0.062 0.004 0.37 1 
8 0.063 15 0.066 0.003 0.31 1 
9 0.072 16 0.070 0.002 0.15 1 
10 0.043 9 0.040 0.003 0.34 1 
11 0.035 7 0.031 0.004 0.42 1 
12 0.052 10 0.044 0.008 0.79 1 
13 0.038 9 0.040 0.002 0.16 1 
14 0.052 13 0.057 0.005 0.53 1 
15 0.058 14 0.062 0.004 0.37 1 
16 0.066 15 0.066 0.000 0.01 1 
17 0.068 15 0.066 0.002 0.19 1 
17t 1.001 227 1 0.06 6.46 17 

Χ  17 
Χ%  100 
ε  0.38 

Legend 
 hight  

 lowt  

Table 6. The behaviour comparison for all yeast25-cho genes based on the similarity 
between DoCs and the number of arcs after 17t of interaction time 
From the comparison results presented in Table 4 and Table 5, we can conclude as follows. 
3. Viewed from the individual genes expressiveness in interaction in 17t times, the 

accurateness of system’s result is 24/25 * 100% = 96%, with the erroneous of behaviour 
match as much as 0.32%. 

4. Viewed from the behaviour of all genes in 17t times of interaction time, the accurateness 
of system’s result is 17/17 * 100% = 100%, with the erroneous of behaviour match as 
much as 0.38%.   

6. The results of the application of KGS-based MCC to other types of yeast25 
With the same manner, we apply KGS-based MCC to the other types of yeast25 and the 
results are presented in Table 7 for individual gene expressiveness and Table 8 for all genes 
behaviour. 
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6 0.052 13 0.057 0.005 0.53 1 
7 0.058 14 0.062 0.004 0.37 1 
8 0.063 15 0.066 0.003 0.31 1 
9 0.072 16 0.070 0.002 0.15 1 
10 0.043 9 0.040 0.003 0.34 1 
11 0.035 7 0.031 0.004 0.42 1 
12 0.052 10 0.044 0.008 0.79 1 
13 0.038 9 0.040 0.002 0.16 1 
14 0.052 13 0.057 0.005 0.53 1 
15 0.058 14 0.062 0.004 0.37 1 
16 0.066 15 0.066 0.000 0.01 1 
17 0.068 15 0.066 0.002 0.19 1 
17t 1.001 227 1 0.06 6.46 17 

Χ  17 
Χ%  100 
ε  0.38 

Legend 
 hight  

 lowt  

Table 6. The behaviour comparison for all yeast25-cho genes based on the similarity 
between DoCs and the number of arcs after 17t of interaction time 
From the comparison results presented in Table 4 and Table 5, we can conclude as follows. 
3. Viewed from the individual genes expressiveness in interaction in 17t times, the 

accurateness of system’s result is 24/25 * 100% = 96%, with the erroneous of behaviour 
match as much as 0.32%. 

4. Viewed from the behaviour of all genes in 17t times of interaction time, the accurateness 
of system’s result is 17/17 * 100% = 100%, with the erroneous of behaviour match as 
much as 0.38%.   

6. The results of the application of KGS-based MCC to other types of yeast25 
With the same manner, we apply KGS-based MCC to the other types of yeast25 and the 
results are presented in Table 7 for individual gene expressiveness and Table 8 for all genes 
behaviour. 
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Type Accurateness The Most Expressive Genes Time Interval 
Alpha 88% MBP1, CDC5, FAR1 18t 
Cdc15 72% ASH1, STB1, CLN2, PCL2 24t 
Cdc28 92% CLB5, EGT2 18t 
Cho 96% ASH1 17t 
Elu 92% SWI6, SIC1 18t 

Average 88%   

Table 7. The accurateness of the application KGS-based MCC to yeast25 database for 
obtaining knowledge regarding the most expressive genes  
 

Interaction Time 
Type Accurateness 

hight  lowt  

Alpha 100% 5t , 6t  1t  

Cdc15 100% 9t , 22t  6t  

Cdc28 100% 5t  15t  

Cho 100% 1t  11t  

Elu 94.4% 6t  13t  
Average 98.8%   

Table 8. The accurateness of the application KGS-based MCC to yeast25 database for 
obtaining knowledge regarding al genes behaviour  
Based on the information delivered in the two tables above, we can conclude the 
accurateness of KGS-based MCC in obtaining knowledge regarding GRS behaviour as 
follows. 
1. The average accurateness of the knowledge regarding the most expressive genes 

reaches 88%. 
2. The averaged accurateness of the knowledge regarding the behaviour of all genes 

reaches 98.8%. 

7. Conclusion 
GRS is a unique system within all living things which regulates the “core“ of living cells 
called gene, that is, a sequence of DNA.  The regulation performed by GRS to the genes 
displays a interesting phenomena that if we can obtain knowledge about them we can use it 
to refine the products of the cells in the future.  Harmonious with it, in this paper we have 
presented in concise manner the process in obtaining knowledge regarding GRS behaviour 
by applying KGS-based MCC paradigm on several types of yeast25 database.  The core of 
KGS-based MCC paradigm is OMA3S information-inferencing fusion method that is 
developed primarily for KGS, a new perspective in Artificial Intelligence (Sumari, 2010).   
From the strategy as well as the research results we have presented in this paper we can 
conclude that the representation of GRS by means of KGS-based MCC paradigm is a very 
good approach and very advantegous for obtaining knowledge regarding the behavior of 
genes in it.  The knowldege includes the most expressive genes and all genes behaviour in a 
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single cell cycle, that is, a certain interval of interaction time.  One example, that is yeast25-
cho, has already been given and the accurateness of the knowledge acquired by the system 
is 96% and 100% for having a knowledge of the most expressive genes and all genes 
behaviour subsequently. By applying the same technique to other types of yeast25, we 
found that in average the knowledge accurateness of the knowledge acquired by the system 
is 88% and 98.8% for having a knowledge of the most expressive genes and all genes 
behaviour subsequently.  These results show that KGS-based MCC paradigm is one of 
appropriate means for obtaining knowledge regarding GRS behaviour. 
One of our further works will be applying KGS-based MCC paradigm on a larger number of 
genes from the same database.  We have been conducting a research on this matter and in 
the same time perfecting our method so it can be applied to diverse problems. 
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